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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation reads Wallace Stegner's Angle of Repose by 

combining objective and subjective critical approaches in an attempt to 

bridge the gap between storytelling understood formalistically and story 

in its moving immediacy. The study combines a close textual analysis of 

the novel with a detailed and extensive account of the critic's personal 

and emotional responses to it, and these two interpretive perspectives 

are supplemented by a series of three interviews conducted with the 

novelist over a period of ten years as well as by an exchange of letters 

between Stegner and Bernard DeVoto just prior to the publication of 

Stegner's Beyond the Hundredth Meridian (1951-1953). 
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The study opens with a survey of Stegner's career and argues that 

his critics have misperceived him as a "regionalist" and undervalued him 

as a world-class American writer whose work transcends the limitations of 

place. The ensuing chapters focus on the relationship between the 

journal form of Angle of Repose and the westering tradition in American 

letters and on the way the novel situates itself in relation to native 

American aesthetics and the oral tradition. The burden of these early 

chapters is to demonstrate that the form of Stegner's novel is symbolic, 

not only in the formal sense of standing for something other than itself 

but also in the more subjective sense of figuring the emotional rhythms 

that it generates in the reader. Later chapters examine in detail the 
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relations between the personal and emotional life of the critic and such 

technical and thematic issues as unreliable narrator, the Doppleganger 

motif, and the problems of origins and originality in American fiction. 

Taken together, the individual chapters are designed to show that Stegner 

is a postmodern storyteller with postmodern concerns, that he has, in 

fact, created Angle of Repose as a "counter-subversive novel" by 

employing the techniques of the so-called "chaos drunk writers" of the 

1970's against themselves to produce a work of art that is at once highly 

original and self-consciously traditional. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PROVINCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS 

An Academic Introduction to Wallace Stegner and His Critics 
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To date Wallace Stegner has published 15 novels and collections of 

short fiction, 16 non-fiction titles, and 18 eJited works: some 49 books 

in all. Curiously, however, Stegner's critical audience has been much 

slower to develop and mature than his individual talent. While Stegner's 

publishers boast of selling over one million copies of a single title, 

Stegner criticism essentially amounts to a matter of two or three books 

and a few dissertations. 1 It is easy, I think, to understand why. 

In the first place, serious writers tend to create their readers 

rather than the other way around. Popular literature aside, such has 

always been the case, especially in America where, for lack of an 

audience, talent has historically tended to flow away from the places 

where it was born. James, of course, is the classic 19th century 

example; Joyce, a justly famous European model. But the same principle 

generally holds true even for those writers who stay home. Certainly, 

few writers have stuck any closer to home than Henry David Thoreau, and 

yet how long was Henry Thoreau's critical audience--outside the circle of 

his friends--in developing? When Melville died, in 1891, did the 

audience that had hailed ~ (1846) and Omoo (1847) take any 

significant interest in one of the world's greatest books, Moby Dick? 

IIWe all know how many times a critic reads a book,1I a contemporary 

poet quips--lIless than once ll (Bell ~5). Perhaps. Unquestionably, 

Stegner's readers have been a finicky lot, especially the critics. In 

one breath they champion Stegner for the recognition that has been heaped 

upon him by an admiring Ameri,::an public and point to him as the winner of 

the Pulitzer Prize (1971) and the National Book Award (1977). But in the 

next breath, they speak of a conspiracy lion the part of the nation's 



highest arbiters" to deny Stegner admittance "to the front rank of 

American novelists." They complain that Stegner "has not received the 

recognition that he deserves" (CEOWS 109). 
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It is true, as John Otis remarks, that Stegner's "versatility as 

historian, novelist, journalist, and essayist--as writer, teacher, and 

critic--is at once an asset and a liability in prompting recognition for 

his achievement" (Otis 114-5). While Stegner is in one sense a 

jack-of-many genres and the master of several, he has refused, as Otis 

puts it, to limit himself "to anyone genre or to anyone type of novel." 

Consequently, as Robert Canzoneri observed in 1973, critics have found it 

"difficult to get a handle for Stegner."2 Certainly few American writers 

before him have shared Stegner's alacrity in turning from one genre to 

the next. (But William Dean Howells was one. Robert Penn Warren has 

been another.) Otis, however, believes that Stegner's "lack of 

continuity and diffusion of interest" make it "difficult for those 

looking for 'handles,' while accommodating those looking for an excuse to 

ignore" Stegner's "achievement in fiction" (115). 

Unfortunately, too often we find in Stegner's critics and their work 

what we might justifiably call "defensive provincialism." For example, 

we notice even in Otis's statement above just such a defensive posture: 

an implication that critics have actively and consciously searched for 

"an excuse to ignore" Stegner's "achievement in fiction." Maybe they 

have. In fact, however, Stegner has ah/ays been a highly regarded 

fiction writer, beginning with his first novella, Remembering Laughter, 

which won a Little, Brown Prize in 1937, continuing with a string of O. 

Henry Memorial Awards during the 1940 ' s for his short stories, and 



culminating, perhaps, in his winning the Pulitzer and the National Book 

Award during the 1970 ' s. While awards and prizes can turn out to be 

badges of mediocrity instead of merit, after closely studying Stegner's 

work, teaching and reviewing it, I would argue that Stegner's public 

honors at least indicate that publishers, editors, critics, and other 

writers have thought exceptionally well of Stegner as an author of 

serious fiction. When we think of the lives and careers of novelists 
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like Thomas Hardy and Herman Melville, I believe we ought to count 

Stegner rather lucky for having achieved so much public recognition 

during his own lifetime. If such recognition constitutes a conspiracy 

"on the part of the nation's highest arbiters" to deny Stegner admittance 

to "the front rank of American novelists," then so be it. The evidence, 

however, would seem to contradict such statements. 

Consider, for example, that even in the realm of non-fiction 

Stegner's books have been anything but disparaged. On the contrary, 

Houghton Mifflin's Life-in-America Award went to Stegner in 1945 for One 

Nation, as did The Saturday Review of Literature's Anisfield Wolfe 

Award. 3 Stegner's unclassifiable Wolf Willow won the Black Hawk Award in 

1962 for "best book of the year by an Iowa author.1I Book clubs have also 

recognized Stegner's non-fiction achievements and his appeal to readers, 

beginning with Beyond the Hundredth Meridian, Stegner's hefty 

biographical history of Major John Hesley Powell, which won a Silver 

Medal from the Commonwealth Club of California in 1954, as did The 

Gathering of Zion ten years later. And ten years after that, in 1974, 

Stegner's extraordinary biography of Bernard DeVoto, The Uneasy Chair, 

received a National Book Award nomination, and, clil"ilns Richard Etulain, 
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"narrowly missed" the Pulitzer Prize.4 Book clubs, of course, have also 

recognized and promoted Stegner's fiction. ~ Shooting Star (1961), All 

the Little Live Things (1967), and Angle of Repose were all Literary 

Guild selections; The Spectator Bird, Recapitulation, (1979) and Crossing 

to Safety (1987) were both Book of the Month Club alternates and First 

Editions Club selections. In fact, it turns out that Stegner has won 

more Commonwealth Club medals than the California club's former favorite, 

Nobel Laureate John Steinbeck. 

In addition to simply boosting sale5~ book clubs can also prompt 

public notice and extend the lives of books by keeping them in print. 

And keeping books in print can prove extraordinarily difficult for a 

writer like Stegner who writes multi-genre books, comes close to 

qualifying as prolific, and has moved no less than seven times from house 

to house: from Atlantic, Little, Brown in 1937 to Harcourt Brace in 

1940; from Harcourt to Duell, Sloan, and Pearce in 1941; from Duell, 

Sloan, and Pearce to Houghton Mifflin in 1945; from Houghton Mifflin to 

Viking in 1961; from Viking to Doubleday in 1969; and most recently, from 

Doubleday to Random House in 1986. 5 Stegner's contract with the former 

director of the University of Nebraska Press, David Gilbert, specifies 

that Nebraska must keep Stegner's books in print "indefinitely, for life" 

(Etulain 63). What is more, Stegner's other honors and awards are 

commensurate with his stature as a writer. He is a three-time recipient 

of the Guggenheim (1950, 1953, 1960); the recipient of a Rockefeller 

grant (1950-51); a Wenner-Gren Foundation grant (1954); two Fulbrights 

(one to Greece, 1962, and one to Europe and the Middle East, 1968). 

Stegner has also been a fellow of the Center for Advanced Study in the 
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Behavioral Sciences (1955) and the National Endowment for the Humanities 

(1972). His memberships include the National Institute and Academy of 

Arts and Letters, Phi Beta Kappa, and the American Academy of Arts and 

Sciences. 

Such a record ought to receive the respect of anyone who aspires to 

a life in American letters. Undoubtedly, the critical reception to 

Stegner's books has been mixed. On the whole, however, critics have 

tended to respond with applause and praise. Consider, for example, that 

as early as 1944 Sinclair Lewis had already proclaimed in the pages of 

The Saturday Review that Stegner was "one of the most important novelists 

in America. . . • A number of us go daily to the cathedral and pray that 

he will get out of Harvard ..• go back to Utah and Iowa, and put on the 

mantle of greatness that is awaiting him."6 Or consider what at least 

one of Stegner's early critics, Howard Mumford Jones, had to say of The 

Big Rock Candy Mountain in 1943: "In a lean year this is a major novel. 

It would be a major novel even in a rich year, and the reasons lie in the 

quality of vitality, of generous strength, of something pressed down and 

running over in the new book ..• that takes it completely out of the 

realm of intellectualism and into the kingdom of fiction (CEOWS 17). 

Other reviewers, of course, were less enthusiastic than Jones about 

Stegner's first major novel. Typical, I think of the novel's mixed 

reception is this one by The New York Times Book Review's writer, Joseph 

Warren Beach, which opens as follows: 

Wallace Stegner's latest book shows great advance in power and 
grasp over the shorter novels for which he is chiefly known, and is a 
much more satisfying example of regional fiction. Maturity of 



experience and human insight are brought to the treatment of a serious 
theme; characters unusually vivid and convincing are involved in a 
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story of deep human interest. An exacting reader may note with surprise 
that, in spite of all this, he somewhat misses that peculiar pleasure 
that is to be derived from a work of literary art. He will ask himself 
how this is possible. And he will reluctantly conclude that Mr. Stegner 
has yet to find himself a thoroughly distinctive style. (CEO~lS 19) 

Both Jones and Beach speak accurately of Stegner's novel, given 

their individual biases as critics and the contexts of the places and 

times in which they were writing. Jones, for example, proved correct in 

assessing 1943 as a "lean year" for American fiction. The only other 

novel published that year by an American that could hope to stand beside 

the major novels of the '40's would be Dos Passos's Number One. T. S. 

Eliot's Four Quartets could properly be called an American literary 

landmark in poetry. But the novels of the decade that have consistently 

refused our critical neglect are those by far more seasoned veterans of 

American fiction than Stegner: Hemingway's For Whom the Bell Tolls 

(1940); Faulkner's The Hamlet (1940), Go Down Moses (1942), and Intruder 

in the Dust (1948); Thomas Wolfe's You Can't Go Home Again (1940); 

Richard Wright's Black Boy (1945); Fitzgerald's The Last Tycoon (1941). 

In some ways it was a better decade for American playwrights and American 

poets than the novelists. Tennesee Williams turned out The Glass 

Menagerie (1945) and ~ Streetcar Named Desire (1947); Robinson Jeffers, 

Be ~ at the Sun (1941) and Medea (1946); O'Neill, The Iceman Cometh 

(1946); William Carlos Williams, Paterson, I (1946); Ezra Pound, Cantos 

(1940) and Pisan Cantos (1948); Jarrell, Blood for ~ Stranger (1942), 

Little Friend, Little Friend (1945); Ransom, Selected Poems (1945); 

Wallace Stevens, Transport to Summer (1947); Robert Frost, ~ Masque of 

Reason (1945); and Arthur Miller, Death of ~ Salesman (1949). 
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Such a list, of course, is intended to be neither a survey nor an 

honor roll. My point is that the 1940's was a decade in which the 

American Moderns, especially the poets, were still reshaping the American 

language and pioneering new territory for American literature. The 

critics, Mr. Beach included, were a little behind them. Faulkner, 

Hemingway, Porter, and Fitzgerald were in the prime of their lives, 

approaching their 50's, whereas Wallace Stegner at the beginning of the 

decade was 31 years old, largely untraveled outside the United States, 

and in some ways as ignorant of the changes the American Moderns had 

brought to the novel as were most Americans. It wasn't until the middle 

of the decade--1945--that Malcom Cowley pointed out how Faulkner's books 

interlock, and even then nine of them were still to appear. 

The opening sentence of Beach's review of Stegner's The Big Rock 

Candy Mountain accurately assesses Stegner's progress in citing the novel 

as a "great advance in power and grasp over the shorter novels for which 

he is chiefly known." But Beach also seizes on a term which has corne to 

haunt Stegner throughout his career: he classifies the novel as 

"regional fiction." Without a doubt The Big Rock landed with a thump in 

the American literary community of 1943. As a novel, however, in terms 

of technique, it hns--even by Stegner's own admission--sometimes more in 

common with the 19th century than with the 20th. As Stegner puts it, in 

The Big Rock Candy Mountain, "all the technical options of the modern 

novel are ignored" (Etulain 52). That is precisely one of the reasons a 

Jamesian like Professor Beach might be attracted to it. But readers 

should be cautious in taking its author's statement too literally. 

Stegner had learned at least a few things from the American Moderns, if 



only by osmosis. That his novel has withstood the test of four decades 

as well as it has speaks extraordinarily well of Stegner as a fiction 

writer. 
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Regardless, the question of Stegner's current standing in critical 

and academic circles really comes down to a very few issues. The 

"regional" question is undeniably one of them. So is the question of 

"technique" if we use it to "cover all the discernable signs of the 

author's artistry •..• the entire range of choices made by the author" 

(Booth 74). In attempting to locate what he finds lacking in Stegner's 

novel, Beach employs the term "style": as Wayne Booth notes in The 

Rhetoric of Fiction, a term that often "excludes our sense of the 

author's skill in his choice of character and episode and scene and idea" 

(Booth 74). These choices Beach tends to praise. In fact, what Beach 

and others have generally objected to in The Big Rock Candy Mountain has 

most to do with what they perceive to be a lack of consistency in 

point-of-view and the presence of the book's "implied author." 

Nevertheless, the novel earned Stegner some early respect from 

critical readers, including those like Beach who stopped short of 

hyperbole and star-making tactics but nevertheless marked Stegner as a 

fiction writer worthy of their attention. Such support, of course, was 

insufficient to qualify Stegner as an early success like Fitzgerald or 

Wolfe. As John Otis and others have noted, Fitzgerald and Wolfe "were 

instant successes who struck early in their careers,1I and, like meteors, 

"cut a brilliant but brief swathe across the sky" (Otis, 115). Nor has 

Stegner's literary reputation, unlike those of Hemingway and Norman 

Mailer, benefitted from the notoriety of a public or cult personality. 

-------------------------------------
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We easily forget, I think, that general acclaim seldom comes very early 

to most serious writers. In the early 1940's those of his contemporaries 

closest to Stegner's own age--Eudora Welty, John Cheever, Ralph Ellison, 

Bernard Malamud--were, like Stegner, earning some critical praise. Saul 

Bellow's tightly constructed novels of the 1940's, Dangling Man (1944) 

and The Victim (1947), won slight acclaim, but it wasn't until Bellow 

published The Adventures of Augie March (1953) that critics began to 

consistently applaud. No matter. Each American fiction writer about 

whom we know much at all bears the scars of struggle. Even the so-called 

"major" writers must earn their places in a living tradition. 

It may be, as I believe, that Stegner's career as a writer has 

ranged too wide and been too various, and the time has been too short, 

for any critic to treat it as one phenomenon. So far, only two writers 

have combined their efforts to produce a single book (entitled Wallace 

Stegner) that makes such an attempt: Forrest and Margaret Robinson. At 

100 Grandma Moses was still painting (Wallechinsky 3). At 94 Bertrand 

Russell continued his international peace drives with vigor. At 90 

Picasso produced superb drawings and engravings. At 82 Churchill wrote A 

History of the English Speaking Peoples. At the same age, Tolstoy penned 

I Cannot be Silent. At 81, Johann Von Goethe finished Faust. At 78 

Wallace Stegner published his most recent novel, Crossing to Safety. 

Stegner's career as a fiction writer remains "in progress," and those who 

would attempt to assess his full career as a writer set for themselves an 

impossible task. 

After considering the matter for some time, I am convinced that any 

questions of Stegner's standing in the academic and literary community 



can be easily traced straight back to their places of origin. Like 

Stegner himself, I can find "no adequate substitute for the term 
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'regional,'11 and, like him, I confess "that when it is used to promote 

militant provincialism it makes me cringe. 1I7 On the other hand, consider 

what John Barth has to say in Volume I of Books and Art (1979): 

When a writer like Mark Twain, or Hawthorne, or Faulkner--or I 
hope myself--finds part of his or her imaginative energy in a place, it's 
likely to be because that place, consciously or intuitively, is a kind of 
metaphor for the author's real concerns. And these concerns are likely 
to be just what Aristotle tells us literature should be about: human 
life, its happiness and misery. . • • One way you get at those, as 
Faulkner does, as I. B. Singer does, and Mark Twain did, and the rest, is 
through your intimate knowledge of a particular region. (6) 

Indeed, few great minds ever lose the impresses of the places that shape 

them. As Stegner notes, Ibsen and Joyce, "self-exiled from their native 

countries and hating them heartily," never wrote "about anything but 

Norway and Ireland, and in the terms that their upbringing had made 

inescapable: Ibsen as a northern Protestant moralist and Joyce as an 

inverted Jesuit." It may be "truest to say," as the Robinsons do in the 

"Epilogue," that "Stegner belongs to that large family of American 

writers whose works have been defined by region" (160). For them, 

"Edward Eggleston and Sarah Orne Jewett come to mind. So, in their 

different ways, do Jack London, Frank Norris, Hamlin Garland, Sherwood 

Anderson, Sinclair Lewis, the early John Steinbeck, and Stegner's own 

model writer of 'the middle ground ' William Faulkner. At the head of the 

family," the Robinsons conclude, "stands Mark Twain.1I 

As for me, however, reading the books of Wallace Stegner has never 

once reminded me of the work of Sarah Orne Jewett or Edward Eggleston, 
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although Jewett was among the first writers I studied as an undergraduate 

If pressed, 11m sure I could find relationships between Jewettls female 

characters and Stegnerls. Both render women with the capacity to salvage 

some dignity from their lives in spite of external pressures. For those 

who want to make them, I suppose there are comparisons to be made; but 

then, it is perfectly possible to compare any two writers. 

Nor have I been reminded much in reading Stegner of any of the 

others on the Robinsonls list, with the exception of Faulkner and Twain. 

As I have already hinted, in terms of the range of his career and its 

accomplishments, I see many valid comparisons to be made between Stegner 

and the Howells who wrote travel books, criticism, biography, 

autobiography, as well as novels, but who, more importantly, took 

authentic risks and claimed new territory for fiction. Stegner tends to 

downplay any influence his reading of James has had upon him as a 

novelist in favor of Conrad, but I see parallels between Stegner and 

James. 

If I sound unduly irreverent toward Stegnerls critics, it is because 

I am impatient with the provincial consciousness and discontent with the 

view that Stegner is nothing more than a local boy who happened to make 

good. To put the matter bluntly, Stegner has become one of the darlings 

of the Western American Literature Association and its highly partisan 

journal, Western American Literature. I know I risk alienating some of 

Stegnerls most intelligent readers in phrasing the matter as I have, but 

for me even the term western American literature connotes limitations 

refuse to accept. It suggests second class status and a defensive 

support of the second-rate. The same goes for the word regional. The 
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only term I find more offensive is western writer, which too easily 

conjures up visions of horse-opera. Just so. That may be precisely the 

reason its employers use it in their publications: it is just vague 

enough to cover Wallace Stegner under the same umbrella as Zane Grey, 

Owen Wister, and Louis L'Amour. 

Surely, as readers, we can safely assume that Wallace Stegner 

emphatically did not set out to become either a "regional" or a "western" 

writer. On the other hand, neither should his goal of simply becoming a 

writer keep us from identifying him for who and what he is: a writer who 

inescapably reflects both the regions and the cultures into which he was 

born and has lived. It is significant, I think, that Stegner's two 

longest novels, The Big Rock Candy Mountain and Angle of Repose, range 

too widely in terms of their settings to be strictly classified as 

regional. The Big Rock Candy Mountain follows the Mason family's sojourn 

from its ambiguous origins to North Dakota, Washington, Montana, and 

Utah; Angle of Repose, the Hard family from New York, California, 

Colorado, and Idaho. In fact, Angle of Repose is nothing if not 

transcontinental in scope. Both of these novels also cross and bridge 

international boundaries: The Big Rock Candy Mountain from the United 

States to Saskatchewan, Canada; Angle of Repose from the United States to 

Michoacan, Mexico. "From the lOath meridian to the Pacific is two fifths 

of the United States," as Stegner reminds us in a book of essays (TSOMW 

15). That's plenty of room--or ought to be--to tell the truth in. And 

Stegner tells the truth, mainly. 

Both novels, for example, distinguish clearly between regions. The 

Big Rock Candy Mountain, for example, makes it plain that the great 
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plains of the Midwest are geographically, culturally, and historically 

another region from the ever-green woods of the Pacific Northwest or the 

Great Basin. Angle of Repose derives much of its tension from the 

confrontations between eastern and western Americans and their 

conflicting systems of value. The novel reminds us, too, that the 

American Southwest is historically and ethnically another country. As 

for contemporary California, the setting for some of Angle of Repose and 

The Spectator Bird and the entire length of All the Little Live Things, 

common knowledge makes it the birthplace for too much Americana to 

document here. The Spectator Bird, which critics have nearly managed to 

ignore, is, in fact, set primarily in Denmark during the mid-1950's, 

where Stegner lived in 1954. Although Larry Horgan, the narrator of 

Stegner's most recent novel, Crossing to Safety, hails from Albuquerque, 

New Mexico, virtually none of the novel is set in the West. 

Nevertheless, it could be classified as a "regional" novel, since it 

demonstrably concerns itself with New England and New Englanders. 

To give regionalism its due, however, I think it might be shown that 

more American writers than not inevitably reflect strong allegiances to 

their native haunts, beginning with Hawthorne and moving through James 

and Twain right up through contemporary times and writers like Ernest 

Gaines and ~Iilliam Styron. Surely no American writer is more place-bound 

or more conscious of the importance of place in his own writing than 

William Faulkner. Indeed, if Faulkner is any kind of model at all, then 

we might safely conclude that a writer's al"legiance to place ~ make 

possible an enlargement of himself, and, in turn, that enlargement of 

self can then lead to a lengthening of point of view and an enlargement 

--------- -------- -----



of the writer's materials. In general, after looking over the span of 

the career, I believe we can conclude as much about Stegner. 
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As Norman Cousins observes in his "Foreword" to Etulain's 

Conversations, "What is most remarkable about Wallace Stegner's 

development as a major American literary figure is the absence of sudden 

thrusts or skyrockets. He has added to his reputation year by year and 

book by book II (vii). Cousins goes on to say that "Whether as a novelist, 

biographer, historian, essayist, literary critic, or teacher," Stegner 

"has produced a body of work of cumulative substance and stature." More 

"significant" in Cousins's view than Stegner's prizes and awards is the 

"steady development" of Stegner's artistry, "reflected in his 

consistently distinguished work over four decades." As for the regional 

question, Cousins takes exception to the careless tendency to "pin 

geographic tags on writers outside the Northeast," noting that "Saul 

Bellow is labeled an 'American writer,' not an Eastern writer, even 

though his books may be about East Coast life" (viii). 

Nevertheless, the regional question arises, in one form or another, 

in nearly everything readers have written about Stegner. A typical 

example of the problem appeared in The New York Times Magazine for 27 

December 1981, which devoted its cover illustration to a full-color 

anachronism: a stereotypical cowboy astride his steed with a manual 

typewriter seated on his lap. To reinforce the grossness of the 

stereotype, the illustrator burnished the background behind horse and 

rider with a sunset. The headlines read, WRITERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: 

VOICES IN WESTERN LITERATURE. Not only did The Times crown Stegner lithe 

Dean of Western Writers," but Stegner's photo caption renamed him 
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Hilliam. As Wendell Berry notices, liThe adjective IWestern,1 as all 

regional writers will understand, would have been dismissive, even if the 

name had been correctly given. This is the regional-ism of New York, 

which will use the West, and indeed depend on it, but not care for it. 

And this regional-ism is opposed and corrected by writing that is 

authentically and faithfully regional" (SDR, 17). 

Or consider another case. Despite his cosmopolitan approach, Robert 

Canzoneri, easily one of Stegner's most able and sophisticated critics, 

pauses in passing to remark: "It should not be necessary to point out 

that a true relation of human experience in the West is as valid as a 

true relation of the human experience anywhere else" (806). But, of 

course, in Stegner's case, somehow even Canzoneri and Cousins feel 

compelled to point it out. The only question is why? Why does the 

regional and western label stick to Stegner like epoxy and fail to adhere 

to others, including, say, former Stegner students like Ken Kesey or 

Larry McMurtry? 

My first conclusion is the one with which I began this essay: 

Stegner has yet to find a critic equal to his own talents: a Northrop 

Frye, a Hugh Kenner, a Leslie Fiedler, much less a Cowley. Anyone who 

reviews with an insider's knowledge the complete body of Stegner 

criticism as it currently exists will quickly discover that those who 

have done most of the hog-tying and branding of Stegner as a "Western" or 

"regional" writer are the regional-ists themselves. As for me, I would 

be content to place Stegner's citizenship where it belongs (in the Hest) 

if only it were clear to students and other outsiders that we are talking 

about a world citizenship, not merely a provincial one. I can't help 
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noting, as Anthony Arthur does in his editor1s introduction to Critical 

Essays on Wallace Stegner, that most of his contributors produced their 

essays "fairly recently" and that none of those essays have appeared "in 

such national forums for criticism as American Literature." Instead, 

they have appeared "in journals with regional identification such as 

Western Humanities Review, South Dakota Review, and Western American 

Literature" (12). 

"Gnashings of teeth, beatings of breasts, skepticism and aspiration, 

ambition and impotence, cultural dependence bitter toward what enslaves 

it or protecting too much its independence, a double-preoccupation with 

who one is and what others think of one, an abiding desire to make it in 

the American world and a reiterated indifference to that world," Stegner 

has written in an essay entitled "The Provincial Consciousness," "these 

are the stigmata of the provincial state of mind" (OWTSM 88). That state 

of mind doubtless exists in Stegner1s fiction--particularly is it there 

for us to see and learn from in the mind of a character like Bo 

Mason--but it is a state of mind at some remove from Stegner1s own. If 

the West is, in fact, culturally a province, then it is only responding, 

after all, to its fears and insecurities as all provinces have and 

perhaps will always respond: by praising its own with fervor and 

flag-waving, but asserting its independence. We have only to reflect 

upon a little American literary history to realize as much. 

"We have listened too long to the courtly muses of Europe ll (1019), 

Emerson asserted in his American Scholar address in 1837. "It is for the 

nation1s sake, and not for her authors I sake, that I would have America 

be heedful of the increasing greatness among her writers" (545), Melville 
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wrote in "Hawthorne and His Mosses" (1850): "It were the vilest thing 

you could say of a true American author, that he were an American 

Tompkins. Call him an American, and have done; for you can not say a 

nobler thing of him.--But it is not meant that all American writers 

should studiously cleave to nationality in the writing; only this, no 

American writer should write like an Englishman, or a Frenchman; let him 

write like a man, for then he will be sure to write like an American. 

Let us away with this leaven of literary flunkyism towards England. If 

either must play the flunky in this thing, let England do it." 

The history of American literature is dominated by provincialism. 

Indeed, Stegner claims American literature in the twentieth century has 

also been "dominated by a series of sectional isms either geographical or 

ethnic: the Midwesterners in the twenties, the Southerners on their 

heels, the New York school on the heels of the Southerners, the Blacks on 

the heels of the New Yorkers." He tells us to "Check the writings of the 

Fugitive group that wrote the script for the South, especially such a 

book as IT Take ~ Stand in order to see "writers making a hate object 

out of New York, as the early American nationalists made one out of 

England and Canadians tend to make one out of the United States" (OWTSM 

93) • 

"The West is politically reactionary and exploitative," Stegner 

wrote in "Born a Square": "admit it, instead of pretending to be the 

last brave home of American freedom. The West as a whole is guilty of 

inexpiable crimes against the land: admit that, too. The West is 

rootless, culturally half-baked. So be it. To deny weaknesses is to be 

victimized by them and caught in lies forever. But while the West is 
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admitting its inadequacy, let it remember its strengths: it is the New 

World's last chance to be something better, the only American society 

still malleable enough to be formed" (TSOMW 183-4). That western writing 

is, as Stegner said early in his care~r as a major American writer, "only 

the last stage of what occurred on every American frontier" should be 

axiomatic to any contemporary literary historian (TSOMH 189). 

Consider, too, what Edwin Fussell has to say in his introduction to 

Frontier: American Literature and the American Hest (1965): "The word 

West, with all its derivatives and variants, is the all but inevitable 

key" to "an understanding of early American literature." Fussell laments 

that "no word commonly associated with the American identity and destiny 

has been, and continues to be, more frequently misused and sentimen

talized (83). He then points to a remark George Catlin once made. "Few 

people," Catlin said, "even know the true definition of the term 'West': 

and where is its location?--phantom-like it flies before us as we 

travel." In order to further impress upon readers the ambiguities 

inherent in the term, Fussell continues by quoting at length the unknown 

analyst/reviewer for the American Quarterly Review of 1835: 

•.• 'The West' .•. is a vague designation of any place in 
North America. Although there be a distinct meaning in the phrase, well 
understood by the person using it, yet paradoxical as this is, it points 
to no locality. Twenty years ago the Allegheny range might, by most 
people, be considered in the new countries. Ten years ago, the 
Mississippi was the ne ~ ultra for five-sixths of Americans. The 
imaginary line which-rimlted~bounds of the Hest, has thus been 
continually changing, till at length it has found neutral correspondence 
in the 'woods where rolls the Oregon,' and on the shore laved by the 
Pacific. Still the phrase has a local meaning. The mind of a citizen of 
Philadelphia referring to the Hest, does not now reach beyond the 
Mississippi. Hhen an inhabitant of Ohio speaks of the Hest, he means 
beyond that river; and when one of Missouri talks of this still receding 
land, he fixes himself, as he geographically is, in the centre of the 
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union, and locates the West far beyond his Pawnee or Comanche neighbors, 
along the distant peaks that give rise to the Oregon and Missouri. 

Fussell himself puts the matter nicely: "The American West is 

almost by definition indefinite and indefinable, or at least changing, 

pluralistic, and ambiguous in signification" (4). When Wallace Stegner 

speaks of Western writing as "only the last stage of what occurred on 

every American frontier," which West does he have in mind: the Rocky 

Mountain Northwest, perhaps the most i~~'~~~rl, culturally speaking, of 

the possibilities, and the setting for a good share of two of his major 

books? Is the West Coast, California north through Oregon and 

Washington, one region or three? Let me risk a betrayal of my own sense 

of place by saying flatly that it doesn't matter. 

What does matter is the way Stegner's allegiance to his sense of 

place has made possible his enlargement of himself, and how that 

enlargement of self, in turn, has made possible a lengthening of his 

point of view and the enlargement of his materials. We can see the same 

process at work in the examples of more than a handful of American 

writers before him. It is there to be found in virtually all of the 

American Romantics, but especfally in Hawthorne, Melville, and Whitman. 

We see it again in the work and careers of the American Realists, 

especially in Twain. It is also there to be witnessed in the work of 

women writers like Kate Chopin and Edith Wharton. If there is a writer 

any more consciously American or more intimately bound to his own 

inverted sense of place than Henry James, who, as a symbolic gesture of 

protest against his country's reluctance to enter the First World War, 

denied his citizenship, then I would like to know where to look. 
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As for the American Moderns, Miss Stein's The Making of Americans 

ought to be enough to settle any questions about her allegiances. 

Although the length and style have distressed many of her critics 

(massive: "on and on: a great crumbling sandblock," says Kenner), Stein 

had no doubts about where she was or where she was from when she wrote 

it. "America is the oldest country in the world because it has been 

living in the twentieth century longer than any other country," Stein 

declared (Kenner 121). And she had the ability to swing what she knew. 

Are there American writers more rootbound than Wallace Stevens, Robert 

Frost, and William Carlos Williams? 

"Contribute regionally to the national culture?" Stegner confidently 

scoffs in feigned bragadocio, "We are the national culture, at its most 

energetic end" (OWTSM 106). But Stegner did not begin his career as a 

writer capable of asserting such an idea. He began, rather, by seeking 

authentic membership in what he has himself called "The Great Community," 

a community of "recorded human experience," one that includes the 

pantheon of great novelists but is made eminent and amplified by great 

scientists and historians, by science and history itself. As a would-be 

contributor to the community in which he seeks membership, Stegner begins 

with the realization that all human thinking contains the possibility of 

error. There was no way to apply for such membership as he sought, since 

it could only be achieved, and in attempting to achieve it Stegner had to 

do what all those before him did: think and work in solitude, in the 

quiet company of the past. Coming into contact with that past, vigilant 

of its presence and currency, wakeful to his own experiences and to those 

of others around him, Stegner learned that there are no excuses available 



for lack of achievement. The Membership seldom dealt in salutations at 

the beginnings of great careers, and, when it did, it sometimes praised 

work for the wrong reasons. 
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It is tempting to say that Stegner is himself to blame for his 

ignominious treatment by regional scholars. To say so, however, would be 

shifting the blame, part of which he may share, but the greater part of 

which has come from misreadings. The terms "regional" and "Western" 

writer are at once precise and ambiguous indicators of some of Stegner's 

major strengths and weaknesses as a writer, depending on who wields them 

and how. "In Wolf Willow and then in The Sound of Mountain Water," 

writes Wendell Berry, "I saw him dealing head-on with the problems of the 

history and the literary history of the West, the challenges and flaws 

and threats of those histories, and on the possible meanings and uses of 

his own history as a Westerner" (SDR 16). For Berry, however, such a 

view leads to another, one in which he sees Stegner "becoming a new kind 

of writer: one who not only writes about his region, but also does his 

best to protect it, by writing and in other ways, from its would-be 

exploiters and destroyers" (SDR 16). 

In this sense the problem is that Stegner has done his job only too 

well. "He has worked strenuously," as Berry says, "to know his region. 

He has not been just a student of its history, but one of its 

historians." This is a crucial distinction, one that sets Stegner apart 

from a writer like Hemingway for whom history is immediate experience, 

but also apart from Faulkner. For Stegner, as Berry shrewdly observes, 

history "is also memory," and Berry goes on to further qualify and 

enlarge upon his assessment of Stegner as follows: 
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.•• He has the care and the scrupulousness of one who 
understands remembering as a duty, and who therefore understands 
historical insight and honesty as duties. He has endeavored to 
understand the differences of his region from other regions and also from 
its own pipedreams and fantasies of himself. He has never condescended 
to his region--an impossibility, since he has so profoundly understood 
himself as part of it. He has not dealt in the quaint, the fantastical, 
or the picturesque. And, above all, he has written well •..• He does 
not allow suppositions about the homeliness or provinciality of his 
subject to qualify or limit his own powers. (17) 

Berry concludes that Stegner is a "regional writer who has escaped 

the evils of regional-ism. And he has escaped, as well, the evils of 

idiosyncrasy. He has been a writer whose work has not exhausted literary 

possibility, but has made it, opened it up." If younger writers in the 

West have escaped the "regional" and "Western" earmarks, my guess is that 

one reason they have been able to do so is because of Stegner's example 

rather than in spite of it. I believe he has, in fact, paved the way for 

writers who have followed him, writers who find in Stegner's example of 

excellence, both a standard of value and a measure of comfort. 

When I say that Stegner has done his job too well, what I mean is 

that he has been misunderstood, his words taken out of context and 

misused. Although he readily admits to "having a fairly pronounced sense 

of place," he has never claimed to be a regional-ist. That has not, 

however, kept his critics from saddling and riding him as a regional-ist 

for more than forty years. Irrefutably, the influence of Stegner's early 

essays upon regional scholars has been profound. Richard Etulain, for 

example, suspects that Stegner's essay, "Born a Square" in The Sound of 

Mountain Water has been "as widely read as any piece" written on "the 

subject of 'Western American Literature'" (128). Kerry Ahearn refers to 

the same essay as "truly seminal" on the subject of "American literature 
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and the Western experience ll (CEOWS, 110). Who could disagree? All the 

same, I keep thinking about the Vietnam commander Lyman Ward speaks of in 

Angle of Repose who will regretfully destroy the village in order to save 

it. The Stegner coterie 11m speaking of will make their Western American 

literature omelet and be damned to the broken eggs. 

There is more than a little coincidence in the founding of Western 

American Literature in 1966 and the publication of Stegnerls essays in 

The Sound of Mountain Water in 1969. The writing of those essays 

preceded the founding of the magazine. 8 11m convinced, however, that the 

real coincidence can be attributed to the spirit of the times. The 

1960 ls brought on a proliferation of new magazines. But my point is that 

both events have their parallels in American literary history with events 

like the founding of The North American Review and the publication of 

Crevecoeurls Letters from an American Farmer (1782). To paraphrase that 

provincial New England Farmer born in San Francisco, Robert Frost, there 

is simply no new way to be new. With the change of a name in 

Crevecoeurls question, IIWho is the American, this new man?1I we can find 

ourselves in the midst of The Sound of Mountain Water wondering with 

Stegner, Who is the Westerner, this new American? The first stage of 

what Stegner in his essay of the same title calls the provincial 

consciousness is always marked by lIan extraordinary stir, great activity, 

great interest, and a frequent and often assertive use ll of a single 

IIword ll (OWTSM 85). For Crevecoeur, Emerson, and Melville, that single, 

assertive word was American. In the case of the audience Stegner was 

addressing when he wrote his essay on the provincial consciousness, the 

assertive word was Canadian. But substitute the word American for the 
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word Canadian in Stegner's essay and we have a description of the 

provincial consciousness in the United States between 1820 and 1865. 

Substitute the word Western and we have a description of the provincial 

consciousness in the western United States that virtually parallels 

Stegner's life and career, particularly its last forty years. Whether in 

the America that evolved between 1820 and 1870 or the West between 1920 

and 1970, we can find in the little magazines of either period a 

reflection of patriotic cultural ideals and zealotry. Given the idea of 

the great world community of "recorded human experience," clearly these 

contemporary publications with a provincial cast-- American West, Western 

Humanities Review, Western History, Southwestern Review, Western American 

Literature--are only at slight remove from say, the Democratic Review or 

the Literary World of the 1840 ' s. It was in the Literary World, for 

example, that Melville claimed an American was "bound to carry republican 

progressiveness into literature, as well as into Life," his point being 

that an American writer would sooner or later be capable of rivaling the 

unapproachable Shakespeare. 

Going back to Crevecoeur's question in 1792, we had better remember 

that it took a century and the efforts of four generations, the genius of 

an American renaissance, to answer that question, and by the time the 

American Romantics provided one, the new man had changed considerably. 

Here is what Stegner himself says on the subject: 

... America in 1837 had little to be confidently proud of in 
its literature, and only foreshadowings of a national identity. Wait 
twenty-five years and there are The Scarlet Letter, Leaves of Grass, Moby 
Dick, the books of the great romantic historians. Wait anothe-r--
twenty-five and there are Huckleberry Finn, much of James and Howells, a 
whole broad pyramid base of secondary writers. There is applause from 
abroad, the sweetest music that cultural nationalism knows. And there 
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is a whole gallery of figures who in one way or other might represent 
Crevecoeur's 'new man,' the American. They run all the way from Uncle 
Sam and the Yankee types who begin with Royal Tyler's play The Contrast, 
through Leatherstocking and all the Boon-Crocket-Carson-Bridger avatars 
of Leatherstocking, and on to Lincoln, Mark Twain, Howells, and still on 
to the literary creation Henry James called Christopher Newman in The 
American. (OWTSM 92) -

Though Stegner may never confess it, may, in fact, deny it, may 

believe he is a very different kind of writer, I believe he has been 

quietly building a house of fiction in much the same American tradition 

as the one James built, using the names of his characters as symbols to 

reveal a new kind of man. Bo Mason in The ~ Rock Candy Mountain, as 

his surname implies, is nothing so much as a builder and creator of 

fictions. Lyman Ward, in Angle of Repose, as his surname implies, is 

there to be discovered and recognized as that characteristic American 

figure, the symbolic orphan, though no critic has yet bothered about the 

significance of his last name. The theme of the search for an ancestral 

home in Stegner's fiction echoes a similar concern in Hawthorne, though 

Stegner expands and amplifies that theme by technically bridging past and 

present in ways Hawthorne had no way of conceiving, ways that rival Joyce 

and Faulkner in terms of technique, since Stegner has built directly on 

their foundations, and, in doing so, become what Wendell Berry has called 

him, "a new kind of writer." Stegner has opened up new territory for 

American fiction at a time when other American writers have been 

lamenting the exhaustion of literary possibilities and courting fashion. 

Perhaps in some ways more importantly, Stegner has pioneered the way for 

other writers by exerting his considerable influence as a man of letters 

and a teacher. 

-_.- -.--_._-----_. 
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For example, in 1946 Stegner succeeded in securing prizes and 

fellowships for the writing program at Stanford through Dr. E. H. Jones 

of San Angelo, Texas (Etulain 14). Although the prizes have been 

abandoned, the fellowships at Stanford still bear Stegner's name. An 

all-inclusive list of students that have held them would contain too many 

editors, teachers, and foreign correspondents to list here. Those who 

have become writers would have to include Eugene Burdick, of ~ 

American notoriety," whom Stegner cites as lithe first," but it would go 

on and on to list Edward Abbey, Tom McGuane, N. Scott Momaday, Tillie 

Olson, Robert Stone, Jim Houston, Larry McMurtry, Ernest Gaines, Wendell 

Berry, Max Apple, Nancy Packer, Philip Levine, Ken Kesey, William 

Kittredge, James Baker Hall, Gurney Norman, Ed McClanahan, Peter Beagle, 

Blanche Boyd, Judith Rascoe, Charlotte Painter, Al Young, and Raymond 

Carver. Hendell Berry's essay "Wallace Stegner and the Great Community" 

and Richard Etulain's Conversations both contain such lists. Although 

Stegner acknowledges some pride when he says of his own experiences as a 

teacher, "I sometimes had the feel ing that I vias reading American 

literature just a few months ahead of its breaking on the world," he also 

says of the string of awards and prizes those fellows have gone on to 

earn, "I try not to take credit for any of that. The people who won 

fellowships in that program were so talented that there would have been 

no holding them down. A year or two at Stanford helped them get their 

act together" (Etulain 15). 

As Wendell Berry notes, "In the mouths of some people," such 

statements "would not be trustworthy; in the mouths of some," they would 

contradict themselves. As Berry suggests, the fellows and former Stegner 
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students, however, would probably give considerably more credit to 

Stegner than he would be comfortable in taking, since he has not been a 

"taker of credit" (15). It's difficult to imagine Ernest Hemingway 

presiding over a writer's workshop at a university. It is also 

difficult, as Wendell Berry says, to "imagine Hemingway researching or 

writing a history of Michigan or Africa" (16). To someone for whom 

Hemingway represents the quintessential American writer, Stegner's 

activities as teacher and historian may seem tame and pedestrian. I 

doubt that Stegner has ever thought of himself as a new kind of American 

writer, but because of his careers as a teacher and historian I believe 

we will increasingly come to think of him in just those terms. 

Much has changed since Stegner wrote the essays in The Sound of 

Mountain Water in which he described the special difficulties under which 

writers in the West labor. To be sure, some of those difficulties linger 

and remain, but for those who have followed Stegner's example and 

confronted the metropolitan regionalism and provincial consciousness of 

New York head on, the rewards have been ample. Gary Snyder, Ray Carver, 

Richard Hugo, David Wagoner, Carolyn Kizer, William Stafford, Tess 

Gallagher, Robert Haas, Barry Lopez, Michael Dorris, Louise Erdrich, Ivan 

DOig, James Welch, Richard Ford, Rick DeMarinis, Leslie Silko--these 

writers have done and continue to do more than contribute "regionally" to 

the national culture. While each has ties to the West, to a considerable 

degree they are the national culture. Should we suppose, for example, 

that in granting Louise Erdrich The National Book Critics Circle Award 

for her first novel, Love Medicine (1985), the critics were merely 
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condescending to "regional literature"? Merely patronizing Ms. Erdrich's 

"ethnic heritage"? 

I don't believe so, nor do I believe a book like Norman Maclean's A 

River Runs Through !1 in receiving the unanimous vote of the 1977 

Pulitzer jurors in fiction and then being snubbed by the Pulitzer's 

omnipotent General Committee can be suppressed by simply refusing to 

grant it the award. As the book's history indicates, not even the 

gullible American public can be fooled into thinking itself foolish all 

of the time. It, too, is "haunted by waters." Literary worth and 

popularity are sometimes compatible. Those who care to look will find 

that it has taken many, many generations to produce a serious American 

novel written by a Native American like N. Scott Momaday (House Made of 

Dawn, 1969) or James Welch (Winter in the Blood, 1974). What critic 

coming upon their work for the first time could fail to be deeply 

impressed, since these writers, too, have opened up new territory for 

American fiction? Like Stegner, Momaday has been an example and a source 

of comfort to younger writers, so much so that I believe I could make a 

strong case for his having been imitated and copied rather than built 

upon, strip-mined rather than husbanded as a resource, by other Native 

American writers. As tempting as it may be, however, to charge, say, 

Leslie Silko in her novel Ceremony (1977) of beautifying her novel with 

Momaday's feathers in her treatment of the Veteran theme, such a charge 

seems to me hopelessly contemptuous, condescending, and exploitative in 

itself. There is always, of course, a temptation for critics and 

novelists simply to exploit the province for raw materials, to mine it 
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for whatever can be gotten out of it rather than to care for the 

resource. 

But that is just the point. "We will have a solid western tradition 

sooner if we pay attention to its major achievements," Stegner told 

Etulain (143). That provincial born in Hailey, Idaho, Ezra Pound, 

reminds us of as much when he insists that the history of an art is the 

history of masterwork, not of failure: [,r mediocrity. A good part of 

what keeps Stegner hogtied as a regional-ist even among those who 

champion his fiction is critical pedantry, the provincial consciousness 

at its worst. While I have no intention of granting more life to 

critical rantings to which readers are only too capable of directing 

themselves, I do want to point out two examples and leave readers free to 

judge for themselves. I know of no more chronic case of critical 

pedantry in Stegner criticism than Mary Ellen Williams Walsh's "essay" 

entitled "Angle of Repose and the Writings of Mary Hall ock Foote: A 

Source Study" as it appears in Critical Essays on Wallace Stegner. That 

essay, I believe, more than any other, typifies the degenerate state of 

Stegner criticism as it currently exists. But consider the complaint by 

Barnett Singer that Big Rock Candy Mountain is "virtually unfinishable 

without some skimming." Or this comment from the same critic who insists 

Stegner "should have deleted more pages" from Angle of Repose, because, 

after all, "This is an age of impatience and novelists must accommodate 

to that fact, if not acquiesce" (CEOWS 128, 134). If what Mr. Singer 

says is true of Stegner's Big Rock Candy Mountain, then I can't help 

wondering how I managed to take so much pleasure from all 635 pages, not 

once but three times. 
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My own reading of Angle of Repose might also be called a source 

study, since it looks back to Stegner's early books, particularly at his 

first book of essays, to discover the ideas that preoccupied him prior to 

1971. In general, I argue that the novel is a metafiction, a fiction 

that, both in style and theme, investigates fiction. Among the many 

fictions that Angle of Repose investigates are those of our nation's 

pipedreams and fantasies of itself, the quaint and the picturesque, if 

not the fantastical, the homeliness and provinciality that would limit 

rather than enlarge, profane rather than consecrate, the ground we hold 

in common. As the novel itself\ demonstrates, if we are one people or one 

nation, then it is that very pluralism we too often permit to divide us 

that, in fact, unites us. In this view, American literature is a story 

that has already happened many times and continues to happen. 

In this view, too, the facts of Wallace Stegner's life, as well as 

the facts of lives tangential to his, remain primarily matters for 

historians and biographers. Only when they shower light rather than 

flood shadow on the primacy of Stegner's fiction do I feel compelled to 

examine either. Nor do I feel compelled to examine other works in the 

Stegner canon except as they illuminate and better our understanding of 

Angle of Repose, which, after all, is the special object of my study. In 

one of the most frequently quoted passages from The Big Rock Candy 

Mountain, for example, the novel's implied narrator, Bruce Mason, 

reflects in the conclusion as follows: 

..• There were things he had learned that could not be taken 
away from him. Perhaps it took several generations to make a man, 
perhaps it took several combinations and re-creations of his mother's 
gentleness and resilience, his father's enormous energy and appetite for 
the new, a subtle blending of masculine and feminine, selfish and 
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selfless, stubborn and yielding, before a proper man could be fashioned. 
He was the only one left (in his family) to fulfill that contract 

and try to justify the labor and the harshness and the mistakes of his 
parents' lives, and that responsibility was so clearly his, was so great 
an obligation, that it made unimportant and unreal the sight of the 
motley collection of pall-bearers staggering under the weight of his 
father's body, and the back door of the hearse closing quietly upon the 
casket and the flowers (634-5). 

It is to that "responsibil ity," to those "several generations," 

"combinations and re-creations of gentleness and resilience ••. enormous 

energy and appetite for the new," to the "subtle blending of masculine 

and feminine, selfish and selfless, stubborn and yielding," to the proper 

fashioning of human beings and civilization that Stegner turns in 

virtually all of his last five novels. Angle of Repose is no exception. 

Ironically, however, the Bruce Mason who determines to shoulder this 

"responsibility" to create the American, the new man, turns up 36 years 

and six novels later at the end of Recapitulation somewhat defeated: 

unmarried and lonely, still wounded and scarred and warped by the 

influence of his father, still doubting and uncertain. As for Angle of 

Repose, the novel ends with a nightmare, and it is highly questionable 

whether or not Lyman Ward qualifies as a "proper" man. 

As Stegner observes in "This I Believe," "It is terribly difficult 

to say honestly, without posing or faking, what one truly and 

fundamentally believes. Reticence or an itch to make public confession 

may distort or dramatize what is really there to be said, and public 

expressions of belief are so closely associated with inspirational 

activity and in fact stem from someone's desire to buck up the 

downhearted and raise the general morale, that belief becomes an 

evangelical matter" (OWTSM 3). Because a good part of what I believe has 
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gone into the writing of this book, at the risk of evangelizing, I would 

like to thank several Stegner scholars who have influenced and 

strengthened my belief in Stegner's fiction. Among those already named, 

but whom I've never met, are Kerry Ahearn and Richard Etulain. Though I 

reached my conclusions about the unreliability of Stegner's fictional 

narrator, Lyman Ward, independently of Ahearn, his article "Trial and 

CUlmination" confirmed my belief. And though I have cited Ahearn's 

analysis to support my contention that Stegner's readers have been a 

"finicky lot," I do side with him and other regional scholars when they 

imply Stegner's achievements have been neglected by critics outside the 

West. Where we differ, I believe, is in locating the reasons for 

Stegner's neglect. In terms of public recognition, the blending of a 

literary reputation with a popular readership, Stegner has been 

fortunate. Like it or not, however, literary reputations in the United 

States are still made in the East. Rather than intentionally or 

consciously denying Stegner "admittance to the front rank of American 

novelists," I believe the Eastern literary community has acted out of 

gross ignorance, has been constricted by its own provincial 

consciousness. They have not so much neglected Stegner as ignored him. 

Whether we speak of the metropolitan regional-ism of New York and Boston 

or the regional-ism of Twin Falls, Idaho, or Albuquerque, New Mexico, the 

provincial consciousness is motivated by the same principles. As I 

mentioned earlier, I also believe the time has been too short and 

Stegner's career too wide and various for us to see it as one phenomenon. 

Like Marian Catlin's first view of Joe Allston in All the Little 

Live Things, Time appears to be the Great Exterminator. But Time is also 



a Great Redeemer. In the scene I'm referring to in the novel, Joe 

shatters the silence in his garden with an "appalling blast" from his 

shotgun so that the "two-foot circle of earth on which" he has been 

concentrating "splashes like water." Then he unearths something out of 

Beowulf: "a fat old gopher with a big head and naked-pale feet: 
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Thomomys bottae, the Evil One" (57). Later, however, he mistakenly 

exterminates a King Snake for a gopher, only to discover that the snake 

has entered the garden with no other purpose in mind than to eat gophers. 

As Wendell Berry notes in Standing ~ Words, liThe given word may come to 

appear to be wrong, or wrongly given. But the unknown still lies ahead 

of it, and so who is finally to say? If time has apparently proved it 

wrong, more time may prove it right. As growth has called it into 

question, further growth may reaffirm it" (220). 

Like Joe Allston, I'm hardly sure of anything: "I don't believe in 

conversions and character changes any more than I believe you can 

transform a radio into a radar by rewiring one or two of its circuits. 

But I do believe you can replace a blown tube or solder a broken wire" 

(11). For me at least, that's a fair summary of my goals as a Stegner 

critic. As a writer, Stegner simply seems to me undervalued as an 

American. 

"You're irked by Stegner criticism," Stegner exclaimed to me in a 

letter, "So am I, as it happens, by its absence, by its presence, and 

sometimes by its trend" (2 July 1985). Stegner went on to name Ahearn as 

one of "a couple of people" he believes have said "sensible and 

perceptive" things about his work. He referred to Robert Canzoneri as 

someone who had "flattered" him "more than" he deserves. But aside from 
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that comes close to what live been trying to do." 
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Indeed. I doubt Stegner himself would find my reading of Angle of 

Repose particularly welcome. He has been adamant about limiting his 

admiration of contemporary works of metafiction like those of Borges and 

Barth, believing that contemporary critics tend to be extravagant in 

their assessments. He finds metafiction generally "intellectual" rather 

than "emotional," structuralist in the sense that such writers too often 

limit their work to "equations and theorems," to the "creative use of the 

act of creation." III am more interested in people and their personal 

relations, emotions, hangups," he told me in the letter already cited. 

When I say I don't respond to Borges, I mean simply that his elegant 

equations and mystifications don't interest me. He represents a maximum 

of manipulation where my impulse is to utilize a minimum." 

Barth, Borges, Fowles, Calvino, Gass, Inonesco, Beckett, 

Barthelme--these writers call insistent attention in their novels to 

their artifice, a point John Gardner makes in The Art of Fiction (87). 

But metafiction can be one way of undermining the potentially harmful 

effects of fiction, since it calls a reader's attention to what is 

happening to him as he reads. (And of course metafiction is as old as 

the novel itself.) The difference between Stegner's metafiction and that 

of other writers just mentioned is one of degree. Stegner's more gentle 

method of applying metafictional techniques in Angle of Repose is closer 

to Fielding's in Tom Jones than to, say, Navokov's in Ada. By employing 

Lyman Hard as a fictional first-person narrator, Stegner permits the 

reader desiring a vivid and continuous fictional dream to pursue it 
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Stegner's genius and misses much of the pleasure we can derive from a 

second level of interest in the novel. 
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As the title of his novel Angle of Repose hints, Stegner's fictional 

method, regardless of any value we might assign to the term as a critical 

approach to literature, is deconstructionist, in Gardner's words, 

"parallel to revisionist history in that it tells the story from the 

other side or from some queer angle that casts doubt on the generally 

accepted values handed down" by myth and legend. Like Gardner, I believe 

"Anything we read for pleasure we read because it interests us," but that 

there are at least two levels of interest--primary and secondary--frorn 

which we may derive that pleasure. In dealing with Angle of Repose and 

my favorite Stegner novels, I'm interested in both the "childish" 

pleasures I derive simply from "story" as well as the more intense 

pleasures I have learned to derive from formal literary analysis in order 

to discover what we sometimes call "artistic vision." To the extent that 

I see a danger in focusing exclusive emphasis on "secondary" matters, I 

have strived to create some childish pleasures for my own readers, to 

tell a story. I also interest myself in what might be called a lot of 

"writerly concerns," including Stegner's theory of fiction and his 

approach to craft. It seems to me there is also as much to be learned 

about the subject of the novel by attempting to write one as there is 

through the study of "literature." 

I hope it is also clear that I am especially concerned with the 

reader/writer relationships in Stegner's fiction, with the way reading 

and writing, in Jane Tompkin's words, "join hands, change places, and 
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finally become indistinguishabl e only as two names for the same activity" 

(x). I contend that this theme in Angle of Repose ;s inseparable from 

the themes of self-discovery and continental exploration, from the quest 

for self-identity and national identity, that they are synonymous, too, 

with the theme of origins and originality. 

In examining the form of the novel--I hope the form of the 

subsequent chapters is itself a kind of examination--I am equally 

concerned to reveal the ways I believe Angle of Repose comments upon the 

history of American literature, especially upon the history of the novel 

in America. I believe, for example, that Angle of Repose builds upon 

other great American books like Moby Dick, Walden, and The Scarlet 

Letter, Whitman's Song ~~ Myself and James's The Portrait of ~ Lady, not 

to mention Dreiser's Sister Carrie and the novels of the American Moderns 

(of which Stegner is a third generation member). I believe Stegner's 

novel does so directly as well as indirectly, consciously as well as 

unconsciously. 

In Angle of Repose the making of fiction, the writer's creative 

process, finds many of its parallels outside the realm of literature, in, 

say, the act of "mining," the attempts of Oliver l1ard, not merely to 

exploit nature so much as to discover and to know its depths, the better, 

therefore, to know himself and his proper relationship to it. Lyman's 

grandfather, Oliver, abandons his career as a geological engineer--a 

miner and a cartographer--to risk and "fail" in his career as a civil 

engineer. What most concerns him is the "civilizing process," the 

evolution of himself and his family and his country, the realization of 

the "other" American dream: not instant success and financial and 
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material rewards, but knowledge, which, if properly controlled, can be 

used to create from a frontier wilderness and provincial culture, not a 

perfect place, but a better place, one accurately defined as a 

civilization, one where the arts and sciences do more than persist and 

subsist, but rather a place where they flourish. In "failing" his dream, 

however, Oliver Ward only reminds us of the other so-called American 

"failures": visionaries, scientists, artists, politicians, inventors, 

explorers, and sharers in the dream of realizing human possibilities. 

I also believe--and this may be pure romantic speculation--that what 

we call the creative process has its origins in evolution per se. In 

this sense, "progress" is a word we should probably refrain from using in 

reference to "art" as well as to species. As Stephen J. Gould remarks in 

Ever Since Darwin, Darwin maintained that "evol ution has no direction; it 

does not lead inevitably to higher things. Organisms become better 

adapted to their local environments, and that is all. The 'degeneracy' 

of a parasite is as perfect as the gait of a gazelle" (13). Darwin also 

held that "ma tter is the ground of all existence; mind, spirit, and God 

as well, are just words that express the wondrous results of neuronal 

complexity" (13). While lithe world has been different ever since 

Darwin," Gould observes that it has been no less exciting, instructing, 

or uplifting; for if we cannot find purpose in nature," Gould says, "we 

will have to define it for ourselves. Darwin was not a moral dolt; he 

just didn't care to fob off upon nature all the deep prejudices of 

Western thought. Indeed," Gould suggests, lithe true Darwinian spirit 

might salvage our depleted world by denying a favorite theme of Western 

arrogance--that we are meant to have control and domain over the earth 



and its life because we are the loftiest product of a preordained 

process" (13). 
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In contrast to evolution, then, art ~ lead to "higher things": 

definitions of ourselves, among others; instruction that is not only 

uplifting but moral; teaching that delights. In this sense, I believe 

form is discovery, in fiction as well as in evolution. Even in the way 

we go about making those discoveries, I believe we can draw parallels 

between man and nature. To paraphrase Stegner (who is, after a11, 

paraphrasing Robert Frost) there is no way to be new that does not in 

some way reuse elements of the old. Discovery often takes place first by 

accident and then by design, following the evolutionary principle. 

Witness Christopher Columbus marching in chains through the streets of 

Spain, still confirmed in his belief that he had Iidiscovered" an Old 

World, not a new one. (And as it turned out, to a degree he was right.) 

Chance and necessity operate in all realms, especially in the human one 

where too often we take "order" to be synonymous with "organization," and 

our "organization" turns out to be overwhelming chaos. 

Any student can quickly glean the "information" Darwinls Origin of 

Species contains from a contemporary textbook. Missing too often in the 

textbook, however, is the form, the experience of evolution. To discover 

an idea brings with it a responsibility to be responsive and responsible 

to and for it. In order to be capable of standing by his words, Darwin 

must log one meticulous detail upon another. He must debate creation, 

the estate of man as well as the state of nature. He must examine 

distribution and extinction and their social and psychic consequences. 

And so must any reader of his book. 
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Likewise, any reader of stegner's major novels must confront what 

Joe Allston calls "existential problems" and "ultimate questions"; "Who 

am I? How to be? What is the meaning of everything?" (ATLLT 21). How 

do we account for the presence of evil in the world? What is evil? Or 

does it even exist? Such a reader must also ask, as Stegner does, the 

same question that Crevecoeur asked, "What is this new man, the 

American?" We know from having stucJied Darwin's Origin of Species that 

there resides in it the ideas of Lyell, Lamarck, Guvier, Malthus, but 

there resides therein as well the Book of Genesis. Understanding that, 

faced with one of the greatest critical debates ever published, a reader 

of Darwin's comes away with a hard but precious truth: no final word 

exists. Facts themselves mean nothing without the ability to interpret 

them. It is what Darwin does with his "selected facts" that nourishes 

us, and the same is true for Stegner. It is the fusing of Stegner's 

artistic vision that sustains us, the blending of fiction and history in 

the service of truth. Like all great books, Angle of Repose reminds us, 

too, that "the names of all fine authors are fictitious ones." 
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Notes 

1 For a complete list of Stegner's book publications, readers should 
consult Nancy Colberg's forthcoming bibliography. Most of the best 
Stegner criticism can be found in three places: (1) Forrest and Margaret 
Robinson's Wallace Stegner (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1977); (2) 
Anthony Arthur's edited collection, Critical Essays on Wallace Stegner 
(Boston: G. K. Hall, 1982); and (3) South Dakota ReVTew, Vol. 23, No.4 
(Winter, 1985). Hereafter, I refer to Arthur's collection with the 
abbreviation CEOWS and to the special issue of South Dakota Review 
devoted to essays about Stegner with the abbreviation SDR. 

Richard Etulain's Conversations with Wallace Stegner (Salt Lake: 
University of Utah Press, 1983) is also a valuable source, and for the 
curious I have appended my own conversations with Stegner to my text. 
Among the best dissertations written about Stegner are Sidney L. Jensen's 
"The Middle Ground: A Study of Wallace Stegner's Use of History in 
Fiction" (University of Utah, 1972) and John Otis's "The Purified Vision: 
The Fiction of Wallace Stegner" (Drake University, 1977). 

A note on my method of documentation might also be in order here. 
The editions of Stegner's texts upon which I rely are listed in my Works 
Consulted section of this dissertation. For convenience, however, I 
abbreviate the titles of Stegner's books by using the first letter of 
every word in the title and citing that title parenthetically in my text. 
Thus, All the Little Live Things becomes ATLLT and Angle of Repose 
becomes AOR. 

2 Robert Canzoneri's article "Wallace Stegner: Trial by Existence," 
first appeared in Southern Review 9 (1973), pp. 796-827. In it, 
Canzoneri surveys Stegner's work and comments freely upon it. 
Canzoneri's comments upon Stegner as a "realist" are particularly 
instructive, but in excerpting the article for his collection Anthony 
Arthur chose to cut them. I urge readers to go back to the original. 

3 I'm working from Stegner's one page Vita provided me with 
Stegner's permission by The University of ArTZOna Poetry Center in 1979. 

4 In the "Afterward" to his conversations with Stegner, Etulain 
claims that Stegner's biography of DeVoto "narrowly missed" the Pulitzer 
Prize, but when I spoke with Etulain on the phone on 20 March 1986, he 
confessed being uncertain about his source for this information. He may 
be confusing the book's National Book Award nomination for biography, 
which Stegner lists on his Vita, with the Pulitzer. Any publisher who 
pays the appropriate fee may nominate a book published during the 
appropriate time for a Pulitzer, but the Pulitzer's General Committee 
never lists finalists. In the 1970's, the National Book Awards commonly 
published lists of finalists prior to announcing winners. 

5 For a discussion about Stegner's relationship to his publishers, 
consult Etulain (pp. 38-39), who notes that Stegner's first five books 
were published by five different publishers. 
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6 Sinclair Lewis's comment about Stegner was an aside in an 
otherwise vituperative barrage on Stegner's friend, Bernard DeVoto. For 
a narrative summary of the quarrel between DeVoto and Lewis, consult the 
Roninsons, pp. 39-41. 

7 Stegner's comments on regionalism appear in The Writer's Sense of 
Place, issued as Vol. 13, No.3 of South Dakota Rev1eW (Autumn 1975), ~ 
~Any survey of Stegner's views on regionalism would also have to take 
into account his earlier essays in The Sound of Mountain Hater (1969) and 
those published more recently in One Way to Spell Man (19~ 

8 Stegner first published his essay "Born a Square" in the llanuary 
1964 issue of The Atlantic, but it is, according to Stegner, the result 
of a speech he wrote for Phi Beta Kappa around 1961, the year after 
Stegner returned from Italy. In a telephone conversation on 20 March 
1986 Stegner also informed me that the literary essays in The Sound of 
Mountain Water accurately reflected his thinking tlh~n about the way 
literary opinion in the United States had been formed primarily in the 
East. 



CHAPTER II 

JURY DUTY 

.. .. In most books, the I, or first person, is omitted; in 
this it will be retained; that, in respect to egotism, is the main 
difference. We commonly do not remember that it is, after all, always 
the first person that is speaking." 

--Henry David Thoreau 

"Sin boldly--or not at all." 

--Martin Luther 
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"You canlt, absolutely CANNOT, use the form of a journal for your 

dissertation. Don't even try it, Jim," he warned. "Just go on doing the 

kind of good, straight, solid explication of text I know youlre capable 

of. Forget about doing anything 'creative. ' You have the rest of your 

life to be creative." 

I felt like quibbling with him. 

"Are you listening to me?" 

"Ilm listening," I said, and switched the receiver to my other ear. 

"Good," he said, "because this is important. Youlve got a family to 

support, for Christ's sake. Think of what will happen to them if you 

lose your job. 1I 

"Of course, II I said. But I was not thinking about my family. 

"Youlve already fooled around long enough. Don't you want to 

finish?" 

I tried to sound indignant. "Hell, yes, I want to finish," I said. 

"That's my point. By employing the journal form and adopting the 

techniques of the novel, I can better call attention to writing as a 

process and to the subversive nature of Lyman's story. 1111 be employing 

the forms 11m writing about." 

"No." 

"But why can't 1--11 

"Because! That's not the way it's done. No one has ever done it 

that way before, at least not here." 

"Oh," I said. 1I~!ell, that's a fine reason--'because it's never been 

done before. I Somebody should have quoted that line to Columbus or 

Lindbergh or Prometheus •..• " 



"But youlre not Columbus or Lindbergh or Prometheus." 

That stung and he knew it. I heard him let out a false chuckle in 

an attempt to ease the tension. What he said next came out sounding 

apologetic but earnest. "Why do you have to guestion everything?" 

"To question," I shot back, "is not necessarily to repudiate." 
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These words surprised me, since they came unbidden straight out of a 

Stegner essay in One Way to Spell Man. "Besides," I said, "what was all 

that talk about the unexamined life you used to quote us from Platols 

Apolog,y?" 

"Examine your life all you want to," came the reply, "but just 

remember what happened to Socrates." 

Thinking back on that conversation, I keep wondering if L. D. would 

be able to understand what Tanya and I saw as the need for this 

separation. I doubt it. Regardless, our talk that night went on a good 

ten minutes longer. The results, from his point of view, were mainly 

negative. He did not persuade me to give up "this business about using 

the journal" for my dissertation, although, to do him justice, he did 

try. 

"Trust me on this," he said at one point near the end. "1 1 m a 

veteran of these academic wars. live been at them now for thirty years. 

I reckon I know just a little more about them than you do. Believe me, 

Jim, itls best to counsel Prudence." 

"Prudence is an ugly old maid courted by Incapacity," I said. "And 

you are a soon-to-be-retired veteran." 

"1 1m only thinking of your good," he said. 
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"Yes," I said, because I knew it was true. "You are thinking of my 

good but only in your terms." 

"Perhaps," he said, "just maybe you are right. But even if your 

director and committee go along with you on this, what will it prove?" 

II I do not know what it will prove," I remember answeri ng. "That is 

precisely what I want to find out. I just feel that I will be doing the 

right thing." 

I could hear him sigh out of frustration. "Then by all means do 

it," he said. "00 it, but get it done, because you are probably going to 

have to redo it." 

"I'll get it done," I said. 

"What makes you so sure?" 

"I am not sure," I told him, "but I am determined." 

"Can I do anything to help?" 

"Only what you are doing now," I said. 

"And what is that?" 

"Talk to me once in awhile. Try and understand." 

"When is the baby due?" 

"The last part of August," I said. 

"Do you need money?" 

"Of course," I said. "Who doesn't need money?" 

"Well, if you want a loan, let me know. And keep me informed about 

your progress--or the lack of it." 

"Agreed," I said. 

"And don't forget to give Tanya and Cheyenne a big hug and kiss for 

me." 
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"I won't," I said. "Good bye." 

"50 10ng," he said. And I heard the receiver click. Then I put the 

phone down and went straight upstairs to bed. 

That was more than two years ago, just before our little boy, 

Myr1in, was born. Within 14 days of his birth, he nearly died at his 

mother's breast. But at the moment, I don't really want to think about 

any of that. I'm still replaying that conversation with l. D. and 

wondering which one of us was right. like the man watching his 

mother-in-law go over the cliff in his new Cadillac, I have mixed 

emotions. 

Take these crutches, for instance (please). Or this Victorian attic 

office. Or this place (if it is a place). Or my wife and children 

(wherever they are now). Or my "job" (if I still have one). The time 

was when I actually looked forward to this day, but now that it has 

arrived, I sit here and wonder. Is life imitating art? And if it is, 

how long am I willing to acquiesce? And if it is not, then why does so 

much of my life resemble lyman Ward's, right down to the place where my 

left leg used to bend and my right leg still does? 

I certainly take no pride in the way I managed that. Apparently, I 

have to wait a few more days for a second opinion. One Mister Bones--the 

Emergency Room physician--has already examined the knee. As he did so, 

he frowned increasingly more contorted frowns. At 39, I suppose my body 

is past redemption and I ought to give up full-court basketball with 

young men who are literally half my age. But what the hell? The shot 

went in. And for those two glorious hours before I became a pile of 
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sweat and pain on the gym floor, I felt free. That feeling is worth 

quite a lot to me in these brief passing days, and it will be worth even 

more this summer now that Tanya and the kids have gone to Santa Fe. They 

left yesterday afternoon in the rain, but already I feel the weight of 

their absence, despite the distractions. The knee, for example, may turn 

out to require surgery, although that worries me less than the thought of 

losing my job. (What would I do? Go back to teaching high school? Join 

my brothers in Boise and try selling insurance? Find a job as an editor 

or a technical writer?) 

I really have no time to feel sorry for myself, and yet here I sit 

counting the days on the calendar before school commences again in the 

fall. Between now and then I have more work to do than weeks to do it 

in. Coming home to the empty apartment this a.m. at 2:35 Pacific Time, 

for example, I could smell the roses long before I could ever see them. 

And then there was that close encounter. 

I had come up here to do some filing and make some phone calls right 

after Tanya and the kids left. Then I got sidetracked reading David 

Lavender's article in Old Southwest/New Southwest. Lavender titles his 

article "The Tyranny of Facts," but he has some of his own facts wrong, 

including the name of one of the major characters in Angle of Repose, 

Frank Sargent. Lavender consistently refers to him as "Frank Stevens" 

(70, 71). Is it asking too much, I kept asking myself last night, for 

Stegner critics to at least get the names of his characters right? And 

then I got annoyed at myself for being annoyed and went on to other 

things. By the time I finished, the knee was pulsating to the beat of my 

heart. I left the office without having done any filing at all and 
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having talked to no one. I manage to drive by taking off the splint, 

sliding the driver's seat back as far as it will go, and, upon entering 

the car, sliding the seat forward again as far as I dare, with the result 

that I ride the clutch and the vehicle tends to jerk along in a spastic 

attack every time I attempt to shift gears. The drive from my office to 

our apartment is normally short. Because I drove most of it in second 

gear last night, I suppose it must have taken me double the customary 

five minutes. 

Regardless, I remember the automatic sprinkler system ceasing with a 

spit just as I was about to slam the car door and stick the crutches 

under my tender armpits. For a moment, there in the carport, the 

residual moisture in the air made me feel as if I were in Iowa rather 

than Idaho. I flashed back to my undergraduate days in the Midwest and 

stood lost in mind when a little gust of breeze no heavier than a feather 

hit me in the face. And with it that odor--or shall I call it ardor? A 

smell sweet with pleasure: amiable, gentle, and kind, but also rich and 

evocative. And then I thought for a moment, "That's the way Tanya 

smells. That's the smell of her perfume." The realization that she was 

gone produced in me more nostalgia than I thought r was capable of 

feeling. Hoisting myself up the steps to the sidewalk one leg at a time, 

r stopped midway and stared into a proliferation of dark red blooms dimly 

but eerily illuminated by porchlight. And then I gazed upward even 

farther into the magnificent black sky, at last empty of rain clouds and 

glittering with stars. 

Once r reached the sidewalk, I probably gimped along no more than 

three yards toward our apartment before I saw the rattlesnake. 



We are just over 750 feet above sea level here, which seems odd 

considering how far north we are, but because of the elevation and the 

relatively mild climate, the snakes come out of hibernation as early as 

late April some years. Right now we have a sizable population of baby 

cottontail rabbits, baby quail, baby pheasants, and assorted rodents in 

the open fields and woods that surround our building. The mice, in 

particular, had a pleasant winter, but anyone of these species might 

have attracted the snake. 
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I remember expelling an involuntary "Christ!" as soon as I saw it 

writhe onto the cement in front of me. The curse referred to the pain 

rather than the snake. The snake only frightened me, but with the result 

that I came down hard on my left foot and then felt that burning 

sensation in my knee. I watched, tense as a loaded spring, while the 

snake twisted up the sidewalk and then off into the shrubbery where it 

coiled and promptly began to scare the living shit right out of me with 

its tail. And it wouldn't quit rattling. After standing there shivering 

in my timbers and pimpling my chicken flesh long enough, I finally 

reasoned that I was well out of striking range and broadjumped on my 

crutches for the apartment landing, fumbled the keys from my pocket, and 

bungled open the door. My sense of relief when I closed it was probably 

audible. 

This morning, I wonder if the snake doesn't have the right idea. 

Maybe a nocturnal schedule would be best here in the summer? It would 

sure as hell be one way to beat this heat. No matter how silly or 

superstitious it may sound to say so, I still feel that snake's presence 

like a portent or symbol, but whether of evil or good, sickness or 
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health, I can't say. I worry, for instance, that this may be the summer 

during which Norman Maclean is going to die of old age and prostate 

cancer. I speak to him across the long distance between northern Idaho 

and Chicago, and each week his voice sounds increasingly dispirited, 

lonely, and, as he put it a few moments ago, IIjust plain tired of 

living.1I He will turn 86 next December. I have known him less than 

three years, but in some ways I feel as close to Norman as my own 

grandfather, who is also ailing. Both of them have exceeded normal life 

expectancy for American men in more ways than years, but I would hate to 

lose either one of them. Although Norman can be as cantankerous as lear, 

to me he has been nothing but gentle, amusing, and generous. 

Of course, this is also a summer that belongs to Hally and Mary 

Stegner, a couple who seem to me to have earned the happiness they create 

and share. This September they will have been married 54 years. I keep 

thinking that if Jessie Burns Maclean had only given up cigarettes and 

lived another 30 years, Norman might feel like recovering from whatever 

IIcatastrophe ll has befallen him. (Catastrophe is his word, not mine.) 

With increasing frequency toward the end of Angle of Repose, lyman Ward 

refers to that IIfalse archll--that angle produced from the IIleaning 

together" of two vertical lines--which I take as a metaphor for marriage. 

The lives of two individuals like Wallace and Mary Stegner can "prop each 

other Up.1I In fact, says lyman Ward, liThe false arch may be as much as 

one can expect in this life. Only the very lucky discover the keystone ll 

(568). On the other hand, a solitary life like Norman's is another 

matter. I know that my grandfather would give nearly anything to have my 

grandmother back with him. In the process of editing and proofreading a 



book on Norman, I have discovered him to feel much the same way about 

Jessie. 
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All of which makes me question the wisdom of this separation from 

Tanya. Even the word separation makes me nervous and seems 

inappropriate. Our arrangement, for example, differs radically from the 

one Susan and Oliver endure when the Boise River irrigation project 

fails. IIGrandmother says she submitted to that separation,1I Lyman 

reports, but then he puts in, III think she created itll (459). To be 

sure, Tanya and I both created this separation, but I hope it resembles 

more closely those times when circumstances conspire against the 

nineteenth century Wards, when the nature of Oliver's work and its 

occasions force them apart, than it does that separation Lyman says hi5 

grandmother IIcreated. 1I I'm thinking, for example, of that April when 

Susan returns East while Oliver heads off for Deadwood (193) or the time 

just before that when Kendall, the manager of the New Almaden mine, so 

mistreats his men that Oliver quits. Susan stays in Santa Cruz while 

Oliver looks for work in San Francisco. Or the times even when they can 

be together but when Oliver's work requires from him some sort of 

Herculean labors: the 24 hour days he puts in as a cartographer, for 

instance, or his long absences on almost any number of other occasions. 

Or I think of our separation in relationship to the one Sally and Larry 

Morgan create in Stegner's new novel, Crossing to Safety. Larry stays 

behind in Madison to teach summer school and write his novel while Sally 

goes on to Vermont with the baby and their good friends, the Langs. Two 

months later, the couple reunite. 



That's the plan for the Hepworths, too, although now that I think 

about it, I should probably admit the truth. Tanya and I have been _ 

having some problems lately--or rather, I have. 
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A few weeks ago, before I left for L.A., I did something entirely 

stupid. Like Lyman, "In my mind I write letters" (17), but whereas 

Lyman's letters "fade like conversation" (18), I sometimes have the risky 

habit of actually setting those mental words down on paper. That, too, 

might be permissible if only I would destroy them afterwards. And 

usually I do. But this time I delivered the memo to a certain department 

mailbox. It read as follows: 

TO: Dr. Richard ,lohanson, Chairman 

FROM: James R. Hepworth, Assistant Professor 

DATE: May 15, 1988 

RE: Merit Pay 

Like Dean Bottoms, who is a combination of MacBeth 
and Little Lord Fauntleroy, and like Academic Vice President 
Goebels, you have delusions of adequacy. 

Please take your Merit Pay Plan and tenure track 
assistant professorship at this squalid, fifth-rate 
institution and put it where the sun not only fails to shine 
but in that personal sewer where you so obviously store your 
brains. 

It's not the sort of memo I am accustomed to sending my Division 

Chairman, but, as Lyman says, "Occasionally, I have these moments, not 

often. There is nothing to do but sit still until they pass. Tantrums 

and passions I don't need, endurance is what I need" (200). 

Needless to say, perhaps, when I sent that missile of a missive I 

had just received word that I had been passed over for a raise. For the 
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past two years, however, in ways at once petty and small, both my 

Chairman and my Dean have let me know that my job depends on the 

completion of my degree, so this was really nothing new. It was just 

another way of telling me the same thing. But for some reason I snapped. 

I went home and picked a fight with Tanya--and that's difficult to 

do even when she has reached the end of her tether. In the process I 

also browbeat my oldest daughter, Cheyenne, age four, and scowled at my 

son until he began to howl. I not only lost control, I didn't find it 

again for two days. I question whether or not I have found it yet. 

Thankfully, I wrote the memo on a late Friday afternoon. Sunday evening, 

once the frustration and anger had ceased and we were drowning our eyes 

in exhaustion, Tanya finally teased out of me the causes of my insanity. 

We talked in bed until well into the morning. That's when she suggested 

that maybe she should take the kids and spend the summer in Santa Fe with 

her mother so that I could finish the dissertation. She also had the 

good sense to suggest that I try and retrieve the memo from Johanson's 

mailbox. It might still be there, she reasoned, unless he had come into 

the office over the weekend. I later learned that he had, but I found 

the memo right where I left it. 

In some ways, I hope he has seen it. The politics of academic life 

infuriate me. For one thing, I dislike b~ing forced into the role of a 

gentleman. Too many of the people I know who consider themselves 

gentlemen (and gentlewomen, too) have turned out to be liars and 

sycophants. One thing about Hemingway's famous telegram from 

Paris-- II UPSTICK JOB ARSEWARDSII--it was emotionally honest. On the other 

hand, the few authentic gentlemen and gentlewomen I have known in 

--------------------_ ... ---------
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academic life tend to make up for the majority. I'm thinking of men like 

Bill Stafford and his son, Kim, and women like Pat Smith at the 

University of New Mexico. I could easily name twenty people I sincerely 

admire and respect at the University of Arizona alone. L. D., for 

example. He really was thinking of my good when he tried to dissuade me 

from employing the form of the journal. But what he saw as a political 

problem worries me less than the problems with the form that I 

anticipate. And now that I have thought about it, I worry less about 

those problems than I do the distance between Tanya and me. 

As for my part in the separation, I know both my role and my lines: 

"No women. No whiskey. No cigarettes. Finish the dissertation." But 

Tanya's part in the separation troubles me. I feel guilty that she will 

have three more burdens to carry than I do, including our youngest 

daughter, Mariah, who is just two months old. I hate the idea of being 

away from all of them for the summer, although there are some 

consolations, of course. In Santa Fe the children will have a backyard 

with a fence around it and access to the neighborhood swimming pool. 

Most importantly, they will have Grandma. And so will Tanya. What's 

more, they will have Tio Gary, in whose copper-colored Lincoln they set 

sail, and Tia Carmella, who is a postal worker by day and at night a 

singer in a band. Both Tanya's brother and sister have children of their 

own, so there will be plenty of primos and primas for Myrlin and Cheyenne 

to share. Tanya may not only get some help babysitting: she may 

actually be able to restore her soul. Happily, too, Santa Fe is one of 

the most civilized places on earth. For Tanya, however, Santa Fe 

represents much more than that. To a large degree, it is still home. 
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I could feel her impatience to be gone from Idaho become more 

intense each day during the last week. Once her brother and sister 

arrived and the trunk of the Lincoln filled with suitcases, duffel bags, 

baby stroller, cooler, and assorted purses, I saw another emotion take 

over: anxiety. Tanya's huge brown eyes stared at me with concern. I 

looked away from them to the driver's side, then I leaned through the 

open window to kiss her. Backing out of the window, I could see Cheyenne 

and Myrlin buckled into their carseats like two astronauts, excited and 

grinning in the back. After I kissed Cheyenne, I hopped around the car 

to accept some slobber from my son ("Bye-bye, Papa!"). Then, when the 

car engine caught, I tightened my grip on the crutches and backed away. 

Within seconds they vanished like apparitions, leaving me with the 

haunting sight of their faces through the car windows in the rain. 

Meanwhile (dog to vomit, as Larry Morgan would say), besides the 

filing and phone calls I mentioned, I have cleared my desk, filed the 

last final reports for the semester, including grades, and generally 

prepared to get down to business. In my own opinion, what I propose is 

rather simple: to find out what I know and what I don't know about one 

man and one man's book, for it seems to me Angle of Repose is as much my 

book as it is Stegner's. Perhaps more so, if my suspicions are correct. 

For one thing, I think I know more about it than he does. On the other 

hand, I think he knows more about me than I do. And that unnerves me 

just a little. 

One thing I must do is learn how to impose order on all this chaos 

that surrounds me. For four years now I have been collecting material, 

taking notes, reading and rereading, but how to shape what I know and 
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what I have discovered remains an open question. As a chapter title in 

Stegner's All the Little live Things puts it, "How Do I Know What I Think 

Until I See What I Say?" According to John Gardner, "Anything we read 

for pleasure we read because it interests us." I would like to think 

that is true. If it is, says Gardner, then "the first question any young 

writer would ask himself, when he's trying to decide what to write, would 

be, 'What can I think of that's interesting?'" Judging by what I have 

been reading of student work, both graduate and undergraduate, and what 

Gardner says, "that is not a very usual first question" (39). That's why 

would like to ask it. 

Most of what I have been reading lately are freshman compositions, 

manuscript submissions, and dissertations. just finished reading one 

of the latter entitled "The Purified Vision: The Fiction of Hallace 

Stegner" a few days before Tanya and the kids left. Like all the 

dissertations on Stegner I have read, this one amounted to less than 150 

pages of text--121 pages, to be exact. Although it took very little time 

to read it, in all honesty I found myself bored throughout, although less 

bored than I was when I recently read a friend's opus entitled "Smallet's 

Narrative Voice: A Mode for the Novel." Frankly, most dissertations 

strike me as unnecessarily dull and painfully dreary finger exercises. I 

trace my dissatisfaction with such scholarship back to critics like David 

Bleich, critics who changed my way of thinking about literary criticism. 

For example, Bleich writes: "The history of criticism in modern times 

says that explication is the primary act of criticism. Critics must 

concentrate on 'translating' literature into some other more intellectual 

language in order for the literature to be publicly received. This more 
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or less 'scientific' attitude has created the dangerous and false 

impression that a work of literature is objectively independent and that 

it somehow functions apart from those who write and read it" (3). As for 

the necessity of "'translating"' a literary work into "intellectual 

language," I like what Mark Twain had to say on the subject: "Don't 

explain your author; read him right and he explains himself." I copied 

that statement down years ago in the reading room of Special Collections 

at the University of Arizona. I found it in a pamphlet entitled "When 

Huck Finn Went High Brow" by Benjamin De Casseres (1934). 

Lately, I have been thinking quite a lot about my student days. It 

occurs to me now, for example, that I first encountered those lines from 

Bleich in John Hollowell's seminar where I also read Norman Holland's The 

Dynamics of Literary Response and Poems in Persons; \~olfgang Iser's The 

Implied Reader; Louise Rosenblatt's The Reader, the Text, the Poem; and 

Jane Tompkins's edited collection, Reader-Response Criticism. Just for 

the hell of it, I also read Hollowell's Fact and Fiction. (If I recall 

correctly, that was the same semester Hollowell and his wife decided on a 

trial separation, the same semester that he was also awaiting his tenure 

decision.) The reading that semester challenged me to question much of 

my undergraduate training and its exclusive emphasis upon "text-centered" 

criticism, the so-called "New Criticism" as practiced in particular by W. 

K. Wimsatt. One of Wimsatt's favorite students, Patricia Clark Smith, 

had been my teacher at Luther College, and another, Doug Canfield, 

influenced my graduate experiences at Arizona. Before I took Hollowell's 

seminar, I considered liThe Intentional Fallacy" and liThe Affective 

Fallacy" to be sacred texts--absolutely inviolable. After Hollowell's 
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seminar, I began to think they might be inviable. Now, I no longer know 

what I think, and I worry that I no longer care. 

Despite having majors in both literature and philosophy as an 

undergraduate, I have never felt strongly attracted to aesthetic theory. 

In the second of our interviews, Stegner approvingly quotes Kilroy as 

saying "that the moment you begin to conceptualize you have lost touch 

with reality." He goes on to say that "literary theory is all about 

conceptualizing" but that "literature ought to be about reality, somehow" 

(see Appendix A 516). I guess I feel the same way about literary 

criticism. Somehow, it ought to be about reality, too--or at the least, 

about literature. What's more, as a literary critic, I would hate to 

find myself being categorized. If I have learned anything as a graduate 

student and as an assistant professor, it is to mistrust labels like 

"traditional," "formalistic," "psychological," "mythological," and to 

question all "systems," including those approaches critics refer to as 

"structuralism," "stylistics," "feminism," and "phenomenology." I 

respect these terms as ideas. I find them intellectually stimulating. 

And I respect--even admire--many of the individual men and women who 

practice the craft of criticism by making use of these approaches. like 

Stegner, however, I distrust both systems and systematizers. "Onl y 

systems conform to systems," he says. liThe people who feel compelled to 

make systems, whether out of philosophy or out of human life, or out of 

words, are deluding themselves. I would rather follow the flow of life 

as it happens II (A 552). 

For Stegner, fiction is mimesis: the novel is a mirror for life, a 

way of seeing not only ourselves but our culture. "Any good serious 
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fiction is collected out of reality,1I he argues persuasively in IIFiction: 

A Lens on Life ll (OWTSM 21). (Even the title of that essay refers to 

fiction as a way of seeing.) Literary criticism, on the other hand, 

deals in ideas, generalizations, and, alas, systems and theories. On the 

whole, I prefer experience to theory. And.in my experience literature is 

both objective and subjective. As Holland observes, however, IImost 

critics write, not as though they themselves were actively discovering 

forms and synthesizing ideas in what they read, but as if they were just 

passively reporting what is lobjectivelyl there ll (1973 3). Because I 

know that as I write and read I am actively in the process of discovery, 

I would prefer to be as forthright about that as I can be. I realize, 

for instance, that my personality affects what I write and read, so why 

pretend otherwise? Surely, a IIsubjective" approach to a literary 

masterpiece like Angle of Repose is just as valid as an lIobjective ll one. 

Nevertheless, I worry about what would happen if I were to present 

this piece of writing to my committee as a chapter. Would they be any 

more respectful of my idea than L. D. was when I explained it to him on 

the phone? Would it be disrespectful of me to present it to them in the 

first place? Do they, I wonder, question my ability to perform original 

research effectively? After reading my stuffy and sometimes tedious 

IIscholarly" introduction, do they still wonder whether or not I have done 

my homework? The appendices to my dissertation alone are longer than 

some Stegner Ph.D. theses, or will my committee even permit me to include 

those interviews I have gathered over the last ten years? If I had my 

way, lid include them in the main body of the text, since they really 

compose a book of their own, much like the one Etulain published. Maybe 
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I ought to write two dissertations, one written in the conventional 

scholarly tones that remind my reader that I am full of incontrovertible 

truths; the other, a record of my authentic response, tantrums and all? 

Come to think of it, isn't that pretty much what Lyman does in Angle of 

Repose? Doesn't he really create two books? 

Oh, to hell with worrying about it. I have the whole summer to 

worry. Right now, I need to sort and answer my mail. There are letters 

here that are months old, but even they are more interesting than most of 

the scholarship I've read. In fact, there is a letter today from Stegner 

in this stack. I know what it says because I have already opened it. 

Actually, there are two letters from him, but since I have permission to 

reproduce only one of them, I had better stick to it: 

WALLACE STEGNER 
13456 South Fork Lane 

Los Altos Hills, California 9402? 

James Hepworth 
Confluence Press 
Lewis Clark State College 
8th Avenue and 6th Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 

Dear Jim: 

June 7, 1987 

I'm delighted that you and Nancy Colberg seem to be getting 
together on the bibliography. As you know, I have worked with her for 
several years on that project, and will continue to until she finally 
gets it all together. But I'd better quit writing things, because every 
time she thinks she is through I present her with some new titles. Age 
will take care of that, eventually. 

You will find Nancy easy to work with. Though she is 
persistent and intense and will not be diverted from her course, she is 
very bright and has an enormous capacity for work. My impression is that 
almost all of the work is now done, and that only some loose ends and 
last-minute publications need to be dealt with. And of course she and 
you can count on my cooperation. 



Best regards, 
Wallace Stegner 
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He is not joking about presenting her with new titles. Colberg's 

descriptive bibliography runs to 254 manuscript pages, double-spaced, and 

I already know of two books, a handful of articles, a pair of 

introductions to books, and a forthcoming autobiographical piece that she 

will want to add. I see I also have a note here to call her. She and 

her husband are about to leave for Great Britain, and she is no doubt 

wondering if I still intend to publish her bibliography. Indeed, I do. 

I keep wondering, though, why she withdrew her manuscript from t~~ 

University of Nebraska. So far as I have been able to tell, the 

bibliography is superb. I can't imagine Nebraska turning it down. Why 

would she prefer a small publisher to a large one? 

Most of the other notes and letters in this stack also orbit the 

Stegner sun in one way or another, the most interesting of which is this 

one from T. H. Watkins. Watkins recently published an excellent article 

about Stegner's conservation career in Audubon. Otherwise, I know 

nothing about him. Curiously, however, his letter to me is dated 

eighteen years to the day after Lyman Ward makes his first journal entry: 

THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY 
T. H. Watkins 

Vice President * Editor 

James R. Hepworth 
c/o The Idaho Arts Journal 
Pend Oreille Arts Council 
PO Box 1694 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 

April 12, 1988 
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Dear Mr. Hepworth: 

Enjoyed seeing your nice piece on Wallace Stegner in the current Idaho 
Arts Journal and was flattered by the citations from my own piece-rand 
delighted to see my phrase on Stegner's lecture rising up from the plains 
in a somewhat transmogrified version as your lead). In the hope that you 
will be willing to lend your own voice to a long-time campaign of mine, I 
enclose a copy of a letter I wrote last year to the Swedish Academy. A 
similar letter to them from you (and anyone else among your fields, 
colleagues, and relatives who would be willing) I'm sure would be a help. 
I have folks allover the place (including Ed Abbey, I guess, given the 
quote from him that you use) responding to the notion, including a few in 
Canada. 

Again, thanks for a perceptive look at Wally's life and work. 

Sincerely, 
T. H. Watkins 

How could anyone in Washington, D.C., even manage to locate a copy of a 

tabloid as obscure as Idaho Arts Journal, much less find that article 

hidden in tiny print and lost among the back pages? I am flattered that 

he took the trouble to contact me through the publisher, but still 

feeling a little sheepish about the theft of that "somewhat 

transmogrified" sentence--emphasis on the somewhat. I forget where I 

picked up the Abbey quote: "~Iallace Stegner is indeed a master of 

fiction, the one living American novelist who most fully deserves the 

Nobel Prize." Maybe Ed sent it in his last mysterious note from Wolf 

Hole. 

Speaking of Abbey, I should also respond to this sometime soon: 

WESTERN AMERICAN LITERATURE 

Quarterly Journal of the Western American Literature Association 

English Department * Utah State University * Logan, Utah 834?2-3200 

May 27, 1988 

----------------------- ---- -----------------



Prof. James Hepworth 
Division of literature & languages 
lewis Clark State Colleye 
lewiston, ID 83501-2698 

Dear Jim, 
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Here is the Abbey article with my thanks for your willingness to referee 
it. 

I suppose the main thing we are after is your judgment on the essay's 
substance in general, and on whether it represents either trailbreaking 
or a significant deepening of a recognized insight into Abbey. In short, 
it should be an article of importance. We are receiving a great many 
submissions these days (for some unknown reason), and we can afford to be 
pretty choosy. 

Thanks--

Sincerely, 
Thomas J. lyon, Ed. 

I keep wondering if I would recognize "a significant deepening of a 

recognized insight into Abbey" if I came across it. Or if anyone could. 

No matter what "a significant deepening" turns out to be or not to be, 

Abbey himself will unquestionably remain a Contrary. Because I have 

co-edited one of the only two books currently in print about Abbey and 

his work, I suppose Tom lyons considers me an authority of some sort. 

Perhaps I am, but truthfully speaking, the only reason I agreed to 

referee that article was because I was flattered to be asked. I also 

thought it might help my vita an~ impress the tenure committee next fall. 

Here again, I wish now I had reconsidered my reply before I sent it. 

Given what I have to say on the subject of Stegner and the Western 

literature Association in the introduction to my dissertation, I feel 

hypocritical accepting membership in the organization in exchange for my 

duties as a reader. 
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I also wonder if Abbey really meant what he said about Stegner being 

the only American deserving of the Nobel. And how serious is this guy 

Watkins? Until I read his letter to the Swedish Academy just now, I had 

never understood the nominating process, and I'm still not sure I do. 

Apparently, Watkins was a bit uncertain himself. Here's how his letter 

of nomination begins. I see that it is dated a year ago to the day: 

Professor Lars Gyllensten 
Permanent Secretary of the Swedish Academy 
Svensky Akadamien 
Kallagrand 4 (Borshuset) 
111 29 Stockholm 
SWEDEN 

Dear Professor Gyllensten: 

June 12, 1987 

You will forgive me if I am bit uncertain of how one goes about putting 
the name of someone before the Academy as a possible nominee for the 
Nobel Prize in Literature. I have been told that it is necessary to 
provide the members of the Academy with as many copies as possible of the 
published works of the author in question, so I am sending you herewith 
eighteen titles of the works of Wallace Earle Stegner, American novelist, 
historian, and essayist. I put his name before you as the one American 
writer above all others who may be under consideration at this time as 
most deserving of this great honor. . • 

Watkins goes on to condense the article he published first in the Special 

Wallace Stegner Number of South Dakota Review and then repackaged with 

minor additions for Audubon. In general, it is the sort of thing any 

Stegner scholar knows by rote, although occasionally the prose rises 

toward eloquence. 

Stegner's books, of course, have found readers allover the world. 

In fact, the Europeans have cared deeply enough about his work to 

consistently translate it. For instance, Stegner's eighth novel, ~ 
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Shooting Star, wound up in French, Swedish, German, and Spanish. 

Although none of his major novels have fared quite as well, one of them 

(The ~ Rock Candy Mountain) was issued in both French and German 

translations. Like many of his other novels, it also won acclaim in 

England wher~ it was selected for the Daily Mail, Britain's equivalent of 

our Book-of-the-Month Club. Only last April, one of Italy's most 

respected houses, Vallechi, brought out Angle of Repose. 

Watkins, perhaps wisely, mentions none of this. I say "wisely" 

because there must be a dozen or more American writers much better and 

more frequently translated and far more active in the international 

politics of literature. Frankly, I think Stegner stands about as much 

chance of winning the Nobel as a card house does of surviving a 

hurricane. On the other hand, why not Stegner? Who would have guessed 

he would end up with a Pulitzer back in, say, 1950, the year he published 

The Preacher and the Slave? Regardless, there is one paragraph in the 

letter of nomination that Watkins sent the Swedish Academy I find more to 

my liking than the others: 

..• At its deepest and most significant level, his 
(Stegner's) experience has been deeply rooted in the land and the complex 
ways in which it has helped to shape the psychology and emotional life 
not only of himself and those around him, but of an entire national 
experience. "West is a country of the mind, and so eternal," American 
poet Archibald Macleish wrote. It certainly has been a country firmly in 
the mind and work of Wall ace Stegner. Just as surely as the western 
experience shaped us as a nation, it has informed the spirit and 
intellect of Stegner's writing. It is neither a casual nor superficial 
influence; it has precious little to do with cowboys and even less with 
Indians--at least as representative myths. It turns deep, down to the 
marrow where imagination lies, and is all of a piece with the man. 

--- ---------------------------- ----
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Although I find here the commonplace (or is it obligatory?) 

reference to Stegner as a western writer and the disclaimer that usually 

accompanies it, there is also a hint here that Stegner's West is a 

metonymic West, "America only more so." That's my view, anyway: that 

the West of Stegner's fiction is only a substitute name for America, a 

quintessential part representativ~ of the whole. In none of Stegner's 

novels does this point become more obvious than in Angle of Repose, where 

even the form of the novel becomes a metaphor capable of reflecting what 

scholars of American literature commonly term "the American experience." 

As for the rest of the envelopes in this stack of mail, I know what 

news awaits me inside each of them. We owe Saint Joseph's Regional 

Medical Center the same $561.08 we owed them last month. Saint Luke's 

Regional Medical Center has finally credited our account, leaving us with 

a zero balance. J. C. Penney awaits our minimum payment of $25.00 on our 

balance of $560.00, whereas Citibank Visa Card has raised our minimum 

payment from $35.00 to $55.00 on our unpaid balance of $2,357.24. We owe 

Rocky Mountain Mastercard an even $1,000.00, and Rocky Mountain Bankcard 

the sum of $112.57. First Interstate Bank wants its monthly payment of 

$171.38 for the loan on our car. And, of course, the rent is due Valley 

Terrace Apartments: another $315.00. But wait a minute here! What the 

hell is this? 

Betty J. Wilsey 
Jury Commissioner Office 
2nd Judicial District Court 
Nez Perce County 
1230 Main Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 

GREETINGS: 
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YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED BY THE SECOND DISTRICT COURT TO BE AND APPEAR 
BEFORE THE JURY COMMISSIONER OF THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE, STATE OF IDAHO, 
AT THE TIME, DATE, AND LOCATION SHOWN BELOW. 

PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO PERFORM JURY SERVICE 

A person summoned for jury service who fails to appear or to complete 
jury service as directed shall be ordered by the court to appear 
forthwith and show cause for his failure to comply with the summons. If 
he fails to show good cause for non-compliance with the summons, he is 
guilty of criminal contempt and upon conviction may be fined not more 
than one hundred dollars or imprisoned in the county jail not more than 
three days or both. 

Jury Commissioner Betty J. Wilsey 
----------~~--~~----------------------

Service Date JULY 1ST - JULY 31ST, 1988 
--------~~~--~~~~~~------------------

TO SERVE THEREIN AS A TRIAL JUROR AND HEREIn FAIL NOT UNDER PENALTY OF 
LAW. 

Reporting Number 9833 
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CHAPTER III 

"AMERICA ONLY MORE SO": 

Angle of Repose, Westering, and the Journal as a Literary Form 
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According to John Gardner, lithe artist's primary unit of 

thought--his primary conscious or unconscious basis for selecting and 

organizing the details of his work--is genre" (18). If this is true, 

then perhaps the way a writer thinks (genre) can also tell us much about 

what he is thinking. In other words, to reassert an old idea, form often 

turns out to be content. The medium is at least a part of the message. 

In no case is this statement more true than in Wallace Stegner's Angle of 

Repose, a novel that borrows a popular American literary form and 

elevates it to the level of art. To put the matter still another way, by 

employing the form of the journal in Angle of Repose, Stegner plays with 

the nature, origins, and process of American literature, as well as 

American life. 

Naturally, therefore, the question arises: What is the nature of 

American life according to Stegner? 

This question is an old one, needless to say, and one of the first 

attempts to answer it remains one of the most satisfactory. In Democracy 

in America, Alexis de Tocqueville described his theory of egalitarian 

democracy based on his own acute observations of American life and 

character. He concluded, finally, that equality was the salient feature 

of our society, and he at once predicted and feared the evolution of a 

national type: a leveling toward the sameness of character that would 

inevitably lead us down the road to mediocrity. Needless to say, similar 

fears exist today. Not long ago, for example, a major market-research 

team set out to determine what aspects of their culture Hispanic 

Americans most wanted to preserve. Four out of five respondents listed 

the preservation of the Spanish language as their first priority 
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(Education Week, 14 May 1986, 16). And why not? What water is to life, 

language is to culture. These Hispanic Americans, however, were simply 

reiterating that old fear of sameness of character and leveling toward 

mediocrity that Tocqueville wrote about. 

While there are plenty of those who think the government has 

succeeded in homogenizing us, Stegner is not among them. Both 

"Officially and unofficially, the United States has tried to Americanize 

all its various peoples for two hundred years ," Stegner writes, but, 

"Except briefly during two wars," the United States "has never been a 

nation." On the contrary, he says, we are lithe most incredible mixture 

of races, colors, political and religious and economic faiths, regions 

and subregions, establishment and counterculture, highbrow, middlebrow, 

and lowbrow, conservati ve and revol uti onary, in the enti re round \'Jorl d" 

(OWTSM 96). Far from melting Americans down into a common type, the 

American melting pot has instead produced lithe wildest mixture, or 

non-mixture, of cultures in the world" (OWTSM 76). In Stegner's view, we 

ar~ an "Y Pluribus" without an "Unum." Instead of being one nation and 

one people, says Stegner, "We are much closer to what the Canadians say 

they want: a mosaic, an anthology" (OWTSM 141). Everywhere, says 

Stegner, our individuality asserts itself. Like Robert Bellah and 

others, however, Stegner fears that our American individualism may have 

grown cancerous (see Appendix A, 96). 

The subversiveness of American individualism, of course, is a theme 

that surfaces throughout Stegner's fiction. In The Big Rock Candy 

Mountain, Bo Mason is American Individualism personified: witness his 

lawlessness and defiance of authority, his code of self-reliance, his 



"frontier" mentality, with its get-rich-quick schemes. Or consider the 

figure of Joe Hill in The Preacher and the Slave. The unorthodox life 

styles of both men have much in common with that of Jim Peck, or, for 

that matter, with his nemesis, Joe Allston, in All the Little Live 

Things. Plenty of rugged individualism also survives in Lyman Ward and 

his grandfather, Oliver. Regardless, for those who want to find them, 

there are connections to be made between what scholars and historians 
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sometimes call the "American Experiment" and the form of Stegner's novel. 

Let's take the question of the plurality of American life first. 

In theory at least the diary (or journal) form that Stegner employs 

in Angle of Repose has one great and distinct advantage over all other 

literary forms. Put in simple terms, the journal form, like the American 

"anthology" Stegner describes, is inclusive rather than exclusive, and, 

as a result, it is capable of accommodating a diversity of styles, and, 

indeed, encouraging that diversity. Consider, for example, what Stegner 

has to say about the diversity of American life . 

. • . Though we are swept by fads, every fad breeds its 
counterfad. Our life-styles are so ferociously various that our reaction 
to a style not our own--and we may find it next door or in our own 
family--may be anything from apathy to disgust. It is not simply a 
polarization between young and old, though that is part of it and always 
has been. There are not two sides to every question, but a dozen or a 
hundred. American life is not a conflict between conservative and 
liberal, black and white, establishment and counter-culture, work ethic 
and pleasure principle. It is a blindfold battle royal. You may hit 
anybody you run into." (OWTSM 76) 

American life as Stegner describes it above is a kind of homemade 

world (to borrow Kenner's phrase) without clearly defined boundaries and 

strictly defined conventions. What is at issue in Stegner's definition 
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is that notorious American "freedom." Now compare Tristine Rainer's 

description of journal writing: 

There are no mistakes. You cannot do it wrong. At any time 
you can change your point of view, your style, your book, the pen you 
write with, the direction you write on the pages, the language in which 
you write, the subjects you include, or the audience you write to. You 
can misspell, write ungrammatically, enter incorrect dates, exaggerate, 
curse, pray, brag, write poetically, eloquently, angrily, lovingly. You 
can paste in photographs, newspaper clippings, cancelled checks, letters, 
quotes, drawings, doodles, dried flowers, business cards, or labels. You 
can write on lined paper or blank paper, violet paper or yellow, 
expensive bond or newsprint. (28) 

Rainer contends that whereas most other literary forms have evolved 

codified rules and conventions, in a diary "Everything and anything 

goes l' ; like American life, the journal can also be a "blindfold battle 

royal." Freedom and even a kind of lawlessness ("You cannot do it 

wrong") are also very much at issue here. ~!ith a few significant 

exceptions these words accurately describe the text of Angle of Repose. 

In the novel, we find a narrator who defies literary conventions by 

changing his point of view, and, to some extent, even his style from one 

page to the next. For instance, although the novel is written in 

first-person, Lyman often lapses into the third-person and assumes the 

privileges of a traditional omniscient narrator. Despite the 

conventional passages of Spanish we might expect to find in any novel set 

in the American Southwest, neither Stegner nor his narrator ever 

completely switch languages, except to throw in now and then a few words 

of German (Novelle, Stimmung, ohne Bustenhalter). Susan's Quaker English 

and characters who speak various tongues of pigeon-English--Spanglish, 

Itinglish, and Chinenglish--draw attention to the American language as a 

mongrel tongue. In fact, the contrast between the high formalism of 
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Susan's Quaker English with its anachronistic pronouns and the dialects 

spoken by, say, the Cousin Jacks and Cornish wives hints at that leveling 

toward mediocrity Susan herself fears when she sends Ollie back east to 

school. On the point of language, Lyman is also sensitive. He resists 

the idea of saying shit in front of a lady (Shelly), and he ruminates on 

the distinctions between the locution of "having sex" (which he despises) 

and terms like "making love" and "fucking" (267). As readers, we quickly 

come to understand the subtle distinctions Lyman draws between the public 

and private sectors. We also understand intuitively that any subject is 

potentially grist for Lyman's word-mill--or Shelly's questions--and that 

characteristic seems very much in keeping with the question of freedom as 

well. 

Likewise, in the space of the novel's 565 pages, as any reader can 

attest, Lyman alternately curses, brags, exaggerates, complains, and 

generally performs like a one-man Greek chorus when it comes to providing 

comment on the lives he creates and recreates. Here he is, for example, 

alternately complaining about his son, Rodman, and bragging about his 

grandfather, Oliver, in the same breath: 

I am sure Rodman knows nothing whatever about Grandfather, 
nothing about his inventiveness or his genius for having big ideas twenty 
years ahead of their time or his struggle to do something grand and 
humanly productive and be one of the builders of the West. (23) 

At times, to use Rainer's terms, Lyman does in fact communicate 

"poetically, eloquently"; at other times, "angrily, lovingly." If his 

journal never literally incorporates "photographs, newspaper clippings," 

and "drawings," it nevertheless refers to them in such a way as to make 

them seem to exist for us as a part of the text. His frequent references 
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to his grandmother's drawings or her photographs, for instance, or his 

incorporation of her letters into his own text, help Stegner create the 

illusion that Lyman is a man surrounded (if not buried) in family 

artifacts. For example, he refers to a newspaper clipping that he hopes 

to use like a piece in a puzzle to put together an important episode in 

the lives of his grandparents: 

•.• now comes the second crucial one (newspaper story), front 
page and two-column like the first, which reports that on July 11 (the 
day after Agnes's funeral, though the story does not say so) Frank 
Sargent, thirty-three, son of General Daniel M. Sargent of New York City, 
was found dead in his bed at the London and Idaho's engineering camp in 
Boise Canyon. He had put the muzzle of a .30-.30 saddle gun in his mouth 
and pulled the trigger with his thumb. Associates said he had been 
despondent over the financial difficulties of the canal company, of which 
he was assistant chief engineer. (534) 

Here, too, Stegner calls into question the relationship between public 

and private. The public news is at odds with Lyman's private thoughts, 

since he uses the clipping to support his theory that his Grandmother was 

tempted into an illicit affair with Sargent; whether or not the 

relationship was ever consummated, the result, Lyman implies, was the 

death of a child, which, in turn, led Frank Sargent to kill himself. 

Despite a lack of concrete evidence to support that theory, Lyman feels 

perfectly free to propose it because of the private nature of his 

journal. 

Stegner, of course, was no stranger to the journal form when he sat 

down to write Angle of Repose. He had recently finished writing his 

ninth novel, All the Little Live Things (1967), in which another 

first-person narrator, Joe Allston, attempts to decipher lithe code" he 

says he has "lived by" and now come to doubt. Joe gives us a series of 
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daily weather reports of his own life (inner and outer, past and 

present), and in diary-like fashion, literally comments on what the 

cat--a Siamese named "Catarrh"--drags in. The impression Stegner creates 

is that of reading a daybook or journal in which the narrator reflects 

back upon the bleak tragedy of the previous year. Nevertheless, I think 

it is clear to most readers of the novel that the subjects that preoccupy 

Stegner in All the Little Live Things are prototypically American: the 

perfectibility of the social order, for example, as represented by both 

Jim Peck's hippie treehouse paradise among the poison oak and Joe 

Allston's idyllic retirement lifestyle; American self-reliance and 

individualism; the "new" man, whether it be the Caliban figure of Jim 

Peck or the hermetic and crotchety Joe Allston, the Prospero of an 

island-like California home. Even the Shakespearian allusions--the 

majority of them to The Tempest--should remind us that Stegner's concerns 

transcend the regional: the contemporary California Stegner creates is a 

brave new world full of sexual permissiveness, familial dissolution, 

social chaos, and the rape of the environment. In terms of genre, All 

the Little Live Things crosses the dramatic monologue with gothic romance 

and the confession to produce a lower case American tragedy. The journal 

form that frames Angle of Repose, however, is here only hinted at or 

invoked suggestively. 

In the novel that follows Angle of Repose, The Spectator Bird, we 

also find Stegner employing the journal. Here the journal functions as a 

lens for the work. To placate his wife, who urges him to write a book, 

Joe Allston rummages through his journals in search of what he labels ~ 

Life Among the Literary" (7), knowing full well as Thomas Walter remarks, 
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that he will never write the book: lilt is an unspoken charade" (CEOWS 

40). "Writing your life implies that you think it worth writing," says a 

cynical Joe Allston. lilt implies an arrogance, or confidence, or 

compulsion to justify oneself, that I can1t claim. Did Washington write 

his memoirs? Did Lincoln, Jefferson, Shakespeare, Socrates? No, but 

Nixon will, and Agnew is undoubtedly hunched over his right now" (7). 

When a postcard from Countess Astrid Wredel-Krarup arrives, Joe begins to 

read the journal he kept during the Allston1s stay in her home not long 

after their son1s death. Denmark was for them an escape from all the 

reminders of their son1s death. At first Joe keeps the postcard and the 

journal secret from Ruth, but when she observes him reading it, she 

insists that he read it to her aloud. As a device, the journal permits 

Stegner to give his story depth and texture, to flash back between the 

past and present almost effortlessly with no loss in credibility or break 

in the dramatic illusion. We see the white-haired Adam and Eve (Joe and 

Ruth Allston) in their contemporary setting, but we move with them, 

thanks to the journal, back in time and into another culture. (The 

device of the found manuscript, of course, links this novel to a long 

tradition in American and English literature.) Stegner uses the journal 

much as Lyman uses Susan1s letters in Angle of Repose: as a Time Machine 

capable of transporting him and the reader back across the years. In The 

Spectator Bird the genre merely suggestively painted in All the Little 

Live Things dominates the tale: the journal is nearly all. Likewise, in 

The Spectator Bird, Stegner1s themes are also prototypically American: 

the lack of a discernable family line and the dilemma of ancestry; the 
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relationship between private and public life; incest; and aging (to name 

only a few). 

As a structural device, then, the journal has consistently offered 

Stegner a dependable vehicle for his fiction. Even young Bruce Mason in 

Stegner's first major novel, The Big Rock Candy Mountain, is a diarist. 

The question is, why? What is it about the journal that suits it so well 

to Stegner's thematic concerns? What is it about the journal that makes 

it so compatible with the nature of American life as Stegner defines it? 

Is there something about the journal that particularly suits it to the 

American character? To find answers to these questions, we might turn 

for a moment to Stegner's non-fiction books and continue to examine his 

use of journal as a literary form. 

Beyond the Hundredth Meridian: .John Wesley Powell and the Second 

Opening of the West, opens in medias res upon the Honorable William 

Gilpin and Powell's second summer in the West. Stegner relies upon too 

many journals, diaries, and field reports to list here, not to mention 

the literally thousands of pieces of ephemeral writing he sieved from the 

streams of newspapers, government reports, and periodicals. It might 

have been--and my guess is that it was--in the making of this book that 

Stegner consciously confronted the diary as a form and began flirting 

with its thematic and structural possibilities for the first time. He 

published the book in 1954, with an introduction by his friend and 

mentor, Bernard DeVoto, but Stegner's interest in Pm-/ell goes back to hi s 

days at the University of Utah where he completed his doctoral degree by 

writing a dissertation on the literary naturalist, Clarence Earl Dutton 

(Robinsons 15). Nancy Colberg cites evidence of Stegner's 
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experimentation with the journal form in the four-part series of articles 

that he published in Saturday Review and later titled "Rediscovering 

America: 1946" when he put them together into one essay for his book The 

Sound of Mountain Water. Colberg 1 ists the publ ication date foy'-the 

first of the four articles as 17 August 1946 (205). The completed essay 

uses the journal as a device to chronicle a leisurely tour through the 

deserts of the Mojave and Colorado. In the entry for Monday in this 

week-long journal, Stegner runs into Powell's lingering presence at the 

mouth of the Virgin River where the Major and his men completed the last 

great exploration "within the continental United States": 

Neither Powell's journal nor the journal of Jacob Hamblin, who 
ran this stretch of river even before Powell, is of any use now except 
for an occasional identifying landmark like the Temple, opposite Temple 
Bar Wash, an hour up river, where we meet a pair of fishing boats. The 
old road that used to come down to a ferry here lies on the cindery hills 
and hangs its tongue in the lake like a dog. (58) 

Despite what Stegner says here about the uselessness of the journals 

of Powell and Hamblin, in the making of the Major's biography they were 

absolutely central. The journals he studied helped Stegner to see and 

hear the country with his mind's eyes and ears, to recreate both the land 

and the adventure. To be sure, as with the best and most skillful 

painters of the Grand Canyon Powell explored, not even the most careful 

of the diarists was absolutely reliable. The romantic imagination--and 

Powell himself was something of a romantic--could amplify and distort, as 

Stegner documents in "The Canyon Country: The Arti sts' Vi ew," especi ally 

with painters like Egloffstein, whose imagination the Canyon stunned and 

overwhelmed into dismay. In scholarly terms, Stegner's Beyond the 

Hundredth Meridian is itself a daunting achievement; the scope and depth 
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of his research is impressive, if not downright staggering in itself. A 

formal bibliography listing the books and articles Stegner refers to in 

his 367 page text, as well as those additional works he refers to in the 

50 pages of endnotes that follow it, would be enormous. The most 

impressive aspect of the work is the way Stegner organizes the great 

swarming mass of his materials into that clean, swift-moving river of 

narrative history that still lives between the book's covers. 

Unquestionably, the story would never be able to carry the same power if 

Stegner had been unequal to the task of drawing so intimately from his 

knowledge of writing on the subject that preceded his own, especially 

upon those original journals and diaries that he incorporates so 

gracefully and unobtrusively into his own text. 

In his conversations with Etulain, Stegner admits to "reading a lot 

of Mormon women's journals of the hardcart companies and the early wagon 

trains, and also some of the journals of women who were part of the whole 

Nauvoo complex" (102) before and during the time he wrote his story of 

the Mormon Trail, The Gathering of Zion (1964). It seems clear that 

Stegner began concerning himself with what Susan Armitage and Elizabeth 

Jameson now call The Women's West (1987) at a time when "earl ier 

historians apparently found" the women and their writing "uninteresting 

and simply passed them over" (11). In The Gathering of Zion, Stegner 

relies heavily on the original journals, diaries, letters, reminiscences, 

memoirs, and books by women as diverse as Fawn Brodie, Ann Eliza Young, 

Eliza Snow, Clarissa Decker Young and Harriet Decker Young, Kate B. 

Carter, Ann Hafen, Twiss Berminghand, Eliza M. Wakefield, Patience 

Loader, as well as on the original journals of men like Hosea Stout, 
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James Smithies, Willard Richards, William Clayton, Lorenzo Dow Young, 

John Henry Evans, R. E. Harvey, Jacob Vander Zee, William Huntington, 

Norton Jacob, and Oliver Boardman Huntington. No study of the Mormon 

Trail, of course, would be possible without the use of journals, but 

Stegner seems unusually sensitive to women's sources and uses them to 

help us see the Mormon frontier experience in a new light. As in Beyond 

the Hundredth Meridian, Stegner employs fictional techniques for 

historical purposes. He dramatizes history, so that it reads like 

fiction. He meticulously and scrupulously cross-references his accounts, 

but it is the telling itself that has made this distinctively American 

story of religious persecution and westward movement into a regional 

classic. Stegner's perspective shows up and contradicts the stereotype 

of legendary western women as "gentle tamers." The women Stegner portrays 

a~e doers and builders, such as Ursulia Hascall and Patience Loader, 

women who, like their men, adapted themselves to western life. "I shall 

try to present them in their terms and judge them in mine," Stegner says 

of his characters in The Gathering of Zion, echoing Bancroft's rule for 

historians. Then he adds: "That I do not accept the faith that 

possessed them does not mean I doubt their frequent devotion and heroism 

in its service. Especially their women. Their women were incredible" 

(13). Obviously, Stegner uses the word "incredible" here figuratively, 

for he understands, as Susan Armitage puts it, that "ordinary lives are 

the true story of the ~Jest, for men as well as women" (14), but he also 

understands that the ordinary can transcend itself and become the 

extraordinary, that while "even the most heroic people lead ordinary 

lives 99 percent of the time" (Armitage 14), what they do in that 
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century into another. 
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The diaries and journals of Mormon men and women who traveled the 

Trail are often boring, repetitive, and monotonous, but who can forget 

the young girl at Willow Springs who shared a tent with the brothers 

Whitaker and awoke screaming in the night to find one of them eating her 

fingers? Or the young woman--was it Patience Loader herself?--who at 

last reached Emigration Canyon with her handcart full of the precious 

belongings she had hauled faithfully across the endless plains and pushed 

the loaded card one final time--over the edge of a precipice where it 

fell through the air end-over-end and then smashed into smithereens on 

the rocks below? 

Tristine Rainer argues that the diary--a term she uses 

interchangeably with "journal"--is, for many people, primarily a woman's 

mode of expression and that women in particular have relied on it "to 

preserve their history and culture." She refers to "literally hundreds 

of American pioneer women" who "created a network of correspondence that 

stretched from North Carolina to Massachusetts and was based on a shared 

interest in journal writing" (20) a century before Lyman tells us that 

"the West began for Susan Burling" in 1868 (32). And journal writing 

continues to be one of the most common and popular forms of writing for 

both sexes, a genre employed in America by "nonwriters" as well as 

"literary" people. Business people use journals, as do psychologists, 

psychiatrists, priests, lawyers, expectant mothers, fashion designers, 

graphic artists, ranchers, students, athletes, musicians, and people from 

virtually every class of our society. Just how they use them, of course, 
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varies. A businesswoman's double-entry ledger is a far different kind of 

journal from the one she might keep at home. Both are personal, but the 

latter is essentially private, whereas the former is public. 

The relationship between the public and private is one of the 

primary subjects of Angle of Repose. There is no doubt in any reader's 

mind that the journal Lyman keeps is, indeed, a private record. And as 

Stegner's non-fiction books reveal, the journal as a literary form has 

strong and intimate ties to the "westering" tradition in America, 

especially to the so-called literature of "exploration and discovery." 

(It sometimes seems questionable whether or not we can properly speak of 

beginnings in relationship to American literature, but if and when we do, 

then surely we ought to point at once to the captain's logs of star 

vessels like the Nina, Pinta, and Santa Maria, to those who sailed off 

into uncharted waters and anchored off the shores of wilderness lands.) 

In Stegner's view, the land itself is the primogenitor of American 

literature, and wilderness lands are the most valuable of the lands to 

which we owe our existence as a people. Here's part of what he has to 

say: 

It is a lovely and terrible wilderness, such a wilderness as 
Christ and the prophets went out into; harshly and beautifully colored, 
broken and worn until its bones are exposed, its great sky without a 
smudge or taint from Technocracy, and in hidden corners and pockets under 
its cliffs the sudden poetry of springs. Save a piece of country like 
that intact, and it does not matter in the slightest that only a few 
people every year will go into it. That is precisely its value. Roads 
would be a desecration, crowds would ruin it. But those who haven't the 
strength or youth to go into it and live can simply sit and look. They 
can look two hundred miles, clear into Colorado; and looking down over 
the cliffs and canyons of the San Rafael Swell and the Robbers Roost they 
can also look as deeply into themselves as anywhere I know. And if they 
can't get to the places on the Aquarius Plateau where the present roads 
will carry them, they can simply contemplate the idea, take pleasure in 
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the fact that such a timeless and uncontrolled part of the earth is still 
there. 

These are some of the things wilderness can do for us. That is 
the reason we need to put into effect, for its preservation, some other 
principle than the principles of exploitation or "usefulness" or even 
recreation. We simply need that wild country available to us, even if we 
never do more than drive to its edge and look in. For it can be a means 
of reassuring ourselves of our sanity as creatures, a part of the 
geography of hope. (TSOMH 153) 

Stegner is here specifically referring to the Robber's Roost country in 

Wayne County, Utah, near the Capitol Reef National Monument. The vista 

he describes, once one of the most magnificent on earth, is no more 

"thanks to the power plants at Four Corners and Page." "We are the 

unfinished product of a long becoming," Stegner writes in American 

Places. "In our ignorance and hunger and rapacity, in our dream of a 

better material life, we laid waste the continent and diminished 

ourselves before any substantial number of us began to feel, little and 

late, an affinity with it, a dependence on it, an obligation toward it as 

the indispensable source of everything we hope for" (vii). Elsewhere in 

the same essay cited above, Stegner argues that "He need wilderness 

preserved--as much of it as is still left, and as many kinds--because it 

was the challenge against which our character as a people was formed." 

He says that wilderness is "good for our spiritual health even if we 

never once in ten years set foot in it" (TSOMW 147). When we are young, 

says Stegner, wilderness o.ffers us "incomparable sanity" as "vacation and 

rest," and when we are old it is important "simply because it is there" 

(147) • 

As he defines it, wilderness offers Americans a sanctuary, a place 

of both material and spiritual refuge. "An American," says Stegner, 

"insofar as he is new and different at all, is a civilized man who has 
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renewed himself in the wild." Stegner defines "the American experience" 

as a "confrontation by old peoples and cultures of a world as new as if 

it had just risen from the sea." That New World, he says, "gave us our 

hope and our excitement," and those qualities can be "passed on to newer 

Americans, Americans who never saw any phase of the frontier. But only 

so long as we keep the remainder of our wild as a reserve and a 

promise--a sort of wilderness bank" (TSOMH 148). 

Coincidentally, Tristine Rainer speaks of "The New Diary" in terms 

that echo Stegner's description of the wilderness. She calls it "a 

refuge" from "literary expectations and restrictions," "a private 

sanctuary," and an "unchartered territory" (11). In the same way that 

the wilderness experience can bring "incomparable sanity" into "our 

insane lives" by providing us "vacation and rest" (Stegner), so the 

journal can offer us "a sanctuary where all the disparate elements of a 

life--feelings, thoughts, dreams, hopes, fears, fantasies, 

practicalities, worries, fact, and intuitions--can merge" to provide the 

mental traveler with "a sense of wholeness and coherence" (18). For 

Rainer, a journal is "a spiritual island" full of its own unique 

"wilderness beauty." Hence, because of their work with psychoanalysis 

and journal writing, Rainer refers to Anais Nin, Otto Rank, and Ira 

Progoff in westering terms because they use the journal form (she calls 

them "pioneers," 26). 

Rainer's language suggests an obvious parallel between the 

wilderness experience and the activities of reading and writing, a 

parallel that we find cleverly at work in Angle of Repose. As ideas, 

both wilderness as Stegner defines it and the diary as Rainer defines it, 
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offer people an angle of repose; a place of restoration and regeneration, 

a haven or preserve. Lyman goes to his diary for many of the same 

reasons his grandparents venture West, or, for that matter, for many of 

the same reasons European explorers and colonists set off in search of 

New Worlds. Among many other reasons, he goes to escape. III'd like to 

live in their clothes a while,1I Lyman says of his grandparents, lIif only 

so I don't have to live in my own. 1I And then he adds, IIActually, as I 

look down my nose to where my left leg bends and my right leg stops, I 

realize that it isn't backward I want to go, but downward. I want to 

touch once more the ground I have been maimed away from ll (17). 

IITrying to capture America in a sentence,1I Stegner writes in a 

recent essay, IIGertrude Stein said, 'Conceive a space that is filled with 

moving. I If she had been reared in Boston she might not have seen it so 

plainly; but she was reared in Oakland. She knew that few westerners die 

where they were born, that most live out their lives as a series of 

uprootings ll (TAWALS 23). At issue in Angle of Repose is this sense of 

movement, what Stein conceived to be a quintessentially American 

characteristic. Lyman's reference to lithe ground" he says he has IIbeen 

maimed away from ll and his insistence on vertical rather than horizontal 

movement suggest his desire for a relationship to a particular place 

based on a sense of reciprocity between himself and the land. This 

desire is at odds with his need to escape, but it is very much in concert 

vlith Lyman's search for continuity and meaning. While Lyman's reference 

to being IImaimed ll points first to his physical disability--the amputation 

of his right leg at the knee--and his need to be physically whole, the 



reference also extends to his spiritual condition, his sense of 

alienation and his need for family and community. 

If, as Stein's statement suggests to Stegner, movement and 

rootlessness define and characterize the American experience, then the 

West is quintessentially American: "the United States, only more so": 
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in a rootless country. the most rootless; "in a mobile country, the most 

mobile" (OWTSM 106). Elsewhere, Stegner writes: "The principal 

invention of western American culture is the motel, the principal exhibit 

of that culture the automotive roadside. The principal western industry 

is tourism, which is not only mobile but seasonal. Whatever it might 

want to be, the West is still primarily a series of brief visitations on 

a trail to somewhere else." As for its literature, it is "largely a 

literature not of place but of motion" (TAWALS 23). 

If any of this sounds familiar, it should. As Henry Nash Smith 

points out in Virgin Land, "the notion that our society has been shaped 

by the pull of a vacant continent drawing population westward through the 

passes of the Alleghenies, across the Mississippi Valley, over the high 

plains and mountains of the Far West to the Pacific Coast" has not only 

persisted but flourished ever since Turner first proposed his famous 

frontier thesis at the Chicago World's Columbian Exposition in 1883 (3). 

For Bernard DeVoto, from whom Stegner acquired much of his own sense of 

history, American history could only be defined in terms of movement: it 

was "history in transition from an Atlantic to a Pacific phase" (TUC 

144). At the same time that Turner was proposing his thesis, however, he 

was also pronouncing a formal death sentence--an end to the frontier as a 

result of the closing of free land in the West. 
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For the sake of clarity we might pause here to define the West in 

Stegner's terms in order to se~ more clearly just how it further 

qualifies as "the United States, only more so." Most often, when Stegner 

speaks of the West in his essays, he refers to "a dry core of eight 

public lands states--Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New 

Mexico, Utah, and ~!yoming" (TAWALS 8). Nevertheless, he also includes 

"two marginal areas": (1) the western parts of "the Dakotas, Nebraska, 

Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas," and (2) "the Nest Coast--Washington, 

Oregon, and California." These areas he labels "marginal" because the 

first of them, although "authentically dry" has only "minimal public 

lands" and public lands are central to his definition. Likewise, 

although public lands abound in the West Coast states and each of them 

has "extensive arid lands," each of them also contain "well-watered 

coastal strips." While Stegner includes these "marginal areas" in his 

definition of "West," they "complicate" his statistics, and when he cites 

figures, they often refer only to "the states of the dry core" (TA~IALS 

8). Part of what defines the West for Stegner, then, comes down to a 

matter of aridity and geography, and the geography revolves around 

questions of ownership. 

Wilderness, of course, is by definition land exempt from private 

ownership, land held in public trust. It is literally no man's land and 

every woman's land, for wilderness represents an illusive concept to 

Americans. It represents freedom. In these terms, the West can easily 

consider itself more liberated by far than the rest of the nation, 

although "no western state is master in its own house. Half its land is 

not its own. Eighty-five percent of Nevada is not Nevada, but the United 
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States; two-thirds of Utah and Idaho likewise; nearly half of California, 

Arizona, and Nyoming--48 percent of the eleven public land states" 

(TAHALS 12). In the six Rocky Mountain states--Montana, Wyoming, 

Colorado, Utah, Idaho, and Nevada--the federal government controls 200 

million acres, and of those 116 million. fall under the jurisdiction of 

the Bureau of Land Management. The Bureau of Reclamation reserves 5.5 

million acres for dam and canal sites; the National Park system 4.5 

million acres. State Wildlife Services control 3.5 million acres for 

bird and game refuges (TSOMW 34). What Stegner calls lithe biggest land 

manager of all, the Bureau of Land Management" (BLM), inherited the job 

of lithe old General Land Office," which once disposed "of the Public 

Domain to homesteaders," and its current vast holdings are the "leftovers 

once (erroneously) thought to be worthless" (TAWALS 40); nevertheless, 

Stegner claims that it is the 75 million acres of national forests "in 

the six mountain states that are probably the most critical acres in the 

West" (TSOMW 34). These lands are vital to recreation, the protection of 

watersheds and wildlife habitat, "the gene banking of wild plant and 

animal species, and especially wilderness preservation" (TAWALS 41). 

Hhatls more, Stegner would say with Thoreau: in wilderness is the 

preservation of the world, the American world in particular. 

Obviously space also defines Stegnerls West, a place he refers to as 

"The most splendid part of the American habitat," if also "the most 

fragile" (TAHALS 1). Here again he echoes the idea that the West is "the 

United States, only more SO,II the quintessential land of spacious skies 

and majestic mountains that we salute in song: 
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Even in the cities, even among the dispossessed migrants of the 
factories in the fields, space exerts a diluted influence as illusion and 
reprieve. Westerners live outdoors more than people elsewhere, because 
outdoors is mainly what they've got. For clerks and students, factory 
workers and mechanics, the outdoors is freedom, just as surely as it is 
for the folkloric and mythic figures. They don't have to own the 
outdoors, or get permission, or cut fences, in order to use it. It is 
public land, partly theirs, and that space is a continuing influence on 
their minds and senses. It encourages a fatal carelessness and 
destructiveness because it seems so limitless and because what is 
everybody's is nobody's responsibility. It also encourages, in some, an 
impassioned protectiveness: the battlegrounds of the environmental 
movement lie in the western public lands. Finally, it promotes certain 
needs, tastes, attitudes, skills. It is those tastes, attitudes, and 
skills, as well as the prevailing destructiveness and its corrective, 
love of the land, that relate real Westerners to the myth. (TAWALS 81) 

The idea that the "outdoors is freedom," of course, transcends the 

limitations of region, although it may have a peculiarly American twist. 

American culture and character, difficult to construe in the first place 

because they change so quickly, nevertheless equate freedom with space 

and vice versa. What's more, the equation has generated--or helped to 

generate--"the myth" Stegner refers to above: that of romantic 

frontiersman. Whether he materializes in the shape of legendary folk 

heroes like Rip Van Winkle and Natty Bumpo, the Virginian or John Wayne, 

or whether he assumes more realistic poses as the protagonist of novels 

like Huckleberry Finn or The Big Rock Candy Mountain, he needs plenty of 

space to tell the truth in. 

In Stegner's view, space acts lias a preservative" of American 

values, although he does not always value the same things other Americans 

do. To these others, for example, space "continues to suggest 

unrestricted freedom, unlimited opportunity for testings and heroisms, a 

continuing need for self-reliance and physical competence II (TAWALS 80). 

For Stegner, however, "unrestricted freedom" and "unlimited opportunity" 
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are self-contradictory terms. Nevertheless, he argues that in the West 

"it is impossible to be unconscious of or indifferent to space," that Ilit 

confronts us" at the edge of every city, just as "out in the boondocks it 

engulfs us": 

And it does contribute to individualism, if only because in 
that much emptiness people have the dignity of rareness and must do much 
of what they do without help, and because self reliance becomes part of a 
code. Witness the crudely violent code that governed a young Westerner 
like Norman Maclean, as he reported it in the stories of A River Runs 
Through l!. Witness the way in which space haunts the poetry of such 
western poets as William Stafford, Richard Hugo, Gary Snyder. Witness 
the lonely, half-attached childhood of a writer such as Ivan Doig. I 
feel the childhood reported in This House of ~ because it is so much 
1 ike my own. (TAWALS 81) -- -- -

Stegner also repeatedly argues the Turner thesis: that Americans "still 

try to defi ne thei r character as an i nheri tance from the fronti er" (o\~TSM 

87) • 

Indeed, Stegner also asserts that "the distinct downturn" in 

American literature "from hope to bitterness took place almost at the 

precise time when the frontier officially came to an end." He also 

insists that the more "urban and industrial" our way of life has become, 

"the more frantic with technological change," the "sicker and more 

embittered" both our literature and our people have become as well (TSOMW 

150). Nevertheless, as one of Stegnerls favorite poets, that New England 

farmer born in San Francisco, Robert Frost, makes clear in "Desert 

Places," a frontier need not border a literal wilderness: 

They cannot scare me with their empty spaces 
Between stars--on stars where no human race is. 
I have it in me so much nearer home 
To scare myself with my own desert places. 
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Like Frost and Emily Dickinson, Lyman Ward is an explorer of inner 

space, of that perpetually new frontier within us all. The wilderness in 

question may be no more than a blank journal page or a blank canvas in 

front of which an artist sits, fearing that he or she has "no expression, 

nothing to express. 1I Nevertheless, for literary astronauts who would 

travel those Jlempty spaces,1I language can be a vehicle to the stars. It 

is no accident, therefore--or, if it is, it is a rather happy one--that 

Lyman Ward's book begins and ends at a place called IIZodiac Cottage." 

Likewise, even the form of his book (and by extension the form of 

Stegner's novel) is symbolic. 
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CHAPTER IV 

AXE AND HANDLE: 

Wallace Stegner and Bernard DeVoto 

IIIn this matter of writing, resolve as one may to keep to the main road, 
some bypaths have an enticement not readily to be withstood. I am going 
to err into such a bypath. If the reader will keep me company I shall be 
glad. At least we can promise ourselves that pleasure which is wickedly 
said to be in sinning, for a literary sin the divergence will be. 1I 

--Herman Melville, Billy Budd 
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Lewiston lies at the junction of two great rivers in northern Idaho, 

the Snake and the Clearwater. 

The Snake River is the greater of the two rivers. It rises in 

northwest Wyoming just south of Yellowstone Lake and flows through 

Jackson Lake and Jackson Hole National Monument. Then it swings west 

into Bonneville County and begins to make the wide arc that will take it 

even farther west and a little south across the whole state. It is on 

this southwestern swing that the river intersects the old California and 

Oregon trails after it has cut its way through that crescent-shaped lava 

table-land known as the Snake River Plain. The Snake River travels 

through what Stegner calls "the interior West," which for the emigrants 

on wheels in 1840 "was not a place but a way, a trail to the Promised 

Land, an adventurous, dangerous rite of passage." In those days, he 

conti nues, "there were only two pl aces on its two-thousand mil e 1 ength: 

Fort Laramie on the North Platte and Fort Hall on the Snake"--and even 

these amounted to little more than "refreshment and recruitment stops 

different only in style from motel-and-gas-and lunchroom turnouts on a 

modern interstate" (TAWALS 21). In fact, the asphalt of Interstate 

Highway 84 literally covers the old wagon ruts as the pavement shoots 

north out of Salt Lake in a straight line to the river and then northwest 

through Boise and on up into Pendleton, and from Pendleton to Portland. 

In general, Interstate 84 follows the Snake River in much the same way 

that the Oregon trail did. But once the river has stretched itself all 

the way from its headwaters in Wyoming across the Idaho desert and into 

Oregon, it turns abruptly north toward Canada, forming the border not 

only between Idaho and Oregon but between Idaho and Washington as well. 



To reach Lewiston, the capital of the old Idaho Territory that Abraham 

Lincoln signed into being on March 4, 1863, the river must travel just 

less than 1,000 mi1es. 1 

From my view here in bed out the hospital window, I can see the 

conf1 uence of the Snake and the C1 ear\'later. Once they entwi ne 
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themse1 ves, they pour due \'lest all the way to the Pacific. At 1 east 

eight other rivers join the Snake before it meets the Clearwater out 

there beneath those basalt cliffs: the Lewis River in Wyoming; in Idaho, 

on the Henry's Fork (where my brothers are now, at this very moment, 

f1yfishing for trout), the Boise (where Susan and Oliver live out their 

idyll in the canyon), the Payette, and the Salmon; in Oregon, the Ma1heur 

and the O\'/yhee; in Washington, the Grande Ronde. The great falls of the 

Snake River are all in southern Idaho, and they provide some of the most 

spectacular displays of river power in the world. Shoshone Falls, for 

instance, is higher than Niagara, but both locals and tourists also 

frequent Twin Falls and the more remote Star Falls just for the pleasure 

of having the din and thundering roar of the river in their ears. 

Here in the hospital this morning, where I have come for outpatient 

surgery with a briefcase full of file folders, maps, and books, the world 

is too quiet to suit me. At 39, J feel too old to be writing a Ph.D. 

dissertation, and I am angry at having to discipline myself to a task 

that I should have completed long ago. I would rather be almost anywhere 

but here. I half envy the driver of that jet boat out there on the 

water. He is headed up the Snake from the Confluence toward Hell's 

Canyon, North America's deepest gorge, including the Grand Canyon of the 

Colorado. I say I half envy him because of the bitter debate over the 
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fate of the canyon between people like him and people like me. I would 

just as soon get all motorized traffic off the rivers. In most places 

the Grand Canyon of the Snake River (as some books refer to it) is 

probably no more than 5,500 feet deep, but the canyon is 125 miles long 

and in one place reaches a depth of almost 8,000 feet. Thanks to Senator 

Frank Church and others, the 1968 Wild and Scenic Rivers System Act 

guarantees permanent protection to a 67-mile segment of the river, but 

the developers and the jet boat lobby have already succeeded in 

encroaching upon the law by establishing the first signs of a resort on 

the Salmon, which is also supposed to be protected by the same 

legislation. Rather than listen to the enormous whine of engines all day 

in a dash against the current, I prefer to hear sounds of the river and 

the oars in their locks or to ride the rapids in a kayak or a raft. 

Although Hell's Canyon is not only more narrow than the Grand Canyon, 

more inaccessible, it is nevertheless accessible. Float in. Float out. 

As it happens, we live next door to Jean, and her sister, Kay, two 

of the great-great granddaughters of Chief Looking Glass of the Nez 

Perce. The sisters tell us that the bones of many of their family are 

still hidden in the canyon's cliff caves. That thought turns my gaze 

east from the Confluence up the Clearwater toward Orofino. Gold on the 

sandbars of the Fraser River in 1858 sent a stampede of men to British 

Columbia, but in 1860 E. D. Pierce set off a series of rushes when he 

discovered gold at Oro Fino Creek on the Lapwai Reservation. Unlikely 

prospectors did an about-face on the Fraser and along with others swarmed 

to the Clearwater, to the Salmon River, to Boise Basin, and to the 

Owyhee--and eventually to Virginia City and Helena. At that time, Idaho 
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Territory was monster-sized and larger than Texas. Three years after 

Piece found gold, Lewiston became Idaho's first territorial capital, but 

illegally because it was on Nez Perce land. By the time the city fathers 

thieved the land away from the Indians, however, the citizens of Boise 

literally had stolen the necessary documents from the city of Lewiston 

and set up the new capital in the south at Boise. 

Although encyclopedias insist that the Snake River is the chief 

tributary of the Columbia, on the map it looks to be the other way 

around. Once the Clearwater joins the Snake out there, they move 

directly west. Just four miles east of the little city of Pasco, 

Washington, about where the federal government established the Hanford 

Engineering Works in 1943 to make plutonium for atomic bombs, the 

Columbia River has dropped all the way down from Canada to join the Snake 

on its westward journey to the Pacific. 

Hhen I was very young, my father drove us up the Columbia River 

Gorge. Today,ll dams have nearly killed the river in its bed, but there 

were few dams on the river then and the Columbia River gorge offered some 

of the most magnificent scenery in the West. Unlike the falls on the 

Snake, the falls on the Columbia were never insurmountable objects for 

the steel head and salmon runs. Today, the Army Corps of Engineers must 

co 11 ect the young fry and trucl< them a round the dams. Layi ng here 

remembering, however, I realize that I am old enough to recall a 

primordial scene: Indians (probably Cayuse) fishing with dip nets at a 

fall. It might even have been at Celilo. In particular, I remember 

seeing a young man standing at the falls reach out his net beneath a huge 

fish whose attempt to leap the falls had failed. The fish must have 
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weighed in excess of 30 pounds. Although well-muscled, the man was 

small, and although the fish landed in the net, the young man's reach 

literally exceeded his grasp. With a smaller fish, all might have been 

well, but in his excitement the young man lost his footing and the big 

fish in the net took him down. 

Is that what is happening to me with this dissertation? 

I think now that the fish must have been a King Salmon, and that the 

young man must have been a boy. Or perhaps I misremember. Perhaps I 

have only heard my father tell the story of that trip so many times now 

that I believe I remember. Or perhaps I believe I remember because on 

first hearing the story I imagined the scene well enough to make it real. 

But back to the rivers. 

High water has always enhanced navigation on the Snake and Columbia 

rivers, and in the old days, steamers dropped supplies for the gold 

fields here at what is now the Port of Lewiston, the farthest-most inland 

seaport in the contemporary West. Looking nO\,1 at a shallow draft barge 

headed to Japan with a load of woodproducts from the local pulpmill 

reaffirms my belief that, as the editors of The Harper American 

Literature put it, "space was--and remains--the fundamental reality" not 

just of life in the West but of "American life" in general (850). The 

editors attribute this insight to James Fennimore Cooper, but even the 

tugboat captain pulling that barge out there knows that before he can get 

his cargo to Portland, he must first get it to the Port of Walla Walla, 

and before he can get it to the Port of Walla Walla, he must first get it 

past the Port of Wilma. If he permits himself, he can follow Zeno's old 

argument and find himself and his craft at a standstill. 
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That is where I now seem to be finding myself, too. My surgery is 

scheduled for 4:00 p.m., but the surgeon has required all his patients to 

be here at 8:00 a.m. He has us lined up like prisoners at a German 

concentration camp awaiting the ovens. I tried to reason with the 

surgeon's secretary/nurse, but she insisted that through cooperation I 

might be out of the hospital by noon. How could that be? 

I am also at a standstill with my work. One problem, however 

immodest it may be to state it, results from knowing too much. Although 

it has absolutely nothing to do with my thesis and no relevance 

whatsoever, I can nevertheless tell you where Stegner was and who he was 

with and what he was doing this time of year when he was my age. That 

would be forty summers ago now, and he and Mary, and their 

eleven-year-old son, Page, are spending July at Struthers Burt's Three 

Rivers Ranch. The Ranch is a cooperative dude ranch located on Buffalo 

Creek and the Pacific Fork of the Snake, east of Moran in the Jackson 

Hole country of Wyoming. The cottage in which the Stegners are staying 

belongs to the daughter of Maxwell Perkins, from whom they have rented 

it. Each day, the family breakfasts together and, on horseback, they 

ride up the creek or down along the trails near the river in the shadows 

of the majestic Teton range. I could, if I had a mind to, write a 

hundred pages on the subject of that summer and its importance to 

Stegner's career as a writer. I could also, if I chose, point out some 

flaws in Tom Watkins' article on Stegner's conservation career in 

relationship to that summer in 1948. 

But to do that I would have to discuss Congressman Frank Barrett of 

Wyoming, whose spectacular ambition it was to divest "the government of 
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all its grazing lands," partly in retaliation for Franklin Roosevelt's 

creation of Jackson Hole National Monument in 1943, and partly for the 

sheer challenge. "Quite rightly," says Watkins, "Barrett and the 

(cattle) industry he represented saw this 'federal land grab ' as an 

attempt to protect this beautiful stretch of the country from 

overgrazing, and when repeated efforts to get the monument rescinded 

failed him, he determined to initiate a territorial grab of his own" 

(94). The creation of the Jackson Hole National Monument had the effect 

of infuriating ranchers, especially those who had been grazing their 

cattle and sheep in the lush meadows and the high ranges at government 

expense. Barrett, a buyer who played at cattle ranching near Lusk, 

proposed that the federal government turn over all land "in the 

unreserved public domain and national forests to the individual states 

for eventual disposal to the cattle and sheep industries" (94). 

Actually, both the "'federal land grab'" in 1943 that resulted in the 

creation of the Monument and Barrett's 1946 gambit aimed at grabbing back 

and forever destroying the federal land reserve imitate and repeat an old 

pattern. To discuss Barrett, I would have to discuss the creation of the 

national forests in 1891 by presidential proclamation. Frightened by the 

example of Michigan and paranoid about the future of the nation's 

forests, a jittery Congress authorized Benjamin Harrison to reserve 

public forests by decree, an act both Grover Cleveland and Teddy 

Roosevelt repeated. The West responded with its typically reactionary 

agenda, and in 1907 the bullies in the cattle industry successfully 

secured a rider on "an agricultural appropriations bill that forbade any 

more presidential reservations without the prior consent of Congress" 
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(TAWALS 39). As Stegner knows, Teddy "could have pocket vetoed it. 

Instead, he and Chief Forester Gifford Pinchot sat up all night over the 

maps and surveys of potential reserves, and by morning Roosevelt had 

signed into exi5tence twenty-one new national forests, sixteen million 

acres of them. Then he signed the bill that would have stopped him" 

(39). I don't want to go into any of that. For one thing, I don't have 

the time, despite this hospital doldrum. For another thing, I tend to 

become reactionary myself whenever I think about literature and politics. 

I think one of my teachers, Ed Abbey~ puts it best when he says that 

the "whole American West stinks of cattle." Ordinarily, I smell what he 

means every time I take a walk near our apartment. In the Stegner 

lecture he delivered here in 1985, Abbey described the bovines I grew up 

herding and fencing in southern Idaho and eastern Washington about as 

well as anyone ever has: 

Almost anywhere and everywhere you go in the American Hest 
you find hordes of these ugly, clumsy, stupid, bawling, stinking, 
fly-covered, shit-smeared, disease-spreading brutes. They are a 
pest and a plague. They pollute our springs and streams and 
rivers. They infest our canyons, valleys, meadows and forest. 
They graze off the native bluestem and grama and bunch grasses, 
leaving behind jungles of prickley pear. They trample down the 
native forbs and shrubs of cacti. They spread the exotic cheat
grass, the Russian thistle, and the crested wheat grass. Weeds. 

What saved Jackson Hole National Monument, now the home of the elk and 

the Bison, from the "shit-smeared, disease-spreading brutes" (like 

Congressman Barrett and his successor, Steve Symms) came down essentially 

to the power of one little man, who, in 1946, wrote "The Easy Chair" 

column for Harper's magazine. Like Abbey, Bernard DeVoto was part 
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Clearwater River out there--what remains of it now that the dam at 
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Orofino has destroyed its north fork and forever doomed its wild runs of 

salmon and steelhead--reminds me of just how important DeVoto was to 

Stegner's early career, but also how much of himself DeVoto left behind, 

including that National Monument. If I were writing that piece on 

Stegner and the summer of 1948, I would have to backtrack DeVoto to 1946 

and place him on a rock at the head of the Clearwater River, just about 

three hours from here. Among DeVoto's many editorial accomplishments is 

this volume of The Journals of Lewis and Clark that I pulled from the 

briefcase a few moments ago. DeVoto first traveled the Lewis and Clark 

trail over Lolo Pass during the summer of 1946, the same summer, 

according to Watkins, that he also IIcaught wind ll of Barrett's gambit on 

his return to Cambridge. In general, Watkins dates Stegner's 

self-conscious involvement in environmental affairs back to a letter 

Stegner sent DeVoto after his 1946 blitzkreig attack on Barrett in 

Harper's. Watkins implies that "Stegner became a dedicated foot soldier 

in DeVoto's small army of freelance conservation polemicists" the same 

year that DeVoto attacked Barrett, and he quotes Stegner approvingly on 

the subject: 

••• DeVoto had caught wind of the stockmen's gambit and upon 
his return had penned an "Easy Chair" piece on the subject that caused 
Stegner to write him in approbation: "I expanded upon my 'hoorays' in 
some fashion to blow off about something I had noticed, and he wrote back 
at once, saying, 'If you feel like that, godammit, get into print with 
it--we need everybody in print that we can get.' So I did, dutifully; 
my guru had spoken.1I The resulting article went to The Reporter, and 
from that point forward Stegner became a dedicated foot soldier in ••• 
a force that included at one time or another such writers as Struthers 
Burt, Stewart Holbrook, A. B. Guthrie, Jr., William Vogt, J. Frank Dobie, 
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and even national columnists Elmer Davis, Marquis Childs, and Joe Alsop. 
(95) 

Watkins claims that the assault on Barrett was "only the opening 

skirmish in a new campaign": the plans for Split Mountain and Echo Park, 

on the Green River where it cuts across Dinosaur National Monument. As 

Watkins notes, Dinosaur is "plateau country bisected by the Utah-Colorado 

border." He continues as follows: 

••. Stegner knew the country and the river well; it was on 
the the Green, after all, that Powell and his crew had started out in 
1869, and by now Stegner was well into the writing of Beyond the 
Hundredth Meridian: John Wesrey-PoweTl and the Second 0hening of the 
West. He spent the summer of 1948 at Struthers Burt's Tree Rivers Ranch 
in Jackson Hole, working on the book and listening attentively as Burt, 
Arthur Carhart of the Izaak Walton League, and DeVoto poured out their 
vigorous conviction that either dam would flood significant portions of 
the monument to no good end whatever. By the end of the summer, he says, 
"I was pretty well back into the thick of things." (95-96, my emphasis) 

I have some problems with this account that I would point out if I 

thought they made any difference to anyone, including Tom Watkins. In 

the first place, the summer of 1948 would still have been a rather heady 

time for DeVoto, who, in May, had just won the Pulitzer Prize for history 

and in July would receive the Bancroft, a prize he shares with the 

fictional narrator of Angle of Repose, Lyman Hard. While "praise and 

blame whirled around him like fighting birds," DeVoto could glide on the 

wings of exhilaration and confidence, lifted "by the sense of being the 

acknowledged champion of justice, sanity, conservation. and the public 

interest" (TUC 307). Hatkins implies that DeVoto, Carhart, Burt, and 

Stegner were all present at Three Rivers Ranch. Not true, at least in 

the case of DeVoto. As near as I can tell, except for a June trip to the 
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University of Colorado to receive an honorary degree from the hands of 

President Sterns, DeVoto spent the summer of 1948 in Cambridge. 2 Carhart 

of the Izaak Walton League would not have been at Three Rivers Ranch, 

either, unless he drove over to Nyoming from Colorado (which he may have 

done) for a visit. 

Another problem I have with the passage is Watkins' statement that 

Stegner was "well into the writing" of his Powell biography by that 

summer in 1948. In a folder over there on that bedstand-on-wheels, I 

have the correspondence between Stegner and DeVoto devoted to Stegner's 

completion of the book: the dates on the letters run from 31 December 

1951 to 3 May 1953. Stegner published Beyond the Hundredth Meridian--or 

rather, Houghton Mifflin did--on 9 September 1954 in a first printing of 

6,000 copies (Colberg A13). In The American West as Living Space, 

Stegner appears to contradict Watkins. During the "summer of 1948," 

which he acknowledges that he and his family "spent on Struthers Burt's 

ranch in Jackson Hole," he "was just beginning the biography of John 

Wesley Powell, and beginning to understand some things about the West 

that I had not understood before" (31, my emphasis). 

Personally, I doubt whether Stegner understood much about the 

consequences of damming the upper Colorado River in 1948, although, as he 

says, he was "beginning to understand some things" about dams and rivers, 

perhaps (my emphasis). That summer in 1948, however, if Stegner was 

"listening attentively" to Burt, Carhart, and DeVoto pour out "their 

conviction" that the dams at Split Mountain and Echo Park "would flood 

significant portions of the monument to no good end whatever," he was 

listening on the phone or through the mails, and his conviction had yet 
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fully to materialize. I think he had other things on his mind, including 

the book he was "just beginning." The record of Stegner's thoughts on 

dams and dam building, as Watkins realizes, is fairly clear. 

If I were gOing to write that imaginary 100 pages on the subject of 

Stegner and the importance of that summer to his career, I would 

concentrate on things other than Stegner's activity as a conservationist. 

At least until that summer, Stegner has looked upon the Reclamation 

Bureau lias being a really big savior in the West" (Etulain 170). Take a 

gander at Wally waxing eloquent on the subject of Boulder Dam right about 

the time DeVoto is gunning down Barrett in his Harper's column. 

Tuesday: Two days on Lake Mead, and an afternoon and 
evening of going through the powerhouses, have made boosters of us. 
Nobody can visit Boulder Dam itself without getting that World's Fair 
feeling. It is certainly one of the world's wonders, that sweeping cliff 
of concrete, those impetuous elevators, the labyrinths of tunnels, the 
huge power stations. Everything about the dam is marked by the immense 
smooth efficient beauty that seems peculiarly American. Though no 
architect designed it and no one mind planned its masses and its details, 
it has the effect of great art. And the dam itself is only the 
beginning. (TSOMW 61) 

Watkins himself quotes this embarrassment. In preparing either the first 

cloth edition of The Sound of Mountain Water for publication in 1969 or 

the paperback reprint in 1980, Stegner could easily have rewritten or cut 

that paragraph from liThe Rediscovery of America: 1946." Instead, he 

uses both occasions to document a shift in his thinking, to mark a 

change--and a radical one--from his days as a "booster." As he remarks 

in his footnote to the paragraph, liThe euphoria of 1946 has not lasted," 

but to see just how far from that euphoria he has traveled I cite this 

series of paragraphs from The American West ~ Living Space: 
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The Garden of the World has been a glittering dream, and many 
find its fulfillment exhilarating. I do not. 

I have already said that I think of the main-stem dams that 
made it possible as original sin, but there is neither a serpent nor a 
guilty first couple in the story. In Adam's fall we sinned all. Our 
very virtues as a pioneering people, the very genius of our industrial 
civilization, drove us to act as we did. God and Manifest Destiny spoke 
with one voice urging us to Iconquerl or 'win ' the West; and there was no 
voice of comparable authority to remind us of Mary Austin's quiet but 
profound truth, that the manner of the country makes the usage of life 
there, and that the land will not be lived in except in its own fashion. 
(46) 

..• dams do literally kill rivers, which means they kill not 
only living water and natural scenery but whole congeries of values 
associated with them. . .• (50) 

••• Even today, when municipal and industrial demands for water 
have greatly increased, 80 to 90 percent of the water used in the West is 
used, often wastefully, on fields, to produce crops generally in surplus 
elsewhere. After all the billions spent by the Bureau of Reclamation, 
the total area irrigated by its projects is about the size of Ohio, and 
the water impounded and distributed by the bureau ;s about 15 percent of 
all the water utilized in the West. What has been won is a beachhead, 
and a beachhead that is bound to shrink. (37-38) 

Retween Stegner's glib and naive tribute to Boulder Dam, his 

footnotes to the same article in The Sound of Mountain Water, and those 

three paragraphs above, we have a capsule-size history of his development 

as a conservationist and thinker that mirrors the American zeit geist 

between 1946 and 1987. We also have a brief history of reclamation in 

the 20th century. What I see at work in Stegner's evolution as a 

conservationist is an enlargement of himself: the ability to learn from 

the past, to admit error, to grow and change, to confront rather than 

escape responsibility. In principle, I agree with Watkins: out of 

Stegner's "personal experience, intellectual inquiry, and creative 

expression there has emerged a powerful, proprietary love of the land 

itself." I agree, too, with Watkins when he says that these same 

qualities have made Stegner into "one of the central figures in the 
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modern conservation movement,1I that IIHith writing and teaching there has 

been a third career that has divided Stegner's time, talent, and 

devotion ll (93). What I question is how much of the evolution of 

Stegner's thinking in regard to reclamation could possibly have taken 

place between 1946 and 1948. 

Actually, I think I might go farther than Watkins and say that any 

sophisticated reading of Stegner's fiction will be greatly enlarged by a 

study of Stegner as a conservationist and thinker. And I believe Stegner 

when he writes that he was just IIbeginning to understand some things 

about the Westll in 1948 that he IIhad not understood before. 1I Hhat 

Watkins call "the central event in modern conservationll--the battle over 

the completion of the Upper Colorado River Basin Storage Project-

officially commenced when Interior Secretary Oscar Chapman approved the 

project in 1950, the year Stegner published The Preacher and the Slave 

and The Women ~ the Hall--and the same year he took an around-the-world 

tour sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation. Stegner's role in this 

~attle, as Watkins so capably points out, became that of spokesman for 

the sanctity of the National Parks. He became an advocate. In two 

articles, one published in a 1953 issue of The Reporter and one in a 1954 

issue of The New Republic, Stegner used what Watkins calls lithe cool 

precision typical of his orderly mind ll to call public attention to the 

consequences of flooding our parks and monuments. In The New Republic, 

Stegner wrote: 

..• Almost every western stream of importance touches, in 
itself or its tributaries, some park or monument; and Reclamation has the 
job of taming every western stream. It could build dams with a much 
freer hand and have to compromise less with other interests if it could 



break down the national park immunity. Something similar might be 
guessed of Secretary McKay: One who ponders the evidence might well 
conclude not only that Secretary McKay is \</i11ing to violate park 
territory, but he would 1 i ke nothing better. (~latkins, 96) 
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It took much more than Stegner's efforts, as he would be the first 

to point out, to defeat the Upper Colorado River Project, and the margin 

of victory, if it truly existed, was narrow at best. Still, according to 

Irving Bant of the Emergency Conservation Committee, it was lithe first 

time in the history of conservation" that members of the major 

conservation organizations and the public in general not only heard the 

call to battle but joined forces to launch "a joint campaign" (Watkins 

96). Some seventeen organizations--inc1uding the National Audubon 

Society, the Sierra Club, the Wilderness Society, the Wildlife Management 

Institute, and the Izaak Walton League--assau1ted the formidable powers 

of the Bureau of Reclamation and the Army Corps of Engineers. 

Officially, the battle lasted five years, from 1950 to 1955, when 

Congress passed the project. In 1954 David Brower of the Sierra Club 

persuaded Stegner to edit a book (This is Dinosaur: Echo Park and Its 

Magic Rivers) that Alfred A. Knopf personally consented to publish. The 

conception, pregnancy, and birth of the book, as Watkins says, came at 

"breakneck speed." Knopf himself contributed to its writing, and every 

member of Congress received a copy, with the result that the legislation 

it passed contained a provision. Although that Congressional rider saved 

Echo Park and Split Mountain, the legislation itself doomed Glen Canyon, 

lithe most serene and lovely rock funhouse in the West"--and for what 

purpose?--"to provide peaking power for Los Angeles and the Las Vegas 

Strip" (TAWALS 50). 
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If Watkins has a tendency to overplay Stegner as the Lone Ranger who 

shot down the attempts to dam Echo and Split Mountain with a little help 

from his friends, that's fine with me. Watkins, after all, is the only 

one who has bothered to document Stegner's "third career," and it is a 

career with peaks and valleys of its own, as Watkins reveals. I am 

quibbling when I take issue with his contention that Stegner's 

consciousness of the plans to dam Echo and Split Mountain dates back to 

1948 and that summer the Stegners spent in Jackson Hole horseback riding, 

trout fishing, and sightseeing. It really doesn't matter to me that 

DeVoto was not there that summer or that Stegner was not "well into the 

writing" of Beyond the Hundredth Meridian, as Watkins claims. If I were 

writing about Stegner and that summer in which my own consciousness was 

sleeping in the mind of a six-month-old child, I would probably leave 

Watkins out of it. His instincts are good, and the rest of his article 

is flawless. In fact, if I were writing about that summer and its 

importance to Stegner's career, I would certainly do as Watkins does and 

link the figure of John Wesley Powell to the 39-year-old family man who 

is "just beginning" to write a book about him. I know, of course, as 

Watkins does, that Stegner's involvement with Powell dates back even 

earlier to Stegner's Harvard days, and before that to his dissertation on 

Clarence Earl Dutton (1935), when Stegner most likely first began 

collecting material about Powell. And I would certainly do as Watkins 

does and emphasize Stegner's relationship to DeVoto. 

DeVoto was certainly there in Jackson Hole that summer in 

spirit--and in Stegner's mind. For one thing, DeVoto was still using 

Carhart and Burt as informants in his campaign against the landgrabbers. 
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Struthers belonged to the Dude Rangers Association, whose chairman lived 

in Dubois, and the chairman visited Three Rivers Ranch at least once that 

summer. I am sure Stegner heard plenty of conversations about the land 

grabbers, if only because DeVoto and Burt were in correspondence 

throughout the summer, and Carhart came over from Denver, if only once. 

Watkins' point is that Stegner was smack in the middle of what had been 

an existing conspiracy, but it had been a conspiracy against Barrett and 

the landgrabbers. Were they now conspiring against the dam builders? I 

certainly hope they were, but I have no way of being sure. 

On the other hand, as I said before, about many matters I know too 

much and that knowledge often interferes with what I need to say. Worse, 

I have no way of documenting many of the things I do know that I could 

use. Most of what I know about that summer comes from a telephone 

conversation with Stegner last month on the 26th of June and from reading 

The Uneasy Chair. What is most important about both Powell and DeVoto in 

connection with Stegner is the way his career imitates and repeats both 

of theirs. I suspect, for example, that the book Stegner is writing that 

summer in 1948 is to some degree consciously modeled on one of DeVoto's--

Across the Wide Missouri, which had just won a Pulitzer Prize. I realize 

that I am guessing, but it doesn't take a weather man to realize that it 

has snowed. Compare the dedication page to DeVoto's book published in 

1947 and Stegner's dedication page in Beyond the Hundredth Meridian 

published in 1954. Here is DeVoto's page: 

TO 
Garrett Mattingly 



Dear Mat: 
The ethics of literary reticence restrain me from 

printing on my title page, 'In collaboration with Garrett 
Mattingly's ideas.' Instead I print your name here to 
acknowledge the conversion of your property, for if anything 
in my text rises above information, I have taken it from you. 
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And not only to acknowledge that the historian of Renaissance 
England has been working in the Rocky Mountains for a long time, 
teaching me most of what I know, but for other reasons too: 
because we look at men and events and the experiences of life 
without parallax, because it has been our good fortune to dismay 
the same minds, and because we have been friends since Noah's 
boyhood. So here is some more of the West, and in your tolerance 
it may be history. 

Yours, 
Benny 

The key here is this line: because ~ look at men and events and 

the experiences of life without parallax. Unless I misunderstand him, 

DeVoto's reference to "parallax" refers to the point of view Mattingly 

and DeVoto share as historians. They treat history as story. And they 

do so at a time in American history when other historians (most of them) 

are attempting to convince their readers of the truth of their renditions 

of the past on the basis of "facts." Thus, DeVoto's reference to the 

"good fortune" he and Mattingly have had "to dismay the same minds." 

Neither Mattingly nor DeVoto, of course, invented narrative history. But 

they were among the first Americans in this century to reach the 

conclusion that now informs much of the historiography of the 1980's. 

Consider this statement, for example, from the Columbia Literary History 

of the United States: --

••. the old records, diaries, letters, newspapers, official 
firsthand documents, or statistical figures examined by the historian 
are no longer thought of as reflecting "the" past; rather, there is no 
past except what can be construed from these documents as they are 
filtered through the perceptions and special interests of the historian 
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who is using them. Thus, the historian is not a truthteller but a 
storyteller, who succeeds in convincing readers that a certain rendition 
of the past is IItruell not by facts but by persuasive rhetoric and 
narrative skill. A nation's official history is ultimately no more than 
a story about which there is widespread agreement. A people's account of 
their IIhistoryll is apt to be different from another people's image of 
that "history.1I For each, the account is true. (xvii) 

Lyman Ward in Stegner's Angle of Repose, perhaps needless to say, is 

just such an historian as the one described above who sifts through lIold 

records, diaries, letters, newspapers, official firsthand documents. 1I 

The past that exists in Angle of Repose exists only in so far as Lyman 

perceives it in his imagination, only in so far as he construes it from 

the artifacts his grandparents have left behind. Lyman is himself the 

lens (or filter) through which we see, and certainly he has IIspecial 

interests. II Certainly, too, Lyman persuades us that his IIrendition of 

the past is 'true' not by facts but by persuasive rhetoric and narrative 

skill.1I The so~called IIfactsll are things he can, upon occasion, 

resolutely disregard in the name of truth. In this sense, Lyman is 

himself a reader as well as a storyteller. And the story that Lyman 

tells imitates and repeats other stories in much the same way that Lyman 

reminds us that the parts of the river Heraclitus alludes to lIimitate and 

repeat each otherll (IS). Unlike the parts of some mass-produced object, 

however, these parts are not interchangeable. 

Can there be any doubt that Stegner imitates and repeats DeVoto in 

terms of his techniques and theories of history?3 IIOh, I think he 

undoubtedly influenced me in the notion that history is story, in the 

area of narrative history,1I Stegner told me on the phone. III never had 

any training in history. I never read an awful lot of history until 

began to do the Powell, and by that time I was well acquainted with 
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Benny. Certainly I was influenced strongly by him.1I And that influence 

is present in an almost mirror image on the dedication page to Beyond the 

Hundredth Meridian: 

For Bernard Devoto 

Dear Benny: 

This is a book in the area of your vast competence, one 
that you might have written more appropriately and certainly more 
authoritatively than I. It is dedicated to you in gratitude for 
a hundred kindnesses, the latest of which is the present 
introduction, but the earliest of which goes back nearly twenty 
years. I could not omit a word of thanks for all this without 
feeling that I had neglected the most important as well as the most 
pleasurable step in the making of this biography. 

One key that has unlocked my understanding of Angle of Repose 

concerns imitation and repetition, \'/hich I trace back to Sidney's "An 

Apology for Poetry.1I Poetry, says Sidney, works not merely to create a 

hero like Cyrus, which, if nature had created him would have been a 

particularly good thing, but to "bestow a Cyrus upon the world, to make 

many Cyruses," if only we will "learn aright why and how that maker made 

him." Angle of Repose is explicitly concerned with both "why and how" 

its "maker" creates his own heroes--or Cyruses. In this sense it is both 

a self-reflexive and a self-conscious text, for Lyman Ward reveals to us 

the process of his work, the way it comes into being and the way it 

maintains itself. In both his reflections and his self-reflections, 

Lyman examines his creation and his own relationship to it. In doing so, 

he turns the text back on itself. But there is also at work in Angle of 

Repose this notion that Sidney seizes upon that the hero of a fictional 

work is a model of moral conduct capable of favorably influencing the 



work's readers, of inspiring them to imitate and repeat his virtuous 

action. In essence, it is the same idea I see at work in this poem 

entitled "Axe Handles" by Gary Snyder: 

One afternoon the last week in April 
Showing Kai how to throw a hatchet 
One-half turn and it sticks in a stump. 
He recalls the hatchet-head 
Without a handle, in the shop 
And go gets it, and wants it for his own. 
A broken-off axe handle behind the door 
Is long enough for a hatchet, 
We cut it to length and take it 
With the hatchet head 
And working hatchet, to the wood block. 
There I begin to shape the old handle 
With the hatchet, and the phrase 
First learned from Ezra Pound 
Rings in my ears! 
"When making an axe handle 

the pattern is not far off." 
And I say this to Kai 
"Look: We'll shape the handle 
By checking the handle 
Of the axe we cut with--" 
And he sees. And I hear it again: 
It's in Lu Ji's Wen Fu, fourth century 
A.D. "Essay on L iterature"--in the 
Preface: "In making the handle 
Of an axe 
By cutting wood with an axe 
The model is indeed near at hand." 
My teacher Shi-hsiang Chen 
Translated that and taught it years ago 
And I see: Pound was an axe, 
Chen was an axe, and I am an axe, 
And my son a handle, soon 
To be shaping again, model 
And tool, craft of culture, 
How we go on. 
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For Stegner, DeVoto was an axe, just as, for DeVoto, Mattingly was 

an axe. And yet, in the final analysis, how little DeVoto and Stegner 

resemble each other in terms of personality and temperament. In his 
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author's note to The Uneasy Chair, Stegner describes DeVoto as "flawed, 

brilliant, provocative, outrageous, running scared all his life, often 

wrong, often spectacularly right, always stimulating, sometimes 

infuriating, and never, never dull" (ix-x). "Bernard Furioso" they used 

to call him at Breadloaf. By all accounts, DeVoto was an explosive and 

tempestuous personality, as unlike the calm, methodic, and deliberate 

Stegner as the huge, murky, and seemingly passive Snake River out there 

is from its lively but much smaller partner, the Clearwater. No. In 

temperament, Stegner comes closer to the subject of that book he was 

beginning to write in 1948 than he does to DeVoto. As Stegner puts it in 

one of the letters he wrote DeVoto, John Wesley Powell had a mind as 

orderly as an egg carton. 

Nevertheless, reading Stegner's biography of DeVoto reminds us of 

how much DeVoto resembled Crevecoeur's "new man": "industrious, 

optimistic, upwardly mobile, family-oriented, socially responsible, a new 

man given new hope in the new world, a lover of both hearth and earth, a 

builder of communities" (TAWALS 72). Those terms, however, describe 

Stegner just as well as they do DeVoto. What's more, they also describe 

equally well the characters of Oliver and Susan Ward in Angle of Repose. 

What is really important about the relationship between DeVoto and 

Stegner is not their differences in temperament, however, but the way 

Stegner's life, following the evolutionary principle--"First by 

accident," then by design or "example"--parallels DeVoto's life, as 

Stegner acknowledges in this passage below from The Uneasy Chair: 

First by accident and later through his friendship and example, 
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the curve of my life has touched some of the points that Bernard DeVoto's 
did. We were both boys in Utah, though at different times and in 
different towns. We were both Westerners by birth and upbringing, 
novelists by intention, teachers by necessity, and historians by the 
sheer compulsion of the region that shaped us. We both made our way 
eastward to Harvard, with a stop in the Middle West. We were for some 
years neighbors in Cambridge and colleagues at the Bread Loaf Writers' 
Conference. The same compulsion that made amateur historians of us made 
us conservationists as well •••. But until I began this biography I 
had not realized how many of my basic attitudes about the West, about 
Americans in general, about literature, and about history parallel his, 
either because so much of our experience retraced the same curve or 
because of his direct influence. (ix) 

Stegner's life and his work "imitate and repeat" Bernard DeVoto's 

life and work, but it has taken the writing of DeVoto's biography, says 

Stegner, to make him fully conscious of just how extensive the parallels 

have been. Here, as often in Stegner, we find the act of writing equated 

to the act of discovery. "While he is always commendably detached and 

objective," the Robinsons say of Stegner's narrative voice in his DeVoto 

biography, "it is nonetheless fair to say that Stegner discovered the 

rough outlines of himself in The Uneasy Chair" (163). I agree. In 

DeVoto, Stegner found a model who influenced him at times without his 

even being aware of it. And, as I have already suggested, one of the 

ways Bernard DeVoto influenced Stegner most profoundly was in his 

approach to history and the writing of history in particular. "One 

without valid membership in the community of historians is not entitled 

to opinions about the profession," Stegner said in a 1965 essay, "but he 

may have impressions. It is my impression that too many trained 

professionals consider narrative history, history rendered as story, to 

be something faintly disreputable, the proper playground of lady 

novelists" (TSOMW 202). 
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Not Stegner. From DeVoto, who likewise protested all his life that 

he was not a historian, Stegner absorbed technique and_method, whether 

consciously or unconsciously--or both. "It would have frustrated DeVoto, 

who tried long and hard to be a novelist," says Stegner, "to know that 

his essays and especially his histories would outlast his novels" (TSOMH 

211). Naturally, that is just what has happened. Few of us alive today 

have ever heard of, much less read, a DeVoto novel or short story, but 

anyone seriously interested in either American literature or American 

history must confront DeVoto somewhere, sometime. Can any scholar forget 

the skewering DeVoto gave Van Wyck Brooks and the Young Intellectuals 

with the publication of Mark Twain's America (1932)? DeVoto almost 

single-handedly rescued Twain from what he failed to be--much as Twain 

rescues Huck from the Widow Douglas and her sister--and, tracing his 

influences step by step, revealed him for what he was: "the triumphant 

climax of a native subliterary tradition, and not the frustrated end of 

an imported one" (TUC 113). "All modern American literature comes from 

one book by Mark Twain called Huckleberry Finn •• It's the best book 

we've had," says Ernest Hemingway. H. L. Mencken, Gertrude Stein, Scott 

Fitzgerald, James Joyce, and, finally, even genteel T. S. Eliot admitted 

as much. And yet how quickly we have forgotten or else consciously tried 

to ignore DeVoto's role in creating Twain's reputation. 

Consider, for instance, what Hamlin Hill has to say in his 

introduction to the Centennial Facsimile Edition of Adventures of 

Huckleberry Finn: "Between the two world wars, it was American \'Jriters 

who proclaimed the greatness of Huckleberry Finn: since Horld War II, it 
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has been the scholars and critics" (xi). Now, generally speaking, that 

statement is true, but by and large it ignores DeVotols scholarly 

contribution in 1932. I canlt help wondering why. "Part of the dilemma 

about the bookls value," Hill says of Twainls masterpiece and its 

critical reception, "was that Mark Twain himself was too much. like Huck 

Finn. Andrew Lang, the British critic, pointed out in 1891 that lif you 

praise him among persons of Culture, they cannot believe that you are 

serious. They call him a Bal'barian. They wonlt hear of him, they hurry 

from the subject; they pass by on the other side of the wayl .. (x). 

Perhaps DeVoto himself is like Mark Twain. Like Huck, both of them lie, 

steal, speak American, disrespect their elders, and apparently enjoy 

being vulgar and outrageous. 

But we ignore them at our own peril. In DeVotols case, nowhere is 

this more true than in the writing of history, which he raised to the 

level of art with the publication of his trilogy, The Year of Decision: 

1846 (1943), Across the Wide Missouri (1947), and The Course of Empire 

(1952). Superb books all three, but that summer of 1948 out there on 

Three Rivers Ranch, it was my favorite of these, Across the Wide 

Missouri, that would have been on everyonels mind, including Stegnerls, 

since he was just beginning to write the history of John Wesley Powellls 

career. Like its predecessor, DeVoto composed Across the Wide Missouri 

as a series of "braided narratives following the actions of groups of 

characters, a complex epic of disparate people all engaged in a single 

action, the opening of the West, and all revealed through quotation and 

paraphrase of their letters and journals" (TSOMW 213). 
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To a reader of Angle of Repose, this technique of braiding 

narratives, focusing attention on a particular group of characters 

engaged in a single action ("the opening of the West") and revealing 

everything "through quotation and paraphrase of their letters and 

journals" should sound a trifle familiar. It is precisely the method 

historian Lyman Ward employs on his grandparents and their circle. Like 

one of the authors of the world's great histories--say the Illiad or the 

Odyssey--Lyman Ward, the "great stone Homer," proposes to write his 

history by dramatizing the events and personalities of a few people who 

embodied in themselves the significant forces that shaped nineteenth 

century America. In other words, he employs what I call "the DeVoto 

method." 

Obviously, however, as I have already noted, such a method did not 

originate with DeVoto, as he would have been the first to point out, but 

DeVoto did adapt himself to the narrative approach as no other American 

historian before him had done. To quote Stegner, DeVoto made "the twin 

cutting tools of sound research and a sense of the dramatic work together 

like scissor blades" (TSOMW 204). As for the dramatic, DeVoto the failed 

novelist took from history far greater stories and "more colorful people 

than he could possibly have invented" (TSOMW 204). Where he failed in 

his novels as a ventriloquist by moving his own lips too much, in the 

histories he spoke with his own authentic voice. In the histories, to 

paraphrase one of DeVoto's own literary fathers, he also took the road 

less traveled by, and that has made all the difference. 

If, as Stegner argues, the histories of the "great romantic 

historians, Bancroft, Motley, Prescott, and Parkman" are "not to be 
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understood out of the context that includes Sir Walter Scott,11 then the 

histories of Bernard DeVoto should probably be put into a context that 

includes not only Mark Twain, Theodore Dreiser, Henry James, W. D. 

Howells, Kate Chopin, and Edith Wharton but also Ezra Pound, Robert Frost 

(DeVoto's friend and mentor), Scott Fitzgerald, Ernest Hemingway, and 

William Faulkner--in other words, into a context that includes both 

Realism and Modernism. 

But I am not going to do that. For one thing I do not have the 

time. !!Time," as Lyman Ward puts it in one of his many authorial 

digressions, "is not on my side." Like Lyman, "I am distressed by the 

slow progress I have made." Lyman complains that he has "used up the 

spring and summer getting Susan Ward to the age of forty," when she 

"doesnlt die until she ;s ninety-one," and he worries that if his 

assistant, Shelly, "goes back to Berkeley" he will have "more privacy" 

but "probably make even slower progress" (440). I know what he means. 

Here it is the middle of July, and I have burned up the spring and much 

of the summer just fiddling over the state of Stegner scholarship and 

asserting my thesis, a thesis that I touch on at several points but never 

really develop. The question is why? And the answer is, "I don't know." 

I do know one thing, though. I am sick of that god damned 

dissertation over there. I want to be through with it. Finished. 

Complete. Terminated. The End. My entire life is on hold. And I don't 

mean just this waiting here in the hospital this morning. I have widowed 

my wife and orphaned my children for the sake of writing something that 

three people will read: Ed Dryden, Larry Evers, and Scott Momaday. 

What's more, I have permitted the very thought of them reading what 



little I have written to create a dilatory effect on me. Not that I 

blame them for my tardiness. I accept responsibility for that. But I 

feel the same way Stegner says he feels when he writes to DeVoto on 17 

May 1952. He is uncertain about his audience for the book he is still 

writing four years after the summer he began it out there on Struthers 

Burt's ranch at the head of the Snake River. Like me, he feels that 
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"condition of boredom" that may be a turning point, but he remains far 

from the end. He has yet to show anybody, even DeVoto, what he has been 

working on: 

Dear Benny: 

•.•• The mornings of the last week, my god, I have done 
nothing but write the footnotes I should have written when I did the 
first couple of sections of this god damn book. Next section I shall 
know better, and nail it down as I go. I'm looking forward to seeing 
the galleys of yours, before I venture forth in this tentative amateur 
chapter on the boys who made the maps. The illustrators I do not have 
dead to rights yet, but I am approaching that condition of boredom that 
you specify as the turning point. As for the Indians, I have barely 
begun, god help me. When I get a readable manuscript together, I'll send 
a copy on, if I may. I really am scared to death to let anybody see 
this, for some reason. Maybe I know the thing stinks. Maybe I'm scared 
of falling between two stools, not quite sure whether I'm writing for the 
twelve experts on the Colorado River explorations, or for the great 
unwashed, or for the academic historians, or for you and Dale Morgan. 
Ah, well. • 

That's it, of course: I really am scared to death to let anybody 

see this, especially anybody I respect. I worry that "the thing stinks," 

particularly that section on the journal as a form and the theme of 

wilderness. It is the sort of worry, of course, that Lyman Ward never 

gets around to because his "book," if it is a book, is perpetually in 

progress. He confides everything to his private journal, but he never 

actually produces anything for public eyes, with the possible exception 
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of Shelly's. Here inside my journal I feel safe, too. It is a feeling 

that I also connect with being alone on one of those rivers out there 

when a good hatch of mayflies or caddis is on the water and the trout are 

rising to take them at the tails of glassy green pools. And if the whole 

truth were told, it is much the same feeling I have when I am in the arms 

of a certain black-eyed woman from Santa Fe who refuses to come home 

until I finish what I have started. 

That thought, of course, frightens me more than the others. How 

serious is she? What if I don't finish this summer? What if I am simply 

unable to find a way to develop my thesis? Good Christ! What would I do 

if she really did decide to stay? And who could blame her? 

Before she left, she used to climb the stairs to my third floor 

office, jerk open the door with a suddenness that never failed to startle 

me, and say, "Let's get out of here!" Because of my "work," naturally I 

refused, and suggested that she go to the movie or to the reading or to 

dinner or to the play without me. "Take a friend," I'd say, and when she 

did, I felt deserted, "the one who had to work while others played"--as 

Lyman puts it (431). I was the one who suggested that she take the 

children to Santa Fe for the summer, although her mother had been urging 

her to come all along. And now that she has refused my first summons, I 

feel betrayed. But, as Lyman would say, "I'm not going to get sucked 

into this ••.• this is all, absolutely all, I am going to think about 

it. I am going back to Grandmother's nineteenth century, where the 

problems and the people are less messy" (170). I am going on an errand 

in the wilderness--to escape. 
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Looking out the window to the confluence of the Snake and Clearwater 

rivers, I can imagine what it would have been like if DeVoto had been 

there during the summer of 1948 at Three Rivers Ranch, as Watkins implies 

that he was--and as I know he was not. Sidney Jensen alone among 

Stegner's critics has devoted a study exclusively to Stegner's view of 

history and its influence upon his fiction, and he recognizes DeVoto's 

"profound influence" upon Stegner as "an example," even though Jensen 

assumes, like so many others, that Stegner is a regional-ist. His view 

of The Big Rock Candy Mountain limits it to being "a western novel," with 

no hope of transcending the limitations the phrase implies: "Only by a 

leap of imagination can the novel's implications be fitted into a 

national or international context. That candy mountain and those whiskey 

streams are somewhere east of the Sierras and west of the hundredth 

meridian" (98). But such a statement grossly misrepresents the 

fundamental discovery both DeVoto and Stegner made, that the West is 

America only more so, that such wilderness as we have left is worth 

saving and preserving as wilderness precisely because of its "national or 

international context." 

For DeVoto, and hence for Stegner, the wilderness idea is synonymous 

with the American idea. "As Atlantis, as Brazile, or Antillia or 

Groenland or the Fortunate Isles, as the Earthly Paradise or the Garden 

of the World, as something for nothing, as escape from history or 

authority or oppression or the grind of poverty," Stegner writes in 

American Places, "as the promise of social justice, freedom, or the ideal 

society, America is Europe's oldest dream" (3). Bo Mason's dream of the 

Big Rock Candy Mountain, of a new start, adventure, danger, total 
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dreams. What else was the search for the Seven Cities of CiDola, for 

example, if not a more spectacular, early trial version of Bois quest? 
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To some degree, Bo Mason is that antisocial savage of the frontier that 

Crevecoeur drew with such displeasure, the kind of American he hoped 

would disappear along with the wilderness that created him. "This kind 

lived alone or with a slattern woman and a litter of kids out in the 

woods," Stegner writes. "He had no fixed abode, tilled no ground or 

tilled it only fitfully, lived by killing, was footloose, uncouth, 

antisocial, impatient of responsibility and law." Whatls more, said that 

pseudo~American farmer, this antisocial savage ate too much venison, 

which made him both fierce and melancholy. "Too much freedom," says 

Stegner echoing Crevecoeur, "promoted in him a coarse selfishness and a 

readiness to violence" (TAWAlS 72). 

In the scene I imagine out there on Three Rivers Ranch that summer 

in 1948, I can almost hear DeVoto erupting like a volcano at the mention 

of this figure he deplores. It has been just two summers since DeVoto 

has been camping out on the lochsa River, one of the headwaters of the 

Clearwater, following the trail of lewis and Clark in anticipation of the 

book he will finally complete in December of 1951. The publication of 

that book, The Course of Empire (1952) will bring him The National Book 

Award and thus complete his clean sweep of major American prizes. Three 

years after that he will be dead at the age of 58. (The same age as 

lyman Ward.) James Vessey, one of DeVotols "close Forest Service 

friends," will suggest that his ashes be scattered over the lochsa, and 

DeVotols wife, Avis, will agree. Chet Olson will be "entrusted with a 
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friendls duty,1I and, in mid-April rent a plane from lithe Johnson Flying 

Service of Missoula. 1I On lithe first good day of spring,1I he will 

personally complete the operation. He and the planels pilot will fly 

over Lolo Pass to Powell Ranger Station through a sky as blue as Camus. 

The mountains will be covered unusually deep with snow for the time of 

year, and when the pilot makes his pass they will see no living thing: 

IInot a person, a smoke, or a wild creature ll (TUC 383). 

But in my fable DeVoto lives, and he looks to be at the top of his 

form. He has on a pair of wire-rim spectacles like the ones he is 

wearing in that publicity photo taken sometime in the 140 1s, the one that 

shows him raising a Colt .45 and grinning. The hour is six o'clock, and 

the sun has already blazed once and swiftly sunk behind the Tetons, 

killing the day but creating that violet hour DeVoto loved so well and 

knew so well how to describe. II'May six olclock never find you alone, III 

DeVoto says in his "mock-heroic hymn to alcohol ,II The Hour, a book 

Stegner describes as lIa manual of witchcraft, a book of spells and 

observances,1I for in DeVoto's view, "All sorts of things ••• were 

important in the rituals of drinking"--the place and the company, as well 

as the liquor. The best place, of course, was home, just as the best 

people were close friends (TUC 372). And so it is that I imagine that 

IIhour of hush and wonder, when the affections glow and valor is reborn, 

when the shadows deepen magically along the edge of the forest and we 

believe that, if we watch carefully, at any moment we may see the 

unicorn ll (TUC 373). 

I see four close friends gathered in the kitchen of that cabin the 

Stegners rented from the daughter of Maxwell Perkins in 1948. IICheap 
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liquor is grudge liquor,1I Benny is saying. (Did I say I could almost 

hear him lIerupting?1I His voice is quiet and low.) He pours good bourbon 

into four glasses filled with ice and adds a little branch water to each. 

The room is quiet and restful, lights and voices both dim, and I see now 

that two of the figures are attractive women, Avis DeVoto and Mary 

Stegner. 

I knock on the door. 

They let me in. 
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Notes 

1 Pacific Northwest. Map. National Geographic Society, 1986. This 
map hangs in my office, and from it I took much of the information that 
supplies this chapter with dates and locations. A good and reliable 
introduction to the local history of my immediate region is Alvin 
Josephy's The Nez Perce Indians and the Opening of the Northwest. 

2 For information concerning DeVoto's whereabouts during the summer 
of 1948, I have relied on Stegner's biography, The Uneasy Chair, pp. 
307 310. 

3 Sidney Jenson's 1972 dissertation liThe Middle Ground: A Study of 
Wallace Stegner's Use of History in Fiction" offers the first and so far 
the best serious treatment of the "indirect but nevertheless profound 
influence" DeVoto had on Stegner's writing (69). 
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CHAPTER V 

PAPER CHASE: 

"Charity, That's the Word" 
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~? Whatever happened to June? Did it really take the most part 

of a month to put together that piece on the theme of wilderness and the 

journal form? What the hell was I doing? Did that four day trip to 

Portland Tanya warned me against count for nothing? And now three more 

days lost to a Codeine high. Before the surgery, at least I was mobile. 

And the wheelchair! What an expensive, stupid decision, trying to 

negotiate the narrow hallways, perpetually waiting for elevators that 

never arrived, the forced efforts to piss, the infuriation of having to 

rearrange the office to accommodate wheelchair life, the queer pitiful 

looks from summer school students, faculty, and staff, and the endless 

goddamn variations of the same trivial story. 

And the Stanford papers were no more help than I suspected. The 

letters between Stegner and DeVoto simply prove what I already knew. 

"Don't permit yourself to go chasing off in misconceptions beyond the 

thing immediately at hand" DeVoto warns the lad, "They fascinated me, I 

lost months on them, and they distort my book. Stick to your job and 

just say, Hell, most of what they thought they knew was screwy. It's 

easy, my boy, it's just looking at maps for ten years. Oh, and being 

wrong about them" (13 January 1952). Still, the process of reading the 

letters fascinated me, especially the way Stegner's insecurity and lack 

of confidence meets DeVoto's skeptical cheers and undaunting critical 

encouragement. "The mornings of the last week, my god," Stegner 

complains, "I have done nothing but write the footnotes I should have 

written when I did the first sections of this god damn book. Next 

section I shall know better" (17 May 1952). 
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And what about me? The chairman of my committee, Ed Dryden, has 

already given me enough rope to hang myself by permitting me to proceed 

with my own miserable little attempt to mix fact and fiction. A letter 

from him arrived today. No date on it. 

Dear Jim: 
I have read through the material that you sent as quickly as 

I could but taking some time for corrections and comments. There 
is still work to be done but I think that you carryon with your plans 
for the defense since that can be based on the penultimate draft of the 
dissertation. And once the defense is completed, I should be able to 
write a letter that will satisfy your dean. Sections I and II of the 
material that you sent are quite good. The personal material in section 
I is, as L.D. suggests, eccentric, but I think that it works in relation 
to section II. The problem that you have to watch out for is the 
tendency to slip into a sentimental mode, or, to put the point another 
way, the difficulty with the personal sections is maintaining the proper 
tone. For the most part, I think that you manage. The section on the 
relation of the journal as a form and the theme of wilderness is 
brilliant, very convincing. You have the core of a fine essay here, and 
I think that as soon as you are finished with the dissertation, you 
should write it up and send it to Genre. What I miss, as far as the 
dissertation is concerned, is a reading of ~ngle of Repose that applies 
the thesis that you develop here. You touc on it at scattered points, 
but I think you need a section focused directly on this issue •••• 

The proper tone, he says. Jesus. What is the proper tone? Anger? 

Defeat? Hopelessness? Humility? Look at this fucking office with its 

piles of paper excrement littering the scene, the open files jammed 

neatly with labeled files-- II Stegner: Hriting as Process,1I IIStegner: 

Crossing to Safety Reviews,1I IIStegner: The Doppler Effect,1I IIStegner: 

Structure and DNA,II IIStegner: Angle of Repose and the Oral Tradition,1I 

IIStegner: Lyman's Bone Disease,1I IIStegner: Interviews,1I IIStegner: 

Correspondence (1985-85)1I--the boxed files pop their tops; books lie 

everywhere in piles vertical and horizontal on the shelves, floor, 

chairs; more books and files bulge the bigger boxes in one corner on the 
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floor; the bulletin board dangles with phone messages, photographs, 

broadsides, Cheyenne's drawings; the tape recorder; the fan; the calendar 

still turned to June up there on the closed door. Who do I imagine is 

going to clean up this cluttered mess? 

And Tanya? What do I do about her? And I was right about one of my 

grandfathers dying. Not Norman. That book is going well and is nearly 

ready for the printers. And Wally, too, is fine. It's Buckshot. My 

mother's father. He called last night, said he had checked himself into 

the hospital in Burley, and that he was going to die. I was welcome to 

come down and say so long. My mother was there. She could explain. But 

she didn't. She said she had no idea. The doctors say a week or a 

month. Buckshot refuses to eat. Ordered everyone to clear out except 

Dorothy, his second wife, and demanded the doctors take him off the 

"machines." The first word of that news actually came while I was in the 

Wallowas at a three day conference, just before I lost four more days to 

surgery and the mania of recovery. I can walk with one crutch today. 

But what am I going to do about Gramp? His voice sounded weak--I could 

tell he had his false teeth out--but he also sounded determined. And 

Wally's miffed about my letter to the Program Specialist at NEA 

concerning my nomination of him for a Senior Fellowship. That paper 

trail accounts for a slivered fraction of my wasted efforts: 

June 13, 1988 

Dear Mr. Hepworth, 

Thank you for your letter of June 1, 1988, regarding your nomination of 
Wallace Stegner for a Senior Fellowship. That nomination will be 
reviewed first in October 1988 by the Literature Advisory Panel, if the 
nominee is recommended for the final round, he will then be reviewed for 
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the second time in March 1989. The names of the 1989 Senior Fellowships 
will not be released until May 1989. At that time all nominators will 
receive a press release announcing the winners. 

This process of deciding the Senior Fellowships takes a full year. Each 
nominee is reviewed individually and the panelists are expected to 
familiarize themselves with the nominee's body of work. 

I regret that you did not receive an acknowledgement of your nomination. 
Wallace Stevens, because of your nomination, is a nominee for 1989. The 
additional information you sent will be added to his file. 

Thank you again for your concern and your additional letters for Wallace 
Stevens. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Lewis Bowen 
Program Specialist, Literature Program 

What can I say? Her letter offended me. I disliked its tone (that 

word again). And I am god damn sick and tired of people confusing names. 

So why not have a little fun at her expense? Hhy not amuse myself 

between bouts with the work? What am I supposed to do? 

1 July 1988 

Mary Lewis Bowen 
Program Specialist, Literature Program 
National Endowment for the Arts 
Washington, D.C. 20506 

Dear Mary Lewis Bowen: 

I read with interest your letter of 13 June 1988 in which you write that, 
because of my nomination, Wallace Stevens is a 1989 nominee for a Senior 
Fellowship in Literature. 

Regretfully, I have the unpleasant duty of informing you that Wallace 
Stevens died at 8:30 on Tuesday morning. 

Luckily, he experienced little pain during his last stay in the hospital. 
Consequently, the doctors saw no need to heavily sedate him and as a 
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result he was able to visit with members of his family for a short while 
on Monday evening: August 1, 1955. 

Please be advised, however, that I made no such nomination of Wallace 
Stevens for a Senior Fellowship as you describe. 

Be further advised that I did nominate novelist, essayist, historian, and 
conservationist Wallace Stegner for a 1989 Senior Fellowship. I also 
wrote what I thought was a correction for that nomination in which I 
claimed Dr. Stegner had never received any sort of money from the 
National Endowment. When I spoke to him on the phone not long after I 
made the nomination, he said he had received money from NEA. 
Consequently, I wrote you to correct the error. In fact, however, Dr. 
Stegner was referring to a grant he received from the National Endowment 
for the Humanities, not the National Endowment for the Arts. He has 
never received any money from NEA, but even if he had it is perfectly 
clear to me and others that he would still be very much deserving of the 
fellowship. Certainly, he deserves to be better recognized than he is, 
and I cite your own letter as an example. 

Please add the enclosed Nobel nomination to the file I assume you are 
keeping on Dr. Stegner and make your Literature Advisory Panel aware that 
this is an on-going nomination. I daily pray that your panelists will, 
in fact, already be familiar with the work of a Pulitzer Prize winner and 
National Book Award winner. If you can release the names of your 
panelists now, please do so, and I will gladly provide them with copies 
of Stegner's work. 

At the very least, I will expect you to provide them with copies of your 
letter. If nothing else, it should lighten their load with a bit of 
humor. 

I would also urge you to proceed directly to your nearest library and 
check out a copy of Angle of Repose (1971) or Crossing to Safety (1987). 
Or perhaps your taste runs to history, in which case I suspect you could 
learn quite a lot from a book of Stegner's entitled Beyond the Hundredth 
Meridian. 

There is life--and, God forbid, even culture--great literature--beyond 
the Hudson and the Potomac. But more importantly, there is compassion 
and charity and forgiveness and good cheer. 

Sincerely, 

James R. Hepworth 
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Obviously, Mizz Bowen was not amused. She wrote back politely but a 

little curtly I thought, perhaps even a little flustered: 

Dear Mr. Hepworth, 

Thank you for the last two additions to the file of Wallace Stegner. I 
will forward the information to the panelists. 

I apologize for the typographical error in the letter sent to you June 13 
and any inconvenience or confusion it may have caused. Please rest 
assured that a file with our nomination and supporting material is 
receiving full consideration by the panelists. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Lewis Bowen 

And now today, I have this letter form Wally, reprimanding me. How did 

he get into all this? Did I send him copies? What arrogance on my part, 

if I did. Watkins has friends at NEA, and he promised to put in a word 

for me there on behalf of Wally's nomination. He found that article of 

mine in Idaho Arts Journal. Could he have •.• ? 

Dear Jim, 

13456 South Fork Lane 
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022 
July 14, 1988 

The Stanford Library has photocopied the letters to DeVoto in its 
archives, and they say the letter is in the mail to me. Since they have 
not yet arrived, I called the library just now; they will check and call 
back. One way or other, I will see that they're sent on to you, barring 
criminal revelations, before we leave here on Saturday morning. 

Calling would not help you find my letters. They're wherever I sent 
them, and wherever the receivers threw them. I have never kept copies. 
All I have here is a bunch of letters sent to me. So I cannot xerox five 
million, or five thousand, or even five, for your edification. 
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I'm distressed that you seem to be at war with Tom Watkins, Dick 
Etulain, and other certified Stegner scholars. Charity, that's the word. 
When you make errors, and you will, you will be grateful if the 
discoverer lets you know gently. 

Which brings up the matter of your letter to Mary Lewis Bowen. I 
confess I was not amused. I was distressed. Over a long lifetime, a lot 
of perfectly decent and well-meaning people have confused me with Wallace 
Stevens, or even with Wallace Sterling, the late President of Stanford. 
It is not an offense worthy of the stocks or the whipping post; most 
probably it is an inadvertent slip of the pen. And though I know your 
letter was prompted by generous indignation that not everybody in the 
world knows my name and principal works, and grants me Nobel status in 
the pantheon, I think your letter was a little hard on an office flunkey. 
Leave me to Heaven, as Hamlet said of his mother. God's justice is a 
little slow, but it's sure. By the year 2088 I will be in the textbooks 
as a minor forerunner of the Western literary outburst. No reason to 
burst bloodvessels trying to update the event. 

From here on until October 12 we'll be at Route 1, Box 1220, 
Greensboro Vermont 05841, telephone (only for emergencies!) 802-533-7429. 
Now back to that bicycle therapy and deep knee bends. 

Yours, 
Wally 

I doubt Watkins could have any access to my own correspondence with Mary 

Lewis Bowen. More likely, I fouled my own nest. And I am not at war 

with Watkins, as Wally suggests. I merely sent him a letter correcting a 

few insignificant details regarding his article on Wally's conservation 

career. Etulain, I don't know about. He once confessed on the phone to 

encouraging Mary Ellen Williams Walsh (Lord, have Mercy! Does she really 

need four names to believe she exists!) to publish her slander. It was 

wrong of me to work out my petty frustrations on an office flunkey, but 

hasn't anybody got a sense of humor around here? And now what do I do? 

Write Mary Lewis Bowen an apology, for a start, I guess. Go back to 

the salt mine and pour more salt into my own wounds. Apologize to Wally. 

Find some way to make sense of my own past in relationship to the novel 
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that will give Ed Dryden a better "sense of what the completed reading of 

the novel will look like" in terms of my "personal narrative." Drown 

myself in the nearest ditch. Beat Grampa to those happy gambling tables 

in the sky. He and have already said our piece to one another on that 

subject. Somewhere I have it all on tape. Probably back in one of the 

closets where I keep too much of the detritus of my life buried in even 

more boxes of letters, photograph albums, divorce decrees, birth 

certificates, death certificates, records and more records of the quest 

that perhaps seeks nothing more than a simple closure. 
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CHAPTER VI 

'HOZHO,' ANGLE OF REPOSE, 

AND THE NATIVE AMERICAN ORAL TRADITION 
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As important as an understanding of the journal form is to the theme 

of wilderness in Angle of Repose, it competes in its importance with an 

understanding of the oral tradition and its role in the novel as a 

metafictional element, one that also reflects the nature, origins, and 

processes of both American literature and American life. No honest 

writer, I think, would question the idea that the problem of the artist 

in relationship to his materials looms rather large, as indeed it does in 

Lyman Ward's case (as well as Stegner's). To begin with, the question of 

verisimilitude will always assert itself. The writer must somehow 

fulfill the role of truthteller in order to earn credibility with his 

readers. That is simply one of the limitations prescribed in all 

storytelling events from the beginning, a fact as central to storytellers 

in the oral tradition as to those in the written. The act of 

storytelling is itself always an act of discovery, and language, whether 

written or spoken, merely a way into the wilderness of meaning. As 

either reader or writer, storyteller or listener, we enter a New World 

the moment the process of storytelling begins. 

In the written tradition, The American Dream of the New World and 

Americans is at once younger and older than we like to think. In 

general, for example, we tend to plot the evolution of American history 

pretty much in terms of our national mythology, in terms of Manifest 

Destiny, from "sea to shining sea," East to ~Jest. I see some virtue in 

doing so. But like Lyman, I question the practice in so far as I know it 

to be at odds with the reality, at odds with what I find in the 

literature, including the reports to kings. Consider, for instance, one 

example among many. 
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The publication date of Cabeza de Vaca's La Relacion in 1542 

predates Captain John Smith's ~ True Relation of Occurrences and 

Accidents in Virginia in 1608 by 66 years, more than half a century. 

Likewise, de Vaca's literal travels predate Smith's by nearly a full 

century. And the same for the artifacts, literary and otherwise, of 

those who followed. Yet, until recently we had only to pick up any 

contemporary anthology of "American" literature to find excerpts from the 

Age of Discovery and Colonization limited to English-speaking peoples. 

At the moment, all but one "American survey" anthology from the nation's 

major publishers continues the practice, a practice that seems to me 

indefensible if what we desire is a national literature in concert with 

historical fact that would preserve the very best early American writing 

available. My graduate study in Colonial American literature reminds me 

that Captain John Smith was a notorious and confirmed liar. Not so with 

Cabeza de Vaca, who, so far as I can learn, was indeed much more than a 

transplanted European at the end of his eight harrowing years wandering 

the hitherto unknown interiors of North America: something, in other 

words, other than a tourist. Not only is de Vaca's narrative better 

written and far more reliable than Smith's, but in it we discover the 

signs of an authentically American voice. 

Even the American West, as Lyman Ward points out, "is not so new as 

some think" (28). De Vaca's explorations reaffirm as much. So do those 

of Coronado, who spent two years (1540-1542) in New Mexico hoping and 
, 

trying to find another Tenochtitlan. European settlement of the Rio 

Grande Valley predates Jamestown, depending upon which account we choose 

to believe, but without question the oldest known continually inhabited 
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spots in the United States are all to be found in the contemporary West. 

As for colonization, Juan de Onate blew out of the Rio de Conchos through 

E1 Paso de Norte and on up the Rio Grande sometime in February 1597. 

Some 83 wagons carrying 130 families and driving 7,000 head of livestock 

went with him. "That," claims Stegner, "was the true beginning of New 

Mexico. It was a beginning made with a reduced and more realistic 

expectation" (14) than Coronado's or that of los conquistadores, Gaspar 

Castano de Sosa, Leyva de Bonilla, and Antonio Gutierres de Humana who 

swept through in the 1590's just ahead of Onate: Sosa to conquer Pecos 

and the Tewa people, Queres and Tigua towns; de Bonilla and Gutierres to 

carry Spanish brutality from San I1defonso pueblo east as far as eastern 

Kansas. Stegner's remarks appear in American Places (1981), where he 

also reminds us that Cabri110 was exploring the Pacific coast lias high as 

42° 5' north latitude" as early as 1542, and that Drake, "having looted 

the Manila galleon in 1579, sailed up the coast and careened the Golden 

Hind for repairs on a beach north of San Francisco" (7). 

As Stegner puts it, "America was not only a new world waiting to be 

discovered; it was a fable waiting to be agreed upon" (3). Preconcep

tions still abound. For example, an inclusive rather than exclusive 

history of America and American literature would have to acknowledge 

rather than continue to ignore a central fact about the continent prior 

to the so-called "Age of Discovery": during the period in question, man 

on the North American continent was at least 25,000 years old, and he 

had, in many regions, already become, quite properly speaking, civilized. 

According to Peter Farb, for example, at the time of II Discovery," North 

and South Americans spoke some 2,200 languages, more languages than in 

- .. _ .. -~- .... -----~--.. -----------.---- ---~~--.. ------
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all Europe and Asia combined. Farb reports that a typical Sioux speaker, 

for instance, probably "used 10,000 words in everyday speech, which is of 

much the same magnitude as the King James Bible" (12). I wish it were 

needless to point out that even so keen an observer as Charles Darwin 

concluded such everyday speech to be barely human (Farb 12). More recent 

studies of the Vahgan of Tierra del Fuego whom Darwin encountered reveal 

the speakers in question to have had a vocabulary of 30,000 words. 

Furthermore, North American Indians inhabiting the geographical terrain 

we now refer to as the United States openly communicated a dazzling 

literary tradition, one that often ignored linguistic boundaries as well 

as geographical ones, a tradition that included both epic and lyric 

poetry, epigrams and proverbs, drama, oratory, biography, mythology, 

tales, legends, history, and even literary criticism. 

Is it significant at all, I wonder, that Wallace Stegner chose to 

cast the narrator of Angle of Repose in the role of a speaker rather than 

simply a writer, in the role of a stOl"yteller rather than merely a 

storywriter? If it is significant, why has no critic bothered about the 

distinction? Why, indeed, has no one commented on the figure of Lyman 

Ward in relationship to the figure of the artist in America? Did Stegner 

make a conscious decision to distinguish between the oral and the written 

traditions, or did his materials simply dictate their demands? Lyman, 

after all, is an amputee, the victim of an inherited bone disease that 

consigns him to a wheelchair and renders the physical act of writing 

difficult, if not impossible. To some degree, it matters little whether 

or not the author's decision was conscious or unconscious. What does 

matter is this: Lyman's journal comes to us on the page, and the 
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necessity of Stegner's materials forces him at least to attempt 

persuading us that what we are reading might also be heard, that here on 

the page we have come into the presence of a living voice, one that 

speaks to us personally and individually, but most of all, openly and 

honestly, of common and ordinary things. 

Not too long ago I received an essay in the mail that ought to 

change the course and alter the canon of American literature. The 

typescript bears the title "The Native Voice in American Literature." To 

paraphrase Henry James, being an American is a complex fate, but as 

Stegner has it, "Being a Hesterner is not simple," either (TAWALS 64), 

and I keep wondering if they aren't one and the same thing. Sometimes I 

think what defines us is a matter of ethnic and cultural confusion. Our 

problem is one of adaptation to our environment. That's the difference 

between Cabeza de Vaca and Captain John Smith. De Vaca became a native. 

He was a civilized man who literally renewed himself in the wild. Smith 

became a booster. 

If I lived in Los Angeles, the second largest city in the United 

States, there is better than a 6.6 percent chance that I would be Asian, 

better than a 16.7 percent chance that I would be black, and better than 

a ?7 percent chance that I would be Hispanic. I would have less than 48 

percent chance of being a non-Hispanic white (TAWALS 64). As a nation of 

250 million people, 50 million of us are either black, Hispanic, or 

Asian. According to the dog-eared copy of Education Week that I picked 

up in my doctor's office a few days ago, "Soon after the turn of the 

century, one out of every three Americans will be nonwhite" (16). How 

tolerant are we going to be of that coming diversity? California, if we 
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can believe the editors of Education Week, already has a "'majority of 

minorities' in its elementary schools" (16). What will happen to those 

little boys and girls? Eventually, I fear, even if they want to be 

heroes and adopt the customs and the attitudes of those they admire, the 

color of their skin or their language or the slant of their eyes will 

inform them that they are, to quote Stegner, "one of the kind scheduled 

to be a villain or a victim," one of those "for whom the legendary West" 

(for West read America) "has always had a violent contempt" (TAWALS 65). 

Too much of what passes for "adaptation" in American life is "adaptation 

to a very uncertain reality or to a reality whose past and present do not 

match" (TAWALS 65). Hhat Stegner says of western culture and western 

character is equally true for American character and culture. The 

American culture and the American character "with which it is easiest to 

identify" exist largely in the America "of make-believe, where they can 

be kept simple" (TAWALS 65). That means Hollywood. Or McDonald's. 

The real American past and the real American present could match up, 

though, if we wanted them to match, if we made a conscientious and 

comprehensive effort to identify ourselves and to accept the truth. For 

example, as that essay I mentioned a while ago has it, "The Oral 

Tradition is the foundation of literature" (4). The sooner we accept 

that fact, the sooner the reality of the American literary past will 

begin to match up with its present: 

... "Literature" we take commonly to comprehend more than writing. 
Hriting, if we understand that word to mean visible constructions within 
the framework of alphabets, is, we are told, not more than five or six 
thousand years old. Language, and in it the formulation of that cultural 
record which is literature, is immeasurably older. (4) 
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In this sense, it does -prove significant that Stegner consciously created 

a character who tells his story rather than writes it, for the oral 

telling links Stegner and his narrator to such ancient figures as Homer 

and Socrates, and, by extension, connects Lyman's stories to those 

stories in "primitive" communities (l ike classic Athens or 6th century 

Oraibi, Arizona). In general, Angle of Repose might best be called a 

story of "genesis" and "exodus." It tells Lyman and his audience who and 

what they are, how they came to be in a particular place, and how they 

should continue to live there. Insofar as Stegner creates the illusion 

that Angle of Repose is a family story, the creation and inheritance of 

the Wards, the novel "imitates and repeats" those tribal stories of 

primitive America that were, in N. Scott Momaday's words, once "the 

private possession of a very few, a tenuous link in that most ancient of 

chain of language which we call the oral tradition; tenuous because the 

tradition itself appears to be so; for as many times as the story has 

been told, it was always but one generation removed from extinction" 

(15) • 

In his essay on the Native Voice, Momaday contends that "American 

literature begins with the first human perception of the American 

landscape expressed and preserved in language" (4). That statement 

could, if we ever accepted it, put the origins of our literature back 

where they belong: somewhere in the late Pleistocene. Unfortunately, 

however, Americans tend to condemn at home what we admire abroad. It is 

perfectly acceptable to us, for example, that an oral epic like Beowulf 

should stand at the head of the British tradition. Recently, however, 

when I proposed to a group of colleagues that the American Indian oral 

.-----------------. _ ..... _----_._--
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tradition stands at the head of American literature, one woman rolled her 

eyes and scoffed, "Hepworth, get serious!" The others looked perplexed 

and embarrassed for me. I wish I could report that I felt embarrassed 

for them. 

If, as Momaday contends, lithe native voice in American literature is 

indispensable," then how, with rare exceptions, have we managed to 

dispense with the indispensable entirely? I wonder: is the "native 

voice" in American literature limited to American Indians? Or would 

Momaday accept a broader definition? Is Hawthorne's a "native voice?" 

Or Melville's? How about Washington Irving? Or how about Ann 

Bradstreet? Cotton Mather? William Bradford? What about Toni Morrison? 

Eudora Welty? And what about Tecumseh? Or Pontiac? Or Joseph? What 

about those first Americans? Why has the native voice been so poorly 

delineated in American literary scholarship? In a word, why has it been 

neglected? Here are a few of the answers Momaday provides: 

The subject is formidable; the body of songs, prayers, spells, 
charms, omens, riddles and stories in American oral tradition, though 
constantly and considerably diminished from the time of European contact, 
is large, so large as to discourage investigation. The tradition evolved 
over a very long and unrecorded period of time in numerous remote and 
complex languages, and it reflects a social and cultural diversity that 
is redoubtable. Research facilities are inadequate, by and large, and 
experts in the field are few. Notwithstanding, the need is real and 
apparent, and we have known of it for some time. (3) 

While granting legitimacy to the verifiable reasons listed above for 

the neglect of the native voice in American literature, we ought to 

resist the temptation to believe that the difficulty of the task can 

justify either our neglect or our ignorance. Something else is involved 
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here, especially given the last statement in the paragraph above: that 

lithe need is real and apparent, and we have known of it for some time." 

That IIsomething else,1I I feel certain, has more to do with the way we 

conceive of ourselves as a people and a nation than with the considerable 

difficulties of the task. As a nation and a people, we continue to think 

of ourselves as "ou tsiders" and strangers in our own land. Consider, for 

example, what Wendell Berry has to say in this capsule-size history of 

the United States taken from The Unsettling of America: 

One of the peculiarities of the white racels presence in America is 
how little intention has been applied to it. As a people, wherever we 
have been, we have never really intended to be. The continent is said to 
have been discovered by an Italian who was on his way to India. The 
earliest explorers were looking for gold, which was, after an early 
streak of luck in Mexico, always somewhere farther on. Conquests and 
foundings were incidental to this search--which did not, and could not, 
end until the continent was finally laid open in an orgy of goldseeking 
in the middle of the last century. Once the unknown of geography was 
mapped, the industrial marketplace became the new frontier, and we 
continued, with largely the same motives and with increasing haste and 
anxiety, to displace ourselves--no longer with the unity or direction, 
like a migrant flock, but more like the refugees from a broken ant hill. 
In our own time we have invaded foreign lands and the moon with the 
high-toned patriotism of the conquistadors, and with the same mixture of 
fantasy and avarice. (3) 

As Berry himself notes, these generalizations are IItoo simply put. 1I 

Nevertheless, as "a description of the dominant tendency" in American 

history, they are substantially true. liTo be just, however," says Berry, 

we must also remember IIthat there has been another tendency: the 

tendency to stay put, to say, INo farther. This is the place. III So far, 

as Berry observes, IIthis has been the weaker tendency, less glamorous, 

certainly less successful,1I particularly from an ethnocentric point of 

view. Yet it exists all the same as any historian must acknowledge. And 
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it is certainly lithe older of these tendencies,1I according to Berry, 

IIhaving been the dominant one among the Indians ll (3-4). While the 

Indians did lIexperience movements of population," Berry writes that IIIn 

general their relation to place was based upon old usage and association, 

upon inherited memory, tradition, veneration. The land was their 

homeland. 1I In Berry's view, liThe first and greatest American revolution, 

which has never been superseded, was the coming of people who did not 

look upon the land as a homeland ll (4). 

This distinction between those who look upon the land as a home and 

those who regard the land as lI other ll becomes crucial in any real attempt 

to discover--or recover--the American literary heritage. It becomes 

crucial because the dominant views of each group manifest themselves in 

the literature itself, but more importantly in the way Americans value 

(or de-value) their literature and those who create it. In the II native ll 

view--from an ethnocentric standpoint the more "primitive ll and seemingly 

IIl ess successful ll one--what we call art is a matter of survival. IIIn 

nati ve communi ti es, II Larry Evers writes, II stori es and songs count, they 

make a difference, and those who make and perform them are among the most 

valued members of the community. They remind the people of who and what 

they are, why they are in this particular place, and how they should 

continue to live here ll (3). In other words, IILiterature in native 

American communities is central to man's existence. 1I This view is 

consistent with many of Stegner's central concerns in Angle of Repose, as 

I hope to demonstrate later. For the moment, I simply want to point out 

how markedly inconsistent this view is with Auden's famous quip that 



"Poetry makes nothing happen" or with the prevailing attitudes of a 

significant number of American writers now at work. 

Consider, for instance, this statement by William Gass taken from 

his preface to his collection of stories, ~ the Heart of the Heart of 

the Country (1981): 
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The contemporary American writer is in no way a part of the social 
and political science. He is therefore not muzzled, for no one fears his 
bite; nor is he called upon to compose. Whatever work he does must 
proceed from a reckless inner need. The world does not beckon, nor does 
it greatly reward. This is not a boast or a complaint. It is a fact. 
Serious writing must nowadays be written for the sake of the art. The 
condition I describe is not extraordinary. Certain scientists, 
philosophers, historians, and many mathematicians do the same, advancing 
their causes as they can. One must be satisfied with that. (xvii-xix) 

Yet somehow we are less than satisfied, as surely even Professor Gass 

must admit. Gass notes that "1 iterature once held famil ies together 

better than quarreling. It carved a common ancestry simply from 

vibrating air, peopling an often empty and forgotten past with gods, 

demons, worthy enemies and proper heroes, until it became largely 

responsible for that pride we sometimes still take in being Athenian or 

Basque, a follower or fan" (xii-xiv). A case might be made that the view 

of literature and its creators that Gass outlines in the above passage 

has become the prevailing view in America--not merely of "serious 

writers" but of serious readers as well. In his book On Writing Well, 

William Zinsser declares that today "1iterature by definition consists of 

forms that were certified as 'literary' in the nineteenth century: 

novels and short stories and poems. But in fact," he continues, "these 

have become quite rarefied forms in American life. The great 
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preponderance of what writers now write and sell, what book and magazine 

publishers publish, and what readers demand is nonfiction" (54-55). 

Put in terms relevant to our discussion, "serious 1iterature" 

--novels, short stories, and poems--no longer matter much to general 

readers in the United States. Perhaps they never did. Certainly there 

are those who would make this claim. Zinsser argues that such literature 

today has become the province of a few, a point Gass also seems to 

confirm when he implicitly compares literature to one of several 

"causes." Zinsser documents by example a genuine shift in American 

readership during our own century by going back to a time when novels and 

stories did seem to count. He notes that the high-tide for conventional 

literary forms and the writing they contained--especially the 

novel--crested in the United States between 1926 and 1941. Zinsser lists 

the work of Sinclair Lewis, Edith Wharton, Willa Cather, James Gould 

Cozzens, Thornton Wilder, Hemingway, and Steinbeck as Americans whose 

writing affected millions of readers, if only through the nation's 

post-office bookstore both affectionately and despicably known as The 

Book-of-the-Month C1 ub. "Wor1 d War II sent seven mi 11 ion Ameri cans 

overseas," Zinsser says, "and opened their eyes to reality: to new 

places and issues and events. After they came home the trend was 

reinforced by the advent of te1evision." According to Zinsser, "People 

who saw reality every evening in their living room suddenly lost patience 

with the slower rhythms and glancing allusions of the novelists. 

Overnight, America became a fact-minded nation" (55). 

Consequently, much to the dismay of the nation's fiction writers and 

poets, what American readers demanded and are continuing to demand are 

------ - - - ~- -._-- ---~----.--.--. ---------.------.-------------------
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predominantly works of non-fiction. So common are the statistics in my 

own mind that I can quote some from memory taken from Coda, a newsletter 

for writers established in the 1970's. According to a 1976 issue, 

fiction accounted for less than 10% of the nation's total book output 

annually. Poetry's share was so minute Bowker's annual survey of the 

trade no longer bothered to list it. Some writers, including Stegner, 

took advantage of this trend quite early. One result, needless to say, 

has been the so-called New Journalism and the evolution of the 

non-fiction novel as practiced, for instance, by Truman Capote and Norman 

Mailer, and later by Tom Wolfe. John Hollowell's Fact! Fiction (1977) 

reflects and comments insightfully upon the influence of fiction on 

non-fictional forms and the rise of non-fictional forms as literature. 

Regardless, by the time the 1970's rolled around, thousands of Americans 

(especially writers) began to perceive the shift in the nation's general 

readership as a crisis for "serious literature." 

In 1976, for example, on October 20 and 21, The National Endowment 

for the Arts (little better than a decade old) and The Library of 

Congress (then headed by its Acting Librarian, John Lorenz) sponsored a 

conference on "The Publication of Poetry and Fiction" in the United 

States. At that time, a decade ago, major American publishers also 

believed they faced a crisis--but a financial rather than a spiritual 

one. The American Association of Book Publisher's General Book Division 

focused its discussion during one meeting on the "need to eliminate 

marginal books, and those that sell less than 5,000 copies." MacMillan 

planned to cut its total list by 30%; Viking by 20%; Scribner's by 30%; 

and so on. In 1973 major American publishers released 200 first novels; 
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in 1974, 120; in 1975, 60. The publication of poetry for the same period 

among major American publishers was nearly nonexistent. Atheneum, long 

considered at the forefront, quit reading unsolicited manuscripts of 

poetry altogether about then, and six university presses abandoned its 

publication: Cornell, Columbia, Indiana, Chicago, Hawaii, and Nebraska. 

In theory, the situation for a "new" or "young" American writer 

conscious of these goings on looked particularly grim, if not downright 

apocalyptic. To a veteran novelist or poet, they could hardly have 

appeared hopeful. For a non-fiction writer like Alex Hailey, however, 

the future could hardly have held out more promise. To a considerable 

extent, the so-called "serious" American writers reacted by withdrawing 

themselves and their work from general readers, and many of them had 

already long since withdrawn. Nabokov, for example, published Pale Fire 

in 1962 and Ada in 1969. John Barth revised his first three novels when 

they were reissued in 1967 and published Letters in 1979. In fact, what 

scholars refer to as the "metafictional movement" in the United States 

they enclose between the two decades of the 1960's and 1970's. In The 

Meaning of Metafiction (1981), Inger Christensen credits William Gass for 

coining the term. Critics, however, are quick to point out that the 

techniques and textual strategies contemporary metafictionists employ for 

turning fiction back onto itself are as old as the novel. 

Hhat we must concern ourselves with here, however, is the tendency 

of American writers to view themselves as aliens and misfits, as impotent 

and displaced--and with the public's tendency to regard them as such. 

Obviously, this view is at considerable odds with a so-called native view 

and an authentically "native" voice. While the dominant tendency, 
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ways, we must remember that there has always existed alongside it a 

IIweaker, less glamorous tendencyll to view the writer as a vital and 
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important member of the human community. Such a view is in harmony with 

the attitude of native communities toward the land and relies upon lIold 

usage and association, upon inherited memory tradition,1I and 

IIveneration. 1I In this view, as in the native communities Evers refers 

to, literature is more than IIserious. 1I It falls within the domain of the 

sacred. In particular, it is concerned with relationships both 

individual and communal. In this view, literature (both spoken and 

written) reminds us of who and what we are, why we live where we do, and 

especially of how we should continue to live here. Below, in an early 

passage from Angle of Repose, we find the novel's narrator expressing his 

need for such an understanding: 

In my mind I write letters to the newspapers, saying Dear Editor, As 
a modern man and a one-legged man, I can tell you that the conditions are 
similar. We have been cut off, the past has been ended and the family 
has broken up and the present is adrift in its wheelchair. I had a wife 
who after twenty-five years of marriage took on the coloration of the 
1960's. I have a son who, though we are affectionate with each other, is 
no more my true son than if he breathed through gills. That is no gap 
between the generations, that is a gulf. The elements have changed, 
there are whole new orders of magnitude and kind. This present of 1970 
is no more an extension of my grandparents' world, this West no more a 
development of the West they helped build, than the sea over Santorin is 
an extension of that once-island of rock and olives. 

My grandparents had to live their way out of one world and into 
another, or into several others, making new out of the old the way corals 
live their reef upward. I am on my grandparents' side. I believe in 
Time, as they did, and in the life chronological rather than in the life 
existential. We live in time and through it, we build our huts in its 
ruins, or used to, and we cannot afford all these abandonings. (17-18) 
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Lyman's need here becomes to us real and apparent, and he has known 

of it for some time. The "past," he tells us, "has been ended and the 

family has broken up and the present is adrift ·in a wheelchair." What 

Lyman desires and needs, he implies, has something to do with the way his 

grandparents lived "their way out of one world and into another •.• 

making new out of old the way corrals live their reef upward." (It is 

interesting to note in passing that Lyman associates the activity of 

writing with the concept of harmony: writing as an antidote to the 

despair of being "a modern man and a one-legged man," a human being 

"cut-off" and isolated.) 

As hope to demonstrate later, the image of natural recycling, of 

"making new out of the old the way corals live their reef upward," is 

central to the novel. A contemporary Hopi reader coming upon these lines 

might find in them an allusion to the tribe's creation story, in which 

human beings evolve through four worlds into the present one. Lyman's 

figurative language might speak to an Anglo reader in terms of 

"scientific" creation theory (Darwin). "It is the essence of art," 

Stegner argues in his most recent collection of essays, "that it is 

different things to different people. Within certain fluid boundaries, 

of general meaning and feeling, a writer is, as Robert Frost has said, 

entitled to anything a reader can find in him" (OWTSM 8). Nevertheless, 

I doubt that any reader of the passage can help observing that place is 

central to Lyman's concerns, particularly Lyman's need to discover his 

personal relationship between past and present. Lyman's physical 

condition, in short, is a metaphor for his spiritual situation, which in 

turn is the result of a physical situation or condition. Lyman is 
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alienated from his "grandparents' world," from the place "they helped 

build." Not merely as an amputee but as a "modern man," Lyman feels 

fragmented, "cut-off" and spiritually "adrift." In a word, what Lyman 

desires is to be "whole," both in body and spirit. He seeks, I would 

argue, a general relation to place "based upon old usage and association, 

upon inherited memory, tradition, and veneration"--among other things, a 

"home." 

"You never really know who a man is until you know who hi s 

grandfather and his ancestors were" goes one native saying, and Lyman 

Ward tells us quite plainly that he intends to find out about his. Lyman 

knows, as I suspect we all do, that the cost of profound cultural and 

individual alienation demands of us a price we can never pay except at 

the cost of our survival. What's more, Lyman realizes that we need never 

pay such a price if only we will bring order within ourselves so that we 

might spread order about us (as Confucius put it). Such order (or 

beauty) is still to be found, but to be found it must also be created, or 

at the very least recreated. "We cannot know what it is to exist within 

an oral tradition," Momaday writes in his essay on native voice, but then 

he qualifies the statement, "or we cannot know entirely." But we can 

know more than we do, and it behooves us to make the attempt, if only to 

recover and possess what is rightfully ours: a rather large inheritance 

that we shall otherwise loose. This is the attempt, as I see it, that 

Lyman Ward makes in Angle of Repose. As someone disinherited and 

dispossessed, Lyman attempts to possess himself, to know his identity and 

his inheritance, to unearth what is already his. It is unnecessary, 

Lyman argues in page after page, for Americans like himself to assume the 
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exploitive attitudes of a culture in which the IInewll must inevitably 

either replace or destroy the lIold. 1I On the contrary, we must, in order 

to survive, do as those corals do in living their reef upward. He must 

graft the best of the new to the best of the old. If, for example, we 

see science replacing art as the dominant purveyor of truth, we end up 

with a diminishment rather than an enlargement of human competencies. 

The same is true of literary forms. The nonfiction novel did not 

supplant the novel any more than television supplanted the movie theatre. 

When we finally acknowledge that the oral tradition in American 

literature stands at the head of our canon, we will inevitably replenish 

our literature rather than deplete it. 

IIWriting engenders in us certain attitudes towards language,1I says 

Momaday in the essay I cited earlier. lilt encourages us to take words 

for granted. Writing has enabled us to store Vn5t quantities of words 

indefinitely.1I Momaday sees this as an advantage on the one hand but as 

a disadvantage on the other. The danger is that we tend to develop lIa 

kind of false impression of the real nature of language and a false 

security where language is concerned. We know that we can write 

something down on a piece of paper, deposit it in a desk drawer, and find 

it there when we return after an hour, a day, or a year. 1I Momaday 

concludes that the result has been displacement and confusion of a 

distressing magnitude: a dulling of our senses, a deterioration of our 

sensitivity to language. And coincidentally we become in proportion 

insensitive to silence. 1I Of course, as Momaday admits, this displacement 

may not happen. It need not happen, but we must recognize that it can 

and frequently does happen. As examples Momaday cites the disembodied 
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voices in our junk mail, in radio and television advertising, the advent 

of computer telephone solicitation, voices that only remind us that no 

one is really there at the other end. But, says Momaday, "one stands in 

a different relation to language" in the oral tradition: 

Words are rare and therefore dear. They are jealousy preserved in 
the ear and in the mind. Words are spoken with great care, and they are 
heard. They matter greatly, and they must not be taken for granted; they 
must be taken seriously, and they must be remembered. 

This belief in and reverence for language stands in good 

relationship to the view of language Lyman Ward espouses in Angle of 

Repose. But it stands diametrically opposed to the exclusive emphasis 

upon language of many contemporary writers who consider themselves 

language "specialists." Here again we see a dramatic and crucial 

distinction that must be made between the Native American view of the 

literary artist and the view held by many contemporary American writers 

and readers. What generally distinguishes a literary artist in native 

communities is extraordinary experience or knowledge, with the result, as 

Evers observes, that storytellers in native communities receive uncommon 

respect from their neighbors. This connection between storytelling and 

extraordinary knowledge and experience also suggests a responsible tie 

between art and the world and leads directly away from the notion that 

what distinguishes a literary artist is, first and last, his or her gift 

and love of language. That is, storytellers are distinguished primarily 

by their vision, knowledge, and character, by the stories they have to 

tell. As Wendell Berry notes in Standing £l Words, far from making him a 

person of a radically different kind, the storyteller's gift enlarges the 
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relationship between himself and the community, between artist and 

audience, but more importantly between artist, audience, and the world. 

Here's part of what Berry has to say on the subject: 

If both writer and reader assume that the writer's gift makes him or 
her a person of a radically different kind, then it seems that the 
relation between writer and reader must be radically reduced. Reading a 
book becomes merely a diversion. A writer such as Shakespeare is of 
course distinguished by his language, which is certainly his gift and his 
love. But his language is, after all, the common tongue, to which his 
gift is uncommon grace and power; without his commonness we could neither 
recognize nor value his distinction (9). 

To hold that what distinguishes a writer or storyteller is the love 

of language or some special gift for language, Berry observes, results in 

some willful absurdities. It produces statements like the one Berry 

cites from Watergate conspirator John Dean: "I would still like to be a 

writer. Maybe I will write a book. I love to play with words and twist 

phrases. I always play scrabble" (9). 

"Any \'wrk of art is the product of a total human being commenting 

with his total understanding on experiences that with luck may become 

symbolically representative of larger experience, even of all 

experience," Stegner writes in the title essay of One Way to Spell Man 

(15). "In literature, success is by no means a matter of mere verbal 

felicity," he says, and he quotes approvingly Conrad's own remark that 

"The gift of words is no such great matter," whil e noti ng that Conrad 

"fortunately had" such a gift. 

Regardless, the ability to "play with words and twist phrases" and 

"play scrabble" would hardly qualify Mr. Dean for authorship in a native 

community, where authorship itself is frequently communal. Language and 
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story by their very nature are sacred. The art, after all, in the native 

American vi~w, is living, and life is a process rather than a product. 

In the dominant American view, just the reverse is true. Mr. Dean is not 

alone in equating authorship with books. 

Here again an extended example might serve as an accurate aid to our 

understanding of cultural differences, but differences, I would argue, 

that distinguish an authentically native American world view, regardless 

of race. The following passage appears in Gary Witherspoon's article, 

"Beautifying the World Through Art": 

In the Western world beauty as a quality of things to be perceived 
is, in essence, static; that is, it is something to be observed and 
preserved. To the Navajo, however, beauty is an essential condition of 
man's life and is dynamic. It is not in things so much as it is in the 
dynamic relationships among things and between man and things. Man 
experiences beauty by creating it. For the Anglo observer of Navajo 
sandpaintings, it has always been a source of some bewilderment and 
frustration that the Navajo 'destroy' these sandpaintings in less time 
than it takes to create them. To avoid this overt destruction of beauty 
and to preserve its artistic value, the Anglo observer always wants to 
take a photograph of the sandpainting, but the Navajo sees no sense and 
some danger in that. To the Navajo the artistic or aesthetic value of 
the sandpainting is found in its creation, not in its presentation. Its 
ritual value is in its symbolic or representational power and in its uses 
as a vehicle of conception. Once it has served that purpose it no longer 
has any ritual value. (99) 

liThe first principle of the exploitive mind is to divide and 

conquer," Wendell Berry writes in The Unsettling of America. "And surely 

there has never been a people more ominously and painfully divided than 

we are--both against each other and within ourselves" (11). The first 

principle of the native mind is just the opposite. In Navajo culture, to 

cite only one example, this first principle finds its common verbal 

expression in a single word, hozho, which, Witherspoon explains, opposes 
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division. Whereas the exploitive mind divides and purportedly conquers 

by separating "mind" from "body," "man" from "nature," "affect" from 

"fact," IIspiritual" from "material," "dream" from "reality," the Navajo 

view emphasizes the harmony of such so-called "opposites": 

In the Navajo world ••• art is not divorced from everyday life, for 
the creation of beauty and the incorporation of oneself in beauty 
represent the highest attainment and ultimate destiny of man. Hozho 
expresses the Navajo concept of beauty or beautiful conditions.--sut 
beauty is not separated from good, from health, from happiness, or from 
harmony. Beauty-- hozho -- is the combination of all these conditions. 
It is not an abstracta6Te quality of things or a fragment of experience; 
it is the normal pattern of nature and the most desirable form of 
experience. (98) 

Personally, I find Witherspoon's generalizations about lithe Navajo 

world" somewhat romanticized and oversimplified, in danger of dividing 

and conquering rather than uniting and coexisting. I believe there is a 

tendency whenever non-Indians write about Indians to overemphasize 

differences and cultural distinctions, a temptation to divide the world 

into "us" and "them," and hence ove:"simplify. I would submit, for 

example, that "beauty as an essential condition of man's life" is a 

universal concept. So with what Hitherspoon calls its "dynamic" quality, 

the Navajo emphasis upon lithe dynamic relationships among things and 

between man and things." Undoubtedly, the conscience of a "traditional" 

Navajo raised within the narrow framework of the tribe's system of 

beliefs will differ from my own conscience, but a lie is a lie. In the 

essential outlines of what constitutes truth and beauty I bet we differ 

very little. Neither one of us would separate goodness and harmony from 

"beauty.1I Nor, quite candidly speaking, do I believe for a moment that 
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either of us believe in a concept of beauty that is "static." "Death is 

the mother of beauty ," ~lall ace Stevens wri tes, "mystical ,/Within whose 

burning bosom we devise/Our early mothers waiting, sleeplessly." 

Throughout the stanza from which these lines come, Stevens is calling our 

attention to the dynamic qualities of "beauty," arguing that (in 

Witherspoon's words) beauty "is the normal pattern of nature." 

The theory of Hozho, in fact. would seem to be native to many 

peoples. Part of the beauty of the theory may be that it can be learned, 

that it recognizes the need for beauty as a universal human condition. 

No painter I've ever met would deny that the way to experience beauty is 

to create it. Nor would any writer. 
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If, in order to incorporate oneself into that beauty, which for the 

Navajo, represents lithe highest attainment and ultimate destiny of man," 

it is first necessary to marry life and art, then even the most trivial 

details of our everyday lives must provide us with the materials for 

both. We must learn to regard beauty, not as lithe quality of things to 

be perceived," as something "static"--a photograph to be presented as a 

gift or hung on a gallery wall to be sold, a record album to be purchased 

and added to the collection--but as dynamic, a means of understanding and 

perceiving our relationship to the world. The aesthetic value of the 

photograph resides in the entire process of its creation, the act of 

choosing the subject, determining the proper angle and ratio of dark to 

light, choosing the lens, judging distance, creating the negative and 

mixing the chemicals, printing the image by enlarging it or reducing 

it--all the commonplace activities. The presentation of the work becomes 

of only ritual importance, and once it has been presented--or given--it 

no longer has any for the creator. 

As I understand it, the idea is to merge and harmonize inner and 

outer worlds, to display conscious awareness of the way through action by 

acknowledging prejudice and error as we go, displaying it upon occasion, 

for all to see, as a reminder that no workman but God can ever be 

perfect, that all art is collaboration, dependent (and therefore at least 

partly subject) to an other. For the storyteller, as I am beginning to 

grasp, lithe telling is all"--or rather, the act of the telling, the 

juxtaposition of one episode with another. These, at least, are my 

thoughts as they occur to me now. 
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"Much of what I have said so far about the shifty ground between 

fact and fiction," Will Baker writes in Mountain Blood, "app1ies mostly 

to the written word (especially the unease and skepticism of the modern 

reader, the insistent exhibitionism of the modern writer), but suppose we 

turn to a much 1arger--probab1y universa1--and equally active tradition 

to which," he says, "despite its somewhat pompous title, most of us 

contribute." He has in mind, of course, lithe oral tradition," and he 

goes on as follows: 

••• We hear and pass on by word of mouth all kinds of stories: 
gossip, jokes, shop talk, travelogues, our condensed life history to 
seatmates on a long flight. Out of this grab we occasionally select an 
anecdote because it has some extraordinary impact, and through numerous 
tel1ings it begins to acquire a shape, a design, a depth only dimly 
perceived at first. There are no records, no transcripts or tapes or 
video footage to constrict us, so details tend to appear, alter, and 
vanish according to the subterranean whims of artistic judgment. Before 
long we are the on fringe of what we call legend, the tale that seems too 
good or too terrible to be entirely true, but which has nonetheless a 
mysterious, authentic vitality. (7) 

Actually, of course, those more serious practitioners working in oral 

forms distinguish carefully between them. "What follows," says Larry 

Evers in his English 277 handout from 1975, "is summarized from Dennis 

Tedlock's Finding the Center: Narrative Poetry of the Zuni Indians 

(Dial, 1972) and his article, 'Pueblo Literature: Style and 

Verisimilitude,' which appeared in New Perspectives on the Pueblos, 

edited by Algonso Ortiz (University of New Mexico, 1972)": 

Categories by which Zuni people organize their narratives: 

1. Accounts form recent history (legend) 



2. Accounts from personal experience (memorate) 

3. chimiky'ara'kowa (myth) 
--origin stories 
--told any time, in any season 
--concerned with events in the "soft world" 
--regarded as literally true 

4. telapnaawe (tales) 
--told only at night, in the winter 
--concerned with events in the "hard world" 
--regarded as fiction 

Both 3 and 4 are set in the inoote (long ago) before European contact. 
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In fact, what Baker calls "legend" the Zuni (and every other tribe I 

know) clearly distinguish from "personal experience" and myth, not to 

mention tales, which they regard as "fiction." For a storyteller to 

confuse these genres intentionally without informing his listeners in 

some way would probably be unthinkable. What concerns Baker, however, is 

the assimilation process, the very presence of the oral tradition within 

American mainstream cultures: 

This process is a commonplace and admirable demonstration of 
the principle that we make up the world to suit ourselves. What 
experience gives us we rework instinctively, the imagination definitely 
in play, and our auditors may take the same license and transform the 
material yet again. The telling and retelling can go on for generations; 
and on this uncertain terrain, verifiable fact almost ceases to exist; 
all is memory, hearsay, clever interpolation. 

All the same there are rough limits, a sort of genre, a few 
classics. Examples can of course be found in the oral history sections 
of country libraries, but accomplished writers are also working this 
vein: Ivan Doig, This House of ~; Barry Holstun Lopez, Winter Count; 
Norman Maclean, A River Runs Through It (all three writing of a place 
that bears the Spanrsn-name for mountafn). 

Often these stories on their way to becoming legends are part of a 
family archive, are told by the old to the young as homage to ancestors 
and a way of connecting the generations. Hence the most dramatic and 
important persons and events are rooted in actuality. Births and deaths 
are perhaps recorded on the flyleaf of an old Bible, and memories of 
emigration can be inexorably tied to great political or social 
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events--the gold rush or the Homestead Act or the dustbowl. Also, by 
convention, the elders of a tribe have a special authority, and a special 
responsibility to curb the wildest guesswork of their kin, or to 
adjudicate between conflicting versions of a tale. (7,8) 

Actually, what Baker calls lithe rough limits, a sort of genre," 

probably reflects more about his attitude toward the oral tradition than 

it does his knowledge (or lack of it). I want no quarrel with Baker, but 

I respect the distinctions between genres within oral tradition enough to 

get edgy when he lumps them together in order to justify his own refusal 

to categorize the stories he spins out in successive pages. Perhaps 11m 

only one of those skeptical modern readers. 

In Angle of Repose, however, Lyman Ward makes enough shifts between 

"factll and "fiction" to make any reader anxious to sort them all out. In 

particular, he juxtaposes the "recent history" of his grandparents with 

his "memoratell IIpersonal experience,1I especially the odd and trivial 

details of his working routine, which includes his relationship with 

Shelly. As a self-conscious, intrusive narrator, Lyman willingly 

collaborates in distinguishing between genres in both the written and the 

oral tradition frameworks within which he labors to merge his inner and 

outer worlds. Stegner, however, hovers behind the scenes as well as he 

can, putting into question the absolute reliability of his narrators. 

His consciousness of the oral tradition nevertheless manifests itself in 

the stories his characters have to tell as he dramatizes the way the oral 

tradition works within and without the written tradition. Let me try to 

rescue this piece I wrote in January from the trash can by way of 

example. Perhaps later, I can even do a little dramatizing of my own. 

----- ----._--- --- .. _ .. _-----_. ------_. ---
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lilt happens," says Lyman Ward, "that I despise the locution 'having 

sex,1 which describes something a good deal more mechanical than making 

love and a good deal less fun than fucking" (267). 

As Marrianne Moore might say, I, too, dislike it-- it being the 

"locution" Lyman reviles. Likewise these words: copulate, fornicate, 

punchball, screw, ~, frig, frug, and fug. As an adverb, "fuckish" 

seems to me dramatically underused, and as a description of hormonal 

imba 1 ance, I prefer it to "horny. II 

"Fuckle," too, I seldom hear or see in print. I like the word. It 

strikes me as onomatopoeic. 

In the scene live just turned open in Stegner's novel to reread, 

Ward permits his girl-Friday, Shelly, a momentary truth party. I find 

this scene one of the most curious in the book, and I wonder why critics 

never bother with it, especially given Fiedler's remarks on the state of 

our fiction's lack of erotic unions between men and women characters. 

Shelly has been staying over nights as Lyman's guest, ostensibly to avoid 

confrontations, if I recall correctl~', with her wacky common-law husband, 

Larry, from whom she has separated. According to Lyman's report, his 

relationship with the girl has taken a familiar turn, and she has begun 

to act lias if she had been employed as confidential adviser, keeper, 

critic, teaching assistant, and lay psychiatrist" (266). She lets fly, 

he reports, with verbal contempt for matters she seldom clearly 

understands, including his Victorian grandparents: "They were so puritan 

about their bodies in those days, it was bound to have screwed up their 

minds. Can you leave out anything that basic," Shelly wants Lyman to 
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answet', lI and still have a valid book? Modern readers might find a study 

of Victorian sex 1 ife interesting and funni' (266). 

Lyman, we must understand, has been blowing out kerosene lamps and 

turning aside in modesty when his grandparents begin procreating. 

According to Shelly, lIit's a novel ll Lyman is writing. lilt isn't a 

history,1I she tells him, II_-you 're making half of it up, and if you're 

going to make up some of it, why not go the whole way? I mean, it's 

tantalizing. You get close to dealing with their sex life, and blip, you 

turn off the light. Two or three times. Once on the honeymoon, once at 

Santa Cruz, now once in Leadville. 1I At Murtaugh High School, back in 

1965, we had a name for girls who did what Shelly claims Lyman does, back 

when the IIsexual revolution,1I so-called, had pill-trusting girls 

searching for names to call cowardly young lions like me. The question 

of just what it is I'm writing puzzles me, too. It may be a subject 

worth returning to in connection with Lyman's book as well. 

Meanwhile, I keep wondering how we would classify Angle of Repose in 

terms of a fictional genre without Lyman's deadpan, laconic asides, for 

the book seems to be infused with more than a little Native American 

humor. At times, Lyman could qualify as a literary comedian. Judging by 

Shelly's remarks, he may even have a gift for understatement as well as 

hyperbole. Occasionally Stegner almost seems to advertise Lyman's 

lectures as Charles Farrar Browne literally advertised his character on 

the lecture circuit: IIArtemus Ward Will Speak a Piece. 1I While the 

character of Lyman Ward merges indistinguishably and inevitably at times 

with Wallace Stegner, Stegner would never, as Browne did, sign a 

pseudonym to his personal correspondence. On the contrary, I have known 
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Stegner to bristle like a porcupine when I've quoted him the words of 

readers who fail to distinguish between author and narrator. He gets 

such a wounded, hurtful look of failure in his blue eyes, 1 half feel 

sorry for him. That's one of the hazards, r suppose, of being a realist 

in an age of metafictionalists and minimalists. 

Perhaps if Stegner called the attention of his readers more often to 

the fact that he is writing a novel and only pretending to assume the 

voice of his narrator, his readers pay more attention to his puppet 

strings. The art of fiction, of course, as it used to be practiced, 

attempted to make the strings invisible to the audience. But what, I 

keep asking myself, is more obvious in a work of metafiction than 

discussion of reader/writer and writer/reader relationships such as the 

one between Shelly and Lyman that I cite above--or between Lyman and 

Lyman or Lyman and Rodman or Susan and Oliver or Oliver and Frank or 

Frank and Susan or Susan and Augusta? Who ain't a reader in this book? 

That's what I'd like to know. Pricey? The little Britain whose mind the 

Leadville thugs break after they've broken his bones? Ollie, the kid 

with dyslexia, whose mother shames him? Thomas, Augusta's husband, the 

editor of Century and Scribner's? Lizzie? Mrs. Elliott, who once washed 

dishes with Margaret Fuller? Helen Hunt Jackson? Who? 

I don't suppose for a New York second Stegner consciously set about 

to write metafiction. I think he would advise against taking the writer 

for a subject, as a rule, but then I can think of few rules a realist 

would stop short of breaking in order to create verisimilitude. If I 

needed the word "fornicate," I'd use it. I'd never tell a pair of my 

characters to go copulate, but I can think of cases where I might employ 
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the term after they did if I had to stand before a court of law in 

defense of their actions. The trouble, as I know it, with this confusion 

between author and narrator, remains a human one, as simple and complex 

as a spider's web. In order to create verisimilitude, the author--all 

authors, shemales or hacks included--must first turn actor, even if the 

writer is only pretending to pretend and directing our attention to props 

and scenery and vagureries in the script. "No letters between my 

grandparents have been saved," Lyman tells us glibly, liTo teach me how 

one evening's acquaintance ripened into a tacit engagement through five 

years of absence, I have only the reminiscences, written in Grandmother's 

old age, and I don't believe in them" (51). "I'm guessing," Lyman says 

on the subject of his Grandmother's awareness that the only real male 

object of her attention, Thomas Hudson, was fixing his affections on her 

best friend, Augusta--"guessing, but not wildly" (56). Given these lines 

in the full context of the novel, the real wonder is how Stegner manages 

to keep our minds focused on the results of his narrator's guesswork for 

569 pages. I might argue that Stegner succeeds as well in other novels, 

including The Big Rock Candy Mountain, a novel Barnett Singer describes 

as "virtually unfinishable without some skimming" (CEOWS, 129). On the 

subject of Angle of Repose, Singer is equally self assured that if he had 

lived in those days when the world was made, he could have offered some 

valuable suggestions. According to Singer, Stegner "should have deleted 

more pages" from Angle of Repose. After all, Singer reminds us, "This is 

an age of impatience and novelists must accommodate to that fact, if not 

acquiesce" (135). 
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But Americans--Mr. Singer is an historian who teaches in Canada--as 

we all know, like fat books and thin women. As critics, we can be fooled 

only so long. At plays, we like to go backstage to meet with the cast 

and the stagehands. Some of us like to arrange parties and dinners in 

honor of the author or hold awards ceremonies. There, we frequently ask 

the writer to jump through hoops, play football, dive into his cups and 

go swimming and flying, or fishing, perhaps, on the Clearwater River. 

Those of us who are physicians sometimes carry cameras and begin taking 

x-rays in order to spot oddnesses in the writer's innards and then become 

shocked by the radio-awful diagrams. We continually pick at a writer's 

fiction with our knives and forks, relentlessly examining our soup with 

our soupspoons, in search, no doubt, of a fly. We want proof that our 

writers are human, and, therefore, afraid: afraid of cold water, afraid 

of death, afraid of the whole world. We are, indeed, as Mr. Singer so 

rightly suggests, an impatient people. 

On the other hand, is it any authentic wonder why writers often 

regard with suspicion the crowds who say they come to praise them, that 

writers grow uncomfortable with what many of them say they want: 

adulation, fame, a reputation? I think not. Most of the good writers I 

know understand and appreciate the praise of a solitary reader and answer 

their mail as faithfully as they can. The mass of readers they tend to 

ignore because, in order for a writer to do what he is best at the writer 

can seldom take into account the majority of his fellow human beings. 

Take me, for example, though I am a Yeoman as such fellows go. In order 

to live my own life in these brief, passing days, I must go into hiding 
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and closet myself up with my most beloved and my most treacherous enemy, 

Jim Hepworth. 

And so Shelly Rasmussen does become exactly what Lyman Ward knows 

only too well that he must be both to and for himself: "confidential 

advisor, keeper, critic, teaching assistant, and lay psychiatrist." Like 

all writers, Lyman needs two kinds of readers: (1) those who never blame 

but only praise, and (2) those who award merit strictly on the basis of 

achievement. "I felt like asking her,1I Lyman says in reference to 

Shelly's advocacy on the part of the Modern reader she claims might find 

"'a study of Victorian sex life interesting and funny,'" lIif contemporary 

sexual attitudes are so much healthier than Grandmother's, how 

Grandmother managed to get through a marriage that lasted more than sixty 

years, while Shelly Rasmussen hides out in her parents I house at the age 

of twenty or so to escape the attentions of her liberated and natural 

lover. But I only said, "I Interesting in what way? Funny how? III 

"'Well,'11 Shelly begins, lI'it couldn't have been all that decorous, 

could it? They had sex with their eyes shut so they could pretend 

everything was on a high plane. Aren't hypocritical people sort of 

funny?'11 

Now it happens that Shelly Rassmussen and I attended the same 

undergraduate schools in Idaho and Iowa, so I know for a fact Lyman's 

descriptions of her in the novel accurately reflect her appearance in 

those days. Having never worn anything but pants much of her student 

life, my first wife, Linda, often felt free to IIsprawl on the back of her 

neck, with her worn loafers stretched halfway across the room.1I Like 

Linda, Shelly wears her straight brown hair loose, and she goes braless 
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much of the time, endowed as Linda was, with a comfortable amplitude that 

could turn men to stone. Like Linda, Shelly knows how to squint 

shrewdly, too, and burble with hoarse laughter (or is it 

horse-laughter?), and, I might add, both women possess a square face, all 

of which leads me to conclude that Linda and Shelly are the same woman. 

To Shelly's question about hypocritical people, Lyman replies 

sharply, "I wouldn't know. One of the quaint things about the Victorian 

sex life was that it was private. I doubt they replayed every hand and 

rehashed all their honor count and playing tricks. They didn't have all 

of these compulsions to verbalize, they didn't appear to get a sexual 

thrill out of words. The fact is," Lyman declares, "I haven't the 

slightest idea of how good a lay Grandmother \'Ias. I have no idea--yes, I 

do too, but not from anything she said or wrote--how she looked upon 

fellatio and the other delights. Is that what you miss?" 

Clearly Shelly does get a sexual thrill out of words. Is she 

shocked, I wonder, to hear Lyman describe fellatio as a "delight"? Lyman 

compares Shelly's reaction and the look on her face to a dog that has 

just for the "hell of it barked at a stone dog on a lawn, and been barked 

back at." The pedigreed mongrel is shocked into silence. Despite her 

"bass-baritone" voice and "air of amused assurance," Lyman thinks to 

himself that Shelly is "definitely female" and entertains the possibility 

that she might "be submissive," like "those dreary girls" he has seen 

"padding along in the moccasin tracks of hippies." Eventually, of 

course, as Linda would do, Shelly shrugs up her shoulders, "obviously 

just enjoying this discussion no end." Because I'm so curious about it 
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myself, I think 1111 take Singer's suggestion and strip it down to look 

the way it might in a script. 

SHELLY: I didn't mean, emancipate her from all her hangups. That 

wouldn't be historically sound, would it? I just meant, couldn't you 

give us a little more of the scene, then weld understand all these 

artificial restrains for what they are. 

LYMAN: What are they? 

SHELLY: What are they? Conventions. Restraints. Inhibitions. 

Hangups. 

LYMAN: Hhich of course she operated by. She had them. Her society had 

them. 

SHELLY: But you could cut through them! (Sitting forward now, eager to 

instruct.) There are hints in the letters that give her away. She tells 

Augusta once that 'that incorrigible shyness has passed,' and another 

time she says, 'Between my husband and me things are all right, 

underlined. ' You could extrapolate from hints like that. 

LYMAN: Please. Youlve been taking courses in these jargon 

pseudosciences that my son teaches. If I extrapolated, as you suggest, 

the resulting sex scenes would be mine, not hers. She valued her 

privacy, she would never in this life have extrapolated. Neither would 
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I. I would no more extrapolate in public than I would go to the bathroom 

on the parlor rug. 

SHELLY: (In her best bass-baritone.) Ho-ho-ho. (Hair spills over her 

face and onto her breast. Throwing it back:) That's what I was telling 

you. It's your inhibitions that are showing, not hers. I suppose she 

did have them, but that's no reason you have to, in 1970. We've learned 

to accept things, and the words for things, and be honest about the way 

we are. We don't need those purely cultural patterns of convention. Did 

you hear what you just said? "Go to the bathroom." Why? 

Ln1AN: Because I never learned to say shit before a lady. (Obviously 

irritated now.) Because I don't believe in progress in quite the same 

way you seem to. You believe in it more than Grandmother did. As for 

those purely cultural patterns of convention you think I ought to escape 

from, they happen to add up to civilization, and I'd rather be civilized 

than tribal or uncouth. 

SHELLY: (frowning.) I've made you mad. 

LYMAN: Not personally. Just culturally. 

As we can see from their dialogue, these two readers would obviously 

write the same book in two quite distinctly different ways, perhaps 

literally from two entirely different points-of-view. Their task, 

however, would remain essentially the same: to persuade their readers of 
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their versions of the truth, whether by including detailed descriptions 

of the bedroom scenes between Susan and OlJver, as Shelly seems to be 

advocating, or by excluding them, as Lyman has done. It seems as plain 

as the two small protrusive dents in Shelly's blouse to me that their 

discussion centers on the art of fiction and the issue of verisimilitude, 

the reliability of narrators in particular. As for the issue of 

language, the poet (Shelly) would purify the language of the tribe like 

the Romantic she obviously is. At this, the historian and keeper of the 

trust tends to smile. Language may be part of the issue here in so far 

as it disguises, as it always does, as much as it reveals. The keeper 

knows that, for instance, jargon comes and goes. 

We might note, however, that both Lyman and Shelly are native 

American speakers, and, as such, despite the differences in their ages, 

sex, and educations, have an unconscious awareness of the correctness or 

incorrectness of an utterance. "Interesting in what way?" Lyman 

cha" enges, "Funny how?" One Tri ckster/Spi der spreads the net, onto 

which another Trickster/Spider steps rather gingerly, "Hel' .••. Aren't 

hypocritical people sort of funny?" The male retreats, but with a 

menacing gesture, "I wouldn't know. ," Before the female can move, 

he charges toward her mimicking her own dance and at once challenging her 

to respond or retreat from his own shocking display. And Shelly does 

retreat. She holds very still on that net of language Lyman has cast 

with the calculated intent of trapping her into submission. In fact, it 

isn't until Lyman reverts unconsciously into euphemism and oversteps 

slightly the bounds of his own territory that Shelly begins to 

aggressively display herself at all. IIIGo to the bathroom? I II At these 
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words, the two spit a little friendly venom at each other. III Why? I II 

Shelly asks. The net under each of them begins to vibrate as they play 

and dance. "Because," says Lyman, "I never learned to say shit before a 

lady." Clearly, Lyman's remark finds its target, but that, as we see, 

only spurs the play forward. The issue, according to Lyman, is cultural 

rather than personal and has to do with the survival of the species as a 

whole rather than the individual: 

LYMAN: (Gesturing to the wall with his eyes.) Look at her picture. 

What's in that face? Hypocrisy? Dishonesty? Prudery? Timidity? Or 

discipline, self-control, modesty. Modesty, there's a word 1970 can't 

even conceive. Is that a woman I want to show making awkward love on a 

camp cot. Do you want to hear her erotic cries? Is that a woman to 

snicker at because she was a lady, and fastidious? 

SHELLY: I didn't mean that, exactly. I was just thinking from the point 

of view of the modern reader. He might think you were ducking something 

essential. 

LYMAN: That's too bad. Hasn't the modern reader got any imagination? 

SHELLY: Well, ~ know. People nowadays understand things, they can 

sniff out the dishonesty when somebody tries to cover something up or 

leave it to the imagination. How would it be if every modern novel did 

it like Paolo and Francesca--'That day they read no morel? 



LYMAN: O.K., so I haven't fooled you with my dishonest methods. Just 

leave me there with old hypocritical Dante. 
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Lyman and Shelly clearly take opposing sides in this debate, but 

what about Stegner? Does God love all creatures great and small or only 

those who pay tribute and honor submissively? To maintain a 

conversation, Lyman and Shelly must cooperate with one another. Shelly, 

especially, seems quick to do so and revise: "I didn't mean that 

exactly." Lyman aids Shelly, and Shelly, Lyman, by listening carefully 

to the codes they exchange, and so the dialog continues, seeming to those 

of us unlike Singer who can forestall our impatience, to arise 

spontaneously. Actually, according to Peter Farb, "Despite the sincere 

efforts of both speakers and listeners, speech is almost never the 'flow 

of language ' it is supposed to be; it is rarely 'fluent ' or 'a flood of 

words,' nor does it 'gush,' Ispout,1 or Icome in a torrent. I Instead, 

about half of a person's speech consists of fragments of three words or 

less" (320), like those Lyman Nard is about to utter. Farb asserts that 

"more than half of spontaneous speech may consist of pauses and 

hesitations. Most people talk at about the same speed, but the 

chatterbox appears to be talking faster simply because" she II devotes less 

time to pauses." Witness the dialogue here: 

SHELLY: Oh, you know what I mean! (Slides off chair to sit cross-legged 

on the floor.) Times change! Like, people have got tired of all that 

covering up. You see kids who just throw off their clothes, they want to 

break down that barrier and get natural again. You see it all the time, 
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it's just ••• open. Like •• (sits back on her braced hands and eyes 

Lyman, more pleased with herself now than ever.) I don't know if I 

should tell you this. 

LYMAN: I don't either. 

SHELLY: Well •.. (Bows her face onto her knees so that her hair spills 

onto the floor, then lifts her head, half-smiling at Lyman as she 

speaks.) What would you say to something like this. Suppose you were at 

a party where everybody knew everybody else--friends, you know?--and 

everybody was stoned, and it turned into a gang bang? Suppose five 

fellows banged this girl while everybody else watched. Would that seem 

crude to you, or dirty, or immoral, or something? 

LYMAN: I I d have to say \'!e I d come along way from Grandma. 

SHELLY: Youlre not kidding. But how would you take something like that? 

It wouldn't necessarily be crude, or vicious, or anything, would it? 

They'd just be doing their thing, what they felt. They wanted it and so 

did she, so they did it. I suppose that shocks you, doesn't it? 

LYMAN: Some things offend me. lIm not very easy to shock. 

As Shelly states the point, "People ••• can sniff out the 

dishonesty when somebody tries to cover something up or leave it to the 

imagination." "Obviously," as Farb observes, "the telling of a story 

---------------_ ... ------------------
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goes far beyond the mere grammar of the sentences used. It is the focal 

point for the total sociology and psychology of a people at a certain 

time and place, their accumulated beliefs, assumptions and customs ll (36). 

Shelly is apparently leaving little to Lyman's imagination and has 

clearly transgressed into an area of confidence usually reserved strictly 

for intimates. She entrusts this story to Lyman uncertain that he can 

maintain the trust. Hence, she risks much in her storygiving. The 

moment Lyman reassures her trust, she requires him to turn critic: 

SHELLY: But why be offended. (Hugs her knees, quits smiling, fixes her 

wide eyes on Lyman, tentative as she speaks.) Isn't it just an old 

fashioned code that makes you feel that moral disapproval? Once you get 

rid of that, isn't a scene like that just as natural as two people going 

to bed in a dark room? Isn't watching it sort of like watching a 

show--Living Theater or something? Who loses anything? 

LYMAN: It doesn't sound as if anybody there had much to lose. Assuming 

this really happened. Did it? 

SHELLY: It happened, yeah. 

LYMAN: So nobody lost anything. Maybe they even gained something--VD, 

for example. I understand it's making a comeback under the modernized 

rules. 
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SHELLY: (Shrugs irritably.) So you don't think it was natural, or like 

a show or a parlor game. 

LYMAN: Would you take your parents? 

SHELLY: Oh, wow! 

LYMAN: Would you talk to them about it? 

SHELLY: What do you think? 

LYMAN: But you don't mind talking about it with me. I'm as old as they 

are. 

SHELLY: You're different. You're educated, you've been around, you're 

not buried in the dark ages. I feel I can talk to you. Am I wrong? 

LYMAN: I hope not. But just now you were criticizing me for my 

dishonest treatment of Grandmother's sex life. 

SHELLY: Oh ... crap. I don't know. What do you think of a scene like 

that? 

Clearly, Shelly refuses to let Lyman evade the issue; she looks to 

Lyman, as a respected elder of the culture the two of them share, to 

respond to her questions. She exerts social pressure on Lyman to commit 
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himself, for Shelly realizes the stakes in the game she and Lyman play 

will reward the winner. She even shifts strategy and playing styles. 

Instead of saying "shit" in front of a man who considers himself a 

"gentleman," she substitutes "crap ," a term I personally find more 

offensive when I view it in terms of sound and sense. Shelly realizes 

here that she has fouled her own web by consciously violating language 

and culture taboos. What is at stake in the game, of course, is truth. 

Lyman will only deliver what he considers to be his opinion on the 

subject, and Shelly knows before she reveals her confidence and relates 

the tale of the watchers and the watched that Lyman may take as much 

offense at her violation of game rules as he pleases. 

LYMAN: I think you're describing a kind of hell. You're talking about 

people who have become sub-human. Sub-mammal. Sub-worm. I wonder if 

even bilharzia worms, which are locked in copulation all their lives, 

ever sit around and watch other bilharzia worms copulate? I think our 

sickness as a society has gone so far we aren't even sure it's sickness. 

SHELLY: Yeah. I knew I shouldn't have told you. I don't know. I 

suppose it is sick. But ..• isn't sex the business of the people having 

it? That's what Larry always says. Shouldn't they be able to do it as 

they please, in public if that's the way it suits them? The audience can 

walk out if it isn't entertained. (Leans back and scowls. Then the 

scowl breaks.) But that's a different thing from your book. In a book, 

I think sex ought to be written about just like anything else. 
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LYMAN: Ah. Is it like everything else? 

At this point, Shelly dissolves the tension with laughter: Ho ho 

ho. Sacred laughter, as I like to think of it in cultural terms. "We 

were off the confession.al," Lyman reports, rather uneasy about his role 

as a high tribal priest. The general silence of reviewers and critics 

concerning the whole of this particular exchange between Lyman and Shelly 

I could explain in a variety of ways. I believe I may even be violating 

my own conscience by extrapolating on the subject. Born into a family of 

competitive talkers and storytellers, I grew up competing and talking. 

But I also grew up listening and eavesdropping. liThe Truth must dazzle 

gradually/ Or every man be blind," Emily Dickinson concludes a poem. As 

a child and a young man, I realized how often my parents and my teachers 

dazzled me, but how often and how lonely I felt being not merely dumb but 

blind, how much I required their reassurance and how frequently they gave 

it. Perhaps we speak so unconsciously in cliches and formulas to keep 

from blinding one another, to keep from hurting one another. Too much 

truth may destroy rather than create, may negate rather than affirm what 

needs to be affirmed, so poor a tool is language with which to build a 

house. 

Silence, I would guess, can be one of the highest and most sincere 

forms of praise. Each year at Thanksgiving in Decorah, Iowa, the 

students, faculty, townspeople, and alumni perform Handel's Messiah for 

each other at Homecoming. I have not been in several years, and I doubt 

that I will ever go again unless I would for some unknown reason be 
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called. Musicians come literally from around the world to play in the 

orchestra or sing with students and faculty in the chorus. For a few 

days, strangers and parents, townspeople and tourists, flood the tiny 

campus of Luther College. The excitement mounts so visibly and audibly 

even the most illiterate undergraduate student can feel it vibrating in 

the November air. In my day, we held performances in the Fieldhouse. We 

came at least an hour early just to get seats in the highest row of the 

bleachers, although, to my knowledge, no admission was ever charged. As 

the seats filled (in clear violation of fire codes) people found places 

to stand and sometimes to sit. 

Weston Noble, the conductor, would appear dressed in tails to 

welcome us, but only after the short and vague formalities of musicians 

tuning oboes and violins, singers searching for scripts. Folklore has it 

that Weston Noble failed to finish his Doctoral Dissertation because of 

the fire that destroyed Old Main where he had his office, burning the 

only copy of his draft, destroying notes and precious books, literally 

all his research. A lesser man might have finished anyway, I suppose, 

but Noble refused to pursue the paper chase again. The faculty voted to 

keep him and prevailed against any revolt on the part of its 

administration. The first year I attended the Messiah at Luther, 1969, 

and witnessed the great hush fall upon the vast sea of all those seated 

in the gymnasium, I had heard that story of Noble's dissertation at least 

twice, although never from him. He appeared majestically in his penguin 

suit at the podium and applause shook the rafters as the hoard rose to 

its feet in waves. He silenced us, rather viciously I thought. We sat 

and the Fieldhouse groaned and creaked in heavy unison. Then Weston 
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surveyed us all, winked, and bowed deeply. He turned his back on us 

then, as if executing a military reverse, lifted his baton, surveyed 

again a sea of faces before him, lifted his second hand, and struck the 

air. 

During the last performance that season, but well into the final 

movement of Handel IS greatest achievement, I found myself seated next to 

my wife in the most remote corner of the bleachers near the fire alarm. 

Our close friend, Sarah, had long since finished her soprano solos, and I 

believe a tenor was on stage, a student I had never met, when the fire 

alarm on the same side of the building yet opposite us began its 

unmistakable hoot and bugle. A sizeable majority of the audience turned, 

some horrified, as I was, in the direction of the sound. For those 

nearest the alarm, it was doubtless deafening, and for a moment, tense as 

a bowstring despite the music, it appeared to many that chaos would 

destroy the performance. I began to look, as 11m sure all of us did, to 

see how the conductor might act should the problem persist. It did. 

Every student I knew, and several faculty members, were familiar with the 

story of the Old Main fires, including that episode of Noblels 

dissertation. 

The particulars of how the situation resolved itself fail me now, 

save those of Noble himself. By means too difficult to explain with 

language, he became hostile with his baton in order to quell that small 

fraction of the orchestra--which included a blind man on the violin--and 

the chorus who appeared ready to revolt, judging by their faces. No 

member of the audience, save those nearest the alarm, moved, and those 

that did the others somehow managed to accommodate on laps and in 
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aisleways. Because he had his back to us, I'm sure very few in the 

audience could give any better an accounting of the scene that I am 

relating here. But those in the orchestra and chorus must have seen a 

benevolent demon emerge. Was the fire real or imagined? For a moment, 

at least in the mind of those thousands assembled, I'm sure the fire was 

real, particularly in the mind of that little man who continued to hold 

us all enthralled. 

Somehow (and to our great collective relief) the alarm horn ceased, 

but the ensuing conclusion to the performance persisted. Music flooded 

our emotions. At times, to me the great swells and excessive purity of 

it nearly overwhelmed me and the hair on my scalp and the back of my 

neck, on my arms and legs, began literally to prickle and stand on end. 

I recalled the story of the fire, as I'm sure anyone else who had ever 

heard it, must also have imagined it as well, but only fleetingly for 

less than a fraction of a fraction of a second. I believe I thought 

nothing, armed with that knowledge, but literally became the music. Time 

and place traveled somewhere without me. When at last I sat in silence, 

I sat stunned, unable to move. And here is what I found and still find 

most amazing. The others around me and below me sat likewise, paralyzed 

without knowing it. In that moment of holy and profane silence, Noble 

turned to us, perspiration gleaming off his bald crown, his thin hair 

matted, his face streaming visibly with rivulets even I could see, lost 

as I was and as far removed as I was from all below. 

When applause came, it came so late and so scattered at first I felt 

uncomfortable attempting to move my own hands. The whistles and shrieks, 

the hooting and "Bravos," the stampede of feet on floors and bleachers, 
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the sound of one hand clapping another multiplied indefinitely by numbers 

too numerous to count, rose like a wind toward a deafening crescendo and 

refused to die. Paradise unleashed--or Hell--might never equal the roar 

of such a joyful fire of noise. This was music of a kind lid never 

before heard, and it came in waves. Never, it seemed, would it cease. 

No doubt it did, but I can not recall it, try as I have. Obviously, the 

orchestra and the chorus, the soloists and duo-performers, and even Noble 

himself took their bows and encore bows. I cannot recall them. 

I can recall only that huge silence and the equally enormous 

response. Without one, the other would never have been real. So it is, 

I believe, with abstract ideas. We need the particular in order to make 

visible the unseen; the body, even when, like Lyman Wardls it is 

crippled, to make visible the spirit; the voice to carry the song. liThe 

song is short, II says the 01 d Papago ~Ioman named Chona, "because we know 

so much." Here in the Northwest, my friend Kim Stafford tells me, when 

the dancers of one particular tribe lower their masks from their faces 

and go to rest, they quit singing and speak by custom to those who watch: 

"You do not see us dancing today. You see your ancestors dancing today. 

And now you will wear their stories. You will wear their stories and 

never grow old." 
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lyman's reported dialogue with Shelly easily qualifies as a story of 

personal experience, one full of jokes, shop talk (another term for 

literary criticism) and fragments of life history, but the story 

functions as a silence--one of many--in the larger narrative framework of 

the novel. lyman speaks to this silence with his faith in the efficacy 

of language to bring about change, not so much to communicate but to 

express himself. likewise, the "confessional" element, as lyman 

observes, colors his story's words just as it does Shelly's, tinted them 

with the rose-colored hues of embarrassment and humor, for the subjects 

Shelly and lyman discuss prove to be sacred and invested with powers of 

their own. Is Shelly's hypothetical story of "natural" love fact or 

faction? lilt happened, year," Shelly concedes. But to whom? lyman in 

unsure, and while he may suspect Shelly of partic.ipation, his suspicions 

remain unconfirmed by his relationship to his materials. Whatever 

"truth" may grow in the narrative can only be plucked from the whole of 

the presentation, which includes Shelly's silence. (Sacred silence, I am 

tempted to add.) 

looking into my own silences all the way back to the month of June, 

I feel tempted in incorporate them into n~ own narrative. "Write as if 

you were dying," Annie Dillard will advise us in another year. The month 

will be May, the place will be an essay entitled "Write Till You Drop" in 

the New York Times Book Review. "At the same time, assume you write for 

an audience consisting solely of terminal patients. That is, after all, 

the case" (1). What, then could I possibly have to say that would fail 

to enrage another by its triviality? And which other, of all the many 

selves I am, would I first choose? 
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IIEvery book,1I Dillard warns, IIhas an intrinsic impossibility, which its 

writer discovers as soon as his first excitement dwindles. The problem 

is structural; it is insoluble; it is why no one can ever write this 

book. • • . He writes it in spite of that. He finds ways," she claims, 

lito minimize the difficulty; he strengthens other virtues; he cantilevers 

the whole narrative out into thin air and it holds." This last may be 

wishful thinking only. But there is more advice toward the end of the 

essay: 

One of the few things I know about writing is this: spend it 
all, shoot it, play it, lost it, all, right away, every time. Do not 
hoard what seems good for a later place in the book, or for another book; 
give it, give it all, give it now. The impulse to save something good 
for a better place later is the signal to spend it now. Something more 
will arise for later, something better. These things fill from behind, 
from beneath, like well water. Similarly, the impulse to keep to 
yourself what you have learned is not only shameful, it is destructive. 
Anything you do not give freely and abundantly becomes lost to you. You 
open your safe and find ashes. (23) 

"Whatever happened to June?" I asked a few chapters ago. I knew 

perfectly well what happened to her. I have the paper trail to prove it. 

I lied. The question is, when I wrote, did I "spend it all, shoot it, 

play it, lose it, all, right away, every time"? Or was I saving it? I 

search and find the files. I open the safe. Is it too late? Clearly, 

the problem is structural, and it is likewise insoluble. But I give it 

now. I give all. 

17 June 

Dear Tanya, 
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When I leave Sunday for Portland and visits with the Staffords, John 
and Marilyn Daniel, and prospective Board member Bonnie Gilchrist, I hope 
I will have spoken with you at least once on the telephone here in our 
bedroom. How silly, then, to write ahead of time what will already have 
been said, and yet how strange to be able to preserve these thoughts for 
that future hour when our minds and hearts meet upon this yellow, 
handwritten page. 

For five days now I have drifted along without the daily vision of 
your beautiful face and the black fires of your eyes, and except for the 
sound of your voice coming across thousands of miles into that tiny 
receiver in my ear, I have missed altogether the physical sensation of 
your presence: the grip of your hand in mine when we walk the river 
path, the feel of your rough soles against the calf of my leg as you turn 
away from me in bed and curl into sleep, the rise and fall of your 
breath, the sight of you nursing Mariah in the dim light of dawn. 
Without you, I feel like a broken oar on a boat adrift in a lazy 
whirlpool. Empty boat. 

Do you remember that scene in Ang~e of Repose when Oliver and Susan 
visit Big Pond, "eight miles back in t e woods, a wild and romantic place 
where a waterfall poured into a marble pool and then fell through 
diminishing pools to the lake" (61)? Stegner tells one version of the 
story of my life here tonight as well as anyone, how the power of mere 
"touch asserting itself against a thousand conventions" can transform us. 
And Lyman, of course, is lying to himself and to us when he writes that 
"In these days when a girl goes to bed with anybody who will pat her in a 
friendly way on the rump, few will be able to imagine how Oliver Hard 
felt, holding those little ankles." Wrong. Lyman himself knows. So 
does any man who has ever loved a woman, or for that matter any woman who 
has ever loved a man. The conventions, of course, change. Over the 
centuries we continue to invent an endless series of them in order to 
sanction that which we need as much as food and shelter. "Not the 
faintest hint, even to Augusta," Lyman writes about Susan's honeymoon, 
"of how she felt in the room at Brevoort House, dark except for the 
fluttering of gaslight from the street below, when the stranger she was 
married to touched the fastenings of her gown, or laid a hand charged 
with 6000 volts on her breast" (68). 

Lyman's complaints are the classic complaints of the writer doomed 
through years to a life of record-keeping and imaginative voyeurism in 
conflict with the human urge within us all simply to live. The mighty 
pen can be a good sword, but when the lines have been drawn and the enemy 
begins to trespass, better a real sword in the hand. (One brave deed is 
worth a thousand books, says Ed Abbey.) Lyman's thoughts remind me of 
that old man in T. S. Eliot's "Gerontion," "A dull head among windy 
spaces." Poor man. "If I were writing about a modern young woman," says 
Lyman, "I would have to do her wedding night in grisly detail." Another 
lie, of course, but let him go on with his dry thoughts: 

The custom of the country and the times would demand a 
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description, preferably IIcomic,1I of foreplay, lubrication, 
penetration, and climax, and in deference to the accepted opinions 
about Victorian love, I would have to abort the climax and end the 
wedding night in tears and desolate comfortings. But I don't know. 
I have a good deal of confidence in both Susan Burling and the man 
she married. I imagine they worked it out \'/ithout the need of any 
scientific lubricity and with even less need to make their privacies 
public. (68) 

Rather than imagine the scene lIin grisly detail ,II which would require him 
to recreate the human ritual of lovemaking in his mind and therefore 
confront the absence of those 6000 volts of electricity upon his own 
breast, Lyman prefers to evade the issue. Otherwise, he would have to 
make his own privacies public to himself. How much luckier I am, here in 
this room, desiring you. If I must, I will go to the airport tonight and 
take the first flight I can get to Santa Fe. I deprive myself of your 
company in this wilderness of emotions only for a little while. Like 
Thoreau, who used his sanctuary for solace and solitude and ran home to 
mother for a quick meal, I have alternatives. Like Lyman, I see no need 
to expose myself to too many public scrutinies, but I notice that you 
left the pile of Playboys under our bed, and thanks to such stuff as 
dream are made of, for all I know you and I may meet tonight in our old 
brick house in Tucson or out under the stars. 

Hhat I object to is Lyman's hypocrisy. Like a typical modern, he 
does report the scene, but only in objective fashion. His little catalog 
is notable for its own deference to the accepted opinions of our times, 
especially the late 1960's and early '70's. How would he deal with the 
facts of our courtship back in 1981-82? What would he say to that 
26-year-old virgin with the long, straight black hair and skin the color 
of wet clay or to the bearded 34-year-old man beside her there in the 
living room in front of the little firep1tlce? While Lyman might be 
content to point his bony finger at me and shake it menacingly and 
knowingly, in your case, he would have to reconsider his statement about 
girls going to bed with anybody who gives them a friendly pat on the 
butt. I patted enough rumps even back in those days of "free love" to 
know Lyman's hyperbole is Stegner's rhetoric. He's chiding the 
feminists, whether intentionally or unintentionally, for no love is ever 
free any more than I am free to be with you now, there where you are, 
doubtless asleep in your mother's house while I lay here thinking of the 
silk of your shadow-blue nightgown. The question here is one of 
character. 

No man wants to marry a whore. No woman wants to marry the male 
equivalent. (What's the word I need here? Does it even exist in our 
sexist language?) The conventions of marriage may change, and alter from 
culture to culture and decade to decade, but the real bonds remain as 
solid as they ever were, and I can personally foresee no time when we 
shall ever be able to escape them without destroying ourselves. Lyman 
tries. And I have tried. The conventions of our times permit us to make 
such attempts all the while knowing that such escape is impossible. I 
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have no quarrel with the concept of bachelorhood or widowhood or 
spinsterhood or priesthood; my solitude is sacred. A purposeful life is 
our inheritance, and the demands of marriage create the necessity Kahil 
Gibran demanded. Let there be an ocean between lovers. The character of 
love itself requires as much:-but iflhiardly takes a prophet to make the 
point. That may be the one reason we chose, when at last we could 
finally afford one, this King-Size bed. 

Your character, formed from the love of two parents, your two 
brothers, Ricky and Gary, and your sister, Carme11a, the happy swarm of 
your Tias l Tios, los primos, l todos ~ familia, helped shape the young 
woman-wfiO I met andlWooed. Do you remember her? That sweet smiling one 
who stands beside her mother in the photograph above my office desk? In 
her hair she wears a garland of daisies. The dress itself is lace, made 
in India. It falls just below the calves of her extraordinary dancer's 
legs. She has one foot, the left, placed slightly before the other, as 
if she has just stopped in front of the door long enough to pose, the 
other foot trailing at an angle, toe pointed, as if she was about to take 
a step. The sleeves are three-quarter length, the bride's slender arms 
tanned and bare in the sunlight that streams through the window from her 
right. Although her arms relax at her sides, the left hand reaches just 
visibly behind the second woman, dressed in red, also smiling. This 
woman stands just two inches shorter than her daughter, dark waist-length 
hair hidden by her shoulders. The neckline of her dress circles the sun 
of her bare neck and face, and to emphasize the point, the designer, 
Josefina, has patterned a spiney, yellow flame line onto the orange-red 
cloth. The foreheads of these two sisters shine, as if the light of love 
burned incandescent. But one sweep of the daughter's hair falls over and 
down past her left breast, and anyone who looks closely at the photograph 
will see the younger woman is the more radiant of the two. 

And why not? This is her wedding day--June 17, 1982, Santa Fe, New 
Mexico. Land of Enchantment. Although she does not know it, she is 
pregnant with triplets. Her decision to marry a graduate student at the 
University of Arizona has been preceded and tempered by more than the 
simple loss of her virginity, however, for while the conventions of her 
culture would seem to dictate a tyrannical hold upon her conscience, 
other forces have been at work as well. Her own independence, for 
example, has been an issue. The forces of a Catholic upbringing have 
already proven an insufficient barrier to thousands of others like her, 
including women in her own family, women who realized that the loss of 
maidenhood need not beget a life of disaster, and she has no intentions 
of marrying a man who will lead her down into a life of warfare between 
the sexes. Her courtship has been marked by the deliriums of romance 
from which she has often retreated for days and weeks at a time to regain 
her equilibrium. Simple friendship, never easy to find, she has nurtured 
with trust. It will take the graduate students years to realize that she 
has chosen him, or rather that they have chosen each other. But when he 
does, he will also realize the role chance or fortune or destiny has 
chosen to play out into his own life. He knows that this young queen of 
hearts in the white lace dress could just as easily cast him off now as 
she did twice during the months of their early trysts. 
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How has he managed to persuade her of his worthiness? Is he worthy? 
(That's a question he must still answer daily.) For him, there has 
seldom been a moment's doubt about the wisdom of his folly. He would 
follow her to hell if he thought the journey would end in her embrace. 
The moment she put her hand in his, he took it, forsaking all logic and 
reason in favor of faith in what he felt. He might as well have leaped 
into an abyss. Instead, as he holds the camera at a right angle to his 
eye, he frames a moment his unborn children may come to glimpse for 
themselves. 

Did we have doubts? Am I merely idealizing the past? Is even 
personal history no more than a lie agreed upon? What am I leaving out? 
Do 1 have it right? Were we simply two friends who fell in love? After 
26 years of fending off the physical advances of boyfriends and both 
older and younger men, why did you give yourself to me? Were you only 
tired of the burden virginity imposed upon you, or did you, like me, only 
trust the knowledge in your blood to lead you downward into the ancient 
past that is our present and our future? Did the forces of culture 
merely assert themselves to persuade you that marriage of some kind would 
be preferable to single parenthood or abortion? That a child with a 
father's name would be preferable to one with your own? How could you, 
knowing the record of my two failed marriages, imagine the success of 
ours? Or are you now reconsidering, as I am, the curious twists in the 
path our lives have taken, but unlike me, preparing to abandon it for 
some other? 

Lyman Ward, cultural derelict of Modernism, would argue that his 
grandparents' road is today the one less-traveled by: for better or 
worse, until death do us paat. Statistics might prove him right. 1 
suppose-we-both stiTT have oubts. But the trust between us, the faith, 
that feeling (1 don't know what else to call it) that your life and mine 
are somehow miraculously the same, indivisible, that with you all things 
are possible whereas without you nothing, except our cnrrdren, is worth 
more than passing consideration. Until death, did I say? My faith is 
greater than death, for 1 have died in you and been reborn. Let the 
skeptics say what they will. Let them look into the glitter of our 
first-born daughter's eyes and attempt to deny our inheritance with their 
empty lies. Let them behold our son on his wobbly legs and hear his name 
and then say the power of God has no place in this scheme. There stands 
my Father and your father before you, like Alexander. And Mariah? Who 
can look into an infant's face and deny the resurrection? 

These are strange words to come from a man who places so much faith 
in the appearances of surfaces, who believes one life is enough, more 
than enough, at a time. I know I should undercut these abstract 
lyricisms with the sharp knife of objective realism, but tonight the 
truth is that I have no doubts, despite the distance in space and time 
between us. Sleep will close it soon enough. And so will that long 
sleep of the ages. 

No matter how corny it sounds to say it, how full of cliche and 
sentimental gibberish, how maudlin and obtuse, I love you with all my 
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heart and mind. And however I know it, I do know it. You love me. 
Secure in that knowledge, I am willing to die. But let no god mistake my 
knowledge for a wish. Earth, as Robert Frost said, is the right place 
for love. And here in this bed, I pray that we will have even more room 
enough and time. 

Faithfully, 
Jim 

Even in a marriage, the relationship between public and private 

grows up around the familial castle like the thorns in the tale of 

Sleeping Beauty. Reading that letter to Tanya over, I wince with the 

knowledge withheld, the words unspoken, the little news cut into the 

spirit by my silence. I could, for example, relate a series of events 

that prompted the letter. I was adrift, certainly, in those first few 

days but much more irresponsible than I suggested to her either on the 

phone or in that series of letters. I had, for example, a bout with 

drunkenness. 

Although I rarely drink even on social occasions, before the surgeon 

snipped pieces of cartilage from my knee and disabled me, I consented to 

visit a Lewiston bar after a long day at the Press's offices. The Dean 

and I met his secretary at Jonathan's about 4:30 Wednesday afternoon to 

discuss the plans for my visit to Portland. I refused offers of gin and 

tonic, despite the balmy weather and the lack of air conditioning, and 

gave the curly-haired cocktail waitress my order for straight soda and 

lime. Two rounds later, however, I returned to the table after a visit 

to the stereophonic latrine and found myself face to face with the first 

drink. Two tables had been joined together to accommodate other friends, 

including a striking blonde secretary in a verdant green dress. What the 

hell, I thought to myself, if I do have a drink? Am I not a great 

provider for my family? Is this not a time to relax and enjoy the 
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companionship of friends and acquaintances now that the school year has 

ended, grades have been reported, annual reports filed (well, almost. I 

could take care of that deadline later this evening), now that all the 

little strings that bind have been untied? 

Two drinks later, I bought my first pack of Camel Lights IDO's, 

turned suddenly flirtatious, and ordered another round for the whole 

table. The Dean's wife had joined us and departed. His rheumy eyes and 

silly grin told me the departure had been friendly but that he should 

tarry no longer. Chicken strips lay on the table and he fingered one 

from the plate after the waitress had laid his third double scotch 

straight up and neat on his placemat and set about her other 

appointments. I noticed the Tribune crowd had begun to drift in like 

horses to a desert waterhole: Barry Kough (my favorite photographer), 

Joan Abrams (lighter by 80 pounds but still too heavy), John McCarthy 

(the Arts and Entertainment page editor), Kathy Barnard (politics and 

long legs), Mary Trillhaase (our Washington, D. C. correspondent), and a 

few others. Dick Hannan arrived and joined us, full of news and gossip 

about the Athletic Department, excited about the challenge of his new job 

in Utah and amused at the administrative snare his departure was already 

creating. 

When the smoke became thicker in the bar and the evening's shadows 

had descended into the room, no one turned up the lights. Even the Dean, 

after two more drinks, guessed he'd better go homeward now that he'd 

missed his supper. His secretary, Vana, made a quick call to check on 

her son, Philip. Her friend, Lynda, smiled at me, and I smiled back. 

Her blue eyes caught enough light to flash almost as bright as the 
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simultaneous flash of the diamond on her left finger. She might have 

been a model for Rodin, except that Rodin's taste in women ran tO~lard 

darker figures. Still, the curious blend of sadness and adventure in her 

face would have attracted a sculptor. Very pretty, I thought to myself, 

prettier than I remember. And intelligent, too. As I listened to our 

exchanges on the subject of marriage (or rather, marriages), some part of 

me withdrew and began to observe our conversation at a distance. 

"00 you know any Chaucer?" I remember asking. "You know, I had a 

wife named Linda." From this Lynda's thin and sensuous lips had just now 

begun to unravel liThe Merchant's Tale." I could piece together two 

unhappy and unlucky marriages in this blonde woman's past, but the new 

threads in the narrative she was now weaving had sewn and colored my 

interest. 

"Chaucer? I think I read some in high school." 

"00 you recall the story of May and January?" 

"Not really." 

I suppose I must have been just drunk enough to want to tell the 

tale, but I began too far back to recover before Vana returned from her 

phone call. 

"You might want to reread it sometime," I said, "espeC'ially the 

incident beneath the Pear tree. I hope it's not the story of my marriage 

to Tanya--or your marriage to Fred." 

Now Vana was curious. "What have I been missing?" She sat down to 

her drink merry as a sprite. 

"Something about a Pear tree," Lynda almost snickered. 
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story, really, but in another, older version. II 
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"Christ," said Vana, "What do you think this is? Story hour at the 

local library? Look at that face." Her nod indicated Marty Trillhaase. 

"He looks like a god damn burn victim. 1I 

I studied the figure at the end of the bar in surprise. He sat on 

the stool like some man in a Gentleman's Quarterly layout: good-looking 

and so refined, I was puzzled. 

"Burn victim? What are you talking about?1I 

The two women looked at me the way two mothers might regard an idiot 

child. "He's so god damn pretty only a plastic surgeon could have put 

together his face. 1I Vana's giggles mingled with Lynda's. 

"Cute,1I I said, alluding to her joke. 

IICute,1I Vana said. IIHell. He's not cute, he's perfect. 1I 

1100 you want to hear the story or not?1I I was enjoying their 

ridicule of my sex, but I was also conscious of the beginnings of my 

delirium. IIItls a story about Alexander and Aristotle. 1I 

Vana rolled her eyes. Lynda seemed interested but noncommittal. 

"Does it have a punchline?" Vana was clearly set on maintaining her 

leadership responsibilities for our table's talk. 

IIYeah'" I said, lIit has a punchline, but it takes a minute or two to 

tell." 

IIThen forget it,ll she said. 

IIHowls Philip?1I Lynda asked. "Does he miss his mommy?" 
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"No," said Vana. "He's watching something on TV. He wanted to know 

what I was calling about. I asked him if he was all right and he acted 

as if I were stupid." 

I reconsidered my offer to translate Chaucer or pass on the 

apocryphal doings of a young conqueror and his teacher. But after both 

women left and before I joined the Tribune gang, I mused over my drink 

and a set of nachos covered with cheese and guacamole and sour cream long 

enough to regain the illusion of sobriety. By now the dinner hour had 

passed. Six 0'c10ck had not found me alone (in Devoto's phrase) but 8 

0'c10ck now did. What if Vana or Lynda had stayed or if either one of 

them returned now? Should I finish my drink and go home? Call Tanya? 

Hove to the bar and join the solitary group of regulars? Where was Barry 

Kough, my trustworthy photographer? Just how deeply did I want to look 

upon my state. Was I drunk or sober? 

Calling Tanya from the bar would be foolish and unnecessary. It 

would raise questions, I decided, that could better be answered in the 

morning after I had typed my final report for the Dean. I thought of a 

line from a Bill Stafford poem, "Better shoes on a long walk than a good 

friend," and I questioned its wisdom. I had shoes and friends. So long 

as I continued to eat, I could pace myself and see what nightlife in our 

fair village had to offer a single married man. My only real question, I 

thought, had to do with some tale of Chaucer's and some half-remembered 

story of unspecified authorship. Why was I so preoccupied with Pear 

trees? 
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IIBumpers ll turned out to be the Ramada Inn's answer to one of my 

questions, a move back to the 1950's for the bar's architect but strictly 

the perverted province of the late 1980's in the mind of the 

frazzle-bearded disc jockey who controlled lights and sound from the 

instrument panel inside the front end of a remodeled pink Edsel. I was 

in the capable company of two photographers and my friend John McCarthy, 

who had driven me to this decadent circus of youth and Asia. Foreign 

students, some of whom I recognized, sat at one of the high tables above 

the dance floor. The women at that table sat next to their Oriental male 

companions like a flock of exotic small black sparrows perched on a 

feeding tray. 

IIWhat is a dance floor,1I I heard Barry Kough announce as he rose 

from the table, all six feet, two inches of him topped by his bearded 

face, lIif not for dancing. 1I 

IIRight,1I said Kathy Barnard, and off they went to the open floor 

below us to skip across the black and white tiles like two children set 

loose gleefully upon the showroom of an automobile dealership. The owner 

of the pink Edsel put his light show on automatic pilot, beckoned to some 

figure moving already toward him from the shadows, and met his companion 

just at the feet of the steps. I looked at my bottle of Heineken and 

then over toward a Japanese girl I recognized from campus. She turned 

away from my glance with what I thought might be an invitation. 

To dance or not to dance? That was the question, but others had 

already answered, and I saw no need to make a spectacle within the 

spectacle. But who or what was it, then, that led my body to yearn for 

motion? The Japanese girl, with her short black hair and one quiet 
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glance? The music, the unrecognizable lyrics and rhythms of the new age? 

Besides, whatls wrong with dancing? Hhatls wrong with working off a 

little frustration and a lot of 39-year-old male energies? 

In from the street walked two Lapwai girls through glass doors. 

They stood for a moment trying to decide where to sit and then chose a 

remote and empty row of tables directly across the floor from our table. 

Hhen the dancers cleared for the deejayls break, I saw the prettier of 

the two scanning the tables, probably looking for friends. Hhen she saw 

me looking back, I waved. It was a friendly wave, but she turned away 

and elbowed her girlfriend. They jostled each other playfully. whispered 

in each otherls ear, then gave me a knowing look. Both of them waved and 

smiled. Not on a bet, I thought to myself, would I even go near those 

two. I could see that the pretty one wore the reservation school IS 

colors (pale blue and red). She had on a pair of high-top tennis shoes, 

white socks, and black shorts beneath the glossy jacket. 

"Another round here," said Barry. llohn McCarthy nodded. So did 

everyone else, except me. "Ilm fine," I said. 

"No," John said. uYoulre drunk." Laughter. 

"I suppose SO," I said. 

About the time the waitress returned with drinks for our table, I 

heard the deejayls voice on the speakers overhead. "Letls take a few 

moments out and go back to the 50 ls for some classic rock In roll." 

"Go ahead," John said. "Get out there and boogie. 1I 

I no longer remember the litany of songs, much less the order in 

which the deejay played them--"Rock Around the Clock," "llohnny B. Goode," 

a seemingly endless assortment of bop and jitterbug tunes with an 
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stones was one). I do remember my strategy. 
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The Japanese girl consented to twist and shout (although she did 

neither) and we stayed on the floor only long enough for a slow song to 

remind me that she was still a twinkle in her father's eye when I was her 

age. She melted into my arms, but her frame felt as light as a 

butterfly. There was a moment when I knew my vulnerability might 

threaten an otherwise perfectly illicit relationship. To this day I'm 

unsure whether her only words to me came in the form of a statement or a 

question. The touch of her hands on my shoulders shook me. She looked 

up at me just as the song faded. "You married," she said. 

No one, of course, had asked either one of the Nez Perce girls to 

dance. I knew they must have noticed the Japanese girl and I, since the 

dance floor had been otherwise unoccupied during the slow song. I 

figured to rest myself, and then ask the basketball player to jitterbug. 

She might refuse, but I thought I had sufficiently proven my courtly 

manner by escorting the Japanese girl back to her friends and returning 

to the rowdies at my table. Someone had bought me another beer. I drank 

and waited. When the dance floor cleared again, I caught the pretty Nez 

Perce girl's eye, pointed to her, then to me, and then to the dance 

floor. She nodded and met me at the stairs. 

We must have had fun but the thing I recall best now was one of 

those stray thoughts that ricochet off even a drunken consciousness. 

Unlike the Japanese girl, who danced all but the slow song without 

enthusiasm, this young girl moved with style. She knew how to dance. 

She could Swim. She could Monkey. She could do the Locomotion with me. 



Best of all, she liked to jitterbug. When the lights came up between 

songs, however, I noticed how young and breathless she looked and felt 

how much older and full of breath I was. She had broad shoulders and 
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long curly hair. Her cheeks were flushed, her smile casual and innocent. 

When the deejay selected a Richie Va1ens tuned called "La Bamba," the 

idea occurred to me that I might as well be dancing with my five-year-old 

daughter, Cheyenne. 

During the winter months at our house, after dinner and dishes, when 

the kids have put on their pajamas, Tanya sometimes puts on a Linda 

Ronstadt tune or something from the Mariaches and turns up the volume. 

The five of us let go of the dayls inhibitions on the livingroom carpet 

and gyrate around the room in a free-for-all: Myrlin in his Superman 

duds, complete with red cape; Cheyenne in her flannels; Tanya in her blue 

silk and bare arms; and I in my bathrobe or blue cotton shorts and 

tee-shirt. Even Mariah, in her walker, bounces to the rhythms. Once our 

revels have ended, naturally, itls off to bed for the two oldest. Their 

day ends with their teeth brushed, their faces and hands washed, and the 

story of Hansel and Gretel still in their ears. 

When I asked the young Nez Perce girl who had taught her to dance so 

well those steps of another generation, she answered without hesitation, 

"My father.1I 

That answer took me all the way home and into my technico10r dreams. 

18 June 6:00 a.m. 

Dear Tanya, 

You are right, of course, to say that 11m taking another vacation by 
flying to Portland. I vacate one kind of work for another, in this case, 
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writing for talkee-talkee. In some ways, I look forward to seeing Kim 
Stafford, and as you know, John and Marilyn Daniel lived in Wally's 
cottage for two years. I expect to pick up some gossip there, and John 
has saved copies of two articles I want to read, one by Wally, one about 
him. The drive back with Kim to Lewiston from Portland will take us up 
the Columbia River Gorge. Kim's divorce will be final in another week. 
He'll be going on to Wyoming. His brother Bret's suicide has changed him 
in ways difficult to describe, a loss more devastating than his break 
with Beverly. I'll be having breakfast with his parents in their home in 
Lake Oswego. I'm hoping John will come along for that. Kim says the 
family plans to scatter Bret's ashes this summer up at The Sisters--those 
huge perennially snow-covered peaks in the Cascades. He sounds to me as 
if he has already fallen in love. I know from our visits over the last 
four years that his marriage to Beverly ended long ago, although it 
sounds as if she is more bitter and angry about the divorce, but he has 
been such a Puritan! 

Like these two quail bobbing up the pavement past the mailboxes this 
morning, the drab female in the lead, the male following, scurrying after 
like the husband he is, toward the sanctuary of shade beneath the 
overgrown crabapple tree where she has taken brief sanctuary, I seem to 
keep following you. Sleep, of course, is another refuge. Last night I 
must have woke to you in my dreams, but the brain is a fickle record 
keeper, and as I sit here on the cement steps in front of the apartment 
in the open air, I remember very little of it except the felt sensations 
of having slept well and deep with you in my arms. 

The quail wife has skidded off into the weed choked arroyo, and the 
husband, lost, is busy searching the shubbery for her. He enters and 
exits the bushes beneath the crabapple, running a dizzy, drunken circle 
each time he comes back onto the pavement, and then he calls to her in 
his high-pitched voice: Quah-guah-haw! Quah-Suah-haW! No answer. I 
suppose this must be another one of my cal1s,ut deeper, more like the 
sound of the distant dove on the telephone wire, than that little 
fellow's squawk. 

For breakfast, I have chosen a quart of milk purchased at the 
all-night Circle K, raisins and oatbran boiled in water, brown sugar, and 
combined them in a transparent brown glass bowl. For a table, I have the 
white wicker we inherited from Victor and Twyla when they moved to 
California three years ago. Our strawberry plants, I observe with 
pleasure, are doing nicely, despite the weeds and grass. In a few 
minutes I plan to haul two loads of laundry over to the wash room beside 
the empty pool and dump them into the machines. As usual, I'm confused 
about the proportions of soap and bleach and will have to guess or read 
the directions. Sorting the light colors from the dark, I came across a 
pair of white silk panties at the bottom of the hamper. A beautiful 
reminder of who and what I am and that other you are, so much more 
elegant and secretive. 

Well, I can't avoid it any longer. Both quail have returned to the 
shade of the crabapple. They hunt the pavement next to the curb where 
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the fallen leaves from last year's tree have collected and sat 
undisturbed by all but rain and snow and sun, with only the occasional 
weight of tires for a compacting agent. They don't stay anywhere very 
long, those two. I watch them whirr out of sight, downhill, where they 
will glide on those short, extended wings into the open pasture. 

Off I go, cheerfully, with my carton of Bold. 

Faithfully, 
Jim 

19 June Saturday 

In the upstairs attic office of my study, I open the window, pop the 

tab on a can of Coke Classic, sip, and light the first cigarette of the 

day. Inhale. Exhale. A rush of sensation floods my brain. At 8:00 

a.m., my world is still and calm. Too quiet. 

"How do you make a book that anyone will read out of lives as quiet 

as these?" laments Larry Morgan in Stegner's Crossing to Safety. "Where 

are the things that novelists seize upon and readers expect? Where is 

the high life, the conspicuous waste, the violence, the kinky sex, the 

death wish? Where are the suburban infidelities, the promiscuities, the 

convulsive divorces, the alcohol, the drugs, the lost weekends? Where 

are the hatreds, the political ambitions, the lust for power? Where are 

speed, noise, ugliness, everything that makes us who we are and makes us 

recognize ourselves in fiction?" (195) 

I wish I knew the answers. Perhaps I do know them, but reading over 

what I wrote yesterday, my descent into "alcohol" and "suburban 

infidelities" seems pretty tame, especially when I compare it with 

previous incarnations. In Angle of Repose, Lyman Ward bashes the 1960's 

and early 1970's, a passtime even more popular today than it was during 

those critical years, but Larry Morgan, whose calendar, as he passes on 
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his barefooted pad across lithe cold wooden floor ll of a Vennont cabin on a 

morning such as this, IIsays, accurately, that it is 1972, and that the 

month is August. 1I That makes Larry Morgan and Lyman Ward contemporaries. 

In the dream time of Stegner's fiction, their narratives are nearly 

concurrent, barely separated by just a little more than a year. 

The skepticism and bitterness that characterize Lyman Ward for me in 

Angle of Repose, Larry Morgan mutes and transforms. liThe people we are 

talking about,1I Larry says, lI are hangovers from a quieter time. They 

have been able to buy quiet, and distance themselves from industrial 

ugliness. They live behind university walls part of the year, and in a 

green garden the rest of it. Their intelligence and their civilized 

tradition protect them from most of the temptations, indiscretions, 

vulgarities, and passionate errors that pester and perturb most of us" 

(195). Most, but not all. 

Seemingly, these IIhangovers" from lIa quieter time ll have pursued 

avenues of escape in their ivory towers and suburban homes and gardens. 

In my own experience, the serpents in those gardens seldom warn us of 

their presence the way that rattlesnake warned me last month. If I were 

after drama, which, as Larry Morgan reminds us, IIdemands the reversal of 

expectation," I might narrate a series of events from that period in my 

past when I more nearly conformed to the stereotypes of Stegner's 

California novels: Jim Peck, Larry Rasmussen, Shelly Rasmussen, and 

Rodman Ward, the hairy, largely unkempt monsters and pony tailed buffoons 

that IIpester and perturb" Stegner's narrators. 

In August of 1972, for example, I put on a beautiful white elk-skin 

jacket that belonged to my first wife's grandfather, shouldered my pack, 
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and lit out (on foot and at night) from Burley, Idaho for Vermont and the 

Breadloaf Writers Conference. At the junction of the interstate that 

divides the road from Utah from the one to Pocatello, I grew indecisive 

and unrolled my sleeping bag beneath the stars. Several days later, 

perhaps as much as a week, I woke in the waiter's quarters of the 

Breadloaf Inn. There must have been, as I recall, a series of stops 

along the way, especially in Canada, where I roamed the streets of Ottawa 

testing my limited French vocabulary. I had just graduated from Luther 

College in Decorah, Iowa, but the only phrase J can remember now 

employing earned me a slap in the face from the hand of an elegant (and 

rich) young widow in whose Penthouse I was privileged to lodge. (Vouslez 

vous ecouche avec moi se soir?) Hairy and unkempt I certainly was, with 

hair that reached my shoulder blades but looked even more ridiculous 

braided and wrapped neatly in buckskin after a shower. I had arrived 

earlier (as planned) than most other conference visitors to get the lay 

of the land, and already the provocative good looks of Myra Ciardi, the 

Director's daughter (who later took a shine to novelist Harry Crews), had 

prompted me to take a late-morning walk across the pastoral grounds and 

hike a little path that leads up into the Green Mountains to a waterfall 

and pool like the one Larry Morgan describes in Crossing to Safety. 

Most of what happened to me during those two heady and exhilarating 

weeks at the Writer's Conference might have been predictable, but looking 

back on them, the events seem almost inevitable. I fell in love vlith a 

woman twelve years older, and the truth of the matter may be that I never 

recovered. Should I, for the sake of drama, recount the infidelity, the 

promiscuity, the convulsion of divorce, the alcohol, the drugs? Is there 
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some point where I should own up to that shipwrecked life that followed, 

the guilt that accompanied my daily trips to the post office in McCall, 

Idaho, once I returned to my marriage? Here those letters really what 

fed my soul, as I thought then? Who else was at Breadloaf that year? 

Isaac Asimov. John Frederick Nims. Donald Allen. One of my favorite 

black poets, Robert Hayden. Robert Pack, with whom I quarreled over his 

contention that the literature of the West was a boy's literature-

Shane, The Virginian, et ale •.• 

Ghosts, too, flittered about, including the patron genius of Robert 

Frost, and although I did not know it then, the ghosts of Bernard DeVoto, 

Gorham Munson, John Crowe Ransom, John Farrar, Archibald MacLeish .• 

But why go on? I had never seen so many writers and would-be writers 

gathered in one place. The only living writer that I had met, Galway 

Kinnell, disappointed me on the night of his Luther College reading by 

claiming to have written and finished a new poem the night before in a 

Holiday Inn (of all places): 

1 

Sprawled 
on our faces in the spring 
night, teeth 
biting down on hen feathers, bits of the hen 
still stuck in the crevices--if only 
we could let go 
like her, throw ourselves 
on the mercy of darkness, like the hen, 

tuck our head 
under a wing, hold ourselves still 
a few moments, as she 
falls out into her little trance in the witchgrass, 
or turn over 
and be stroked with a finger 



down the throat feathers, 
down the throat knuckles, 
down over the hum 
of the wishbone tuning its high D in thin blood, 
down over 
the breastbone risen up 
out of breast flesh, until the fatted thing 
woozes off, head 
thrown back 
on the chopping block, longing only 
to die. 

2 

Nhen the ax 
scented breeze flourishes 
about her, her cheeks crush in, 
her comb 
grays, the gizzard 
that turns the thousand acidic millstones of her fate 
convulses: ready or not 
the next egg, bobbling 
its globe of golden earth, 
skids forth, ridding her even 
of the life to come. 

Now I knew, and one look at Galway's tweedy but seedy appearance 

confirmed, that no real poem could ever be written in a Holiday Inn. 
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This guy was a fake, perhaps even a flake, full of arrogance. His 

clean-shaven face and strong chin commanded a certain respect, as did his 

deep and abiding voice, but the affect was lost as soon as he ran his 

fingers through his shaggy straight hair gleaming with Bri11creame. And 

good Christ! What was so all-important about the death of some stinking 

chicken? All that blood and guts and all those sticky feathers mixed 

with those other smells, and the god damn bird flying across the yard 

without its head, spraying blood and more feathers wherever she ran until 

she wobbled and dropped and fluttered her last flap. Hadn't this jerk 

ever had to slaughter a chicken? Where did he get these ideas about 
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stroking the hen with his fingers to put her to sleep? Everyone knows 

the routine--or should. You pen up a dozen chickens, lug a chopping 

block from the woodpile to the gate, drop it, sharpen the hatchet, lay it 

on the block, enter the pen, catch a chicken and pick it up by the feet, 

get out of the pen (a tricky business), latch the gate, grab the hen's 

head, and swing her body in a vicious circle to break her neck. And then 

go back for another one. Put a sleeping chicken on the block and chop, 

you get what you deserve: a headless maniac. And who's longing to die? 

No hen I ever met went willingly to her decapitation. Who was this guy 

trying to kid? "Henflower," my ass. 

Surprisingly, not less than two months later, I picked up a copy of 

Harper's at the Student Union, and saw (to my utter chagrin) the whole 

poem set in type for all the world to read. Who did this guy Kinnell 

think he was, Dylan Thomas? All those women, including my wife, 

fluttering around him after the reading with no more understanding than 

hens in a chicken coop. I, on the other hand, had seen the 

cock-of-the-walk crowing on his own dung hill for what he really was and 

should probably have told him so. Instead of listening to them ask him a 

lot of goofy questions, I should have informed him about how to choose 

the proper subject for a poem. How did he manage to get this clap-trap 

past an editor, anyway? 

That was when I decided to find out for myself. I put the magazine 

back on the rack and headed for the English Department bulletin board and 

another look at the poster. Some place in Vermont wanted to attract 

young writers. Wasn't I a writer? Hadn't I edited the special literary 

edition of Chips, the college newspaper? True: I had never enrolled in 
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a creative writing course, but then, I reasoned, who had taught Milton or 

Shakespeare or Chaucer? Maybe scholarships were available? Or maybe I 

could save enough working construction for my father-in-law that summer 

to pay the tuition? 

Doubtfully, I typed up a set of six poems and sent them off in a fat 

envelope and checked the whole episode off as an experimental lark. As 

promised, the reply came back promptly: a qualified acceptance. The 

conference would waive all fees in exchange for my labor as a waiter. 

Fair enough. No matter that Linda and I would be in Idaho by August or 

that neither one of us had yet found a job. (I wanted none. Linda and 

her teaching certificate could take care of that.) 

For me, that landlocked cruise at Breadloaf was a beginning of 

sorts, a place where my literary pretensions swelled in secret on an 

emotional storm: mania and insomnia, fear and trembling, and illicit 

love. This morning, I am almost afraid to open what's left of that file. 

Most of the letters on both sides are (theoretically) sealed safe in a 

box in the Special Collections library at the University of Arizona, 

rescued from the wrath of a second wife who came across them by accident 

and threatened to make a bonfire of all my vanities. But I have kept a 

copy of this one, saved from oblivion by some truthful but dishonest 

impulse to preserve--what? The expense of spirit in a waste of shame? 

Is that what it was? Lust in action? Savage? Extreme? Cruel? Rude? 

Not to trust? 

It doesn't seem so now. In fact, the letter seems miraculously 

prophetic, full of trust and kindness, informative, intelligent, alive 

and alert in its sensitivity to the predicament in which a younger writer 
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struggled to make sense of his world. Nor do I regret what I once 

considered to be my betrayal, the refusal to kiss and tell, the secret of 

my inner self dazzled by a bliss in proof. If, as Lyman Ward contends, 

the past is the only direction we can learn from, then perhaps I was 

right to withhold my knowledge from Linda. Her own infidelities, of 

which I know a little, may have taught her the same valuable lessons 

about chastity and marriage that I have had to learn. Although it 

exceeds the common standards by most definitions of the term, r 

nevertheless hope the passages below qualify as fair~. For me they 

have become touchstones to live by and mark one path my life still 

travels, and the woman who wrote them I still count as a friend and 

teacher. In her wisdom, I have attempted to grow. 

25 October 1972 

Dear Jim, 

Writers of the West. A lot more than you think, but many of them from 
the last 20 years and so have not crept into school curriculums yet. 
Many many poets. A number of novelists. One of the best poets of the 
West along with Snyder is William Stafford who lives in Oregon. And have 
you read any of Edward Abbey's novels? Or Wallace Stegner? And of 
course you know that I am more of a California poet than a New 
Yorker--tho the landscape of many of my poems is coastal, whether east or 
west, because I love the beach, the water so much. I have also a 
partiality for the desert, and love poets like Richard Shelton who have 
tried to embrace it. 

Many writers in the Northwest where you are seem to suffer from the 
notion that in order to be a poet or novelist in America means to be from 
the East, but I can assure you that is a false notion. And while a lot 
of the publishing going on in New York City caters to the decadent aspect 
of the East (we do have our wholesome aspect too you know), strong 
writers crop up everywhere. When I was in Oregon and Washington a few 
years ago on the poetry circuit, I felt very envious actually of an 
esprit de corps I sensed among Northwest poets. But many of them even in 
the powerful insularity of each other felt the paranoia of the notion 
that you have to be an "easterner" to make it. New York IS NOT 
synonymous with American literature, as you say, but rather the location 
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(as Paris was the location in the '20s) for American artists to gather if 
they are serious about their art. Or at least this was true in the '50s 
and '60s. But I think even that is over right now. 

American Indians. Are they really our heritage? I mean is there more 
American Indian background in me than Polish, say, or German? Yes, the 
Indian culture is fascinating, and all fascinating things can be used by 
poets. I quarrel with Snyder and all his anthropologically oriented 
cronies who would attribute any Indian in our background. Tho I think, 
as I said, it fair for a poet to use anything which turns him on. I'm 
asking Rothenberg to send you a copy of the new ALCHERINGA, a so-called 
journal of ethnopoetics, which might turn you on. Rothenberg has done an 
anthology of American Indian poetry called SHAKING THE PUMPKIN, also, 
which I will try to get and send on to you. Rothenberg has taught all of 
us to be interested in our relationship to the poetry of all primitives 
and early cultures. Gary Snyder is an interesting phenomena because he 
embraces the American Indian through the Japanese culture which is his 
great love. He lived in Japan, studied to be a Buddhist monk, practices 
Buddhism now and is married to a Japanese woman (they live in the 
Sierras). In a sense Snyder is a real ex-patriat rather than a super 
American writer; but that is because he found his own culture and Western 
civilization so dead that he had to look elsewhere. It is ironic to me 
that he is thought of as a super or supra American, tho of course he is; 
because part of the essence of this culture has been its eccleticism and 
the resultant need in its natives to look outside for resources. 

You know, Jim, you are potentially a very fine literary critic. You read 
well and perceptively and really are able to understand essentials in 
your writing and reading. I was fascinated by your comments on Snyder 
because, amazingly, you did not really know anything about him and 
consequently weren't saying things you'd been told to expect. 

And I'd love to see you write a short essay on the subject of "The West" 
as coniferous as opposed to the "Midwest" which is desiduous. We need an 
essay like that right now. Maybe Snyder has already written one, for all 
I know. But his would be much more scholarly; yours intuitive. 

You will be interested to know that I've decided to part whatever company 
I have left with The Astronomer. What I mainly liked about him was that 
he was an astronomer. And I am sure now that he is a crass kind of 
social climber who wanted to use me as some sort of decoration in his 
life; who freaked out when he found that I was serious about him; and 
who, even if these other problems in our concepts of each other didn't 
exist, is trained in such a way as to preclude subtlety and constantly 
rankles me with the way he talks and expresses himself. It took two 
petty incidents from this weekend, which I spent in Cambridge with him, 
to cause me to feel so adamantly negative about him. But the fact is 
that I do feel that way, and don't see any need to prolong the illusion 
of the relationship. I am trying to decide whether or not to write him a 
definitive letter on this subject or just to let things pale by 
themselves. I think that he and I are angry enough at each other right 
now not to require any formal letters. But you know my desire for the 
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formal written word. I have learned to be more patient however, and 
seldom write in the heat of passion any more, saving my passion until it 
is cooler and does not scorch the page so much. I am a little troubled 
by the tendency to avoid even violent words in myself. I don1t think 
it1s natural and wonder what1s causing it. Middle age? Laziness? Lack 
of discipline? Too much discipline? Academicism? 

Well, let me try to conclude with a poem. Off the cuff. 

when I am 55 
and you 43 

A Broken Season 

and we both find ourselves slightly 
nostalgic 
when passion has not deserted us 
but gone underground 
1 ike ants, 
leaving little hills of fine dirt 
above the entrance holes 
as a reminder of the past work, 
maybe we 
will meet 
in some bar 
perhaps 
in Hyoming 
smiling at each other, 
maybe touching once, 

out of some required discretion, 
and you will inquire about 
my husband 
and I, about your beautiful wife, 
and we will mumble assurances 
of their health 
and pleasure, 
knowing such things are important 
irrelevances 
and like the ants 
we will continue carrying our mouthfuls 
of fi ne earth, 
words about the mountains and poetry and loyalty 
and the craft 
of building 

when, 
20 years from now, 
we live 
just as we do now, 
separately, 
even our letters coming only in a broken season, 
times between lovers or jobs or invention, 



we might indulge once 
in a statement like 
"love only happens once 
and it never works out," 
and then 

smile at our own sentimentality. 
The ants travel in long strings, like your daughters' 
hair ribbons, carry 
loads of sweet cake or the bodies of 
maggots down into their tunnels. 
They build and act, 
zig-zag around obstacles in their paths, 

Children watch them in school. 
We trod them underfoot. 
Small mammals eat them. 
I cannot imagine a future 
any different 
from the past. 

19 June Saturday 1988 

Dear Diane, 

yrs, 
D 
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I had to laugh when I reread Part 12 of your Collected Greed tonight, 
your long, open-ended "preachy, didactic poem,n"which employs "personal 
and trivial details, names of people, and even gossipy hearsay.1I I had 
to laugh because The Blue Moon Cowboy deserves and inspires my ridicule, 
as well as yours, but he also begets a certain amount of respect, for 
which I thank you, for which he thanks you, as he should have thanked you 
long ago, and unless my reading of the section proves to be idiotic, you 
seem to have thanked him for falling in love with you, despite the fact 
you are, after all, the moon. And of course you are right to have the 
Blue Moon Cowboy confess that his lifestyle is really unsuited lito women 
and marriage and all that. 1I (If only his model had realized as much at 
the time!) When you sent me The Collected Greed in 1984, I was just in 
the middle of moving to Idaho with my wife, Tanya, and our first 
daughter, Cheyenne. Your sense of devotion and thoughtfulness in making 
me the gift ought to have been acknowledged, but I doubt that it was. 

Tonight, when I read your Preface to the volume, I mused over your 
reference to John Martin's early letter inviting you to submit work of 
yours that "might be too controversial for other publishers. 1I IIJohn's 
letter, you say, "was like a royal permission for me to do something 
taboo. II I know the feeling, for my whole relationship to you and to my 
writing life has been founded on such permission, including the fear of 
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pursuing what I really have wanted to do by becoming a writer, a fear I 
still honor, for unlike the Blue Moon Cowboy, the poet in your poem who 
believes in trying, who enters "everything,1I liThe Yale Younger Poets," 
"Guggenheims,1I I realize how little I have dared and how much you have 
accomplished in your daring. Each time, for example, I have thought 
about sending out a book manuscript of poems, the thought alone has been 
enough to deter me, especially on those occasions when I have seen your 
name among the judges--or the names of so many other poets to whom you 
introduced me and who have since become personal friends. To presume on 
such acquaintanceship, as you know so very well, would be to deny the 
responsibility I feel toward you as my friend and former lover as well as 
the responsibility that I feel toward my own work. How fortunate, then, 
you must have felt in winning this year's William Carlos Williams Prize, 
the earned respect that comes with maturity and work, long, dry, dull 
hours of work. Formal recognition, however much we might concur with The 
Moon on the subject of awards and mediocrity, confirms the fact that we 
do have permission to speak, but more importantly to my way of thinking, 
that someone has listened, and not only listened but heard and perhaps 
even understood. 

"I know you are my perfect listener," The Blue Moon Cowboy tells Diane 
after the "End of Masque." Is that why he loves her? Is unrequited love 
so necessary to The Blue Moon Cowboy? In the novel I am writing about 
(and to which you introduced me a year after its publication), Frank 
Sargent, a young maverick/warrior, falls in love with his best friend's 
wife, and she falls in love with him. The character of Frank Sargent 
interests me because he surely knows (in the same way that I suppose I 
must have known about you) that his moon, Susan Burling Ward, can never 
fully requite his love. "I am dedicated to The Moon,1I The Blue Moon 
Cowboy tells the Devil in your poem, "I am called The Blue Moon Cowboy 
because I love her so much and know that she can never love me in 
return." As for Susan, she is not only older and more mature than her 
lover, but also a wife and mother, not to mention an artist already at 
least modestly established in her career, a woman bound, as all women in 
history surely have been bound, by the traditional conventions and forms 
of her society (against which she has long since rebelled by following 
her engineer husband Nest into that New Country that you write about in 
The Collected Greed, a book I read as an attempt to find your own Angle 
of Repose). (UWhat incredible prejudices people read into poems to 
create their misinterpretations ,II says Diane after she has listened to 
George Hashington introduce The Blue Moon Cowboy, lIa blonde man entirely 
dressed in baby blue studded with rhinestones." "Commercial cowboys?" 
says Diane, "ls that what people thought I meant?") As Marten Lasden 
summarizes it recently in Stanford Magazine, the relationship between 
Frank Sargent and Susan Burling ends when her unattended, five-year-old 
daughter" drowns "in a nearby canal." Four days later, Frank puts lithe 
muzzle of a .30-30 saddle gun in his mouth" and pulls the trigger. Blue 
Moon Cowboy indeed. 

Many of the old questions I have been wrestling with issue forth in The 
Collected Greed in much the same way--although in different forms--a--s-
they do in Angle of Repose. There is, for example, the question of 
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polygamy, which begins your poem, the dilemma of a married woman, 
isolated by her own sexuality and the geographical distance between 
herself and her husband, a woman confronted by temptation but conscious 
of her own attri bu-tes as a temptress. The woman speaks: 

This is 
an invitation 
for you to touch 
me, my body 
the tiger lily 
growing in the powdered coffee dirt 

the copperhead 
winds around a man's limbs 
when he is little; 
he says he remembers it 
tightening against his leg 
as a rubber band. 

The narrative line lies subversively hidden in the lyrical imagery which 
divides the sexes, the classical images of garden, flower and snake~ 
tiger lily and copperhead. In reading them, I personalize these lines 
into my own complicated mythology of The Self. I remember "an 
invitation" such as "This" one late night in August of 1972 in the Green 
Mountains of Vermont, an invitation I extended to lithe tiger lily" with 
the flower of my own youth. I say I remember, but I subvert the memory, 
for the poem itself demands my attention if I am to benefit from what it 
has to teach me. I must become both "writer" and "reader," "subject" and 
"object," for I am entering A New Country where local knowledge is 
advised but often unavailable. I notice that the typographical position 
of the stanzas reinforces the division of the sexes into female and male, 
and I follow them until I come to these lines: 

Not until later did he find two women 
who needed him, one for the mind, 
one for the body, 
not able to choose the two sources having 
been diverted, 
the choice not being possible, 

an old prison, 
the copperhead wound around his leg 
rupturing the veins. 

The dilemma is an old one, and perhaps I am not altogether wrong in 
personalizingit, as I can't seem to help doing, the "present" and the 
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IIpastll being what they are, two places, 1I 0ne for the mind,lI 1I 0ne for the 
body,lI but lithe choicell between the two IInot being possible,.. lithe two 
sources having been diverted ll into one, lIan old prison,lI where the mind 
and body must live together. Just here on the page in the book, the 
position of the type shifts left: 

I never encountered . 
this problem, 
my life having 
been full of deprivations. 
Choice was a watch never presented to me at graduation. 

Loss was a light turned on at night, 
something I "las used to 
and used to 
read and write by; 

a young husband with curls flowing out of his head 
like peas from the barrel, 
a man riding with rings on his fingers, 
bells in his ears, 
presenting all the love, 
enough to tumble around me as books would if 
you were to tip over all the shelves at the library; 
a richness, 

again no choice but this time 
a bounty, 
beauty flooding my life, 
no compunctions about the high price, 

but then the ocean came 
between us, 
4,000 miles of Atlantic salt 
and the bounty was not over, 
the rains 
perhaps of tears 
had been heavy this year 
swollen the lands \'lith food, meat plenty, 
biscuits crumblingly white under the butter; 

forgive me, my greed never before present, 
never provoked, arrived 
like a cloud of mosquitoes on a muggy day. 

In this section of the poem, the narrative line emerges for me more 
clearly, the story of a young girl deprived of IIChoice ll living by the 
light of her mind and emerging into womanhood, engaging herself to lIa 
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young husband with curls flowing out of his head" who presents her with 
"all the love," "a richness," "a bounty" so abundant that "beauty" floods 
her life. She has, however, made no accounting "about the high price" 
she must pay for such a life, and even when "4,000 miles of Atlantic 
salt" separate the lovers, "the bounty" still provides for her material 
needs. 

In the story of Rapunzel, with which my two-year-old son, Myrlin, 
currently has a love affair, a man does a foolish thing. The married 
couple live next to a witch, and in her garden the wife sees the exotic 
and verdant plant growing that titles the tale. The temptation is too 
much. "I will simply die if I cannot have such food," she tells her 
husband. He waits until nightfall and then climbs up and over the wall 
into the garden where he steals enough of the plant to make a salad. 
Having eaten such food, the wife's greed overcomes her, and the man makes 
a second nocturnal quest on her behalf. This time, when he lowers 
himself to the ground, the witch is there to arrest him for his crime. 
"Just this once," he pleads, "let mercy take the place of justice. I 
only came to steal out of necessity. My wife must eat this food or die." 
The witch agrees to provide all that the man's wife can eat, but on one 
condition, that they give up to her their first-born child for which she 
promises to care as a mother. The man, who has no child, agrees to the 
condition, perhaps because, as you once put it in a poem, he is "unable 
to imagine a future/ any different/ from the past." The result? Well, 
you know the tale. When the couple prove fertile rather than barren, the 
witch comes to take the baby girl away. 

Locked in that "old prison" of mind/house/body that the witch provides, 
isolated in the wilderness, Rapunzel lives with her deprivation, but she 
learns to sing. When the sound of her beautiful voice attracts the 
questing Prince, who mounts the tower on the braids of her hair after 
observing the witch's comings and goings by the same means (for the tower 
has no stairs or doors), Rapunze1 grows frightened and afraid. The 
courtly manners of the Prince nevertheless calm her, and together they 
plan her escape. "He will love me better than the old witch loves me," 
Rapunzel reasons. And so she collects and weaves his gifts of silk into 
a rope. But then one day, after she has pulled the witch up into her 
tower, Rapunze1 asks her a very stupid question. "Why is it," she says, 
"that it takes me so long to help you up when the young Prince is with me 
in an instant?" That slip of the tongue costs her, for the witch grabs 
the abhorred shears and--snip-snap-SNIP--cuts off her hair, banishes her 
to the desert, and returns to the forest to deal with the intruder, who, 
rather than be blinded by the witch, leaps from the tower into the thorns 
that blind him. After years of blindness in the forest, searching for 
Rapunzel, the story ends happily when the distant sound of her singing 
calls him through the desert, and her tears of joy and chastity fall upon 
his eyes. 

No, I said, 



to all his demands, 
my heart parachuting from every plane he asked me to take 

he would put the salt in my food again 
all the salt in the Atlantic 
I would grow thin and pale and the moon 
would shock my mouth with its size again 
then he would go away again 
I said 
or dam up my circuits again 
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Greed wrapped its copperhead around my leg 
trying to make me 
unwrap the cellophane from my heart, 
rattle the paper noisily 
and break the candy in parts, 
hand it around to all the little boys, 
fly to London and be my husband's wife, 
his curls tumbling over me 
as sand in a broken hourglass 
until I choked 
my ears filled with it. 

The tears of chastity can never fall upon the eyes of a Prince who 
abandons the quest in his blindness, a man unwilling to endure his own 
deprivations for the sake of love and its awesome and sometimes terrible 
responsibilities and consequences. The Prince will "go away again" (and 
again), as sometimes, perhaps, he must. He wilr-aTso, if you allow him 
to cook, "put the salt" in your food. You will "grow thin and pale" if 
you permit him to dominate your life with "arihis demands." Likewise, 
your demands can also destroy him, as in the case of the husband in 
"Rapunzel," who vanishes from the story along with his wife just at the 
time when their daughter needs them the most. Do you know these lines 
from Wendell Berry's essay "Poetry and Marriage: The Use of Old Fonns"? 
I realize I am using one writer's work to explain another's, especially 
in the case of your book The Collected Greed and Stegner's novel, Angli 
of Repose, but also in the case of your poem, "Of Polygamy" and the ta e 
of "Rapunzel. II 

I realize, too, that by now you must be a little tired of my own preachy 
and didactic tone, of my own attempts to "utilize the kind of sensitivity 
to 'trivia'--the everyday sense of things--" that you attempted to employ 
when you were "being exposed to the New York school of poets" through 
your connection with St. Mark's Poetry Project back in the 1960 ' s. I 
realize, too, to transfonn a phrase I discovered in Ruth Underhill's 
Papago Woman, that my letter, like my dissertation on Angle of Repose, is 
far, far too long because I know so little. 

I wish you were the "perfect listener" The Blue Moon Cowboy apparently 
requires. r-fiOpe to return to the subject of him later, but for now, 
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take a break if you need one. Fix yourself a salad or take a walk with 
Robert. If you do, I hope you will return to this page, as I have found 
mYself doing, not because I have anything to teach you, but because I 
have chosen you with whom to share a part of my own blind quest. As you 
know, my wife, Tanya, and our three children are off in Santa Fe, and I 
am mostly alone here with only temptation to distract me. I can hear the 
roar of the crowd at the stadium through my open window, cheering the 
local Warriors on to victory in the final game of this year's NAIA World 
Series. In a moment, I am going downstairs to the basement to fix myself 
something to eat and hunt for a book of matches. Recently, as the 
Director of Confluence Press, I purchased a refrigerator for the use of 
our staff and placed it in our production room. There it waits, filled 
mostly with soft drinks, but I have also stored it with a brown paper 
sack full of fresh spinach, red leaf lettuce, Knots Berry Farm dressing, 
canned olives, and canned shrimp. The olives are black, like the eyes of 
my first-born daughter, the tiny shrimps as pink as her baby sister. The 
hallways, too, are dark. I seldom use the elevator, preferring to feel 
my way down the stairs in the glow of the Exit signs at the top of each 
stairwell rather than flash on the lights.--when I come back, I shall 
have much to tell. You may want to take a day's vacation. 

i i 

liThe meaning of marriage begins in the giving of words. We cannot join 
ourselves to one another without giving our word. And this must be an 
unconditional giving, for in joining ourselves to one another we join 
ourselves to the unknown. We can join one another only by joining the 
unknown. We must not be misled by the procedures of experimental 
thought: in'life, in the world, we are never given two known results to 
choose between, but only one result that we choose without knowing what 
it is. 

"Marriage rests upon the immutable givens that compose it: words, 
bodies, characters, histories, places. Some wishes cannot succeed; some 
victories cannot be won; some loneliness is incorrigible. But there is 
relief and freedom in knowing what is real; these givens come to us out 
of the perennial reality of the world, like the terrain we live on. One 
does not care for this ground to make it a different place, or to make it 
perfect, but to make it inhabitable and to make it better. To flee from 
its realities is only to arrive at them unprepared. 

"Because the condition of marriage is wordly and its meaning 
communal, no one party to it can be solely in charge. What you alone 
think it ought to be, it is not gOing to be. Where you alone want it to 
go, it is not going to go. It is going where the two of you--marriage, 
time, life, history, and the world--will take it. You do not know the 
road; you have committed your life to a way. 

"In marriage as in poetry, the given word implies the acceptance of 
a form that is never entirely of one's own making. When understood 
seriously enough, a form is a way of accepting and of living within the 
limits of creaturely life. We live only one life, and die only one 
death. A marriage cannot include everybody, because the reach of 



responsibility is short. A poem cannot be about everything, for the 
reach of attention and insight is short. 
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"There are two aspects to these forms. The first is the way of 
making or acting or doing, which is to some extent technical. That is to 
say that definitions--setting of limits--are involved. The names of 
poetry and marriage are given only to certain things, not to anything or 
to everything. Poetry is made of words; it is expected to keep a certain 
fidelity to everyday speech and a certain fidelity to music; if it is 
unspeakable or unmusical, it is not poetry. Marriage is the mutual 
promise of a man and a woman to live together, to love and help each 
other, in mutual fidelity, until death. It is understood that these 
definitions cannot altered to suit convenience of circumstance, any more 
than we can call a rabbit a squirrel because we preferred to see a 
squirrel. Poetry of the traditionally formed sort, for instance, does 
not propose that its difficulties should be solved by skipping or forcing 
a rhyme or by mutilating syntax or by writing prose. Marriage does not 
invite one to solve one1s quarrel with one1s wife by marrying a more 
compliant woman. Certain limits, in short, are prescribed--imposed 
before the beginning. 

liThe second aspect of these forms is an opening, a generosity, 
toward possibility. The forms acknowledge that good is possible; they 
hope for it, await it, and prepare its welcome--though they dare not 
reguire it. These two aspects are inseparable. To forsake the way is to 
forsake the possibility. To give up the form is to abandon the hope. 

"A certain awesome futurity, then, is the inescapable condition of 
word-giving--as it is, in fact, of all speech--for we speak into no 
future that we know, much less into one that we desire, but into one that 
is unknown. But that it is unknown requires us to be generous toward it, 
and requires our generosity to be full and unconditional. The unknown is 
the mercy and it may be the redemption of the known. The given word may 
come to appear to be wrong, or wrongly given. But the unknown still lies 
ahead of it, and so who is finally to say? If time has apparently proved 
it wrong, more time may prove it right. As growth has called it into 
question, further growth may reaffirm it. 

"These forms are artificial; if they exist they have to be made. 
Sexual love is natural, but marriage is not. The impulse to sing is 
natural, but language and the forms of song are not •••• " 

--t~endell Berry, 1982 

As I read it, the woman1s loneliness in your poem, "Of Polygamy," is 
incorrigible, a battle she can never win without help from some other, a 
fact she acknowledges but nevertheless resists and flees. The giving of 
her word in marriage has been an unconditional giving. She has accepted 
the form of marriage without knowing its results, but the form, as 
Wendell points out, "is never entirely of one1s own making," since, like 
all forms, to "exist" it must "be made," and to be made, it must exclude 
the possibility of solving her quarrel with her husband by marrying a 
more compliant man. 
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For too long now, I have confused sexual love, which is natural, with 
marriage, which is an artificial form--lIthe mutual promise of a man and a 
woman to 1iye together, to love and help each other, in mutual fidelity, 
until death. II Li ke the woman in your poem, I have broken with the form 
when faced with that IIcertain awesome futurityll that Wendell reminds us 
lIis the inescapable condition of word-giving,1I especially at those times 
when I have wanted to be IIsolely in charge,1I when I have demanded that 
marriage be what I, alone, thought it lIought to bell and that it go where 
I, alone, thought it ought to go. 

IIForgive me,1I the woman in your poem says, and I imagine, perhaps 
mistakenly, that she is addressing her husband or perhaps her lover, when 
she is really addressing herself (as all writers must). The woman's 
IIgreed, never before present,/ never provoked,1I has somehow arrived like 
Columbus on the shores of the New World. And reading the poem, I am that 
woman (a terrible thing to have to admit for a macho guy like The Blue 
Cowboy!) : 

Greed blending in with the grass, 
as I walk barefooted 
holding the large hand of a man in the rain, 
this time many hands reaching out to touch me, 
distracting me from careful walking 
the copperhead lurking there to wind around my leg, 
as it did around the leg of the greedy man 
when he was a child, 
the man with two wives 
and too much of everything. 

It was cold in March 
and April; cold enough to keep me coiled 
tightly under the mulch. 

My eyes, 
two tiger lilies, 
burned and tried to keep me alive, 
watching you 
as you said you wanted to be a bachelor; 
and I suppose 
even the most beautiful snake 
rippling its copperhead patterns under the 
soft covering of leaves 
could not be a temptation to love 
to put your arms around; was that I, 
shivering in March, in April, 
with you, 
refusing to give me the sun, stealing 
it out of my plate each night 
as I arose to eat it. 



And now the sun has slipped into me 
exploding my body, as the ripples of a rock 
thrown into a pool, or a volcano erupting under the ocean. 
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I notice how the serpent imagery shifts suddenly yet almost unnoticed 
here, for the woman has taken on the form of the snake IIcoiled/ tightly 
under the mulch,/II become, like a reptile, vulnerable to the weather, 
lithe cold in March/ and April.1I Though she compares her eyes to IItwo 
tiger lilies,1I they nevertheless burn dimly, and the implicit comparison 
becomes explicit only when recognize that the IImost beautiful snake/ 
rippling its copperhead patterns under the/ soft covering of leaves ll 
refers to the female of the species, not the male, who refuses "a 
temptation to love,1I to entwine his own serpentine body with hers and 
share such warmth as the IIsun" will eventually provide the femal e by 
lIexploding" her body. Instead, the male steals the sun-food out of the 
female's IIplate each nightll as she arises "to eat it." The concluding 
stanzas also suggest that my reading may be accurate, especially the 
first line, which invites us to compare an abstraction like greed with 
the serpentine tongue of a snake: 

Greed inches out of my mouth. 
It is an invitation 
for you 
to touch 
me, my body, 

the tiger lilies have opened so wide 
scattering their orange and freckled lips 
around my ankles. 
March and April I remember, 
March and April shivering. 

The greedy copperhead 
wraps around my body, 
strangling me 
with the fear that I 
will never get warm 
enough. 
Now I cannot ignore 
the man with two wives 
his problem, 
or dismiss it, 
oh bad child of nature that I am, 
not knowing how to handle a local snake 
the common copperhead 
which wraps around my leg 
and I 
not a needy child any longer. 
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No reader here, I think, will fail to understand that the woman's anger 
is self-directed, just as her anger and refusals--"No, I said,/ to all 
his demands"--is directed at her husband in the earlier stanzas, those 
closer to the technical center of the poem. For me the poem's value 
lies, at least partly, in its rejection of polygamy as an acceptable form 
of marriage, the reassertion of the modern idea of monogamy as the proper 
form best suited to accommodate our transition from adolescence into 
adulthood, from savages into civilized people. The poem embraces what 
Wendell calls "the limits of creaturely life," the idea that a marriage 
"cannot include everybody" (or even very many people) "because the reach 
of responsibility is short" in the same way that "A poem cannot be about 
everything, for the reach of attention and insight is short." The poem 
is not about everything. It concerns itself with an idea. The woman's 
"given word" has come to appear to her "to be wrong, or wrongly given," 
but, as Wendell puts it, "the unknown still lies ahead" of her, and so 
"who is finally to say? If time has apparently proved it wrong, more 
time may yet prove it right." As her spiritual growth "has called it 
into question, further growth may reaffirm it." Although she can no 
longer "ignore/ the man with two wives/ his problem," his dilemma, a wife 
"for the mind,/ one for the body," she can, if she chooses, learn "how to 
handle a local snake/ the common copperhead," which is at once an emblem 
of her own sexuality and the symbol of her acquired understanding. The 
choice is hers to make, for such choice, denied her before, is now 
possible provided that she recommits herself to the form of marriage. 
"There is relief in freedom," Wendell writes, "in knowing what is real." 
Recognizing that she is a "child of nature" (a woman, not a snake) frees 
her to become an adult. 

After such knowledge, what forgiveness? The poem does not say. Nor do I 
think that the only possibility left open to her limits her exclusively 
to reconciliation with her husband. Some men, Arthur Dimmsdale is one, 
Roger Chillingworth is another, refuse to acknowledge and accept the 
responsibilities that come with marriage and sexuality. In order to 
nurture and care for women (and men) unreasonably bound to scoundrels and 
brutes, we have created the artificial forms of divorce, a way to free 
ourselves from the tyranny of savages (and snakes) and the voluntary 
imposition of artificial forms upon our lives. The impulse to sing, says 
Wendell, is natural, but language and the forms of song are not. 

By imposing form on her impulse to sing, Rapunzel escapes her unnatural 
marriage to the witch. She achieves a dissolution that results in 
harmony. I wish I knew something of music, at least enough to rescue me 
from this wayward prose, but music was never a part of my parentis 
household, except for the radio on which I heard only popular tunes. But 
you do know something about music, quite a lot, judging from the many 
references to composers and their work that appear in your poems and 
essays. I wish I could say that I have forgiven myself for betraying the 
two women to whom I was married before I met Tanya, but I did fall in 
love with you, Diane, and I kept that secret to myself as well as I 
could, and I see now that I would never deny it, would never want to go 
back and relive my life withQut you even if the choice were possible, as 
such choices never are. In you I discovered two women, "one for the 
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mind,/ one for the body,1I and I needed them both without understanding 
why. I could no more have lived without your letters than without 
sunlight or the food it provides, and so I left my wife, deserted her in 
McCall, and boarded a bus for Arizona without looking back, and when, 
months later, I returned (drunk and full of violent self-loathing), I 
already knew the price I would have to pay might mean death. I borrowed 
a shotgun from my brother, Layne, in Boise, a single-shot .20 gauge and 
brought it home with me that winter, the snow already as high as the 
windows. III wanted to fall in love with you again,1I my wife told me, but 
I could not even sleep in the same bed with her, knowing that she had 
been unfaithful to her vows in my absence without needing to be told, 
knowing that I had encouraged her betrayal with my absence and my 
refusals to return when I was most needed. My silence and self-hatred 
forced her to leave the house one night to stay with a friend, to give 
back the ring, to exclude the slight hope of reconciliation either one of 
us might have nurtured. I still see the tears of frustration and pain 
beginning to well in her eyes, the anguish of her defeat, the horror of 
the recognition that twisted her beautiful face, her innocence shattering 
like a window blasted outward from the blow of a shotgun, scattering the 
fragments of sharp glass everywhere. IIGoddamn YOU,ll she said, IIGoddamn 
you, Jim. Why can't you learn to love yourself? Why can't you forgive 
me for whatever it is that you think I have done? Why can't things be 
like they used to be when we were friends?1I 

And we were friends. One night before she left, I went out into the 
falling snow to buy a pack of cigarettes. I parked the pickup truck in 
front of the nearest bar, opened the door, and walked toward two men 
standing outside. I had on a pair of knee-high Mukluks, good for deep 
snow but slick on the ice. For a coat, I wore an Air Force parka, heavy 
with insulation, the hood ringed with wolf's fur. I remember the sight 
of the snow falling on the men. One of them said something I found 
offensive as I tried to move past into the bar, and I responded with an 
insult. The other grabbed me and turned me around. IIWhat did you say?1I 
He stood a little taller than I am. 

lIyou heard me,1I I said. 

I felt the hands from the shadow facing me shove me in the chest, forcing 
me backwards. When I turned to leave after briefly recovering my 
balance, the hands grabbed me by my coat and spun me around again. I 
used my centrifugal force to land the first blow and knocked one man to 
the ground. I never did see the blow from the second man coming, but I 
felt the smack of his knuckles cut the skin above my right eye as I tried 
to regain my balance on the icy walk and lost my feet. Before I could 
get up they were both gone. 

I went into the bar, bought the cigarettes, accepted the book of matches 
that came with them, walked back to the truck, careful to avoid another 
fallon the ice, and drove home as quickly but as safely as I could. I 
could feel the eye beginning to swell and the tiny trickles of blood I 
inadvertently wiped away with my hand upward into my hair. To Linda, I 
must have looked like a spectre coming through the door of our house. 
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"Oh, Jim," she said, "whatls happened to you? Did you wreck the truck?" 

"NO," I said, "just a scuffle outside the bar." 

"Youlre hurt," she said, and ran to the bathroom. I could hear the sink 
faucet click on and let loose a rush of water as I unzipped the parka. I 
headed for the study where I intended to sit down and write. Just as I 
sat down, Linda entered with a wet wash cloth in hand. "What happened?" 
The cloth felt soft and warm on my skin as she gently wiped away the 
dried blood. "Itls just a cut, nothing to worry about." 

"Hold this here," she said, pressing the cloth against my brow. I held 
it while she went after the little brown bottle of Iodine we kept in the 
bathroom cabinet and returned with it and a butterfly bandaid. The 
Iodine stung a little, but the bandaid felt good to me. 

"Thank YOU," I said. 

She cried for a little while, but I could not cry. It was all I could do 
to hold her. "Letls don't be cruel to each other any more," she said. I 
said nothing. 

That night, after Linda went quietly to bed, I left the house again. I 
found my skis and poles planted in the snow where I kept them ready for 
my usual morning run down to the Little Payette River and back through 
the meadows. A clear night sky in the Sawtooth Mountains after a snow 
usually signals even colder weather, but the stars can be enough light to 
steer by if you know the way. I knew the way then. The way back now 
seems too foreign and treacherous to trust. The woods are deeper than I 
remember them, still full of a few old growth Ponderosas, but even the 
jackpines, Douglas firs, and tamaracks made me shudder a little. I see 
the young man a little too reckless, taking chances I would no longer 
dare, especially on the downhill turns, for the trail is narrow, and 
although its ruts are like rails, the turns slow and easy by daylight, he 
keeps tucking his poles for speed and crouches like a racer. The 
exhilaration of the climb up one side of the mountain, pushing his skis 
hard, sidestepping off trail climbs on open packed snow between 
switchbacks, shortcutting measures, has filled his lungs with the breath 
of anticipation, and now that the first ascent is over, the magnetism of 
the descent beckons and beckons. He zips over the snow-clogged creek 
between the rails of the bridge on dangerous wings, rising quickly from 
his crouch only high enough to clear his poles, and then downward again 
he flies. 

The last run on that mountain trail had very few turns at all, an almost 
straight drop of 250 yards into open meadow where a skier could stretch 
his coast for a good while, but there was also a jump at the end of the 
run where the trail forks ran left and right, a jump on open ground, 
well-placed and well-known to every local who used it, as the young man 
seldom did. The test he has set for himself tonight requires him to ski 
all-out downhill on the last run, lean into the left fork with only a 
slight break in speed, and set himself for the leap. This, he does. 
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In the air, however, something goes wrong. He is well out over his skis, 
weightless as an arrow, but on the drop he panics. If only he would hold 
his pose and relax, but his mind freezes in a backward race with time and 
history. As he pulls back, he is scarcely two feet off the ground, 
propelled only by speed, jettisoned forth but buffeted now by the sail of 
his resistant body that slaps open to meet the air, arms outstretched, 
ski poles dangling, knees still slightly bend, but the snow-packed ground 
does not come up to meet his skis and his premature attempt to place them 
fails. When they do smack down one after another on the power-covered 
ice, balance fails him. Speed sends him forward against his will. 

After the silent clatter, he lays in the burning snow unable to rise. 

How did he get back to the house? For that is where I find him next, in 
his little book-lined study holding the two pieces of the shotgun in his 
hands, staring out the window at the first light. On the shelf above 
him, the single-shell waits. He takes the stock of the gun by its neck 
in his right hand, locks the barrel into metal grooves, and snaps it into 
place without chambering the shell. He breaks the gun to load it, but 
instead raises the open barrel up to the light and peers into the metal 
tube; clean for the whistle. Again he snaps the pieces together without 
loading the gun. He shivers now in his sweater and begins to shake like 
a wet puppy. If only he could whine: 

This metal has come to look at 
your eye. Look at its eye--that 
stare that can't lose. 

There's no grim like a gun-
as if only its calm 
could sooth your hand. 

But metal is cold, 
cold. In the night, in the risk, 
it's a touch of the dead. 

It's a cold world. 

--William Stafford 

iii 

Even the dream of suicide, which, at the time, flickered brightly on and 
off like a tiny strobe in my mind, has faded; the dreamer, if not 
forgiven, has at least been propitiated, incorporated into your personal 
mythology as The Blue Moon Cowboy in The Collected Greed, and so, I 
suppose, also into mine. Looking bac~ver that brrage-spanning nearly 
20 years, I see that it really was you who saved me from him. who helped 
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save him from himself, your poems and letters already coming in a broken 
season, but there, thrown off and cast out like lifelines from the 
shipwrecks of your own island life, but there, nonetheless, knotted with 
kindness and generosity, reiterating the sure knowledge of the forms, 
that good is possible, that the forms themselves, in Wendell IS words, 
"hope for it, await it, and prepare its welcome--though they dare not 
require it," reminding me, too. that the forms of our own lives are also 
artificial and must be imposed. 

Sitting here, thinking about the house in McCall where my life entangled 
itself with Linda's, where the two of us lived while I struggled to learn 
my craft and she taught school, I am somewhat comforted to realize that 
of that episode with the shotgun, I remember less my bouts of 
self-loathing and drunkenness, my infuriating and inept contrition, than 
I do her love and protection, the touch of her fingers on my face as she 
gently daubed at my superficial wound with the warm cloth. But she, too, 
has faded out of my life and into another. 

The last time I saw her, I was crossing College Drive in Boise, Idaho, 
headed for The Iron Gate to meet two members of the Royal Chicano Air 
Force for a drink. I stood on the cement island dividing the rush-hour 
traffic (jaywalking, as usual) while the cars rolled to a stop in a long 
queue well back from the red light. As the line formed, a navy blue 
station wagon braked to a halt just to my left but almost in front of me. 
Linda's husband, Carl, a painter who taught at Boise State the year I 
spent as an apprentice Poet-in-Residence to Charles David Wright and Geof 
Hewitt, relaxed his large freckled hands above the steering wheel. Even 
at an angle, it was easy to recognize him. He and his ex-wife, Sherry, 
had been two of our closest friends. Now he sat across the seat of his 
car from another, younger woman I thought I recognized, but her long 
brown hair had been cut short. I might have walked up the island a few 
feet and waved or spoken. The late spring afternoon was hot, the window 
on the driver's side open, but I checked the thought. I saw the light 
flash green at the head of the queue. The caravan rolled on. I crossed 
the street with two of your books in my hand: "Smudging: to smoke or to 
protect against frost ~ an orchard) ~ ~ of smudge (1972~ 
inscribed in ink:-rrFOr Robert Redford at Breadloaf. I like you better as 
Butch Cassidy than as a skier"; and Dancing .Q!! the Grave of ~ Son Of ~ 
Bitch (1973). 

Two poems from that time, one from each book, remind me of that moment. 
I once knew them by heart and quoted from them as freely as if I had 
written them myself: 

STEELY SILENCE 

If a man calls himself a poet 
(and many do) 
he is expected to charm you 



with his speech. 
Yet the time for speaking 
is best 
a formal time 
and speech best 
when prepared/ for a purpose. 
Dinner time is for eating. 
Night for sleep and love. 
Most talk is simple communication 

"Pass the butter." 
"How do you get to the post office?" 
"What is your name?" 

Yet talk is often created 
where none need be. 

Forgive me. 
I have no light conversation. 
Forgive me, 
T have no literary or witty remarks. 
My nature is dark 
I am heavy to walk with 
and silent in the company of friends. 
I am limited to the subjects 
most people don't care to discuss. 
My tongue is my weapon. 
I only use it 
in moments of danger. 
Forgive me then, for my silence. 

It is a sign of trust. 
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In the bar, Jodi, my favorite waitress, a single mother, taller than I 
was, sturdily-built with beautiful, tanned legs and well-toned arms from 
carrying trays, smiled at me while I waited for Jose Montoya and his 
partner in a booth. My silence felt right and good. I opened the second 
book and read from page 106: 

WILDFLOWERS FOR THE BUDDHA 
ON HIS BIRTHDAY 

Spring nasturtiums with small necks, 
Lupin 

bells that ring when the comets fall. 
Sweet Wi 11 i am 
Anastasia's Purse 
Foxglove holding the 
Lady's Slipper in this 
Court of the Moring. 



Blue Bells, 
Hair Bells, 
Bell adona , 
Thorn in the Waist, 
Columbine, 
Bleeding Heart, 

I could not say 
my love is 
like 
a 
red red rose. 

Wild rose. 
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~!hich one of us can live without romance? Hhy, in The City of Trees, did 
I keep thinking of roses? Do our lives only imitate and repeat each 
other, as I have said so many times, quoting Lyman Nard? Was it by 
design or accident that I found myself divorced in the same city where my 
parents ended their marriage of twelve years? Why had my mother left me 
and my father and taken my two younger brothers, ,Johnny and Layne, with 
her to Burley, left her husband's house for the house of her father? 
Hasn't that an unnatural reversal? Hhy had Linda cut off her hair? I 
could not say limy love is/ like/ a/ red red rose/" either. Hild rose. 
Yes. ----

And I s~pp?se I was wild. Safe, because you were now married. (Was that 
my permlsslon to leave Linda?) Safe, because Linda was now married 
again. (Was that my permission to stay in Idaho?) Some loneliness is 
incorrigible, but not this solitude and privacy I savored listening to 
your songs rise up off the page in the city Captain Bonneville called 
Les Bois! Les Bois! I read Yeats. Horse, I believed him: 

THE CHOICE 

The intellect of man is forced to choose 
Perfection of the life, or of the work, 
And if it take the second must refuse 
A heavenly mansion, raging in the dark. 
Hhen all that story's finished, what's the news? 
In luck or out the toil has left its mark: 
That old perplexity an empty purse, 
Or the day's vanity, the night's remorse. 



Lewis Cash: A Eulogy 

Burley, Idaho - July 1988 
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Thank you all for coming here today. I've seen too many bleary and 

teary eyes while sitting here behind all these roses to think my Grandpa 

Cash would wholeheartedly approve. So I want to see if we can't, 

somehow, get this thing turned around just a little bit. For me, at 

least, this is an occasion of some joy as well as some sorrow. The last 

time I spent with Grandpa was in the hospital here in Burley, and it 

seems to me that he knew perfectly well that he was about to die and that 

he wanted to die. In fact, I would have helped him if I could, for he 

taught his grandchildren very early to respect all living things. He 

would never have permitted a lamb or a deer or even a fish to suffer as 

it seems to us he had to suffer, and for his suffering we do grieve. 

But as the first grandson of Lewis Cash I assume that it must be my 

responsibility to tell you something about him you may not know, or 

perhaps have forgotten, and to remind you of some other things that you 

do know. It is very important, however, that I first help you learn to 

see what you are looking at, for it is not really me you see up here at 

all. It is really a part of Lewis Cash that you see. And if you look 

around you, will see other parts of him: my step-grandmother, Dorothy; 

my mother, Patricia, and her sister, Barbara; my brothers, John and 

Layne; my cousins, Nancy, Robert, and Brad; and, of course, many others, 

including those who are unable to be with us today. My Aunt Carol, for 

example, and her children. Far, far too many people to name. 
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There is a popular rumor that my Grandpa had no sons, but that is 

not quite true. He took my father, Myrlin, for his son, for instance, 

and my Uncle Kerry, and my Uncle Bob. And there were others, too, like 

my friend, Duane, who worked for him on the ranch at Declo. My Grandpa 

loved them all, and they loved him. 

But I promised to tell you something about my Grandpa that you may 

not know. A good many of you, perhaps, may not have heard of Buckshot's 

inventions. He was, for example, the inventor of what we now call "the 

off-road vehicle." Anyone who drove the ranch with him knows the truth 

of this statement. Once, when I was about three, visiting the ranch with 

my parents, my grandmother and I were irrigating the front lawn. She was 

too busy, at first, chopping the heads off garter snakes to notice, but I 

looked out into the fields nearest the house and saw Grandpa driving his 

1950 Hudson across the ground pulling a harrow behind him in a 20-acre 

field. 

As I knew and loved it, the ranch near Declo that he owned bordered 

the Snake River, and for me it became a very unusual place, if only 

because my grandfather was an unusual man. He was, of course, a very big 

man--handsome, full of love and compassion and humor and brains--but he 

happened to be short, and very early in his own life, so he told me, he 

determined never to be a farmer. For him to throw a bale of hay onto a 

moving wagon, for instance, Grandpa had to lift it much higher in 

proportion to his 51 0" height than a taller man. Nevertheless, my 

Grandpa went back from the lives he had led as a professional gambler, 

saloon-keeper, bar-owner, and landswapper to once gain take up the 

profession of his origins not long after the close of World War II; his 
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father and his father's father had been farmers, first in Kentucky, then 

in Utah at a place called Blue Creek, so farming and ranch life was 

really nothing new. 

About the only new thing on Grandpa's place that I remember was that 

car I saw making circles in the fields, kicking up dust. Buckshot loved 

cars, old cars and new cars, but especially new cars, which he always 

thought it was his duty to keep until they became very old cars. He 

loved cars so much that he once stopped in at the Declo crossroads to 

have a couple of beers, drank them, paid cash for them, said his 

goodbyes, and then jumped back inside a car to hurry home to Grandma. 

The story goes that when he got home and went inside the house, Grandma 

just looked at him for a minute in silence before she spoke, and when she 

did speak, she limited herself to two words. 

"Lewis Cash," she said. 

"What's the matter, Evvy?" Grandpa asked. 

But Grandma said nothing. She just walked outside. 

"For hell's sake," said Grandpa, following her, "I only had two 

beers. II 

And he really was telling the truth, too. Two beers, for Buckshot, 

meant he was practically sober. 

"Well, then, tell me," said Evelyn, "Where did you buy that car?" 

"Buy what car?" 

"Oh, Lewis," Evelyn exclaimed again, "sometimes you just disgust me. 

That car sitting right over there," and she pointed. 

"Why, that's our car," said Grandpa, getting just a little disgusted 

himself now. 
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"Well, then, how did you pay for it?" 

"You know how we paid for it, Evvy," Grandpa said. And then he 

looked at the car again and he understood. The 1950 Hudson was a popular 

model right down to the shade of color Buckshot preferred. Somebody had 

left the keys in the ignition, and he had driven the wrong car home. 

Despite this momentary and no doubt isolated example, I believe my 

grandfather was not a careless man. He was a careful man who took some 

care to ensure that the things we made cast shadows a little longer than 

themselves. If his short-term memory sometimes failed him, he more than 

compensated for it with his long-term memory. Several years before he 

died, he and I began to make a book that I hope to finish writing one 

day. He told me things when we were starting to put together his life 

that curled my whiskers and made me cry and laugh at the same time. He 

was generous to those he loved, not only with his money, but his time. 

Although he often corrected me, sometimes sharply, I thought, he scolded 

me with his voice, not his hand. He would not want me to over-indulge in 

sentimentality by saying that he was the best grandpa in the world, but 

he might be flattered if I said that he was one of the best. That he was 

~ grandfather nevertheless delights me, however, as I hope it sometimes 

delighted him to know that I was his grandson. Each of his grandchildren 

held a special hope for him, and to each of us he paid a very special 

regard. Even in the last year of his life, he remembered not only my 

birthday, but those of my children--with a little help from Dorothy, no 

doubt. 

To illustrate just how good and important my Grandpa was and is to 

each of his grandchildren, I want to end with one more story. 
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When I was 10 years old, a terrible thing happened to our family. 

My mother took my two brothers, John and Layne, and left me with my 

father, never to return to us again. It was a very confusing time for 

everyone, and I felt isolated in my confusion and upset on the night that 

my Grandfather and Grandma Cash drove up from Burley to Boise to be with 

my father and me. 

My Grandfather had just bought another new car: a 1957 Buick 

Special. I wish I could remember more about that occasion. What I do 

remember comes only vaguely at first: an invitation to go for a ride 

with Grandpa by myself, just the two of us, in his new car. He had to 

persuade me somehow, for I had been sulking and determined to go on 

sulking. Still, Grandpa beckoned, the car door opened, and I got in. 

Grandpa started the car, and off we drove. We drove for twenty minutes 

without speaking very much, if at all. 

"You know, Jimmy," my Grandpa began, "sometimes things happen that 

don't make any sense." 

"I know, Grandpa," I said. 

"Your Daddy and your Mama both love you very much," he said. 

I didn't say anything. 

"And your Grandma loves YOU," he added as a kind of afterthought. 

I didn't say anything. 

By now a crescent moon had begun to rise on the edge of the city as 

we neared the highway that used to run from Boise to Mountain Home. We 

turned onto the two-lane highway and drove another mile or two in 

silence. 
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IIUh-huh,1I I said. 
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IIWell,1I he said, IIthen come on over here and watch this red line and 

these numbers. They can tell us how fast welre going. 1I 

And I scooted across the new seat where Grandpa put his arm around 

me. IIAnd do you know who else loves yoU?1I he said. 

I had to think a minute. It seemed as if he might have an answer in 

mind. IIYeah,1I I said. liMy cousin, Tanya Hepworth loves me,1I I said. 

IIThat ' s right,1I said Buckshot. IINow 100key, here. See how fast 

\Ole I re going? How fast is that?1I 

II Fifty ,II I said. 

IIThat ' s pretty fast, isn't it?1I Grandpa said. 

III guess SO,II I said. 

III can make us go faster,1I said Grandpa. 1100 you want to go 

faster?1I 

IIYes,1I I said and watched the speedometer climb to 60 and then 70 

and stop. 

IICou1d you make it go 100?1I I said when Buckshot let off the 

accelerator. 

III believe I cou1d,1I said Grandpa. 

IIWi11 yoU?1I I asked. 

IIMaybe sometime,1I Grandpa said, IIbut not tonight. Tonight I have a 

question to ask you. 1I 

IIHhat is it?1I I said, IIbecause 11m probably not going to do it.1I 
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1I0h, you don't have to do anything,1I Grandpa said. lIyou don't even 

have to answer the question. But if you could have anything in the 

world--just anything a-tall--what would you like?1I 

IIAnything?1I I asked. 

IIThat's right,1I said Grandpa. IIAnything at all. 1I 

IIEven if it costs a lot of money?1I 

IINo matter how much money it costs,1I said Grandpa. 

I don't need to tell you that to be given such a wish at the age of 

10 is a very special thing. I could tell from the tone of his voice that 

he was serious and that he was going to grant me any wish I made so long 

as it was within his power to do so. But I also knew why--or thought I 

knew why--he was giving me such a chance. Something had been taken away, 

and he was powerless to replace it, and he knew he could never replace 

it, and he was letting me know. And so I began to cry for that thing. 

IIHhat I want,1I I blubbered, IImoney can't buy, Grandpa. 1I 

III know that, Jimmy,1I Grandpa said. IIThink of something else. 1I 

I thought and thought and thought. For a moment, I owned the whole 

world and I punished an awful lot of people in it and rewarded others. 

It was a magic time in my life. Knowing there was somebody who would 

empower me with anything in his power--anything at all--gave me a strange 

kind of confidence and courage that I don't think I have ever lost since. 

Once I had that, I could begin to deal with what was ahead of me. 

It does not matter that I chose a trivial and insignificant (and 

magic) pair of bowling shoes that made my grandfather laugh at the very 

thought of their insignificance. I smiled when he laughed, if only 

because he seemed so amused. 
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liVes," I said, IIthat's what I choose." 
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That's the kind of man my grandfather was. He was willing and able 

to give everything, especially all those things money can't buy: 

companionship, kindness, comfort, help, reassurance, courage, confidence, 

laughter, security, faith, hope, and, of course, the greatest and most 

priceless gift of all--love. 
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CHAPTER IX 

LYMAN WARD: 

Obtrusive or Unobtrusive Narrator? 
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Why write about winter in summer? Why try to describe Vermont while 

sitting at a desk in Idaho? How could Willa Cather write so many good 

prairie stories of Nebraska life in New York or Mark Twain create a 

masterpiece like Huckleberry Finn while composing in Hartford? Whitman 

and Dickinson, if recent scholarship can be trusted, seldom left their 

rooms. Do we study literature or the world? 

Looking back over the paper debris of the preceding pages where I 

tried to "give it all ," to spend it, shoot it, lose it, "all, right away, 

every time," I can see those places where I held back, idealized, 

romanticized, hoarded my greed. Those letters and speeches, the ritual 

artifacts, what importance do they hold, if any, that could possibly be 

of significance to another, for they no longer hold anything but ritual 

importance for me. Sentimentality oozed out of me like a sponge 

overflowing, unable to absorb more water, and so it becomes merely a 

conductor of fluid, a little damn that leaks, and the water flows 

anywhere gravity will take it: into the sink and down the drain (good 

riddance!) but also onto the floor to pool in the fibers of the carpet. 

And the source? 

Determined by the occasion, I suppose. The oral tradition contains 

the written, but the reverse is also true, and I am curious about the way 

the two come together and merge, irretrievably. Does it, as Joan Didion 

suggests, make "more sense to write one big book--a novel or nonfiction 

narrative--than to write many stories or essays"? Can I really "fit our 

pour" all I possess and have learned into this long, "ambitious project" 

I attempt to cantilever "out into thin air"? Has the five years I have 

been at the process accumulated "those years' inventions and richnesses"? 
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Obviously, my reading has fed my work. However trivial it may sound to 

admit, I am a writer partly because I like sentences, and making 

sentences, whether speaking or writing, is difficult regardless of the 

subject. Didion assures me that lilt is no less difficult to write 

sentences in a recipe than in Moby Dick," so perhaps I might as well keep 

trying to write Moby Dick. "Every original work," Didion continues, 

"requires a unique form," and she claims "it is more prudent to struggle 

with the outcome of only one form--that of a long work--than to struggle 

with the many forms of a collection" (23). 

Back to the problem of the one and the many. "Somos muchos, eh, 

Chica? To divorce life and art? Impossible. Unanswered--perhaps 

unanswerab1e--questions. Edward Abbey's hero, Charles Ives, scratches 

his head, and Ed Abbey, one of my heroes, in a book originally called 

Desert Solecism, scratches his: "What am I doing with my life? Nothing. 

What is the significance of existence? Who knows? Where do we come from 

and where are we going? Who cares." To hell with it all, Abbey seems to 

say, let's go for a walk in search of the moon-eyed horse. Let's get 

down on our knees and take a snake-eyed look at the mating rituals of 

Pituophis me1ano1eucus. the bu11snake with the reputation for driving off 

rattlesnakes. Let's take one last run down the Colorado through Glenn 

Canyon before the bastards build their dam, for surely they will build 

it. 

And so off I went, to Portland to visit the Staffords and the 

Daniels and make a little speech to a woman named Bonnie who has her 

offices downtown, high above the city. Then back to Lewiston. Many 

stops along the way. Then to a conference with writers. Back to 
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lewiston. Into the hospital. Out of the hospital. Then to the funeral 

in Burley, on to the gravesite in Fielding, Utah. Should I go on to 

Santa Fe? I was nearly a third of the way there when they buried my 

grandfather in his temple garments, but everyone cheering--NO! Finish 

the Dissertation!--even Tanya and Cheyenne refusing. And why not? Who 

cares? The mail piling up like snowdrifts. The phones and their 

ringing. All the empty promises the world keeps to itself-- here is the 

rose of death, physician. Heal thyself. Here is the rose of life, 

physician. Heal thyself. Originality? Unknown. 

Perhaps remembering is a duty and a responsibility, as lyman Hard 

suggests by marrying his life and his work, but lyman is sick. Here is a 

little news from his creator that ought to cheer me: 

Dear Jim, 

Route 1 Box 1220 
Greensboro, VT 05841 
July 30, 1988 

This is to clear the air before I descend into the caverns and grind 
out six months ' work in six weeks. I wasn't seriously upset by your 
letter to Mary lewis Bowen, but I get a little embarrassed when misguided 
people like you try to sell me to the world as the answer to all maidens ' 
prayers. Maybe I don't like that reiteration of the fact that some 
people don't know my name. Anyway, let's forget it. 

Of course, use the letters--publish them that is--in your 
dissertation. And Edith is of course Edith Mirrielees, who was very fond 
of Benny and sometimes acted as his comforter. 

I 1m gl ad you I re not at war wi th Tom ~latki ns, who is a very good guy 
and who shares your delusion that I am a fine writer. I wish you'd now 
extend the peace pipe to Dick Etulain, who is also a good guy, did not 
kill Nancy's bibliography with Nebraska. . •• If I am going to develop 
a claque, how can I be at peace with my greatness if my supporters are 
all shooting each other like splinter-groups of lebanese and 
Palistinians? 
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Your conference in the Wallowas put you in the company of some good 
people--Al Josephy, Jim Welch, Bill Kittredge are all friends of mine and 
deserving of great attention for what they know and can do. But 11m 
sorry to hear about your grandfather. Being a grandfather myself, I try 
to reconcile myself to my coming crucifixion, death, burial, 
resurrection, and deification, but I curse the sun every morning that 
makes me get up and dress. Putting on my goddam socks is getting to be 
something I can barely do, reaching down there blindly with a coat hanger 
to get them started. 

As you will one day discover for yourself. May the discovery be 
delayed. 

Onward and upward, 
Wally 

Onward and upward for him, maybe. Backwards for me. Or better, as 

Lyman says, downwards. That conference in the Hallowas of Oregon may 

have put me in good company, but it wreaked havoc with my dissertation, 

and so did the time I took to write all those letters and go gallavanting 

across the West on one leg. How can I fit "six months' work into six 

weeks" with so many goddamn worldly promises to keep? "Misguided people" 

like me also "get embarrassed" even when you point out their errors to 

them gently, Wally, as you seem to keep doing. Quit whining, for 

Christ's sake, he says, and look at me. I can't ~ get the socks l£!:!. 

sent me for mY. 79th birthday on without the help of ~ coat hanger. ~/ell, 

grandpa, my fucking knee is still too tender to bend much. My wife and 

children refuse to come home from their picnic at Grandma's house in 

Santa Fe, and even if they agreed to do so, I would still have to spend a 

minimum of six days going and coming by car just to get back where I 

started. I am already growing old like you and all my creepy parents. I 

am a child myself, not an adult. Evil is what questions and disrupts. 
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It's enough that I have to keep writing these asinine letters to 

some disembodied spirit named Betty Wilsey in which I beg the indulgence 

of the court so that I might postpone my "duty" as a citizen juror. I 

have enough energy to replace Grand Coulee Dam, far too much energy to 

sleep. Sleep is what I did all day yesterday. All day. I hated being 

home--without Tanya and the children there, it's only an empty apartment 

where I open tin cans of beets and beans and eat over the sink--and so I 

have decided to "work." 

What has my past to teach me--or yours--that I don't already know? 

Searching through 49 pages of more logorhea--the few last few fits and 

starts of essays in my draft of the dissertation where I last made even 

approximate sense to myself, I feel only the fires of an old anger burn 

and rise. I thought this was supposed to be about Angle of Repose as 

metafiction? Instead, I seem to keep catching and recatching the same 

old case of historicus regressus. I write as if Lyman's attempt to match 

up his own past and present have some symbolic correlative in American 

literary history. And here I am wasting even more time talking to myself 

again instead of hammering out more pages of logical and constructive 

analysis. 

Come on, now! Do I really believe that Angle of Repose is a native 

American story? That Lyman's voice is an indigenous native voice? 

I guess maybe I do. Why else would I have bothered with all that 

business about the oral tradition and Lyman as a storyteller? Or that 

nonsense about the "l ess glamorous" tendency in American life to "stay 

put"? 
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It seems to me, however, that I never get around to making the 

connection between Lyman as a "freak" and the tendency of Americans to 

view artists as misfits. If Angle of Repose can legitimately be read as 

metafiction, then the point I ought to be making is that the novel is 

full of artists, and that a significant part of what the novel is all 

about is the art of creating fiction from oral materials. 

As Jerold Ramsey points out in Coyote Was Going There, Native 

American stories are "essentially dramatic in conception, monodramas in 

which one highly skilled actor-narrator" plays "all the parts before an 

enthralled audience" who knows "the stories backwards and forwards" and 

thrills "to the vividness of the impersonations, and to the narrator's 

skill in weaving familiar episodes into new cycles" (xxv). 

Is it accurate to call Angle of Repose a "monodrama"? It is really 

an oral tale in which "one highly skilled actor-narrator" plays all the 

parts? Who is Lyman's audience, and does that audience know the stories 

he relates "backwards and forwards"? The answers to each of these 

questions is at once "yes" and "no." 

No. The novel is not really an oral tale. It is a novel. But yes, 

figuratively speaking, it is an oral tale, since the characterization of 

the first person narrator rests upon the premise that he is speaking 

rather than writing the words we read on the page. How we handle the 

problem of verisimilitude in relationship to this matter is beside the 

point. Lyman Ward is the storyteller, and he tells us on the first page 

of the novel that he is speaking into a microphone. Lyman may, in fact, 

be an unreliable narrator. We may even debate the degree of his 

reliability or unreliability. As a storyteller, however, his authority 
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is unquestionable. "I do not suggest that Moby Dick is not a white 

whale" (22), Momaday retorts to a colleague who questions the narrator's 

authority in a Kiowa tale. Likewise, it is ludicrous to suggest that 

Lyman is unreliable on the subject of the tape recorder. For the sake of 

the story, we suspend our disbelief. Although we realize we are reading 

a text, we pretend otherwise, and, as Stegner suggests in one of our 

interviews, it is incumbent upon the author to aid us in this pretense. 

Literally speaking, of course, Lyman Ward is not the narrator of 

Angle of Repose. Wallace Stegner is. In this sense, the novel would 

scarcely seem to qualify as a "monodrama" like the one Ramsey describes 

in which the storyteller acts out with "elaborate gestures, grimaces, 

vocal mimicry" and body movements the various roles of the characters. 

Anyone who has ever written fiction, however, knows what goes into that 

act of creation. The oral storyteller's stage might be the corner bar or 

the home of a grandmother. It might even be an outdoor amphitheater. It 

is a physical place. Nevertheless, the real theater is the human mind. 

Some of us would go even farther and say the human soul. "The mind is 

its own place," Satan tells us in Paradise Lost, "and in itself/ Can make 

a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven. What matter where?" (I 254-6). But 

naturally it does matter where, even to Satan. In Angle of Repose 

Stegner only affects a "monodrama." Still, I think it is fair to say 

that during the act of creation, all storytellers perform monodramas. 

Writers play the parts of their characters just as surely as I assume the 

voice of the wolf each time I read my children the story of The Three 

Little Pigs. What's more, as a storyteller, Lyman Hard is something of a 

special case. 
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For example, Lyman calls our attention to the fact that he is 

playing a part. He is an intrusive narrator, one who constantly 

interrupts what John Gardner calls "the fictional dream" in order to call 

attention to himself as the storyteller. Perhaps more importantly, 

especially if we are to view Angle of Repose as a metafiction, Lyman 

calls attention to himself as a storyteller in the act of creation. We 

see him, as it were, putting on the costumes of the various characters he 

creates, applying his makeup, warming up his voice, and we hear him 

talking to himself. One minute he impersonates the voice of his son: 

Probably he thinks the blood vessels of my brain are as 
hardened as my cervical spine. They (Rodman and his wife) probably 
discuss me in bed. Out of his mind, gOiny u~ there b* himself ..• 
How can we, unless .•. helpless •.• rol hlS wheelc air off the 
porch who'd rescue him? Set himself afire lighting a cigar, who'd 
ut him out? ••• Damned old inde endent mule-headed ••• worse 

t an a a y. Never consi er t e trou e e makes for t e peop e 
who have to look after him ••• House I grew up in, he says. 
Papers, he says, thing I've always wanted to do •.• All of 
Grandmother's papers, books, reminiscences, pictures, those hundreds 
of letters that came back from Augusta Hudson's daughter after 
Augusta died. • • . Hundred year chronicle of the family. All 
right, fine. Why not give that stuff to the Historical Society 
and get himself a fat tax deduction? He could still work on it. 
Why box it all up, and himself too. in that crooked house in the middle 
of twelve acres of land we could all make a good thin~ out of if 
held consent to sell? Wh 0 off and la cobwebs 1i e a character 
in a Southern novel, out where nobody can keep an eye on him? 16 

The next minute he is acting like Edgar Bergen addressing his hand-held 

puppet, Charlie McCarthy: 

Well, Grandmother, let me back out of this desk and turn around 
and look at you over there in your walnut frame next to the letters of 
people who wrote to you as a respected contemporary. Should I take an 
interest in you even if you were historical, white, a woman, and my 
grandmother? Did all your talents, and Grandfather's, and all the 
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and me, a sociologist and a cripple? Nothing in your life or art to 
teach a modern or a one-legged man something? (23) 

And, naturally, several pages farther on, Grandmother leaps out of the 

photograph in its walnut frame and begins to talk herself. Or so it 

would appear if only Lyman would keep up his act and its pretenses so 

that as readers we could keep up our own. Instead, no sooner does he 
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create our interest and establish his authority as a storyteller than he 

bursts back into his own narrative to remind us that he is telling a 

story. Lyman consistently interrupts the flow of the narrative, and i by 

doing so, he insists that his readers distinguish between the time during 

which the action of his story is taking p1ace--the late 19th century--and 

the time during which he is telling the story--the late 20th century. 

Hhat's more, Lyman views his powers as a narrator as God-like. Among 

other things, he refers to himself as "Nemesis in a \,lhee1chair." He 

realizes that, as a storyteller, he has the ability to see past, present, 

and future simultaneously: 

So many things I know. Young Abbot Thayer, whom I have looked 
up in the art histories, was at that party, monopolizing a love seat in 
the second parlor with Katy Bloede, one of Grandmother's Cooper friends. 
The Thayer painting I have here on the desk, the one called Young Woman 
from the Metropolitan Collection, is undoubtedly Katy B10ede, the -----
"typical tall, handsome, almost sexless female for which he was famous." 
She was not quite sexless--she had serious "female troub1es"--and Thayer 
will marry her shortly and paint her a hundred times. As Grandmother 
sa i d, "Her face was his fortune. II When she di es young, Thayer wi 11 marry 
Emma Beach, currently playing the piano for a Portland Fancy in the other 
room. (35-36) 
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Let's suppose, then, for the sake of argument, that a case could be 

made for Lyman as the narrator of a "monodrama" in the oral tradition. 

Would such a narrator ever interrupt himself or herself during the 

narration? Can we imagine a scene late at night with the children and 

parents gathered around a storytelling grandparent near the fire, a scene 

where the grandparent mimics the voice of the animals and makes elaborate 

gestures but then suddenly stops to remind the family that she is telling 

a story? What would the purpose of such an interruption be? What 

purpose does it serve in Angle of Repose? 

Curiously, Ramsey describes and reports such a case among the Wasco 

Indians: 

... After the Grandmother had well begun her acting 
out .•• she would, according to Wasco Indian sources, suddenly break off 
with an interrogatory grunt, "Unnhh?"--i.e., Are you following? And the 
audience, so long as it wanted more, would respond emphatically, 
"Nunnhh"-- Yes, keep~! This periodic deliberate breaking of the 
dramatic illusion ••• served to intensify that illusion, bringing the 
audience back to itself so as to send it off again with a renewed sense 
of participation in the illusion of the play. (xxv) 

Does Lyman's "deliberate breaking of the dramatic illusion" create 

the same result that Ramsey describes above? Or is there a break? Do I 

or do I not actually experience any genuine breakage in the fictional 

dream that Lyman Ward creates? If such breakage occurs, in what way do I 

experience the loss of the illusion? Does the break create a keener 

sense of interest in the story? 

I wish I knew the answers. Before the telephone went off like an 

alarm bell a few minutes ago, I was lost somewhere deep in my brain. I 

imagined the scene Tanya described to me on the phone only this morning; 
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in it, our son Myrlin, twenty-three months old, wanders around my 

mother-in-law's living room in Santa Fe. He wears nothing but a diaper, 

and his broad shoulders and stocky legs have taken on a dark tan from the 

summer sun. Like his dark-eyed mother, Myrlin tans easily. My wife and 

her sister, Carmela, her brother, Gary, and their mother, Lourdes 

Gonzales, sit talking to each other on the large sectional couch. Myrlin 

approaches each of them individually; one after another they turn their 

attention away from the conversation and bend to listen to his question. 

He repeats the same question to each of them, "Where Papa gO?1I "Papa?" 

Tanya also tells me that Myrlin has twice run up the sidewalk to 

greet the postman, grabbed his legs, and refused to let go, all the while 

shouting, "Papa! Papa! Papa!" Apparently, the guy is about my height 

and weight and, like me, he wears a beard and sunglasses. 

Hearing Tanya describe Myrlin as an orphan led me to fantasize about 

what would actually happen to my children if I should die or their mother 

should divorce me. In the middle of my fantasy the phone went off like a 

heart attack; L. D. called wanting to know how I was progressing on the 

dissertation. I was expecting his disapproval concerning the separation, 

and I got it. "There's really no need for your family to suffer just 

because you have a job to do,1I he said. But despite his bluster and 

gruffness, as usual he ended up being helpful and supportive. After we 

hung up, I just sat here for a while listening to the hum of the IBM 

Selectric II. I kept thinking about what Momaday has to say in his essay 

on the native voice about the place of silence in the oral tradition and 

trying to match it up with this passage from Angle of Repose: 
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1970 knows nothing about isolation and nothing about silence. 
In our quietest and loneliest hour the automatic ice-maker in the 
refrigerator will cluck and drop an ice cube, the automatic dish-washer 
will sigh through its changes, a plane will drone over, the nearest 
freeway will vibrate the air. Red and white lights will pass in the sky, 
lights will shine along highways and glance off windows. There is always 
a radio that can be turned to some all-night station, or a television set 
to turn artificial moonlight into the flickering images of the late show. 
We can put on a turntable whatever consolation we most respond to, Mozart 
or Copland or the Grateful Dead. 

But Susan Ward in her canyon was pre-refrigerator, 
pre-dishwasher, pre-airplane, pre-automobile, pre-electric light, 
pre-radio, pre-television, pre-record player. Eyes too tired to read had 
no alternative diversions, ears that craved music or the sound of voices 
could crave in vain, or listen to Sister Lips whistle or talk to herself. 
(421) 

Lyman's sensitivity to silence and to his grandmother's isolation, but 

especi all y his references to those "di sembodi ed voi ces" that ~1omaday says 

have helped dull our senses, suggest that Lyman stands in the same good 

relation to language that one stands in the oral tradition. For Lyman 

Hard in 1970 as for Susan Ward in midsummer of 1887, words matter 

greatly, if only because they are "rare and therefore dear," as Momaday 

puts it. 

In the oral tradition, according to ~1omaday, "one does not 

necessarily speak in order to be heard. It is sometimes enough that one 

places his voice on the silence, for that in itself is a whole and 

appropriate expression of one's spirit •• expression, rather than 

communication, is often first in importance" (7). Here again, Momaday's 

discourse on silence and the oral tradition appears to describe something 

fundamental about Lyman Ward as a literary artist and to reinforce our 

image of Lyman as a speaker rather than a writer. To support his idea 

that expression often ranks higher than communication in the oral 

tradition, Momaday cites the example of the Navajo Veibichai singers who 
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"chant in the strange and urgent language of the mountain spirits, a 

language unintelligible to us mortals" (7). Although Lyman's language is 

intelligible American English, the first paragraph of the novel makes it 

clear that Lyman sometimes disregards considerations of audience and that 

he ranks expression above communication. In this paragraph, Lyman 

"places his voice on the silence." He emerges from silence into 

language: 

Now I believe they will leave me alone. Obviously, Rodman came 
up hoping to find evidence of my incompetence--though how an incompetent 
could have got this place renovated, moved his library up, and got 
himself transported to it without arousing the suspicion of his watchful 
children, ought to be a hard one for Rodman to answer. I take some pride 
in the way I managed all that. And he went away this afternoon without a 
scrap of what he would call data. (15) 

One small sign that Lyman rates expression above communication calls 

attention to itself in the first line: "Now I believe they will leave me 

alone." If we are reading closely, immediately we want to know, "Who are 

'they'?" And almost immediately we get a kind of answer--"Rodman." But 

the answer falls short. "They" and "Rodman" disagree. The pronoun is 

plural; the proper noun, singular. As readers, of course, we do not stop 

reading and take off our dunce caps and replace them with mortar boards 

furnished by our mental grammarians. Instead, like good dunces, we ask 

another dunce question, "Rodman? Who is he?" Whoever he is, we 

discover, he came "hoping to find evidence" of the speaker's 

"incompetence." Or so the speaker tell us. The speaker also tells us he 

recently "got this place renovated, moved his library up, and got himself 

transported to it without arousing the suspicion of his watchful 



children. 1I But what place? IIChildren,1I we think might work as an 

antecedent for IItheyll in the first line. But why watchful children? 

What do these children know that we do not know? Is the speaker 

Ilincompetent ll ? If so, what1s wrong with him? If not, why does Rodman 

(whoever he is) want to find lIevidence ll to the contrary? Hhy does the 

speaker take so much pride in accomplishing routine tasks? 
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Naturally, every reader will individualize the experience of reading 

the passage: no two of us will read it quite the same way. But when, as 

readers, we come to those words on the page for the first time, as 

inevitably we must, we know more than we understand. One thing we know, 

for example, is that the speaker absolutely disregards the idea of a 

conventional audience. This disregard manifests itself in the novel1s 

first line with the unreferenced plural pronoun and in succeeding 

references for which, as readers, we have as yet no correlatives. If we 

want to gain a better understanding of what we know, we must do what the 

speaker does and put our faith in the creative process, and, in 

particular, we must place our faith in the efficacy of language to bring 

about change. 

This faith in the efficacy of language to bring about change lies at 

the core of literature in the oral tradition, but I would like to argue 

that it also lies at the heart of literature in the written tradition, 

that, at its best, the written tradition contains within it the seeds of 

the oral tradition. In this view, the writing of a poem or a novel or 

even a family history betrays the existence of hope, and, therefore, a 

belief in the ability of language to effect physical change. In the 

written tradition, this belief may, indeed, be conditional, whereas in 
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the American Indian oral tradition, as Momaday reminds us, belief in the 

efficacy of language is "unconditional." Words are "magic" and by means 

of them one can "quiet a raging weather, bring forth the harvest, ward 

off evil, rid the body of sickness and pain, subdue an enemy, capture the 

heart of a lover, live in the proper way, and venture beyond death" (7). 

Nevertheless, such a belief in words belongs to lyman Ward the moment he 

engages himself in language. 

Anyone who carefully reflects back upon the novel will surely agree 

that lyman begins his narrative as a man at odds with himself, a fact of 

which lyman is himself keenly aware. lyman's whole attempt is to know 

himself and to reconcile those typical separations of "mind" and "body," 

"man" and "nature, II "affect" and "fact, II "dream" and "real ity," "l ife" 

and "art." lyman's purpose, as he explains several times, is to discover 

what Witherspoon calls lithe dynamic relationships" between himself and 

things in the world, to experience "beauty by creating it." The form 

lyman's creation takes is less ephemeral than a Navajo sandpainting but 

the purpose of lyman's creation, like the sandpainting's, is therapeutic 

and its value lies primarily "in its creation, not in its preservation" 

(Witherspoon). lyman's journal, like the sandpainting, is valuable 

primarily as a "vehicle of conception," and it has all the power of 

ritual. Far from being concerned with creating a "product" and 

perceiving beauty as "static," lyman is concerned, perhaps even obsessed, 

with a process. That process involves negotiating between past and 

present. 

"If you are any part of an artist," Stegner writes in an essay, "and 

a lot of people are some part of one, if you have any desire to 
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understand, and thus help steer, a civilization that seems to have gotten 

away from us, then I think you don't choose between the past and the 

present; you try to find the connections, you try to make the one serve 

the other" (TSOMW 200). Although Lyman claims to be a historian, he is 

at least "some part" of an artist, but as either artist or historian his 

attempt is to make those connections Stegner refers to in that essay. 

"Nobody," Stegner says, "has quite made a western Yoknapatawpha County or 

discovered a historical continuity comparable to that which Faulkner 

traced from Ikkemotubbe the Chickisaw to Montgomery Ward Snopes. Maybe 

it isn't possible, but I wish someone would try. I might even try 

myself. " 

"Fess up," I said to Stegner in our last formal interview, "Haven't 

you been trying?" But he denied that he had (see A 577). As he pointed 

out, there are significant differences between the South and the West, as 

well as important similarities. Stegner says he decided that the West 

was "a little too vast and various" to make into a Yoknapatawpha County. 

"It may well turn out," Stegner writes, "that more than any other region 

the West abounds in that characteristic American figure, the symbolic 

orphan, but he remains to be discovered and recognized" (TSOMW 179). 

Nevertheless, I can't help thinking that he is there to be discovered and 

recognized in the figures of Lyman Ward and his family. And even in the 

figure of my little son. 

But let's say Lyman is a symbolic orphan. What does that have to do 

with his status as an artist? With his life as a storyteller? In my 

mind I get glimpses of these connections that I seem to see but not 

comprehend. It's clear to me, for example, that Lyman's journal 
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functions as a symbolic wilderness and frontier where he routinely goes 

to renew himself as well as to escap"e. The escape into other lives may, 

in fact, account for the renewal. but how do I get anyone else to see 

these things as I do? Worse: if Lyman is a storyteller in the oral 

tradition, then why does he act so much like a writer? Or am I merely 

creating Lyman Ward in my own image? (Is that what we do when we read?) 

Like the "old studio ll where his grandmother worked and where Lyman 

spends most of his time, my own office sits in the attic of a Victorian 

building. Like Lyman's, my studio, too, "is full of sun in the mornings, 

and the casual apparatus and decorations of living, which age so swiftly 

in America. have here kept a worn, changeless comfortableness not too 

much violated by the tape recorder and tubular desk light and other 

things I have had to add" (19). On one wall hangs a 1943 portrait of my 

father as a young Navy boxer; on another, an in sepia photograph of my 

great-grandfather and his sons in their butcher shop surrounded by sides 

of beef and the skinned carcasses of sheep and chickens. The photo must 

be nearly a century old. These oak bookshelves and the oak desk must 

date back half a century or more. Like Lyman, since my operation I have 

found myself confined to a wheelchair, although I have long ago exchanged 

it for a chair with wheels and taken up my crutches again. Like Lyman, I 

sit surrounded by "books and papers,lI a IIstack of yellow pads, a mug of 

pens and pencils" (19). 

IIThis is the best time," Lyman says, IIfrom eight to noon. Later I 

begin to hurt more, I get querulous, my mind wanders" (31). I know what 

he means. Although some days I write for eight and ten hours at a 

stretch, and I can recall times when deadlines have imposed even more 
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rigorous demands, those four hours Lyman refers to are generally my best 

four. The January before last during the three days I spent with the 

Stegners, I noticed that those same four hours are the ones that Stegner 

also prefers. "Routine work," says Lyman, "that best of all anodynes 

which the twentieth century has tried its best to deprive itself of--that 

is what I most want. I would not trade the daily trip it gives me for 

all the mind-expanders the young are hooked on" (31). That Lyman refers 

to "routine work" in medicinal terms underscores its value to him as 

ritual and symbol, as well as its value as therapy. 

It might prove illuminating to juxtapose a paragraph from Stegner's 

essay, "The Writer and the Concept of Adulthood," with some of the action 

and narrative commentary from the novel's opening chapter. Here is the 

paragraph from the essay: 

The establishment of a working routine is more than a means of 
making oneself toe the line. It is also a protection from interruption 
by friends, acquaintances, and strangers who assume that since you are at 
home you are not working, and who further assume that even if you are, 
your work is like other work and may be lightened and sweetened by 
interruption. The writer at work is submerged, and every intrusion that 
draws him to the surface costs him his concentration. His time is braced 
on every side by habits and propitiations. The writing is not only done 
during certain regular hours, it is likely to involve a foreplay as 
essential as that of sex. We sharpen pencils, clear the desk, change the 
ribbon, warm up the fingers by writing a letter or two. We fritter and 
putter, we read over yesterday's pages and perhaps rewrite them, perhaps 
throw them away. We work closer and closer, not being too obvious about 
where we are headed, until all at once we are there, and writing. That 
is when we need a wife who will answer the telephone or the doorbell and 
swear we are not at home. As a matter of fact, we are not." (OWTSM 45) 

Lyman, of course, has no wife at home lito answer the telephone or the 

doorbell. II He must answer it himself, as, indeed, he does in this first 

chapter. "Now I believe they will leave me alone," the first line says, 

._--- ------~---
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meaning, perhaps, that Lyman seeks II protection from interruption,1I that 

his work is not IIlike other work ll which II may be lightened and sweetened 

by interruption ll and that his son's intrusion (IIHe is peremptory even 

with a doorbell button ll
) has cost Lyman IIhis concentration. 1I III 

responded slowly,1I Lyman says, IIfor I guessed who it W(lS: his thumb gave 

him away. I had been expecting his visit, and fearing it. Also I had 

been working peacefully and disliked being disturbed ll (19). That these 

lines immediately precede Lyman's description of his grandmother's studio 

also reinforce our image of Lyman as a literary artist. His grandmother, 

after all, was also a writer. And both she and Lyman represent the 

figure of the artist in a New World. 

Lyman, for example, plainly represents the figure of the writer in 

contemporary America, whereas his grandmother, and, to a lesser extent, 

his grandfather, represent the figures of the artist in nineteenth 

century America. Given Lyman's handicap, IIwriter ll may be the wrong term 

but he is unquestionably a literary figure and creation is his full time 

occupation. As we have already witnessed, his composing is IIdone during 

certain regular hours,1I and, like any writer serious about his craft, 

Lyman has coerced his creative activity into what Stegner calls lIa frame 

of habit.1I In other words, Lyman's creative activity is to him what 

landscaping is to a professional gardener or writing is to an electrician 

or planting is to a farmer--work--long, dry hours of dull work: 

..• Except for amateurs and dilettantes, writing is not a 
part-time occupation, nor is it the automatic spilling over of genius. 
It is the hardest kind of work, the making of something from nothing. No 
one but a dedicated, disciplined, even bullheaded individual is going to 
go on, day after day, sweating for five or six hours to make a page that 
may have to be thrown away tomorrow. If, as Henry Adams said, chaos is 
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the law of nature and order the dream of man, and if the imposition of 
order on a corner of chaos is the function--or the illusion--of art, then 
the writer feels obliged to begin by imposing order on himself, at least 
during working hours. 'The getting to work is a purely mechanical thing, 
as you well know--a conscious and self-imposed schoolroom,' Steinbeck 
wrote to a friend. 'After that, other things happen but the beginning is 
a straight pushing. (OWTSM 44) 

"I am deep-willed in my habits," Lyman says, clearly implying that order 

is a thing he has imposed upon himself, and then, a paragraph later he 

adds, "Habit is my true, my wedded wife" (199), which may be just another 

way of saying that he is married to his work. Clearly, too, Lyman's work 

involves the same kind of "foreplay" that Stegner says is as "essential" 

to a writer as it is to a lover. 

Here, for the most part, is Lyman's daily routine: at 7:00 a.m. he 

shuts off the alarm. Seconds later, he says, "I hoist myself up by the 

bedpost and ease into the chair, carefully, fearful of the knock or jar 

that may start me out in pain. I roll to the lift and sink downstairs" 

(199). For Lyman, "Breakfast is invariable--Special K cereal and mil k, a 

Danish roll that is less trouble than toast, a mug of coffee, and last of 

all, since I can't take acids on an empty stomach, a glass of orange 

juice" (200). From the downstairs kitchen after breakfast, Lyman wheels 

lito the door and out onto the porch that Grandmother referred to as the 

piazza" (200): 

In the fresh air I light my first cigar of the day, and break 
the match before I drop it. My chair is a nest of cloth and paper at 
least as flammable as the California roadside. Then I wheel in, leaving 
the door open for Ada, and hitch onto the lift and float up into the 
airier, brighter upper hall. As I detach myself and turn, I can see the 
study door and the windows in line with it, the pines stirring beyond the 
windows, the desk waiting with its piles of books and folders of papers 
and photographs--home of a kind, life of a kind, purpose of a kind. 
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Do werewolves feel this sense of safety as they creep back just 
at dawn into some borrowed body? (201) 

As the last two lines above indicate, Lyman considers his "real " life to 

be the one he leads as a creator. His "real" house is what we might call 

a house of fiction: "the desk waiting with its piles of books and 

folders of papers and photographs." Work--especially what he elsewhere 

calls "routine work"--provides him "home of a kind, life of a kind, 

purpose of a kind." What better way to describe the writing (or reading) 

process than Lyman's allusion to himself as a werewolf and to his 

characters as "borrowed" bodies? Here, too, we find an oblique reference 

to Lyman as an orphan. Lyman implies that unless he is at work, he is 

spiritually homeless. 

Perhaps it is needless to point out that writers frequently speak of 

their craft in terms similar to those Lyman employees. Here, for 

instance, is the conclusion to Pablo Neruda's poem, "Muchos Somos" as 

translated by Alistair Reid: 

While I am writing, I am far away; 
and when I come back, I have already left. 
I should like to see if the same thing happens 
to other people as it does to me, 
to see if as many people are as I am, 
and if they seem the same way to themselves. 
When this problem has been thoroughly explored, 
I am going to school myself so well in things 
that, when I try to explain my problems, 
I shall speak, not of self, but of geography. 

We find here the same references to the divided self, the same sense of 

creation as escape and return. 
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Unfortunately, as Stegner remarks in liThe Writer and the Concept of 

Adulthood,11 what we write lIin those disciplined hours II when we are alone 

IImay be absurd, jejune~ unreal, dead wrong. Work discipline may serve 

illusion and self-deception and, occasionally (at least in the view of 

some readers), downright evil ll (OWTSM 49). I am afraid that is what has 

been happening to me. Like Lyman, I feel spiritually adrift, cut off 

from my family and friends, alienated and too lonely most of the time to 

be much use to anyone, including myself. If Lyman and I are writers, I 

can1t help noticing that what we produce mirrors our spiritual condition: 

it amounts to little more than a collection of fragments. Angle of 

Repose, in fact, could be viewed as nothing more than an anthology of 

fragments: Lyman1s journals, Susan1s letters, Augusta1s letters. What, 

if anything, connects them? According to Stegner1s friend, Bernard 

DeVoto, art lIis the instrument and proof of self-control ll (OWTSM 46). 

But look what happened in DeVoto1s case. After he wrote lithe trilogy of 

Western histories which were so clearly what he had been born to write,1I 

his desk, II which had been both a sanctuary and the place of deepest 

satisfaction became a prison and an excuse. • .• The compulsive worker 

who for years had held off dream and panic could no longer hold them off, 

and he died desperate ll (OWTSM 47). Is Lyman Ward one of those Stegner 

describes IIwho in order to pacify their demon ll turn IIwork into a 

compulsive habit ll and find themselves lIenclosed in it, as empty as the 

shell of a dead tortoise ll (47)? If, as Lyman says somewhere, he runs by 

routine, is he, then, merely a machine IIthat cannot do anything but run ll 

(47 my emphasis)? 
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Or is Lyman one of those like a certain professor I know who has 

published several articles on Shakespeare, and who is held in high esteem 

by his peers as a respected authority, but one who, nearing the age of 

retirement (if he has not already passed it), is still at "work" on lithe 

book," the definitive study, the long-awaited tome, the book his 

colleagues anticipate will alter the field and be held up for years as 

the standard of scholarship, but the same book, the one and only book 

that he has been writing since he was a young assistant professor just 

out of Harvard? Although we learn that Lyman has "taught history" and 

written "certain books and monographs" (17), he may nevertheless be one 

of those Stegner describes who project "great plans" in order to persuade 

themselves "of something: that this will be the biggest thing" of their 

whole careers. "Often," says Stegner, these people "have an 

overdeveloped sense of mission," and consequently they find it difficult 

"to accept the end of their specialness." To make matters worse, "One of 

the special anguishes of a writer in this condition is the fact that 

writers, by definition and profession, are aware" (OWTSM 47). That 

includes Lyman, who, in this self-portrait midway through the novel, 

again speaks of himself in terms of one of the novel's controlling 

metaphors: 

•.. From the outside, I look like an unoccupied house with 
one unconvincing night-light left on. Any burglar could look through my 
curtains and conclude I am empty. But he would be mistaken. Under that 
one light unstirred by movement or shadows there is a man at work, and as 
long as I am at work I am not a candidate for Menlo Park, or that 
terminal facility they cynically call a convalescent hospital, or a pine 
box. My habits and the unchanging season sustain me. Evil is what 
questions and disrupts. (199) 
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As the passage indicates, Lyman is keenly aware of the way he appears to 

others--"empty," IIlike an unoccupied house." Lyman, however, argues that 

appearance and reality in his own case are at odds. He invokes the 

ancient metaphor of the banhus or "bonehouse ll that came into English 

through the Anglo Saxon. In Lyman's homology, the human body corresponds 

to the house in terms of structure (earth) and we can speculate with some 

confidence that the house (Zodiac Cottage) corresponds to the cosmos. "A 

word has power in and of itself," Momaday writes in The Way to Rainy 

Mountain. "It comes from nothing into sound and meaning; it gives origin 

to all things. My means of words can a man deal with the world on equal 

terms. And the word is sacred" (42). The sacrality Lyman invokes above 

involves the word, if we consider Lyman's "work" to be that of a literary 

creator, in which case Lyman's belief in work (or language) becomes 

unconditional. We are back to the oral tradition where, by the "magic" 

of words one can "ward off evil" and "rid the body of sickness and pain" 

(Momaday). "Evil," says Lyman, is whatever interferes with "work," and 

work itself is "an anodyne." 

I asked myself a while ago what connects the various fragments of 

"writing" in Angle of Repose. That connection is obviously the 

consciousness of the artist, in this case Lyman's consciousness. Like 

almost every other reader of the novel I can name, however, I forget that 

Stegner, not Lyman, is the artist. As with Conrad's Marlow in Lord Jim, 

so with Stegner's LymaOn Ward in Angle of Repose. In either case, the 

writer gives us a story, to use Wayne Booth's phrasing, "as it might be 

told in real life," but Stegner's novel disguises "the fact that it is 

narration at all." It creates the "illusion that the events are taking 
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place unmediated by the author ll (57), or, rather, unmediated by Wallace 

Stegner. 
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CHAPTER X 

ORIGINS AND ORGINALITY IN ANGLE OF REPOSE 
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To understand how the theme of originality operates in the novel, we 

need look no farther for a mindhold than the beginning paragraphs. The 

novel opens with its narrator, appropriately named Lyman Ward, meditating 

into his tape recorder on the very subject of beginnings, if not on 

originality: 

So tonight I can sit here with the tape recorder whirring no 
more noisily than electrified time, and say into the microphone the place 
and date of a sort of beginning and a sort of return: Zodiac Cottage, 
Grass Valley, California, April 12, 1970. 

Right there, I may say to Rodman, who doesn't believe in time, 
notice something: I started to establish the present and the present 
moved on. What I established is already buried under layers of tape. 
Before I can say I am, I was. Heraclitus and I, prophets of flux, know 
that the flux is composed of parts that imitate and repeat each other. 
Am or was, I am cumulative, too. I am every-thing I ever was, whatever 
you and Leah may think. (15) 

Like American literature itself, the story Lyman Ward is about to 

relate is an event that logically precedes but historically follows other 

storytelling events, both classical and modern, oral and written, and no 

one is more aware of this fact than Lyman himself. (Lyman's references 

to Heraclitus and the spoken word establish his links to both the oral 

and the written tradition.)1 As the opening lines of the novel indicate, 

Lyman finds it impossible to locate a single beginning, a place where one 

story begins that does not hinge on the place where another story ends. 

For Lyman, the notion of a beginning necessarily implies the corollary 

notion of an end or "return." Nevertheless, one must, indeed, start 

somewhere, despite the fact that the idea of a beginning assumes the idea 

of an antecedent, and that that original act, whatever it was, if it was, 

is forever lost in the shadows of prehistory. Thus, all beginnings are 
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in medias res, whether we choose to recognize it or not. One begins in 

the middle, because, after all, try as one might, the middle is the only 

place one can begin. 

In a brilliant and in many ways seminal essay entitled "Decentering 

the Image," Joseph Riddel illuminates the problem of origins and 

beginning in regard to Charles Olson and Olson's view of Melville. 

According to Riddel, Olson takes space lito be the central fact to man 

born in America, from Folsom cave to now": 

••. Space he (Olson) says, is 'prime,' is of the beginning; 
it is an origin which 'history' necessarily erases and cannot recall, 
except in its utopian fiction of perfection. But for Olson, space is 
neither absence nor plentitude. It is original homelessness, or 
restlessness (Hegalian?), of the self which awakes to itself as already 
bound in the other, in geo-graphy. Space is what was violated in the 
'Original Act .•. the First Murder ' •... What was shattered with the 
First Murder was the "concord" of Space, original difference. In the 
'Original Act,' space was displaced as history, the hierarchical and 
authoritarian history of the West, logocentrism. Man arrogated to 
himself centrality or priority, of which Emerson's central man is a last, 
late repetition. (324) 

But, of course, for Olson "man is a secondary condition, prefigured 

as the wanderer who has always repeated the primordial 'First Murder,' 

itself a figural event inscribed in the moment of all writing" (325). In 

other words, the act of writing (or speaking?) itself is a violation of 

space, very much akin to the idea of a Fall into language Hawthorne 

describes in The Marble Faun, the difference being that for Olson "man's 

original state was ahmys already Shame, the condition of need" (324), 

whereas for Hawthorne, the Fall, however fortunate, was from innocence 

into experience as well. In Olson's theory, on the other hand, the 
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Flood, Eden, Adam'lI (325). Space itself remains IIprime ll
: 
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•.• In the beginning was random distribution, space as 
difference. 'Man' is an 'outrider,' a wanderer, in space; his first 
knowledge is of himself as other. His first need is for community, 
communication. Thus Olson's figure for the (original) writer is the 
'figure of outward' or 'figure of forward.' 'Man' is forever deprived of 
his sources, is never central. His belated discovery, or insinuation, of 
his centrality, therefore, which Olson identifies with humanism, becomes 
evident in the very invention of metaphysics and radiates through the 
literature of the West, particularly in its preoccupation with epic or 
'narrative' .••• The author/writer is originally a foundling •.• 
writing is murder, the 'First Murder,' the displacement of the father, 
and the projection or elongation of 'space.' This 'First Murder,' then, 
is not an event from which everything following derives, but the sign of 
an originally impure origin. It is, in Olson's figures, irreducibly a 
scene of writing, a beginning without origin. (325) 

But how does Stegner--and more importantly, the figure of Lyman 

Ward--fit into all this? To answer this question, we should first remind 

ourselves that Lyman is an orphan. When the novel opens, he has just 

finished getting his grandmother's house IIrenovated, moved his library 

up, and got himself transported to it without arousing the suspicion of 

his watchful children ll (15). That is, if only by implication, we come to 

understand that Lyman has been recently homeless, a condition he shares 

with virtually every major character in the novel. Once Susan and Oliver 

leave behind the pastoral and significantly named village of Milton, they 

endure an exile that puts the text into a very complicated relationship 

to other texts, including Paradise Lost. IIDid you cling forever to the 

sentiment you wrote to Augusta Hudson from the bottom of Boise Canyon,1I 

Lyman asks rhetorically at the novel's outset. The IIsentiment li to which 

he refers? No less than Susan's remark that IInot even Henry James's 
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expatriates were so exiled" as she and her family. Nor can we forget 

Eve-like Shelly Rasmussen, Lyman's Girl Friday, and her wanderings, both 

figurative and literal. In returning to her parents I home, a movement 

that not only parallels Lyman's own return to his ancestral environs, but 

Susan's frequent returns to her parentage in Milton, Shelly remains 

nonetheless a symbolic contemporary foundling. 

As with Olson's "Man," Lyman's first knowledge "is of himself as 

other" (Riddel 325). As Lyman tells it, "Before I can say I am, I was." 

Moreover, despite his desire for independence ("Now I believe they will 

leave me alone"), once he has safely isolated himself in the cottage, 

which is itself a metaphor, like Olson's "outrider," Lyman's IIfirst need 

is for community, communication" (Riddel 325). In truth, no sooner does 

Lyman get rid of his son, Rodman, than he begins addressing him in his 

absence by talking into the tape recorder: 

.•• Am or was, I am cumulative, too. I am everything I 
ever was, whatever you and Leah may think. I am much of what my parents 
and especially my grandparents were--inherited stature, coloring, brains, 
bones (that part unfortunate), plus transmitted prejudices, culture, 
scruples, likings, moralities, and moral errors that I defend as if they 
were personal and not familial. Even places, especially this house 
whose air is thick with the past. My antecedents support me here as the 
old wisteria at the corner supports the house. Looking at its cables 
wrapped two or three times around the cottage, you would swear, and you 
could be right, that if they were cut the place would fall down. (15) 

But if Lyman addresses Rodman (note the similarity of their names), Lyman 

also addresses us, for inherent in the need for community and 

communication is the need to confide, to trust in a force or power beyond 

or outside the self and its familiars. Much of the novel comes to us, 

then, in the form of a private/public confession ~ ~ St. Augustine, 
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Matson's ~ History of Philosophy, Book XII, Chapter 1, of the 

Confessions: 
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I will now call to mind my past foulness, and the carnal 
corruptions of my soul: not because I love them, but that I may love 
Thee, 0 my God. For love of Thy love I do it; reviewing my most wicked 
ways in the very bitterness of my remembrance, that Thou mayest grow 
sweet unto me; (Thou sweetness never failing, Thou blissful and assured 
sweetness;) and gathering me agai~ out of that !!)Y dissipation, wherein 1. 
was torn piecemeal, while returne from Thee, the One Good, 1. lost myself 
am,ng a 
mu tiplicity of things. For I even burnt in my youth heretofore, to be 
satiated in things below; and 1. dared to grow wild again, with these 
various and shadowy loves: my beauty consumed away, and I stank in Thine 
eyes. (198-99, my italics) 

Confession, then as we come to understand from Augustine--if not 

from an instinctive recognition of ourselves as other--is an attempt at 

decentering, an attempt to rediscover one's sources, or, as the cliche 

has it, an attempt to lose one's self in order to find one's self. 

Where does one literally begin? "Our understanding of the greatest 

matters will never be complete," Heraclitus reminds us. 

As in Olson's view, so in Augustine's and Lyman Ward's: man is 

"forever deprived of his sources." Augustine speaks of his own 

"dissipation," of being "torn piecemeal" and "lost among a multiplicity 

of things" and of confession as a desire to find himself in God. 

Obviously in such a case, the act of writing (or speaking) becomes 

symbolic of a search for God, a spiritual odyssey, although 

paradoxically, in order for a New Self to be born the Old Self must first 

be reproduced and ritually abandoned like a shell (confession). ("Naked 

came I into the world,/ naked shall I leave it;/ nothing more do I desire 
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than to bel naked in the sight of the Lord," says St. Jerome. "Come on!" 

Shelly cries at Lyman in the novel's final pages, "Let's have a look at 

you. Off with those clothes" 566.) After all, one can never, short of 

death, merge with God. To be Man is to be Flesh, and to be Flesh is to 

be apart from God, to be Other. So with Lyman Ward. Few critics would 

argue with the idea that the journeys Susan, Oliver, and Lyman make are 

spiritual as well as physical. Lyman's foundling status (liMy mother died 

when I was two, my father was a silent and difficult man: I grew up my 

grandparents' child" 313), his apparent homelessness before the novel 

begins, only reinforce this idea. Furthermore, the idea of travel--in 

Olson's view, the violation of space--is synonymous in the novel with the 

idea of identity (or the loss of it). 

Consider again, for example, what we have already noted: that the 

novel comes to us out of Lyman's literal need to express himself, but 

that this need can be talked about as at least two needs: (1) man's need 

to confess and (2) man's need to commune. But confession, however good 

for the spirit, is merely self-abasement. It is a step "backward" as 

Lyman himself recognizes: 

Increasingly, after my amputation and during the long time when 
I lay around feeling sorry for myself, I came to feel like the contour 
bird. I wanted to fly around the Sierra foothills backward, 
just looking. If there was no longer any sense in pretending to be 
interested in where I was going, I could consult where I've been. And I 
don't mean the Ellen business. I honestly believe this isn't that 
personal. The Lyman Ward who married Ellen Hammon and begot Rodman Ward 
and taught history and wrote certain books and monographs about the 
Western frontier, and suffered certain personal catastrophes and perhaps 
deserved them and survives them after a fashion and now sits talking to 
himself into a microphone--he doesn't matter that much anymore. (17) 
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As Lyman sees, whoever stops at the exclusive contemplation of the self 

goes only half way. The second step must be genuine observation outward, 

or, as Lyman describes it, downward. To stop short of genuine 

observation of an other world external to the self is to become ensnared 

in the merely "personal," to "fly around the Sierra Foothills backward, 

just look." "Men who wish to know about the world," says Heraclitus, 

"must learn about it in its particular details." 

We should keep in mind, too, the symbolic nature of the family name, 

since, by definition, Lyman, at least in part, creates a "hundred year 

chronicle of the family" (16). We have already come some way toward 

proving that Lyman, in addition to being a literal orphan, is also a 

symbolic orphan, a fact his family name, in at least one of its 

denotations, confirms, That is, it suggests a minor under the control of 

a guardian, and literally speaking, that guardian is Shelly's mother, Ada 

Hawkes. "Good Christ, what would I do if she collapsed?" Lyman exclaims 

toward the novel's close (475), and throughout the novel he refers to 

himself as her "grotesque doll" (28), her "maimed doll" (28), her "hairy 

baby" (29), a "troublesome doll" (48), a "broken doll" (272), and "her 

grotesque duty" (272). The name Ward, then, suggests a family of 

orphans, and, in turn, the themes of home and homelessness, old world and 

new, the self and its relationship to place. Moreover, when used as an 

adverbial suffix, as in earthward, downward, forward, or backward, the 

term signifies motion per se by specifying spatial or temporal direction. 

One of Stegner's true subjects, then, is the Family of Man, Man as 

"outrider" and "wanderer" in space, for the scope of the novel, although 

primarily continental in the geographical sense--Susan and Oliver journey 
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from coast to coast--extends beyond the local into the temporal and 

universal. We may even want to consider other questions concerning the 

relationships that develop between people and places in terms of 

character names, especially in terms of the thematic tensions they 

resonate between private and public meanings. The genealogy of lyman 

himself may be a case in pOint, for it is at least a triple one: he is 

Stegner's character, his grandparent's son, and a part of a literary 

tradition. 

Despite the five tightly packed pages of entries in The Oxford 

English Dictionary listed under the heading of Ward, its origins appear 

completely and utterly lost to me. In Old English the word appeared in 

three forms-- weard, warde, and ward--and these survive primarily in the 

unique manuscript of Beowulf, an epic composed in the oral tradition 

(probably by employing those methods Albert B. lord describes in The 

Singer of Tales, i.e., with the aid of countless formulas) by those who 

sang it two or three centuries before the scribes incorporated it into 

the written tradition around 1000 A.D. We know the Old English masculine 

form, weard, commonly applied to God as in rodora weard, keeper of the 

skies. We know, too, that a variant came to form the secondary element 

in compound words like those we have already cited above but also 

including bear-, gate-, ~-, mill-, woodward. From the cliffs, with 

nothing but sky above, Weard Scildinga guards the coast of Hrothgar's 

domain. From that vantage point, he watches Beowulf and his men come 

ashore bearing their bright shields and spears over the gunwale of their 

vessel onto the land of the Danes. So, too, lyman Ward, from aloft in 

his attic seat in Zodiac Cottage, perches like both God and 
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Weard--watchman, guard, keeper, and warden of all he surveys. First 

comes Rodman, son of Lyman: IIHe, Rodman Ward, culture hero born fully 

armed from" his father's "history haunted skull ll (18). IIThat I have 

borne, this can I bear also,1I Lyman says later on the subject of his 

IIsubmission to necessity.1I It is a curious and fitting echo that further 

tightens his link to both the oral and the written traditions in classic 

literature. At the moment he says it, Lyman has been tempted to IIcall it 

quits ll (200): 

A man sits sorrowful, cut off from happiness, his mind 
darkening, and it seems to him that his share of hardships is endless; he 
may then decide that wise God turns ever through this world, shows mercy 
to many a man, certain glory, but much woe to others. 

I may say this about myself, that I wa~ for a time the minstrel 
of the Hoedenings, dear to my lord; Deor was my name. I had a good place 
for many years, a loyal lord, until recently Heorrenda, song-crafty man, 
came into the land rights that the protector of man had earlier given to 
me. 

That has passed and so may this. 

'"Deor' is a curious little poem,1I my teacher, Fred Rebsamen writes 

in his introduction to it in Beowulf ~ ril Name (1971), IIcomposed 

primarily of five compact and (to the modern reader) obscure allusions to 

famous men and events. Beowulf includes similar allusions in its 

'digressions' and they add considerable poignance to the poem; in 'Deor,' 

however, they form the main body of the poemll (119-120). The structure 

of Angle of Repose (ANGLE * * * 1. One of the Low-German tribes that 

settled in Britain, where they formed the kingdoms of Northumbria, 

Mercia, and East Anglia, and finally gave their name to the whole 

'English' people ll ) would make an interesting comparison with the epic 

structure of Beowulf. The point here is that Lyman Ward, keeper of his 
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own soul, the orphan of his own life, tosses off a fair number of 

lIobscure allusions to famous men and events ll in his own digressions, and 

that those digressions, taken in context, lIadd considerable poignance ll to 

Lyman's poem. 

The point is also that the originality of Stegner's novel consists 

primarily in the way it makes new out of the old. in the way it 

synthesizes and fuses (the novel's ostensible subject is, after all, 

marriage) fact and fiction, dream and reality, history and personal 

experience, but especially in the way that it confronts and challenges 

the various notions of the prevailing (but temporary) orthodoxy 

attempting to establish itself in the America of the 1960s and early 

1970's. Lyman Ward himself announces the arrival of the order I refer to 

when he writes that liThe elements have changed, there are whole new 

orders of magnitude and kind. This present of 1970 ;s no more an 

extension of my grandparents' world, this West is no more a development 

of the West they helped build, than the sea over Santorin is an extension 

of that once-island of rock and olives. My wife turns out after a 

quarter of a century to be someone I never knew, my son starts all fresh 

from his own premises ll (18). 

IIIn a world where the referential element itself is denounced,1I 

writes Raymond Federman in The Columbia Literary History of the United 

States, lithe old question of historical truth and credibility, but also 

the question of the stability of the real, as well as the psychic depth 

of the subject, are no longer valid" (1149). IIThese are now impossible 

questions to ask," he says in IISelf-Reflexive Fiction,1I although these 

are precisely the questions Lyman Ward takes up in Angle of Repose. In 
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the late 1960's and 1970's, Jewish and Southern novelists busied 

themselves, according to Federman, with the "introduction of explicit 

sexuality into the text whereby the protagonists become (as in the case 

of Portnoy) outrageous libidinal figures who mock by their actions and 

their language the social, ethnic, regional, and moral tradition within 

which they function" (1152). As we have already seen, even Shelly 

Rasmussen, whose explicit sexuality emerges frequently into Lyman's text, 

retreats from Lyman as pundit. While Shelly challenges and questions 

tradition as a tryant, lito question," Stegner reminds us, "does not mean 

to repudiate--not necessarily" (OWTSM 79). In Stegner's view, liThe 

necessity to question and challenge has been the greatest strength of the 

American system," but it has also "helped make this remarkably successful 

country poor in personal satisfactions, productive too often of fear, 

loneliness, and anomie" (OWTSM 79). While Shelly is clearly an 

"outrageous libidinal figure" in Lyman's end-of-the-novel dream, even 

there she is headed back to "school" (548). Apparently, there are 

"things in our social and political structure worth hanging onto" (OWTSM 

79), even for her, even for the New Woman. 

In fact, Shelly's fantasy turns out to parallel the fantasy of that 

other New Woman, Susan Burling. Both imitate and repeat "the perennial 

American fantasy of a return to innocence," the paradoxical submergence 

of themselves "in an alternative group" (OWTSM 43). "~Ihile they lived 

there," Lyman comments on his grandparents' commune in Boise canyon in 

the 1880's, "it was hopeful struggle, not lost cause, and for a while it 

was a little corner of Eden" (383). Here is a cut from one of Susan's 

letters to Thomas (who lives in his own "ideal" society): 
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Have you ever built a house with your own hands, out of the 
materials that Nature left lying around? Everyone should have that 
experience once. It is the most satisfying experience I know. We have 
been as fascinated as children who build forts or snowhouses, and it has 
made us the tightest little society in the West. We are not the kind of 
ideal society that gathers around you and Augusta in the studio, yet we 
are not without our ideal aspects. A Brook Farm without a social theory, 
and a melting pot Brook Farm at that: a Chinese cook, a Swedish 
handyman, an English governess, three Eastern American engineers, two 
children, and a lady artist. I have watched with admiration how you two 
first created a place for yourselves in New York and then molded and 
shaped it within your world of art and ideas. Let me tell you how it is 
done in primitive Idaho. (390) 

"Primitive Idaho" in the 1880's turns out to be close to primitive 

California in the 1970's. Shelly's temptation to flee industrial 

civilization and join her natural lover in a commune lingers as one of 

many options available to her. She must think things over. But like 

Lyman, Shelly is a great questioner. It is she, in fact, who questions 

the questioner, and, in doing so, comes to question perfection and 

perhaps even the desirability of it. 

"Confronting the fiasco of recent historical events," Federman 

writes, "the new novelists of the 1970's--'chaos drunk writers,' as they 

have been called--offer a new idea of history: since civilization has 

become fraudulent, since it has turned into an enormous lie, it is 

important to examine its deceptions, its ruins, its cliches--the mess of 

civilization and culture. But above all," he continues, "it is important 

to examine and denounce the language that continues to perpetuate lies 

and illusions. Therefore, for the self-reflexive writers who see 

culture, or rather the discourse produced by culture, as a mystification, 

it becomes crucial to empty language of its symbolic power. It is in 

this sense that the new fiction writers are involved in an act of 
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have called elsewhere 'the unreality of reality'll {1156}. 

Before I go on, let me confess to a bias here. To advocate the 

disintegration of American fiction into "a form of deliberate 

unreadability not unlike that of Finnegans Wake" for either "aesthetic 

reasons II or "subversive reasons" strikes me as not merely vulgar but 

cowardly, and I see no more reason to admire it in an Irishman for his 

"aesthetic reasons" than I do in a lI'chaos drunk 'll American for his 
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(so-called) "subversive reasons". believe Mr. Federman (who supposes 

he should place his own "name among II those others he names) comes much 

closer to the truth when he writes, "In fact, it can be said of the new 

fiction that it presented itself as a mess, and that therefore disorder, 

deliberate chaos, fragmentation, dislocation were its most striking 

aspects II {1146}. {If "it can be said" that he purposely presented his 

own fiction "as a ~," then why doesn't he say it?} I have seen enough 

people who remind me of Mr. Federman get the jerks, speak in tongues, 

undergo passionate conversions, and undoubtedly benefit psychologically 

from the experience to become suspect of writers who self-advertise the 

"deliberate unreadability" of their texts as virtues. Those who have a 

taste for American history, as Mr. Federman seems to display elsewhere in 

his text, know that the theme of rebellion runs so very true throughout 

the course of our literature as to become not merely repetitive and 

cyclic but standard, conventional, at times even mass-produced with 

interchangeable parts. I have few doubts that Mr. Federman or anyone of 

his friends could have created a blueprint that would have dramatically 

improved "the mess of civilization and culture" in the America of the 
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1970 1s. Perhaps to their credit, so far as I can tell, neither Mr. 

Federman or his friends made such an attempt, but in mirroring the 

"unreality of reality," the "fraudulent" and "enormous lie"--"the mess of 

civilization"--in the "mess" of their texts, I also suspect that they 

merely created a language that perpetuated more lies and illusions. 

Their "new idea of history" purports to "examine" civilization1s 

deceptions, its ruins, its cliches," but what historian or artist has 

ever purported to do otherwise? As for the term "disruptive complicity" 

from which these "new novelists" apparently derive a common purpose in 

order to "confront the mess of reality," I suppose what ~1r. Federman 

means is that they agreed to rebel. Has there ever been a time in the 

history of civilization when lithe mess of reality" was without the need 

of a little cleaning up? Just supposing these new novelists and their 

experimental fiction could really "empty language of its symbolic power." 

Isn1t such a proposal a program to renew our purify fiction by reducing 

its means? Is it necessary or even desirable for writers lito believe, 

like salesmen, that the new inevitably must replace or destroy the old" 

(Berry 1983 9)? Instead of replacing or destroying the old with the new, 

could fiction "renew itself and advance into new circumstance by adding 

the new to the old"? Can the "critical faculty" in fiction writers 

"undertake to see that the best of the new is grafted to the best of the 

old"? 

Wendell Berry, whose words from liThe Specialization of Poetry" I 

have been using to frame these questions, would answer ~ to the last 

two. Consider what Mr. Berry has to say about the case of free verse in 
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.•. Free verse, for instance, is a diminishment of the 
competence of poetry if it is seen as replacing traditional prosody; it 
is an enlargement only if it is conceived as an addition. Freedom from 
narrative is a diminishment--it is not even a freedom--unless it is 
included with the capability of narrative among the live possibilities of 
poetry. To attempt to advance by more taking away is not to bring into 
view a renewed and newly powerful art. It heads us instead toward what 
Mr. Kinnel himself warns against: lithe other possibility, that to exist 
at all poetry will simply give up its old ambitions and adapt itself to 
what is, that it will simply become the expression of a reality from 
which all trace of the sacred has been removed. II (9) 

Is that what we want? Diminishment? A reduction in means? Freedom from 

narrative? A relinquishment of possibilities? "Empty language of its 

symbolic power" and replace it with what? "Give Up" the "old ambitions" 

and adapt lito a reality from which all trace of the sacred" is extinct? 

Listen to Wallace Stegner at the age of 55 (just three years younger 

than Lyman Ward), writing in 1965, just about the time the traumatic 

impact of John Kennedy's assassination and the lies of the Johnson 

administration had begun to reshape the American consciousness: 

The ~Jest's own problems are likely to be more to the western 
writer's purpose than any that he can borrow, especially when in 
borrowing he must deny his gods. In a pluralist country we are bound to 
be of many kinds. Hemingway preaches the stiff upper lip, Saul Bellow 
specifically and angrily and repeatedly repudiates it. But the frontier 
American tradition of stoicism neither invalidates nor is invalidated by 
the Russan-Jewish tradition of emotional votility. With the highest 
respect for Bellow, I have to throw in with Hemingway, at least on this 
issue, because I grew up in stiff-upper-lip country. We have an 
obligation to be ourselves even when it seems we are squares. 

This western naivete of strenuousness, pragmatism, meliorism, 
optimism, and the stiff upper lip is our tradition, such as it is. Any 
western writer may ultimately be grateful to his western upbringing for 
convincing him, beyond all chance of conversion, that man, even Modern 
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Man, has some dignity if he will assume it, and that most lives are worth 
living even when they are lives of quiet desperation. The point is to do 
the best one can in the circumstances, not the worst. From the western 
writer's square, naive point of view, the trouble with Modern Man, as he 
reads about him in fiction, is that Modern Man has quit. (TSOMW 184) 

Here, as elsewhere, one can and should substitute "American" for 

"West." 
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Note 

1 I rely in this chapter on Guy Davenport's translation, Herakleitos 
and Diogenes. San Francisco: Grey Fox, 1981. What we know of 
Heraclitus, as Davenport tells us in his headnote, amounts to very 
little: "he lived in Ephesos between 540 and 480 BC," and he "wrote a 
book dedicated to Artemis, fragments of which have survived through 
quotation by later writers. II Davenport's note, it seems to me, is worth 
reflecting upon in connection with Lyman Ward a.nd his attempt to "see" 
himself within his own cultural context, and also in connection with any 
discussion of narrative perspective in the novel. Consequently, I 
reprint the whole of Davenport here: 

liThe astuteness and comprehensiveness of his (Herakleitos) insight 
into the order of nature have commanded attention for 2500 years, 
exhibiting a freshness for every generation. Plato counted him among the 
transcendent intelligences, as did Nietzsche, Gassendi, Niels Bohr, 
Spengler. His presence as a spirit in both modern poetry (Eliot, Pound, 
William Carlos Williams, Hopkins) and modern physics makes him peculiarly 
a twentieth-centry guide, one of our daimons. 

"There are many studies of Herakleitos, and many translations. This 
one hopes merely to provide the simplest and most transparent English 
equivalent for the Greek that I can. 

"In Fragment 69 I have departed from literalness and accepted the 
elegant paraphrase of Novalis, "Characters is fate." The Greek says that 
ethos is man's daimon: the moral climate of a man's cultural complex 
(strictly, his psychological weather) is what we mean when we say daimon 
or guardian angel. As the daimons inspire and guide, character is the 
cooperation between psyche and daimon. The daimon has foresight, the 
ps¥che is blind and timebound. A thousand things happen to us daily 
whlch we sidestep or do not even notice. We follow the events which we 
are characteristically predisposed to cooperate with, designing what 
happens to us: character is fate." 
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CHAPTER XI 

SOME HEPWORTH FAMILY HISTORY (1852) 
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On January 10,1852, the Kennebec set sail from Liverpool, England 

to New Or1eans. 1 If Stegner's report on the Jersey's voyage from 

Liverpool to New Orleans a year later is any indication, then the 

passengers in steerage aboard the Kennebec may have numbered as many as 

300, mostly English and Welsh. My great-great grandparents, Thomas 

Hepworth and Mary Fletcher, were among them. In fact, the year 1852 

marked two significant turning points in Mormon history, and, to a 

surprising degree, in the history of the United States. 

It was in 1852, for example, that Brigham Young decided publicly to 

announce what had long been known only to a few select members of the 

priesthood: the Mormon doctrine of "spiritual wives." Young made the 

announcement in Salt Lake City to a gathering of 107 missionaries bound 

for Europe. What's more, he published the announcement, along with Orson 

Pratt's justification of polygamy, in the Deseret News that August, just 

about the time my great-great grandparents were breaking camp somewhere 

in the vicinity of South Pass. Young instructed the missionaries to keep 

their mouths shut tight on the subject of polygamy. And for the most 

part they did. If they heard news of the doctrine at all, my guess is 

that my great-great grandparents arrived in Salt Lake convinced, like the 

converts that came after them, that polygamy "was an ugly rumor 

perpetuated by enemies of the Church" (TGOZ 212). 

The second of these two turning points had a much more profound 

impact upon the history of the United States. Historians like Wallace 

Stegner call it "the Great Migration" (TGOZ 223). Until 1852 the Church 

concentrated its money and principal efforts on bringing the American 

Saints West to Salt Lake from Winter Quarters and the Pattawattamie 
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lands; in 1852, probably beginning with that voyage of the Kennebec in 

January in which Thomas Hepworth and Mary Fletcher played a part, and for 

twenty years afterward, the Church expended its enormous energy and 

limited monetary resources upon the gathering up of Zion from the broken 

anthills of industrialized Europe. And Liverpool was the principal 

staging point. In 1854, two years after those initial voyages of the 

Great Migration had set sail on the winds of time, the Times of London 

estimated that somewhere between 30,000 and 40,000 more English converts 

remained behind, feeding themselves on the hope of finding their way to 

the valley of the Saints in the Rocky Mountains (TGOZ 212). 

By definition the converts like my grandparents were destitute 

European paupers, lithe industrially dispossessed, the chronically 

unemployed, the widowed, the orphaned, those for whom Zion in the tops of 

the mountains was a far golden world, a pillar of fire or cloud, a star 

shining in the West ll (TGOZ 211). Unable to pay their own way, many of 

them relied on the Perpetual Emigrating Fund, the voluntary contributions 

raised by Church agents expressly for the purpose of aiding European 

converts seeking the New World. 

But that plan, first publicly available to the masses in Richard 

Franklin's circular of February 23, 1856, would have been unavailable to 

my great-great grandparents making preparations in 1851. How or where 

did they secure their funds? 

My great-great grandfather Thomas was 26 years old when he set foot 

aboard the Kennebec, and I know only that two years passed from the time 

he officially converted in December of 1850 and that day in January of 

1852 when he made his way to the docks. In his arms he held his 
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seven-month-old daughter, Sarah, and with him walked his brother, John, 

and his wife, Frances A. Fletcher. The brothers Hepworth had married 

sisters--a common enough practice in the mid-nineteenth century. Tom and 

John had both been born in Barnsley, Yorkshire: Thomas on October 4, 

1826. Their mother, Sarah Jackson, had been born in Netherton, Yorkshire 

in 1795; their father, in Barnsley, in 1792. How (or when) the brothers 

had made their way from the home of their parents at 160 Westgate in 

Barnsley to Liverpool, remains a question. The Hepworth family record 

tell us that their father, Samuel, was a bread baker by profession. His 

sons, obviously, followed other inclinations. By the time of his 

marriage on August 27,1848, at St. Nicholas Church in Liverpool, 

Lancastershire, Thomas had learned the trade of a butcher, a trade passed 

on from father to son in the Thomas Hepworth family through 

great-grandfather James; my grandfather, Charles Vern; to my father, 

James Myrlin and his brothers, Charles, Ralph, and John, who abandoned 

the trade for professions in medicine, education, and law in the late 

1940's. 

Regardless, I imagine Tom Hepworth boarding the Kennebec on that 

cold January day with a feeling of elation and something close to joy. 

Already, he and his wife Mary must have counted the end of their 

preparations at least a modest success. Were they romantics or realists? 

Something of both, no doubt. Seeing a version of the tale about to 

unfold before them set down in neat, nearly round numerals tempts me to 

think of their year-long journey as far easier than it no doubt was. 

Here, for example, are the mileage figures of Fred Piercy's trek, 
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recorded just after he had bathed himself in Emigration Creek and put on 

a new set of clothes: 

Liverpool to New Orleans. 

New Orleans to St. Louis 

St. Louis to Kanesville 

Kanesville to Winter Quarters 

Winter Quarters to G.S.L.C. 

• 5,000 

• 1,173 

620 

12 

• 1,035 

7,840 

Without question, that journey of 7,840 miles had certain epic 

proportions. In the case of the infamous handcart companies who followed 

in 1856, the trail turned into a grisly marathon. Like the artist 

Piercy, who arrived in Emigration Canyon a year after my great-great 

grandparents did, 11m sure they would have welcomed a bath at the end of 

their open road. Nevertheless, I am willing to risk the same 

oversimplification Stegner does when he writes that "As a general thing, 

converts came down the Mormon channels as smoothly as boxcars follow an 

engine down a track" (TGOZ 229). The misfortunes that plagued Gentile 

pioneers, especially the hundreds of California pilgrims who "limped into 

Salt Lake Valley in a state of collapse" and Ileither sold off their 

belongings to lighten their loads across the desert, or converted wagon 

outfits into packtrains for the last leg, or bought food and livestock to 

replace what they had lost" (207) mayor may not have beset them. In any 

case they would still have needed that bath. 
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The Kennebec itself must have smelled just a little ripe after six 

weeks or more at sea. The Mormon elders organized each floating village 

into what Piercy calls "districts," but in pOint of fact, the Mormons 

sti 11 refer to them as "wards" (TGOZ 214). Aboard the Kennebec a 

president and two counselors presided over each group. Of the Jersey 

that carried artist Piercy to New Orleans in 1853, Stegner writes that it 

was in "every way a representative Mormon emigrant ship" (TGOZ 214), 

which tells me that a typical day at sea began for my great-great 

grandparents with a scouring and fumigation. They must have been "up" by 

4:00 a.m., Mary to nurse Sarah and Tom to light candles or perhaps assist 

in the bedlam of the galley. At some point, probably before they 

dressed, they sprinkled each other with lime: 

... The elders worked out a sequence of duties, to be 
signaled by bugle or shipls bell: rising, cleaning quarters, disposing 
of refuse over the side, prayer; then breakfast in orderly groups, each 
group using the galley for a half to three-quarters of an hour and 
turning it over, clean, to the next. Throughout the day, instructive 
talks by the elders, prayer meetings, fairly often a wedding, sometimes a 
baptism, occasionally a burial; then another orderly assault on the 
galley and another spell of cleaning; in the evening, music or a dance or 
group singing; at eight or nine, by bugle or bell, prayers. 

Their quarters were cramped, families often could not be 
accommodated together, the men as often as not slept on deck while the 
women and children took the cabins. But the scale of provisions fixed by 
the English and American Passenger Acts had improved upon the old 
emigrant rations, and sometimes at the end of a prosperous voyage 
friendly captains would let the emigrants keep the unused supplies. More 
than once, shipfuls of clean, pious, and well-behaved Mormons so worked 
on crews and officers that they converted them wholesale. From the very 
beginning of the operation, Mormon charter ships were show windows to the 
world, effective advertising for the faith. Skeptics came to jeer and 
stayed to praise; and during the 1850 ls and 1860 ls all sorts of people, 
from Charles Dickens to Parliamentary commissions, were led to express 
public admiration for the efficiency and good order of these ships. 
(228) 
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Stegner describes the pilgrims aboard the Jersey as "plain godly 

people who behaved themselves and harkened to counsel and took pleasure 

from the adventure of their voyage" (TGOZ 214). The adventure I welcome, 

but I like to imagine Tom rebelling as I do from the iron-clad chains of 

Mormon orthodoxy and group thinking in at least a few quiet ways. I see 

him standing apart just a little from the flock that managed to escape 

the smells of urine and human perspiration in steerage and climbing back 

on deck to watch a winter sunrise. Perhaps one morning after dumping 

refuse over the side of the ship and after more than a month and a half 

at sea, he may have stared down to discover the water around the Kennebec 

changing from blue to muddy greens and grays in the ghostly light. It 

would take another four days of straight running through such water, 

pulled by a pair of Mississippi River steamboats, to reach New Orleans. 

Stegner lists the fare for traveling a steamer like the John Simonds 

from New Orleans to St. Louis at $2.25 in 1883. If anything, it might 

have been a penny or two cheaper the previous year when Tom and John 

arrived with their wives and children at the end of their 5,000 miles 

across the Atlantic to bring their personal transition to a Pacific phase 

in history. By now, Tom and Mary's daughter, Sarah, was nearly ten 

months old and Mary was already five months pregnant with their second 

child. The 1,173 mile river fare from New Orleans to St. Louis would 

have cost the family around $4.50, for little Sarah and all children 

under the age of three could travel the steamboats free so long as they 

accompanied their parents (TGOZ 214). Before leaving the Kennebec in New 

Orleans, however, the ward presidents and counselors warned each member 

of their districts against consorting with the confidence men and thieves 



who swarmed the docks and worked the steamships. Then they handed 

families like the Hepworths over to people like Captain Tom Robbins of 

lithe 5th Co. 1I in the Mormon Battalion. 
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Tom and his Mormon soldiers gave the emigrants even sterner warnings 

about swindlers and mountebanks. They also warned them about 

overindulging themselves with fresh vegetables and meat after having 

adapted to a rigid diet of sea biscuit, rice, and salt pork. It was 

Captain Robbins who arranged their passage on the steamboats and their 

subsequent wagon trips up the Missouri all the way to the site of present 

day Omaha. Four years after my great-great grandparents traveled the 

Mississippi and the Missouri, Mark Twain began his sojourn as a cub 

pilot. 

It took the Hepworths six months to reach Council Bluffs from 

Liverpool. The only reason I know that is because the family record 

indicates that Tom and Mary's second child (a boy!) was born lIat Council 

Bluffs, Pottawattomie County, Iowa ll on 3 July 1852. So far, they had 

come a distance of 6,800 miles. In 1852 Council Bluffs was still better 

known as Kanesvi11e to Mormon pioneers. Twelve miles away, but across 

the wide Missouri, lay the recently abandoned Winter Quarters, built by 

the Mormons who crossed Iowa's IIdo10rous miles, enduring snow, sleet, 

rain, mud, rattlesnakes, dysentery, scurvy, and bitter death II in flight 

from the violence in Illinois in 1846. Indeed, 1852 was the year the 

Mormons evacuated Kanesvil1e. Doubtless, the company of emigrants in the 

care of Captain Robbins found a ghost town on the eastern bank of the 

Missouri. The 620 mile trip from St. Louis by wagon had taken at least 

three of those six months. They would have to make much better time 
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across the next 1,050 miles. The family oral tradition has it that 

Captain Robbins halted the train for a period of three hours while my 

great-great grandmother Mary delivered the infant she named after her 

father-in-law, Samuel. More likely, Robbins forded the Hepworths across 

the Missouri ahead of the other wagons, knowing Mary's labour would cost 

them precious time. However it went, three hours was not much time to 

recover--for either Mary or the baby. Scarcely could it have emerged 

into breathable space, inflated its lungs, kicked out its little cry, 

been wiped dry and its navel cord snipped and tied by Aunt Frances, who 

put it to root at Mary's breast, than the wagon jolted into motion. At 

last they had come to the "gateway into the wilderness, the true 

beginning of the road to Zion." 

In the year that launched the Great Migration, somewhere between 

1,300 and 1,400 wagons crossed the Mormon Trail. They may have carried 

as many as 10,000 people (TGOZ 209). Odds are that Tom and Mary shared a 

wagon with John and Frances and that they walked far more miles than they 

rode. Little Sarah had to be carried, and so did her brother. As 

Stegner observes, "Nothing could have expressed the difference between 

Mormon and Gentile so eloquently as the differing motivations that drove 

them across the plains and. mountains" (210). By 1852, the backwash that 

swept first hundreds, then thousands of gold seekers out of the 

California fields and back into the interior, had already begun; gold 

fever still ran unchecked along the trails, although it now ran East and 

West, scattering men in all directions. In 1850 the cholera had also 

burned along the Mormon route like fire in dry grass, but 1852 was 

another cholera year. Even before Mary delivered her baby boy, the 
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disease had "filled 1,000 graves between the Missouri and South Pass" on 

the trail ahead of them (TGOZ 209). Other babies--many, many of 

them--were less fortunate than my great-great Uncle Sam. Passing the 

graves and their inept markers must have raised at least a few doubts. A 

fabled landmark like Chimney Rock might beckon mercilessly along the 

horizon ahead of a slow train for days. 

Somewhere around Scott's Bluff they penetrated the "authentic West": 

a strange new world of weird forms, odd colors, parched air, even more 

deceptive and hallucinatory distances. Buffalo Country, home of the 

horned-toad, the prairie rattlesnake, the wolf pack. At Fort Laramie, 

the rivers made a Y where the plains break into mountains. I have been 

there. Except for the lonely stretches of endless sagebrush in Nevada, I 

know no more desolate country in the West than Wyoming's plains. The 

sight of Laramie's Peak still conjures up images of the fur trade, much 

as the fort with its waving flag must have done in 1852; although the 

trade had dwindled long ago, the fort walls must have looked as inviting 

as they did foreign. It still was the major post for supplies on the 

Trail. "Comforting themselves," Stegner writes, "they called it 

halfway." 

There were still a few too many relatively easy miles of the Platte 

River road between them and the Laramie Range to deceive them with 

promise of speed. For my grandparents, it was not altogether an empty 

promise, either, although they referred to the Laramie Range as "the 

Black Hills." Would they have stopped to carve or paint their names 

along with the lost or famous at Independence Rock, out there at the end 

of another segment of the Trail where the poison creeks and alkali sinks 
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marked lithe beginning of a difficult love affair with the Sweetwater"? 

At Devil 's Gate, which Piercy also drew, where the Sweetwater scorned an 

easy turn and cut its passage through rock, did they hear the shouts of 

"men and boys at evening rolling rocks off the cliffs or firing guns for 

echoes"? They crossed the Green River on the west side of South Pass, 

then the Ham's Fork, and afterwards they splashed back and forth across 

Black's Fork, with the sight of Church Butte in view for days. Did they, 

as Mormon trains usually did, rest there a while and let the older 

children in the company test their climbing skills? What did Fort 

Bridger look like in 1852, the year before the Mormons bought it, five 

years before they burned it "to delay the advance of Johnston's army"? 

"From Chimney Rock and Courthouse Rock onward," Stegner writes, "the 

erosional forms of the dry country had amazed travelers with their 

resemblance to human architecture. Those forms came to a climax in Echo 

Canyon, the first stage of the passage through the Wasatch, where nearly 

every diarist saw fortresses, castles, battlements, and ruined cities, 

and marked them for the attention of later travelers so that they became 

looked-for tourist attractions." At the entrance to Echo Canyon, "almost 

within shouting distance of the Valley, wagon trains made a decision, 

whether to go down the difficult rock-and-tree-choked valley of the Weber 

or whether to turn left along the difficult tree-choked way to the head 

of Parley's Canyon and down Parley's and across the hard slopes of Big 

Mountain and into Emigration Canyon and so to safety in Zion." Right or 

left? The rock-and-tree-choked Weber or the merely difficult tree-choked 

path to Parley's and ~ Mountain? 
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Either way, the most treacherous IImountain section came at the very 

gates of the valley,1I which must have proved a particular irony to Tom 

and Mary, as well as to John and Frances. With their spirits as weary as 

their bodies, their wagon and animals no less exhausted, IIthey came to 

the hardest trial. 1I And they overcame it. So did the others. 

Heroic? 

Looking at their photographs in ~he Book of Remembrance, they appear 

neither happy or unhappy, neither resigned nor especially hopeful, a 

little uneasy. perhaps, but calm with affirmation and a secret affection 

for whatever destiny awaits them. Thomas, who occupies the right side of 

the page, wears a dark frock coat, white shirt, and open bow tie. I 

would estimate his age at somewhere around 50-55. His dark hair has 

thinned back, leaving his forehead completely bald, for which he seems to 

have compensated by growing an outrageous set of chinwhiskers in the 

Mormon fashion, although his cheeks are shaven smooth as a baby's butt. 

The oval frame within the square coincides with the roundness of his 

head. To his left, grandmother's bust appears much smaller. She wears a 

dark dress with padded shoulders covered by lace that buttons just under 

her chin. Her square forehead and high cheekbones are topped with tight 

curls. The eyes, small as they are, look more familiar than 

grandfather's, perhaps because she passed them down to her second son, 

James, and they leapfrog through the generations all the way down to my 

youngest daughter, Mariah. Looking at great-great grandmother Hepworth's 

photograph, I think she might have been pretty once. but it is her 

intelligence that attracts me. IIThat I have borne,lI she says, IIthis I 

can bear also. 1I 
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Closing the book, I open another and read what Stegner's friend, 

Ansel Adams, has to say about this business of the camera and the written 

word: 

It is sometimes a desolate moment when one sees old photographs 
and realizes that all the humanity represented is dead and forgotten. 
Painting or sculpture of deceased persons, famous or not, do not evoke 
the same response in me as do photographs; there is a reality in the 
camera resemblances that compels respectful consideration. Likewise, 
literary discussion of the departed holds a certain poignancy and 
euphoric assurance of their continuing presence among us. As I write I 
find that while I use words denoting past situations and long-dead 
persons, I continue to acknowledge their living reality and their 
relationship to my life and work. It is my responsibility to recall them 
as essential spokes in the great wheel of life and to relate them to the 
conclusions I have drawn about my life and work. 

Some of my friends were of tremendous importance in their time, 
yet what they accomplished was not the stuff of history books. 
Nevertheless, they continue in the lives of those influenced by their 
generosity and spirit. (ix, x 1985) 

Thanks to Frederick Piercy's talent, I have some idea of what Salt 

Lake City looked like when Thomas and Mary arrived on September 15, 1852, 

nine months and nearly 8,000 miles from Liverpool. In 1853, the year 

Piercy drew it, the city is better described as a small village. The 

view is from the north looking southwest with the Wasatch range rising up 

in the center of the canvas and veering ever higher as it moves left (or 

east). Just less than 100 buildings of various sizes and shapes occupy 

the foreground, a part of which darkens under an unseen cloud. 

Afternoon, then. The Hepworth family record claims that "Thomas was sent 

to the point of the mountain to raise cattle and farm." More likely, he 

drew his fate out of a hat, according to the custom. It is even more 

doubtful that he and Mary lived outside the village, for the master plan 

for the City of Zion calls for "homes in the midst of Farmland," not 
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altogether unlike a medieval village with its "collection of farm houses 

in the midst of cultivable land" (MC 29). In fact, Mormon towns in 

general, of which Salt Lake became the particular prototype, contrast 

sharply with typical frontier towns, especially mining towns. 

Shanties, derailed dining cards, false fronts, rubbish strewn vacant 

lots and grassless, treeless yards, although typical of other western 

villages, remained foreign to Mormon developments on the frontier. My 

grandparents mayor may not have believed they were headed for the 

Kingdom of Heaven on Earth when they left Liverpool. There is no 

question in my mind, however, that most Mormons viewed Salt Lake as the 

City of God, and the City of God, its planners decreed early, should be a 

Garden City. Actually, says Stegner, liThe medieval town surrounded by 

its field was a practical and sound pattern of settlement, almost the 

only possible pattern" (MC 30). Stegner points out that no man by 

himself could "build and keep in repair a dam, miles of ditch, and all 

the laborious extras of irrigation farming." The Utah desert in 1852, 

especially in 1852, "was a country that could be broken only by the 

united efforts of all. They worked together or they starved out 

separately, because the supplies of both land and water were extremely 

limited" (MC 30). 

"This is the place," the Mormon legend quotes Brigham Young saying 

on that occasion when he looked out over the valley of the Great Salt 

Lake. (I have always liked to think he did say such a thing but that he 

supposed the lake to contain fresh water rather than salt.) He was sick 

with fever and had to be carried from his carriage, but he was well 

enough to believe he had found a country no one else would want. It is a 
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story, as Stegner often notes, prefigured in other places and other 

times. It may very well be the story of the Hopi. Almost certainly, 

however, it is a story that flatly contradicts what Wendell Berry calls 

the "dominant tendency" in American life, the urge to raid rather than 

settle, to exploit rather than nuture, to wander rather than stay put. 

Indeed, one of the salient peculiarities of the Mormon presence in the 

West is just how much historical intention has been applied to it. Like 

certain other Native Americans, as a people, wherever the Mormons have 

been, they have genuinely intended to stay. Their earliest explorers 

were looking for a place to call home. And when they found it, they 

discovered what many, many others before them learned: "that the only 

way to be a farmer in the Great Basin and on the desert plateaus of the 

Colorado watershed was to be a group farmer. In more ways than one the 

Mormon village is a cousin to the towns of the Pueblo and the Zuni" (MC 

31). 

Especially in its nascent state in 1852, Mormonism was a peculiarly 

un-American institution, antithetical to the democracy that suffe~'ed its 

birth. For one thing, like many Native American religions, it made 

church and state synonymous. (Like many of them, it also legitimized 

polygamy.) Far from celebrating American rugged individualism, like the 

religions of indigenous American cultures, Mormonism emphasized group 

obedience and social cohesion. Stegner praises the Mormons as lithe most 

systematic, organized, disciplined, and successful pioneers in our 

history" and claims their social organization gave them a tremendous 

advantage "over the random individualists who preceded them and 

paralleled them and followed them up the valley of the Plattee" (TGOZ), 
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as indeed it did. Neither the glass-eyed argonauts who rushed for the 

gold fields and back nor even the Oregon emigrants could maintain their 

social cohesion en route. For the Mormons, the concept of self-reliance 

had very little to do with the individual but everything to do with the 

group. The Saints came West to build towns and temples, to take up 

residence in communities of kindred souls, not to live out their lives in 

isolation on homesteads miles from the nearest neighbor. For the most 

part, Mormon emigrants were people "convinced that they went not merely 

to a new country and a new life, but to a new Dispensation," to the 

literal Kingdom of God on earth" (TGOZ 2). They came to build a 

civilization, and, despite my own strong aversion to what has become of 

it, they built one. 

In important ways, the Hepworths both typified and defied the 

prototypical Mormon experience. For example, although the family record 

tells me "Thomas heard the gospel and was baptized into the Church of 

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints by Thomas Todd on 8 December 1850," it 

says nothing about my great-great grandmother's conversion. What the 

record does indicate is that neither of my great-great grandparents ever 

became especially active in the Church. This fact, I am happy to note, 

distresses, puzzles, perplexes, and profoundly disturbs some family 

members today, especially those who view the Hepworth migration not as a 

journey but a ritual passage, the act that brought the Hepworth family 

into the Kingdom of God. For these relatives, the journey from the 

"black counties" of England and the textile city of Liverpool has taken 

on the sanctity of myth. It horrifies them to read in the family record 

that some time after she arrived in Salt Lake little Mary Fletcher 

~~-~.- ~'--~----
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Hepworth "left the Church and r~turned to the Church of England." The 

last of the 13 Hepworth children, Joseph and Al'ice, born when Mary was in 

her forties, were christened at St. Mark's Episcopal Church in Salt Lake. 

As for great-great grandfather Tom, who lived to be 69, he "remained in 

the LDS Church but was inactive." Worse, Tom's brother and his 

sister-in-law, John and his wife Frances, "became Spiritualists and held 

meetings in their own home." For the contemporary faithful in the 

Hepworth family, these regrettable actions remain inexplicable if not 

incomprehensible, although I have heard them used frequently to explain 

much about people like me. 

"No responsible historian," Stegner writes, "can afford to 

underestimate the literalness of Mormon belief ••• the hard core of 

Mormonism took persecution and suffering in stride, as God's way of 

trying their faith. Signs and wonders accompanied them, their way was 

cleared by divine interventions" (TGOZ 2). God froze rivers to permit 

the passage of wagons and dropped covies of exhausted quail into starving 

Mormon camps like manna from heaven. Elders could lay hands on a dying 

child and restore it to health. Wolves (animals about as social as the 

Mormons) might disturb the graves of Gentiles and scatter their bones all 

the way from Missouri to Salt Lake, but the Mormon God protected the 

graves of His chosen people from such intrusions. 

If my paternal great-great grandparents ever shared such literalness 

of belief, by 1876, the year Susan Burling goes West in Angle of Repose, 

Hepworth reason and Hepworth experience, combined with Hepworth emotions, 

had destroyed it. Personally, I doubt the literalness of the faith of 

Thomas or Mary. Quite simply put, the Church offered poor people like my 

-------~------ ---- ---~~-- -----
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grandparents an escape. It held out to them some bright and glorious 

personal version of the American Dream too strange and full of hopeful if 

faint traces of realism to be entirely discredited or fully embraced. 

Rather than quibble too loudly over whether or not to remain entrenched 

in their poverty or accept an opportunity to escape, they escaped. 

Rather than turn his back on the Church entirely, Thomas became the first 

in a long and honorable line of Hepworth Jack Mormons. Rather than gloss 

over my grandparents' decisions or ignore them, I choose to acknowledge 

and honor their living reality, to believe that faith and doubt can (and 

must) co-exist. 

Looking over the few facts of their lives available to me and 

putting the story together as I am able, the conclusions I can draw are 

regrettably few but worthy of consideration. My grandmother's decision 

to rejoin the Church of England may have been a sign of her 

disillusionment with the Mormon system. She may even have blamed it 

wrongly for what was weak or wrong in herself, but she preferred openly 

to acknowledge her rejection rather than hide it, and for that reason I 

count her rejection as a mark of her personal integrity. On the subject 

of polygamy, for example, I imagine her to have responded with a lot of 

not-so-very quiet words. In the photograph she appears to me as a woman 

capable of speaking her mind rather plainly and sharply, not so much as a 

galvanic twitch in response to stimuli but more like a civilized human 

being objecting to a primitive theory beyond which her personal code of 

ethics believed itself to have evolved. I think she knew her own mind. 

And I think she questioned perfection. I think they both did. For 

Thomas, too, there must have been a few things he considered too 
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dishonest or self-indulgent or socially harmful to his family or friends 

to permit complicity. Perhaps he had heard of, for example, or even knew 

Brigham Young's adopted son, Major John D. Lee, the possessor of nineteen 

wives and a prosperous community at Harmony, fifty miles from Cedar City. 

The distance between it and Salt Lake was a two-day ride, but the news of 

the Mountain Meadows Massacre traveled quickly in 1857. One hundred and 

twenty men, women, and children were murdered in the Francher Party, 

their bodies left for wolves to eat (which they did). The Mormons who 

murdered them helped themselves to between $60,000 and $70,000 in riches. 

John Taylor spoke for the majority of the Mormons and doubtless for 

Thomas when he said: "There is no excuse for such a relentless, 

diabolical, sanguinary deed. That outrageous infamy is looked upon with 

as much abhorrence by our people as by other parties, in this section or 

in the world." Militant idealism would have been an unnecessary and 

unwanted and utterly repugnant form of tyranny to someone with the 

history of the Magna Carta in his veins. 

And so I want to put them both back on the docks of Liverpool that 

day in January of 1852, where the risk and the challenge before them must 

have made hearts thump and tears flow, just as the adrenaline and its 

intoxicating rush to their brains must have made them feel the excitement 

of the unknown as an adventurous thrill. The cry of the gulls and the 

wind, the sea air in their nostrils, would have made intoxicants, too, 

and so would the sight of the Kennebec at anchor. Doubt? ~Jith or 

without that literalness of belief my relatives smugly insist must have 

at least once been theirs, I believe they felt it. And faith? That, 

too, that especially, and especially in one another. At any rate, if 
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there was any thought of turning back, then it remained just that: a 

thought. Once the Kennebec sailed they might as well have been aboard a 

starship bound for another galaxy, forever launched from home into 

deepest space. Even to this day, I think their intentions remain 

emphatically clear: they meant to leave England permanently behind. 
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CHAPTER XII 

ANGLE OF REPOSE AND POSTMODERNISM: 

Lyman Ward as Unreliable Narrator 
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liThe mi 11 enni urn has come and gone a hundred times in our hi story, II 

Stegner writes in IIThat New Man, The American. 1I IIWe should kiss it 

goodbye ll (OWTSM 83). The millennium has also come and gone a good many 

times for the novel since its beginnings in the eighteenth century, and 

periodically it has become trendy for writers to announce its death or 

imminent departure. For T. S. Eliot in 1923 lithe novel had ended with 

Flaubert and James ll (Hollowell 6). Ortega y Gasset formulated an even 

more influential argument when he proclaimed IIthat the novel was dying 

since it had been cut off from the middle class roots that had originally 

fostered its development. In metaphors comparing the source of fiction 

to a mine of ore, Ortega suggested that the plots and techniques 

available to novelists would soon become exhausted ll (Hollowell 6), an 

argument closely related to the criticism hard rock miner Oliver Ward 

makes of his wife's first fictional attempts in Angle of Repose-- II ' I'd 

take out that stuff about the Olympian mountains and the Stygian caverns 

of the mine. That's about all used up, I should think "' (127). In 

Waiting for the End (1964), Leslie Fiedler speculates that if the novel 

dies two principle causes will be responsible: IIFirst because the 

artistic faith that sustained its writers is dead, and second because the 

audience-need it was invented to satisfy is being better satisfied 

otherwise ll (Hollowell 7). Like Marshall McCluhan, Fiedler had television 

and film in mind. John Barth's influential 1967 article published in The 

Atlantic witnessed on behalf of Fiedler's first cause but concentrated on 

the possible results that lack of artistic faith might also produce (more 

novels): 
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Literary forms certainly have histories and historical 
contingencies, and it may well be that the novel's time as an art form is 
up, as the "times" of classical tragedy, grand opera, or the sonnet 
sequence came to be. No necessary cause for alarm in this at all, except 
to certain novelists, and one way to handle such a feeling might be to 
write a novel about it. Whether historically the novel expires or 
persists seems immaterial to me; if enough writers and critics feel 
apocalyptic about it, their feeling becomes a considerable cultural fact, 
like the feel,ir9 that Western civilization, or the world, is going to end 
rather soon. 30) 

Barth's reference to the "used-upness" of traditional forms in 

poetry makes an interesting comparison to the situation he says may (or 

may not) be at hand for the novel "as an art form." In fact, many (if 

not most) of the American poets during the 1960's and 1970's rejected the 

use of traditional forms in their poetry much in the same way as Barth 

and the proponents of the so-called "Literature of Exhaustion" rejected 

"realism" and traditional methods of storytelling. Never mind that 

American poets like Richard Wilbur, Anthony Hecht, Howard Nemerov, Robert 

Lowell, and Elizabeth Bishop were still making it all new with forms or 

that a young Irish poet named Seamus Heaney was already being compared to 

Yeats, much less that a guy in England named Philip Larkin was putting 

nearly everyone to shame by employing such silly old anachronistic 

devices as rhyme and meter. Never mind, either, that many of the best of 

the emerging "new" poets of the 1960's and early 1970's had been 

well-trained in the use of traditional forms (Kinnell, Plath, Berryman, 

Wright, Berry, Stafford, Hugo, Merwin, Rich •.. ) or that many of them 

clung subversively to that training while both courting and creating 

fashion. The "apocalyptic" feeling that Barth writes about became "a 

considerable cultural fact," one that paralleled the social unrest and 

disquiet of the nation. 
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What traditional forms (and often tradition itself) came to 

represent to the American poets of the 1960's and 1970's, "Realism" and 

traditional storytelling methods (including, at times, the techniques of 

modernism) became for the proponents of Barth's "Literature of 

Exhaustion" (many of whom misread his text). Interestingly enough, 

however, this was not the case for Barth himself, for as the passage 

above implies, Barth is interested primarily in the relationship of the 

artist to his materials, in the "way to handle" whatever apocalyptic 

feeling might assert itself, "like the feeling that Western civilization, 

or the world, is going to end rather soon." Elsewhere in his essay, 

Barth concedes on his own "behalf," that given an apocalyptic climate, 

"an age of ultimacies and 'final solutions'--at least felt ultimacies, in 

everything from weaponry to theology," nevertheless "it might be 

conceivable to rediscover validly the artifices of language and 

1iterature--such far-out notions as grammar, punctuation ••. even 

characterization! Even p10t!--if one goes about it the right way, aware 

of what one's predecessors have been up to" (31). (One notices, for 

whatever its symptomatic worth, that Barth had been teaching 

"fiction-writing classes" where each week students had been discussing 

"Somebody-or-the-other's unbound, unpaginated, randomly assembled 

nove1-in-a-box and the desirability of printing Finnegans Wake on a very 

long roller-towell" 29.) ~/hile sympathizing with Saul Bellow's reported 

remark that "to be technically up to date is the least important 

attribute of a writer," Barth nevertheless asserted that "to be 

technically out of date is likely to be a genuine defect; Beethoven's 

Sixth Symphony or the Chartres Cathedral if executed today would merely 
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be embarrassing" (30)--although, he added later, not necessarily "if done 

with ironic intent by a composer quite aware of where we've been and 

where we are" (31). Barth, of course, had Jorge Louis Borges and his 

fictions in mind. 

For Barth, the intention of the artist matters and we must 

respectfully consider it whenever the question of originality and 

judgement arises. For Barth, Borges' "artistic victory," what might be 

called his "originality" consists in confronting "an intellectual dead 

end" and employing "it against itself to accomplish new human work," the 

"implicit theme of which is the difficulty, perhaps unnecessity, of 

writing original works of literature" (31). For Barth, Borges 

illustrates "how an artist may paradoxically turn the felt ultimacies of 

our time into material and means for his work," how an artist can 

transcend "what had appeared to be his refutation" by making both the 

"form" and the "fact" of his story "symbolic; 'the medium is the 

message'" (32). In part, I translate all this to mean that the "lack of 

artistic faithll that Fiedler (who was no less chary than Barth about 

announcing the premature death of the novel) had in mind as a destructive 

element can be used as a creative device, that the very act of writing 

novels (even very bad ones, as in the case of, for me, Robbe-Grillet, 

late Joyce, most of Dreiser, some of James, some Faulkner, some 

Hemingway) betrays the existence of hope. The novel will cease to exist 

when writers stop writing them and publishers stop publishing them and 

readers (an endangered species) altogether cease supporting them both. 

Even then, it will only take the efforts of one writer (who is also a 

reader) to revive the form. 
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What interests me is the apocalyptic climate, the felt ultimacies of 

that period when Lyman Ward is trying to impose some form on his own life 

and the lives of his grandparents all alone out there in Zodiac Cottage 

in Grass Valley, California. It is a time when most storytellers 

perceive the mimetic techniques of the past to be unequal to the task of 

storytelling in the present and regard IIrealismll (much as the poets 

regard the traditional forms of poetry) as IIsquare,1I somehow naive, 

rigid, and monolithic as stone. Given this attitude, however much I have 

oversimplified it, Lyman Hard's self-references in Angle of Repose take 

on a peculiar sort of context outside of their frame, for Lyman claims to 

be lIa man of stone II (48), lithe Great Stone Homer ll (164), and a IIGorgon" 

(272), not to mention a IIfreak ll (74), and a IImonsterll (551). The 

conclusion I draw here should be obvious. By acknowledging the truth of 

Barth's statement that to be IItechnically out of date is likely to be a 

genuine defectll in a literary artist and simultaneously throwing in with 

Bellow that lito be technically up to date is the least important 

attribute of a writer,1I Stegner creates a counter subversive novel as a 

reaction to cultural malaise, in other words, as an alternative model. 

I advance this proposition, however, somewhat uneasily and 

tentatively, for it attributes to Stegner an intention that he may not 

only have never consciously formed but one that we can never know 

entirely. Furthermore, as Barth advocates in liThe Literature of 

Replenishment,1I liThe particular work ought always to take primacy over 

contexts and categories ll (69). Nevertheless, I proceed on those 

principles of belief that Barth's later essay underscores: IIthat just as 

an excellent teacher is likely to teach well no matter what pedagogical 
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theory he suffers from, so a gifted writer is likely to rise above what 

he takes to be his aesthetic principles, not to mention what others take 

to be his aesthetic principles. . •• a truly splendid specimen (of 

fiction) in whatever aesthetic mode will pull critical ideology along 

behind it, like an ocean liner trailing seagulls" (69). Moreover, while 

critics usually operate on ideological premises, novelists and their 

texts seldom conform to ideals. As Barth puts it, "Actual artists, 

actual texts are seldom more than more or less modernist, postmodernist, 

formalist, symbolist, realist, surrealist, politically committed, 

aesthetically 'pure,' 'experimental,' regionalist, internationalist, what 

have you" (69). 

The particular "pedagogical theory" or aesthetic principle upon 

which Stegner operates (or "suffers from") is antithetical to both 

modernist and postmodernist programs, as the following letter attests, 

but what I want to illustrate is how Stegner employs modern and 

postmodern techniques against themselves in order to reaffirm his own 

position as a "realist with vision" (486), as the engineers in Angle of 

Repose pride themselves on being. But first, here is his letter to me: 

Dear Jim: 

Greensboro, Vermont 05841 
July 2, 1985 

You're irked by Stegner criticism. So am I, as it happens, by its 
absence, by its presence, and sometimes by its trend. A couple of 
people--Kerry Ahearn and a lady--was her name Hudson?--who did a piece on 
narrative voice in A~gle of Repose--have said things that seemed to me 
sensible and perceptlve. Bob Canzoneri I have to like because he 
flattered me more than I deserve. But otherwise there isn't much that 
comes close to what I've been trying to do. 
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You speak of realism. I begin with the real world, obviously. I 
hope I don't end there. It never seemed to me that Jack Barth and the 
structuralists were being anything but despairingly Alexandrine in 
insisting that the subject of fiction is the making of fiction. The 
subject of fiction is people in action, I think. What one makes of those 
people is something else, more subjective; and how one presents them is 
conditioned to a large extent by the tendencies of the times. At one 
extreme is the rather plodding reportage, omniscient and chronological, 
godlike judgment mounted upon objective realities and credible events, 
that fiction before about 1870 mainly showed. On the other is Nabokovian 
manipulation, sometimes (alas) for its own sake, which sometimes gets as 
incestuous as the bisexual bilharzia worm, incessantly engaged in mating 
with itself. I hope I am neither of those. I do believe that 
circumstances alter cases and that the viewer affects what is viewed, the 
reporter stains what he reports, the judge tilts what he judges. I try 
to become whoever is narrating my fictions, if there is a narrator, but I 
don't necessarily try to invent narrators who are totally unlike myself 
in education, background, and sentiments, any more than I try to invent 
places that I never saw. Nevertheless it would be an unwary critic who 
assumed that Lyman Ward or Joe Allston is Stegner, that those folks are 
just the Larry Speakeses of this fictional administration. 

And as long as we're on that subject, let me admit that I don't 
respond to fictions in which the distortion of reality is extreme, 
whatever motives the writer had for his distortions. That means I don't 
warship Borges et a1. They (distortions) seem to be arbitrary. They 
seem to me too often not only to warp reality, but to warp it 
arbitrarily. Distortion has its function if it makes us see more 
clearly. Flannery O'Connor said she utilized the grotesque because when 
you are speaking to the deaf you have to shout. O.K. But I don't 
consider myself deaf, and I get to resenting her incessant shouting. The 
wrong lenses in the optometrist's frames can make the right ones, when 
they're finally dropped in, marvelously right. But what if the 
optometrist leaves the wrong ones in, and we go around with our 
astigmatism enhanced instead of corrected? 

To that degree, maybe, I'm a realist. Reality is the aim of 
fiction. Aristotle said literature was the imitation of life. But any 
method that works is legitimate so long as it doesn't get bi1harzified 
into thinking that the method is the aim. 

As for symbols, I agree with you. Symbols rise out of reality like 
methane gas out of garbage. The moral here is that it's dangerous to 
think methane gas arises out of some parthenogenesis or spontaneous 
combustion. Never forget that the garbage comes first. Or to select a 
less odorous metaphor, don't assume that you can deal in shadows without 
having substantial things to cast them. 

Finally, the West. You are right in thinking that I see it as a 
little America, a late (and by aridity modified and intensified) variant 
of the American experience. You are right in thinking that I resent the 
mythification of much western experience because, like the grotesque, 

--------------- -------- --------_._---_._--------
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like structuralism, like a lot of literary capers, it distorts and 
misrepresents that experience. What is more, it simplifies as it 
distorts--simplifies experience, turns individuals into types, reduces 
ethical and moral responses to the consistency of the Reagan view--if it 
is a view. It's a peekhole, rather. It leads to the easiest and most 
dangerous sort of politics, and is the sworn enemy of intelligence. 

I do think that if, in the characters of Angle of Repose I am 
deconstructing myths and making individuals out of them, I may also be 
going back to the sorts of individuals from whom some of the myths 
derive, and to the experiences that, being shared by two or three 
generations and broad segments of a population, helped create some of the 
myths in the first place. For there is surely some validity in 
myth--reality has to match somewhere with wish fulfillment if the wish 
fulfillment is going to take hold of a whole people. My problem is that 
I just can't get interested in Louis L'Amour's mass production with 
interchangeable parts. It never tells me anything personal and it never 
tells me anything new. Nor does it tell me anything that is more than 
vaguely true, except about the map of the Louis L'Amour mind and the mind 
of the L'Amour audience. 

Mainly this two-page garrulity is to reassure you that I don't feel 
threatened by your good will, or by your interest. Quite the contrary. 
Ask me another. As for the back, it has healed, and I am working on the 
woodpil e again. 

Best, 
Ha 11 ace Stegner 

According to Stegner, "the tendencies of the times" condition "to a 

large extent" how an author may present his characters, and, to 

illustrate his point he quickly summarizes the "plodding" methods of 

"reportage, omniscient and chronological" that often characterize the 

nineteenth century novel as well as the work of those writers who, in 

Barth's words, "write not as if the twentieth century didn't exist, but 

as if the great writers of the last sixty years or so hadn't existed" 

(1967 30). Although Stegner never uses the term technique, clearly his 

glancing reference to "godlike judgment mounted upon objective realities 

and credible events" refers to point of view, much as his references to 

omniscience and chronology support his acceptance of modernist techniques 
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for disrupting the linear flow of narrative. As he puts it, 

"circumstances alter cases," and a writer may create a character whose 

circumstances reguire the disruption. Lyman Ward, for example, preaches 

a doctrine of the continuous present, not altogether removed from a 

Bergsonian theory of time, or to use Lyman's words, a Heraclitean 

universe composed of "parts that imitate and repeat each other." These 

parts, however, unlike the elements in Louis L'Amour's fiction, are each 

new (or novel, original) and personal (or particular), a product of 

synthesis, and thus, unique, rather than "interchangeable." Stegner says 

that he begins "with the real world" but in saying so he also 

acknowledges the artificiality of fiction, the limitations imposed upon 

the writer by the nature of language. Language necessarily involves a 

distortion of reality, although, in Stegner's view, such distortions as 

language imposes upon the writer need not be "extreme." Rather, as 

distortions, they may help us "see more clearly." Fiction can and (in 

Stegner's view) ought to be a corrective lens on life (as the title of 

his 1950 Saturday Review article phrases it). A writer who uses the lens 

of fiction to distort reality arbitrarily, merely for the sake of 

distortion or for any other reason, is, in Stegner's homily, as 

perversely immoral as "the optometrist" who "leaves the wrong" lenses in 

a patient's frames so that he goes around with his "astigmatism enhanced 

instead of corrected." 

As John Hollowell observes in "Novelists and the Novel in a Time of 

Crisis," "The dominant mood of America in the 1960's was apocalyptic. 

Perpetual crisis seemed in many ways the rule. Throughout the decade the 

events reported daily by newspapers and magazines documented the sweeping 
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changes in every sector of our national life and often strained our 

imaginations to the point of disbelief" (3). Hollowell contends that 

"Increasingly, everyday 'reality' became more fantastic than the 

fictional visions of even our best novelists" and he cites the November 

1963 assassination of John F. Kennedy as one event in a long series that 

turned our daily American dreams into nightmares. In Angle of Repose, 

Stegner personalizes the climate of alienation and disbelief that 

Hollowel characterizes as a mood of "Perpetual crisis" in our national 

life. Lyman Hard speaks to us as a man "cut-off" from his own sources, 

divorced from a wife of "twenty-six years" (440) who has left him for 

"The surgeon" who has "just removed his leg" (441) and at odds with a son 

who makes "regular visits of inspection and solicitude" to search for 

"signs of senil ity and increasing pain" (16) that might justify some form 

of conventional contemporary patricide. In presenting his son's 

point-of-view, Lyman occasionally lapses into narrative methods 

characteristic of modernism, including stream-of-consciousness narration: 

an eye on 
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The threat here to the loss of home--an "o1d crooked house in the middle 

of twelve acres"--Stegner combines with the loss of identity: 

p1easureab1e "work"-- "thing live always wanted to do"nand contrasting 

wishfu1fi11ments of father and son-- "good thing ••• if only held 

consent to sell." The form of this interior-mono1ogue-within-an-interior 

monologue renders Lyman's perceived threat of further fragmentation, 

disorder, disruption, and discontinuity concretely and even visually on 

the page. The sentences themselves form fragments, for example, but 

then, so is Lyman's imagined interior dialogue of his son a fragment, a 

disruption of his more orderly (and traditional) methods of presentation. 

The references to Lyman as a "baby" and to himself as "a character" 

playing "cobwebs" in "a Southern nove1" have important implications, and 

I want to return to them in a moment. 

Right now, however, I want to underscore the "felt u1timacies" and 

lI'fina1 solutions 'll (Barth) that Lyman perceives in his relationship with 

his son. "If you took a bunch of people out into the desert" operating 

under the assumption that the world was going to end, John Barth writes, 

"and the world didn't end, you'd come home shamefaced, I imagine; but the 

persistence of an art form doesn't invalidate work created in the 

comparable apocalyptic ambience. That's one of the fringe benefits of 

being an artist instead of a prophet" (1967 33). In other words, we must 

put aside the question of whether or not the threats Lyman perceives are 

either real or imaginary, since, as Stegner notes in his letter, lithe 

viewer affects what is viewed, the reporter stains what he reports, the 

judge tilts what he judges." The "apocalyptic ambience" in Lyman Ward's 

life is a feeling and only a feeling, but one that "becomes a 
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considerable cultural fact" in the fictional world of Stegner's novel, 

and the "novel" Lyman creates in the "comparable apocalyptic ambience" 

remains valid whether or not his son, Rodman, does or does not actually 

carry out the "'final solutions.'" Lyman hints, of course, at one of 

several "' final solutions "' in the passage quoted above--the possibil ity 

that he might "roll his wheelchair off the porch" or "Set himself afire 

lighting a cigar." Death, then. 

But there are others, and one that Lyman duly notes is more 

abhorrent to him than either of the others, more sinister and therefore 

more subtle. He compares himself and his physical condition to that of 

an old horse put out to pasture and his son, daughter-in-law, and ex-wife 

to caretakers. The immediate danger is over. To date, he is still alive 

and at work upon his grandparents' papers, getting "a belly full of 

independence." And he fully intends to pursue his independence as long 

as he can. "Meantime," he predicts, "they will walk softly, speak 

quietly, rattle the oat bag gently, murmuring and moving closer until the 

arm can slide the rope over the stiff old neck and I be led away to the 

old folks' pasture down in Menlo Park where the care is so good and there 

is so much to keep the inmates busy and happy" (16). This allusion to 

the pastoral ideal and the perfection of the social order has important 

implications and echoes elsewhere in both the "novel" Lyman 

creates--Boise Canyon, "Brook Farm without a social theory"; Milton, New 

York, Susan's lost parental ideal; Staten Island, with its "ideal" social 

set; Michoacan, Mexico, Susan's "Paris" and "Rome"; the Mesa Ranch, 

Oliver's "show piece" and model; and Zodiac Cottage, Lyman's own little 

flawed paradise "in the middle of twelve acres"; and Shelly's hippie 
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"commune" in San Juan;--and in the real world upon which Stegner bases or 

grounds his novel. The late 1960 l s and even the early 1970 1s, after all, 

marched plenty of young and old off to deserts of their own making where 

they relived new versions of old American dreams of independence and the 

perfectibility of the social order. One thinks, for example, of Tom 

Hayden and the Berkeley house where he set up housekeeping with his first 

wife and liThe Red Family"; of Charles Manson and his New World in the 

desert; Jim Jones and the disaster in Guyana; the Rhajnessees in eastern 

Oregon; of Kesey and his Merry Pranksters; and Gary Snyder and his place 

outside Nevada City; but one thinks also, if only because Stegner and 

Lyman Ward do, of their historical precedents: "Melville, Samuel Butler, 

D. H. Lawrence, in their ways .•. Fourierist phalansteries. New Harmony 

whether under the Rappites or the Owenites. The Icarians. Amana. 

Homestead. The Mennonites. The Amish. The Hutterites. The Shakers. 

The United Order of Zion. The Oneida Colonyll (516). Orderville. Salt 

Lake. lIyou can't think the society we1ve got is so hot,1I Shelly shoots 

back at Lyman, III know you don't. Haven1t you sort of copped out 

yourself. What's this but a rural commune, only you own it and hire the 

Hawkes family to run it for you ll (517)7 

IIUntil some Westerner manages to do for his part of the West what 

Faulkner did for Mississippi,1I Stegner writes in "Born a Square,1I lI and 

discovers a usable continuity between past and present, western 

literature is going to stay mired in the pastil (TSOMH 179). "You are 

right in thinking that I see" the West lias a little America," Stegner 

tells us, "a late (and by aridity modified and intensified) variant of 

the American experience,1I but let's go back to his essay again: 

----~ ~-~----~ ----- -~~-~----- ~~-~ 
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Vulgarity and complacency are plentiful enough, and some 
Westerners have made novels of their hatred of them; but vulgarity and 
complacency are tepid antagonists. We need some of the passion that 
animates the best Negro novelists, especially Baldwin and Ralph Ellison. 
We could examine western life for the estrangement and isolation that 
afflict Saul Bellow's dangling or seizing or wanting anti-heroes. If 
only we could discover some way in which western society and the western 
individual were entangled, we could even benefit from the study and 
transplantation of the hermetic grotesques of Eudora Welty and Carson 
McCullers and Flannery O'Connor. It may well turn out that more than any 
other region the West abounds in that characteristic American figure, the 
symbolic orphan, but he remains to be discovered and recognized. 
Perhaps, eventually, we shall agree that the Wests share a common guilt 
for crimes against the land that is only less bitter than the guilt of 
the nation for crimes against the black race, but this is still to be 
discovered. (TSOMW 179) 

Published in 1964 (but conceived much earlier), Stegner's essay sets the 

agenda for himself that he will carry out in All the Little Live Things 

(1967), Angle of Repose (1971), The Spectator Bird (1976), Recapitulation 

(1979) and Cross~ to Safety (1987), the five novels of what we might 

call his Major Phase, but a phase with dramatic precedents of its own, 

especially in The Big Rock Candy Mountain (1943), a novel highly 

underrated even by the Stegner claque, for while the facts of the novel's 

setting conform to a regionalist agenda, and its point of view--"godlike 

judgment mounted upon objective realities and credible 

events"--frequently to nineteenth century Naturalism and Realism, the 

whole is more than the sum of its parts--it is an American story, whose 

modernist and Romantic preoccupations with form and theme transcend 

easily the little regional death ropes tossed its way. Like Satan in 

Paradise Lost, Bo Mason seduces Stegner's readers into belief with his 

passionate rebellion, which would (and does) make a hell of heaven (the 

West) and a heaven of hell. The Big Rock Candy Mountain also makes a 

novel out of "vulgarity and complacency," but a book with enough passion 

---------
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to earn comparison with novels by Baldwin and Ellison; and although often 

fueled by hatred between father and son, too many critics of The Big Rock 

Candy Mountain confuse Stegner with with his narrator Bruce Mason, and 

fail to observe how the novel deconstructs its own myths, personal as 

well as national. The estrangement and isolation that afflict Stegner's 

characters give them qualities in common with Bellow's but entangle them 

in the snares of a culture and society still malleable enough to be 

formed, one where the "symbolic orphan" searches tirelessly to 

reestablish an ancestral home and create/discover his own relationships. 

The pattern of Stegner's novels suggests his preoccupation not with 

the past so much as it does his obsessions with the present. In what has 

come to be known as his "California" novels (the first three of the five 

listed above), Stegner confronts head-on "the tragically distorted 

emotional landscape of mid-Vietnam War America," Thomas Walters' term for 

the 1960's and 1970's ambiance of apocalypse: "the dissolution of the 

family, accelerating erosion of marital bonds, meaningless sexual 

permissiveness, political, social, educational and religious chaos, the 

dying environment." Bruce Mason may escape into the Depression years of 

Prohibition in The ~ Rock Candy Mountain and Recapitulation, but those 

years constitute his personal past, not the mythic past of the wild West, 

and he can linger only so long there without confronting the present. In 

All the Little Live Things and The Spectator Bird, Joe Allston retreats 

into the past first of a single year (the death of Marian Catlin and the 

temporary reign of Jim Peck/Caliban), then into the more distant personal 

past, Joe and his wife's trip to Denmark in the 1950's. Angle of Repose, 

of course, bridges a century--1870-1970--but it necessarily skips decades 
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to do so, concentrating on the parallel connections between the two 

'70's, and as any reader of the novel knows from experience, Lyman can 

never disentangle himself from his own "grubby entanglements" with the 

"vulgar present," including Shelly and Rodman. In Crossing to Safety, 

Stegner achieves an Aristotelian unity of time and place by limiting the 

unfolding of external events to a single day, although his narrator, 

Larry Morgan, spends it in meditation upon the events of the 1930's, 

1940's, and 1950's that have fastened the shared lives of two couples 

into an unbreakable bond of friendship. 

The recent trends in contemporary American fiction, especially those 

beginning in the late 1970's, record a retreat from what some writers 

perceive to be the "excesses of postmodernism" and an advance (some would 

say a "regression") into realistic forms created by such consensus 

All-Americans as the late Raymond Carver, backed up by women writers as 

diverse as Ann Beattie, Bobbie Ann Mason, Alice Adams, and Alice Walker, 

and male players equally diverse, including Tobias Wolff, Jay McInerney, 

Richard Ford, Frederick Barthelme and others more or less famous for not 

being more famous. More established writers like William Kennedy, Tim 

O'Brian, and Toni Morrison, who favor fabulism and supernaturalism, have 

combined them with what Larry ~1cCaffery calls "old fashioned realism" 

(1163). One notices, too, that a writer like Larry McMurtry has never 

abandoned the grounding of his characters in an "objective" world, any 

more than 01 der wri ters 1 i ke Wi 11 i am Styron have. 

As tempting as it is to dismiss "postmodernist writing" as "a kind 

of pallid, last-ditch decadence, of no more than minor symptomatic 

interest" (Barth 1980 69) and simply link Stegner up with, say, the 
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"Dirty Realism" of relative youngsters (in comparison to Stegner) like 

Richard Ford and Ray Carver or to consign Stegner to the oblivion of the 

"Neo-Realists" of the 1950's along with certain others in his generation, 

to do so would be to ignore the prominent place he gives to post 

modernism in Angle of Repose with its emphasis on "subjectivity, 

metafiction, and hermeticism,' qualities that McCaffrey believes typify 

the postmodern program. At this point, if Stegner has been typecast at 

all, it has been into the mold of a great American novelist doomed to be 

perceived as far more admired than read. While he might wince at a term 

like "Dirty Realism" or lament my labeling of Angle of Repose as a 

"counter subversive" novel, he's been around too long to pay too much 

attention to what "others take to be his aesthetic principles," so long, 

in fact, that he must get a sense of deja vu just from the thought of 

reading his reviews. 

The "transplantations of the hermetic grotesques" native to Sout.hern 

American literature (including its primitive tribes) that Stegner 

nurtures in Angle of Repose have been throwing their tentacles out for 

nearly twenty years now without any critic bothering much with their 

entanglements. No critic I know, for instance, has ever puzzled over 

what must be one of the novel's finer moments when Lyman Ward almost 

literally bumps into his old acquaintance, Al Sutton, on the streets of 

Nevada City. "That scene wrote itself quickly," Stegner says in an 

interview, and it reads so effortlessly that it may require no 

explication. Still, I find it curious and revealing for the light it 

bends and refracts upon Stegner's modernist, postmodernist, and 

pre-modernist career. 
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"I dislike what the towns have become," says Lyman, "especially 

since the freeway, and I go through them deliberately not noticing 

anything, like a machine set on automatic pilot. People clear a path for 

me, and though their heads turn to watch the freak bore by, mine wouldn't 

turn if it could" (74). But then Lyman runs into Al Sutton. "Forty 

years haven't been able to modify those nostrils that opened straight 

outward," says Lyman, "we used to say if he lay down in the rain he'd 

drown. His narrow-set eyes jumped to mine, apology formed allover him 

like instant moss, he hustled a nimble, accommodating step backward, out 

of my way." As he does so, however, Al's glasses fall down "astride the 

flat bridge of his nose ...• odd glasses that in the sunlight refracted 

and divided the eyes behind them so that for an instant he looked 

multiple-eyed as a horsefly." When Al opens his mouth to speak, "the old 

wart on the end of his tongue" flips into and out of momentary view until 

it lays "slyly between his lips." But let Stegner tell it--or Lyman: 

"Thun of a bith!" he said. "Lyman!" 
He pumped my hand. I was afraid he was going to pound me on 

the back, but I should have known Al better. Having been a freak all his 
life, he has a tenderness for other freaks. Even while he was still 
shaking my hand and thun of a bithing and saying, Thay, boy, ith nithe to 
thee you, those odd compound eyes were touching, and taking in, and shyly 
withdrawing from, the chair, the stiff neck, the crutches in their 
cradle, the stump under the pinned flap of trouser leg. 

"Thomebody told me you were back living on the old plathe," he 
said. "I been thin~<ing I might drop out and thay hello, but l.Q!! know. 
Bithneth. How are you, anyway?" 

"I can't complain," I said. "How are things with you? You 
haven't changed." 

"Oh thit," Al said, "I'm indethtructible." As gently as a hand 
might be offered to a possibly scared or nervous dog, his eyes dropped to 
my stump. He said sympathetically, "They got you thort of laid up. How 
that happen?" 

"You get careless," I said. "I was paring a corn one day." 
Haw haw haw. One of the lovable things about Al Sutton was 

always the ease with which he could be doubled up laughing. He used 
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laughter as a way of placating persecution in advance. Nobody ever held 
out for long. He could make you feel that there hadn't been anybody so 
funny as you since Artemus Ward (no relation). He snorted and strangled 
and became himself a comic figure. He got you laughing too--with him or 
at him it didn't matter. Same old Al out there on the sidewalk this 
noon. Lyman Nard, once the town's rich kid, might have come by in a 
basket, or on a plant with roller skates under it, and Al would have made 
all the old ingratiating moves. 

"God damn, you kill me. How'd it really happen? Acthident?"· 
"Bone disease." (75) 

Anyone who has ever sat down to the Stegner dinner table and 

listened to the man run through a mockingbird litany of Scotch burrs, 

British clips, Texas drawls, Louisiana Cajun-Bayou shuffles, Mormon 

Utah/Southern Idaho pallaver (carn for corn) knows that he is a master 

ventriloquist. "I try to become whoever is narrating my fictions," 

Stegner says in his letter, and we hear him clowning in the passage 

above. Cosmic laughter: Haw haw haw. Two immortals in the oral ---
tradition with one writer scribbling an aside that announces his presence 

with a cue card: Artemus Ward will now speak ~ ~ce: (no relation). 

"O.K.," Stegner might say, "so I haven't fooled you with my little puppet 

show." But, of course, he has. He counts on distracting us with his 

solo performance jazz in order to subvert our attention away from the 

subject of his allusions: those metaphoric glasses, the lenses of his 

own fiction, self-reflexive lenses, I might add. Al Sutton and Lyman 

Ward, two "freaks," both "indethructible" by virtue of their types. They 

play to packed houses all the way from Shakespeare's London to Melville's 

Mississippi in The Confidence Man: 

"Odd fish!" 
"Poor fellow!" 



"Who can he be?" 
"Casper Houser." 
"Bless my soul!" 
"Uncommon countenance." 
"Green prophet from Utah. II 

"Humbug!" 
"Singular innocence." 
"Means something." 
"Spirit rapper." 
"Moon-cal f. II 
"Piteous ." 
"Trying to enlist interest." 
"Beware of him. II 
"Fast asleep here, and, doubtless pick-pockets on board." 
"Kind of daylight Endymion." 
"Escaped convict, worn out with dodging." 
"Jacob dreaming at Luz." (4-5) 
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Well, Stegner begins with the real world, obviously, but he doesn't end 

there. In fact, Stegner is pretty shameless about enlisting our interest 

with these "Odd fish" and their "Humbug" and "Singular innocence." He 

"Means something." He is figuratively picking our pockets by combining 

his frontier humor and tall talk with his metaphysical Masquerade, 

trotting out Lyman Ward, lithe town's rich kid," on "a plank with roller 

skates under it" like a "grotesque negro cripple, in tow-cloth attire and 

an old coal-sifter tambourine" (The Confidence Man 7). Promiscuous, is 

what he is, and prolific, assimilating genres like an Indian borrowing 

the trappings of Christian religion, taking only what he needs: 

"Howth the wife? Thee with yoU?" 
"We1re divorced." 
Left for a moment uncertain whether to pursue that delicate 

subject or let it drop, he let it drop. Through his dizzy glasses he 
inspected my chair. His nostrils looked as if they had been made with an 
auger; I could see clear into his head. "Quite a rig you got," he said. 
"You get around allover in that?" 

fell ows. 

"Pretty much. I have to stay in the slow lane on the freeway." 
Haw haw haw again. What a companion. A prince of good 

-----------
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"You still a profethor?" 
"I've retired. Why don't you come out some Saturday and have a 

beer and watch the ball game on TV?" 
"Thay," Al said, "don't think I wouldn't like to. 

Thaturdayth are tough, though. All the working girlth do their wath." 
"You own the shop?" 
"Thit," Al said. "It ownth me." 
He sat on the crate with his mouth open a little, his tongue 

protruding slightly. His nostrils were black and hairy. Behind his 
shifting, glittering glasses he had as many eyes as Argus. We had a real 
bond: one of us is about as hard to look at as the other. 

"What have you got on?" I said. "What kind of glasses are 
those?" 

"Thethe?" He took them off and dangled them by an earpiece, 
looking down at them as if he had just become aware of their oddity. The 
wart crept out between his parted lips. For fifty-odd years the poor 
bastard has had that thing on this tongue, filling his mouth and 
distorting his speech and building his character. You'd think he'd have 
had it off years ago. You'd think his parents would have had it off 
before he was three. "Thethe are my working glatheth," he said. 
"Quadruple facalth." 

I looked at them. Four half-moons of magnification were ground 
into each lens. When I raised them and looked through them, the front of 
the building swam 1 ike hot taffy, and Al became a small crowd. "I 
thought I had a problem, having to look straight ahead," I said. "What 
do you use them for?" 

Tentatively, delicately, the wart emerged, touched the upper 
bow of Al 's smile, withdrew again. Al stood chuckling, scratching his 
elbow. "I don't th'poth a profethor would ever need anything like 
thethe. But I'm alayth having to fixth the mathineth. Every try to thee 
with your head inthide a Bendixth?" 

I get the message. Space being curved, tunnel vision and the 
rigid neck could leave a man focused on the back of his own head. I 
don't know what the effect of quadruple focals on a historian might 
be--nausea, maybe--but there might be virtue in trying them on. 

Whose head isn't inside a Bendix. (77) 

In one of our interviews, Stegner denied making any conscious 

allusion to Ishmael's famous quip, "Who ain't a slave?" in Moby Dick, but 

his exit line nevertheless produces an echo for me, and readers will 

share mY skepticism, perhaps, when they later come upon these lines of 

Lyman's toward the novel's close: "And now I, Ahab, dismasted and with 

tunnel vision, seeing the back of my own head through the curved lens of 

space-time, had better watch out. Conspiracy begins to hatch" (442). "I 
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wasn't remembering that," Stegner claims in reference to my comparison of 

the "Bendix" and "slave" lines in the two novels, ItI was talking about 

tunnel vision, space being curved. You wind up looking at the back of 

your own neck. Those are the kinds of thoughts Lyman gets from living in 

a wheelchair, I suppose, because he can't bend his neck.1t Still, he 

concedes, ItI did draw from all sorts of elements of reality.1t He once 

knew, for instance, Ita guy with a wart on his tongue lt and Italso a fella 

who fixed Bendix washing machines who had quadrafocals, too, and he 

really did look like a fly's eye. So I put them together, and they did 

seem to have something to do with the problem of vision as it bothers a 

man like Lyman. 1t 

But what if we put together what Stegner has to say about fiction as 

a lens in his Saturday Review essay and Henry James's ItHouse of Fiction lt 

introduction to The Portrait of ~ Lady and combine them with what Lyman 

says on the subject of vision in the Al Sutton scene? 

Stegner: •.. Some of those allusions I intended, some of 
them may have been unconscious--because one has read James a lot. But 
some of them may be pure accident, too. There are three possibilities, 
at least. About the ones that are unconscious: I'm sure writers make a 
lot of those if they have same kind of memory I do in which words stick. 
Other things don't stick. But words do. That kind of thing, whether 
it's unconscious or not, is a legitimate critical point. It's just lucky 
or unlucky. It can go either way. 

Argus, of course, is lots ward in Greek mythology, the hundred-eyed 

guardian/watchman that Hermes kills to free 10, only to have jealous Hera 

doom her again to a life of madness and wandering, plagued by the stings 

of the gadfly who pursues her relentlessly until she reaches the Nile. 

On her way, homeless and exiled, she meets Prometheus, who can at least 
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comfort her with his knowledge of the future: she will bear Zeus a son, 

and from that race of her descendants will eventually come Hercules, to 

whom Prometheus will owe his freedom. The quadrafoca1s Lyman Ward dons 

make him no less argus-eyed than A1 Sutton: he narrates his story from 

multiple points of view or narrative perspectives (Perspective fro L 

perspectus .•. perspicere to look through). At times, he is a first 

person participant, as in the case of his recorded encounter with A1 

Sutton above, in which case he speaks from within and without the frame 

of his own narration. As we have already long since noted, Lyman also 

imitates the oral tale, in which case his narration takes the form of a 

tape recorded journal spoken directly to a listener. Likewise, Lyman 

incorporates the elements of the epistolary novel into his own 

nove1-in-progress, in which case Susan and Augusta reflect (in first 

person) by letter upon recent events but remain ignorant within each 

letter of events that follow their storytelling occasions. Their 

exchanges in Book II, Chapter 2 (New Almaden) poignantly dramatize the 

uses of the first person narrative perspective in time to create the 

illusion of space and distance. No sooner does Susan send off her chatty 

serial letter than Oliver delivers this fragment from Augusta: 

My darling Sue, 
This is no letter, I can't write, I can't think, and yet I must let you 
know. Baby died of diptheria last nite. Oh, why aren't you here! I 
can't bear it, everything is in pieces. I could die, I could die. (99) 

By employing the devices of the epistolary novel, Lyman creates a first 

person persona (Susan) who speaks alternately as protagonist, 

participant, and observer, a feat Lyman himself imitates and successfully 
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repeats. In the case of the long passages quoted above, for example, 

although Lyman is a participant, he must step back in time from his 

encounter with Al Sutton to function as a recorder and observer, lapsing 

naturally and easily into third person: "He took them off and dangled 

them by an earpiece, looking down at them as if he had just become aware 

of their oddity. The wart crept out between his parted lips." But 

elsewhere Lyman functions primarily as an observer, in which case Lyman's 

"1" carries very little individuality except for the distinct narrative 

voice he has established: 

It is hard for me to be just to Thomas Hudson, for I had him 
held up to me all through my childhood, and he was an impossible ideal. 
But I have heard former colleagues, American literature professors who 
study such things, call him the greatest editor the country ever had. 
Recently I was looking through a file of the Century, which he edited 
after Scribner's closed up, and in the single issue of February 1885 I 
found, in addition to the Susan Burling ~lard story that had led me to it, 
the final installment of a book by Mark Twain called The Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn, the ninth and tenth chapters of a novel by Wil';amlDean 
Howells called The Rise of Silas Lapham, and the opening installment of a 
novel by Henry James calred~Bostonians. I wouldn't be surprised if 
he found and published two tnTrds of the best literature of four decades. 
He was nearly as good as Grandmother thought him--a man of taste, 
i ntell i gence, and i ntegri ty. • •• (54) 

If all this seems confusing, the fault may be mine, but the question 

of narrative perspective in Angle of Repose gets complicated by all sorts 

of things, including lists like the one above, particularly if we know 

anything about narrative perspective in the novels Lyman names, which 

are, after all, among the most famous examples in American fiction of the 

naive narrator (Huckleberry Finn), the "objective" or "neutral" dramatic 

method of presentation (Silas Lapham), and third person limited 

omniscience as practiced by James and his "center of consciousness" 
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technique (The Bostonians). Lyman, of course, practices all three. In 

this sense, Stegner is a self-effacing author, much like James Joyce in 

Ulysses, a novel that excludes subjective commentary by its title-page 

author but nevertheless permits Joyce to move in and out of the minds of 

his characters with the omniscient privileges of ~ god, which means that 

he can also move at will through time and space. Although useful, 

however, this comparison (like the others) is limited. For one thing, 

Joyce's strict a~herence to a stream-of-consciousness technique generally 

eschews authorial directions to the reader and concentrates on the 

evocation of consciousness. The distortion of "objective" reality is, 

indeed, extreme, since subconscious and conscious thoughts mingle and 

procreate past and present. By contrast, although Stegner effaces 

himself from the work, his narrative personae gently guide the reader at 

every turn and movement in the narrative, including those moments when 

narrative perspective shifts rapidly from first person to third person 

and back again. While the shifts in point of view are radical and 

extreme, the distortions of reality function on the reader's behalf. 

(Lyman is himself, after all, a reader who must decipher texts.) They 

help us "see more clearly," and they always come announced, informing us 

of the consciousness being rendered. Joyce makes none (or at least very 

few) such concessions. 

In this writer's opinion, the themes of Angle of Repose and Ulysses 

make a much more useful comparison, since both Stegner and Joyce concern 

themselves with rendering the "complete man," presenting him as equally 

sublime and ridiculous, cowardly and heroic, reckless and careful, as 

husband and father, parent and child, realist and romantic, and, in 
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lyman's case at least, masculine and feminine. Susan, we have observed, 

is at once citizen and exile, but then, aren't we all? Isn't that a 

theme common to Joyce and Stegner in nearly all their books? Bloom is 

both Dubliner and Jew, lonely and sociable, and lyman, despite his 

feigned grotesque hermeticism, is an American, a fate equally as complex 

as Bloom's since the term itself connotes an eclectic ancestry. Finally, 

both Ulysses and Angle of Repose mine the ore of generational conflicts, 

not only those between parent and child but between man and wife, 

masculine and feminine. The infidelity, imaginary or factual~ that Bloom 

troubles over in relationship to his wife and Blazes Boylan precedes the 

infidelities of lyman's wife and grandmother in the world of literary 

contingencies, but the subject of infidelity troubles lyman no less for 

all of that, and so it remains the issue that he must come to terms with 

at the novel's conclusion: 

Wisdom, I said oh so glibly the other day when I was 
pontificating on Shelly's confusions, is knowing what you have to accept. 
In this not-quite-quiet darkness, while the diesel breaks its heart more 
and more faintly on the mountain grade, I lie wondering if I am man 
enough to be a bigger man than my grandfather. (59) 

At first glance, this passage seems to have nothing to do with 

narrative perspective, but Angle of Repose, like so many postmodern 

novels, qualifies as self-reflexive fiction. Raymond Federman provides a 

good working definition of that term in the Columbia literary History of 

the United States, and it may be useful to employ his distinctions here: 

Certainly self-reflexiveness and self-consciousness are not new 
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in the novel. They are not inventions of the 1960's and 1970's. In 
fact, all works of fiction are ultimately about themselves, about their 
process of coming into being and maintaining existence. That much any 
careful reader of fiction knows. Hhether self-reflecting or simply 
reflecting, a work of fiction continually turns back on itself and draws 
the reader into itself as a text, as an ongoing narration, and before the 
reader knows what is happening, the text is telling him about itself. 
That is the fundamental truth of all fiction: it is always implicitly 
reflexive. The self-reflexive text, however, is one that explicitly 
concerns itself with the process of narration, with writing, with 
composition. (1143) 

Is Angle of Repose simply a reflective novel? Is Stegner's text merely 

"implicitly reflexive"? Or does Stegner create a text that "explicitly 

concerns itself with the process of narration, with writing, with 

composition"? These questions are easily answered, and in part the 

answers have already been provided. Lyman's preoccupation with Al 

Sutton's glasses itself suggests an explicit concern with 

perspective--and narrative perspective in particular. Lyman's 

metaphorical question--"Whose head isn't inside a Bendix?"--turns out to 

be rhetorical. Its implicitly explodes into explicity. Read between the 

lines, it says, and reflect back upon ~ text and the problems 1 am 

having with composition: "I tell myself I am writing a book about my 

grandmother, and I am, too, but I sit up there sometimes and let my mouth 

go into that tape recorder and it gets all mixed up with Grandmother's 

biography. I'm always saying things that would offend my relatives. 

Sometimes I might even say things that would offend yours. Plus a lot of 

stuff that would embarrass me if I played it back" (47). 1 tell you this 

business of writing books ~ legitimately be compared to doing the 

family laundry. The telling is like the washing, and ~ mind is like an 

indiscriminate machine. 11 will accept any of the clothes! put into it 
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and mix them ,!!Q, unite them and confuse them, but! am ! man, not! 

machine. While it is true that !Dl body is broken and !Dl ~ past lies in 

mental fragments of memory, ! know that! am whole. What! need is ! way 

to put the pieces together in such ~ way that ! ~ distinguish them from 

one another while nevertheless permitting them to make! whole. 

Something like that. Regardless, the concluding paragraph of the 

novel also poses a question, and its imp1icity also explodes into 

exp1icity. In the final paragraph of Audrey Peterson's informative essay 

on "Narrative Voice in Angle of Repose," she agrees with Robert 

Canzoneri's observation on the subject of Stegner's narrator in All the 

Little Live Things: "We must not think Stegner ISO naive as to speak in 

his own voice while operating Joe A1lston ' s mouth like that of a 

puppet. 11I She contends that "Lyman Ward's views very often coincide with 

those of Stegner; in this sense he is what Wayne Booth calls a ' reliab1e 

narrator,1 because his norms are in accord with those of the implied 

author. But the reader is clearly intended to see Ward as a dramatized 

character," she adds, "subject to human frailty. He is embittered by 

personal loss; he valiantly clings to a productive life in the face of 

progressive physical paralysis. The reader is aware that the violent 

expression of his opinions is often dictated by physical or even more by 

emotional pain. He is admirable for maintaining his wry sense of humor 

despite such odds." Peterson believes that liThe final measure of 

Stegner's achievement is that Angle of Repose is the creation of a 

narrator so convincing that he creates and controls all the levels of 

fiction in the novel" (CEOWS 182). 
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Professor Booth's term for Aristotelian ethos distinguishes between 

the authorial persona of a novel--the authoritative personality 

accumulated and created from the voice behind the words--and the 

biographical/historical personage of the writer, whose voice mayor may 

not belong to the text. In some cases the title-page author may adhere 

to the text only slightly, in others more so, in still others not at all. 

With all due respect to Peterson, to say that Lyman Ward "controls all 

the levels of fiction" in Angle of Repose ignores the degree to which 

Stegner's artistic vision manifests itself. What's more, Peterson's 

statement makes reference only to one of the novel's narrators, while in 

point of fact, it has at least one other by virtue of the epistolary form 

that Stegner (and Lyman) employ. While it is true that Lyman "controls" 

the level of the fiction within the novel's book-in-progress--the book 

"about" his grandparents--Stegner clearly controls Lyman. That is, 

although Lyman chooses those points where he lets his grandmother speak 

for herself, those occasions often occupy whole chapters ·(111-5, V-4, 

VII-I, VII-3) and very large parts of others, which suggests to me at 

least that Lyman's control is tangential to Susan's, partial, at best, 

since he is subject to the choices she makes. As Wendell Berry puts it, 

"in life, in the world, we are never given two known results to choose 

between, but only one result that we choose without knowing what it is. II 

So, I believe, in the case of fiction. On this last point, Peterson 

appears to concur: 

The narrator in Ang1e of Repose is a manipulator in the largest 
sense because he is dealing wlth actual source materials which he in turn 
molds into fiction. But instead of producing a finished product, an 
artifact called a novel which is then presented whole and complete, the 
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narrator shares with the reader the process of creation. Stegner gains 
an effect of absolute immediacy through the device of the tape 
recorder--the novel has not already IIhappenedll and is now being IItold ll ; 
it is itself in the process of unfolding. The Lyman Ward who records the 
story is not recounting what happened last year or even last month; he is 
recording what he is thinking and feeling--and writing--at this moment. 
He does not IIknow ll at the beginning what the end will be. Almost half 
way through the novel, he is not even sure what kind of book he is 
writing. • •• (CEOWS 180) 

Here again, however, Peterson ignores certain facts in order to 

emphasize the importance of others (as perhaps we all must). One of the 

things she ignores, for example, is the degree to which Lyman must 

function primarily as a first person observer. He does record, for 

example, II what happened ll in preceding years, both in his own life and in 

the lives of his grandparents. Furthermore, Lyman often presents to us 

lIa finished product, an artifact,1I as in the case (again) of Susan's 

letters. To be sure, there are also others: the IIMANIFESTO II Shelly 

presents to Lyman in Book V, Chapter 6 comes to us whole and complete as 

a contemporary artifact of the II counterculture,1I although Lyman grounds 

it in his evening news report of his encounter with Shelly the previous 

afternoon. 

Given these evasions in Peterson's argument, we might even do well 

to question her conclusion on the subject of Lyman's reliability as a 

narrator. Is it true (and if so to what extent) that Lyman IIdoes not 

'know' at the beginningll of the book IIwhat the end will be?1I The answer 

is Yes. And No. He obviously knows certain things chronological and 

geographical about his historical characters--including their 

biographies, when they were born, when they were married, when they died, 

the number and names of their children and their lifespans. And on the 
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subject of his grandparents, Lyman is generally reliable. There are one 

or two questions about their lives, however, that Lyman is unable to 

answer with any finality. Did his grandmother, "a decent married woman 

forty-two years old--a lady, moreover, fastidious, virtuous, intelligent, 

talented. But also romantic, also unhappy, also caught by the foot in 

intimate darkness" (508), commit an act of adultery in thought or deed or 

both? Did his grandfather, lithe fairest of men 'l (540) assume that she 

did, and, acting upon that assumption or fact, create a "Living death II of 

their marriage for the last "Fifty years" (562) of their lives? 

Lyman admits a qualified defeat: "I don't know. . •• I don't 

know" (508), and yet in the final paragraph of the novel we hear Lyman 

operating under the belief that his grandfather never forgave his 

grandmother. Certainly, as Peterson claims, Lyman's belief is predicated 

upon his own "emotiona1 pain," and his reaction can properly be called a 

"reader's response" to the fragmented texts of those lives he creates and 

reconstructs from both imaginary texts (fiction/ writing, telling) and 

cultural artifacts (non-fiction/ reading, re-cit.ing). Lyman's defeat is 

qualified, then, because in order to answer the questions, he must invent 

narrative openings and closures (fiction). In short, he must lie. 

How, then, reliable? Are Lyman's "norms" truly in accord with 

Stegnerls, or does the integrity of Stegner's artistic vision depend upon 

his ability to distance himself from his narrator, upon the differences 

between them? When Stegner published Angle of Repose in 1971, he had 

been married to his wife, Mary Stuart Page, for thirty-six years. To 

date, they have been married forty-four years. Fifty years is a long 

time to suffer a "Living death II in marriage, even for a Victorian couple 
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like Oliver and Susan Ward. According to Lyman's words in the dream that 

immediately precedes the novel's concluding paragraphs, his grandfather 

was "a man who couldn't forget .•.. or forgive" (554), and while these 

"norms" may very well accord with Lyman's responses to his own wife's 

infidelity, we might do well to wonder just how closely these negative 

values coincide with Stegner's brand of Christian humanism. 

Kerry Ahearn's "sensible and perceptive" essay, "The Big Rock Candy 

Mountain and Angle of Repose: Trial and Culmination," devotes itself to 

the formidable task of uncovering Lyman's unreliability by documenting 

Lyman's biases, "the speculations and pre-judgments of a man groping his 

way along" in a "rough draft," misleading us with his candor as he 

deconstructs the mythologies of the Nest: "We accept Lyman's account," 

says Ahearn, "because although he can be dogmatic, we are reassured by 

the abundant quotation from grandmother's correspondence that her 

Victorian prudishness and desire for tangible success are not Lyman's 

inventions." Ahearn goes on as follows: Lyman "is remote enough from 

the events that we trust him despite vague misgivings; still, we watch 

him as well as the dead. Stegner chose right. Through Lyman he can 

introduce the 'objective' rendering of the Wards' life and gradually 

include the subjective theme of how the telling influences the teller" 

(CEOWS 120). Ahearn stops short of using either the term "metafiction" 

or "self-reflexive fiction" to describe Stegner's novel, but he clearly 

sees what Stegner has in mind by thematically concerning himself with 

narrative perspectives and establishing a relationship between Lyman and 

his text that relates to the writing and composing process. This 

relationship permits us to observe the uneasy marriage between Lyman and 
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his creation and functions as a mirror in which we may demystify Lyman's 

fictions--if we choose to do so, for the mirror reflects outward. In it, 

••• As his (Lyman's) sermonizing continues, a SUSP1C10US 
pattern emerges--first, though his knowledge is extensive, he habitually 
overstates his case; second, he uses history like a club, directed always 
at others; and third, he is finally forced to admit that as his research 
and writing progress, he discovers (he may have known all along) that the 
Ward project is something more than a diversion, that he is looking for a 
specific answer to the problems of his own failed marriage, and not an 
answer that will repair it, but rather one that will justify his own 
conduct as honorable. (CEOWS 120) 

Lyman, it should be repeated, wants to believe that the only angle 

of repose his grandparents achieved was horizontal (death), despite the 

fifty years of marriage that continued after Susan's alleged infidelity. 

Here is Ahearn's response: 

Lyman would have us believe they were reconciled because he 
must believe it himself. In doing so, he ignores the implications of 
several facts in his own narrative: one, that Oliver, after the 1890 
separation, built Susan the beautiful house she had long dreamed of and 
made the very symbol of a different angle of repose than horizontal 
(Zodiac Cottage is so impressive that Lyman intends to donate it to the 
National Trust); and two, even before construction began, he planted a 
rose garden to replace the one in Idaho he had grimly uprooted to punish 
her for what he interpreted as evident adultery. Later, he worked a 
decade to perfect a rose he named Agnes, after a long-dead child, victim 
of negligence or perhaps that same guilt. Lyman thinks it very 
significant that they never spoke of that rose in his presence, as though 
that proved the flower a symbol of wounds still festering. He also fails 
to mention that by the time he was old enough to remember much about his 
grandparents I relationship, they were nearly eighty; his conclusions of 
angles he justifies with the memory that they did not seem very warm 
toward each other. (CEOWS 122) 

In Ahearn's opinion, "Anyone who identifies" Lyman with "his creator 

becomes guilty" of "prescriptive vision," which may be another way of 
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Sutton's glasses for themselves. As I have indicated earlier, Lyman's 
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response to the text he creates is also a reader's response, for as a 

writer he must (in Stegner's phrase) begin with the real world, and that 

world includes all sorts of elements of reality, including grandmother's 

letters and grandfather's masculine trophies (artifacts). Although 

Ahearn stops short of identifying Lyman as a reader, he hints at that 

relationship by quoting (via Canzoneri) Stegner's words from "Fiction: A 

Lens on Life": 

In our wandering through the real and fictional worlds it is 
probably ourselves we seek, and since that encounter is impossible we 
want the next best thing--the completely intimate contact which may show 
us another like ourselves. (CEOWS 121) 

What Stegner says here reflects upon both readers and writers and may 

provide a way of understanding Lyman's encounter with Al Sutton, who is, 

after all, "another like" Lyman (a "freak"). Similarly, what Stegner 

says elsewhere about writers in the same essay gives us added insight 

into his own methods as a novelist: 

Because he writes fiction in order to reflect or illuminate 
life, his materials obviously must come out of life. These materials are 
people, places, things--especially people. If fiction isn't people it is 
nothing, and so any fiction writer is obligated to be to some degree a 
lover of his fellowmen, though he may, like the Mormon preacher, love 
some of them a damn sight better than others. The people of his stories 
and novels will be, inevitably but in altered shapes, the people he 
himself has known. The flimsy little protestations that mark the front 
gate of every novel, the solemn statements that any resemblance to real 
persons living or dead is entirely coincidental, are fraudulent every 
time. A writer has no other material to make his people from than the 
people of his experience. If there is no resemblance to any real person, 
living or dead, the character is going to be pretty unconvincing. The 

---------
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only thing the writer can do is to recombine parts, suppress some 
characteristics and emphasize others, put two or three people into one 
fictional character, and pray the real-life prototypes won't sue. (?1) 

Stegner's emphasis upon synthesis rather than duplication insists on the 

importance of maintaining distinctions between creation and creator. To 

confuse the "altered shapes" of the writer's fictional world with their 

original models would be the same as distorting the fiction; a writer 

creates fiction in order to "reflect or illuminate life," (not distort 

it) and life itself is a phenomenological event: an impossible act to 

duplicate, since, in the words of Heraclitus, "Change along is 

unchanging." Not merely the best thing but the "only thing a writer can 

do is to recombine parts," try to imitate and repeat the process, which 

means he must originate people, not replace them. Inevitably, even if he 

is successful, his imaginary people will exist in his own image, but keep 

in mind that the "writer of serious fiction" is "of another order from" 

the writer "who works from blueprints." The serious writer will 

cultivate "the faculty of original design." He \,/ill make the blueprints 

(OWTSM 19). 

As I hope I have already indicated, the reader/writer relationship 

in Angle of Repose functions thematically, much as the "subjective theme" 

of the telling and the tale. Susan, for example, studies both herself 

and her husband, warring, like 10, with her exile and discontent, 

comparing her fallen state with her Hudson ideals. Oliver studies his 

maps and technical books; Rodman, his statistical and computer data; 

Frank Sargent, both the technical literature Oliver creates and studies 

and the stories and drawings Susan produces; poor Pricey has his classics 
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to read; the children, especially the dyslexic Ollie, must master their 

books; Shelly, of course, has almost as many reading privileges as them 

all; like Lyman, Shelly sits in judgment above the novel IS characters, 

but at the feet of the teller-priest, who, for all his godlike status, 

still remains below Stegner. And where are we in this scheme? 

If we fail to see Lyman as an unreliable narrator, then we must sit 

with him at the end of the novel, helpless, while bare breasted Shelly 

runs the bath water, strips him naked, and his poor stump rises erect 

only to the emptying anti-climax of urination. As readers, after all, we 

are entitled to be so treated if we choose to be, and Stegner is so 

unsympathetic a novelist as to permit us our free will. Even Lyman, 

however, is a better reader than that, as Ahearn notes: 

He (Lyman) finally sees that Susan was not simply the 
victimizer in her marriage, but that there was a mutual lack of 
communication; mulish Oliver no more recognized his wife's discontent 
than Lyman saw Ellen's. By telling Susan's story in such detail, he has 
in effect lived Ellen's frustrations; his sympathy for Susan leaves him 
just one courageous, compassionate step from understanding his own life. 
If, in the end, he does not see everything--Oliver may have been a better 
man than his grandfather suspects; he and Susan may have reached a 
separate peace--the old professor sees enough, for he considers facing a 
problem he himself had turned away from. He rests on his bed in the 
night, "wondering. II finding continuity a comfort and a challenge. 
(CEOWS 121-122) 

As readers, I believe we must go the one additional "courageous, 

compassionate step" farther than Lyman, in which case, liThe objectivity 

of the text" will be a concept that Angle of Repose itself destroys. 

This destruction, however, yields a marriage between reader and writer, a 

way of conceiving texts, readers, and writers "that reorganizes the 

distinctions between them." The text itself is but the sign of that 
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marriage, a ring that both reader and writer agree to wear, in which case 

"Reading and writing join hands, change places, and finally become 

distinguishable only as two names for the same activity" (Tomkins x). In 

creating the marriage, both the reader and the writer must give their 

words to one another, which "implies the acceptance of a form" that will 

never be "entirely of one's own making" (Berry). To be sure, such a 

marriage is a fragile alliance, easily betrayed, difficult to honor, but 

the attempt to honor it results in freedom. It will take us nowhere we 

expect to be. Only expectation will keep us where we have been or where 

we think we want to go. Nor will the attempt to honor the form--the act 

of standing by our words--the activities of reading and writing--produce 

stasis, as many writers and readers seem to think. To speak, as John 

Barth does, of the "used-upness" of certain forms (including the novel) 

is not to speak of their abandonment, but rather, as Barth notes in his 

1980 essay, of their "replenishment." Now let us marry our true minds 

together to admit impediments and see if Barth's description of his 

"ideal postmodernist author" either supports or destroys the case for 

Angle of Repose I have built as a postmodern novel: 

••• My ideal postmodernist author neither merely repudiates 
nor merely imitates either his twentieth-century modernist parents or his 
nineteenth century premodernist grandparents. He has the first half of 
our century under his belt, but not on his back. Without lapsing into 
moral or artistic simplism shoddy craftsmanship, Madison Avenue venality, 
or either false or real naivete, he nevertheless aspires to a fiction 
more democratic in its appeal than such later-modernist marvels (by my 
definition and in my judgment) as Beckett's Stories and Texts for Nothing 
or Nabokov's Pale Fire. He may not hope to reach and move-the-aevotees 
of James Michener and Irving Wallace--not to mention the lobotomized 
mass-media illiterates. But he should hope to reach and delight, at 
least part of the time, beyond the circle of what Mann used to call the 
Early Christians: professional devotees of high art. 

-----------------_._--_ .. _ .. _-----_._----_ .. _---_. 
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I feel this particular for practitioners of the novel, a genre 
whose historical roots are famously and honorably in middle-class popular 
culture. The ideal postmodernist novel will somehow rise above the 
quarrel between realism and irrealism, formalism and "contentism," pure 
and committed literature, coterie fiction and junk fiction. Alas for 
professors of literature, it may not need as much teaching as Joyce's or 
Nabokov's or Pynchon's books, or some of my own. On the other hand, it 
will not wear its heart on its sleeve, either; at least not its whole 
heart. (In a recent published exchange between William Gass and John 
Gardner, Gardner declares that he wants everybody to love his books; Gass 
replies that he would no more want his books to be loved by everybody 
than he'd want his daughter to be loved by everybody, and suggests that 
Gardner is confusing love with promiscuity.) My own analogy would be 
with good jazz or classical music: one finds much on successive 
listenings or close examination of the score that one didn't catch the 
first time through; but the first time through should be so 
ravishing--and not just to specialists--that one delights in the replay. 
(70) 

Does Stegner in Angle of Repose either merely repudiate or merely 

imitate his twentieth century parents--Faulkner, Hemingway, Joyce? Or 

his premodernist grandparents--Twain, Conrad, James? Does he have the 

first half of the century on his back or under his belt? Does he lapse 

into moral or artistic simplism and cheap craftsmanship? New York 

venality? Naivete? Does he aspire to at least a little more democratic 

appeal than Beckett or Nabokov do in their later work? Does he hope for 

an audience of the masses or, at the other extreme, the professorial and 

intellectual elite? Does Angle of Repose rise above the quarrel between 

the warring factions of realism and irrealism, formalist and contentism, 

committed literature and pure literature, coterie fiction, regional 

fiction and junk fiction? Does it need more or less teaching than 

Finnegan's Wake? If less, how much of its heart does Angle of Repose 

wear on its sleeve? 

------------
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CHAPTER XIII 

PRECIPITATION 
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I miss Stegner's letters for the balances and correctives that they 

contain, and so I have been reading and re-reading the file of our 

correspondence. I'm particularly interested in a letter he wrote to me 

during the summer of 1985 while he was at work on Crossing to Safety. In 

writing that book, Stegner faced many of the same technical challenges 

that he had faced before, but he also confronted new ones. With the 

exception of Recapitulation, for example, Stegner's later novels share 

the same narrative perspective. All the Little Live Things, Angle of 

Repose, The Spectator Bird, and Crossing to Safety all rely on first 

person narrators: Joe Allston, Lyman Ward, and Larry Morgan respectively. 

(In fact, as Stegner confirms in our second interview, even 

Recapitulation once had a first person narrator.) each novel, however, 

confronts a different problem in relation to narrative time. At one 

extreme, Lyman Ward traces his family back and forth across a century 

during the course of a spring and summer in 1970. At the other extreme, 

Larry Morgan in Crossing to Safety traces his wife's and his own 

relationship with their good friends, the Langs, back to its beginnings 

in the Madison, Wisconsin of 1937, but Stegner compresses the ostensible 

events of the novel into a single day in August of 1972 (CTS 4). The 

majority of the action in both these novels, it is fair to say, takes 

place in the mind of their respective narrators, which is another way of 

saying that it takes place in private. 

Nevertheless, writing is by nature public even when it is 

intentionally committed as a private act. The tension between public and 

private in Stegner's fiction fascinates me, but it also distracts me. 

Here again, I seem to know too much. For example, I suspect that Stegner 
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based the relationship between Sid Lang and Larry Morgan in Crossing to 

Safety on his own friendship with Phil Gray. In fact, I know he did. 

That whole crowd of youthful instructors in Crossing to Safety comes 

straight out of Stegner's personal experience and the academic mileu at 

Wisconsin between 1937 and 1940, the year he left for Harvard. Stegner's 

conversations with Etulain confirm as much: 

One thing that I ran into in Madison was a whole group of very 
intelligent young instructors, all of them about my age, all of them 
better educated by far, and many with experiences very different from 
mine. Claude Simpson was one; Stuart Brown, who wound up at the 
University of Hawaii, was another; Curtis Bradford, who later did a 
couple of books on Yeats, was another. Brown came from Princeton, Claude 
from Texas, via Harvard, and Bradford from Yale--one of Tucker Brook's 
boys. There was also Phil Gray, who was another Yalie, whose father had 
bankrolled Henry Ford when he turned the bicycle shop into an automobile 
factory. Phil was the rich boy of our group and one of my closest 
friends all his life. (He died last year.) We were all interested in 
the same things, and the quality of the conversation at parties and so 
on, as between Salt Lake City and Madison, was--whew!--up like that. It 
was like the first year in graduate school. You had a feeling that you 
were learning at four times the normal pace. It went on, of course, at 
Harvard, the same way. But Madison was definitely a step up, 
intellectually; and a lot of ideas came into my head that had simply 
never lodged there before. This (the theme/problem of the individual and 
the group) was one of them. I suppose the history of my father was in my 
mind--I was already working on The Big Rock Cindy Mountain--the 
recalcitrant individual, the outlaw individua , essentially, as against 
the society, and whose rights are whose, was also at work here. (35) 

But what good does knowing that Sid Lang in Crossing to Safety is modeled 

on Stegner's friend, Phil Gray, do anyone? What difference does it make 

if "rink's boy" in Crossing to Safety correspondends loosely to Curtis 

Bradford, one of "Tucker Brook's" boys? I remember from talking to 

Stegner on the phone that he hesitated over publishing Crossing to Safety 

because he worried about upsetting somebody or another's grandchildren. 

But so what? Who cares? 
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Wally would be impatient and irritated with the mention of these 

things in print. "Recollection," Larry Morgan says, "is usually about 

half invention" (CTS 53). In our most recent interview, Stegner himself 

expressed his disdain for ~ ~ clef readings, not to mention his 

special brand of contempt for those who confuse him with the narrators of 

his novels: 

Stegner: What does Wallace Stegner have to do with it? The very fact 
that some of my experience goes into the book is all but inescapable, and 
true for almost any writer I can name. Which is real and \'1hich invented 
is (a) nobody's business and (b) a rather silly preoccupation and (c) 
impossible to answer. By the time I'm through converting my life to 
fiction it's half fiction at least and maybe more. People come to me yet 
and say, "Oh, it's too bad about your son who drowned in that surfing 
accident." Because some of All the Little Live Things reflects my 
immediate circumstances, they assume all of it does. People ought to 
learn to read better than that. The kind of roman a clef reading which 
determines the biographical fact extracted from flction-fs not a good way 
to read. Read the fiction. The life, like all kinds of other things, is 
just raw material for the fiction. Insofar as the life is usable, it's 
used; insofar as it's unusable, something else is used. Hhen I get 
through a book that involves some aspects of my own experience, as this 
new one does, I often don't know myself what I invented and what I 
didn't. 

Interviewer: Is that because you have made the experience real? 

Stegner: It's because I have thought my way into it in fictional terms. 
Yes. But I never want the end product to be taken as autobiography or 
biography. Because it isn't. No. The moment I would begin to say, 
"This fictional person is so-and-so," I would be lying in my teeth. My 
fictional people are no more real people than Larry Morgan is me. They 
are constructs with some relations and some roots in real life, but they 
are certainly not people. If I said they were people, real people would 
begin to say, "Well, you did me wrong," aniftlley would have every reason 
to say so. But as long as my characters are constructs and understood to 
be such, I have only borrowed, shall we say, some characteristics and 
experience for fictional purposes--and I hope transformed them. 

Still I'm left with questions. If, as Stegner contends, his private 

life "is just raw material for the fiction," then why do I take so much 

delight in extracting it from the fiction? Why does it so interest me? 
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By what right does Lyman Ward go digging around in the dirt of his 

grandmother's past? "To teacn me how one evening's acquaintance ripened 

into a tacit engagement through five years of absence, I have only the 

reminiscences, written in Grandmother's old age," Lyman reports, "and I 

don't believe in them" (AOR 51). Isn't Lyman violating his grandmother's 

privacy by disregarding her version of events and creating his own? By 

what authority does Lyman betray Shelly's confidence on the subject of 

group sex? After all, isn't Lyman's report of their conversation a 

violation of friendship and trust? Regardless of whether or not Lyman is 

writing or speaking his "journal," isn't his report nevertheless 

"pub1ic"--availab1e as information and knowledge to whoever reads or 

hears the transcript? That, at least, is the illusion Stegner's fiction 

creates--that what we are reading is privileged information granted to us 

as an advantage or favor, but not to everyone. 

Do I have the right to reproduce Stegner's 1ett~r to me without 

permission? Not really. The physical 1etter--the piece of paper upon 

which it is written--be10ngs to me and remains in my possession, but the 

literary rights--the right to make the letter public, for examp1e--rest 

with Stegner. But what about the "literary rights" of some long dead 

person? Or do we give up our privacy when we meet our individual deaths? 

These questions have answers, of course, that are relatively easy to find 

by consulting legal experts, but I'm largely interested in the ethics 

they imp1y--the rights of dead people, for example, to the privacy of 

their lives. I'm intrigued by the tension Stegner creates in Angle of 

Repose by juxtaposing public and private themes beside one another--the 

tension between life and work. 
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Sidney Jensen, for example, argues that Stegner's "best characters 

speak in a voice that sounds very much like Wallace Stegner" (68) and 

that when "Stegner does not speak with his own voice, his writing goes 

flat" (32). Such accusations seem to confuse the issues--the author and 

his life with his narrators and their lives. I believe these two 

accusations are not only unconsciously contemptuous of Stegner's artistry 

but almost completely mistaken. In the first place, Stegner's best 

characters possess no single "voice" but rather many voices, no two of 

which sound very much alike. I doubt that very many readers--not even 

Jensen himself--would mistake Jim Peck's voice, for example, in All the 

Little Live Things for Sid Lang's voice in Crossing to Safety or Shelly 

Rasmussen's voice in Angle of Repose. As for the inimitable Al Sutton, 

the freak with the wart on his tongue in Angle of Repose, haven't we 

agreed that he is something of an original? What's more, strictly 

speaking, characters in fiction do not literally speak at all unless we 

speak for them. What's more, it seems to me that Jensen assumes that he 

knows Stegner's voice intimately, and that he regards it as the norm 

against which to measure his fictional characters. 

No one, it seems to me, is more aware of the limitations of his work 

than the writer who creates it, and for this reason Stegner's letter to 

me may be worth reprinting here. In it, Stegner refers to his attempts 

to perfect both his 1 ife ("conduct is what really matters to me") and his 

work. For whatever it is worth, here is the letter in full: 

Dear Jim, 

Greensboro, VT 05841 
July 31, 1985 
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Here is a rainy afternoon when I can't walk or work on the 
woodpile, and so I am pinned to the wall by your questions. Maybe the 
rain will let up before I finish with them, in which case this will get 
delayed till the next precipitation. 

1. Narrators. Strictly speaking, a narrator is a persona, created 
by the author, through whose mouth or mind a story is told. Omniscient 
novels and third-person novels have no narrators; they have authors, 
whose presence is apparent or otherwise. On the other hand, Angle of 
Repose has a narrator, lord Jim has several, Lolita has one, a very 
unreliable one; The Spectator Bird has one. The narrator is another 
voice than the author's, and (as in lolita and to some extent in Angle of 
Repose) may be untrustworthy, so that his story has to be read the way a 
desk sergeant would read a suspect's account of a murder. 

2. "Books write their authors." You're being too cryptic for me. 

3. "Try to become" the narrator: I say "try" because in spite of 
the greatest care, any author is sometimes guilty of slipping into his 
created narrator's place, and talking in the author's voice instead of 
the narrator's. At best, we achieve maximum "negative capability," and 
pull ourselves completely out. When Hotspur speaks (he is not of course 
a narrator, but he is a participant) it is not Shakespeare we hear; we 
hear Harry Percy. When lyman Ward speaks, you ought to hear authentic 
lyman Ward, but sometimes you hear Stegner. 

4. Borges et al. I don't mean to knock Borges, \'/hom many people 
admire extravagantly. But his work is intellectual, not emotional; he 
operates by equations and theorems; he is a structuralist in the sense 
that he makes creative use of the act of creation, as do all of his 
imitators and devotees (e.g. Jack Barth). Me, I am more interested in 
people and their personal relations, emotions, hangups, and I grew up 
thinking it was an error for an author to show his hands and feet above 
or below his little puppet show. When I say I don't respond to Borges, I 
mean simply that his elegant equations and mystifications don't interest 
me. He represents a maximum of manipulation where my impulse is to 
utilize a minimum. 

5. My ideal reader is somebody who likes my stuff and is moved by 
it. I am more interested in moving him than in impressing him or 
instructing him. 

6. The objective realm. I know no alternative to acting as if it 
exists. If it turns out not to, I will probably never know. 

7. Are my real concerns the unknowable? Maybe. I am interested in 
people in corners, people faced by dilemmas without horns. I am 
suspicious of systems and systematizers because systems achieve order at 
the expense of the large view and general probability. But when you 
suggest that my fiction "pushes at the limits of all thinking," I'm 
mainly embarrassed. I am no such pundit. 
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8. Am I part myth-maker? Somebody else will have to decide that. 
I am aware of no such intention. But I do, if this matters, try to make 
any story or character throw a shadow, sometimes a shadow longer than 
it/himself. But that isn't myth, it's only meaning. 

9. I don't understand your question about deconstructing myths. 

10. Neither do I understand your remarks about writers viewing 
everything in terms of writing, making choices based on writing, friends 
based on reading tastes, etc. You see myth in this. It doesn't fit any 
definition of myth that I know. If, on the other hand, you say that 
every writer of any stature writes from a basis of belief (perhaps 
negative belief) then I'm with you. Some sort of code or feeling 
undergrids every story, and readers will usually catch it and accept it. 
If they don't accept it, the story fails. But is this vague unanimity or 
concurrence myth? I'd call it simply an expression of a society or 
culture, an expression of the social cohesion of human groups. 

11. "Final belief." Certainly you can't make me out a religious 
man. I am what the religious somewhat stiffly call a "humanist," I 
guess. My (very cautious) faith is in a rough consensus, within any 
given non-disputed social group, about what constitutes acceptable and 
unacceptable conduct. And conduct is what really matters to me: I'm a 
moral writer, if not a religious one. I don't mean behavior, I mean 
conduct. Some of what I'd accept as human decency surely comes from the 
Judeo-Christian tradition. Some of it comes from the Greeks. Some of it 
comes from Confucious, some from native American animism. So be careful 
how you put me in the Judeo-Christian wagon. I suppose I represent that 
stage in the decline of a faith that Unitarianism came to: a code of 
conduct without any Godhead in it. 

12. No, I have not thought of writing an autobiography. Nothing 
ever happened to me but long hours on my rump in front of a typewriter. 

You do well to envy me Vermont. It's a fine place. Now if I could 
only move that literary rock. 

Take care, 
Wally Stegner 

Many things interest me in that letter, not the least of which is 

Stegner's confirmation of the narrator of Angle of Repose as 

"untrustworthy." Stegner's inclusion of The Spectator Bird in the same 

sentence as Lolita may hint at Joe Allston's unreliability as well. The 

juxtaposition of Angle of Repose and Lord Jim and its several narrators 
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is also curious and perhaps revelatory. But what really interests me is 

Stegner's statement that he is most "interested in people and their 

personal relations, emotions, hangups," "people in corners, people faced 

by dilemmas without horns." He implies, if I am reading him correctly, 

that human conflict is the source of his fiction. 

As it happens, I am having a few conflicts of my own at the moment. 

I think my interest in Stegner's life arises naturally out of my interest 

in his fiction. Whether or not we should, I think serious readers of 

fiction regard serious writers of fiction as heroic. We admire them, and 

because we admire them, we want to know how they have gotten on in the 

world. How do they manage, against the currents of an imperfect and 

tragic world, to perform great work? Must one choose, as Yeats suggests, 

"Perfection of the life, or of the work"? Is that what I think I am 

doing by divorcing myself from my fami1y--perfecting my work? Christ, I 

hope not, especially given what Wendell Berry has to say in this 

paragraph from Standing £l Words: 

Perhaps the time has come to say that there is, in reality, no 
such choice as Yeats' "Perfection of the life, or of the work." The 
division implied by this proposed choice is not only destructive; it is 
based upon a shallow understanding of the relation between work and life. 
The conflicts of life and work, like those of rest and work, would 
ideally be resolved in balance: enough of each. In practice, however, 
they probably can be resolved (if that is the word) only in tension, in a 
principled unwillingness to let go of either, or to sacrifice either to 
the other. But it is a necessary tension, the grief in it both 
inescapable and necessary. One would like, one longs in fact, to be 
perfect family man and a perfect workman. And one suffers from the 
inevitable conflictS:- But whatever one does, one is not going to be 
perfect at either, and it is better to suffer the imperfection of both 
than to gamble the total failure of one against an illusory hope of 
perfection in the other. The real values of art and life are perhaps 
best defined and felt in the tension between them. The effort to perfect 
work rises out of, and communes with and in turn informs, the effort to 
perfect life, as Yeats himself knew and as other poems of his testify. 
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The use of life to perfect work is an evil of the specialized intellect. 
It makes of the most humane disciplines an exploitive industry. (22) 

--- _. --_ .. _--
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CHAPTER XIV 

ANGLE OF REPOSE AND SELF-MADE MEN: 

Satan, Oliver, Lyman, and Rodman 
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Another thing that letter from Wally suggests to me amounts to how 

much he resists the character he has created in Angle of Repose. I mean 

Lyman Ward, whose work, as Stegner describes Borges's, "is intellectual" 

and "operates by equations and theorms; he is a structuralist in the 

sense that he makes creative use of the act of creation." Those 

statements define Lyman Ward at least as well as they do Borges. To 

reduce a definition of structuralism to those few words strikes me as an 

act of courage, but others have also tried. In "Structuralism for the 

Non-Specialist: A Glossary and a Bibliography," Dorothy B. Selz defines 

the term as a "study of the laws of composition both of nature and of 

man's creations" (164). For Piaget, a "structure is a system of 

transfonnations," and for him the idea of structure "is comprised of 

three key ideas: the idea of wholeness, the idea of transfonnation, and 

the idea of self-regulation" (5). (The translation belongs to Chaninah 

Maschler, who gave us Piaget's mercifully short book, Structuralism, in 

1970.) I suppose what Selzer and Piaget mean is that structuralism is 

"essentially a method" (Piaget 136), but method, for me, means 

essentially a system, and life--my life--refuses to conform to a system. 

It is continually deconstructing itself allover the place, defying the 

laws of compositon. 

As for Lyman, he believes in the unity of all things, not merely in 

theory but in practice, not only as an idea whose tenure has been denied 

by the tyranny of the vulgar present, but as an actuality to be asserted 

and reasserted by juxtaposing present and past, public and private, 

father and son, man and wife, life and work, romance and realism, subject 

and object, home and homelessness, by the act of fusing his inner and 
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outer worlds, imposing form upon chaos as he goes slowly along on his own 

errand into the wilderness of 20th century America. T. K. Whipple, 

writing in his book, Study Out the Land, describes the situation in which 

Lyman finds himself: 

All America lies at the end of the wilderness road, and our 
past is not a dead past, but still lives in us. Our forefathers had 
civilization inside themselves, the wild outside. We live in the 
civilization they created, but within us the wilderness still lingers. 
What they dreamed, we live, and what they lived, we dream. 

Lyman's wilderness within includes both emotional and geographical 

frontiers, psychological as well as physiological landscapes. Lyman 

attempts to map these as he goes, to objectify his subjectivity. to 

bridge the "gulf" between generations by spanning them with the 

phantasmagoria of his mental life, reliving the lives of his grandparents 

in a fictional dream and recreating that dream upon those pages Shelly 

types out for him. What Lyman seeks is an understanding of "the dynamic 

relationships among things" (Witherspoon 99), for he denies that anyone 

thing can be understood in isolation, including people--his grandmother 

apart from her drawings, woodcuts, letters, sketches, and novels, apart 

from the relationship with his grandfather or her idealizations of Thomas 

and Augusta; his grandfather apart from the mines in which he labored or 

the houses he built or the gardens he tended or uprooted, the maps he 

made, the books he read. 

Likewise, Lyman comes to realize that no phantom of his mental life 

exists that does not bear strong resemblances to the living creatures he 

meets in the harsh and glaring light of the sun. All his attempts to 
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turn them to stone with his "Gorgon" gaze ultimately fail. He may freeze 

them momentarily, as he does with Rodman, Shelly, and Al Sutton. but the 

sculptures he creates in the privacy of his contemporary wilderness 

journal quicken with the life he breathes back into them with his words. 

Like those living ghosts of the past. these contemporaries correspond 

with and to one another, as well as with and to their contrasting 

counterparts in history. Each character Lyman braids into his narrative 

flux forms a part that imitates and repeats another, although no two 

parts are interchangeable. Each comes with his or her own "inherited 

stature, coloring. brains. bones .••. plus transmitted prejudices, 

culture, scruples. likings. moralities. and moral errors II that they 

defend as if they were "personal and not familial" (15). Similarities 

outweigh differences. and differences. similarities. Each character 

emerges from Lyman's narrative flow as something of an original. as well 

as something of a copy. 

Let's take the case of Lyman's son. Rodman. In the second chapter 

of the novel. we discover (along with Lyman) lithe source of Rodman's 

name" when Lyman incorporates a fragment of his grandmother's 

"unpublished reminiscences" into his own narrative. Susan is introducing 

her own readers to the subject of Augusta. who "da\'med" on her 

"nineteenth year like a rose pink winter sunrise. • •• She was the 

niece of Commodore De Kay and a granddaughter of Joseph Rodman Drake. 

Her people belonged to the old aristocracy. My people belonged to 

nothing except the Society of Friends and not even that any longer in 

good standing." Whereas Augusta "had spent her girlhood abroad and spoke 

three languages." Susan claims she spoke "but one imperfectly." Whereas 
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Augusta "had lived in one of the famous capitals of Europe and walked its 

galleries among the Old Masters," Susan had been restricted to "walking 

the old green hills of the Hudson and wandering the Long Pond woods." 

Nevertheless, the two girls became lifelong friends: "She came up to 

Milton that following summer and every summer after till there was no 

Milton for me--not that Milton!" (33). On the subject of Rodman's name, 

Lyman reports that lilt was grandmother's dearest wish that we give our 

child that label .•.• Augusta's son was also named Rodman, so you 

might say the name has been made to run in both families" (33). For 

Susan, the name Rodman held private significance. It was a verbal symbol 

resonant with personal metaphors, including "'the marriage of true 

minds'" and the continuity of the pastoral and aristocratic tradition, 

the journey from old world into new world. Like the history of the 

pastoral tradition itself, the history of Rodman's name is first and 

foremost a product of change. It resonates with the unresolved tension 

between public and private, the real and the ideal, myth and historical 

fact, paradise and paradise lost. Rodman, says Lyman, "would never 

forgive me if he learned that we named him after the author of The 

Culprit ~" (33). Like Lyman's, Rodman's genealogy is also a triple 

one: he is Stegner's character, Lyman's son, and part of a literary 

tradition. 

Most, if not all, of the names in Angle of Repose reverberate with 

the tension of public and private associations accumulated from texts and 

contexts. Place names, too, register this tension (if that is the word 

for it), including Susan's birthplace, "Milton," a word that eventually 

comes to function in the novel by signifying a variety of meanings all at 
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once: it comes to stand for Susan Burling's childhood home in New York 

state (the "old" world of Lyman's novel), for the poet, John Milton, and 

especially his poem, Paradise Lost, as well as for the Biblical Garden of 

Eden (the "new" world). Stegner and Lyman play upon the public 

associations--or connotations--of the term by investing it with private 

denotations. For a while, Boise Canyon becomes "hopeful struggle, not 

lost cause ... a little corner of Eden" (383), and Susan herself becomes 

temporarily at home in lithe picnic West" (101), but she also becomes 

"Macaccio's Eve" (159), an outcast not only from that "old" world Eden of 

Milton, New York, the unfallen innocence of childhood and youth, but 

ex il ed from the II new" worl d of the Canyon. The di stance between Susan I s 

situation and generational conflicts turns out to be much closer than we 

can measure by years to Lyman and his son, who "starts all fresh from his 

own premises" (18), much as Satan does in Book V of Milton's poem. Satan 

literally preaches what Lyman calls empathectomy, apparently a Stegner 

coinage that signifies original homelessness, the lack of an "atavistic 

domestic sentiment" (278). In Satan l s case, the disabil ity is, indeed, 

extreme, for he denies God's procreative powers on the basis of his 

inability to remember his own birth: "Remeber'st thou/ Thy making, while 

the maker gave thee being?" Satan charges Abdiel before brazenly 

declaring himself his own parent: 

He know no time when we were not as now; 
Know none before us, self-begot, self-raised 
By our own quickening power, when fatal course 
Had circled his full orb, the birth mature 
Of this our native heaven, ethereal sons. (V, 859 ff.) 
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communicate in the Book IV ("Leadville") of Angle of Repose: 
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When frontier historians theorize about the uprooted, the 
lawless, the purseless, and the socially cut-off who settled the West, 
they are not talking about people like my grandmother. So much that was 
cherished and loved, women like her had to give up; and the more they 
gave it up, the more they carried it helplessly with them. It was a 
process like ionizaton: what was subtracted from one pole was added to 
the other. For that sort of pioneer, the West was not a new country 
being created, but an old one being reproduced; in that sense our pioneer 
women were always more realistic than our pioneer men. The moderns, 
carrying little baggage of the kind that Shelly called "merely cultural ," 
not even living in traditional air, but breathing into their space 
helmets a scientific mixture of synthetic gases (and polluted at that) 
are the true pioneers. Their circuitry seems to include no atavistic 
domestic sentiment, they have suffered empathectomy, their computers hum 
no ghostly feedback of Home, Sweet Home. How marvelously free they are! 
How unutterably deprived! (278) 

This inability to project backwards and downwards in time through history 

and the historical situations of others, including their personalities, 

creates cultural arrogance. With Rodman, Lyman's rebellious son, the 

case is less extreme than Satan's but nevertheless acute and symptomatic 

of a contemporary cultural malaise. Characteristically, for example, 

although Rodman takes the trouble to read some of his great-grandmother's 

stories and look at her drawings, he sees "nothing in them" (27). 

Likewise, Lyman feels certain "Rodman knows nothing whatever about 

Grandfather, nothing about his inventiveness or his genius for having big 

ideas twenty years ahead of their time or his struggle to do something 

grand and humanly productive and be one of the builders of the West" 

(23). Furthermore, "Having no historical sense, he can only think that 

history's interest must be 'color.'II: 
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.•• Rodman pretends to be afraid that out of sentiment I will 
waste what he flatteringly calls major talents (he disparages history but 
was touchingly proud when I won the Bancroft Prize) on a nobody ••. How 
about some Technicolor personality of the Northern Mines, about which I 
already know so much? Lola Montex, say, that wild girl from an Irish 
peat bog who became the mistress of half the celebrities of Europe, 
including Franz Liszt and Dumas, pere or fils or both, before taking up 
with King Ludwig I of Bavaria, who made herlCountess of Landsfeld. And 
from there, in 1856, to San FranciSCO, where she danced the spider dance 
for miners and fortune hunters. (No, Lola, no!) and from there to Grass 
Valley to live for two years wlth a tame bear who COUldn't have been much 
of an improvement on Ludwig. 

That's Rodman's idea of history. Every fourth-rate 
antiquarian in the West has panned Lola's poor little gravel. My 
grandparents are a deep vein that has never been dug. They were people. 
(22) 

Lyman's emphasis on origins and originality here is worth remarking upon 

in passing, but liThe Truth" about Rodman prevents us from simply writing 

him off as a minor figure in the novel who represents contemporary 

empathectomatic Man. As we have already observed, his name functions 

both literally and symbolically. Consider that a "rod" is a unit of 

measurement roughly equivalent to five and one half yards in the light of 

Lyman's reference to mining "Lola's poor little gravel" and the following 

paragraph accumulates additional meaning, if not a good deal of comic 

satire: 

Rodman is a great measurer. He is interested in change, all 
right, but only as a process; and he is interested in values, but only as 
data. X people believe one way, Y people another, whereas ten years ago 
Y people believed the first way and X the second. The rate of change is 
therefore. He never goes back more than ten years. (18) 

The paragraph that follows it, however, partly abandons that satiric tone 

in favor of one more serious: 
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Like other Berkeley radicals, he is convinced that the 
post-industrial post-Christian world is worn out, corrupt in its 
inheritance, helpless to create by evolution the social and political 
institutions, the forms of personal relations, the conventions, 
moralities, and systems of ethics (insofar as these are indeed necessary) 
appropriate to the future. Society being thus paralyzed, it must be 
pried loose. He, Rodman Ward, culture hero born fully armed from this 
history-haunted skull, will be happy to provide blueprints, or perhaps 
ultimatums and manifestos, that will save us and bring on a life of true 
freedom. The family too. Marriage and the family as we have known them 
are becoming extinct. He is by Paul Goodman out of Margaret Mead. He 
sits in with the sitter-inners, he will reform us malgre our teeth, he 
will make his omelet and be damned to the broken eggs. Like the Vietnam 
commander, he will regretfully destroy our village to save it. (18) 

Lyman's preoccupation with his son as a "culture hero born fully armed 

from this history-haunted skull," bears some resemblance to Satan's 

blasphemy in regard to his own birth, as does Lyman's phrase on 

originality, "by Paul Goodman out of Margaret Mead." The controlling 

metaphor of the passage, however, is military, as "fully armed" suggests. 

Like Satan, Rodman is an extremist, a "radical" in rebellion against the 

prevailing powers, forces who "must be pried loose." Certainly, the last 

line with its overt comparison between Rodman and "the Vietnam commander" 

reinforces the idea of the heroic. 

And yet, despite his failings, there ;s much to like about Rodman, 

so much that one might argue that such a comparison is extremely limited, 

especially given Lyman as an unreliable narrator, but even Lyman at his 

most cantankerous finds qualities to praise 'in his son, however he might 

otherwise disparage him: 

The truth about my son is that despite his good nature, his 
intelligence, his extensive education, and his bulldozer energy, he is as 
blunt as a kick in the shins. He is peremptory even with a doorbell 
button. His thumb never inquires whether one is within, and then waits 
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after that goes down on the button and stays there. (19) 
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"His good nature, his intelligence, his extensive education, and his 

bulldozer energy"--surely these are qualities Lyman himself admires. 

Furthermore, in the beginning of the Leadville section, Lyman refers to 

his son as an innocent in terms that, on the surface at least, would seem 

to make any comparison between Rodman and Satan downright ludicrous: 

There is a certain endearing innocence about Rodman--he makes 
the world's worst conspirator or gumshoe. It has apparently never 
occurred to him that he has the loudest voice in the entire world, and 
that when he wants to be confidential he ought to retreat two miles. He 
reminds me of Bob Sproul, who was president at the University of 
California when I taught there, back in simpler times than these. There 
was a story they always told, that once a visitor came into his office 
for an appointment and heard Bob's voice booming away in the inner 
office. Sit down, the secretary said, he'll just be a few minutes, he's 
talking to New York. It seems so, says the visitor, but why doesn't he 
use the telephone? (207) 

And yet, Rodman's admirable qualities, especially his "intelligence" 

and "bulldozer energy," must be judged in context, for Satan, too, has 

his share of positive attributes as the Romantics have long since proved, 

intelligence and bulldozer energy among them. When we examine the 

passages I have just quoted \'Ihere Lyman damns his own son with faint 

praise, we see that lithe truth" about Rodman is that his positive 

characteristics exist "despite" or in spite of his negative ones. That 

is, Rodman remains lias blunt as a kick in the shins" regardless of his 

"good nature." In both passages, Lyman's positive statements about his 

son result in negative impressions. When, for example, Lyman says "Th ere 

is a cet"ta in endeari ng innocence about Rodman, II that "he makes the 

._._ ..... __ ... _--
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world's worst conspirator or gumshoe,1I we know from the story that 

follows the remark that Lyman is once again playing with words. For 

innocence we are to substitute naivet{, or, in the pejorative sense of 

the word, childishness. Indeed, this does point to a difference, a place 

where any comparison between Milton's hero and Lyman's son becomes 

obsolete, for Satan is cunning whereas Rodman and his peers are merely 

ignorant, incapable of guile. 

IIEvil is what questions and disrupts,1I Lyman tells us, Lyman that 

systematizing father who rails against a scheming son, Lyman, whose 

reliability we should by now have learned to question when it concerns 

his own conduct and his reportage of current events. When Rodman 

IIdisrupts ll Lyman in the Book III, however, he does so in order to propose 

a reconciliation of sorts between his father and mother r and we should 

keep in mind that Stegner is writing a contemporary novel, not an 

allegorical epic poem. While Rodman's name and characteristics do, in 

fact, suggest the comparisons we have already made and while they 

suggest, intentionally or unintentionally, Milton's poem, we must also 

remember those other significations in Rodman's name, for in Biblical use 

a rod is an offshoot or branch of a family or tribe, not a unit of 

measure. In Angle of Repose, Rodman must also serve his literal role as 

the great grandson of the progagonists, Susan Burling Ward of Milton on 

the Hudson and Oliver Ward, an engineer who marries her and proves to be 

1I 0ne of the builders of the West. 1I Within this frame of reference, 

within this web of connections and interconnections, we see Lyman pun on 

Rodman's name by using him as a whipping boy while also referring to him 

as a II grea t measurer. 1I Great grandfather Oliver might also fit that 



description, since he finds employment as not only a geological 

cartographer but also as a surveyor. 

Rodman, then, is only one part of a complex whole, a part that 

lIimitates and repeats II other parts, to borrow again Lyman's structural 
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rhetoric from the novel IS opening chapter. Characteristically enough, 

Lyman himself shares his son's rebelliousness and lust for independence. 

He refuses much of the help offered to him and exudes a rather 

anti-cooperative spirit: his unwillingness, for example, even to meet 

with his ex-wife, his insistent exhibitionism of his remaining 

demonstrative physical skills (those hellish laps on his crutches), his 

isolationist attitude toward Zodiac Cottage. Furthermore, Lyman's 

fictionalizing is itself an act of rebellion against the normal 

constraints of conventional methods of historiography. Lyman, of course, 

creates himself as lI author,1I an act that might also be compared to 

Satan's subversive act, but also to Oliver's American code of 

self-reliance: 

III started out to be an engineer. 1I 
IIAnd at an advanced age gave it Up?1I 
No smile. III was at Yale, at the Sheffield Scientific School. 

My eyes went bad. I was supposed to be going blind. 1I 
She was contrite, but Oliver Ward jingled the small change in 

his pocket, took three or four steps in a circle, and came back facing 
her. He pulled from the inner pocket of his coat a pair of silver-rimmed 
spectacles and hooked them over his ears, aging himself about a decade. 
IIThey made a mistake,1I he said. III found out just the other day. 
There's nothing wrong with the optic nerve. 11m astigmatic, farsighted, 
plenty of other things, but all I needed was these. 1I 

She found him boyi shly engaging. t4aybe she fel t motherly. She 
said, IIS0 now you can go back to Yale. 1I 

III l ve lost two years,1I said young Oliver Ward. IIAll my class 
is graduated. 11m going out Hest and make myself into an engineer. 1I 
(40) 
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Oliver's "farsightedness," his astigmatism, of course, produces its 

own fiction, the "incurable Western disease" (367): he sets his 

cross-hairs on the snowpeak of a vision and triangulates his "way across 

a bone-dry future, dragging" Susan "and the children with him.1I The 

debacle of Oliver's irrigation scheme produces fiction of a peculiarly 

American kind, a "game of the visionary future" where gentlemen walk 

ladies through imaginary poplar groves with trees in them II no higher than 

a lady's bonnetll (487). This West becomes a kind of hell for the 

realistic Susan, who ends up literally supporting Oliver's house of 

fiction (The Mesa's "showpiece ll ) with fiction of her own. The house of 

fiction metaphor, of course, has a chain of connections with Lyman's 

Zodiac Cottage and all the fictional houses he creates there and 

underscores the point that Stegner's novel is a metaphor for itself--a 

word house/hoard. Susan writes, for example, of an "energetic husband 

who is doing something extraordinary, drawing in the outlines of 

civilization on the blank page of the desertll (484). Lyman writes about 

Susan in liThe Canyon": "She mined and irrigated every slightest 

incident, she wrote and drew her life instead of living it" (399). "The 

mind is its own place," Satan pronounces in Paradise Lost, "and can make 

a hell of heaven, and a heaven of hell" (1,859 ff.). 

Ah, if only it were that easy my own word house would have a happy 

mistress in it, but Lyman, like me, has an acute case of tunnel vision, 

an inherited genetic defect, no doubt (like his bone disease). His 

vision, too, threatens the well-being of his family. Listen to what he 

has to say on the subject of his grandfather: 
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As a practitioner of hindsight I know that Grandfather was 
trying to do, by personal initiative and with the financial resources of 
a small and struggling corporation, what only the immense power of the 
federal government ultimately proved able to do. That does not mean he 
was foolish or mistaken. He was premature. His clock was set on pioneer 
time. He met trains that had not yet arrived, he waited on platforms 
that hadn't yet been built, beside tracks that might never be laid. Like 
many another Western pioneer, he had heard the clock of history strike, 
and counted the strokes wrong. Hope was always out ahead of fact. (382) 

Although Lyman's "clock" is also "set on pioneer time," he lives in 

ruins; in the dreamlife fiction of his grandparents, he inhabits a Boise 

Canyon house in Eden that "was three hundred feet under water" before he 

was old enough to hear about it (382). That camp in Boise Canyon was 

"abandoned in its gulch, its garden gone to weeds, its fences down, its 

ditches drifted full, its windows out, its bridge no more than broken 

cables trailing in the creek" long before he ever thought about 

reinventing the past. Lyman writes to escape the present and the future, 

which, for him "looks like failure and lost cause" (382). 

Curiously, what Lyman perceives as Rodman's "Evil" disruptions prove 

to be constructive obstacles to his own tunnel vision. In dealing with 

Rodman's questions (and Shelly's), Lyman must become just nearsighted 

enough to see what's in front of his face. Here he is explaining to his 

questioner why he refuses to include more local color in his book about 

his grandparents, in particular his grandfather's life in Deadwood, which 

Rodman believes would add "zing" to Lyman's tale: 

"I'm not going to put any of that in," I say. 
"Youlre not? Why not? You know all about it. Youlre writing 

a book about Western history. Why leaveout the colorful stuff?" 
"1 1m not writing a book of Western history," I tell him. "I' ve 
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written enough history books to know this isn't one. 11m \,/riting about 
something else. A marriage, I guess. Deadwood was just a blank space in 
the marriage. Why waste time on it?" 

Rodman is surprised. So am I, actuallY--I have never 
formulated precisely what it is I have been doing, but the minute I say 
it I know I have said it right. What interests me in all these papers is 
not Susan Burling Ward the novelist and illustrator, and not Oliver Ward 
the engineer, and not the West they spend their lives in. What really 
interests me is how two such unlike particles clung together, and under 
what strains, rolling downhill into their future until they reached the 
angle of repose where I knew them. That's where the interest is. That's 
where the meaning will be if I find any. (211) 

"In searching out the truth," Heraclitus warns, "be ready for the 

unexpected, for it is difficult to find and puzzling when you find it." 

In the passage above, Lyman distinguishes between knowledge and what 

Heraclitus calls "intelligence," for Lyman desires to understand "how 

opposing forces agree" (Heraclitus). "Joints are and are not parts of 

the body," says Heraclitus, "They cooperate through opposition, and make 

a harmony of separate forces. Wholeness arises from distinct 

particulars; distinct particulars occur in wholeness." As limbs of the 

same family tree, Rodman and Lyman oppose one another, but their 

opposition creates cooperation, and it produces a "truth" for Lyman. 

Unfortunately, however, both Rodman and Lyman frequently operate as if 

their individual intelligences were their private and exclusive domains, 

whereas, as Heraclitus observes "understanding is common to all men." 

Lyman wants to know "how two such particles" ("distinct particulars") 

like his grandparents "clung together"--"A romantic and a realist. A 

woman who was more lady than woman, and a man who was more man than 

gentleman" (211). But Lyman talks about the world without paying enough 

attention to it, without realizing that the tension between opposites 
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creates the bond. If we put Lyman's acts and his words together, we see 

his failure, but we also see the child becoming the father to the man: 

"Pop, I suppose I better tell you," Rodman says. "Mother was 
over yesterday." 

There are certain advantages to being made of stone. I sit 
there, and I don't think I quiver. "She was?" 

"She asked about you--where you were, what you were doing, how 
your health is, who's taking care of you." 

"Did you give her the dope?" 
His look splinters on mine. Even Rodman has difficulty with my 

immobility, and now he obviously suffers from embarrassment--for himself 
or for me I can't tell. But after that moment's cringing he holds my 
eye. "Yes." 

bad time." 

"All right." 
"She doesn't look good," he says. "She's shaky. She's had a 

"I'm sorry." 
"She's taken an apartment in Walnut Creek." 
"I didn't ask." 
"Pop •••••.• I think she'd like to see you," Rodman says. 

"1 think she feels very bad •.•. If I brought her up," he says, "wou ld 
you see her?" 

For an instant it is touch and go, the stone threatens to 
become weak flesh again. For the half breath that I feel that weakness, 
I want it, yearn for it, would willingly turn back to mush if only some 
of the old warmth would come back. My mind darts like a boy who has 
stolen something and wants to get to a safe place to examine his prize. 
Then I am aware that throughout this instant of weakness I have been 
sitting there as rigid as ever. There is too much of Grandfather in me. 

"You may as well understand," I say. "1 don't blame her. I 
think I understand her temptation. I'm sorry about her bad luck and her 
suffering. But I have nothing to say to her. Tell her SO." (213-214) 

In his hesitation, Lyman loses himself. His absentmindedness and 

emotional trauma put his intelligence to sleep and he becomes blind to 

the moment and so reburies the truth he uncovered. Unwilling to cling to 

his "weakness," he becomes its victim. The indiscriminate pity he 

showers upon his wife reveals itself for what it is: self-pity, a 

dangerous and romantic moral obfuscation. Instead of taking that hard 

look into the mirror of his own fiction and acknowledging the myth of 
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self-reliance as reactionary and exploitive, Lyman pretends to be heroic, 

caught in his own lie. He does blame his wife. He does not understand 

her temptation, and he is neither sorry about her "bad luck" and 

"suffering" or willing to accept their reality. Instead of hopefulness, 

he deposits his disgust. He becomes both vindictive and pitiless. 

---------
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CHAPTER XV 

HEPWORTH'S DOPPELGANGER 
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Bill Stafford and I have had an on-again/off-again correspondence 

over the last ten years or more, not altogether unlike the running 

correspondence I have tried to keep with Wallace Stegner. Like Stegner, 

Stafford understands that all writing is a collaborative effort, an idea 

brought home to me today again by way of yesterday's mail, which included 

these lines on a separate sheet: 

Hepworth's Doppelganger 

The boy who pinched a penny from 
his mother's purse and put it back 
again could never find that self 
he almost was. But when shadows pinned 
that hand, years later, he yearned; he dreamed 
that alien who left him and slunk away. 
How far and cold, poor thief? How 
lively, though! The fingers curled. 
They became talons in a story 
no one around him could ever know. 

I feel flattered and elated, but I've also been thinking about that alien 

who left me and slunk away, and I'd like to find some way to bring him 

back again, without, of course, lending him my body. I know what I ought 

to do. I ought to go on exposing all those "shadows" that Stegner's hand 

pinned to the wall in Angle of Repose for the Dopp1egangers they are. If 

I wanted to, for example, I know I could demonstrate how the seemingly 

contrasting figures of Oliver Ward and Thomas Hudson function as doubles, 

how Frank Sargent shadows his best friend and his wife, how two such 

distinct particulars as Shelly Hawkes Rasmussen and Susan Burling Ward 

cling together in their opposition under the strains of their own lives 

and the tension in Lyman's narratives, how Susan becomes Lyman's anima 

and Lyman Shelly's animus. 

------------------------.. --------------------------
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Somehow, I think I have more important things to do. I flew over 

Hell's Canyon this morning, and I liked the view. Sue Schroeder, the 

wife of the surgeon who operated on my knee, called me about 6:00 a.m. 

and said she wanted some company. L.D. and his wife are due to arrive 

today from Cheyenne via Lolo Pass and the Lochsa River Scenic Route, and 

I have two luncheon appointments, a stack of unanswered mail, and phone 

messages that have piled up like snowflakes, but I like Sue Schroeder. 

Tanya says she reminds me of my ex-wife. They have the same coloring and 

build: red hair, fair and freckled complexions, short and slender 

frames, and brains; and, to be fair, I try to acknowledge the comparison, 

but Sue is from Vermont, not Arizona, and she comes by her carotene 

coloration genetically. My ex-wife dyed her hair. As types, they don't 

match, although the attraction is there for me, and I imagine that's what 

Tanya notices--when she's here to observe such things. Sue Schroeder 

flies a white and silver Super Cup; my ex-wife flies, but when she does, 

it's usually off the handle. 

Aside from the magic of flying, the exhilaration of sky and the sea 

of air with the earth below, the basalt canyons lined with fissures, 

Ponderosa, Douglas Fir, the Snake River coiling and uncoiling like a tiny 

jade ribbon at the bottom, I find the violation of space and time equally 

entrancing. He lifted off the runway in Lewiston at precisely 7:00 and 

were back to the hangar by 9:15, but those two hours put us over country 

most people will never take the chance to see, on foot, by boat, or in 

the air. I spotted seven elk and at least as many deer. We put down 

once on an old strip north of the Grande Ronde. I have no idea how she 

maneuvered the plane for the approach between the narrow saddle of 

----- .------_._-----------------_._ .... _--_., 
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basalt, but the halt gave me a chance to walk a beach with her. The 

Snake had obviously dropped sometime in the night at least a foot and a 

half, and the beach looked virginal. The tracks of a doe and fawn marked 

it, as did those of a coyote, but otherwise only the river sounds of 

water and birds mingled with us in the cool of shadows fleeing the sun. 

The silence of the Canyon put a gulf between us and the civilized world. 

Here, everything flowed and nothing remained. Everything moved and 

passed away. Nothing stayed. I felt like a child of history with the 

power of a man. And she looked like a child--half boy, half girl. Her 

short-cropped hair helped create that impression, but so did her shirt 

and jeans--and her tennis shoes. Cold things were becoming warm, warm 

things, cold; damp things, dry; dry things, damp and wet. I thought I 

was awake, but I looked on a dying world. The Hackberry trees hid the 

secret process, and so did the river sweeping toward its destiny. 

And then we were back inside the intimacy of the cockpit, Sue in the 

front seat with the stick in her hand, me directly behind her harnessed 

by the shoulder belt. After she had closed the canopy of glass over us, 

she cracked the sidewindow--"All clear!"--shut it again, and ignited the 

engine. The prop whirled, the tail came around, the throttle opened, and 

the engine roar blended into a rush of headlong movement as we cleared 

the treadmill of weedy earth and came back into the elusive element. The 

cockpit, of course, proves to be its own world, and we were joined in 

sound by our voices coming into each other's ears on the dual headsets. 

At 880 feet, Sue leveled off and began a slow bank that revealed the 

distant Wallowas in the heart of Chief Joseph country still capped with 

wedding snow of the old year. We passed the River of No Return's 
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confluence with the Snake and flew due north, deeper into the Canyon. 

The soaring glides of descents and ascents over side canyons and 

terraces, above eagles and hawks, became a kind of ritual dance of joy. 

Sue named the ranches for me, pointed out landmarks like that false mine 

whose name I have conveniently forgotten, a hole empty of virtually any 

mineral that two schemers used to lure eastern capital, then loot and 

run, leaving a foolish citizenry in shock with its vestiges of 

civilization staring at them: the old stampmi11 foundation still 

terraces a mountainside, and the foundations of other buildings still 

mark the riverbank's shelf in places. We flew over the Nature 

Conservancy's ranch both coming and going, and I saw what looked to be a 

superb orchard growing toward maturity. Elsewhere, in one of the green 

or blue canyons of the Salmon River, I thought I saw the traces of pit 

houses. Sue guessed they might be, but had to concentrate on deceiving 

gravity. She missed the elk on the Oregon side, most of them cows 

standing broadside about 730 feet out the right window, taking the sun 

like bathers at the beach, unconcerned with the phantom sound or of a 

tiny passing shadow; just tourists like ourselves, I suppose they 

thought, worth little more than a glance. In contrast to the ranches, 

most of which seemed to thrive on limiting themselves to their 

environment, I saw the outposts of those frontiersmen Crevecoeur 

describes, solitary savages who live by killing, men "no better than the 

carnivorous animals of a superior rank ••• dependent on their native 

tempers and .•• remote from the power of example, and check of shame" 

(OWTSM 122). Old logging roads, most of them hopefully going back slowly 

to wilderness, scarred the canyons with a terrible maze of zigzagging 
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switchbacks, but on one of them I spotted a trailerhouse, and the road 

leading in and out was littered with logs, includi~g spills down the 

hillside off the road that had sent some far beyond the reach of a choker 

chain. And hanging from a dead pine nearest the trailer, I saw what I 

guessed might be the remains of an elk but may have been slaughtered 

beef. A slatternly white woman, pregnant and surrounded by kids, 

shielded her eyes from the sun with the visor of one hand, looked, and 

bolted for the house. If it was an elk, her husband could easily take 

care of it long before any ranger could find the place. For all I know, 

I may have been looking at one of Claude Dallas' stomping grounds. More 

likely, it was just some Gippo logger's lonely camp, de-civilized by the 

unsociability of its location. I've spent enough time in places like 

that to know how those little children felt waving up to me. Bounded by 

wilderness on every side--canyon below, mountainsides above and around--I 

remember how previous I found the safety of the few known creeks and 

timber stands, the familiarity of the few buildings, but especially the 

house, how even that straggled road their father cruelly gouged with his 

bulldozer both warns and calls. Sooner or later they will take it, but 

just to town for the monthly Saturday spree, but away for good. Even 

that aberration, I thought to myself, even that, too, is home of a kind. 

And probably not so aberrant as I would like to think. And who was I, 

locked safely away like Cr~vecoeur on his New York estate, to pass 

judgment? 

Sue flew the Super Cub like a mistress in command of a little lord, 

coaxing it places even the wind seldom visits, but then it was back to 

the future, the astonishment of the familiar made strange by the point of 
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view: the Wahas, what we take for mountains in the valley we call home, 

nothing but little ridges covered by new growth timber, the lake more 

grey-brown than green from the air, barren, almost, probably because of 

its limestone bottom, although I have caught trout in it, and crawdads, 

but its shoreline lacks the kind of flora that Sweetwater Creek (its 

drainage) nurtures in abundance. Flying over the acreage where Sue and 

her husband pasture their horses, I wondered aloud why the grasses were 

so blonde and brown in contrast to the surrounding land. "Star Thistle," 

Sue reported. "It's choked off all the native grasses except in the 

creek canyon. We tried to spray it out. Sure hope it works." The 

horses were there, all five of them, galloping in playful dashes at one 

another, and so was the creek, spilling out its little joy toward Mann's 

Lake, the county's reservoir. As Sue checked in with the tower for 

permissions, time broke back into my consciousness and I felt the sense 

of regret mixed with unnamed longing for the past that comes to me just 

prior to landings. The Super Cub shot out over the city with its anthill 

activities, crossed the Snake again, and angled back for the approach 

over the golf courses and the Department of Highway buildings, and we 

went with it, gliding one last time above the earth that came up to meet 

us. 

For a moment, before Sue popped the top of our glass house, I 

relaxed, and my fingers curled. I tried to pull together the self I 

thought I was, unbelted, watched her descend, then followed after. We 

said our goodbyes like two friends, or maybe even lovers, although that 

thought would never settle well with her husband or my wife anymore than 

it probably would with her or that it does with me. But that attraction 



is there below the surface of our dramatically different lives, and I 

feel it, vaguely, like an afterthought. 
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Driving out the gate onto the safety of remembered pavement, I kept 

thinking of Bill Staffordls little poem. How far I felt from the whole 

life I had just lived up there. My fingers curled again, but around a 

steering wheel of my own, and so, lid guess, became those "talons in a 

story/ no one around" me "could ever know." 
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CHAPTER XVI 

THE SICK ROSE AND THE WILD ROSE: 

A Reclamation Project 



THE SICK ROSE 

o Rose, thou art sick. 
The invisible worm 
That flies in the night 
In the howling storm 

Has found out thy bed 
Of crimson joy, 
And his dark secret love 
Does thy life destroy. 

--William Blake 1794 
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The rose imagery in Angle of Repose probably requires no explication 

for even the novel's general readers, let alone for Stegner scholars, but 

it interests me nonetheless, because the way it plays itself out in the 

novel has parallels in my own life, and, like Lyman Ward, I am interested 

in making the connections. I have no real desire to go backtracking 

through the blizzard of pages to Grass Valley (where Lyman tends it), New 

Almaden, Santa Cruz, Leadville (where it refuses to live), Michoacan 

(where it flourishes), or even The Canyon (where The New World/Garden of 

Eden nourishes it in freshly watered soil). I am interested in the 

final, climactic scene in the novel, the one in which Oliver and Susan 

suffer the most when their separate dreams of civilization merge and 

collide into grief and despair, the moment when they betray each other 

and perhaps abandon The Form, which is the only way of making that I 

know. 

Susan Ward interests me not only because her dreams and ideologies 

at once conflict and settle with mine but because her isolation terrifies 

me, not merely her isolation from the ideal society that she craves--the 

world of Thomas and Augusta Hudson--not only her isolation as an artist, 

-------- ._- -. __ ._-------_._-- ------- -------
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but her isolation as wife and mother, her more private wilderness where 

emotional risks sometimes outrun her reason with disastrous and swift 

consequences that leave her very nearly hopeless. In considering her 

character, I can't help comparing it with the character of another 

American Beauty who emerges from the early chapters of Hawthorne's The 

Scarlet Letter. On one side of the prison door, "and rooted almost at 

the threshold," a "wild rose bush" grows "in this month of June." 

Hawthorne invites us to consider "its delicate gems, which might be 

imagined to offer their fragrance and fragile beauty to the prisoner as 

he went in, and to the condemned criminal as he came forth to his doom, 

in token that the deep heart of Nature could pity and be kind to him." 

How the wild rose bush came to be there, Hawthorne refuses to say 

(although he does venture to guess). Instead, he plucks "one of its 

flowers" in passing and presents "it to the reader" to "symbolize some 

sweet moral blossom" we may find "along the track, or relieve the 

darkening close of a tale of human frailty and sorrow" (38-39). 

Surely both Susan Ward and Hester Prynne are emblems of their 

civilizations too important to ignore. Stegner, certainly, encourages 

such a comparison in his own early chapters: "When she was tired of 

walking the restricted trails that Oliver's instructions permitted 

her--what he called her stomping ground--she worked on The Scarlet Letter 

blocks. If she got tired of drawing she read on the veranda, mainly 

books that Thomas Hudson, persistently thoughtful, sent her in her exile" 

(102). The perfection of her work interests Susan just as Hester's 

skills with needle and thread occupy her, and each woman earns 

recognition from her artistic achievements, not merely the money so 
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important to the economies in the households for which they often prove 

to be the sole financial. support, but the recognition that comes from 

communities they often shun, although each woman is equally shunned 

against by the variable norms in the society in which she lives and 

works. 

Listen, for example, to Susan pouring herself out to her ideal 

friend, Augusta, on November 10, 1889: 

I cannot bring myself to do as Oliver urges me to--go to Boise 
oftener, make calls, cultivate women friends, attend the "functions" of 
the place. For one thing, we have put everything we own and everything 
we can borrow into this ranch, and I have no desire to be known as the 
engineer's wife with the darned elbows. For another--how shall I specify 
that other? I am not of Boise and do not wish to be. (481) 

Worse, consider the possible consequences that result from her snobbery 

when she gives away her only son to an ideal: 

••. "Why, Ollie," I said, "what is it?" and he looked at me, 
nearly crying, and said, "Mother, do I have to go?" 

Oh, oh, it was all I could do~keep from huddling him against 
me and drowning him in my tears. Only twelve! Think what it must be to 
travel all the way from Idaho to New Hampshire by yourself at that age, 
going toward something new and strange, where you don't know a soul, and 
where you are afraid you will be an ugly duckling from the West, ignorant 
and unable to learn! I know he feels that way--he told Nellie, though he 
would not tell me. It is just as well Oliver is not here. He has never 
been as sure as I am that the boy must go East. "Why send him away?" he 
said to me only last week. "1 1 m just getting to know him again. Why not 
let him go to the high school in Boise?" 

Of course it would not have done. He knows hardly more people 
in Boise than he will at St. Paul IS, actually; and from the local school 
he would emerge a barbarian, prepared for nothing and untouched by 
culture, believing in the beauties of Idaho civilization! I had to 
harden my heart to a stone, and in the end he got over his panic. But 
when the train pulled away, and I saw his young scared face pressed 
against the window, and his hand making brave half-hearted desolate waves 
at Nellie, his sisters, Frank, and me, I quite broke down, and I have 
been crying off and on all afternoon. (479) 
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Like her grandson, Lyman Ward, I feel like chiming in and adding my two 

cent opinion to hers. Like Lyman, I know the story, how the boy without 

a mother hardens his own heart against her, how he withholds his 

forgiveness, how he retains his childhood beliefs in lithe beauties of 

Idaho civil ization" despite the forces of his "education" and its 

attempts to undermine them. "All" you "could do to keep from huddling 

him against" you? "Oh, little grandmother," I want to say, "why restrain 

yourself?" '"Had to harden' your 'heart to a stone'? There were 

alternatives, and you knew them. Are you sure you want to spend the rest 

of your life regretting this mistake? You need him as much as he needs 

you." 

I share Susan's dream for her son. (If not Harvard, then Stanford 

for mine.) I share her misery in the indecisive moment of hesitation, 

but I remember another mother, even less lucky than Susan, who abandoned 

her son in Boise and later had to abandon her two younger sons against 

her will. I remember the sounds of my father's voice reading us the 

story of Huckleberry Finn, acting out the parts chapter by chapter each 

night when his coaching duties were finally done, the supper he fixed, 

over, and our homework finished. Three boys and no mother. Three little 

ugly ducklings form the West, ignorant, yes, but able to learn from even 

a barbarian culture, for that's what reservation life was when my father 

left Boise High School for Inchelium where wild roses grew outside our 

door. To become whole, we need both wilderness and civilization, for one 

is never any substitute for the other, as Susan knows. I admire her 

choice, actually, almost as much as I regret it. 
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Likewise, I admire the character of Oliver Ward, despite the 

"incurable disease" of his vision that actually has permitted 

civilization of a kind to flower in the bleak Idaho desert. I know the 

canal he and his engineers built, not The Susan but one of her 

offsprings, The New York Canal that flows this time of year with water 

from the Boise River not far from where my father lives in the same 

neighborhood (perhaps on the same mesa) where Oliver and Susan cherished 

their hopes and unwillingly gave up most of their dream just as my 

parents did the moment that "invisible worm" found out their bed just as 

surely as he has found out mine. Portland, it turns out, is called The 

City of Roses, perhaps to compensate for so much industrial squalor and 

vulgarity, but that is also the place, too, where the Snake River (the 

Columbia, I remind any reader reckless enough to have ventured this far, 

is merely a tributary stream of the Snake) empties into the Pacific, the 

end of such Northwest passages as we all must make. 

I am far less certain about the character of Frank Sargent. 

Certainly, much about him ought to trigger our admiration. Susan, of 

course, idealizes him as much as he does her, and when a business trip 

East at last permits Frank to meet the fabled Augusta, Susan's letter 

heaps her mixed praise on the results in another letter: 

... I knew you would like him at once. He is truly noble, 
with the loftiest ideals and the most sensitive understanding. I know he 
must have found it a relief to talk to you, for among us, in our 
entangled and encumbered situation, there are no opportunities to speak 
out. And yet how it shook me to hear you report his words about his 
"incurable disease"! How wretched, how wretched, for him, for me, for 
Oliver, for all of us, that a boy so clean and fine should be torn 
between loyalty to the friend he most values in the world, and this 
incurable disease! And yet his dilemma and torment cannot be worse than 
mine. (484) 
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Curiously (or not so curiously depending upon your own point of 

view), the subject of the rose garden surfaces again in the same letter. 

Oliver must also go East to convince the members of The Syndicate to 

reinvest their faith and capital in his irrigation project. Here is the 

passage from my notes: 

Still, he has to go and justify himself. He hates it. More 
talkee-talkee. At least, he told me as he left, he can now bring back a 
lot of bareroot roses. The varieties available here are somewhat common. 
I know he is bent on that rose garden for my sake. He hopes it may repay 
me for all the dust and discomfort of last summer and persuade me that 
the waiting is not in vain, that life in the Boise Valley can be given 
grace and beauty, and that we will not have to wait until Agnes is a 
woman before our surroundings are fit for civilized living. (485) 

Three months later, on June 16, 1890, the success of Oliver's trip pays a 

few dividends when "water" is "turned into the first fifteen miles of the 

Susan Canal. II A small reward after eight years. Susan mentions the rose 

garden in reference to the occasion: 

.•. the Mesa did serve its function as show piece, and drew 
much admiration, especially our new lawn on the west side, which we keep 
green with the hose cart, and the rose garden, which is now beginning to 
bloom. What a joy those roses are, more than two dozen varieties, 
including everything from exotic hybrids such as the immaculately white 
Blanc Double de Coubert and the black-crimson Deuil de Paul Fontaine to 
such old favorites as the General Jacqueminot, which you remember from 
Milton, and the Marescchal Niel. And on the piazza pillar our old 
Harison's yellow from the canyon, a hardy pioneer if there ever was one, 
a rose we have seen in every mining camp in the West. (487) 

The show piece. The ideal home. Does such a place exist outside of our 

limited imaginations that fabricate such castles in the air? "Aridity, 

and aridity alone," Stegner argues in The American West as Living Space, 

-------------------------------------
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"makes the various Wests one. The distinctive western plants and 

animals, the hard clarity (before power plants and metropolitan traffic 

altered it) of the western air, the look and location of western towns, 

the empty spaces that separate them, the way farms and ranches are either 

densely concentrated where water is plentiful or widely scattered where 

it is scarce ••• " (8-9). Despite the similarities of their characters, 

the "incurable disease" that infects Oliver Ward and Frank Sargent 

differs in the way it manifests itself: the body and the mind being what 

they are. It also infects Susan Burling Ward. What cures for such 

dilemmas as these? Uprooted from the civilization into which they were 

born, cast out in either voluntary and involuntary exile into a frontier 

that is at once their doom and their salvation, they can only imitate and 

repeat the old patterns of those who came before them. Each of them must 

grapple with the Realisms of an imaginary Romance. 

Oliver swears to Susan "he will have a rose garden that will 'make ' 

her 'forget Milton.'" (Now there is a Stegner line that invites close 

analysis!) She writes to Augusta: "He frightens me, he is so willing to 

stake everything we have. But when I raise objections, he tells me I can 

see only what is in front of my nose" (481). The tension between Oliver 

and Susan, at least a good part of it, comes to reside in the rose, that 

classic and dramatic symbol of culture, passion, beauty, and home. So do 

other varieties of the many tensions Stegner creates and recreates with 

the oppositions of his themes: wilderness and civilization, male and 

female, freedom and subordination, past and present, vision and 

pragmatism, fact and fiction, self and other, innocence and experience, 

light and dark, birth and death, East and West, stasis and movement, life 
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and work, art and nature, mind and body--a11 the ancient dualities upon 

which Stegner plays, consciously or unconsciously, by accident or 

intention, when he writes of those "more than two dozen varieties" of 

roses, "including ..• exotic hybrids such as the immaculately white 

Blanc Double de Coubert and the black-crimson Deui1 de Paul Fontaine ••• 

old Harison's yellow from the canyon a hardy pioneer if there ever was 

one." Old World roses and New World roses, cliff dwellers and city 

dwellers, orphans and parents, all trying to adapt. 

If only those parts that imitate and repeat each other in that 

Heraclitean stream of time Lyman introduces us to in the Zodiac Cottage 

of his first chapter, if only those parts were simply interchangeable, 

then perhaps we might at least discover (or invent! No ideas but in 

things!) some form to hold back the flow and so contain it all. Cronus! 

Old Father, the son of Earth and Sky, in the period of your rule we lived 

without sorrow, sickness, or old age, and the land produced abundance 

without toil. Why did you separate Earth from Sky? 

James Ralph Hepworth is m¥ name. 
America is my nation. Lewlston is my dwelling place 
And heaven my expectation. 

However long we might call into the winds of space and time like 

Stephen Dedalus praying to his name-saint-- Old father, old artificer, 

stand me now and ever in good stead--the technology to make obsolete 

further technologies remains no more yielding than a dream. Lyman Ward, 

who calls into the same winds with the breath of his artificer, stands 

now and ever in much the same stead as Stephen, much, that is, in the 



same relationship to his materials. To water the rose, he must divert 

the stream. 
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Flying back over, as I did last week, the same mountains and canyons 

where Arthur De Wint Foote and Mary Hallock Foote, Harry Tompkins and A. 

J. Wiley, roamed for five years n the 1880's, especially in a drought 

year like 1988. I could see that the dams on the South Fork and the 

Middle Fork of the Boise River will water my father's roses but at a cost 

that may leave a legacy more like the kind Shelley portrays in 

"Ozymandias." The canyons of the Boise River have become a series of 

near empty (and dirty) bath tubs. "That does not mean," Stegner writes, 

"either that the West should never have been settled or that water should 

never be managed. The West--the habitable parts of it--is a splendid 

habitat for a limited population living within the country's rules of 

sparseness and mobility" (TAWALS 36). 

Limited population? In seven years of marriage, Tanya and I have 

produced six children. As for the West, the direction of the future, it 

at once qualifies as the nation's nursery ward and its house of age. 

Consider, for example, a few of the bloodless statistics as reported in 

the issue of Education Week for May 14, 1986. The changes they portend 

are as numerous as women in an overcrowded maternity ward during the 

Post-World War II era (1946-1964) the very time in which my brothers and 

I were born along with 70 million others, far more live births than in 

any two previous decades in the United States. The result of the Baby 

Boom has produced an apparent anomaly: America is simultaneously growing 

older and younger. My generation moves like a fat mouse through a tiny 

garter snake. Both the geriatric wards and the maternity wards are 



heralding this shockwave: "There are now, for the first time, more 

Americans over 65 than under 18. Their' numbers will soar even more 

dramatically when the Baby Boomers begin to retire" (14). 
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Today, this already dated article informs me, "we are a nation of 

240 million people, about 50 million (21 percent) of whom are black, 

Hispanic, and Asian." In 1957, the year my youngest brother, Layne, was 

born at the peak of the Baby Boom, the variable norm for birth rates 

among all American women rested at 3.7 per lifetime. Today, that 

statistic has fallen to 1.8, "well below the 2.1 fertility rate that 

demographers say is necessary for one generation to replace itself with 

another of equal size" (16). Rest assured, however, say the same 

demographers, that American's population "will continue to grow, reaching 

265 million in the year 2020," the year my five-year-old daughter, 

Cheyenne, will turn 36, and I 60 (Stegner will be 111). Although as a 

generation, we have been less prolific than our parents, replacing 

ourselves on less than a one-to-one basis, lithe sheer numbers" of our 

children "are producing a second, if smaller bulge in the population--a 

'baby boomlet,'" that will overcrowd preschools and elementary schools 

well into the 1990's. 

At the moment, of course, America's population heavily concentrates 

itself in the East, and, mercifully (so say the demographers) will 

continue to do so "for the foreseeable future," but these same witches 

and warlocks tossing out the statistics also remind us of one commonplace 

and obvious fact: "Americans are highly mobile." While five eastern 

states will "experience a decline of 20 per cent or more in their 

19-and-under populations" between 1980 and 2000, the same 19-and-under 
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population will grow by "20 percent or more in 13 states" during the same 

two decades (or what's left of them). All but one of those states (New 

Hampshire) that can expect to water the flowers of our civilization's 

youth, those wild roses of our culture, are in the West. 

Worse, to my way of thinking, at least three western states will 

more than double their youthful populations: "in Wyoming, it will grow 

by 120 percent; in Nevada, by 103 percent; and in Utah, by 102 percent. II 

As for the population of the United States as a whole, between 1981 and 

1986 it increased by 12.2 million, and 90 percent of that bulge 

restricted itself to two regions--the Southern and Western states. Look, 

say these futuristic weathermen, for "a continuing migratory trend toward 

the Sun Belt states" (21). 

"Rodman," says Lyman Ward to his diary, "is a great measurer. He is 

interested in change, all right, but only as a process; and he is 

interested in values, but only as data. X people believe one way, Y 

people another, whereas ten years ago Y people believe the first way and 

X the second. The rate of change is therefore. He never goes back more 

than ten years" (18). O.K., Grandpa Wally, I hear you, even above all 

this engine noise here in the seat of the stationary plane. Give me few 

minutes to pullout my notecards. 

Emil Haury speculates that the Hohokam emigrated to northern Sonora 

from Central Mexico sometime prior to 300 B.C. and arrived in the desert 

Southwest with their culture already intact. For at least 1500 years, 

the Hohokam farmed along the Gila, Agua Fria, Salt, Verde, San Pedro, and 

Santa Cruz rivers where they dug irrigation ditches and canals. These 
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they fed from the diversion dams they erected. Gary Nabahan's 

investigation of old Papago farming methods in his book, The Desert 

Smells Like Rain, suggests to me, at least, why the Papagos may later 

have prospered where the Hohokam failed, for the Papago relied frequently 

on flood irrigation methods, producing protein-rich varieties of corn, 

beans, and squash from the nitrogen-rich, chocolate waters of the summer 

monsoons--and, equally important, upon "gathering the desert," Nabahan's 

term for Mary Austin's quiet reminder that "the manner of the country 

makes the usage of life there, and that the land will not be lived in 

except in its own fashion" (Stegner TAWALS 46). "So," says Ruth 

Underhill in Singing for Power, "the Papagos wandered, calm and smiling, 

back and forth across the waste of brilliant barrenness which Elder 

Brother, their god, had given them. They shot the ground squirrels and 

the rats and birds. They picked the caterpillars from the bushes. They 

shook the seeds from every blade of wild grass. They brushed the spines 

from cactus stems and roasted them for hours in a pit with a fire over 

it" (3). They gathered the fruits of the suguaro and prickly pear. 

These desert harvests, in fact, became the staples of their diets, for 

the heat and cloudbursts of the desert summer would never "allow the 

beans and corn and squash to be more than an occasional blessing" 

(Underhill 3). Unlike the Hohokam, who lived a sedentary life along the 

rivers, the Papagos' "chief need was not for food but for mere drinking 

water" (4). They wandered with the seasons between mountain springs 

(where each family lived "under the open sky finding what food it could 

until May •.. when there was almost nothing left") and the desert floor 

where, "miraculously, unwatered" (at least by human means) the plants 
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began to bud and the clouds to gather, and the earth became, temporarily, 

"a stately garden of green shrubs and tropical flowers" (4). Then, and 

only then, it was time for planting. Naturally, in some years, lithe 

rains came too late and there was no corn" or even beans, a crop 

"schooled to the heat and drought as is no other crop in the United 

States" (4,1). 

Nabahan's studies of Papago diets faults the recent change in their 

farming methods and their attempt to adopt white bread, processed sugar, 

and too much red meat for the dramatic escalation in the rates of such 

formerly unknown medical problems as diabetes and obesity. As for 

Haury's studies of the Hohokam at Snaketown, he suggests that their 

mysterious disappearance may be related to protein-starved diets, the 

results of too heavily depending upon diversion irrigation. Regardless, 

the practice of irrigation in the West obviously has important 

antecedents and precedents that go back through centuries. The Hohokam 

mayor may not have exhibited the same sort of "hard determination to 

dominate nature that historian Lynn White, in the essay 'Historical Roots 

of Our Ecologic Crisis,' identified as part of our Judeo-Christian 

heritage" (TAHALS 45). 

"Nobody," Stegner writes, "implemented that impulse more 

uncomplicatedly than the Mormons, a chosen people who believed the Lord 

when He told them to make the desert blossom as the rose" (TAWALS 45). 

Like the Hohokam whom Haury believes brought their culture with them, the 

Mormons, in some ways atypical invaders, and in some ways an evolving 

culture, nevertheless brought their origins with them. "Where man is 

not," writes the author of liThe Sick Rose," "Nature is barren." While 

.--------------- ---------



find much to admire about the Mormons, I find as much that repels me, 

although nothing more repugnant and vulgar as these words from John 

Widstoe, a Mormon Hierarch obsessed with the Church's irrigation 

campaigns: II 'The destiny of man is to possess the whole earth; the 

destiny of the earth is to be subject to man. There can be no full 

conquest of the earth, no real satisfaction to humanity, if large 

portions of the earth remain beyond his highest control '" (TAHALS 45). 
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For the Mormons, too many of them to suit me, anyway, the earth has 

no value except as an adversary in a war against nature. To my way of 

thinking, such heresy screams in the face of one of their most cherished 

traditions, the notion of the family, but even that sacred alliance they 

misperceive. Consider, for example, how Native American notions of 

pantheism and animism subvert the Mormon concepts of the family: Mother 

Earth/ Father Sky, a concept much closer to Beowulf's time than to these 

"latter days" of apocalyptic Mormon doctrine. To possess one's mother, 

subject her to male dominance and complete the "full conquest' to 

"satisfaction" amounts to rape and incest in the Native American schemes 

of most tribes (many of whom have accepted Christian precepts and begun 

their own campaigns of pillage). In the Great Basin, here on the high 

plateaus on the edge of the Great Plains where the Nez Perce, Cayuse, 

Palouse, Koutenais, and Coeur d'Alenes once rode to Buffalo through 

Blackfeet country, the desert blossoms with wild roses much of the year, 

as well as with Camas, Lupine, Vetch, Yarrow, and thousands of other 

species, all of which do so without (often in spite of) the "control" of 

"man." To water the domestic rose, the Mormons and their nefarious 

allies have raped their Mother just as surely as Indians raped captured 
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most. 
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To the Nez Perce, the family was a sacred alliance, but it extended 

outward to include all of life, including plants and animals, brother elk 

and sister tree. That notion is as foreign to Mormon doctrine as black 

superiority (or the equality of the sexes). The history of Mormon 

civilization is a journal of shame if one looks at its relation with 

primitive people and the natural world. To glimpse its atrocities, one 

has only to drive through Salt Lake at night when the stink of automobile 

exhaust has subsided and the flares of the refineries and smelters burn 

with imperial flames that cast the Valley of the Saints into the light of 

Hell. Meanness and Greed can be seen openly consorting together all the 

way from Ogden to Provo. I single out Mormon civilization for obvious 

reasons: first, because I am one of its unhappy byproducts produced 

through a long and circuitous strain of true believers, half-believers, 

and apostates, capable of reflection but no less culpable for that. 

Second, because the Mormon example represents American civilization at 

its most energetic end, for better and for worse. And finally, because I 

believe in change, but not only in change as rebellion but change as 

adaptation. Too much of the Mormon beehive is an anthill society 

infested only with the rebellious disease. 

It would be comforting to believe that the story of Oliver Ward and 

his dream of making the desert bloom like a rose was exempt from the 

sicknesses of Mormonism, and Lyman offers up such a hope when he writes 

of his grandparents: 
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••• They were in no race for wealth--that was precisely what 
disgusted Grandfather with the mining business. They were makers and 
doers, they wanted to take a piece of wilderness and turn it into a home 
for a civilization. I suppose they were wrong--their whole civilization 
was wrong--but they were the antithesis of mean or greedy. Given the 
choice, anyone of them would have chosen poverty, with the success of 
their project, over wealth and its failure. It was some such perception 
that made Susan raise her voice above the lonely night sounds of fire and 
wind. IIAh, well! The Keysers aren't the only people with money.1I (385) 

I see very few pronounced differences between the West and other regions 

of the American continent, except when they involve the indigenous Indian 

and Spanish cultures. The preference for seeing such differences comes, 

I think, as Stegner says, IIfrom the tendency to see the West in its 

mythic enlargement rather than as it is,1I but also from lithe corollary 

tendency to take our cues from myths in the effort to enhance our lives ll 

(TAWALS 68). The standard American patterns of rootlessness, aggression, 

and great (and therefore false) expectations appear to me to be as much 

at home in the South, especially the sunbelt south, as in the Northeast 

and the Midwest. Every man for himself. Never mind that our concept of 

humanity has traditionally excluded the wild lilies of the field and the 

beasts from which we claim to have evolved. Some democracy. 

Historically speaking, the only real Americans (not those emigrants, the 

Indians!) have been around about 3.5 billion years. Even the voices of 

relative latecomers like the grizzly bear have never been heard, for the 

statistics tell us just how long we have refused to peacefully coexist. 

As recently as 100 years ago, 100,000 or more of these four-leggeds 

roamed the western United States; today, maybe we have 800. Does Oliver 

Ward's dream of Arrow Rock dam include us all? Does he have room in his 

scheme for anything as potentially dangerous and powerful as a grizzly 
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bear, that shadow of ourselves which looms on two feet all the way back 

into our prehistoric past? Does he live in poverty or splendor? 

A little of both, I think, but Oliver's flood is an arrogant scheme. 

"Perhaps, eventually," Stegner writes, "we shall agree that the Wests 

share a common guilt for crimes against the land that is only less bitter 

than the guilt of the nation for crimes against the black race" (TSOMW 

179). Notice the plural in "Wests." We are back to America again. But 

come on, Grandpa. less bitter? Try explaining your analogy to one of 

those "tame" silver tips along the Yellowstone and climb inside his cage 

at the Boise Zoo and deliver the message in person. 

So far as I can tell, the climax in lyman's novel comes only when 

fact has caught up to hope and outrun it, when passion has overrun 

discretion and virtue, when the manner of the country around Boise, 

Idaho, in that first year of statehood began to dictate Mary Austin's 

profound and quiet truth to Oliver and Susan: that it will not be lived 

in except in its own fashion. Oliver's crime, if he commits one, 

consists in that one act of violence he commits when he tears up the rose 

garden. Consider the circumstances. His daughter, Agnes, has drowned in 

an irrigation ditch (one he designed), his wife may have committed 

adultery with his best friend, and his best friend has blown out his 

brains. Just incidentally, his irrigation scheme has gone bust again. 

What would you do? What would I do? What would lyman do? 

Central in the picture is a horse, Oliver's blood bay gelding, 
standing with trailing reins in the middle of the lawn--that tender lawn 
on which even the children have been told to walk barefoot or not at all. 
Oliver himself is standing farther on, at the edge of the rose garden. 
He looms above the blooming bushes, he looks taller than the lombardies 
along the western edge of the yard. The sky behind him is clear pale 
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green; the sage that begins just outside the line of Lombardies sweeps 
away clear to the mountains, up the slopes and over them, spilling over 
the edge of the world. 

Oliver stands with bent head, as if thinking. Then he leans, 
and with his bare hand takes hold of the white rose called the Blanc de 
Coubert. He pulls, and with a slow tough resistance the bush comes up by 
the roots. He drops it, takes two steps, and leans to take hold of the 
Mareschal Niel. 

"Mother! II 

Susan whirls around and there is Betsy in the doorway. She has 
seen, she is already crying. It is all they have done for a week, cry. 

"What's he doing?" 
"Shh." Susan puts out her arm and takes the thin little 

nightgowned figure against her. Together they stand behind the 
cheesecloth screen and watch him go heavily, impassively, 
expressionlessly, up the row. One by one he tears the bushes from the 
ground and leaves them lying--Jacqueminot, American Beauty, Paul 
Fontaine--rose-pink, black crimson, rich red. One by one, not yanking in 
a fury but tugging thoughtfully, almost absent-mindedly, he destroys one 
row and comes back along the other, down the long narrow bed. At the 
end, when it is all done, he stands inspecting his bloody hand, and then 
steps across the lawn and picks up the reins of the standing horse. 

"Mother .•. " 
"Shhh!" says Susan harshly, and sets her teeth in her lip. 

(539) 

Even Lyman, "who looked up to" his grandfather "all his life as the 

fairest of men," has "difficulty justifying that bleak and wordless 

break," for Oliver rides off on his gelding without once looking "at the 

house." He stays away Uten years" (526). What are we to make of that? 

What, in fact, should we make of his return and reconciliation? 

According to the legend, that cultural hero/trickster and demi-god 

of so many tribes, Coyote, came upon the wild rose (Rosa spp) and decided 

to test one of the deep-red berries. Not long afterwards, his anus began 

a frightful itching too unbearable for the simpleton to resist and which 

he relived by furious scratching. Naturally, he began to bleed, and, in 

some versions of the story, he bled to death. The medicinal properties 

of the wild rose have long since been extolled by the Cheyenne, Kutenai, 
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Gros Venre, Blackfeet, and Crow as a remedy for a variety of ailments, 

including (but depending on the tribe) diarrhea and stomach disorders, 

eye sores, snowblindness, swelling nose bleeds, tonsillitis, and sore 

throat. Some Indians, including the Nez Perce, held the wild rose to 

possess supernatural powers woeful to evil spirits. The Nez Perce 

decorated cradleboards with wild rose sprigs to ward off ghosts from 

infants; these same roses could also drive ghosts away from dead people. 

The Flatheads sometimes liked to hang rose stems on the walls of houses 

thought to be haunted and also piled the stems on graves to keep the dead 

from screaming. 

Wild roses grow in thickets, woods, creeksides, riversides, along 

mountain slopes and across prairies throughout most of North America. 

Even trained botanists have trouble identifying and differentiating 

between species, but most are shrubs with hair, bristly and upright 

stems, compound leaves (at least three but usually more divisions), 

large, showy, rose-colored five petaled flowers that eventually form an 

apple-like fruit. 

Although no guide book says so, before plucking the fruit or picking 

the flowers local knowledge is advised. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

PEDIATRICS CLINIC: 

A Sonograph Portrait 
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I think I might know something about what Oliver Hard felt while 

tearing up that rose garden and a little--perhaps too much--more about 

the way he felt riding off through all that Idaho sagebrush he had come 

to make blossom like a rose. There is the feeling of both relief and 

freedom in that lonely ride, and to deny those would be to deny a part of 

the whole American experience. I can't do that. The feeling is real. 

have felt it. Uprooting produces certain advantages. It is important to 

see the world, for one thing, and to see it from the top of a horse while 

moving through it and away from the ties of place and home of a kind, 

from the responsibilities of family and even a profession, can help 

determine to a great extent what is even more real than the exhilaration 

of the journey. That's what happens to most of us. We go away, to 

college or to the army, and never come back except on the most temporary 

basis. We abdicate. And nothing, it seems, in our present culture is 

immune or exempt: not religion, not place, certainly not marriage or the 

family, not even sex. All of these can be and too often are subject to 

change. We can get a new wife, adopt another religion, move into another 

house in another town or another state, pay for an operation to alter 

genetics, retrain for another job. Our lifestyles are as changeable as 

our fashions in clothes. The bonds seem only too easy to break, and we 

break them, or think we do. Stegner would say that we are committing 

suicide. 

And I agree with him. Do we ever get over being ashamed of 

ourselves for our desertions? What is it that keeps a marriage together 

under circumstances like those Oliver and Susan Ward faced? What is it 

that can keep the bond holding even through ten years of strain? What 
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makes a man like Oliver Ward come back? What keeps a woman like Susan 

willing and open to the possibility of reconciliation? Is it faith? Or 

guilt? Indifference? Vanity? The pressures of convention? A poor 

self-image? The lack of better prospects and opportunities? Pride? 

I keep thinking of scenes in my own life that revolved around a rose 

garden, one that our landlord, Gene, cultivated in the complex where 

Tanya and I lived in Tucson after we were married. Like many such places 

in Arizona and New Mexico, the compound where Gene and his wife lived was 

built on the Spanish model: a corridor of four sides, one story high, 

that surrounds an open arcade. Various apartments opened off it into a 

courtyard, where Gene kept a small putting green groomed to near 

perfection just directly in front of his casa's sliding glass back doors. 

On either side of those doors the roses grew in dark beds of open soil 

watered by the drop system Gene had invented in his retirement. (Like 

Oliver Hard, Gene was a civil engineer.) The gateway into the rear of 

the courtyard (from which Tanya and I entered) framed one corner. To our 

left sat the laundry room, and to our right lay a large swimming pool 

(meticulously maintained and solar-heated in the winter by another feat 

of Gene's engineering). For us, the pool became a central point of play, 

as well a community gathering place. Beyond the pool and to the right, 

two apartments also opened inward. In one lived a dancing instructor, 

and next to her a lusty, good-looking bachelor. Opposite their 

apartments and across the grass in front of the putting green, were the 

laundry rooms and changing rooms. The rest of the left courtyard was 

formed of a brick wall and carport. 
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As for Tanya and I, we lived off and outside these premises in a 

two-bedroom brick house at the end of a double row of nearly identical 

houses in size and appearance to ours. In so far as possible, lid like 

to let events speak for themselves, but to do so I would have to rely on 

an artifact: the journal I kept between August 27 and September 1, just 

a week or two after we had returned from a long summer in Guadalajara. I 

donlt know that I have the courage to open that file again. I once 

thought it contained the best thing I ever wrote, but I doubt it now, 

although I have not reread it in many years. Our golden time in 

Guadalajara was marked by a bleak three days that most likely resulted 

from a premature spontaneous rupture of membrane in the fetal sack that 

contained the unborn baby Tanya was carrying. We spent two full days and 

nights in the American Hospital in Guadalajara, Tanya under the 

extraordinary care of a Mexican physician who managed to control her 

abdominal pain and halt the onset of premature labor. In contrast to the 

American physicians we had consulted about her pregnancy before departing 

Santa Fe and Tucson for Mexico, the Mexican doctor, during his follow-up 

visit after Tanyals release from the hospital, hinted that we could be 

right about what we had presumed all along to be the correct time of 

conception. He suggested--half-jokingly--that he might even be hearing 

more than one heartbeat through his stethoscope and urged us to request a 

sonograph test upon our return to Tucson. We smiled at him 

patronizingly. And for a time, we forgot what he had urged us to do 

immediately. 

Nevertheless, when we arrived in Tucson from Albuquerque, we did 

request and schedule such an exam as an afterthought to reinhabiting our 
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house and resuming our lives. One the day of the exam, however, we both 

overslept by 30 minutes, and when the alarm failed to ring, Tanya sat 

upright in bed (in so far as she was able) and woke me with an 

announcement: "I dreamed we had them," she said. 

"What?" I remember saying. 

"I dreamed we had them," she repeated, a little dazed, I thought, 

and then the realization seized her. "Come on, get up, we1re going to be 

late! " 

"What do you mean them?" I said. 

"I don1t know," Tanya said, "but we better hurry." 

In those days, I thought Tanya always took longer to dress than I 

did. She had outgrown conventional clothing, although her nightgowns 

still fit her comfortably; still, she had reached that stage in her 

pregnancy (five months) where she had begun to move more slowly and 

deliberately. She took off her nightgown and put on a pretty red 

sleeveless maternity shift and sandals while I took a speedy shower. By 

the time I had dressed, she had combed out her thick hair and put on a 

jacket that matched the shift. Then we left for the clinic in "Flojara," 

Tanya1s 1977 Maverick two door sedan. 

We managed to arrive at the clinic on time, but naturally, we had to 

wait. That was pleasant enough, however, and we talked easily of school 

preparations and household economics; which books to buy first and for 

what classes, the idiosyncrasies of certain English professors. Soon 

enough a receptionist turned us over to a nurse, the nurse led us into a 

dark room, helped relieve Tanya of her jacket and dress, and gave her a 

shapeless Ilgown" to exchange for her white slip. The lab technician, a 
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man with short, curly hair, black horn-rimmed glasses, and friendly 

disposition, entered the room and assisted the nurse with positioning 

Tanya on the examination table. While the nurse swabbed K-Y jelly on 

Tanya's protruding abdomen, the technician strapped the monitors around 

her. The Doppler Machine stood nearby with its cable and monitors. 

From the first, I felt put off by the technician's attitude. He 

insisted, for example, on referring to me as "Dad." "Dad," he said, "I 

want you to stand here." "Dad, why don't you help her sit up so we can 

get this strap around her •..• Dad •.•. " Very annoying, and very 

patronizing, I thought. 

When preparations were complete, we began to hear and see the first 

ghostly feedback of the computer. "Look," the technician said, "See. 

Right here on the screen." He pressed the receptor a little too firmly 

into Tanya's bulging flesh, I thought, but I looked at the t.v. monitor 

and so did Tanya. We saw a series of wavy green lines forming a pattern. 

"See," the technician said, "this thin line here. This is the spinal 

cord. Right here. And this is the heart beating. See it? Beating. 

The head, up here, you see?" 

"Uh-huh. Yes," we said. 

"Now, wait. Look here," he said. "Oh, my." His voice grew 

animated. "See, this here is another baby's head. Yes. Yes sir! No 

doubt about it, Dad and Mom, no doubt about it whatsoever. You got 

twins." 

"But, but •.. " Tanya sounded rather helpless. 

"You must be joking," I said, and I meant it. "Cut it out." 
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IINo," he said. "This is it." 

In unison, Tanya and I said, IIBut it can't be." 

I tried to explain. IIWe've just ..• " I began. "We couldn't have 

because we only ... the laws of probability. " 
"Is this your first," said the technician, "I mean your second?" 

"No," we said, "Ves." 

"Mine, too," he said. "I'm new to this job, but see there, the 

other heart? Beating. See?" 

And we saw. Disbelief began to register itself in some tiny corner 

of my brain and spread as the technician began to play with the machine 

and move the instrument on Tanya's belly in such a way as to "flash" 

between the two images, but what happened next truly convinced me that we 

were witnessing a charade perpetrated on unsuspecting new parents by some 

sadistic madman. 

"Oh," he said. "Oh!" 

And we looked at him and at one another in puzzlement over his 

increasingly newfound excitement and enthusiasm. The nurse had abandoned 

us when preparations had been completed, but in doing so she had left the 

door open and I had seen her pass by once and glance in at us. 

"My God!" the technician said. "I don't believe it." And he began 

to callout into the hall, much too loudly, I thought. "Doctor! Nurse! 

Receptionist! Come in here. Quick!" 

"Why?" I said. 

"What's wrong?" said Tanya. 

Faces began to appear at the door. Eyes glanced at us over 

clipboards. 
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"Because," the technician said, and motioned for the others to come 

inside with a jerk of his head while he held the probe to Tanya's belly. 

"Look. Right here! Right here! See this little guy in the breech 

position?" The little crowd made its way forward from the door. "Itls 

triplets, triplets, triplets!" he shouted, ecstatic at the news. 

But we didn't say a word. We just looked and looked and looked. 

I have no recollection now of ever leaving the clinic, how we got 

out to the car, whether Tanya went clothed or naked. The realization 

that what we had just seen had been living theatre and not some 

prearranged hoax sank its fangs into our collective unconscious 

consciousness. Whether we were going to drive away or fly on broomsticks 

mattered little. We were both stunned with the overwhelming sensation 

that events in our lives had somehow managed to get just a little beyond 

our control. We were right about the date of conception. The occasions 

of our lovemaking had been few enough to document accurately even by 

memory, and I may have wondered, as Tanya surely must have, too, over 

just how quickly a maid and a grass widower can become the parents of 

triplets. Embarrassment, humiliation, joy, pride, incredibility, awe, 

belief and disbelief, stupefaction, too many emotions for reason to rule, 

tyrannized us into a remarkable and profound silence punctuated only by 

an absurd distortion of time and space. We might have sat in the car as 

long as an hour before I started the engine and shifted into reverse and 

drove out of the parking space into oblivion. 

After a moment or two, Tanya said, "What are you doing?" 



"Backing Up," I said. 

"Jim," she said. liThe exit is that way, over there." And she 

pointed. 
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Where did we go? What did we do? What did we say? What could we 

possibly have said that would have made any difference? 

We laughed, but not very loudly, not at first, just the giggles of 

bafflement and affirmative denial. 

"Well," I said, "I guess we know we're fertile." Tanya's eyes were 

hidden behind sunglasses, but she took them off and smirked, shaking her 

head from side to side. We drove. I don't know where. Forward, I 

suppose, toward the University. 

Tanya was for almost total censorship, a complete news blackout 

until we could retain the illusion of sobriety and wakefulness. I could 

recognize the wisdom of such a plan, and I may have agreed to it at once, 

but I had an appointment with the graduate student advisor, John Ulreich, 

and one with my boss, Charles Davis, the Director of Composition at the 

University of Arizona. Tanya thought it best for me to keep the 

appointments but refused to come with me and warned me against any 

untimely and unauthorized leaks of our information. "Yeah, you're 

probably right," I said, but within fifteen minutes after the time she 

let me off at the University and the time I entered the Modern Languages 

Building, I had forcibly to restrain myself from grabbing anyone I met in 

the hall and blurting out my story--our story. I remember seeing Ed 

Dryden, who chirped hello as he approached the main office from the 

opposite direction. He was the chairman of the Department and a 

basketball teammate, one of three or four men I trusted and admired 



without reservation. I wanted to throw myself down on my knees on the 

floor and grab him by the knees and hang on to him before he could 

escape. lIyou look happy,1I he said, IIHave you talked to Charles?1I 

IINo, why?1I I said. 

IIBecause he's arranged for you to get some released time from 

teaching. That ought to help you prepare for your exams. 1I 
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IIThat's great,1I I said. IIThank you. But what I need is a raise. 1I 

IIDon't we all,1I he said, and turned in. 

I considered sprinting after him, forcing him into his inner office, 

closing the door, and pleading for advice. Should I quit school and find 

a job driving a cab? What the hell was I going to do? Help! Help! 

Help! I wanted to scream. But I reconsidered, reversed field, and 

headed for the privacy of the men's room to collect mY thoughts before 

trying to talk with John Ulreich. The only trouble was, my thoughts 

swarmed around me like flies. I grabbed at them in the air with my 

hands. Sometimes I was quick enough, but when I opened my hand, the 

little bugger escaped into thin air. Or else, when I caught one, I 

squashed it accidentally and stained mY palm. The Tucson Daily Citizen 

pages left in the stall reported a rash of recent murders. I could hear 

somebody, I thought, in the adjoining stall, mumbling, but who cared? I 

flushed the toilet and rolled the newspaper tightly. 

A few minutes later, I heard another toilet flush, but I paid no 

attention. I was compulsively busy. 

IIHhat the hell are you doing, HepvlOrth?1I 

It was John Ulreich. 
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"Swatting flies, sir," I said, feeling, now, perhaps, the first 

pulse of his ridicule, but ignoring it, obsessed by locating the slow, 

uncertain, stumbling buzz of a wounded victim nearby. Whap! Whap-whap. 

"Well, stop it, you ninny," John demanded. And left by the door. 

I followed him up the hall to his office. He entered and moved past 

the secretary without noticing me and into his inner sanctum where he 

began examining his bookshelves behind his desk. searching for a volume. 

1 entered and closed the door behind me. He turned around. 

"1 think you better sit down," I said. "I have something to tell 

you." 

John is a large man with thick blonde hair and a blonde beard, and 

in those days he wore wire-rim glasses. He seated himself with a book in 

hand. "Yes," he said. 

"John," I said. "I'm pregnant with triplets." 

"What?" he said. 

"I'm pregnant with triplets. Triplets, John." 

"But you can't be," he said with all the assurance of his Harvard 

education. 

"But I am," I insisted. "Really, John. No kidding." 

"Well. have you tol d your wife about thi s?" 

"She was there," 1 said. "1 didn't have to." 

For all his acquired pomposity, John Ulreich is one of the most 

sensitive men 1 know, too sensitive, maybe, for his own good. He 

listened as I took over the room and paced out my story in blurts of 

sheeplike confusion. "Calm down," he kept saying, "take it easy." 

Before I left, I think he even reached into his back poet, retrieved his 
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wallet, and offered me some money. IIFor lunch,1I he said, but I refused. 

He put the billfold back into his pocket, undeterred. Then he said, 

IICongratulations. 1I 

"For what?" I said. 

II Every thing's going to be all right,1I he said. IIYou'll see. 1I 

I left without having settled the tiny matter of my class schedule 

that fall. Somehow, the subject never came up for discussion. 

In the hall, I passed in succession various friends and instructors: 

calm Larry Evers, laconic Peter Wild, Gerald McNiece, Barbara Babcock, 

Richard Shelton, and Ed Abbey, who wondered why I was traveling ten feet 

off the ground. I bumped into him rounding a corner. He was headed for 

Moab and had come to pick up the mail accumulated over the summer. 

Downstairs, in Charles Davis's office, his administrative assistant, 

Erica Bissell, informed me I would be at work tomorrow morning to assist 

with registration. Charles was holding court with a group of new 

teaching assistants and Craig Snow, who kept bowing and nodding, crossing 

and uncrossing his legs on the chair. When that little party broke up, I 

managed a few minutes alone. 

IIMister Hepworth,lI Charles began. IIWhat's new with you? Did Erica 

give you your registration assignment? Good. Well, Patty and I both 

just loved your letters from Guadalajara. How's Tanya? Is she looking 

forward to coming back to all thi s?" 

"I don't know if she's coming back,1I I said. 

1I0h,1I Charles said, and reached inside his breast pocket, fingered a 

cigarette, popped a flame, and puffed, and said, "Why is that?" 
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"I'm not supposed to say." 

"My, aren't ~ being mysterious. Is she ~oing to tell me herself?" 

"Do you have a cigarette?" I said. 

"Sure," Charles said. "Have a pack." 

Winston 100's. I opened them by unpeeling the ribbon, lit one with 

Charles' butane lighter. handed the lighter back. 

"Would you like to come along with me to the Dean's office. I have 

a meeting in 10 minutes. I'll let you explain to him why we need $50,000 

to cover ten more sections of English 101, one of which, by the way, you 

may have to teach." 

"But," I protested, "Dr. Dryden just told me I was being released 

from a class." 

"That was this morning," Charles said. "Now, why don't you explain 

to me what's going on. Is Tanya all right?" 

"I'm afraid she's pregnant." 

"Oh, that. We don't let little things like pregnancies perturb us. 

Besides, everyone here loves her. Erica says she can't get along without 

her. Now, stop all this nonsense and silliness. Of course she's coming 

back. And you're not going to have to teach 101. You're going to study 

for your exams. Now, run along home and come back in the morning. Well, 

\'/hat are you waiting for?" 

"Triplets," I said. 

Charles was in mid-drag on his cigarette and he nearly choked. He 

was himself the father of five children, including twin daughters. both 

of whom were identical in appearance to him. He coughed and began to 



laugh and his fat face grew red and drained. As usual, he was 

overweight, and had spent most of the summer in his office. 

"Triplets," he said, once he had regained his imperial composure. 

"Are you sure?" 

I nodded. "We had a test?" 
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And he began to laugh again. His chuckles even made me laugh. I 

suppose it was funny. He must have been able to see some perverted 

version of himself sitting in front of his desk. He picked up the phone 

and called his administrative assistant. 

"Erica," he said, "Call Dean Rosenblatt and tell him Mr. Hepworth 

will be coming with us to lunch." 



CHAPTER XVIII 

'DOPPLER EFFECT': 

Reading and Writing in Angle of Repose, 

'Parts that Imitate and Repeat Each Other' 

4?O 
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In the opening chapter of Angle of Repose Lyman Ward flirts with two 

scientific laws: the "Angle of Repose" from which the book takes its 

title, and the IIDoppler Effect,1I an applied law of physics. Civil 

engineers still use the term "ang1e of repose II to refer to that 

particular angle--roughly 30 degrees--at which falling rock and debris 

come to rest after a cave-in or a landslide. Lyman quotes his 

grandmother as saying the term is IItoo good for mere dirt" and points to 

her figurative use of it to describe the end to the "wandering and uneasy 

life ll she and her family led before settling down in Grass Valley (24). 

In Lyman's mind, then, the term is connected to the idea of sedentary 

1 ife. 

But "There is another physical law that teases me, too,1I Lyman 

continues. liThe Doppler Effect. The sound of anything coming at you--a 

train, say, or the future--has a higher pitch than the sound of the same 

thing going away. If you have perfect pitch and a head for mathematics 

you can compute the speed of an object by the interval between its 

arriving and departing sounds II (24-25). Lyman claims he has neither 

perfect pitch nor a head for mathematics. "And anyway," he asks, IIwho 

wants to compute the speed of history. Like all falling bodies, it 

constantly accelerates." What Lyman does want, he declares, is to hear 

the sound of his grandparents' lives IIcoming at" him, instead of hearing 

them as he does: the IIsober sound of expectations reduced, desires 

blunted, hopes deferred or abandoned, chances lost, defeats accepted, 

griefs born" (25). 

Am I afraid, I keep wondering, to go back and hear the sound of mY 

own life coming at me? Why haven't I opened that file? Do I only fear 
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the echo of that so~er sound of expectations being kindled, desires 

reinforced, hopes nurtured, chances found, victories being counted, joy 

celebrated? Even in the moments of crisis, I clung to them--or do those 

events really add up to a crisis? 

It was the Austrian physicist, Christian Johann Doppler (1803-1853), 

learned this morning, who first lIenunciated the principle that the 

observed frequency of waves changes when the source and the observer are 

in motion relative to one another. 1I At any rate, that's the definition 

the college reference librarian read to me over the phone. According to 

her, Doppler posted his theory in 1842, but 146 years later we still 

depend upon the physical law Doppler discovered to make astronomical 

measurements and navigate the sea and stars. In fact, contemporary sonar 

and radar technology probably owes Doppler more than we can measure, as 

that scene in the clinic attempts to demonstrate. Regardless, like 

Lyman's grandmother, and like Lyman himself, I'm interested in making 

figurative use of scientific terms. A term like "The Doppler Effectll 

seems to me much too good for mere technology. I wonder if there isn't 

some way to apply it to the creative process, to the act of writing 

novels, or perhaps to those twin acts of composition, reading and 

writing? 

Stegner's critics make passing references to the term, but only 

Richard Etulain comes at all close to defining it in the context of the 

novel. He says the Doppler Effect "defines the way in which" Lyman 

IIwishes to undertake his study. It is not enough, he thinks, to stand in 

1970, look back to the late nineteenth century, and write about his 

ancestors. II On the contrary, says Etulain, like a IIgood historian,1I 
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Lyman must "c1imb into their shoes" and "re1ive their lives with 

understanding and objectivity" (CEmJS 156). Considering Lyman's 

one-legged condition, Etu1ain's metaphor may be unfortunate. Besides, 

haven't we agreed that objectivity is precisely the concept that Lyman 

Ward gives up, however, much he may persist in deluding himself? Lyman 

relishes his subjective approach and asserts its validity by treating 

history as a branch of literature with sociological roots. Lyman's 

understanding, his insight into the lives of his grandparents, remains 

private and mysterious, and translates into an aesthetic experience, 

never quite explicable except by example from writer to reader. Perhaps 

that's what the Doppler Effect refers to--the aesthetic 

experience--reading and writing, the gaining of what Sidney Jensen calls 

that "private insight by which man gets a 'clear-eyed view' of the 

ambiguities of human 1ife" (CEOWS 174). 

Regardless, I know just enough German to realize that Doppler's name 

translates roughly into English as Idoub1e." And no literary critic can 

fail to be intimate with the Dopp1eganger motif in fiction: the 

Idoub1egoer" of Stevenson's Dr. Jecky11 and ~1r. Hyde (1866). So many 

doubles abound in Angle of Repose somebody really should write a book 

about them. To begin with, most of the principal actors in the 

historical plot of the novel have their counterparts in long-dead 

persons: Susan Burling Ward in Mary Hallock Foote; Oliver Ward in Arthur 

de Wint Foote; Augusta Hudson, in Helena De Kay Gilder; Thomas Hudson in 

Richard Watson Gilder, the founding editor of Century Magazine; and so 

on. But as I have already said before, I have little interest in reading 

Angle of Repose as a ~ ~ clef. I leave that to someone more inclined 
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to pedantry. I'm interested in something else, I guess. Besides, as 

Stegner puts it in the interview at the end of this dissertation, by the 

time any writer is through "converting" his own or any other life into 

fiction, "it's half fiction at least and maybe more" (53). I think 

something of the same is equally true even for biographers and. 

autobiographers. If the writer is any good at what he does, then when he 

finishes his work, he will have produced an aesthetic experience. He may 

have ~ life of Bernard DeVoto, but he will never have the life of Bernard 

DeVoto. 

In Angle of Repose, Susan Burling and her bosom friend, Augusta 

Hudson, are obviously the fairest doubles of them all. On the one hand, 

they share the same loves: literature (especially poetry), intellectuals 

(especially Thomas), "talk" and" ideas" (especially genteel), education, 

painting, music, theatre, family, and each other. On the other hand, the 

two women live radically different lives: Augusta among the rich and 

famous in New York, in the same cosmopolitan city all her life. Indeed, 

she and her husband, Thomas, eventually come to count the President and 

First Lady of the United States as two of their closest friends. Susan, 

by contrast, ventures into "places where no lady had ever ventured" 

(219). While she and her husband, Oliver, entertain and are befriended 

by luminaries of their day--women like Helen Hunt Jackson and men like 

Clarence King--the majority of their associates are the common people 

attached to their households. Susan observes in her letter that the 

dignitaries she and Oliver by necessity associate with in Boise "would 

not be dignitaries anywhere but Idaho" (486). Unlike her best friend, 

Augusta, Susan spends all but the last years of her married life either 
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separated from her husband or living in a series of houses in successive 

frontier towns. Each woman is what Lyman calls a II cu ltura'f snob ll whose 

American dream is a IIdream of Eastern cultivation ll (24). Each woman, I 

can't help noting, suffers through the death of one of her children. 

Nevertheless, I find it nearly impossible to discuss the subject of 

Augusta and Susan as "doubles ll without broaching the subject of 

metafiction in Angle of Repose. In questioning the nature of the 

relationship between Susan and Augusta, for example, Lyman plays with the 

nature and process of fiction. The most salient fact in the relationship 

between Susan and Augusta, of course, is the fact that the two women love 

each other. Precisely how they love each other, however, becomes a 

matter of dispute and raises questions of narrative authority and 

influence from the moment Lyman begins to examine their private 

correspondence. Indeed, throughout Angle of Eepose so much "doubling" 

goes on that "writers" become II readers" and "readers" become IIwriters.1I 

Strictly speaking, for example, Lyman Ward is a storyteller, not a 

storywriter, and I want to insist on that literal distinction, but in so 

far as he is a narrator Lyman embodies the role of the "author" in the 

novel, and hence the figurative role of the writer. 

In this passage below, notice that he calls attention to one of the 

very problems that plagues a writer, but more importantly, notice that he 

does so in the act of creation. The problem Lyman attempts to solve here 

is the problem of language as a conveyor of truth. But notice, too, that 

Lyman also calls attention to the discrepancy between the time in which 

he is composing his own text and the time in which that text he is 

reading was composed. Here's the passage in question: 
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~lhat is more eye-brow ra1s1ng is the suggestion of lesbianism 
in this friendship, a suggestion that in some early letters is 
un~om:orta~ly ex~licit: (Goo~ light, sweetheart. When ~ are here some 
st1fl1ng n1ght llke th1S we w1l creep out in the darkness and lave 
ourselves 1n the fountain:) -rhe twentieth century, by taking-away the 
possibilitY-of innocence, has made their sort of friendship unlikely; it 
gets inhibited or is forced into open sexuality. From a dozen hints, 
beginning with Augusta's "bold and graceful hand," we might conclude that 
Susan's friend was an incipient dyke. Grandmother herself, outskating 
and outdancing them all on her little feet, could not have been more 
feminine. Her color was always rosy. She blushed easily, even as an old 
woman. 

It looks like a standard case, but despite the stigmata I elect 
to join her in innocence. Instead of smiling at her Victorian ignorance 
of her own motives, I feel like emphasizing her capacity for devotion. 
The first passion of her life lasted all her life (34). 

The question here is a reader's question, but an author raises it. 

But then, Angle of Repose is a novel that plays with the art and the 

process of creating novels. In it, we have the title page author 

(Wallace Stegner) creating a narrator (Lyman Ward) who in turn creates a 

writer/illustrator (Susan Burling Ward) who then discusses the problems 

of authorship and creation with various other characters in the novel who 

also happen to be the creators of fictions! The question being raised in 

the paragraph above concerns the text author Lyman Ward has been reading. 

Are the words underscored in Lyman's text simply the embarrassingly naive 

expressions of one young woman who regards another young women with 

affection? Or are these the'words of a lesbian in love with another 

lesbian? 

Judging strictly on the basis of the text and the language Lyman 

quotes from Augusta's letter, literal-minded readers could conclude that 

the two young women were secret lovers who spent midnights cavorting in 

the moonlight and creeping surreptitiously into fountains where they 

lavished each other with illicit and indecent attention. At least two 
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things in the passage above support this view, and there may be others 

elsewhere in the novel. The first is Augusta's use of the endearment or 

greeting ("Goodnight, sweetheart") now used almost exclusively by parents 

speaking to children or by members of the opposite sex on intimate terms 

with each other. The second is Augusta's suggestion of stealth implied 

by her choice of verbs ("creep"). Augusta's poetic diction (or is it 

pseudo-poetic?) is abnormal English even in the 19th century, a fact 

Lyman acknowledges simply by isolating the line. Lyman implies that 

Augusta's melodramatic flourish results from something other than sexual 

attraction, an attempt to imitate the language of contemporary 19th 

century authors, perhaps. At any rate, Lyman obviously shrinks away a 

little from Augusta's,"high style," for it alienates an experienced 

reader by calling attention to itself as an infelicity. Obviously the 

lines have distracted Lyman and made it difficult for Lyman to 

concentrate on realistically imagining and recreating the relationship 

for himself as a "reader" and then for himself as a "writer." 

Notice, however, that Lyman makes no claims to be objective. On the 

contrary. He takes pleasure in his own subjective reaction and gives up 

any claim to know the ultimate truth. Based on the evidence, he tells 

us, the case could go either way. In fact, based on the evidence alone, 

"It looks like a standard case II of lesbianism, or, at the very least, of 

latent homosexuality in which the two young women suffered from 

"Victorian ignorance" of their "own motives." But so much for 

objectivity and a "twentieth century" reading of Augusta's text. "I 

elect to join her in innocence," Lyman says, "I feel like emphasizing her 

capacity for devotion" (my italics). In other words, Lyman takes 
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i ntuiti on. 
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In themselves, Augusta's words are almost meaningless without 

someone to interpret them. Do they express sentiment or sentimentality? 

Genuine emotion and feeling--authentic and "original energy" (to borrow a 

phrase from one of her contemporaries)? Or false emotion and feeling 

(melodrama), sometimes signaled by some fonn of exaggeration ("stifling 

night ••• lave ourselves in the fountain")? Ultimately, Lyman implies, 

it doesn't matter. The question of his grandmother's homosexuality is 

not a matter that Lyman believes is worth much debate. As his subjective 

decision indicates, what interests Lyman is his grandmother's "capacity 

for devotion," the continuity of the relationship, its cohesiveness, the 

idea that "The first passion" of his grandmother's life "lasted all her 

life." Lyman reaches his own angle of repose on the question of her 

sexuality by creating harmony and balance, by emphasizing ~ rather 

than eros. All the facts he has at his disposal never explain what to 

him is essentially a mystery. 

Audrey Peterson's observation that Lyman "shares with the reader the 

process of creation" is quite correct, and at times, Lyman and Stegner 

both gain the "effect of absolute immediacy through the device of the 

tape recorder" (CEOWS 179), but while Peterson refers to Lyman as a 

"writer," she stops short of recognizing Lyman as a "reader," or, more 

importantly to my purposes, of pointing out how, in Jane Tomkins' words, 

the twin acts of "Reading and writing join hands, change places, and 

finally become distinguishable only as two names for the same activity." 

To some degree, she is right that Lyman "does not 'know' at the 
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beginning" of his narrative "what the end will be" (CEOWS 179-180). 

Despite all his information and the accumulation of facts, Lyman does not 

know, for example, what caused the ten yeal' separation in his 

grandparents' marriage. He also remains ignorant of the details 

concerning their reconciliation. In this sense, Peterson is right about 

Lyman's situation as a storyteller. Likewise, the situation of the 

teller and the situation of the reader are nearly identical. The highly 

ordered and intelligent novel that will eventually fill our minds begins 

for us as readers, just as it does for the narrator, largely as a 

mysterious dream: True: as John Gardner points out in The Art of 

Fiction, "Through the process of writing and endlessly revising, the 

writer makes available the order the reader sees" (36). But as readers 

we must make sense of that order. Like the writer in the process of 

writing, we do "not know at the beginning what the end will be." We must 

discover meaning and communicate meaning (if only to ourselves) just as 

the writer must do. And to do so, we (like the title-page author) must 

constantly revise. 

Peterson also stops short of using the term "metafiction" to 

describe Angle of Repose, perhaps because the brilliance of her insight 

into Stegner's novel distinguishes it from the work of other 

metafictionists like Fowles and Nabokov chiefly on the basis of 

technique. Peterson insists that Stegner's readers "suffer no loss of 

belief" and "complain of no loss of illusion" whereas "Fowles's readers 

are almost invariably aware of his pyrotechnics" (CEOWS 179, 182). 

Whereas Kerry Ahearn argues that "Stegner cannot be called an innovative 

styl ist 1 ike Faul kner or Nabokov" (CEOWS 109), Peterson vJrites that "In 
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Angle of Repose Wallace Stegner uses a narrative technique that is both 

older than Fielding and newer than Nabokov" (176). In other words, she 

makes a case for Stegner as an "innovative stylist." What is 

particularly innovative about his style in Angle of Repose, according to 

Peterson, is his ability to create a narrator who "appears to break all 

the rules of fiction by blithely moving from first to third person, 

interrupting his own omniscient narrator with pungent comments, and even 

discussing his role in 'creating' scenes in the novel, yet all the while 

holding the reader so firmly in his spell that his machinations are 

largely unobserved II (177). 

Peterson's metaphor of enchantment fascinates me, for it raises some 

interesting questions. For example, if Lyman holds the reader "so firmly 

in his spell that his machinations are largely unobserved," how is it 

that Peterson manages to become disenchanted long enough to create an 

essay based largely on observing those "machinations"? Is Lyman Ward a 

literary Comus? What is the result of ignoring all those "machinations" 

and narrative manipulations for a contemporary reader? Why bother to 

create "a narrator who is himself exploring fictional techniques" in the 

first place? 

One reason Peterson escapes Lyman's enchantment is because she 

distinguishes between the title page author, Wallace Stegner, and the 

narrator he creates, Lyman Ward, who performs the authorial role in Angle 

of Repose, who "doubles," in other words, for ~Iallace Stegner. "If God 

is everywhere," my daughter Cheyenne asked me the other day, "then why 

can't we see Him?" Something of the sam~ thing might be said of 

Stegner's presence in Angle of Repose. He is everywhere, of course, but 
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nowhere to actually be seen or heard in his own voice. In this sense, 

each character in the novel corresponds to him in some way, for he speaks 

in and through them as a creator. 

Peterson also implies a distinction between two very different kinds 

of readers and the sorts of pleasure each kind derives from Angle of 

Repose. There are those like the reviewers she cites who take pleasure 

almost exclusively in such fundamental elements as character and story, 

in the concrete world of things that Stegner's artistry brings alive. 

These are the readers Lyman holds in his "spell," those who "complain of 

no loss of illusion." They concern themselves with what John Gardner in 

the Art of Fiction calls "things immediately pleasurable (exciting plot, 

vivid characterization, fascinating atmosphere)" (39). For these 

readers, Peterson says, Lyman's "machinations" as narrator go "largely 

unobserved." By observing those manipulations of the narrator, however, 

Peterson puts herself in another class of readers. These readers, 

Gardner tells us, concern themselves "with that which is secondarily but 

at times more lastingly pleasurable" in fiction, "the fusing artistic 

vision" (39). 

"To read and write well"--and please observe that one term implies 

the other--according to John Gardner, IIwe must steer between two extreme 

views of aesthetic interest": the "overemphasis of things immediately 

pleasurable" and "exclusive concern" with "artistic vision." We see the 

results of overemphasizing plot, character, or atmosphere--things 

immediately pleasurable--whenever we turn on the television and endure a 

soap opera, situation comedy, or cop show. The result is predictability 

and the wrong sort of repetition and IIdoubling," a series of 
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interchangeable parts, what Gardner calls lithe boring sameness ll of it 

all. But the result of lIexclusive concernll with lIartistic vision ll can be 

just as deadening--fiction that may bear on fiction but not on life. 

And here we arrive, I believe, at the primary distinction between 

Angle of Repose as metafiction and most of the metafiction of the 1970's. 

Whereas most of the metafictionists of the 1970's hold, like Rodman, that 

the IIpost-industrial post Christian world is worn out, corrupt in its 

inheritance, helpless to create by evolution the social and political 

institutions, the forms of personal relations, the conventions, 

moralities, and systems of ethics ••• appropriate to the future ll (18), 

and reject what they believe to be the lIobsolete formulas of realism and 

naturalismll and seek lito show the form rather than the content of 

American realityll by rendering lithe disorder, the chaos, the violence, 

the incongruityll of that reality in the language of their novels through 

visual gimmickry, perverted syntax, typography, and topology, through the 

deliberate flaunting of artifice and the defiance of established 

conventions, Stegner employs many of the same techniques to reveal not 

only the IIformll of the American reality, but its content (life). He 

combines the techniques of premodernist American fiction, with the 

techniques of modernism and postmodernism to produce, not an aberration 

for the sake of literary disruption, but a highly traditional American 

novel. Instead of deliberately flaunting artifice merely to defy 

established conventions, he employs it to mirror the process of 

self-evaluation taking place in the crisis America of the late 1960's and 

early 1970's and the nation at large, which was mulling over, like lyman 

Ward, the broad range of cultural issues--political, sexual, social--that 
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threatened, like the Vietnam commander, to "destroy the village in order 

to save it." Instead of rejecting the past or attempting to confront 

only the present, he fuses them. Whereas other metafictionists regard 

realism as a "formula," Stegner regards reality itself as chaos and seeks 

to impose form upon it. 
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CHAPTER XIX 

L.D. AND LAVERNE 
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Opening the file, the first thing I come upon are the dried petals 

of what were once three long-stemmed baby roses, red ones. My fingers 

curl and uncurl. Reading, I hear the sound of the quail calling from the 

garden behind our apartment, and I think how all this happened seven 

years ago almost to the day. I also hear the voice of L. D. and his wife 

arguing in the upstairs bedroom in which my three children usually sleep. 

L. D. and his wife have been visiting for two days, and, as usual, he 

comes awake with the sun, while she prefers to sleep until a more 

reasonable hour. I hear him pad out of the room, down the stairs, and go 

into the kitchen to fix himself a pot of tea. What I have been reading 

is precisely the sort of self-indulgent and Narcissistic obsession he has 

warned me against, but last night his wife told me the story of L. D.'s 

book, The Minoan Distance, and how he mixed up their own lives with the 

lives of D. H. Lawrence and Frieda in his attempt to write a travel book 

on Lawrence's travel books. 

"Oh, to hell with him," she said of her husband. "He could no more 

separate our lives from the lives of poor old D. H. and Frieda than he 

could fly to the moon. It might have been an even better book if he had 

left all that mixed up stuff in there instead of sanitizing it all." 

"I did leave some of it in!" L. D. objected, "but nobody would have 

published it if I hadn't revised most of the personal narrative out. I 

had enough trouble publishing it like it is. You don't want to go 

through that, Jim. You need to publish your dissertation and get the 

hell out of here, and Ed Dryden is going to make you revise. He's going 

to cry foul! No dissertation director can ever read anything a student 

writes without changing it." 
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"Oh, bullshit," his wife said. "I turned in They Sang For Horses to 

both my thesis director and the University of Arizona Press without 

having to take out one god damn word." 

"But you revised your thesis between the time your director read it 

and the time the press accepted it for publication." 

"Well, that's all I'm talking about. That's all he's doing right 

now. He's writing a thesis. Jim, you just go right ahead with your 

plan. Ed Dryden is your friend, and so are the other members of your 

committee, Larry Evvers and Scott Momaday, and I happen to know that for 

a fact, because they're friends of mine, too, especially Scott and Larry. 

L. D.'s just blowing off because he wanted to direct your thesis. He 

can't stand the fact that you edit his precious novels and short stories 

and make him revise. You can worry about publication later." 

"I don't care about publication," I said. 

"They both stared at me as if I had just slapped their faces. Even 

LaVerne is taken a little aback. 

"I don't know what I'm writing," I say. "I just hope it's a 

dissertation. I consider Ed Dryden my ideal reader, but I trust myself, 

too. I may even put in some of the writing I know is bad and a lot of 

personal confessions. I may even throw in my journal of the triplets." 

"And I'm telling you that Ed is going to throw them right back out 

again, and you'll have to spend the next year and a half revising. You 

told me yourself your job is already in jeopardy if you don't finish this 

summer." 

"So?" 



"SO what about Tanya and the babies? You can't just throw their 

lives away for the sake of your personal satisfaction. I don't know 

where you get these ideas. You seem to think immediate experience is 

history. That old Hemingway notion. You've been living in Idaho too 

long. Do you want to end up like him, for Christ's sake? With your 

brains blown allover the livingroom for Tanya and Cheyenne to see?" 

"Some immediate experience is history, maybe not all of it. II 
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"But your writing about personal history," L. D. insists. II Nobody 

cares about that." 

"He cares about it!" LaVerne shouts. "Can't you understand anything 

that doesn't have something to do with you? It matters to him. That's 

what counts." 

"Well, it matters to me, too. That's why 11m trying to advise him 

against it. So he doesn't have to repeat the same mistakes I made." 

"Oh, you pigheaded, stubborn old fool ," LaVerne says. "How do you 

think he can help from repeating mistakes? Everybody has to go through 

that. When did you ever listen to anybody's advice?" 

"Plenty of times," L. D. growls. "Sometimes I even listen to you." 

"And it's a good god damn thing that you do. You would have driven 

us right straight back to Texas from Yellowstone if I hadn't made you 

take another look at that map." 

ILaVerne," L. D. says, "I think youlve already had too much wine. 

Put that bottle back on the table." 

"Jim, do you mind if I have another glass? It helps me sleep." 

"No," I say, "go right ahead." 
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"Can I pour you a glass?" 

"No, thanks," I said, "I'm going to have to work in the morning. I 

have some things I need to read over, and 5:30 is going to come early 

enough as it is." 

"Say, when did you start getting up with the light? You even beat 

me up yesterday," L. D. says, "and that's going some." 

"Somebody has to help the sun over the mountains," I say. 

"That's right," LaVerne says. "That's why the Zuni and the Hopi have 

those old men out there sprinkling cornmeal every dawn and saying them 

prayers. " 

"Yeah," L. D. says. "They suffer from the same illusion Jim does. 

They think the sun comes up for them." 

"Hell, that's right," LaVerne says. "That's the first thing you've 

said all night that makes any sense, because the sun does come up for 

them. They make it come up. That's what they're out there to do, and 

they do it." 

"Oh, that's a bunch of Native American arrogance, and you know it, 

LaVerne. The sun doesn't come up at all. The earth rotates on its axis, 

and the earth orbits around the sun. The sun would come up, as you so 

charmingly phrase it, whether or not any of those dried up old priests 

were out there or not. 1I 

"Don't you start on me with all your scientific skepticism and 

rational crap. You just wait and see what happens when those old priests 

stop going out there every morning to those cliff tops." 

"~lell, it wouldn't hurt you to get up at a decent hour, that's for 

sure. " 
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"I do get up at a decent hour, a civilized hour. I don't need you 

to be allover me trying to wreck my sleep every morning like a town 

crier. If I want to take my time getting up, that's my business." 

I suppose they must have gone on like that until well past midnight. 

I can hear L. D. down there now, banging on pans, gloating over his 

impression that LaVerne and I are asleep. "Even sleeping men are doing 

the world's business and helping it along," says Heraclitus." Let him 

gloat. I have the world's business to attend and even L. D. is tending 

it without knowing it. I just worry over what L. D. said about gambling 

away the lives of my wife and children. 

Last night on the phone, Tanya told me about her dream. "1 think it 

was about you," she said. 

"Hhy?" I asked. 

"Because," she said, "it was about a cow, and the cow was pregnant, 

in labor. She kept getting bigger and bigger while she was in labor, and 

pacing. She wouldn't let anybody help her. She kept going off by 

herself, away from everybody. I don't know anybody like that, who's 

having that much trouble, except you." 

"Did she have it?" 1 said. 

"Yeah, she had it," Tanya said, "but it took her a long time." 

"What about the calf? Was it stillborn?" 

"No, I don't think so. I think the calf was fine, but the cow had a 

lot of trouble. I think that's what the dream was about. She just 

needed to get the baby out." 

"Was she all right after that?" 
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"Well, she was all right, but it hurt. She didnlt get ri'ght back up 

and start dancing around, if thatls what you mean." 

I am not so silly as to believe that what I dream about other people 

represents some sort of veiled or occult truth about them, but neither am 

I so stupid as to reject that it represents some occult truth about me, 

says Lyman near the last page of Stegnerls novel (567). Is Tanya in 

sympathetic labor? 

"What color was the cow in your dream?" I asked. 

"Blanca," Tanya said. 

"You mean you donlt remember?" 

"No," she said, "I mean white. II 

It occurs to me now, laying here in the first light with the journal 

in my hand, that I might want to keep that business I wrote about 10 and 

Zeus. (Then again, maybe not.) I feel like making up a little limerick: 

I never saw a sacred cow. 
I never hope to see one. 
But I can tell you anyhow, 
lid rather see than be one. 

The trouble with all my purple prose is that none of it matches up very 

well with Stegnerls novel. L. O.IS right. Nobody cares about how my 

little melodrama played itself out back then. None of it was history. 

lid better get down there and find him a cup before he bangs the cupboard 

doors off their hinges. He reminds me of Rodman Ward talking to Ada 

Hawkes, trying to be conspiratorial with a voice that carries all the way 

from Spain to Vladavastok and back. I have no idea how 11m going to get 

any work done today with their agenda to organize. They want to drive up 
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the mouth of Hell's Canyon to Buffalo Eddy and look at the pictographs. 

And what do l say? That time is my enemy and I must carve a path of 

retreat? Go fish. Find your own way? Get lost? 

Jesus. Ed, are you out there? How could you let L. D. and LaVerne 

loose from Tucson? Why am I bothering with any of this? Help me. Take 

me into your office again and close the door. I not only don't want any 

of this history to happen, even if it is personal, but I don't really 

know how it did happen. And I don't want to know. You've given me the 

rope. ~!hat else can I do but hang myself with it? 
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27 August 1982 

Last Friday my wife and I discovered we may be the parents of 

triplets. I qualify that statement because the mortality and morbidity 

rates among triplets are approximately seven times that of singletons. 

For example, according to Ralph C. Benson, the prenatal death rates for 

single and multiple pregnancy are as follows: singletons, 39 per 

thousand; twins, 152; triplets, 309. Fetal death is precisely three 

times more common in multiple than in single pregnancy. Intrapartum 

complications are the primary cause of fetal loss in multiple pregnancy. 

The onset of premature labor, itself commonplace in such cases, is 

frequently secondary to premature rupture of membranes, and occurs in 25% 

of all twin cases and 50% of all triplet pregnancies. Our chances of 

"norma'" delivery: one in two, or 50-50 as the odds makers would say. 

I quote these statistics because they were uppermost in my mind this 

evening when I arrived home after a long afternoon at the University. My 

wife, Tanya, sounded unusually emotional on the phone when I called an 

hour later than I had promised, and fifteen minutes later, when she 

engineered her 1974 Maverick to a rolling stop beside the grassy lawn of 

a sorority house to pick me up, I sensed immediately by her wan smile 

something unusual going on in the womb. 

I like to appear cheerful even when I am not--a long habit I suppose 

of being the bearer of bad news. As a teacher and administrator I am 

forever popping ballooning and sagging egos with one hand and pumping 

them up again with the other. live found it best to confront the problem 

immediately, and 11m very fond of putting the matter into a formulaic 

phrase: "Whatls the worst that can happen?" Once the student and I can 
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agree on the answer, we can almost invariably prevent the catastrophe: 

the 0- essay can be rewritten into a 8- essay; the failed exam 

compensated for through an extra credit activity; or the course dropped 

and retaken again in the spring. Nor am I above an outright lie in 

extreme circumstances, for I am extremely well practiced in being lied to 

and bullied. I remember being confronted three years ago, for example, 

by a young and extraordinarily beautiful black actress whose chief 

misfortune was having a father who had majored in English only to become 

the head basketball coach. The girl had plagiarized her third essay 

straight from the pages of Sports Illustrated magazine, and while she had 

been clever she had been equally clumsy and stupid. I told her I was 

absolutely sure she would fail. As it turned out, my superior 

mysteriously insisted I change her grade to a passing one. So I suppose 

I did lie to her after all, though I was sure at the time I was speaking 

the truth. 

My wife, however, is much less an actress, and although she is eight 

years my junior in age she is my superior in many, many things, and not 

the least is her propensity for truth. I could see from my position in 

the seat next to her that she had been crying even though she had 

retouched her makeup and covered her eyes with a pair of huge sunglasses. 

She had kissed me lightly on the mouth the moment I scooted across the 

seat to greet her, but even that kiss betrayed her worry and concern. 

She held me hard for a moment afterward, letting her long arms engulf me, 

and then released me as effortlessly as a sparrow leaps into flight. 

We tried several social exchanges as the car moved past the 

adminstration building, all of which were more remarkable for evading the 
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issue than seizing it. Needless to say, the history of her pregnancy is 

slightly unusual. The doctors--we have yet to see the same physician 

more than twice--had early convinced us we had conceived a single child 

two months earlier than the date of her last menstrual period indicated. 

Two of them hinted at the obscure possibility of twins, one of them going 

so far as to ask a direct question: "Any history of multiple birth on 

either side?" We looked at each other for confirmation and quickly shook 

our heads, eschewing immediately any responsibility for such an 

unthinkable act, and the doctor routinely began noting further 

irregularities. We learned, for example, that pregnant women sometimes 

experience menstrual periods through all nine months of their 

pregnancies. Liquid discharge of some kind during pregnancy--whether the 

occasional spotting of blood, involuntary urine, or membrane 

leakage--could just as easily be the signs of a normal gestation as an 

abnormal one. 

At three and one half months--forgive me if I seem to be numerically 

preoccupied with the cardinal number between two and four--we had already 

noted what seemed to us symptoms and signs of the unusual, all of which 

various observers, including mothers, fathers, aunts, grandmothers, 

brothers, friends, and their surrogates, especially physicians, assured 

us were perfectly normal. Perfectly. And all, of which, of course, 

through perfect hindsight, we can now see were not. 

Because this was and is now--let us pray--our first and only 

pregnanc)', we groaned and moaned secure in our ignorance that we were 

being given the best and most traditional counsel. In fact, all of the 

common annoyances of pregnancy are more troublesome in multiple 
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pregnancy, but the effects of multiple pregnancy triple the annoyances 

and manifest themselves much earlier. Severe pressure in the 

pelvis--forgive me--in the third month--and by severe pressure I mean 

just that: sharp pain in the abdominal musculature, especially rising 

and walking. Morning sickness as early as the first month and by the 

third month, nausea so unspeakable that I want to heave guts just 

recalling the ride one day in my mother-in-law's Lincoln Continental from 

Santa Fe to Taos and back again. Worse: I think back on the sky ride 

from Albuquerque to Guadalajara, Mexico, with the horror of take-off and 

landing accentuated by the acceleration of jet engines with more than 

dread and a guilty conscience. Loathing comes close to the word I want 

here when I see my new bride's tears as the pilot banks for the slow turn 

toward El Paso Airport some two or three miles below and she reaches for 

the plastic lined bag for the second time. 

"It's o.k.," she says, gulping for air, folding the top of the 

little sack, "I feel better now." I look past her through the porthole 

window into the palid blue air and ghastly white clouds. 

"Hang on," I say. "We'll be there in a couple of hours." 

She gasps a little and tries to swallow, and, failing, turns to the 

window, both hands on the fetal mound, then feels again the familiar 

surge of nausea sweep her digestive tract. "I'm fine, really." 

Uh-huh. And I'm the queen of Siberia out for a stroll in my jock 

strap. 

Backache, varicosities, hemorrhoids, abdominal distension, and 

difficulty in breathing: in the first three months she was spared only 
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the hemorrhoids. Add one more to this list, however, for emphasis: 

excruciating constipation. Two days without a bowel movement only m~de 

discomfort miserable. Three days and four set on frenzy and fear in both 

of us. It still does. As I write Tanya "rests" almost quietly in the 

bedroom, unconcerned with shooting lines of pain that fill her upper 

back, breast, and lungs, certain, as I am, that if only she can EQ:££, as 

our Mexican doctor phrased it, something in her body will feel better 

than it does now. At five and a half months toward our ambiguous goal, 

the triplets make huge bulges in her upper and lower belly. "Fetal 

activity is greater and more persistent in twinning than in single 

pregnancy,1I quips our physician/author. He surely mastered one thing, 

and that is the gift of understatement. These three are remodeling the 

house, moving pianos and davenos, punching out windows and walls. While 

one of them operates a four story crane, the other shuffles a 1982 

Morris-Knudson earthmower slowly downhill toward the continent of Africa. 

The third one, last seen in the breech on the sonogram last week, is 

merely bowling for dollars in the basement, knocking over the pins in his 

mother's uterus with the skill and alacrity of the worst sort of amateur: 

gutterball after gutterball. Meanwhile, she stifles her agony as best as 

she is able, although I feel her misery in my ears. She is as quiet and 

efficient as a pin setter. A whispered squeal, a muffled moan. 

At 2:00 a.m. she slides past the doorframe of the study, a second 

bedroom crammed with books we must soon remake into a nursery. She's on 

her way to the bathroom, and I catch her with my words. We returned from 

the University Hospital three hours ago. 
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"Are you o.k." I ask with modified urgency. The three tests 

performed indicated no signs whatsoever of early labor we feared this 

afternoon when the triplets were performing their aerial acts. If 

anything, the tests should be reassuring. The fetal monitor graphed 

varying heart beats, from 64 beats per minute to a 174, and the 

vaginal-uterine monitor scratched out a comparably dull series of lines. 

In contraction, they told me, it would have painted mountain ranges on 

the paper at regular intervals. Best of all, the nitrazine test, a kind 

of litmus paper experiment, while positive, on closer inspection under 

the microscope, revealed urine contents rather than amneotic. The 

prob1~m? Who knows? 

Triplets are the problem. Three little men or little women no more 

than twelve inches long, bouncing on their motherls bladder twenty four 

hours a day. Three astronauts in three separate space craft, firing 

rockets of pain in their glee through the congested galaxies of 

placenta-filled and watery wastes of too little inner space. 

"Are you o.k.?" The mother ship is teetering on two shapely legs in 

a pink nightshirt the size of a backpacking tent. 

"I donlt know," she says flatly, undramatically. "Ilm going to the 

bathroom. II 

I rise, step around the corner, and part the door, wedging my way 

into the judgmental chambers like a novice lawyer slinking guiltily into 

a closed meeting. My wife is seated on the throne, panties handcuffing 

her brown tiny feet, the nails painted immaculately maroon. Her black 

hair falls to the floor as she assumes the position of her sons or 

daughters within her, and she looks up at me brightly like a little girl 
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with a doll caught between her knees, eyes lifted. I move to the tub, 

sit, rise, sit, and then stand like a Sandhill Crane with one leg pulled 

up to the knee. 

Soon she is wiping herself, examining the tissue for signs of blood. 

In fact, the tissue bears a trace of pink she points to confidently, 

dropping it beneath her after exposing it to my scrutiny. Before she 

pulls up her panties, she spreads the crotch to show me the cotton pad. 

In the center, two large splotches of pink. 

We are neither one pleased. As she stands, I notice the horrendous 

bulge in her left side, about the size of a little league football laying 

on top of a pillow. 

IIPain?1I 

It is a stupid question, undeserving of an answer, but she nods 

once. I shift legs. She rises to full height, all five feet four inches 

of her, more graceful and more dignified than anyone ought to be, more 

innocent, too, for that matter. For a breath, for an instant of an 

instant, no pain; a careless half smile crosses her eyes and vanishes. 

We talk about it, whatever it is. I am asking questions. She is 

answering, patiently. We speculate. We are both seeing pink wherever we 

look. For thirty-three years I have despised the color, but now I am 

reappraising the palette in my memory. I like the color of baby bottoms. 

We decide to time the pains. Despite the grapefruits poking through her 

lopsided abdomen, the uterine is soft in places, another sign in our 

favor. Contracting women grow hard as air-filled basketballs. Tanya is 

only hard in places where the babies protrude. 
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The culprit, we are sure, is constipation. Tanya has taken a stool 

softener and a vegetable laxative--rancid, alcoholic-tasting stuff, the 

color of dark stools. The pink splotches on her kotex pad may have been 

caused by the vaginal exam at the hospital, probably the stainless steel 

speculum the physician inserted into her vagina for the nitrazine test. 

As we talk, Tanya begins to relax, but within minutes she has taken 

herself to the edge of the couch where we sit and begun arching her back 

stiffly, attempting to relieve herself of something grotesquely 

uncomfortable, something I simply cannot feel. The pains vary from six 

minutes apart to four. Her mouth is open wide as if she were going to 

speak, open with an ache so strong I can feel its tremors in my own back. 

If we didn't want these babies, I'd murder them. 

28 August 

Saturday 10:12 a.m. 

For once in my life I want to act like a man instead of a panicky 

little boy glowering in the closet. I meant what I said last night. In 

my position I can't afford to romanticize about a fetus--let alone three 

of them. My allegiance I swear to my wife. An hour after I finished 

writing, we left for the University Hospital for the second time in eight 

hours. I am so exhausted the roots of my hair ache. The bones in my 

flat feet seem brittle as ice. 

Tanya began contracting sometime yesterday afternoon, no one is sure 

when, including her. When I left the typewriter for our bedroom, she lay 

on her side with her face to the wall: 2:30 a.m. ~le lay together 

several hours in my mind and those several hours turned to days and 
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weeks, and, as my suspicions increased along with innumerable signs, the 

hours became centuries. Much against her wishes, I phoned the young 

doctor on call a second time. He listened sleepily as I described the 

pains apologetically and as forcefully as I could. "She feels like she 

will explode. Sometimes she says it feels like fire. Regular 

intervals--from seven to four minutes apart. live had some experience 

with sheep and calves .•• and while I realize contractions are 

difficult to diagnose over the phone, that's just the point, isn't it?" 

I played the hand as cooly and calmly as I could. We spatted over 

the issue of pants. Since she would have to undress anyway, I saw no 

reason for her to dress again, let alone put on a bra and make-up. But a 

woman scorned by triplets will seldom reason, and I had eaten enough 

humility pie in my own time to understand why she wanted to go to the 

hospital clothed. Besides, if these were contractions, we had no time to 

idle in discord. 

I made a full stop at the first red light before proceeding through 

it along the deserted boulevard. The car knew the way and performed 

expediently, although the hospital IS front entrance was locked and the 

way to emergency dimly lit, I thought, even in these times of energy 

conservation. All together, there were eight contractions before we 

reached the outer rooms of Delivery and Labor. 

The young Jekyll or Hyde--I'm still unsure of his identity--had just 

finished delivering a healthy child when he entered room number 2. Tanya 

had disrobed and exchanged the pants and nightshirt for a white gunny 

sack, and two nurses had already strapped her onto The Machine after 

urine samples, blood drawing, and thermometers. The intern had, I must 
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admit, consulted his superior, a point he made before I could manage my 

first grumble. 

Within thirty minutes we were no longer uncertain. Glum faces all 

around. Much folding of arms across elbows. Nurse to doctor. Doctor to 

doctor. Nurse to nurse to doctor. Eyebrow raising. Entrances. Exits. 

Silent alarm. Time to call on the stoics, and at last the sonograph 

machine rolled through the door opening and closing behind it. Pictures 

on the living screen, or so we thought. 

Nothing is more ignorant than a machine. If my hours with overhead 

projectors and audio visual aids have taught me anything, it is this: a 

machine has no loyalties, not even to the laws of physics. My wife sat 

moaning and grimacing and skewing her face while the staff gawked on in 

disbelief~ the doctor switching switches, the assistant shuffling the 

outlet cord from outlet to outlet. Finally, I slapped the machine while 

the doctor's backs were turned and winked a red flicker. I wanted to 

give orders--clear the god damned room and let me handle this!--but I 

compromised my instinct to a grunting command: IILook here. Check the 

jacks and jiggle the connections like this. See?" 

Amazement. New respect for IIDad." Suddenly we were live on 

Saturday Night and the Machine hummed with power. I began again, "I 

think you spread the jelly on her belly next." 

Ah, youth. Ah bumbling humanity. 

For twenty minutes the boys in white played with their toy t.v., 

pressing Tanya's bulgings at random, pointing out trunks, heads, ghostly 

fetal cardiacs, perfecting technique. "Yeah, that's a good shot. 

There's 'A.' Now let's find 'B."' 
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In case anyone should wonder, that's doctor talk. But where the 

hell is 'C'? I could have told them the same.thing I told you. C lives 

in the basement. He drives a Mack truck whenever he isn't bowling, but 

right now he's flying pins across the deck. 

"Better draw a picture of this in case we can't get black and 

white." 

C had, in fact, moved. But just across town. Tanya began to cry. 

They were hurting her. I knew it. She knew it. C and all his siblings 

knew it. The nurses--women every one--knew it. Everyone on God's 

little globe here knew it but these two. 

"I think we may have had enough of this," says Dad, seething false 

cheer. 

"Just a few more shots." To the nurse, "Did you happen to bring 

back the referral and history file you brought the first time?" 

"You told me you didn't need it." 

"It would be better if we had it." 

It would be better if you took your fucking hands off my wife and 

let her breathe. It would be better if you had studied gynecology 

instead of playing with yourself in the library john six hours a day. It 

would be better if you called in an experienced physician. 

"I'll retrieve the file as soon as you've finished the ultrasound, 

Doctor." 

On the way out, the boy cautions me against unnecessary haste and 

speed. My look suggests he cut the chit-chat and place his middle finger 

somewhere between his scrotum and his posterior cheeks. 

Within fifteen minutes I've returned with Bart the Bear. 
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For a bear, Bart is pretty stupid. But live grown accustomed to his 

mug over the last five months, and Tanya and I have taught him several 

tricks: how to kick his back legs up into the air like a jack ass; two 

dives~ a jack-knife and a double flip; and an ambular crawl. Bart was 

with us in Guadalajara at Hospital Mexico-Americanowhere I spent two 

nights sleeping on a wrought-iron couch and three bleary days emptying 

bedpans and stealing lawn roses. He was with us in Santa Fe. He might 

as well be with us here. As a rule, however, I despise stuffed animals. 

But then, as a rule, my wife is merely house-ridden. As a rule she is 

not suffering contractions. As a rule we are happiest when left to 

ourselves. Somehow, I believe the three of us--that number again--I 

believe the three of us know better than anyone else does. 

Tanya is sleeping for the first time in thirty-six hours. How she 

sleeps baffles me. Around her belly they have strapped two monitors. In 

her left arm, the arm she cradles, an intravenous line dripping glucose 

snakes upward to a plastic tube hung above the bed. And in her veins 

runs a drug that causes her heart rate to accelerate and her pulse to 

jump like a butterfly. 

And here I sit in my underwear fueling my stomach with sixteen ounce 

Cokes in non-returnable bottles and eating cigarettes. I have showered, 

refused to shave, and loaded an imaginary German Luger. 

Just now, though, lid best return to the hospital. We have eight 

hours for the drug to work. Four have already passed more swiftly than a 

speeding bullet. We can only pray and wait. Of the two, I prefer to 

pray. 

Oh mustard seed. 0 ye of little faith. 
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28 August 

Saturday 12:23 p.m. 

When I arrived at the hospital half an hour ago Tanya was still 

asleep. I opened the door carefully in hopes that she would be and crept 

toward The Machine. The fetal monitor graph indicated a strong if 

erratic heartbeat, but I was more concerned about the uterine monitor. 

Dr. Jekyll, the young intern, had consulted with us before I left the 

hospital to shower, after, I assume, consulting once again with his 

superior, the Phantom High Risk Pregnancy Specialist we were referred to 

two weeks ago by Dr. Rovener. Dr. Jekyll, although young and freckled 

like a trout, is at least earnest and sincere. I suspect he is also an 

idealist and I regret the nasty things lIve written about him above. He 

explained to us that we have a good chance of stopping the contractions 

because we got to the hospital so quickly last night. I have already 

forgotten the name of the drug he recommended, but it seems to be 

working. The uterine monitor graph has ceased drawing mountain ranges 

every four inches on the paper and is now nearly making a straight line 

down the page, indicating contractions much shorter in duration and much 

milder in degree. They need to cease altogether, however, before we can 

feel safe. 

But thatls just the trouble. I havenlt felt safe about anything 

since we went to the hospital the first time last night and were sent 

home again only to return. 1111 feel safe when all three of our children 

have been delivered into our arms two months from now. It seems foolish 

to even contemplate the possibility of going to term with these babies, 

although if we can get to seven and a half months we stand a peaceable 
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chance of keeping at least two and maybe even three of them. If they 

come now they have no chance for survival with honor. Babies have been 

born and lived at this age, but they were all singletons. And survival 

without honor is unthinkable to me. 

According to the literature, in North America, dizygotic twinning 

occurs about once in 83 conceptions and triplets about once in every 

8,000 conceptions. Dizygotic twinning is fairly common, then, the 

product of two separate ova and one or more sperm. It is apparently 

genetic. \~hite women who are dizygotic twins or siblings of dizygotic 

twin mothers have a higher twinning rate among their offspring than women 

from the general population. In women who are twins or daughters of 

twins, the twinning rate peaks about age 35, plateaus until almost age 

45, then declines. Although dizygotic twins are sometimes born early in 

the birth order, the undisputed majority of twins are second or third or 

fourth ch il dren. 

This is Tanya's first pregnancy. Neither her mother nor her 

Spanish-speaking grandmother can recall twins born to anyone on the 

maternal side of her family. She is 25 years old, not 35. Despite what 

the doctors say and believe, I believe our triplets are monozygotic 

rather than dizygotic. Monozygotic twinning occurs in about 2.3-4 per 

1000 pregnancies in all races. Whereas race increases the chances of 

dizygotic twinning--most common in blacks, least common in Orientals, 

intermediate occurrence in whites--monozygotic pregnancy is 

unpredictable. Tanya is Hispanic--strong Indian blood on her father's 

side, Spanish and Indian on her mother's side. I'm white: English, 

Irish, French, German. Slightly more than 30% of all twins are 
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monozygotic. No statistics are available for triplets, but if triplets 

occur only once in every 8000 dyzygotic pregnancies and 70% of all 

multiple pregnancies are dyzygotic, it shouldn't take much more than a 

modest amount of intelligence to conclude that monozygotjc triplets are 

almost literally unique. Hence the doctor's insistence that our babies 

are probably dizygotic. They prefer to speculate on the basis of 

statistical probability rather than any information the patient provides, 

and they are particularly disdainful of would-be fathers spouting 

contradictory theories that might complicate safe thinking. In fact, 

they downright disapprove of my having read every word available on 

triplets in the medical school library, for that makes me as informed as 

they are on the subject. Today, for example, just a few minutes ago, two 

of them winced visibly when I reminded them--I pray that they were not 

being informed for the first time--that monozygotism is random and does 

not fit any discernible pattern. 

I pointed out, for starters, that monozygotic triplets result from 

repeated twinning (also called supertwinning) of a single ovum. 

Trizygotic triplets, on the other hand, develop by individual 

fertilization of 3 simultaneously expelled ova, although triplets may 

also be produced by the twinning of 2 ova and the death of one of the 4 

resulting embyros. I suggested that we assume, on the basis of race and 

the lack of genetic evidence to support dizygotic twinning--monozygotic 

conception. I wanted to rule out superfecundation--the fertilization of 

2 ova, released at about the same time, by sperm released at intercourse 

on 2 different occasions, on the basis of our love-making pattern. 

Possible, I told them, but not probable. 
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They startled looks at one another and then looked back at me as if 

I were an uppity freshman medical student questioning authority. I don1t 

blame them. They had just come on shift. They had rounds to make, and a 

premature labor going on in room 6. They knew Tanya was carrying 

triplets in room 2 and contracting--however mild those contractions might 

be. And I was being uppity. I wanted them to know that I knew and I 

wasn1t shy about stating opinions, either. The woman, maybe twenty-seven 

years old, pushed back her glasses and lifted both eyebrows. She gave me 

a surprised but amicable look, amused, perhaps. But the resident--at 

least we have been given a resident instead of an intern--the resident 

was not pleased. He1s a big man, six feet two, pudgy and soft in the 

body, especially the belly and jowels. He put a hand on one hip and 

immediately began to evade what seemed to me--forgive the pun--all three 

issues. He wanted to squelch any student rebellion immediately. He 

spoke like an idiot. 

"In the first place, it doesn1t matter how the fetuses were 

conceived. We have the best facilities in Arizona here, and we1re doing 

everything we can for your wife." 

I was anxious to listen and appalled to see him swish away. 

"I haven1t been able to find much in the library on the subject of 

triplets," I told the woman. "I understand only one set have been born 

here at the University Medical Center." 

"Uh-huh,1I she said. IILet l s hope yours are the second." 

I wanted to hug her. But she put her clipboard down on the desk at 

the nurses station where we stood and walked toward the hall. 

---------_ .... --- .. --. 



I felt a little bit ashamed, but not enough to apologize. 

I want those babies. I'd better check on Tanya. 

28 August 

Saturday 2:30 p.m. 
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Tanya's awake and contracting. I'm supposed to be sandwiching in 

the cafeteria but I can't think straight. I know the drug has peaked by 

now. That couldn't be good unless they're going to give her another 

injection. At least they're going to inject her through the intravenous 

set up instead of an arm. She's strong and more calm than I have a right 

to ask her to be, but a little needle phobic after what they did to her 

in Mexico. I'd better get back. 

28 August 

Saturday 3:45 p.m. 

The Phantom High Risk Specialist has spoken with the Resident. No 

more injections. Why the hell isn't he present? Apparently I'm supposed 

to confirm this decision without consulting Tanya. We can inject if we 

want to, but The Phantom advises against it. This comes to me by way of 

the woman physician. Some risk to the mother. She knows what I'll say. 

God damn it. But why doesn't the Resident tell me? He's apparently 

taking over the case. And why can't I speak with the Phantom? Jerks. 

29 August 

Sunday 1:54 a.m. 

Too tired to write. Babies dead. Tanya--Oh, God--Tanya's O.K. 
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Tanya just phoned from the hospital. She sounds cheerful, excited 

about coming home, getting on with our lives, our other lives, 

rediscovering those people we used to know before the babies. 

"What are you doing Up?" she demands. 

"Oh, I, uh, the house is still a mess, I, well ••. " 

"You1ve been writing, haven't you? You haven't slept." 

"Not much ," I admitted. Her tone assured me she liked the fact that 

had been writing. 

"I saw the doctor. He's a nice man. I think you'll like him. He 

talked to me about the babies. He said it was nothing we had done, none 

of the 'illegal ' sex. Nothing like that. It's just that with triplets 

the uterus has to stretch so much so quickly it starts to contract. 

Sometimes they can stop it. Sometimes they canlt." 

"Uh-huh." 

"You1re going to like him, Jim." 

"Who?" 

liThe Doctor." 

"Which doctor?" 

"Dr. Weinstein. The specialist." 

"You mean the Phantom?" 

"Uh-huh. Only he's not a phantom. He's nice. He said you can talk 

to him whenever you want and ask about the babies. He's seen them. He 

said they were perfect, just like we thought, that there wasn't anything 



anybody could do except what they did. He has an office just down the 

hall. II 

IIDid you tell him I was mean? That I wanted to break his head?1I 

"You'll like him." 

"Maybe. Hhat else did he say?" 
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"The other doctor is going to write me a prescription. She wants to 

know whether we want it filled here or take it with us. It would take 

about an hour. But that's o.k. because I'm going to take a shower and 

get cleaned up." 

1100 you want anything from here? Is the prescription going on the 

bill or what?" 

"On the bill." 

1100 it there." 

"That's what told her. Don't hurry or anything. I'll be ready 

when you come. 1I 

"You don't want anything?1I 

"Just you. 1I 

lIyou already have me, Bozo.1I 

"Hell, that's all I want. 1I 

"You better want more than that." 

IINope. Just you." 

"Listen, Sh-weet Hot. You tell that fluffy little be-ah of yours he 

better keep his paws off my woe-man, you he-ah?" 

"I hear. But Bart isn't afraid of you. 1I 

"Well, he will be. 1I 



"O.K. 1111 tell him. I love you." 

"I love you, also." 

Tuesday 

31 August 1982 
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Nobody, I suppose, knows the country of grief, man or woman, who has 

never lived in it and acquired the passport first hand from death. It is 

quiet country even to visit, more private and mythical than I had 

imagined, and it has a way of breeding stillness into friendships and 

friendships into stillness. The voice at the other end of the phone 

falters audibly. All calls are long and distant silences between people 

who matter to each other, whereas the blue eyes of strangers and their 

voices seem merciful in comparison. "1 1m sorry for your trouble," they 

seem to say, and let it go at that. But the friend, whether father, 

mother-in-law, uncle, or brother, wants more. If he is a person of 

reason, eventually he will find none. The optimists raise their eyes 

everywhere. The pessimists are merely glum. 

No matter. Sooner or later the long-letting-go must begin. The 

travelers knows this in a place beyond his sorrow. He feels an urgent 

need to go somewhere he only half wants to go, and he is only too aware 

that he must travel without disguise or pretense. It is the same for 

anyone el se who travels "lith him. And so it is best, usually, to travel 

alone. 

He might prepare by sending out postcards, advance payments of 

bills, a note to the secretary, housecleaning, rescheduling and adjusting 
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calendars, but it comes to the same thing in the end: goodbye is goodbye 

and it can't be said to just anyone. He begins to postpone. 

When, at last he embarks, he does so coldly and without farewell, 

for he understands he has lost his identity. Something of himself is 

already gone, missing, he thinks, temporarily, and he puzzles over 

finding himself disturbed by what he believes are mundane and ordinary 

matters of procedure. He no longer minds standing in line at the post 

office or confronting an old enemy on the street. He connects these 

things to a forgotten purpose, to something that might matter if he were 

home, but since he has found his way to another country, he only fumbles 

through his memory to confront his vanity. He has already become someone 

else, and he has no use for the habits and conceits of some stranger who 

pretends to be him. 

To the natives of any true place, all travelers are marked, some 

more vividly than others, it's true, and others all the more so for being 

unobtrusive. But the real problem for the traveler, even in a journey of 

return, even in a country of his mother tongue, arises in his search for 

a middle ground. In the wilderness of grief, he continually faces the 

need for heroic measures, for even the stupidest tourist has better sense 

than to die--or at least he ought to. The victims of suicide are only 

those fools who refuse to persist in their folly. They believe too 

literally in the heroic myths, for it was Homer, not nature, who gave 

birth to Ulysses. A man must love failure and death to survive. 

In most of us, a more primitive need soon takes over. It may take 

us twenty years to find our way back, we may, in fact, want to die, but 

eventually we will discover how to make bread from the roots and leaves 
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of some bitter little weed or another that grows in abundance • 

. Meanwhile, none of our breakdowns are ever complete, although we may, 

like Rip, find ourselves looking through the skin of a life we lost in an 

enchantment we can neither remember in all its particulars or forget for 

more than a few minutes or days or weeks at a time. 

What we have lost, of course, is always a promise, something that 

was never ours to own. When we learn it is gone, we feel the sadness of 

recognizing again that we are ourselves the shapes of some other father's 

dream. We think about the life, the names and the places chosen in 

advance, of the education, the reunions, the chances, the opportunities, 

that will never be, all lost. But still later we think: had they lived, 

what then? The old woman already at the end of her life now dying of 

cancer, wouldn't she have become just another object in the house, or 

more important, we think of the long series of indignities she would have 

had to suffer. 

Philip Larkin, long my favorite contemporary British poet, does well 

this subject in a poem from High Windows entitled liThe Fools." It begins 

with a series of questions I imagine being spoken by a young, impetuous 

man like myself and ends in a clincher that sets any arrogance in the 

preceding stanzas on end: 

What do they think has happened, the old fools, 
To make them like this? Do they somehow suppose 
It's more grown-up when your mouth hangs open and drools, 
And you keep on pissing yourself, and can't remember 
Who called this morning? Or that, if they only chose, 
They could alter things back to when they danced all night, 
Or went to their wedding, or sloped arms some September? 
Or do they fancy there's really been no change, 
And they've always behaved as if they were crippled or tight, 
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Or sat through days of thin continuous dreaming 
Watching light move? If they don't (and they can't), it's strange: 

Why aren't they screaming? 

At death, you break up: the bits that were you 
Start speeding away from each other for ever 
With no one to see. It's only oblivion, true: 
We had it before, but then it was going to end, 
And was all the time merging with a unique endeavour 
To bring to bloom the million-petalled flower 
Of being here. Next time you can't pretend 
They'll be anything else. And these are the first signs: 
Not knowing how, not hearing who, the power 
Of choosing gone. Their looks show that they're for it: 
Ash hair, toad hands, prune face dried into lines--

How can they ignore it? 

Perhaps being old is having lighted rooms 
Inside your head, and people in them, acting. 
People you know, yet can't quite name; each looms 
Like a deep loss restored, from known doors turning, 
Setting down a lamp, smiling from a stair, extracting 
A known book from the shelves; or sometimes only 
The rooms themselves, chairs and a fire burning, 
The blown bush at the window, or the sun's 
Faint friendliness on the wall some lonely 
Rain-ceased midsummer evening. That is where they live: 

This is why they give 

An air of baffled absence, trying to be there 
Yet being here. For the rooms grow farther, leaving 
Incompetent cold, the constant wear and tear 
Of taken breath, and them crouching below 
Extinction's alp, the old fools, never perceiving 
The peak that stays in view wherever we go 
For them is rising ground. Can they never tell 
What is dragging them back, and how it will end? Not at night? 
Not when the strangers come? Never, throughout 
The whole hideous inverted childhood? Well, 

We shall find out. 

That the questions are literally rhetorical, the tone consciously 

brutal and seemingly indifferent, full of the snobbery of youth and the 

ignorance of a fool, increases our anger and our desire for justice. Of 

course they know what's going on, for it is precisely because "the old 

fools" perceive the utter helplessness and horror of their situation with 
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a consciousness more clear than the speaker1s that they willingly lapse 

into the 1I1ighted rooms ll of !!!lconsciousness and voluntary senility. 

Old people, and by old I mean septuagenarians, octogenarians, or 

those in their nineties, have outlived, in most cases, every death but 

their own. They can never be finished with grieving and seldom except in 

the cases of those· lucky in careers, lucky enough to have achieved living 

fame, those with names like Henry Fonda, John Cheever, Pablo Neruda, 

seldom can they expect to be mourned. In their agonies, they crouch 

IIbelow Extinction1s alp,1I with mouths open in IIdrools,1I IIpissingll 

themselves, not, as the insolent voice in the poem suggests--because 

IIthey somehow suppose It1s more grown-upll--but because lithe power Of 

choosingll is very nearly extinct. Hhat choice is left may simply be to 

grieve for themselves. 

One of the peculiar qualities of grief, of profound loss, is 

paradoxical, for the promise of a life extinguished by death under any 

circumstances, only prolongs its promise into something limitless, 

unending, and capable of taking any form. Such loss may sometimes be 

compensated for but the promise remains unfulfilled. Something real and 

irreplaceable is missing and will never be found. The widow remarries 

but she never forgets. Night sinks into sleep, a kind of purification 

and oblivion, but even here the dreamer dreams either against or in 

accord with insurgent will. 

We thought about the names of our children for long stretches of 

movement, on the way from Tucson to Santa Fe, through the limitless 

descent and climb up Salt River Canyon with its pink cliffs, on the 

plateaus of Mogollon Rim and the jade forests of the White Mountains, 
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near towns like Snowflake, Cedar Creek, Whiteriver, Hunt, Manuelito, 

Crystal. We considered and dismissed names like Rock, Rainbow, Crescent, 

Flint, Obsidian, Roan, Chalcedony, Carnelian, Jasper, Chrysoprase, Agate, 

Spodumene, Garnet, and Malachite. Sometimes we were helped in our search 

by books like our friend Ed Abbey's Desert Solitaire. Each placed called 

up possibilities, each name another name. Near Zuni, we invariably 

thought of other friends, the names of their children and their 

children's children: Dolly Noche, Sam Goodenough, Simon Ortiz, Rainy 

Dawn, Joy Harjo, and Rajo Nez. Like all would-be parents in search of 

perfection, we were promiscuous and indiscriminate at times, serious and 

silly and deliriously in love with the sound of all languages on our 

tongues. Colors in a land as arid as ours shimmered and radiated 

surprise: Turquoise, Lavender, Persimmon, Sienna, Umber, Thalo, Black, 

Maroon, Gray, or Blue--it didn't matter. We wanted them all, and none. 

Evening produced Eve, Evelyn, and Shadow; later, Beauty and Star. 

No name seemed unthinkable except the common. A gust of wind scattering 

debris produced Mariah who rode with us for months afterward all through 

New Mexico, The Land of Enchantment. Our Spanish appellates eventually 

ended in Quintana: Quintana Blue, Quintana Mariah. I was sure of a 

girl, for my soul, I am equally sure, is feminine. Tanya wanted a boy 

but conceded to my vision. 

It was a strong vision, powerful, acute, but as yet inaccurate. 

believe in it still, though belief sometimes relaxes into hope. Not far 

from the little town of Blue, Arizona, north of Hannigan Meadows, and 

east of Honeymoon, a bull elk charged across the highway between our 

headlights and into the ponderosas. I braked stiffly--Tanya had either 
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dozed or taken out her contacts and missed him--reversed gears on the 

shoulder of the straightaway, and backed Flojara, the Maverick, a couple 

of hundred yards. Too late. Or too dark. We were headed for a motel, 

food, showers, lovemaking, and sleep. At dawn, a little trout fishing 

for Brooks and German Browns with flies that top the water with names 

like Carmichael, Fall River, Badger Spider, Black Midge, Blue Dun, 

Mosquito, and Renegade. Although I knew I would fish dry flies, I 

preferred the names of the nymphs: May, March, Tellico, Grande, Caddis, 

and Montana. As we looked up at the stars I went on naming in my head: 

Orion, Scorpio, Electra, Caseopeia 

And I see now that I am still naming, endeavoring in vain to bring 

back to bloom the "mi 11 i on-peta 11 ed flower" of my ch i 1 dren, of thei r 

being here, all my pretty ones, the dam and her three chicks. And these 

are the first signs of grieving: "Not knowing how, not hearing who, the 

power Of choosing gone." Two weeks ago we had settled on three names for 

three girls: Mariah, Cheyenne, and Skye. They would fill the world with 

wonder, our world, anyway. Each day increased the chances of such a 

miracle. I cannot, I will not, leave them now. They belong here with me 

and my love, my Tanya. Together we go, gently, quietly, tenderly in 

search of our sorrow. let us be more private than death in our grief. 

let us be more secret than silence. Without arousing suspicions we have 

already said goodbye to many friends. But these we must keep: Baby Boy 

Hepworth, A; Baby Boy Hepworth, B; Ollittle, almost precious: Baby Girl. 

Wednesday 

1 September 1982 
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I keep turning to various scenes in a silent film I am apparently 

making inside my head. It must have been late Saturday afternoon, before 

Ed Roper, the anesthesiologist, relieved some of the pain of Tanya's 

contractions in the early stages of heavy labor, about 5:00 p.m. 

Roxanne--"Roxy" she insisted we call her--a nurse in her '50's, 

pumpkin-shaped in her blue uniform, entered the tiny hospital room and 

closed the door behind her. She stood on The Machine side of the room, 

directly across Tanya's bed from the stool on which I sat, holding a 

slender hand that clutched my own every two or three minutes like it 

would never release its hold. Roxy looked at us both a minute, deciding, 

I guess, how to begin. 

"I'm going home now," she said, "but I'll see you tomorrow. First, 

though, I want to tell you some things in case nobody else does. 

Sometimes that happens here. We don't like it to, but it does. Lots of 

things happen here we don't like." 

She smiled, folded her pudgy hands on top of the stainless steel 

bedrail. 

"I know you already know the chances of your babies being born and 

living are not very good. I don't want to be a doom-sayer. But I lost a 

baby, a little boy, when he was two years old, and before that I 

miscarried in the fourth month. I hope your babies live. They might be 

bigger than we think they are. All they would have to do is take that 

first big breath and inflate those tiny little lungs, and we have plenty 

of incubators. But just in case they don't, I want you to know what to 

do, what to expect. I want you to be prepared." 
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She considered her own words for a moment, the ones she had already 

said, then chose her next ones expeditiously, releasing one arm to 

scratch the opposite shoulder. 

IIFirst," she said, "donlt be afraid to ask for some relief. I can 

understand your wanting things to happen as naturally as they can, but we 

can give you an epidermal, a pain reliever to numb your lower parts and 

some of the feeling in your back. It won't harm the babies, since it 

doesn't go into your bloodstream. 1I 

Tanya contracted violently. She could feel them coming on, and 

usually she warned me in advance, but we had both been listening. Roxy 

waited for the contraction to pass. 

lilt won't take away all the pain, but it will relieve most of it. 

You'll still be able to push when it's time to shove, and you'll still be 

able to see your babies being born. Believe me, if they'd had it around 

when I was your age, rid have used it." 

He nodded. Weld agreed twenty minutes ago we wanted drugs. 

1I0.K.," she said, "1111 go tell them to prepare, and he'll be here 

in fifteen or twenty minutes." 

She left. A contraction later she returned. 

IIEverything ls all set," she said. IIThis will all be over in a few 

hours and you'll be able to rest. Dr. Roper is very good at his job. 

He'll have to stick you with a long needle, but he'll deaden your skin 

first, and you won't feel much from the needle except the pressure. I 

think youlve made the right decision, but there's something else you 

might have to decide." 
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She spoke quickly, lowering her voice from time to time, and raising 

it again as sweetly as she could. 

"If your babies should be stillborn--and at this point they are 

babies, I know how much they must mean to you--they are living things, 

but if they should die, you must think about what to do with them. There 

won't be much time. A doctor on call will come and pronounce them dead. 

It's important that you see them, even though they are dead. You may not 

want to now, I know that, but you will then. Some mothers even like to 

hold them. They won't be what you might think. We can see from the 

sonograph that they are normal. And you ' 11 want to look at them even 

before they take them away to be cleaned and wrapped. And you can do 

that. Later, if you like, you can take more time." 

must have frowned during some of this. lid seen plenty of 

stillborn lambs and calves, kittens and puppies, on the ranches where lid 

worked, but my own children. I felt certain not. It would be enough for 

me to assist Tanya. 

"1111 wait for your contraction to pass, and then I want to tell you 

a couple of more things, and leave. The folks at my house are already 

probably wondering. Just breathe deeply, Tanya. That's right. That's a 

good girl. It won't last long." 

We waited. Tanya took long, straining breaths without uttering a 

word, like a swimmer continuously coming up for air. 

"What mothers see when they look at their own babies--and fathers, 

too--is something nobody else can see--Uncle Fred's chin, Mama's ears, 

Grandpa's mouth. You'll be surprised. You won't see anything bad. And 

it's really better if you spend some time with them. That way you can be 
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sure you had them, that they were yours. They'll always be a part of 

you, but seeing them helps you to forget some of this. It helps with the 

other kind of pain, too. Oh, honey, I hope welre wrong, I really do. 

But you think about it, about what live said, and if 11m wrong that will 

be even better." 

"One last thing. The mortician will want to see you, too. You'll 

have to sign the death certificates and decide how you want to take care 

of them. You can bury them. They're old enough. They aren't fetuses 

anymore. They're infants. And you have the right to decide. Sometimes 

it's better, though, to let the hospital attend to them. The mortician 

will ask you which you prefer. He'll also have along some other papers 

that will allow the pathology department to perform autopsies. You don't 

have to consent to this. Anyway you like is just fine. I just want you 

to know about these things, just in case the doctors don't get around to 

it. 1111 see you tomorrow, O.K.?" 

Roxy left, then poked her curly white head back between the door's 

crack. "Good luck.1I 
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Beyond tra.nscribing the tape recordings and editing the text for 

clarity, I have made no attempt to lIeditll the following conversations. 

They took place over the course of ten years, and they compose, I 

believe, a modest but significant record of Wallace Stegner's ideas not 

merely about the craft of fiction but the art of living. Although both 

Stegner and I have reviewed the following texts and in a few cases 

altered our original words for the sake of clarity, for the most part the 

interviews are presented as they occurred. The original recordings may 

be found in Special Collections at the University of Arizona Library. A 

condensed and much abbreviated version has been accepted for publication 

by George Plimpton at The Paris Review. 

I first met Wallace Stegner on April 13, 1977, when he gave the 

dedicatory address for the University of Arizona's new library. This was 

the same day Stegner could have been in New York to receive the National 

Book Award he earned for his eleventh novel, The Spectator Bird, but 

having made a commitment to University Librarian David Laird and staff to 

be on hand for the dedication, Stegner gladly and graciously honored it. 

The text of his speech he later entitled IIA Desert Shelfll and reprinted 

in One Way to Spell Man, although it first appeared in the pamphlet Laird 

had printed for the dedication ceremonies. The following letter also 

appeared in the pamphlet as a IIPostscript ll : 
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W. David Laird 
University Librarian 
University of Arizona 
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Dear Mr. Laird: 

STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
Stanford, California 94305 
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Department of English 

March 6, 1977 

Here's some sort of manuscript of some sort of speech. I guess I 
will deliver it on April 13. I guess it's safe to print it, as you have 
indicated you want to, in a pamphlet. But I'm curious to know what might 
happen if I changed my mind at the last minute, threw this away, and came 
on with some sort of denunciation of the book-haters, from the academic 
critics through the non-book-makers to the barbarians. 

I don't suppose I will. So unless you have strong objections, let 
this be the speech. I somehow wish it had more hair on it, and more 
teeth in it, but I remember Lear: "How sharper than a serpent's thanks 
it is to have a toothless child." 

Yours, 
Wallace Stegner 

Anyone who heard Stegner deliver his speech will verify that the 

child in question had plenty of teeth and hair. In cool but level tones, 

Stegner blasted that indifferent "ninety percent of the population, the 

people who prefer dune buggies, skin flicks, and other forms of topless 

entertainment to books," he derided those "who have philosophical 

objections to libraries," and he ridiculed the "vitalists" who "conceive 

libraries to be full of dust." Because, like Stegner, I had done much of 

my growing up on a frontier, and because in growing up on Indian 

reservations, I sometimes felt my cultural affiliations uncertain, I 
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listened to him recite the litany of his early identity crisis with the 

sense of excitement and intensity that one feels whenever misery finds 

company. Reading over the speech now, I see that it was plenty good 

enough for the occasion, eloquent, in fact, but relatively nothing in 

comparison with the charge it set off in me then for reasons that are too 

complex and irrelevant to explain here. As curious as it may sound, I 

had never heard anyone express what I felt about a library before, had 

never even known anyone who understood the magnitude of its importance to 

me. 

The next afternoon I arrived early in the Terrace Lounge of the 

Student Union Building where Stegner was scheduled to visit with one of 

novelist Robert Houston's beginning fiction classes. As sometimes 

happens when novice confronts master, even the boldest of the 

undergraduates withdrew into a nervuos and obtrusive silence when Stegner 

entered the room and relaxed into the recesses of a tawny, deep cushioned 

swivel chair. I used this opportunity, unfairly, to question 

Stegner--without interruption--for almost an hour. Finally, Houston 

asked a question or two himself. 

As Stegner spoke, he gestered frequently but leisurely with his 

long, rangy arms and hands. For all his business-like appearance--light 

suit coat, off-white shirt, plain dark tie, dark slacks, Wingtip shoes, 

black horn-rimmed galsses--something about him emphasized the physical. 

Perhaps he was simply much taller than I had imagined him. Certainly, he 

looked much too big for the low-backed swivel chair. He reminded me of 

an athelete: a tennis player, perhaps. He was tan and handsome. 
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Occasionally, he paused at the end of a response and swung himself 

gently toward one of his listeners in anticipation of a question. When 

none came, he glanced back toward me and nodded, whereupon I asked the 

next question on the list I had prepared. 

Throughout the interview, Stegner sometimes smiled and chuckled to 

himself, but for the most part the tone he maintained was casual and at 

once serious and reflective. Stegner has a pleasant speaking voice, very 

much reminiscent, for me at least, of actor Robert Young's. Once he 

began to respond to a question, he continued until he had exhausted his 

subject. 
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Interviewer: I grew up with a book of your essays titled The Sound of 

Mountain Water. In that book you said something that as an adolescent 

writer living in southern Idaho I very much wanted to hear. You claimed 

that a publisher's map of the United States would look like a barbell: 

New York at one end, California at the other, and in between, United Air 

Lines. Do you think that comparison still holds true? 

Stegner: In some ways, yes. It is perfectly plain that publishers know 

the west coast exists. I think they are less certain about the interior 

parts of the country. They do know, I suppose, even some of the major 

issues in a kind of New York or Boston way, misunderstanding what's going 

on in the West with the best will in the world. I'm afraid there is 

something that happens between Thirty-Third Street and about Sixty-Fifth 

and then between Third Avenue and Avenue of the Americas that is 

essentially the publishing world, and it's a very narrow world. The 

horizons don't spread very wide. People who don't run in that pasture 

are less likely to seem part of the world. This is true whether you live 

in Iowa City or Tucson or San Francisco or anywhere else. The publishing 

world is New York, even to editors who come from outside and who should 

know better, who do have roots in some other kind of world. I can't 

think of any cure for that except to disperse the publishing business 

beyond the Urals and scatter it around a little bit. This might make it 
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less convenient to have lunch with a client, but I think some regional 

centers for publishing would be useful--if they didn't get too addicted 

to themselves and become mutual admiration societies for another little 

circle of a regional kind. 

I think the narrow view applies in many other ways, too, to things 

that don't have so much to do with the publishing of books, but do have 

to do with the merchandising of books, and the notice of books. For 

instance, I've been griping for the last month about the merchandising 

methods of wholesalers, because books are all being put on computers now, 

and everybody runs through a little system which puts you up against some 

publication profile. If you don't fit into the profile, your book is 

probably not a book that they think they should publish. Publishers get 

timid, like Hollywood movie makers, trying to reproduce successes only 

and never taking chances. 

Interviewer: You mean they put the profile of the writer onto a 

computer? 

Stegner: They put h<is book in the profile of their publishing, and if it 

isn't a subject matter or a kind of book they think they have had luck 

with or would have luck with, then it's rejected. Wholesalers have their 

headquarters, say, in Nashville, Tennessee, or some such place, and the 

computer feedouts that come from there are what bookstores allover the 

country are given to buy from, with the result that if the book is not on 

the computer printout, the bookstore owner, unless he's sharp, never even 

hears of it. That printout that comes out of the merchandiser's is an 
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eastern printout. I mean, these are books that Nashville is interested 

in, or certainly San Francisco, so if you run a bookstore in San 

Francisco or Canyon City, Colorado, you had better not depend on the 

printout, and I know a lot of booksellers who are very angry at what they 

get to buy. They don't get any salesmanship on any books except those on 

the printout. That's a long answer to a perfectly straightforward 

question, but I do think that communications are not so good that we can 

depend on New York to look to the interests of the whole country. The 

whole country looks different from New York. 

Interviewer: In the past, writers from the West, men like Bernard DeVoto 

and others including yourself who might be said to represent a western 

point of view, found it necessary to literally move east in order to 

break into serious print. Certainly, this is less true of you than of 

DeVoto, and today we even have writers like Richard Hugo who have 

on-going contracts with publishers like Norton, writers who can afford to 

live out here and still be published and read. Is it still necessary for 

a young writer to move east in order to be marketed, in order to be taken 

seriously? 

Stegner: I think it's pretty difficult if you don't spend a lot of time 

in New York, if you don't have the personal contacts and go to the 

lunches at the Algonquin or whatever. I taught at Harvard for a 

half-dozen years, and I have the pronounced feeling that then--which is 

nearly forty years ago now--I was much more in the literary world than I 

am now. That's because I've lived on the west coast for the last 
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thirty-odd years and haven't gone east much. I have gone east only when 

I couldn't help it. That's actually asking for it. That's like pulling 

the blanket over your head in a Squaw Dance. You're not going to be 

recognized if you don't stick your face out. If you want to do it that 

way, well, all right, but most people feel that they have to go east now 

and again. I should go east for the National Institute meetings, for 

instance. 

Interviewer: You should have been there for the. National Book Awards 

yesterday, too, since you were one of the winners. 

Stegner: I was just as glad to be here, but let me return to your 

question. The distance between writer and publisher is simply too great 

for the writer to be borne in mind unless he keeps reminding people of 

himself. It's like the old formula for a radio play, a thing that 

doesn't exist anymore. When Archie MacLeish and people like that were 

writing radio plays, there was a kind of rule that you couldn't let a 

character in a radio play not speak for more than sixty seconds. If you 

let him go for longer than that, he'd disappear from the play, because 

there's no way of reminding the audience he's there except by his voice. 

It's all you have to go with. You have a little of that when you're 

working from a remote place, even San Francisco, which is a much more 

strategic place to work from than, say, Tucson or Salt Lake City or 

anywhere in the interior. 

Interviewer: When you say be seen, be seen by whom? By a publisher? 
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Stegner: Be seen by--Oh, I don't know--walk by Random House and run into 

Red Warren. Just be around New York. You don't disappear then. 

Interviewer: But if you have a good agent and a good house and you trust 

them to stand behind your work, do you still need that? 

Stegner: We were talking about this earlier in the morning. I think you 

probably don't need it. You can work by mail, but it's far less certain, 

partly because--inevitably--and it would happen in reverse if the 

circumstances were reversed--cliques form. New York book reviewers write 

competitively against one another and for one another's eyes. This was 

some\'/hat truer when the book review media were themselves more 

competitive. There's only one now, maybe two, or one and a half. It's 

unlikely that you will get to review or be reviewed if you're outside 

those cliques, unless, of course, you can simply make enough noise that 

you can impose yourself on them, but a first, a second, a third novel is 

likely to disappear off their canvas. 

Interviewer: Yes. Norman Macleod's work stands as a classic example, or 

rather, it doesn't stand, because it's out of print. 

Stegner: I know that name, but 11m not sure I've ever read any of his 

work. 

Interviewer: Well, as a young poet, he was probably better translated 

into other languages than either Eliot or Pound, but today his name is 
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relatively unknown. The man also wrote two novels, both of which I 

believe received some critical attention, but then he was shelved, partly 

because of personal circumstances, partly because his work is set in the 

West, but partly because he simply moved out of that pasture you 

mentioned earlier, away from New York. 

Stegner: You mean you think there are some mute inglorious Miltons? 

Well, there well may be. I always used to have faith that if a book was 

good enough it would find, in the first place, a publisher, and, in the 

second place, a certain body of readers, probably not as many as if it 

were in the places where fashion is made. I still, I guess, with some 

reservations, believe that. If you write well enough, you'll find a 

publisher who will be happy to publish you, even if he doesn't make much 

money out of you, but the audience does bother me, I must admit, because 

it seems to me that failure to find an audience is not the publisher's 

fault: it's primarily the fault of the wholesale bookseller, and, to 

some extent the fault of the book review media, which, by now are too few 

and too non-competitive to do the job. It's often done by cliques, as I 

mentioned, and sometimes by people who shouldn't be reviewing books at 

all, who shouldn't be allowed within armis length of a book. 

I sound fierce and disgruntled, but I think the path of talent from 

the provinces is a harder path than it used to be, and it's harder than 

it ought to be. Just as a sample: five minutes ago--and this is 

entirely because of the National Book Award--Norman Cousins called me up 

and asked me to go to Russia with a delegation of American writers. He 

wouldn't have called me unless the accident of the Book Award had 
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happened, in spite of the fact that I used to be a kind of contributing 

editor of The Saturday Review. 

Interviewer: Did you accept? Are you going? 

Stegner: No, I don't think so. 

Interviewer: Whatever happened to your work with Saturday Review and 

Atlantic? I don't see your short work in the magazines anymore. 

Stegner: I haven't done much magazine work lately. That's partly 

because I'm getting old, and it's partly because I quit teaching. Short 

things you can do while you're teaching. With long ones, it's harder. 

And also, I think short stories are a young man's racket. I haven't 

written one for fifteen years. Essays? I suppose I have less brash 

confidence that I have anything to say to anyone in an informational or 

personal essay way, and so I don't write them often. 

Interviewer: There's some talk circulating now that says the idea of 

conservation is primarily a child of the West. Certainly a great many 

writers from the West have been ardent conservationists, including you 

and Bernard DeVoto. 

Stegner: Some of the most effective organizations came out of the West, 

and that's partly a function of the fact that the West is opener and 

newer and less industrialized and spoiled than some other parts of the 
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country. The Wilderness Society really came out of Moose, Wyoming. The 

Sierra Club's headquarters has always been in Berkeley or San Francisco. 

These are originally western organizations. I don't know where the Izaak 

Walton League was formed. Denver, wasn't it? In any case, I think it, 

too, originated in the West. Those are three of the most important 

conservation groups, and they are the ones who have, over a period now of 

nearly a generation, built it from a little nest of enthusiasts into 

something like a broad-based movement, until the Whole Earth Years and a 

lot of uprising of the 160's joined the movement. J suppose if it 

weren't for a lot of angry young people in Montana at the moment, Montana 

would be down the drain, down the coal slurry tube. But conservation 

hasn't remained strictly Western. The two states that have the best 

environmental laws that I know of are Oregon, on the one hand, and 

Vermont on the other. 

Interviewer: In one of your essays you say that Vermont reminds you more 

of the West you knew as a young man than the present-day West itself 

does. 

Stegner: Well, northeastern Vermont is still wild woods, you know. 

Interviewer: But they're deciduous woods as opposed to the coniferous 

woods of the West. 

Stegner: I wasn't thinking of leafage. I was thinking, too, of our part 

of Vermont, which is right under the Canadian line. Even where there 
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were farms in the 1860 1 s, everybody went off to the war or the goldrush 

or something and left all the women behind, and the women died off or 

went down country. A lot of those farms have gone back to vlilderness. 

My old farm in Vermont is really full of bears and wildcats. I canlt go 

out in the raspberry patch without running across smoking bear dung. It 

makes me look over my shoulder. Vermont is also a hunterls country. 

Every farmer around there is a hunter. They have the same (to me) insane 

views about the right to own and carry firearms that the West has always 

had, that I grew up with. I disagree with that, but it reminds me of the 

West. So it goes. And these people are very hardy outdoor people with 

an awful lot of frontier knacks, Yankee ingenuity, plus the fact that 

they live on shoestrings and make half of what they use and can repair 

anything and live off porcupine quills if they have to. The dialect, 

and, as you say, the leafery, are not Western, but a lot of other things 

are. Itls a good place. You come up and 1111 show you, convince you. 

And itls not all deciduous anyway. Itls what they call a Mixed Northern 

Forest with a lot of hemlock, larch, white pine, balsam fir, and so on, 

all mixed. 

Interviewer: live never really gotten the biography and geography of 

your early years straight. 

Stegner: My first memories are of Seattle, sitting on the back step o'f a 

tenement house and telling the kid next door, "1 1m half Indian and half 

,lew, but don It te 11 anybody." 
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Interviewer: Are you? 

Stegner: No, but it made a good story. Then we went to Saskatchewan to 

make a million dollars out of wheat along that short grass frontier that 

should never have been plowed. So we made our dustbowl and burned out 

along with everybody else, and then we wound up in Montana, and from 

Montana drifted down to Salt Lake. By that time my father was chasing 

mining claims. 

Interviewer: Much of that appears in Big Rock Candy Mountain. How much 

of Angle of Repose is fact, or history? 

Stegner: Angle of Repose? I couldn't tell you. It's based, obviously, 

on the papers of Mary Hallock Foote. I used her as a model, but whenever 

her papers didn't suit me, I changed them, which is why it is a novel and 

not a biography. If I'd been writing her biography, I couldn't have 

changed them. When I wanted to do something to her life which never 

happened--she lived to be ninety-five years old and died happily in the 

bosom of her family revered by a large and loving clan--I gave her some 

hard times she didn't have in order to make a novel out of it. I seem to 

be place-conscious. In Big Rock Candy Mountain, I used the places where 

we had lived. In Angle of Repose, I used the places where this family 

actually lived, because it is easier to write about places I know and 

have a lot of documentation on. 
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Intervie\'/er: Did you go back to the actual places, say, to Boise and to 

Arrow Rock Dam? Where did you do the actual writing? 

Stegner: I'd been through Boise a couple of times, but I've never seen 

Arrow Rock Dam. I've never been over Mosquito Pass, either. But I have 

seen a lot of mountain rivers, and I've been over lots of passes 12,000 

feet or more. If you describe one pass that you've been over, everybody 

who's been over Mosquito Pass will think it is Mosquito Pass. That's 

called faking it. I didn't have time to visit every place. I would have 

loved to go to the Colorado Rockies and fooled around. I had, of course, 

been to Leadville quite a lot, and I had been to Boise, and I knew the 

general lay of the land in both places, but I didn't bother to go up to 

the dam because, for one thing, I had some letters from the family I was 

dealing with that gave me a kind of clue to how it seemed then. I must 

have felt that to go and see it now would only confuse the picture I'd 

formed of it from reading the letters, and there's no reason to confuse 

the picture just to get a few facts. The facts aren't important except 

as they make the picture. 

Interviewer: How many other novelists from the West have won the 

Pulitzer? 

Stegner: Oh, I think quite a few. Bud Guthrie won it for Big~. H. 

L. Davi s for Honey and the Horn. I thi nk Paul Horgan must have \'/on the 

Pulitzer Prize. I know that Oliver La Farge did with Laughing Boy. 
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Interviewer: I've always wondered how to define a Western writer. How 

do you know if somebody is a Western \'Jriter or not? 

Stegner: Would you call Mark Twain a Western writer? Is Roughing l! a 

Western book? 

Interviewer: I'd say so, yes. 

Stegner: Well, he was transplanted, you know. He hadn't even been here 

very long. Somebody like Jack Schaefer, who is the dean of all the shoot 

'em up westerns, wasn't born in the West. He was born in the East, a 

long way east. In fact, Billy the Kid was not a westerner, either. I'm 

not sure what a westerner is. We get into these attitudes that somehow 

we're like plants, and we have something organic in us, and if we grow up 

in the sand, we eventually develop the right genes, and our seeds know 

when not to sprout, and something organic has happened. I'm not sure 

it's quite that organic, and I know a lot of people who were not born in 

the West, but have written good Western books. They know the West at 

least as well as anybody here and better than most people born here. For 

instance, there's a lady here in town that I met last night, Frances 

Gilmore, who's written quite a lot. She comes from New Brunswick, 

Canada. The West isn't old enough to have very many native writers. 

Interviewer: You once said that someone needs to do for the West what 

Faulkner did for the South. 
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Stegner: It would be nice. 

Interviewer: What do you mean? 

Stegner: Youlre thinking of a particular essay, I guess, in which I was 

complaining a little bit that western writers seem to suffer from a kind 

of disease that afflicted a lot of early American writers, too. 

Hawthorne, for example, felt the lack of a usable past, as he called it, 

and so was deliberately writing historical short stories and so on, 

deliberately mining the past he felt behind him and wanted to make use 

of. Henry James had the same kind of feeling that there was no society, 

no continuity, no court, no aristocracy, no anything that you could make 

novels out of, and he quoted Hawthorne very approvingly on the kind of 

thinness that a novelist had by way of materials in the United States. I 

think western writers have always felt that thinness, and one of the 

evidences of it is that almost all of us, in one way or another, have 

been lured off into history, trying to do exactly what Hawthorne was 

doing: to create a usable past. But creating a usable past in the West 

is confusing, because the history that passes for history isnlt history 

at all, but myth, the Diamond Dick kind of stuff, which, as dime novel, 

and, later, as movie and as television serial and as pulp story, is 

absolutely foolproof, apparently. It will go on forever. But it 

confuses history. If you want to build a usable past, you almost have to 

cut that off. I have to take the scissors and separate myself from Jack 

Schaefer if lim trying to write about a Hest that I think is real, not 

mythical. 
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Interviewer: Well, doesn't that account for some of the prejudice you 

were talking about earlier, particularly among the wholesale booksellers 

and publishers? 

Stegner: I think it probably does, because they don't know there are two 

kind of western history, one real history and one artificial. Prejudice? 

I don't know whether it is prejudice or not. I had a kind of funny 

experience a year or two ago when I was in Italy. I got a call from a 

lady who was working for the outfit that makes Sesame Street television 

movies. She wanted me to meet Robert Redford about a thing he wanted to 

do. Redford married a Mormon girl, as you probably know, and he lives in 

Provo Canyon when he's home, and the Mormons are very interested in 

history. They're one part of the West that is very history-conscious, 

and Redford got hipped on the real things that had happened in the West 
'.! 

instead of the old Jeremiah Johnson kind of things held been playing in 

the films. The phone call never did come to anything, but it did lead 

Redford into doing a piece on the Kaiperowits Plateau and those 

coal-fired power plants that they were planning to put in, which killed 

them. I mean, he went out like the Lone Ranger with two guns and he shot 

down these power plants, which was dandy as far as I was concerned. Then 

I caught him the other night on television being the narrator of a 

documentary on wolves in the Yukon. Evidently Redford has learned the 

difference between the real and the phony West. He's now really 

interested in doing something serious about the real West. I wish more 

people would. 
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Interviewer: The movie you alluded to was based on Vardis Fisher's book, 

wasn't it? 

Stegner: Hell, yes, but they stole it, of course. They didn't get 

permission to use it. Opal Fisher sued them and got something out of 

them, but she doesn't think she got enough. They assumed that Jeremiah 

Johnson was in the public domain because he was a mountain man, and 

Fisher was writing something like history, but they stayed a little too 

close to Fisher's book. 

Interviewer: What do you think of Fisher's work? 

Stegner: That's a little hard to answer because he was my freshman 

English teacher at the University of Utah. He was the first writer I 

ever saw, and I thought his early novels--which Benny DeVoto described as 

lithe most unbuttoned fiction of our time"--and I thought they were great. 

By the time he got around to The Children of God, the one about the 

Mormon Nigration ... 1 tried to read that one to my wife while I was 

writing The Big Rock Candy Nountain. We were wintering in Vermont, 

snowed in, no television, no radio; we read a lot, and I tried reading 

that one aloud, and it just won't read. It's bad prose. Also, I think 

it's full of a kind of exaggeration, a kind of bluntness of perception, 

that troubled me. I had thought Fisher was better than that. And he may 

be. It may be just that book. That's the one, of course, that DeVoto 

thought was so great, and he ate crow publicly some place or other in a 

review saying, "I thought Fisher was terrible, but this proves to me he's 
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terrific story. 

Interviewer: Whether it be Southern writers, Southwestern writers, or 

Western writers, I think publishers want stories that they know. 
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Stegner: Sure, and it would take somebody good as Faulkner to do for the 

West what he did for the South. But remember that when Malcom Cowley 

finally wrote that introduction to the portable Faulkner, and classified 

the Yoknapatawpha saga, every book of Faulkner's was out of print. 

Faulkner used to annually publish his book and take a beating. The New 

Yorker couldn't have had more fun: IISound and the Fury! Ha-Ha-Ha!1I 

Clifton Fadiman used to have his own ballgame kicking Faulkner around. 

It was the French, probably, not the Americans, who made Faulkner a Nobel 

Prize winner. In any event, Faulkner never got a good press in this 

country until Cowley took him on and sorted out the Yoknapatawpha County 

saga, put its parts in place. Faulkner himself admits as much in his 

letters. He and Cowley had to adjust some things, rewrite the books a 

little in order to make them match, and they don't quite match yet. I 

know exactly how that goes because I'm stealing a couple of my own short 

stories to put in the new novel, and I can't quite make them match. In 

any case, Faulkner was a new voice with new things to say and a new South 

to talk about, an old one and a new one that derived out of the old one 

but was quite different. Faulkner didn't impose it upon the American 

reading public overnight. It took him a lifetime of work, and it took a 

very perceptive critic, Cowley, to finally get him over the hump. Within 
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just a few years, he vias practi cally an industry. Graduate schools were 

pouring out dissertations on him. I must have directed seven or eight 

myself. 

Houston: The problem now though is that if you don't v/rite like 

Faulkner ... if your characters don't beat blacks, hunt coons, aren't 

darkly tragic or slightly gothic ••• 

Stegner: You1ve got enough storytellers in the South, though. This is a 

place that is relatively rich in storytellers. The West is not. We 

can't forget Southern writers like Walker Percy, Flannery OIConnor, 

Carson McCull ers, Eudora \~e1ty, and the others. They have some things in 

common, but they are definitely different voices. 

Interviewer: You draw several parallels between Southern fiction and the 

fiction of the real American West yourself ••• 

Stegner: Well, the South had peanuts and the West had sugar beets. We 

were both in the same fix, a kind of provincial bag. Sure, there are 

parallels, except that we are way behind them, and I don't suppose, the 

way the West has developed, that we are ever going to develop in any way 

similar to the South. That was a kind of uniform climate, a uniform 

rural tradition made more self-conscious by defeat and by the whole 

slavery curse, with the result that it's a single thing with an enormous 

pressure underneath to get something said. Traditional to a degree. And 

I think the West is exactly what Walter Webb called it: an oasis ---
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civilization, a semi-arid country with a desert heart. People in the 

West are not fixed in the same way as the Sartoris' and so on in 

Faulkner's towns, driving their old Queenie around the courthouse. We're 

absolutely mobile. This is the most migrant part of the United States, 

which probably means of the world. That isn't the way in which 

traditions get set up, a society out of which you can write novels. What 

comes out of it is likely to be very peripatetic. Kerouac's On the Road 

is a kind of inevitable--it seems to me--western novel. It also happens 

to match the spirit of the times, and you get that peripatetic saint, if 

indeed he ;s a saint. 

But the mobility is characteristically western. I know guys in 

Minneapolis who dry farm in Southern Saskatchewan and park their pickups, 

lease their equipment, or pick it up from wherever they left it, put in 

their crop, live there in their trailer or their pickup for three or four 

months, harvest their crop, and go back to Minneapolis. They are 

suitcase farmers. There's no society in it. Their society is 

Minneapolis, so you couldn't say they have done anything to Saskatchewan. 

There's no tradition except for their own mobility, which is just like an 

antelope's. They move for the same reasons the antelope do. 

Interviewer: In one of the books I mentioned earlier, The Sound of 

Mountain Water, you predicted that new boom towns would spring up in the 

West, and that's exactly what has happened. 

Stegner: It didn't take a prophet to say that, because this country has 

never been settled. It's been raided, and whenever there is something to 
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raid it for, there will be new raiders. Tucson is being raided, I 

suppose. It's part of the sunbelt, and certainly parts of California are 

being raided in the same way. It is very hard for any kind of 

community--which is one of the nicest things a novelist can have--when 

everything turns over on about a four year basis. 

Interviewer: Yesterday, you mentioned a book called Zen and the Art of 

Motorcycle Maintenance. I'm curious to know what you think about the 

incorporation of traditional thought of the Far East into current 

American thought. 

Stegner: Well, I don't know. It's not my bag. There's one thing that 

does strike me about the writing of fiction and probably of poetry, too, 

though I won't guarantee that. Literature is what the behavioral 

scientists call "hopelessly culture bound." You work with the language, 

and the language itself is a terribly limiting--or enlarging--instrument. 

If you happen to be writing in Bengali and you don't have any past 

perfect tense in Bengali, you're kind of limited. It's not a good 

literary language, some languages are like that. They don't have the 

flexibility in their verbs, they don't have the kind of richness of 

vocabulary--whatever. English is a marvelous language, and I'm happy to 

be culture bound in English, but I suppose I grew up completely in the 

Judeo-Christian tradition, and I never had any particular exposure to Zen 

or any of the other traditions. 

What's happening is that the culture is changing, and when the 

culture changes, this will inevitably be reflected in the fiction. Maybe 
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the fiction will have some part in changing the culture. I don't know 

our culture can't contain those things. It's absolutely open, and there 

are plenty of people spending their time studying Zen and other 

traditions. Gary Snyder is a good case in point. I suppose Gary Snyder 

makes Zen and Old Coyote and other kinds of people come together in a 

reasonable way. On the other hand, it can go to the point of absurdity, 

too, and you can get the Moonies incorporating their thing into the 

culture. I think that just has to be worn out and thrown away. 

No, there's no reason on earth why a great religion shouldn't be a 

part of the consciousness of any world citizen, and I would hope that any 

Western writer is as much a world citizen as any Romanian writer or any 

New York writer or anyone else. If he is aware of all those things, then 

he probably has a lot of questions and contradictions going on in his 

mind that have to be resolved. That's a very healthy situation for a 

writer. Questions ought to be going in. I'm not particularly religious 

and I don't follow the left hand path. But I do believe in asking more 

questions than you can answer, and that's what a lot of people have been 

doing. A lot of the environmental movement that you've been talking 

about, and a lot of the peace movement, has been related to the passivism 

of Zen, and those things do seem to match things in the Western world 

that are important to an awful lot of people, including me. If I knew 

anything about them, I would probably write in that vein. 

Interviewer: Yes. One thing I see happening now is that the increasing 

changes are making the planet smaller. 
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Stegner: Yes. We were all pretty much lost in western civilization even 

as much as a generation ago. The kinds of things one got an education in 

didn't even take into account half of the world. The world has gotten 

smaller, and we must take account of it. Certainly, to be culture-bound 

in this present world is to be culture-bound within wider boundaries than 

if you were Jane Austen, let us say, born in 18th century England. But I 

still think we're culture bound. I still think that the language 

inevitably steers us in ways we can't do anything about--and probably 

shouldn't. The Western habit of taking charge of one's environment and 

doing things to it and fixing it is very much under challenge and attack. 

That's partly due to environmentalism, it's partly due to notions learned 

from the American Indians, and it's partly due to the quietism of Zen and 

other eastern religions. I'm all for it, because I don't believe in 

setting bulldozers loose in the earth. 

There used to be an old joke, you know, about the old Hindu who had 

a hole in front of his hut. He came out everyday and walked around the 

hole. Some Peace Corps guy came and lived in the hut with the Hindu and 

on the first day the Peace Corps guy filled the hole up. 

Perhaps that's the difference between an eastern and western 

attitude. You accept the fact in the first case. In the second, you do 

something about it, but the moment you start doing something about 

it--and I think the Greeks started that way of dealing with the 

environment--you have to set limits or you ultimately destroy the earth. 

It's too damned ingenious a race. It's a weed species with great 

ingenuity. So I would stop short of manhandling continents, and that 

means, I suppose, admitting certain kinds of passivism, certain kinds of 

--------. 
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almost pantheism. Indian attitudes toward the earth seem to me healthier 

than whjte attitudes, by and large. 

Interviewer: When you write, do you write intuitively or are you 

conscious of any particular form? 

Stegner: Oh, I know whether I'm writing a novel or a sonnet, yeah. 

don't know about being conscious of form in another sense. There's a 

depth of concentration that you get into, and it may take you three hours 

to get into it, and you may write only an hour out of the daily four, but 

when you're in that kind of concentration, I don't think your critical 

awareness is alive at all. You're submerged. You're writing out of 

something. You're not standing outside and judging at that point. It's 

when you read it over the next morning that you judge it. I think when 

you're actually writing you're not being very critical. You have to 

incorporate a critic, but he comes in at a different hour. What guides 

you when you're actually getting some words on paper, I suppose, is 

things in the story itself, inevitabilities of character, confrontations 

of character, or the development of some kind of theme, or making 

pictures, or whatever it is you're doing. Those are the things that are 

important, and you do them any way you can. I do that over and over 

again. I rewrite every page in different ways, many times, not to make 

it satisfy any preconceived notion, but only because I still feel it 

isn't right. It's a little bit like smoothing something with sandpaper. 

You can run your fingers over the writing, and it's still rough. You 

sandpaper it until you don't feel the roughness. But it's not very 
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Intuitive, I guess, is the word. 

Interviewer: When did you decide that you had to be a writer? 
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Stegner: 11m a writer by the sheerest accident. Nobody in my family had 

ever gone to college, and at college they said, "Youlve got to major in 

something," and so I said, "Fine. Economics," and I took one course in 

economics and that cured that. Then, my freshman English teacher, who 

was Vardis Fisher, thought I had some kind of gift, so he let me out of 

two quarters of freshman English and put me in an advanced class, which 

gave me the notion that I could put words together ••. in some fashion. 

Then he went away, and I got another teacher who taught short story. I 

wrote some undergraduate short stories, won a little prize at one of the 

local newspapers. But I was selling rugs and linoleum for a living, and, 

as far as I knew, I would go on selling rugs and linoleum for a living. 

11m writing this piece of stupidity into the novel 11m writing now 

because it seems to me nobody above the stage of a cretin could have been 

so completely unaware, so totally naive, so unsophisticated, wide-eyed, 

going any way he was pushed. I was silly putty. 

When I graduated from college finally, the head of the Psychology 

Department said, "00 you want to go on to graduate school? II I said, 

"Sure , where? How? In what?" He said, "1111 give you a fellowship in 

psychology." So I said, "Fine," and took it. When I went over to the 

English Department, the head of the English Department said, "Youlre out 

of your mind. Youlre not a psychologist. Youlre an English major! If 
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you go to graduate school, you ought to go in English." I said, "But the 

man offered me a fellowship." "All right," he said, "Weill see if we can 

get you something." He got me a fellowship at the University of Iowa, so 

I dutifully trotted off to the University of Iowa to get an M.A. in 

English, and when I got there I found Norman Foerster, who had just come 

from the University of North Carolina or somewhere and was just founding 

the School of Letters, which became the whole mother of the Iowa writing 

program. Paul Engle and I were the first two, I suppose, who went 

through that shop. "Sure I like writing short stories and lid rather do 

that than learn Beowulf." I had to learn Beowulf, too, unhappily. But I 

took an M.A. in Creative Writing and wrote some stories and published one 

or two of them in a couple of little places. 

I had a choice at that point about what I was going to do. By then, 

the Depression was on. There wasn't anything to do. If you were in 

college during the Depression, you were lucky, because you didn't starve 

in college. There weren't many jobs outside, so instead of going back to 

Salt Lake and selling rugs and linoleum again--or whatever I was going to 

do--I just stayed in college. I decided I couldn't get a job too readily 

with a degree in writing, which, at that point, at least, was looked down 

upon as a very low-life degree. So I took a Ph.D. in American literature 

and went back to Salt Lake to teach, and after two years of recovering 

from the Ph.D., I sat down one afternoon and wrote a stor~ just because I 

wanted to write a story. I wrote it in about two hours and sent it off 

to somebody - Virginia Quarterly, I think -and they published it. And, 

you know, then youlre hooked. By that time I was twenty-six or 

twenty-seven, but I hadn't been grinding away at a literary 
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apprenticeship except for the M.A., and I had given writing up as a 

possible career. It never occurred to me that there was a possibility of 

making a living at it. So it was all pure, brute accident, vlith some 

people who encouraged me along the way. That's probably the way it is. 

You do get encouraged when youlre young and malleable by people who think 

they know better than you do what youlre good for. And they may be 

right. Certainly, lid have made a terrible economist. 

Interviewer: You mention your degree in Creative Writing being looked 

upon as a low-life degree. I think even today degrees in Creative 

Writing are suspect in academic circles. Could you say something about 

that, about the dichotomy that is said to exist between Creative Writing 

and Literature? 

Stegner: It seems to me--and I accept the exaggeration in what I may be 

about to say--that many of the people teaching writing at the colleges 

that I know are actually teaching more about love of literature, about 

how to read, even, than the people who pretend to teach literature 

courses and put you through all the marginalia of Gabriel Harvey and all 

the other clutter that you get when you undertake a graduate degree. It 

used to be literary history, and now it is literary criticism in the 

English Departments. Both of them seem to me moderately pernicious. 

Writing classes are something else. When you sit down to write a 

story--whether under guidance or by yourself--you're putting everything 

you know into that one little toothpaste tube, and youlre squeezing it 

out at the end. That's good. That's synthetic in the best sense. It's 
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not analytic. It's putting things together rather than taking them 

apart. English Departments seem to take things apart, and they breed 

book-haters. I know an awful lot of graduate students who read books in 

order to despise them, in order to be able to put them down. To hell 

with that. I don't really believe in that one bit. 

Interviewer: But you've edited and written English Department books, 

haven't you? 

Stegner: Not really, no. Two or three courses that I gave at Stanford I 

put into books from the notes. One of them is in a Rinehart Edition, The 

Rise of Realism in American Literature. I've had a hand in a couple of 

writing texts, but they don't really amount to much. I much prefer 

teaching writing without a text. People ought to be reading all the time 

when they're writing, or while they are learning to write, because they 

are going to learn a lot of what they write from other writers. That's 

the only place you can learn how language is used plasticly to make new 

things. I don't think you can learn it as rules or anything of the kind. 

Otherwise, you come with what I found a lot of Filipino writers doing. 

In 1950, I went around the world for the Rockefeller Foundation, 

visiting writers in Asia and seeing what the world looked like after the 

war. A whole bunch of Filipino writers who were quite gifted were 

handicapped by the fact that the only places they could publish were in 

the Sunday supplements of the newspapers. But there they had a great 

market. All of them had published three hundred stories before they were 

twenty-five. They never got any better, and that was the trouble. They 
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had no critical tradition. Nobody ever put them on the grindstone. 

These writers struck me by being very nimble in written English, but 

their spoken English was so very strange that I could barely understand 

them. They were eloquent on paper, but just incoherent, viva voce. It 

turned out that all of them had learned English surreptitiously from 

other Filipinos during the war. They had learned it under the gun, when 

it was a hanging offense or a shooting offense to teach English on the 

islands, so that after two or three removes from the real thing they were 

speaking Filipino English. It was a syllabic language, like Tagalog. It 

didn't run in phrases, as English ordinarily runs. So it was like East 

Indian English, and all but unintelligible to an American. I think you 

can't learn to write a language really well anymore than you can learn to 

speak a language really well without going to the people who speak and 

write it natively, and not only natively, but eloquently. If you are 

going to learn to write, then you had better go to the best writers, and 

the writers in your own tradition, whatever that may be. I don't think I 

would go to Jane Austen anymore. There are American writers whose idiom 

is closer to my own and who can teach me much more--more, for that 

matter, than Shakespeare. 

Interviewer: What's the most difficult thing to teach about writing? 

And what's the most difficult thing for students to learn? 

Stegner: That's a hard question. I can guess. Assuming that the 

student is at a stage where he is still teachable--there is a time when 

you shouldn't try to teach him, when he is as technically proficient and 
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as subtle as you are or more so and has his own ways for going about what 

he wants to say, and what he wants to say may not be what you would 

say--one of the hardest things to teach him is Revise! Revise! Revise! 

And they won't revise, often. Many of them would rather write a new book 

than revise the old one. Revision is what separates the men from the 

boys. Sooner or later, you've got to learn to revise. 

On the other hand, there's occasionally somebody like Bob Stone, who 

had the National Book Award, what, two years ago? iQQ[ Soldiers). Quite 

wacky, really. Quite mad. He got the notion in the middle of the year 

that he had a brain tumor. He came in and sat across from my desk and 

big drops of sweat formed on his forehead. "I'm going blind!" he said, 

scared to death. He had just used up his fellowship. So I quickly 

reinstated his fellowship so that he could get free medical care. He 

swore later they bored a hole into his head and blew him out with a 

pressure hose, but they didn't find any brain tumor. He came all 

bald-headed to a party when Bill Styron was there talking. He looked 

like Slick ~latts or somebody. But he was one you couldn't teach not to 

revise. He was so finicky that it would take him a quarter to produce a 

chapter. He would be working on it all the time, but he wouldn't really 

let anybody see it until it satisfied him completely. He's an exception, 

though, and a very good writer. 

Interviewer: If you were to outline a course of study for a writer at 

the outset of his undergraduate career, what would it include? Or is the 

question too broad? 
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Stegner: That's pretty broad. It might be different for every 

individual. I would ask some questions. I suppose I would say, "Are you 

a reader?" If you aren't a reader, you might as well forget trying to be 

a writer. I don't think that it's necessary to take a lot of courses in 

English literature. I sound prejudiced against the English Departments, 

but in a sense, if you had some kind of guidance, if you had a tutor who 

could suggest books for you to read, it would be better, I think, than 

taking regular English Department courses. And to know something 

substantive, to have some kind of skill, some body of knowledge, is 

terribly useful. I don't care what it is. It will be useful in writing 

sooner or later. If you only play tennis well, if you're a 

doctor--whatever you do. I know what I would do if I were doing it 

again. I would take courses in biology and anthropology, but that's my 

particular bias. Other people might think I ought to take psychology, 

which I don't trust as much as I do biology. Whatever your choice, 

there's no substitute for knowing something. As Benny DeVoto once said 

in a dour martini-lit moment, "Literary people always tend to overbid 

their knowledge." At the same time, while you're learning something, I 

suspect that you should keep writing. Use it or lose it. Creation is a 

knack which is improved by practice, and like almost any skill, it is 

lost if you don't practice it. 

So you have to write and read, you should spend quite a lot of time 

learning some substantial body of knowledge, breaking your brain upon a 

problem which will let you incorporate in your own head much that is 

known about some little corner of the human tradition. With a whole 

university at your command, you can do it any way you want. You're very 
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Tillie Olson. 
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I don't know whether you know Tillie Olson or not. She's only 

written five short stories in her life, but she's made those five stories 

carry her farther than a whole string of camels. She has ridden fifteen 

or twenty years on those five stories. Each one of them is a small gem, 

and her signature is so small you have to read it with a magnifying 

glass. Strange, intense, indrawn person. Hell, she didn't have the 

university. She was the wife of a labor organizer in San Francisco in 

Harry Bridges' Long Shoreman's Union. Eventually her husband quarrelled 

with Harry, and Harry gooned him off the waterfront. He had to leave the 

labor movement and so he apprenticed himself to a printer. Tillie was 

feeding four or five daughters on an apprentice printer's wages, and for 

years she had no way of making contact with the literary world at all. 

She just had the San Francisco library, essentially, and she became what 

the IWW's used to call a "bughouse philosopher." A bughouse philosopher 

was somebody who spent a lot of time in the reading rooms of public 

libraries and had big ideas, often kind of askew because a homemade 

education doesn't have many corrections in it. Tillie had only that kind 

of education, but she had a great gift. She is a very powerful writer in 

the few things she has managed to complete. You're luckier than she is 

if you're one of those--like Henry James' boy--upon whom nothing is lost. 

If you're that kind, anything will stick to you. That particular knack 

of being human flypaper is one of the things that I kept looking for when 

we were picking fellows at Stanford. Another thing I kept looking for 

was seriousness of intention, seriousness of purpose, and willingness to 
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sit down and really work at it without being driven to work at it. Any 

writer had better be a self-starting worker. Another quality is the 

willingness to revise, to take criticism. And the fourth, which is often 

just whistling in the dark, is to know something. With those criteria, I 

think we managed to pick quite a few good writers at Stanford. 
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II 

I recorded this second intervievi with Stegner on a Sunday afternoon 

in March of 1982 at the Stegner residence in Los Altos Hills, California. 

Stegner met me and my friend, Jane Townsend, as we approached the house 

on the sidevlalk from our parked car. Then he directed us to a shaded 

table and several chairs in front of the house--just opposite the 

swimming pool. From the pool, the view extended out and down and up the 

bright green rolling pasture lands that then surrounded the Stegner home. 

Arabians and Thoroughbreds grazed on the distant hillsides. Stegner 

seemed exuberant and cheerful. He warned us that he had committed 

himself to attending a reception in honor of photographer Ansel Adams 

that evening and apologized at being unable to offer us anything to eat. 

Several times during the three consecutive hours of talk, the 

conversation strayed from writing and the craft of fiction into 

extraneous matters. These digressions have been deleted from the text 

along with a few awkward phrases. 

For the interview, Stegner was wearing a navy-blue V-neck sweater 

and khakis. His face and hands were darkly tanned. Afterward, he walked 

us to the car. 

"So long," he said. "Come back." 

We said we would but never did. 



An Interview with Wallace Stegner 

1 March 1982 

Los Altos Hills, California 

Interviewer: I hope you don't mind me using a tape recorder. 
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Stegner: If you're gathering living history, I suppose they're 

essential, but for writing a book I would much rather make my notes just 

as I went. 

Interviewer: Well, that's a subject I find interesting. Apparently, you 

and your character, Lyman Ward in Angle of Repose, are at odds on this 

issue, because Lyman uses a tape recorder to write his book. 

Stegner: Yes, but any time you have somebody ostensibly speaking his own 

voice, you certainly--you have to--have Lyman's tone. You have to make 

the writing sound like a voice and not like some stultified preacher 

writing a sermon in a cold room. That's simply part of the whole package 

of verisimilitude, of plausibility. And it's particularly important, I 

think, when you're writing first person narrative. The only other first 

person narrative I've written (practically) are those other Joe--uh, 

what's his name? 

Interviewer: Allston? 
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Stegner: Allston, and that's a different tone entirely. It's a much 

more flippant tone. It's not a scholarly tone, but it is still oral, I 

hope. And I hope it's a different tone than Lyman's, because if it isn't 

different, then people are reading me into both of those people, and I'm 

just making both of them mouthpieces. 

Interviewer: Perhaps. But don't those people who confuse author with 

narrator have a legitimate viewpoint? Tn his introduction to Walden, for 

example, Thoreau reminds us of something we commonly forget when we read: 

that it is always the first person who is speaking. Regardless, you 

would agree, wouldn't you, that readers want a sense of intimacy in a 

book? 

Stegner: I think there's a sense of intimate acquaintance that you look 

for in a book, yes. But I can get that out of a third person narrator 

just as well as out of the first, I think. 

Interviewer: But do you get the same sense of intimacy from third person 

narration as from first? 

Stegner: No, you don't. And one of the things that can happen when 

you're writing a first person narrative is that you can insert some 

element of unreliability into the character without depreciating him. 

There's Huckleberry Finn, for instance, which is a beautiful example of 

first person narrative. Huckleberry is not to be believed always. When 

he says, \I All ri ght, then, I'll go to hell, \I the reader understands 

.~ - ----. -~--
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exactly why he says that, but the reader is thinking the exact opposite. 

With a character like Lyman Ward, I have to have a reader believing in 

him pretty implicitly when he's talking about his grandmother. But when 

Lyman talks about himself, then the character isn't a whole. 

r don't know if you can do the same thing in the third person, at 

least not without some labels and captions, which would make the 

narrative technique heavy-handed and pretty obvious. So that's one of 

the reasons why first person, for certain kinds of storytelling, seems to 

be better than third. For other kinds, when you don't have the problem 

of the reliability of the character, then it doesn't matter. 

Interviewer: What is originality in fiction? 

Stegner: Ihaven't the slightest idea. It's often thought to be 

technical innovation, experimentation of one kind or another, which never 

intrigued me, so I would deny that technical innovation or 

experimentation amounts to originality. But r don't know what 

originality is except, I suppose, that you can tell when it isn't there. 

If everything in your story can be anticipated from where you start, if 

you start with a situation, and the story develops in absolutely 

anticipated ways--to an anticipated conclusion--then I wouldn't say it's 

original. You1re following a pattern which is practically 'imprinted on 

it. I suppose some element of the unexpected, or some element, at least, 

of the--what would you call it?--profound, I guess. To be original I 

would think you have to see so deeply into characters that you say 

something that makes a reader really pause, that isn't necessarily what 
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he would have thought himself, at that point. And ultimately, you have 

to make him go your way, too. 

Interviewer: For me, two of the most original novels to appear in the 

1970 ' s were John Fow1es ' s The French Lieutenant's Woman and your Angle of 

Repose. Both employ similar narrative techniques, some that we haven't 

seen in the novel for a long time. Is it possible that you could have 

read Fow1es ' s novel either during or before the writing of Angle of 

Repose? 

Stegner: I read it with some concern, I confess, because I saw it when I 

was about two thirds of the "lay through my book, when it was too late to 

change mine. 

Interviewer: Where did you read it? 

Stegner: Well, Fowles had just been here. You see, I know Fowles, and I 

read the book very early. I don't know whether I reviewed it or not, but 

I had an early copy. I know who did review it: Ian Watt at Stanford. 

And then I guess I borrowed his copy. Billy Abrahams and others were 

throwing some parties for Fowles, and he was around here for several 

days. Then I had him come to Clibdon--that was later, though--to talk to 

the Stanford students there. He came down and spent a night and a couple 

of days there. But that was long after my qualms about, 100 I have to 

rewrite this book just because he got his out a few months before me?1 

That's the way I remember it, anyway. 



Interviewer: Could we talk more about innovation and originality in 

fiction? I look at both Angle of Repose and The French Lieutenant's 

Woman, for example, and I see very traditional novels, extremely 

traditional novels. 
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Stegner: I think they are traditional, which doesn't bother me one bit. 

I don't really aspire to write a novel which can be read backwards as 

well as forward, which turns chronology on its head and has no continuity 

and no narrative, which, in effect, tries to create a novel by throwing 

all the pieces in the bag and shaking the bag. It doesn't seem to me to 

be worth doing. So, if you have to do that to be original, then I don't 

care about being original. In fact, I don't think originality as it's 

usually used is particularly useful. It's not a criterion that means 

much, because it usually seizes upon some innovation that often turns out 

to be frivolous or essentially unimportant, and which disappears. An 

awful lot of mutations, which is what these things are, turn out to be 

monsters. That canlt live. 11m content with the species, with turning 

out two-legged animals with one head. 

Interviewer: Speaking of monsters, could we talk about critics and 

criticism a moment? Have you ever considered what happens when a clever 

critic gets hold of a good novel? If hels clever enough--or influential 

enough--he can fix the reading and interpretation of a book that has so 

many other possibilities. 
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Stegner: A critic can fix himself to a book like barnacles to a whale. 

Yes, that's true. 11m not sure he adds to the book, necessarily, but he 

can, as you say, impose himself on it, in a way. There is a sort of 

creativity that goes among critics. 

Interviewer: Is there really? Tell me about it. 

Stegner: They use a book as a basis for free association, for one thing. 

Interviewer: Yes. Marvin Bell tells us in one of his poems how many 

times a critic reads a book: less than once. I suppose 11m simply 

bitter because 11m having a difficult time at the moment with a course in 

literary theory. It seems to me as if contemporary theorists of 

literature are unable to communicate even among themselves. I would 

prefer to make my living writing fiction and poetry and teaching them 

rather than criticism. 

Stegner: Someone once remarked that the moment you begin to 

conceptualize you have lost touch with reality and that literary theory 

is all about conceptualizing and literature ought to be about reality, 

somehow. Literature ought to be particular, not general. And you might 

be able to generalize from it, but it takes a secondary act to do that, 

and the thing itself ought to be just as alive as the tape. That's why I 

would have to agree with you, by and large, about a career in criticism. 

It doesn't seem to me to be more than a second best choice. Maybe third. 

Youlve been teaching in the Writer's Workshop at Arizona? 
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Interviewer: No. I turned down the chance to do that because I love 

teaching literature. As an editor, I see enough contemporary writing. 

But I do want to continue teaching, if only so 1111 have some time to 

write, more time than I would if I went back to construction or work in 

the woods. 

Stegner: At least you get summers--and that matters. When youlre as 

young as you are, you probably have the steam to go on writing even while 

you Ire teaching. I certainly did. But I got to an age where teaching 

got to be too much of a burden to carry, essenti ally tvlO jobs. For a 

long time I carried two, and for a while three. That's a good way to get 

tired. 

Interviewer: How do you feel about writing now that youlve retired? I 

just finished reading a remarkable book--a first book--by a retired 

William Rainy Harper Professor from the University of Chicago. 

Stegner: ~ River Runs Through!!? Yeah, it's a good little book. A 

splendid book. I understand Norman Maclean is off in some cabin writing 

more, and I hope that's true. I was up in Idaho last week--

Interviewer: In Idaho? 

Stegner: In lewiston, yes. lewis-Clark State College. 

Interviewer: At Browning's place? 



Stegner: You know Browning? 

Interviewer: He's my publisher. One of them, anyway. Hhat were you 

doing up there? 
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Stegner: I was lecturing, reading. I stayed with Browning. All the 

pheasants flew by his window. Beautiful. I had known Browning before, 

but Lewiston is a kind of interesting place, in its way, and one of the 

things that's clear is that Norman Maclean speaks like bugles for all 

those who live that northwest country. ~ River Runs Through l! is my 

kind of story. The people up there think highly of Maclean. 1 guess 

that ' s where I heard he \'Ias off writing more. I doni t know how old 

Maclean is. 

Interviewer: Let's talk about the question of age and writing well. I 

think Conrad started at age 40. Hardy, of course, wrote his best 

poetry--

Stegner: After Jude the Obscure. 

Interviewer: Yes, but contrary to popular belief, writing well isn't a 

question of age. 

Stegner: 1 don't know anybody in this country who's writing into a 

really advanced age and then writing pretty well. Except Red 

~Jarren ••. who's ••. eighty? 



Interviewer: Eighty-two, I believe. 

Stegner: Malcolm Cowley wrote a book on being eighty, but it's an old 

man's book. Malcolm is, I think, through being a writer or a critic. 
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His energy is kind of run down. But Warren's doesn't seem to. So there. 

You're right. There are a few. Sophocles wrote Oedipus of Po10nus when 

he was ninety. Goethe wrote a few things when he was very old. But 

those are people with remarkable vigor, which lasts some way. Not just 

anybody can do it. Some people are senile at sixty, some at twenty. 

Interviewer: What about Wallace Stegner? Can he do it? 

Stegner: I don't know. I started another novel a while back. I may not 

finish it, but I'll finish it if I can. 

Interviewer: Can you talk about it? 

Stegner: Well, the writing goes a lot slower than it used to. But no, I 

don't think I can talk about the novel because it's only on about page 

forty or so. But it does go very, very slowly. I've been two months 

writing forty pages. 

Interviewer: That doesn't sound so bad to me. 

Stegner: When I was in my prime, so to speak, I would generally get 

anywhere from three to five or six pages a day, stuff that might have to 
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happen. It takes lots of combing to do it now. 
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Interviewer: Maybe you're just a harsher critic than you used to be. 

You once told me something about writing books that proved useful, even 

though you said it incidentally. You told me that the critic inside the 

writer ought to come to the work at a "different" hour than the writer. 

We were talking about revision. 

Stegner: Well, I still think that's true. It's important to get on with 

the writing, particularly when you're young and you can hardly wait to 

get down to work because you're boiling with something. But I'm not 

boiling with anything anymore, and the critic is taking charge and I'm 

just driving the cab. So that's why it takes me so much longer, now, I'm 

sure. 

Interviewer: Lyman Ward, your narrator in Angle of Repose, is a pretty 

good critic, I'd say. Maybe you ought to resurrect him. 

Stegner: Well, Lyman is not a literary critic. He's a historian. That 

is to say, a person accustomed to looking fairly calmly at human 

behavior. 

Interviewer: If Lyman's isn't a literary critic, then why is he doing an 

edition of The Scarlet Letter? 



Stegner: You want the real answer? 

Interviewer: Yeah. That would be helpful. 

Stegner: Because Molly Foote did. She was an illustrator and she was 

doing the illustrations for a 19th century gift book edition. 
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Interviewer: Yes. But the historical personage, Mary Hallock Foote, and 

your fictional creation of her as Susan Burling Ward--those are two 

different people. Molly Foote also did the illustrations for Longfellow, 

the New England poet. 

Stegner: Yes. I guess some of the things you mention I invented and 

some of them I simply took off her track record. But if I had had her 

doing something else, Leaves of Grass, it wouldnlt have been right. I 

would have falsified. 

Interviewer: Yes, but you had the alternative. Lyman could have chosen 

to edit something else. But he chooses The Scarlet Letter to talk about, 

and there seem to be some definite resemblances between The Scarlet 

Letter and Angle of Repose. lid guess Hester Prynne was lurking 

somewhere in your soul or your psyche when you were conjuring up your own 

characters. 

Stegner: Hester lurks in all our souls, I think. Itls possible. But 

remember. Molly Foote was doing other things, too. She did the Skeleton 
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in the Armory. Do you think there is a skeleton lurking in your closet, 

maybe? 

Interviewer: Well, maybe I am reading things that aren't there. But the 

literary allusions in Angle of Repose seem to me to echo much of the 

entire canon of American literature from Hawthorne through Melville and 

James. For example, Lyman meets an old school chum on the street. This 

guy's a curiosity in many ways. Right? 

Stegner: A freak, yes. 

Interviewer: Essentially, he's Argus-eyed. He's a washing machine 

repairman, and to repair the machines he has to wear lenses that magnify 

his vision. The guy also has a terrible speech impediment. Lyman pities 

him but says something close to what Ishmael tells us in Moby Dick: "Who 

ain't a slave?" 

Stegner: I wasn't remembering that. I think the final line of that 

chapter is, "Whose head isn't inside a Bendex?" 

Interviewer: Yeah. 

Stegner: But I was talking about vision, tunnel vision, space being 

curved. You wind up looking at the back of your own neck. Those are the 

kinds of thoughts Lyman gets from living in a wheelchair, I suppose, 

because he can't bend his neck. At the same time, I did draw from all 
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sorts of elements of reality. I knew a guy with a wart on his tongue, 

and I never did understand ~hy some kind soul didn't help him go to a 

doctor and get it off. With that speech--and all the kids he taught 

being unable to understand him--poor booger--he went through life with a 

curse. But I also knew a fella who fixed Bendix washing machines who had 

quadrafocals, too, and he really did look like a fly's eye. So I put 

them together, and they did seem to have something to do with the problem 

of vision as it bothers a man like lyman, going into town and hating it, 

running into social contacts which are uncomfortable for him. A thing 

like that you don't think out until you put it down as it might happen on 

the street. And that sort of scene writes itself very fast. That whole 

chapter, I'm sure, I did in a morning and never revised. But other parts 

I had to comb over, preen and file and sandpaper. 

Interviewer: O.k. But hold on a minute here. As a young man you wrote 

a piece for Saturday Review, I believe, called "The lense of Fiction." 

Put that together with James's "House of Fiction" introduction to The 

Portrait of ~ lady and all that goes on in Angle of Repose. What's a 

poor graduate student to do? 

Stegner: No. I don't think that's true. Some of those allusions I 

intended, some of them may have been unconscious--because one has read 

James a lot. But some of them may be pure accident, too. There are 

three possibilities, at least. About the ones that are unconscious: I'm 

sure writers make a lot of those if they have the same kind of memory I 

do in which words stick. Other things don't stick. But words do. That 
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kind of thing, whether it's unconscious or not, is a legitimate critical 

point. It's just lucky or unlucky. It can go either way. 

Interviewer: All right. Let's talk about your character from All the 

Little Live Things, Jim Peck, and that original Peck's bad boy from 

American literature, Henry Thoreau. Where does Peck live around here, 

anyway? 

Stegner: He lives down in those big trees down there, down on the 

bottom, down there across the creek. Actually there was a fellow who 

lived down there, not in a tree, but in a tent for a year or two, and he 

lived across the creek among the poison oak so as to make himself as 

remote as possible. But that's commonplace. Now the house is owned by 

some people named Prudence, who sold that bottomland several years ago. 

So you can't go there anymore. You can't make any literary excursions to 

that shrine. You couldn't see anything anyway. Just poison oak and a 

big old bay tree. 

Interviewer: Well, Peck would seem to represent the "native" element in 

American literature. Would you agree? 

Stegner: Well, there are three pretty good writers I know of to do that. 

Scott Momaday is probably the most visible Indian writer you can name, 

without going to Poland. I don't know Cheyenne Storm, but I have read 

Leslie Silko, who's a good writer. You could put together a pretty good 

anthology out of just those three or four people. 
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Interviewer: Letls get back to another subject. 11m thinking of All the 

Little Live Things, Angle of Repose, and The Spectator Bird. It seems 

that youlve had more success--commercial success--with first person 

fiction than with third. 

Stegner: I donlt know that itls markedly true. Actually, Big Rock Candy 

Mountain was, to some extent, a commercial success, and thatls not first 

person. I suppose the book that has sold the most around the world and 

has been translated into more languages is one I shrink at little, and 

thatls ~ Shooting Star. Which is likewise not first person. 

Interviewer: Perhaps 11m only thinking of recent novels, like 

Recapitulation. 

Stegner: Is Recapitulation first person? 

Interviewer: Seems like the cutting you read at Arizona was. 

Stegner: live forgotten. In fact, lid written it three ways. I wrote 

it in the first person, and I wrote it in the third. And I think it 

wound up in the third. It began as a first person narrative by somebody 

quite different from Bruce Mason. Then, because I saw a chance to 

cannibalize a couple of short stories that were spinoffs from The Big 

Rock Candy Mountain, and because really wanted to write a book about my 

love for Salt Lake in the 120 1s, thought: all right, exactly. That 

fits the tall end of The Big Rock Candy Mountain, so why donlt I switch 
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it over and make it the survivor of the Big Rock Candy Mountain. But it 

wound up in third person. 

Interviewer: Would you accept the notion that your first person novels 

have been more highly regarded? 

Stegner: I think most people consider Angle of Repose the best book. 

Spectator Bird also got an award, and both of those are first person, so 

that adds a certain weight to your theory. • • One critic of my work, 

Forrest Robinson, would probably beat around this notion that I have been 

somewhat like Conrad and found my voice when I discovered somebody to 

speak through, like Marlow. 11m not sure thatls right. 

Interviewer: But it is a problem, especially now in the wake of the 

modest body of Stegner criticism that has begun to appear. Much of it 

confuses Wallace Stegner with the narrators of his novels like Joe 

Allston and Lyman Ward. Can we talk about how you choose the names of 

your characters? 

Stegner: Sure. Which ones? 

Interviewer: How about Lyman Ward? I know his entomology. There are 

both Wards and Lymans in the actual family tree of the family whose 

history you borrow for Angle of Repose. But Lie-Man--what a wonderful 

name for a story-teller. And Ward: arenlt we back to Ishmael and the 

American Orphan? Accident or design? 
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Stegner: Pure accident. I think I probably named him lyman because the 

president of Stanford at that time was named Dick lyman, and I just 

borrowed his name. Ward, I don't know where I picked up Ward except for 

Judy Ward Howe and so on. I wanted an old, eastern, established name. 

Even though Ward came a little close to some of the ancestors of the 

people I used as models, I still felt it was legitimate. It wasn't the 

name of either family. It was on a collateral edge of one of the 

families. So that's where it came from, I suppose. I also wanted to use 

the fella in leadville, the wizard of Wall Street, the man who broke 

Ulysses Grant and more or less disgraced him. 

Interviewer: Who was that? 

Stegner: Sam Ward. He was a speculator who got next to Grant. He 

appears in the book just briefly as a kind of foil for the relatively 

square, unimaginative integrity of his cousins. 

Interviewer: How long did Angle of Repose take to write? 

Stegner: About three years, I guess. But it's hard to say how long a 

big book like that takes, because I was teaching pretty well to the end 

of it. I finished it while I was at the English campus of Stanford. I 

took it to Doubleday's office in london. So I know when I finished it. 

I finished it in the summer of 1970. But lid been working on it at least 

three years before that and teaching some. My general schedule was to 

teach a full load of courses in two quarters in order to get two quarters 
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off in consecutive order. So, lid write six months, and then lid pretty 

well be off six months, and lid come back on it for six months. So when 

I say it took me three years, it took me essentially half of that. 

Interviewer: Wasnlt Rodman Paul, the editor of Molly Footels own 

autobiography, working on his edition at the same time you were turning 

Foote into the character of Susan Burling Ward? 

Stegner: Rodman Paul is the grandnephew of Mary Hallock Foote. He was 

mad at me, as a matter of fact. Not all the family were. But he got 

upset at something. Between us, welve more or less revived Molly Foote, 

though. She was dead as a doornail before we began working on those 

papers. 

Interviewer: But Paul was editing the autobiography, right? 

Stegner: Yes, but there were two manuscripts. One, I think, is at the 

Huntington Library now, and one is at Stanford. 11m not sure which is 

earlier. I think the longer one, which he used. Mary Foote tried, when 

she was unable to sell the longer one, to cut it down to make it more 

palatable to the publisher. And thatls probably the one we have at 

Stanford. It could be checked out. I can get the papers down here. 

Interviewer: Did you know he was working on the papers? 
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Stegner: I didn't know he was working on the papers, but I did know he 

was related to her. 

Interviewer: So you didn't know he was working on the autobiography? 

Stegner: Not when I •.• see, I published the book, I finished writing 

the book in the summer of 1970, and his was copyrighted in 1972. I don't 

know how long he worked on it, but essentially I quit working on the 

papers in 1968 or 1969. I copied them all and took them to Vermont and 

spent one whole summer doing nothing but reading those damn letters over 

and over, just to see what kind of book was in them. I knew there was a 

book there, but I wasn't quite sure what it was. I had thought of 

writing her biography, as apparently he was doing. I decided, quite 

frankly, that she wasn't worth a biography. She wasn't an important 

enough literary person, though she was pretty good. And her art was hard 

to judge, because she drew so commonly, particularly in later life, 

directly onto wood blocks, so that there are no originals. Everything is 

a copy, a printed version of the original. The originals are copper 

plates or wood blocks, and some of those, I think are at the Huntington. 

But all live ever seen of her art is in publications like Century and 

Scribners. So I decided against writing a biography. I wanted her to 

cast a bigger shadow than that interesting but rather modest success that 

she had had as a Victorian gentlewoman with gifts. So I began to think 

novel. And it took quite a lot of reading through the papers and 

absorbing them and finding out where they said something between the 

lines. And where I deliberately wanted to change, where I decided I 
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really didn't want to follow the life, then I changed. It's always more 

fun when you can make up the life. I borrowed an awful lot from hers. 

The whole structure of the novel can be found in her papers. Except the 

Lyman Ward part, which is all invention. I really didn't want to write a 

simple, one-track triangle story, either, or a story about the winning of 

the west. I wanted history to reverberate with the present. So, that's 

why Lyman Ward got invented: so that he and his grandmother could play 

back and forth. 

Interviewer: Oh, yes. Hawthorne's problem again: lack of a usable 

past. That's still a real problem for most writers in the contemporary 

West. 

Stegner: Particularly to the West, because we've given our heart to the 

foolish Old West myth so wholly, so much so that we think of that as our 

history, which it isn't. 

Interviewer: Not at all? 

Stegner: I never knew any ••• yes, I did. I knew one gunfighter. He 

was killed by a Mountie in the streets of Shonovan up in Saskatchewan. 

And he really wasn't a gunfighter, he was just a Montana cowpuncher who 

got a little drunk and carried a gun against regulations and the Mountie 

shot him. 



Interviewer: Let's come back to this subject. You've written several 

kinds of books: straight fiction, fictional biography, and biography. 

Isn't a biography really fiction? 
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Stegner: There's certainly a large component of invention that goes into 

any biography: if nothing else, selection, because simply by selection 

you begin to change the reality. Malcom Cowley wrote me a note. He 

didn't like Bernard DeVoto very well, but he liked the biography. He 

said, "What you've written is a novel." I guess it probably is, although 

I was staying with the facts, so far as I could find them out. And I 

didn't even speculate very much about motivation and so on, unless I knew 

from letters or from talking to Benny--or having talked to him or his 

wife or some other source--about what he was feeling at a particular 

time. I wouldn't say there's any invention of fact in The Uneasy Chair, 

but there's certainly some invention in what you might call the 

storyline. It's all suggested in the life, and it's all essentially 

there, but you can certainly firm that line up and maybe make that book 

from DeVoto's rebellion against Ogden, Utah, and his going East to make 

his fortune in the land of brains and intelligence. 

Interviewer: But whether writing fictional biography or straight 

biography, a writer has to accept certain "givens," doesn't he? 

Stegner: Mary Hallock Foote didn't die until she was 92. And I wasn't 

going to follow her life that long. That's one of the reasons I had to 

give her a catastrophe. Her daughter didn't drown in a ditch at all at 
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the age of five or six. She died of a ruptured appendix at seventeen. 

So there was that tragedy in her life. This was a favorite daughter and 

so on. But I just moved it back and drowned the poor child like a kitten 

a little younger. That's all right, I think. I wasn't writing 

biography, I was writing a novel. Then I told her granddaughter, who had 

given me the papers, I wanted to write a novel, and she said, "Fine, 

sure, do what you want." But then that made a problem for my 

acknowledgement, because I couldn't say, "Thanks to the Foote family for 

the use of this material," because that would have led all kinds of 

people to believe that the book was frankly autobiographical, which some 

still believe anyway. For the same reason, they believe every narrator I 

invent is me. They can't read books any other way, I think. 

Interviewer: Isn't the process of writing itself a theme in your 

fiction? 

Stegner: Angle of Repose, a good part of it, the whole Lyman Hard part, 

is about process, the process that a Ph.D. candidate would go through 

digging out the stuff for his dissertation. It's essentially literary 

detective work, library research, it's called "survey." That process is 

there, and I used it, quite frankly, as the framework for that whole 

element of the story. The Uneasy Chair was a pretty straightforward kind 

of biographical investigation, complicated by the fact that I had known 

Benny DeVoto very well. It's always more difficult to write about 

somebody you know well. For one thing, it presents you with the problems 

of how much to tell: things that are nobody's damn business, and you 
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don't want to embarrass your friends or your friend's wife or your 

friend's family with something that has nothing to do with the main 

subject you1re writing about. In my case, it was Benny's career, the way 

his head worked, and what he did with his head. He was a kind of 

neurotic, and he did some kind of silly things in his life, but it didn't 

seem to me it was essential to spell out all the silly things. So in a 

sense I suppose I can be called a whitewasher. 

Interviewer: You mean that what you1ve written of DeVoto is not the life 

of Bernard DeVoto but rather a life. I could come along and do some 

detective work and write another life, right? 

Stegner: Sure. 

Interviewer: There was a problem in writing about DeVoto because you 

were so close, then? 

Stegner: And I didn't want to leave out his warts, because he was all 

warts. And you have to be honest without being unkind, I think, honest 

without being a muckraker. There isn't an awful lot of muck in his life 

to rake, but wherever there was, r didn't even want to know about it, 

especially. He was susceptible to infatuations with young women, which 

never came to anything, but it made him look silly. He kind of had that 

Hand Maiden myth in his mind, and some violet-eyed dowry was always 

leading him by the hand and bathing his brow in his imagination. Which 

you could make a lot of, if you wanted to, or nothing. Maybe I made a 
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little bit of it. A lot of the Kate Stern thing, if you remember, was 

like that. A tubercular girl, she was made to order for Benny, because 

she appealed to every sentimental cell in him. Nice girl, doomed, it was 

a touching situation. He wrote that girl two or three letters a week for 

ten or twelve years, and he took down his hair with her much more than he 

did with most of his close friends. A lot of the way I know some 

intimate things about him came to me from those letters, which are sealed 

now. They're nobody's business. We thought there might be a book in 

those letters, because it is sort of a touching situation. Never met 

her. But I think it would not be a good thing to publish. 

Interviewer: Why? 

Stegner: Simply because he couldn't help being fatuous, given the 

situation. Seeing himself in sort of self-congratulatory postures, 

looking after this poor girl and being fatherly--he fancied the fatherly 

pose--instructing her in all the arts of life and imagination and being 

kindly and benevolent and the rest. She adored him, obviously, but he 

was a little fatuous. She wouldn't have noticed it, but an outsider 

does. 

Interviewer: Or an insider. But how do you know when you look at the 

leavings from a life whether to write the novel or the biography? 

Couldn't \'/e say the same thing of DeVoto that you said of Mary Foote? Is 

he really important enough for a biography? I mean, it's true that 

DeVoto wrote novels, but when we read them now •.• 
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Stegner: No. DeVoto really was a voice. He was not only a 

representative and vocal westerner, who spoke from a western point of 

view in places where that was not particularly popular or understood, but 

who also, as in the land-grab situation in '47, did a vast public service 

and who, as the editor or the writer of "The Uneasy Chair" for a little 

more than twenty years, was a voice that people harkened to and listened 

to and went to Harper's to read every month. I think he probably spoke 

more people's minds than Molly Foote did, and while you can't make him 

significant in the way Franklin Delano Roosevelt was, one could choose to 

do that kind of a biography. I think DeVoto's biography is legitimate in 

many ways, because he does throw a shadow longer than himself. That 

would be my test on Molly Foote, too. I wanted her to throw a shadow 

longer than herself. If I'd have left her biographical, she wouldn't 

have. 

Interviewer: But couldn't you have done the same thing with DeVoto? 

Stegner: A novel about him? I suppose I could. 

Interviewer: I wonder, for example, if it isn't really the writing that 

casts the shadow you're talking about rather than the life. 

Stegner: I don't know. I got an awful lot of grateful letters on that 

biography of Benny. All kinds of people who had lived by his word were 

grateful to have him nailed up there on a pedestal of sorts, and just 

yesterday, as a matter of fact, somebody sent me a manuscript whose 
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burden, in effect, was, IIWhere are you nO\I/, DeVoto, now that we need 

yoU?1I And I think DeVoto was a public force. He knew a lot of quite 

important men and influenced them. He influenced Adlai stevenson, for 

instance, and if Stevenson had happened to become president, DeVoto would 

have been--

Interviewer: I would have voted for him. 

Stegner: Yes, so would ••• but you didnlt have a chance to! 

Interviewer: No. But I remember my parents. Stevenson was the man. 

Stegner: Well, we missed it. 

Interviewer: How much contemporary writing do you read now? 

Stegner: I find myself, in the last fifteen or twenty years, getting 

more and more to the position where I read only what I have to read in 

order to write what I have to write if 11m doing any journalism or 

historical jobs or anything like that. And then Jill get a spell, as you 

do. Somebody will put me on a judging board for the Pulitzer Prize or 

the Book Award or something, and 1111 have to read 200 novels in six 

months. And that gets to be bedlam. I donlt see very many novels that I 

want to read in the current marketplace. I want to read Saul Bellowls. 

I understand itls dull, but hels never unintelligent. He may be a little 

short on movement. Johnny Cheever has a new one, a little one. I donlt 
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know what else I would feel I have to read. Maybe Tom McGuane, who used 

to be a student here, though I haven't found myself enchanted with the 

last couple. Too clever. 

Interviewer: Speaking of cleverness and Tom McGuane, have you seen the 

recent piece in the New York Times entitled "New Writers of the Purple 

Sage"? It lists you as Bill Stegner, Dean of Western American Writers. 

Photo of McGuane in a big cowboy hat against the backdrop of the Montana 

skyline. 

Stegner: Well, the caption was not very flattering. But the selection 

of people, many of whom had been Stegner fellows, I had to feel good 

about. Momaday's an Indian, all right, but a good writer, too. Ed Abbey 

is somebody that you've got to pay attention to. But the essential 

problem, as you say, is still with us. And the editor who got that 

picture of McGuane or probably posed the picture himself is perpetuating 

precisely the kind of thing that makes western writing second rate. 

think the guy who wrote the piece had never read anything of mine except 

probably that essay called "Born a Square," which ends, I think, with a 

kind of prediction that sooner or later somebody will have to do for the 

West what Faulkner did for the South before the West will ever be 

accepted as a place where you can write books. I wasn't so terribly 

pleased with being "the Dean of Western Writers." 

Interviewer: On that note, I think I'll leave so you can go to your 

reception for Ansel Adams. 
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Stegner: I'm sorry I can't offer you something to eat. My chores after 

five are to go by the grocery store. As you can see, one of the things 

we don't live next door to is the corner drug or the corner grocery 

store. So that every time you do go to get something, you have to go when 

you're absolutely out. I hate to waste the gasoline. 

Interviewer: Good for you. 
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III 

Like the second interview, the following conversations with Stegner 

took place at his home in Los Altos Hills, California. Much had changed 

in the five years since I had last visited him, including the landscape. 

When Stegner and his wife, Mary, moved into their hilltop home back in 

the late 1940 ' s, the surrounding hills were bereft of human habitations. 

Even in March of 1982, the view from the Stegner's deck through the oaks 

had revealed open spaces and woodlands. By 1987, however, houses--some 

of them the size of European castles--seemed literally to hang from the 

hills. What had once been rural lands were now clearly suburban 

developments. This change was the first that I noticed as I drove up 

South Fork Lane on the blacktop beneath the canopy of hardwoods. 

I had just come from the Tucson Writer's Conference and a series of 

extraordinary talks with playwright August Wilson and poets Brenda 

Hillman, Gerald Stern, and Ellen Bryant Voigt. My staff position at the 

conference in Tucson afforded me the luxury of conducting a second 

"follow-up" interview at the request of The Paris Review. Managing 

Editor Jean McCullough wanted to make sure that any published interview 

included discussions of Stegner's then forthcoming novel, Crossing to 

Safety. Stegner had mailed me an early copy of the manuscript that he 

sent to his editor, Sam Vaughn, at Random House. At that point, Stegner 

had titled the novel Amicitia--the Latin word for "friendship." I had 

read the novel enthusiastically in one sitting and welcomed the 

opportunity to discuss it with him. 

As usual, Stegner was cooperative and invited me to stay as his 

guest in his home. This pleased me because I was particularly anxious to 
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meet his wife, Mary. During the time when our son, Myrlin, was 

hospitalized for heart surgery, Mary had called to check on his progress 

and offer encouragement. In preparing for the interview, I had recently 

reread the novel manuscript with its convincing portrait of Sally Morgan, 

the narrator's wife. In the novel, Sally contracts polio during a 

camping trip, and because the fictional Sally Morgan seemed to share so 

many characteristics with the Mary Stegner I had come to be acquainted 

with on the telephone, I half expected to be greeted at the Stegner door 

by a crippled woman on crutches. Instead, I met a lively, vibrant woman, 

small and energetic, with outstretched hand that pulled me gently but 

firmly inside. She greeted me with a pleasant smile and made an excuse 

for the absence of her husband, who happened to be in the study at the 

moment but would soon join us. She offered me something to drink: 

water? juice? I declined. 

As well as I could, I drank in my surroundings. To my immediate 

left a large bowl from a New Mexico pueblo--probably Acoma or 

Zuni--graced the top of a room divider. Next to it stood a small 

modernist metal sculpture. In front of me was the living room. To my 

immediate right, a large dark piano and beyond that the formal dining 

room. The bookshelves in the living room ran all the way to the 

ceiling--and the ceilings in the house were unusually high. Directly in 

front of me across the open space of the living room lay a wall of glass, 

and a rather extensive one. The effect was that of being in a tree 

house, since the curtains were open and the huge trees surrounding the 

Stegner deck invited the illusion of great height. In reality, as I 
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would discover later, the hill beyond the deck dropped straight off, with 

the result that the tops of some trees below tipped my vision. 

IIPlease," Mary said. IISit down. Make yourself at home. Wally will 

be right with you." 

And he was. 

He came in through the dining room entrance, greeted me, shook my 

hand, and told me to unpack my belongings in the guestroom down the 

hallway left of the entrance. Then he went with me to the car to fetch 

them. 

Most of the next two days we spent in the study: a building apart 

from the house and furnished with a small wood-burning stove. Here, too, 

were shelves and shelves of books--a library that would be the envy of 

any American reader, especially those interested in history and the 

environment, literature and the social sciences. The stove sat directly 

opposite the sliding glass doorway, and to the right of it Stegner's 

desk--neat and uncluttered. Behind his desk, a manual typewriter; above 

the typewriter, black and white portraits of Frost and DeVoto. Honorary 

degrees, memberships, and awards and certificates also hung on the wall 

directly behind and on either side of the desk. 

Breakfast in the Stegner house came at 6:00 a.m., and lunch promptly 

at noon. He dressed for dinner, and Mary and I enjoyed a cocktail but 

Stegner refused. He twice mentioned to me that he had given up liquor. 

We devoted the whole of two mornings to our recorded conversations. 

While we spoke, Stegner sometimes lit a chocolate-colored cheroot. 

Between recordings, we stepped outside into the rainy winter air where vie 

stretched and continued to talk informally. Afternoons, we gave to mild 
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exercise. During one of them, we shoveled manure into a wheelbarrow he 

permitted me to push uphill to the lemon trees that were then bearing 

fruit. On another occasion, we ran errands in the car and went for a 

walk. 

The poet John Daniel and his wife, Marilyn, joined us for dinner the 

second evening. The couple were renting a hillside cottage from the 

Stegners while John finished his graduate degree at Stanford and Marilyn 

supported them with her work as an environmental engineer. I teased John 

and Stegner gently about the University of Arizona/Stanford basketball 

game that had been televised the night before. Stegner had turned it on 

for me in the study where I was working on an article, and he had watched 

part of it himself on the black and white set in the living room. During 

dinner, he led the conversation, and several times affected accents and 

dialects as naturally as a mockingbird, all to the delight of the 

company. 

During our recording sessions, however, Stegner spoke as he had 

before: in deliberate, even tones. Those tones were serious and 

reflective, although not altogether without humor. 

I came away from my brief glimpse into Stegner's life at Los Altos 

Hills exhiliarated and spent the next two weeks editing and trying to 

condense all three interviews into one piece suitable for publication in 

The Paris Review. Upon reflection, it is clear to me that Stegner had 

thought carefully about the questions that I had sent him prior to my 

visit, but it is important to emphasize, too, that he permitted me to ask 

them out of order and to create new topics extemporaneously. For me this 

was the most satisfying of all the interviews we have conducted, 

---- - ----- -----
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including those more recent ones I have recorded on the telephone. I 

felt more confident with Stegner in these sessions than in the previous 

ones, perhaps because I was better prepared. He also seemed to be more 

open and at ease with me. 



Wallace Stegner Interview 

3 January 1987 

Los Altos Hills, California 

Interviewer: As a writer, do you consciously go in search of book 

projects? How did your new novel, Crossing to Safety, begin? What 

triggered your responses? 
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Stegner: No. I don't go in search of projects. Sometimes they appear 

before my eyes, and sometimes they grow over a long period of time as I 

brood about something. Sometimes I know there's a book there, and I have 

to hunt through an awful lot of research materials, as I did with Angle 

of Repose, which we've spoken of before. That was a very gradual 

process. I have started books without knowing where they were going to 

end, too. That's more dangerous. But in the case of Crossing to Safety, 

the book just grew, more or less, through a lot of personal experience in 

Vermont, and, to a smaller extent, in Wisconsin, and to a small extent, 

in Italy. Those places seemed to me places where what was gradually 

developing in my mind could find a home. That's how the book came about. 

And it took a long time. I had to do it by trial and error, and I was 

years getting it finally sorted out. It's not a conscious process. 

Interviewer: Was there any point where you definitely knew this project 

was a novel? 
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Stegner: I knew from the beginning it was going to be a book. You have 

that feeling. It's like having a fish on. You know when it's an old 

boot and when it's a fish. But I didn't know what the book was. I've 

got piles of manuscript over there, eight and ten inches high, of stuff 

that's been written and tossed aside in the process of finding out. At 

several points the novel was going in entirely different directions. It 

had different characters from those that now appear, more characters, 

episodes that never got into the book at all. It started in a different 

place. It proceeded toward a different ending. As it worked out, the 

book compacted itself into a single day, and in the course of that single 

day, it gave me the opportunity to recapitulate four lives--the 

companionship, at least, of those two couples, the Morgans and the Langs. 

In the beginning, when I began the novel, both of the well-to-do couple, 

the Langs, were dead. I had the Morgans going back to the funeral of the 

second one. It finally wound up that the Morgans go back for the death 

of the first one, and we have the second one more or less in limbo. I 

ended by concentrating on one critical day. 

Interviewer: Do you know in your own mind, then, all of the raw material 

from which this novel is made? 

Stegner: Some of the novel, of course, is close to personal experience. 

The experience of the Morgans, the New Mexico couple, the unadvantaged 

pair, draws to some extent upon my experience and my wife's, although she 

never contracted polio and is not crippled for life. Many of the 

disasters that I visited upon her never happened to her but have happened 
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to people we knew. I've known enough people with polio to know how often 

the disease seems to enlarge the humanity of the people who have it. It 

not only gives them health of a fragile kind until they collapse 

entirely, but it also does something to their souls, I think. I did want 

to write up particularly one woman whom we knew. She became close to 

saintly as a result of having had polio. That isn't personal experience 

exactly, but I've witnessed it. Other things in the book--Madison, 

Wisconsin in the Depression, sharing an office with William Ellery 

Leonard, the business of the over-achiever--that is all out of my own 

experience. I taught at Wisconsin for two years, and I stole a few 

details for the novel. I could have put that whole thing at a university 

like Michigan or Minnesota or Ohio State, some midwestern school that I 

didn't know as well. But I saw no reason to do so, since Wisconsin did 

leave a lot of echoes in my head. 

Interviewer: Why set so much of the novel in Vermont? 

Stegner: Why not? I set it there because Vermont is a place I know, and 

I like to write about places I know. Moreover, there was a Thoreauvian 

impulse in Sid Lang, one of my characters in this book, and Vermont is a 

good place to play Thoreau. It would have been a different book and the 

impulse would have been different if I hadn't laid it in New England, I 

think, because Sid's background--though he comes from Pittsburgh--is 

essentially shaped by a New England conscience, a New England cultural 

conscience, that personal culture Emerson and Thoreau talked about, the 

business of constantly trying to make yourself the best you can be. 
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That's not Western in any sense. It's actually Trancendentalist, I 

suppose. So I used Vermont for a number of reasons: (1) I knew it; and 

(2) it seemed to match the characters I was shaping. 

Interviewer: Is the new novel in any way a departure from your earlier 

fiction? 

Stegner: You seem to have it in mind that I generally write about the 

West, which is true enough. But I would hate to be imprisoned in it. 

Interviewer: No. I have it in mind that you are an American writer, 

maybe even a world writer. 

Stegner: Yes. I do know some parts of the world. I laid half of The 

Spectator Bird in Denmark, half of it right here. Other books I have set 

in other parts of the country, and books like Angle of Repose and ~ 

Rock Candy Mountain have covered quite a lot of ground. In this case, I 

was once again simply creating what seemed to me a fitting background for 

the story and the people that were taking shape in my head, relying, as 

it seems I must, on personal experience to some extent. 

Interviewer: In writing Crossing to Safety, did you confront any 

technical challenges you had never faced before? 
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Stegner: There were problems in this book, partly because it's a very 

quiet book. Not much happens in it. It contains none of the things that 

seem to be essential for contemporary novels. 

Interviewer: Well, it's not sensational ••• 

Stegner: And not very active. Much of what goes on goes on in the mind, 

in memory. I was doing something that I would have advised almost any 

student of mine not to do: I let nearly the whole book happen in one 

head, during the course of one day. There's a little bit of front-stage 

action during the day, but most of the book curls back and picks up the 

past. That's a problem. It's a problem to do it without being dull. 

It's a problem to do it without being slow and tedious. I don't know if 

I succeeded or not. But I had to work on that problem constantly to keep 

the storyline from appearing to sag and go nowhere. It had to have some 

forward motion. It had to have some draft. That's a technical problem: 

by the pure force of the writing to create a sense of involvement in real 

events. Also, the problem of how to get into the space of one day the 

essence of four lives is not small. I had done something like that 

before but never in such a concentrated way. 

Interviewer: Yes, in Recapitulation. But aren't these two dramatically 

different novels, thematically as well as technically? 

Stegner: Well, Larry Morgan is another person entirely from Bruce Mason. 

Bruce Mason is remembering the kind of bruising childhood that leaves him 
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spiritually limping in Recapitulation: the dominant father and all the 

unhappy childhood, which really comes out of The Big Rock Candy Mountain. 

That experience is very different from the experience of somebody like 

Larry Morgan who grows up in a lower-middle class household as the son of 

an Albuquerque, New Mexico, mechanic, as a child whose family have always 

been helpful, friendly, supportive, but are now simply wiped out. Larry 

is an orphan, as Bruce Mason is, but an orphan without so many traumata, 

without, I think, the spiritual injuries that the ambassador in 

Recapitulation has. It's a different mind. In making fiction, one of 

the things a writer must do is to make absolutely certain that he knows 

the mind he's dealing through. In Recapitulation, I was dealing in third 

person, but through a particular memory and a particular mind. Here I'm 

dealing in first person, and I have to try to become that person as far 

as possible. If I succeed, I get the tone of voice and the quality of 

mind that will persuade a reader to see and hear a real and credible 

human being, not a mouthpiece or a construct. If fiction is going to be 

successful, Henry James said, it depends helplessly upon that sense of 

reality. 

Interviewer: Verisimilitude. You have to convince the reader that the 

world the reader is entering is the real world and not the world of dream 

or memory only. Is that it? 

Stegner: I believe the real world exists. I haven't any philosophical 

doubts about that. Moreover, before you can convince the reader, you 

have to convince yourself that, in effect, you have invaded and become 
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the person youlre speaking through. Every morning you have to read over 

what you did yesterday, and if it doesnlt persuade you, it has to be 

redone. Sometimes it takes me three hours in the morning to get over the 

feeling that live been wasting my time for the past week and that 

everything live written up to that point is drivel. Until I can convince 

myself that I am speaking in the plausible, believable voice of the 

person I have invented, I canlt go on. So the first job is to convince 

yourself, the second is to convince the reader. If you do the first, the 

second more or less follows. 

Interviewer: In Crossing to Safety, you seem to have created fiction 

from what, in earlier books, you often threw away. 11m thinking, for 

instance, of Sid and Charity lang, two characters that seem marvelously 

free to make unimpeded moral choices that sometimes form crucial moments 

in the novel. While they have familial responsibilities, neither has any 

money problems. like certain James characters, Sid and Charity can 

afford to move at will through the world you have created for them. I 

donlt know if therels a question here, but lid like a response. 

Stegner: No. Youlre absolutely right. I was deliberately making Sid 

and Charity people with all the advantages and all the freedoms of Henry 

James characters, not to emphasize a moral choice, as James often does. 

but to illustrate how, with everything going for them, these two people 

could get in each otherls road. Their relationship, the thing that means 

the most to each of them, is actually an impediment to them both. That 

difficulty has something to do with the original title of the manuscript 
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I sent you, Amicitia, with friendship; it has something to do with what 

personal relations do to people who would otherwise seem completely 

untrammeled. This girl, Charity, for instance, is a most generous, 

outgoing, willing and helpful kind of person. She wants to do well. She 

wants to do good. She is implacably generous, implacably good-willed, 

and it's the implacability of her goodness that ultimately brings down 

the house. You can call it a fault. You can call it a tragic flaw. You 

can call it whatever you want. It's part of her nature, which she is 

never going to get over and cannot possibly control. She is born to 

rule the roost. Even when she's doing the friendliest, most generous 

things, she's going to do them her way. She can't help doing them that 

way, and her good will can be disastrous. It's a rueful kind of message 

to make a novel out of. 

Interviewer: You're also flip-flopping traditional roles the culture 

advocates for each of the sexes, aren't you? 

Stegner: I think a lot of New England women are a little bit like 

Charity. Not, perhaps, in that extreme shape, but there have been many 

very able and rather dominant women in New England history, possibly 

because, as suggested in the book, so many New England men went first 

to the gold rush, then to the Civil War, and never came back. A lot of 

women were left alone in New England towns. I don't know whether you 

know the stories of Mary Wilkins Freeman and people like that. Stories 

like "A New England Nun," about the Old-Maid-ism in New England, about 

women left behind by men who went elsewhere--to sea--went wherever they 
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went. It's a common New England story from mid-nineteenth century up to 

well past the Civil War. These women had their own culture and 

cultivation, but the men who remained or came in were likely to be people 

of another culture--or of a lower social class. There was simply, for 

many superior women, no adequate supply of men. Necessity bred a certain 

amount of self-sufficiency among New England women; Jive known a lot of 

them. Charity I made into quite an extreme case because I was trying to 

say something about the rueful underside of friendship, affection, love. 

Some people who have read the manuscript think of Charity as a monster. 

I didn't and don't think of her as a monster at all. I think of her as a 

prisoner of her own nature. 

Interviewer: Can we properly speak of traditional forms in fiction in 

the same sense that we can speak of traditional forms in poetry? 

Probably not. But how can we or should we think of form in terms of 

fiction? 

Stegner: Sonnets and rondels, no. But it seems to me every story has 

its own form, which can't be imposed upon the material but must be 

discovered within it. I don't believe, for instance, in such a thing as 

an all-inclusive form at all, because I don't think there is such a thing 

in philosophy, either. I don't believe in method makers, system makers; 

it doesn't seem to me that life conforms to systems. Only systems 

conform to systems. The people who feel compelled to make systems, 

whether out of philosophy or out of human life, or out of words, are 

deluding themselves. I would rather follow the flow of life as it 



happens rather than of life as I can imagine it to be. I don't think 

straight jackets are the way to get at fiction. I would rather define 

the novel as Stendahl did, as a mirror in the roadway. That goes far 

enough for me. Whatever happens in the road is going to happen in the 

mirror, too. You can't systematize that. 
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Interviewer: Then what about genres? Or what about the form of allegory 

you apparently employ against itself in the new novel: the man in the 

roadway with the mangled hand, the two Christs? You recall the section 

of the new book I'm referring to, don't you? 

Stegner: Well, there are two gardens of Eden, too. Allegory, hardly. 

That's just a glancing metaphor I'm employing there. I certainly don't 

intend any kind of Faerie Queen kind of allegory. It does seem to me 

that when people find themselves in a beautiful natural setting like the 

one in the novel, and things are going well, and they love what they are 

doing and the people they are with, then inevitably some k1nd of garden 

myth arises in their heads. This is paradise, this is the best it's ever 

been. It's hard to speak of such experiences in any other terms than the 

paradisiac terms of the garden. But I certainly didn't--

Let's start over. There is a snake in there. I mention a snake. 

But again, it's not an allegory. All allegory is a system. This is a 

metaphor. 
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Interviewer: Maybe. What about the working man with the mangled hand 

who at once embodies the spirit of the place and possesses the very eyes 

of those we see in the two Pierro de la Francesca paintings of Christ? 

Stegner: I may have a hard time convincing you of this, but those 

elements worked their way into the novel, not because I wanted an 

allegory in there. Those experiences happened. Gubbio, Italy, when we 

visited, was an untouched, virtually Medieval town, beautiful, the same 

town where Zefferelli filmed Romeo and Juliet. The scenes in question 

are actually a close representation of personal experience, including the 

guy with the mangled hand. We were driving through the Apenines and came 

upon an accident where there had been a rock slide. We took the injured 

man to his village--he wouldn't let us take him to a doctor. He just put 

his hand up against his chest and marched up the hill. We were left 

confused, wondering what we should have done and could have done, and 

nothing we could conceive of could we have done because he wouldn't have 

let us. And also, if you know Pierro de la Francesca's painting, you 

know why I gave the injured workman those eyes. It's not invented 

purposefully. It is seized upon. The other day I quoted you Picasso--"I 

don't seek, I find." ~/ell, here's something I found. It was there in my 

experience and my memory and it suited the circumstance, and I could make 

something of it. 

But the direction from which the writing is approached does make a 

difference. I don't think of myself as an allegorist at all, and I 

shudder when you suggest I am. Any writer has to be able to perceive 

meaning in what he is writing, to select from what he knows in order to 
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illuminate meaning, but the self-conscious Hawthornian kind of allegory 

is something that has never appealed to me. It seems to me meaning ought 

to arise spontaneously just as things cast a shadow in the sun. To 

impose meaning is a falsification, even when youlre as good as Hawthorne. 

Interviewer: Still, judging by the whole body of your fiction, you seem 

to me a highly self-conscious novelist. I mean that as a compliment, 

although I don't think youlre going to take it as one. 

Stegner: That depends on what you mean by "self-conscious." I think 11m 

not careless, and I don't like to write things that fail to cast any 

shadow at all. On the other hand, I do, as I said, like to follow the 

flow of what I perceive to be the reality of observed life. I don't like 

to risk messing with that. If 11m lucky, things will come together. Let 

me give you now a little extra. 

That Italian section was the last piece of the novel, practically, 

that I wrote. I inserted it. I simply stuck it in because it seemed to 

me there was a part of their lives undealt with, a gap there that needed 

to be closed. And I have lived in Italy, and have had some of this 

experience. Italy seemed to me a place where I could play variations on 

the theme of companionship--again isolated, almost as in the Vermont 

woods, because the Morgans and the Langs are strangers in a foreign 

country. In Italy, also, I could emancipate this unlucky boy from New 

Mexico and his crippled wife into something that they might, with another 

kind of luck, have had easy and early. I wanted to give them a kind of 

break that would put them on something like an even keel with the people 
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they had always thought of as their benefactors and friends. To do that, 

I invented these Italian scenes, and I invented them pretty much out of 

memory; for instance, the business of getting up very early to watch the 

market carts coming down the Lungarno. i didn't wake up. My wife, Mary, 

woke up, and then woke me up, and so we went out to look; that scene 

comes straight out of memory based on what we saw. So does the business 

of the visit to Borgo San Sepolcro and the looking at the Piero 

paintings. So with the man on the road with the smashed hand. So, even, 

the standard tourist business of going and turning on the lights in the 

Carmine to look at the "Expulsion from the Garden" of Masaccio. These 

are all common tourist experiences. They were great to Larry and Sally 

Morgan because this was the first time they were out of the prison that 

polio had created for them. All of that Italian action wrote itself 

pretty fast. But none of it was designed to bring in crucifixion 

problems. Those just happened, and they happened, I think, happily 

enough. They seemed to fit, and since they did, I put them in. I didn't 

go after them. I found them. That's a long answer. 

Interviewer: We've talked before about the confusion that arises when 

your readers fail to distinguish between author and narrator. Who knows? 

Maybe you could straighten those readers out once and for all. 

Stegner: What does Wallace Stegner have to do with it? The very fact 

that some of my experience goes into the book is all but inescapable, and 

true for almost any writer I can name. Which is real and which invented 

is (a) nobody's business and (b) a rather silly preoccupation and (c) 
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impossible to answer. By the time I'm through converting my life to 

fiction it's half fiction at least and maybe more. People come to me yet 

and say, "Oh, it's too bad about your son who drowned on that surfing 

accident." Because some of All the Little Live Things reflects my 

immediate circumstances, they assume all of it does. People ought to 

learn to read better than that. The kind of ~ ~ clef reading which 

determines the biographical fact extracted from fiction is not a good way 

to read. Read the fiction. The life, like all kinds of other things, is 

just raw material for the fiction. Insofar as the life is usable, it's 

used; insofar as it's unusable, something else is used. When I get 

through a book that involves some aspects of my own experience, as this 

new one does, I often don't know myself what I invented and what I 

didn't. 

Interviewer: Is that because you have made the experience real? 

Stegner: It's because I have thought my way into it in fictional terms. 

Yes. But I never want the end product to be taken as autobiography or 

biography. Because it isn't. No. The moment I would begin to say, 

"This fictional person is so-and-so," I would be lying in my teeth. My 

fictional people are no more real people than Larry Morgan is me. They 

are constructs with some relations and some roots in real life, but they 

are certainly not people. If I said they were people, real people would 

begi n to say, "Well, you did me wrong," and they woul d have every reason 

to say so. But as long as my characters are constructs and understood to 
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experience for fictional purposes--and I hope transformed them. 
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Interviewer: My own limited experience in creating fiction tells me I 

have no choice but to draw upon my own experience as well as that of my 

friends, parents, children, if I am going to shape character. Almost 

everything I write seems literally to be co-written. When it comes right 

down to it, I sometimes feel as if I am stealing. 

Stegner: Let me tell you something about stealing. You can't steal 

anything that isn't already yours--in a literary way. If you can 

surround it, understand it, comprehend it, it's yours, unless you steal 

word for word--which is another matter. If the material is yours and it 

fits your concepts and the growing pattern in a novel, then it's already 

yours. 

Interviewer: Crossing to Safety is about the abiding friendship of two 

couples, and, to some degree, two American families. Hhat holds and 

finally binds this western family and this eastern family together in 

your mind: their similarities or dissimilarities? 

Stegner: Both. The thing that brings them together in the first place 

is the annealing force of a university faculty, the collegiality of a 

shared workplace and shared work. Any workplace is where you meet the 

people you're probably going to be with during a spell of your life. The 

two men are both trained for that particular job, they have been run 
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through the same computer, organized for the study and teaching of 

literature. I even make a little fun of that. It's a way of making your 

head work in cliches, a way of filling you with echoes. I suppose Sid 

Lang is fuller of echoes than Larry Morgan is, but when they find that 

fantastic marble fun house in the mountains, it's Larry's head that 

Coleridge invades. The two men are programmed in the same way. Here we 

are talking about similarities. 

They are different men in the sense that one of them is western, one 

eastern, one is a producer and one a consumer. One is a writer, and the 

other is a reader. Both are necessary in the world. But the reader 

would like to be a writer, and so there's a tinge of envy in his 

friendship. The writer would like to be rich. There's a tinge of envy 

in his. Each has something the other would like and doesn't have. Those 

are differences. 

A friendship is a very elusive, slippery, multiple kind of 

relationship. Though it may be instantaneous--what happens in half an 

hour may last for life--it is very complex. Your question has to be 

answered with the word both. Both similarities and differences tie them 

together. For one thing, the differences in wealth, in resources, in 

luck, make the western couple for a long time almost pensioners of their 

friends. They hate it, but they would hate it worse if they were 

pensioners of people not their friends. 

The Langs do everything to cover up the fact that they are being 

benefactors, being generous not only with their money but with the way 

they disguise their generosity. Without the generosity of the Langs, 

Larry and Sally Morgan simply couldn't afford to have them as friends. 
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The Langs' wealth is by no means the kind of wealth that goes in for 

elaborate display, conspicuous consumption. In fact, it's an austere, 

New Englandy, inherited wealth with a lot of restrictions on it, wealth 

which chooses to give itself away and disguise itself and do good with 

itself. That kind of wealth does exist. I had to have the difference in 

resources between those two families or the one family couldn't 

demonstrate its qualities as well as I wanted it to. 

Interviewer: What is the basis for friendship? Do we only respond to 

those people who take an interest in us? That's a question your 

narrator, Larry, raises at least once. What's Wallace Stegner's personal 

view? 

Stegner: I was writing that book to try to find out. I'm not sure I 

satisfied myself. It is very clear to me that I will forgive in a friend 

things I would denounce in someone not a friend. So clearly it's not 

actions, it's not what your friends do. It's what your friends are. And 

that is why friendship is as mysterious to me as love. You don't know 

what causes it, but it often happens very swiftly. It's some kind of 

discovery of commonality, of mutual, shared emotions, feelings, not 

necessarily experiences. 

their feelings are alike. 

People's experiences are very different. But 

Friends must have something like the same 

value system. It's hard to know how that reveals itself, unless it 

reveals itself in actions. So here we are back again. Maybe it is what 

they do. I'm not sure I can answer your question at all except to say 

that I think real friendship is relatively rare in most people's lives. 
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You may have hundreds of acquaintances and people that you speak of as 

"friends,1I but the ones you want when the chips are down may be very few 

in number: three or four. And they are likely to last for life. They 

are the people you want to keep track of; if you don't keep track of 

them, and they of you, there's something wrong with the friendship. 

Something has happened to it. 

What causes friendship? know more about what breaks it up. One 

of the things that breaks it up is the fact that the friend you had when 

you were fifteen, let us say, goes on running a service station and you 

take a Ph.D. and go on to teach at Harvard. It's very hard. The 

difficulty may be more from the friend who hasn't moved than from the one 

who has. The one who has moved on may be perfectly willing to come back 

to resume what made them friends at the age of fifteen, but the one who 

didn't is always going to be uneasy because he stayed in that place and 

didn't grow, and he feels the difference. That's an unhappy situation. 

Interviewer: Yeah. Bruce Mason in Recapitulation, for example, never 

actually looks up his old friend, Joe Mulder. He debates with himself, 

but your ambassador finally decides against knocking on that suburban 

Salt Lake City door. 

Stegner: Since I do everything by trial and error, I confess that I 

~/rote scenes in which Bruce rang that doorbell and went on inside and met 

Joe and Joe's wife. 

Interviewer: Pretty awkward, huh? 
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Stegner: Yes. I even experimented with having Joe married to Bruce's 

old girl. Several people have said, "Oh, why didn't you write that?" 

Well, I did. It didn't work. Finally, it just seemed to me that Bruce 

would be afraid. I meant him to be inhibited and maimed in certain ways. 

He never fully recovered from those traumas of his youth. As a matter of 

fact, I had done pretty much the same thing in Angle of Repose when Susan 

heads east from Boise to see her friend, Augusta, and finally, from 

Chicago or somewhere, Susan writes and says, "I can't. It wouldn't be 

me." I must think that happens to people; that's twice I've had friends 

turn away from a reunion after a long period of separation. 

Interviewer: Does it bother you to think you might be repeating 

yourself? 

Stegner: I didn't realize I had repeated myself until this minute. You 

tend to fear repetition when you get to a certain age because you've 

heard so many people tell the same stories, sometimes five times in an 

evening, and you don't want to get that way. In this case, I wasn't 

aware of repeating myself, yet I clearly did. 

Interviewer: How important are literary friendships? How important are 

friends to a writer? 

Stegner: I would hate to think that friends were simply purpose-servers, 

utilitarian. There's no question at all that literary conversation with 

people who know what they're talking about and whose books you have read, 
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with whom you have some kind of friendly occupational relationship, is 

important. When you read a book, you're bound to get a glimpse of people 

that's closer than a lot of the glimpses you get in real life. And so 

literary conversation, the companionship of people of like-minds, is very 

pleasurable. I wouldn't want to think of it strictly as a useful 

business, although once in a while it happens that way. Malcolm Cowley 

has helped me a time or two with his wisdom. 

Interviewer: Do you consider him a friend? 

Stegner: Oh, yes. One of the best. I was writing Wolf Willow, and I 

couldn't make it come together. It was an anthology in the first place. 

And Malcolm said, "Let me look at it," which was very friendly of him, 

and he looked and he said, "You know, I think if you just move this Dump 

Ground chapter from the beginning to the end"--or vice versa, I've 

forgotten which--"the book will come together better." And it did, like 

a puzzle when you find the key piece. I had a blind spot he did not 

have. So there is often a great usefulness in literary friends, but that 

isn't what you have them for. You don't have any friend for anything. 

You just have him. Or her. 

Interviewer: What others do you think of as literary friends? 

Stegner: I don't have many because I haven't lived a literary life. 

Most writers either live in New York or their own pieces of the 

hinterlands. Frank O'Connor was a good and close friend. So is Storm 
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Jameson. But most of my literary friends are friendly acquaintances or 

ex-students--a separate category. 

Interviewer: Do the women in your fiction seem to you stronger than the 

men? Doesn't your fiction address this question frequently? Are women 

stronger than men as a rule? By "stronger" I mean physiologically as 

well as psychologically. I'm thinking, too, of one of your critics who 

claims your novels ~ women but are ultimately about men (a man, 

incidentally). 

Stegner: I wouldn't think such a generalization would be easy. There 

are some women in my fiction, like the discombobulated woman in ~ 

Shooting Star, who are not strong characters. live known a lot of women, 

particularly in the more distant past, not within the last twenty-five 

years, but back a ways: attractive, well-educated, with nothing to do. 

Simply brought up and well-educated to a dead-end. Society wives. That 

kind often end up alcoholics or something else self-destructive. They 

can't be called strong characters. 

I think Elsa in ~ Rock Candy Mountain, who has a good many 

qualities in common with my mother, is a strong character, stronger than 

her husband who is a lot more active and in some ways more imaginative. 

In Angle of Repose I would guess that it's about a stand-off. Susan is 

more talented in many ways than Oliver. She shows off better. But as 

wrote that book, thinking that I was writing about her as a heroine, I 

came to the end of it thinking maybe he is the hero because there is a 
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flaw in her, a flaw of snobbery. She doesn't adequately appreciate the 

kind of person he is, or the kind of work he does. That's a story not 

about either men or women but about a relationship, a novel about a 

marriage. 

This latest novel is, likewise, about a complicated relationship, a 

relationship between two couples. The strongest person in it is 

apparently Charity Lang. Also the most misguided, the one who is 

ultimately her own defeat. But I don't know what strength consists of. 

Actually it takes a good deal of strength to be a Sid. He looks like a 

weakling and gets walked on, and bossed, but he's very, very stable in a 

way, as strong as she is. I don't know. I hope I don't make the kind of 

distinctions between the sexes that would lead me into error. 

I have been lucky, in some ways. My mother was a very strong woman, 

and I got an example of the kind of patience and endurance that even an 

unlucky woman can display. And I was lucky in writing Angle of Repose 

because the record was so complete. I couldn't have been a Victorian 

gentlewoman without taking a lot of material out of the letters of Mary 

Hallock Foote, who was, in her way, a quite remarkable character. So. 

Women sometimes ask me, "How do you know so much about women?" I don't 

know anything about women. 11m writing about people. It's not as if 

only women can write about women or men about men. After all, neither 

Madam Bovary nor Anna Karenina was written by a woman. I know novels 

about men written by women that are perfectly strong and true. I don't 

want to dismiss the sexes or dismantle them. I just don't want to choose 

between them. 
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Interviewer: In your new novel the two couples head off into the Vermont 

wilds anticipating a few days in Paradise. Your character, Charity Lang, 

goes off with Pritchard's Field Guide in one hand and a compass in the 

other, insisting that the trip be conducted "by the book." Charity seems 

to profit little from the experience even after she forces the company 

into a literal quagmire. Are you intentionally throwing kerosene on 

those feminist fires some of your critics seem to be tending? Only men 

belong in the woods? 

Stegn~: No, 11m only writing a book. 11m letting the chips fall where 

they happen to fall. Charity is obviously not all women. She's not even 

very many women. But she is a woman. This woman I conceived of as very 

orderly--extremely organized--she organizes everything, every minute of 

the day. So she would organize the camping trip--and her way of 

organizing the trip would be to go to what she thought was an authority 

and follow the authority. The authority happens to be some half-assed 

boy scout. And she follows the authority into all kinds of preposterous 

situations. 

Interviewer: Yes, but the others let her. 

Stegner: She's not the kind of person you can prevent. But she does, at 

the end of that scene, when she's decided that three minutes over a low 

fire is not going to cook the chicken, admit she's made a mistake. Once 

in a while she can do that, because she's not small. She's just 

organized--over-organized. And dominating. She's the kind of woman who 
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would put her children at the table and say, IIEat that spinach, and don't 

leave the table until you've eaten it.1I The kid could sit there for five 

hours. 

Interviewer: Yes, just as the son, Paul, does in Norman's novel, ~ River 

Runs Through 11. In fact, reading your novel, I kept asking myself the 

same question I asked about Maclean's book, IIDoes this novel have an 

antagonist?1I 

Stegner: No. I don't think it does. Not unless the antagonist is Fate 

or Karma. Character is Fate. The trouble here is that Charity has 

qualities which produce, in different situations, both good and bad. 

Each of the four I suppose has such qualities, but Fate comes in on them. 

Sally contracts polio. I put the polio in partly to show how unselfishly 

generous Charity could be, which she was. I didn't want Charity just 

imposing her will on people and becoming a martinet. Her iron will had 

to have good consequences as well. She stands off the doctors, helps out 

the nurses. She takes Sally to Warm Springs and makes sure that 

treatment gets carried out. So I don't think there is a personalized 

antagonist. The snake that I saw in that Eden was obviously this quality 

in Charity. 

Interviewer: But is Charity capable of love? 

Stegner: I think so, but only from the saddle. 
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Interviewer: For instance, in one of the Wisconsin sections of the 

novel, someone wonders if Charity is capable of picking up one of her own 

children and hugging the child for simply being itself. 

Stegner: I guess I had very clearly in mind a certain Time-Spirit. 

There was a time in the 130 ls when all of the guidebooks for bringing up 

children said, "Donlt baby them. Let them bawl. Donlt pick them up and 

cuddle them." That was literally what the books taught, and Charity 

would have gone to the books. We had this same problem, because the 

books said not to fondle a child, not to pick it up when feeding it, and 

all that. Now the advice is the exact opposite, and itls better advice. 

In the 130 ls Gesell and the others were the authorities that Charity 

would have gone to and she would have followed their advice with 

absolutely scrupulous care. Again there is a kind of New England/Puritan 

rigidity and austerity that I thought matched both the place and the 

time. Capable of love? She might be yearning for this baby all the 

time, but she would think it her duty not to pick it up. 

Interviewer: So there is a point where a writerls consciousness ought to 

take over his intuitive responses, when the character begins to cast a 

longer shadow on the page and assume symbolic values? 11m thinking of 

the evolutionary process: first by accident, then by design. 

Stegner: Oh, I suppose. Again, I would insist that those patterns are 

discovered and not imposed. When a writer finds them he helps them 

along. You would be foolish not to play any scene that is given you to 

--------------------
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play. Benny DeVoto said, in effect, lIyou run out your hits as far as you 

can. You don't stop on second. 1I But the author's 

consciousness--certainly it ought never to be obvious. It's imposed, of 

course it's imposed. But 

the author's view of his own characters may be arrived at through a long 

period of inductive thinking about them. You don't put placards up for 

the reader saying, IIThis is my meaning. 1I 

The whole business of writing is an attempt to arrive at truth 

insofar as you can see it, so far as your capacity to un.earth it permits. 

Truth is to be handled gingerly. That's an egg with a very thin shell. 

I'm not writing fables--where the moral is literally part of the 

form--I'm writing something from which the reader is supposed to deduce 

or induce any moral that's there. The moral value ought to be hiding in 

the material. I think you have to be careful not to manipulate the 

material so that the reader will go confidently to the piano and lift up 

the lid and find the moral you've hidden there for him to find. Any book 

that's worth anything ought to be read and thought over. And when you 

think it over there ought to be something in it by way of truth. I would 

hardly go any further than that. 

Interviewer: Does what you're saying, then, about the author's 

consciousness hold true for the novel's particulars? Can we go back to a 

question I raised the last time we picked up this interview? I pointed 

out to you a few the possibilities for the first name of your narrator, 

Lyman, in Angle of Repose, one of the possibilities being that of a 

IIwhite-washer li or IILie-Man.1I You denied making any conscious association 
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in your own mind. I went back to Tucson, laid out the possibilities to a 

woman I met at a conference, who then unconsciously or consciously 

included them in her article on your book. 

Stegner: I never thought of that pun on Lyman's name until you suggested 

it to me, so if it was unconscious on my part, it was totally 

unconscious. I think youlve been misled in your youth. Such things seem 

to me a form of gamesmanship and pedantry I really don't want to play. 

Lang, for instance, in the new novel is just a name. I don't know 

where that came from. I wanted a Scottish name. It came, I suppose, 

because I happened to run across Andrew Lang, a translator of certain 

Greek classics. "Lang" is just a Scotch name. It might as well have 

been McDermit. 

Interviewer: But it wasn't McDermitl It \lIas Lang. ~lhat about the name 

Ward, the family name in Angle of Repose? It seems patently obvious to 

me that Lyman and his whole family are literal as well as symbolic 

orphans. Lyman considers himself both a cultural guardian and watchman, 

as well as a dependent. He, at least, is aware of himself as a dependent 

or ward. 

Stegner: Well, I suppose 11m entitled to anything you can find in me. 

1111 accept that. But 11m certainly not doing anything like that on 

purpose. If I were Vladimir Nabokov, that's the kind of game I might 

play. 11m a very different kind of writer. 
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Interviewer: Very well, then, have it your way. The writer is 

unconscious and it's the reader who strays. Come awake and wave your 

magic and prophetic wand over this conversation for a moment. How well 

will the new novel be received? We're talking in January of 1987. 

Random House plans to release the novel in September, a date that will 

mark your 50th year as a published novelist. Where will the reviews 

appear, and what will your critics say? 

Stegner: I haven't any idea that this novel is keyed to the 

preoccupations of the 1980's. I'd be very happy if it did make some 

noise, but I have no way of predicting whether or not it will. Once or 

twice, when I have had the notion that I had one to stick up there where 

they would notice it, they haven't noticed, so there's nothing I can do 

but wait and see. If they do me ill, then I'll grumble and sulk. And if 

they do me good, I will smile and be happy. 

Interviewer: Oh, come off your lily-pad! This is one of your finest 

novels. And it must be outright unnerving to write a book like, say, 

Angle of Repose and then watch the New York Times ignore it, even when 

the Pulitzer committee nods benevolently. So what did you do then? A 

simple "sulk" and "brood"? 

Stegner: Yeah. I was made aware of the situation by all kinds of 

friends of mine, including many in the East, who kept writing to the 

Times and saying, "When are you going to review this book, because it's a 

book we admire very much?" Eventually, months later, the Times ran a 
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retrospective review, which was a little condescending, and kind of 

snobby. I don't know. The reasons they ignored it could have been 

personal. It might have had something to do with all kinds of things. 

Wright Morris and I talk about which one of us is the more neglected. We 

compete for the role. Neither of us wants it. 

Interviewer: Well, that's just ducky. But then, after Angle of Repose, 

·you published The Spectator Bird and won a National Book Award. Did the 

Times review it? Do you want to know the answer? 

Stegner: No. They didn't. 

Interviewer: Believe me, I'm not trying to make a hate object out of the 

Times. Without it, I'd be dead, living where and as I do. 

Stegner: Yes. That's all history, water-under-the-bridge. Let's not 

bring anything on with a rain dance. The Los Angeles Times didn't review 

The Spectator Bird, either. That, I found out later, was because Robert 

Kirsch, the book editor, was abroad and terminally ill, and somebody in 

his place just overlooked something. I wouldn't make a case for the L.A. 

Times being unfriendly, because they have been friendly. They've given 

me a prize. These things seldom happen through calculated neglect. 

Interviewer: O.K., so much for the sky being uncloudy all day. The last 

time we spoke formally for the record, you mentioned the disadvantages of 

age to a writer. Very well. But are there no advantages whatsoever? 
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Stegner: Oh, of course there are. There are even advantages to being 50 

years in the business of writing books, because one hand has a tendency 

to wash the other. People know one book and get reminded of another. A 

reputation is, to some extent, an accumulative affair. I suppose thatls 

the best kind of reputation, one youlve earned over a long period of 

time. Thatls the kind I would covet, if I were coveting. 

Interviewer: I just wanted to make sure you were being balanced in your 

judgement about the question of writing fiction into an advanced age. 

The last time we spoke you groaned about the amount of time it took you 

to write fiction, that you were writing less quickly than you once did. 

IIYes,1I I thought, IIbut if he only keeps on a page a day, if he only 

salvages one page a day for a year •.. 11 

Stegner: Yes, one page would be pretty good. There are advantages. You 

should know more. You should be able to estimate people better. You 

should have, if not a more mellow, at least a less distorted view of the 

world. But a lot of the business of writing books is, as Hemingway said, 

selling energy. The disadvantage of age is that your energy level goes 

down. You have less to sell. And eventually the level goes down so far 

you havenlt any to sell, and you quit writing books. 

Interviewer: Oh, sure. Thatls what you said last time! Off the record 

you said, III donlt know if 11m going to have another novel. 1I 
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Stegner: Well, all right. I'll go on like a fool until I'm ninety--and 

then wish I hadn't. Hishing I hadn't written the last three. There are 

other things that happen when you get to be my age. Literary fashions 

change, leaving you stranded. 

Interviewer: Fine. I'll just leave you stranded with poor old Sophocles 

who lived to be ninety and wrote Oedipus at Polonus--

Stegner: Still, at my age you care less. You just plain care less. You 

get tired of people's problems, and you take less interest in them. You 

think, "Oh, to hell with them. I'll go out and tend to the garden." The 

kinds of problems you can care about in your old age are different from 

the kinds of problems you care about when you're 30. And they are 

probably different from the kinds of problems most of your readers care 

about. So you tend to move away from all the heat and calamity of living 

and get into a kind of serenity that is not very creative. 

Interviewer: That's one option. But let me tell you something about 

America and American readers. We now have more people over the age of 65 

in the United States than ever before. On the average, 30 people a day 

hit the century mark in terms of personal age. As a nation we are at 

once growing younger and older. I don't give a damn what the marketing 

people say. I know which group not only reads but buys the most 

fiction--serious fiction, I mean. But answer my next question. If you 

could literally go back and change anything, would you do it? 
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Stegner: Oh, I don't know. It's a kind of fruitless speculation, isn't 

it? 

Interviewer: Maybe. Not necessarily for a novelist, I would think. 

Besides, I'm the one who's supposed to be asking the questions. 

Stegner: If I could go back? There are many, many things I would do 

differently if I could go back. Of course. I would go back and study 

different things. If we're in the self-improvement business, which we 

seem to be on the basis of this last book, there are many ways I could 

improve myself. 

Interviewer: You would study biology and anthropology. 

Stegner: Yeah. I would study both of those. I would waste far less 

time than I wasted when 1--

Interviewer: Oh, bushwah! You've produced 50 or more books in as many 

years. Where did you waste a second of time and when? You skipped two 

grades in school, landed at the university at age 16. You went from 

Wisconsin to Harvard once you began teaching. And from Harvard to 

Stanford. How is that wasting time? 

Stegner: By that time I wasn't wasting it. I'm thinking up to the time 

I was about twenty--twenty-two, maybe--no, twenty. You waste your youth. 

I wasted mine working too much. I fiddled. 
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Interviewer: Be more specific. 

Stegner: I played a lot of cards, for one thing. 

Interviewer: Cards? Like Pinochle, Bridge? What? 

Stegner: Like Solo. I spent a lot of time reaching for spread miserels. 

Interviewer: What? 

Stegner: You know. Itls a lay-down hand in Solo. 1111 guess 1111 make 

it a spread misere,1 said Dangerous Dan McGrew." 

I suppose I didnlt waste a lot of time, but I was a frivolous youth. 

I really was. 

Interviewer: But isnlt that what youth is for? 

Stegner: It doesnlt seem so. I had plenty of reasons to be serious. If 

I could go back, I would waste less. And I would waste less of it at 

frivolous and unproductive work. I worked my way through college being a 

clerk in a rug-and-linoleum store forty hours a week. There was nothing 

in that work that taught me anything. I did it for a long time--and was 

glad to do it because it was the only way to go to school. If I were 

going back, lid find some other way. There were so many books I wanted 

to know and would know now if I hadnlt worked those forty-hour weeks out 

of my life. 
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certainly wastes no time in your new novel, least of all when she's 

dying. 
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Stegner: Very little. 11m not that systematic, and I find it a little 

difficult to be indefinitely dominating. I catch up with myself now and 

again. Her problem is that most of the time she doesn't. But I would 

like to be as generous and as thoughtful of others as Charity is. 

-& 

Interviewer: Do you recall these words? "Nobody has quite made a 

western Yoknapatawpha County or discovered a historical continuity 

comparable to that which Faulkner traced from Ikkemotubbe the Chickasaw 

to f10ntgomery Ward Snopes. f~aybe it isn't possible, but I wish someone 

would try. I might even try myself."y Fess up. Have you been trying? 

Stegner: Not systematically, no. When I wrote that statement, sometime 

in the '50 ' s maybe, I was wishing that somebody could do it, and I 

suppose I was becoming aware that in many people's eyes, and perhaps in 

my own, I was becoming a Western writer, and I was curious to know what 

that meant, curious to know if it was some kind of fence I was stuck 

inside of. If I was going to be stuck inside the fence, what was I going 

to do with the territory inside the fence? I pretty well decided, then 

or later, that the territory was a little too vast and various, that you 

couldn't make a Yoknapatawpha County out of it. There was not enough 

homogeneity in the material. 
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I don't know how systematic Faulkner was in writing the 

Yoknapatawpha County. I suspect he wasn't a systematic kind of man, but 

he was dealing with material that was homogeneous, that related one book 

to another, and characters from one book to another, and through three 

generations of a family of characters. In the West, there isn't any such 

continuity, none of those kinds of continuities to deal with, even if I 

wanted to. And if I had been tempted to try to make some kind of saga 

like that, I couldn't possibly have done it without confining myself to a 

particular part of the West, Salt Lake City, say, or Saskatchewan, 

Montana, parts of the West I knew. Here we run again into the lack of a 

usable past. There wasn't enough in those places to produce that kind of 

saga--I thought. So, I'm scattered. Even when I'm writing about the 

things I know, the books that I related to Western matters, I'm 

inevitably scattered. The only things I was able to do in the way of 

relating were to write a trailer to The Big Rock Candy Mountain in 

necapitulation, to write two Joe Allston books and another little Joe 

Allston novella about this part of contemporary California. That's not a 

saga. That's only a minimal crystallization and coagulation. All of 

Faulkner's people tend to revolve around the courthouse square, the 

Confederate monument. It's a different, much more concentrated country 

in the South. It's a rural tradition with a relatively homogeneous 

population, homogeneous problems--the problem of slavery and its 

consequences--it's a rural society and notably traditional. 

Interviewer: One of your critics writes, Stegner "reminds me of 

Faulkner, a mythologizer notoriously unreliable in his comments about his 
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own \'Jork. .Stegner treats myth and tradition as does Faulkner, who 

uses them lin terms which absolutely surround them and encompass them and 

melt them down and make them into something else •... (who) transcends 

and transforms his tradition. III 

Stegner: Well, it would be nice to think I have all those powers. I 

don't understand, really, what she's talking about. I am, so far as I 

know, unaware of myth in my work--notoriously unreliable as I am. Again, 

I have to say that if she finds these things in my fiction, 11m happy, 

but I don't quite know what she's talking about. I have been, as you 

suggest, trying to make a historical continuity between past and present, 

but I don't understand that as myth. I understand that only in terms of 

trying to match past and present, simply as continuity, and I don't 

believe the myth matches either past or present. The mythic Western is 

pure hokum. It applies to very small numbers of people over very short 

periods of time and not at all to 9/10ths of the people who lived here. 

It is personification of Individualism and Self Reliance that produce 

those myths. I guess I like things that are closer to the actual facts 

of experience. 

In a way, 11m opposed to myth, if you come right down to it. I 

don't like the company there. 11m not trying to make Hercules or Shane 

in my fiction. 11m just trying to make Bo Mason, people like that. 

Interviewer: Have you been conscious of attempting to de-bunk the myths, 

especially the American gospels you just mentioned or statements like 

IIRain follows the plow ..• Gold is anywhere you stick your shovel ll ? 
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Stegner: I'd call those delusions, not myths. But, sure. I grew up 

doubting the Big-Bonanza-Just-Over-the-Next-Rise notion, because for 

years I watched my family chase it. I got pretty jaundiced on that 

subject. A little realism would have helped my family a good deal. 

Instead of expecting to make a big strike somewhere, which is a very good 

American notion, encouraged by Free Land, by opportunity, by freedom of 

action or nearly complete freedom of action, I would have liked to see a 

little more just plain stick-to-it-iveness at times. The longest journey 

begins with a single step--I believe that more than I believe in the 

fortune over the next rise. I could see my father always refusing to 

make the first step. He always wanted the step to be a hundred yard 

broadjump. Broadjumping is not the way you travel. It leads to a 

succession of falls. 

Interviewer: Maybe it takes more than one generation to make a man. 

Your father left you behind. That's rather positive, isn't it? 

Stegner: Sure. My father left many people behind because he was running 

backwards. 

Interviewer: Is it possible for a writer to open up "new" territory for 

fiction? 

Stegner: Mmmmmmmmm. It may be possible to open up new territory for 

fiction. but not new ways of getting at--. Insofar as fiction is the 

record of human action, human actions are not necessarily changed by 
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technology. Star Wars and Star Trek don't change the human action. They 

only change the machinery. "No new ways to be new," as Frost said. I 

think that's a reasonably good statement. "There's nothing new under the 

sun," sayeth the Preacher. "All the rivers run into the seas, but the 

seas are not full." I think more circularly than linearly. I don't 

think there are beginnings and destinations so much as circles which end 

by closing the circle and starting over again. I can't think of any 

fiction that introduces elements of what used to be called "Human 

Nature," nothing that isn't present, say, in The Iliad and The Odyssey, 

if we're speaking of novels. The qualities of character, the machinery 

of suspense and climax, of mounting action and falling action: I don't 

think we've seen anything new in that way. There are new clothes, 

because civilization can change, and we get out of armor and into doublet 

and hose and then Brooks Brothers pants, but we're still the same people, 

and doing the same things essentially. I think it's a mistake to think 

originality amounts to that much. 

I know people, for instance, including former students of mine, who 

got into the sexual revolution and thought they had opened up really new 

material for fiction. They felt like Renaissance men and women 

discovering a New World with fifty-seven positions. But it's there in 

1001 Nights, it's there in the Satyricon of Petronious, it's 

there--though not so commonly or so publicly--in a whole library of 

books. There's nothing new about it. I doubt there's much of it that 

Cain didn't know as soon as he got acquainted East of Eden. I don't 

think that's a way of getting anywhere: to pretend that there's anything 
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new to be said. What's important is a larger understanding of what has 

always been. I believe some things have been added in that respect. 

Interviewer: Like what? 

Stegner: I suppose depth psychology may have give us both new soil and 

new tools. Though I'm not sure I've ever seen an Id--and I would go 

running in another direction if I ever did. Freud's theory of the 

personality doesn't always strike me as plausible. I'm half-inclined to 

agree with Nabokov on the subject of Freud: a great witchdoctor. And I 

would have to say that I doubt psychoanalysis therapy has produced many 

cures, though it has produced a good many novels. 

I don't mean to say the species is absolutely incapable of change. 

What I mean to say is that what we change to may have already been there 

but neglected. Aldo Leopold's American Land Ethic is, in some ways, for 

example, prefigured in Stoic philosophy. Marcus Auerelius: "What's bad 

for the beehive can't be good for the bee." It's certainly there in a 

lot of St. Francis, there in Zen, in American Indian religions: that 

attitude toward the earth that is respectful and reverent, that goes with 

the flow of the earth instead of contrary to it. So I don't think that 

if we all adopted Leopold's land ethic tomorrow we would be doing 

anything new. We might be going in a different direction from the one 

we're headed toward, but it wouldn't be a new direction, only a change of 

direction, one already inscribed in the books. 

It may sound hopeless, the way I put it, but I don't feel hopeless. 

I just don't expect ever to be an innovator. Innovation doesn't happen 
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in those areas. Innovation happens in technology. Innovation happens in 

industry. It doesn't happen in human affairs, or, really, in art. 

Interviewer: Is it possible for a writer to protect the places he or she 

loves by writing about them? 

Stegner: It doesn't help to write about them in celebratory ways because 

all you do is stimulate the tourist industry. 

I have sometimes carefully avoided writing in a celebratory way 

about places I love on the earth. On the other hand, you can write, as 

Leopold did, about attitudes and responses to the earth and do some 

educating. The problem is not wickedness, evil. Lynn White calls it a 

development of the Judeo-Christian tradition which makes man the center 

of the earth and makes all creatures subservient to him. The problem, as 

stated in Genesis, is a piece of early Jewish arrogance. But many people 

have felt it. The Navajo call themselves Dine, The People. Many, many 

people have themselves the people, as if no other people existed, have 

thought of themselves as the center of the universe. I think we have to 

get over that. I am profoundly of the opinion that attitude has to go or 

we destroy our own habitat. So without innovating anything, I would just 

rather get a little more American Indian than Judeo-Christian in my 

attitudes toward the earth, and a little more Zen and St. Francis-like in 

my attitude toward other animals. 

Interviewer: You1ve observed that the "new man" Crevecoeur defined had 

become something else by the time James got around to writing The 
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American. Having lived through the 1910 1s, 120 1s, 130 1s, 140 1s, 150 1s, 

160 1s, 170 1s, and now the 1980 1s, is there anything you can tell us that 

might help the species survive? 

Stegner: live been trying to do that in a lot of different ways and in a 

lot of different books. Crevecoeurls notion is touched by the 

Rouseauvian idea of the naturally good human being given new opportunity. 

And new opportunity--Crevecoeur never got around to saying this--is often 

abused. People take advantage of it to extend beyond their normal 

appetites. I think Wendell Berry is right when he said welve gone about 

as far as we ~ go with that American notion, the New Man in a new 

country. Itls time to change direction and quit thinking of the American 

as simply an animated economic opportunity. Thatls Ronald Reaganls way 

of looking at America. 11m profoundly opposed to enterprise when 

enterprise is uncontrolled by any notion of the public good. In the case 

of the Ronald Reagans of the world, there is no notion of the public 

good, of the polis, the way in which people relate one to another. 

Instead, we find Individualism gone berserk. I don't know if youlre 

familiar with a book called Habits of the Heart, the title of which comes 

from Tocqueville. It's an examination of American attitudes, of 

Individualism without what Wendell Berry calls "membership," without 

association, without a notion of a polis, which results, according to 

Robert Bella, in a lifestyle that changes as often as the coat or tie, 

the absolute repudiation of commitment or obligation to anything. Youlre 

not obligated by religion, youlre not obligated by a social conscience, 

youlre not obligated by family: you change your family, you get a 
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divorce and start over. You're not even obligated to stay with one sex. 

You're absolutely free. And absolutely, it seems to me, in a vacuum. I 

would agree with Bella that that kind of individualism gone berserk, gone 

rampant, leads down some cold Ninth Circle of hell. You know that's no 

way that any people can continue to live. ~Ie had better get over 

precisely the kind of thing Ronald Reagan urges us to get back to. 

How did this get political? 

Interviewer: Who knows? Let's switch subjects. I understand your 

reticence to take credit for the accomplishments of those writers who 

came through Stanford as students. But you also wave a hand of dismissal 

to the whole idea that T. H. Watkins raises in a recent article: that 

you've been one of "the central figures in the modern conservation 

movement." You worked for Udall in the Kennedy administration; before 

that as an active freelancer in DeVoto's camp; and you've been on the 

Advisory Boards for National Parks, Historical Sites, Buildings and 

Monuments as well as on the Governing Council of the Wilderness Society. 

Pity the outsiders reading this interview and quit boxing your ankles 

before I aim a kick at your shins. You were waging war to protect the 

environment before most of us were in short pants. How much of an 

insider have you been? 

Stegner: Not really an insider at all. I told Tom Watkins, and I would 

repeat: I am not a good soldier in the environmental armies because I 

don't seem to work well in bodies with other people. Here's an irony. 

I'm against Individualism gone rampant, but I don't actually seem to be a 
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very good team player. I feel that the team strategies are constantly 

running across what I am doing at the moment and feel I ought to be and 

must be doing. I guess I must admit sometimes I rear back in the 

breeching a little when others are urging me along. I become 

recalcitrant. Even when I agree wholeheartedly with the people who are 

urging me along, I donlt like to be pushed. So some of the work of 

conservation, which is by necessity touched with zealotry, I resist. 11m 

not fooling when I tell Tom 11m not really a good team player. I have 

the complete conviction and conversion, but I seem to have to do it on my 

own. That means I write when I feel it and not when the tacts of the 

moment call for it. 

I have been unable to bring much of my thought about conservation 

into fiction because I suspect myself when I begin to be doctrinaire. I 

guess I must hold the integrity of the material to be of greater value 

than any message that I might at the time want to get across. If the 

material itself dictates that message it would be in there, but I donlt 

seem to be able to put it in by force or will because that seems to me a 

dilution of the essential. 

Interviewer: But it does surface in your fiction, donlt you see? Plenty 

of public servants turn up: John Wesley Powell, for instance, although 

in that case you were doing non-fiction, as in the case of your DeVoto 

biography. But Bruce Mason is a public servant. Oliver Ward has a kind 

of civic-mindedness he shares with Powell. 
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Stegner: And something in common with Bo Mason, too, the spoiled 

frontiersman. Oliver's notion of how to be a public servant in the West 

was a mistaken notion, but he did have the notion of public service. His 

notion was building a dam that he hoped would do a lot of good. Well, I 

happen to be an anti-dam man, so I have to be against my own character in 

a way. Oliver is not a Bo Mason, but neither is he a Powell. Even 

Powell I would have to disagree with on certain things because he didn't 

live long enough to see what the development of the dry country would do 

to it. If he had lived long enough, he probably would have made 

mistakes. We all would and do. He had in his time a better grasp than 

anybody around. 

Interviewer: What about your friend Ansel Adams? Did you side with him 

on the question of nuclear energy? 

Stegner: It's possible that there is no form of energy, nuclear energy 

included, which will be without environmental consequences. Ansel 

thought that nuclear energy was likely to be without pollution 

consequences of the kinds that spoil air and water. I'm afraid there are 

other consequences even worse. Do we back up--something the human race 

has never done--from a high technology to a lower technology, or do we 

accept the consequences? As far as I'm concerned, the only thing we can 

do is to do the best we can do in every given circumstance and try to 

minimize the consequences, think about the consequences before we 

undertake the new technology. 

... --~--.---- ------- ... __ .. ~---.----
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Dams are not the way in the West any more. For one thing, they're 

too temporary. Power will have to come, increasingly, from other 

sources. Irrigated agriculture, too, is very definitely an agriculture 

with time limits on it. Insofar as the West is an agricultural economy, 

it is definitely a doomed one, unviable over an extended period of time. 

The dams will silt up and the fields will go saline. Agriculture will 

have to move back to Iowa or somewhere it belongs. And the Central 

Valley will have to go back to sunflowers--sooner or later--or to the 

deserts we will make there. But that's thinking in very long range 

terms, and I am perfectly aware of the human disruption and hardship that 

would be brought about if irrigation agriculture were suddenly brought to 

a halt. My God, that would de-populate the West, or three-quarters of 

it, but it would also have very serious consequences for large parts of 

the earth, so I think getting out of what we have gotten ourselves into 

is a very serious and complicated problem. Atomic power is one example. 

There is a limited fuel supply for any kind of power; there are kinds of 

pollution and damage that any kind of energy production brings; if we go 

on producing power in the old ways until the dams silt up, the fuel runs 

out, or the poisons get too thick, we definitely accept a shorter term 

future for the whole country and the whole society and the whole 

civilization. 

I don't know where lid stand in relationship to Ansel on the 

question of atomic power. I don't like nuclear power, but I don't like 

some other forms of power generation, either. The Harvard Group 

determined that conservation of power and the maximum use of solar energy 

is the best way to go for the time being. As far as J know, there are no 
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consequences of solar, tidal, or wind energy. I believe you can think 

small and get a lot of your energy from wind. Advocates for thinking 

small have brought about in New England, say, good consequences. A lot 

of old dams that used to power grist mills and were later abandoned have 

opened up again. They turn one or two little turbines. That power is 

going into local places without ruining the environment. Those streams 

are not, by and large, eroding streams, because that's a relatively clean 

country with grass and turf and woods. 

In the West dams pose far more problems. And we haven't gone in for 

little dams, either. I guess by and large I'm half an enemy of the 

civilization I belong to, and that's an awkward way to be. I don't 

believe in unlimited manipulation of the earth or the earth's forces. 

I'd rather manipulate less and have fewer gadgets. 

Interviewer: Can you give us a reading list of neglected books of this 

or any other century that ought to be required reading? 

Stegner: An impossible question to answer. For one thing, I WOUldn't 

know how neglected they were. For another thing, I'm not the man to make 

such a list in the first place. 

Interviewer: How much anthopology have you read? 

Stegner: Not an awful lot. Probably a lot of anthropology that is bad 

anthropology. Some ethnology. Ardrey and people like that. Lorenz. A 

lot of individual digging in the Southwest. Emil Haury. But I'm not 
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very well read in anthropology and archeology. Levi Strauss ·1 find hard 

going. A very good friend of mine was for years director of the 

Pennsylvania Museum of Archeology. They dug all kinds of things allover 

the world, Sybaris' and Gordias's Tomb and Tikal. live been familiar 

with many digs from knowing my friend. 

Interviewer: What about Physics? 

Stegner: Physics I don't try to read. I have a lot of friends in the 

Stanford Physics Department, and some of them Nobel winners. If you can 

learn from anybody, you ought to be able to learn from them. But my head 

isn't meant for it. Biology I have tried, not always with understanding. 

The kinds of physicists I know are all either particle physicists of the 

most advanced kind or else they are engineers who build the machines the 

others do Nobel Prize experiments in. I understand little of what 

they're doing. But I find them to be very large-minded and humane men 

and women. I think the understanding of their speciality is less 

important than my understanding of them as persons. 11m a scientific 

illiterate. I try to understand, but it's hopeless. I would hate, on 

the other hand, to go through life without learning to understand 

something about the Double Helix. 

Interviewer: What about Bergson? Did he influence your own ideas about 

Time? 

Stegner: Maybe. 
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Interviewer: What about Sociology? 

Stegner: Some. Now and again sociologists forget history, 11m afraid. 

They tend to look upon the scene before them. I made some highly 

exaggerated remarks about sociology through Lyman Hard in the beginning 

of Angle of Repose. Lyman's son ;s a sociologist and tends to look upon 

the scene before his eyes as if it had been born full-blown and had no 

historical roots. If sociologists have a sense of history, it's 

obviously a very rewarding study. If they don't, then I think they're 

playing with mirrors. 

Interviewer: Speaking of playing with mirrors, is the proliferation of 

creative writing programs on the nation's campuses in any way dangerous? 

Stegner: Yes. It's dangerous because, if you'll pardon the expression, 

a lot of people in English Departments should never be trusted to run a 

program. Their training is all in the other direction, all analytical, 

all critical. It's all a reader's training, not a writer's training, so 

they have no notion of how to approach the opportunity. 

Interviewer: During the years you taught at Stanford, part of the time 

you shared the corridors with Ivor Winters, a formidable critic. Former 

students like Ed Loomis said they were livery much aware of dominions and 

borders that were taken very seriously in these little intellectual 

baronies. There was a certain amount of distrust--or perhaps dislike 
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would be a more accurate characterization." How much distrust? 

dislike? To what advantages or disadvantages of the students? 
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How much 

Stegner: Ivor Winters was, as you say, a formidable critic, positive and 

often unyielding in his opinions, and intolerant of ideas that conflicted 

with his. He was not a man you could debate with, because he never 

debated, he asserted. On the other hand, he was learned, utterly 

serious, and a devoted teacher to those with whom he could work, and who 

could work with him. We had our differences, which were never mortal, 

and we generally operated, as Ed Loomis suggests, by a division of 

territory. Ivor kept his poets close, away from contamination, with the 

result, which I never liked, that poets and fiction writers had too 

little contact. That situation has not applied since Ivor's retirement 

and death, and so far as I am able to observe, poets and fiction writers 

mix and blend and influence one another in the present-day program. 

Interviewer: As a nation, are we pursuing the best course by subsidizing 

fiction writers and poets and the publication of their work through the 

auspices of the National Endowment? 

Stegner: I suppose it could be said that arts that require public 

support don't justify themselves, and should be allowed to wither. But 

the arts have always needed support, because they are a product of a 

highly evolved society with plenty of leisure, and few of them can count 

on a mass audience big enough to keep them solvent and flourishing. I 

have no difficulty with the spectacle of the federal government playing 
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modest Maecenas. After all, when I was breaking in, there was outright 

support for the arts through the WPA, essentially a welfare program. The 

only problem is that a leaky tap will always attract lapping tongues. 

Any fellowship program, even such university programs as Stanford's, must 

keep a careful eye out for plausible fellowship lushes. Fellowships are 

best applied to young writers with big ambitions, to help them over the 

first hump. I don't know the hazards of other arts--I suspect composers 

have it worst--but any beginning artist needs time to develop, and 

fellowships, federal or otherwise, buy him time. 

Interviewer: I understand Jackson Benson has been working toward a 

Wallace Stegner biography. I envy him the opportunity but pity him your 

natural reticence to make public what you insist on keeping private. You 

once dismissed my suggestion that you write an autobiography by saying, 

"Nothing ever happened to me but long hours upon my rump in front of a 

typewriter." How does it feel to know Benson is going to test that 

hypothesis? How cooperative are you being? 

Stegner: The biography on which Benson is presently working is one of a 

series on "notable" Westerners--a brief study concentrating on the 

career. Later, when I am out of his hair, he anticipates going on to a 

full-length biography. I don't have to be very actively cooperative in 

either project, but I expect to give him full access to my papers, such 

as they are. 
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Interviewer: What does Wallace Stegner do when he simply wants to 

relax--apart from reading and writing, teaching and lecturing, stumping 

for conservation? 

Stegner: Walking, reading, gardening. I am past tennis because of a 

shoulder separation, past skiing because I hate the cold, and past being 

a beach bum for obvious reasons. 

Interviewer: What role has Mary Stuart Page played in Wallace Stegner's 

life and career? Does she deserve any credit or blame? 

Stegner: She has had no role in my life except to keep me sane, fed, 

housed, amused, and protected from unwanted telephone calls; also to 

restrain me fairly frequently from making a horse's ass of myself in 

public, to force me to attend to books and ideas from which she knows I 

will learn something; also to mend my wounds when I am misused by the 

world, to implant ideas in my head and stir the soil around them, to keep 

me from falling into a comfortable torpor, to agitate my sleeping hours 

with problems that I would not otherwise attend to; also to remind me 

constantly (not by precept but by example) how fortunate I have been to 

live for fifty-three years with a woman that bright, alert, charming, and 

supportive. 

Interviewer: Another great American writer once w.·ote, "Death is the 

mother of beauty, mystical/Within whose burning bosom we devise/Our early 
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deal with the Grim Reaper moving toward him nearing 80? 
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Stegner: I would like to think that one life is enough, and that when 

see it coming to an end I can meet the darkness with resignation and 

perhaps acceptance. I have been lucky. I came from nowhere, and had no 

reason to expect as much from this one life as I have got. lowe God a 

death, and the earth a pound or so of chemicals. Now let's see if I can 

remember that when the time comes. 

Interviewer: In your only formal statement on your personal beliefs, you 

write, "I am terribly glad to be alive; and when I have wit enough to 

think about it, terribly proud to be a man and an American with all the 

rights and privileges that those words connote; and most of all I am 

humble before the responsibilities that are also mine. For no right 

comes without a responsibility, and being born luckier than most of the 

world's millions, I am also born more obligated." What new obligations 

and responsibilities do you feel confronting you now? Or are there any? 

Stegner: No new ones--haven't we agreed with Frost that there are no new 

ways to be new?--but only reiterated and intensified versions of the old 

ones: the obligation to use oneself to the bone, to be as good as one's 

endowments and circumstances let one be, to project one's actions over 

and beyond the personal. The only things lowe to myself lowe to my 

notions of justice. But lowe a great deal, in the way not only of 

obligation but of tenderness, to my family and my friends. Chekhov said 
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he worked all his life to get the slave out of himself. I guess I feel 

my obligation is to get the selfishness and greed, which often translates 

as the Americanism, out of myself. I want to be a citizen of the 

culture, of the best the culture stands for, not of a nation or a party 

or an economic system. 

Interviewer: Where did Sid Lang disappear to during the final science in 

your new novel? 

Stegner: I don't know where he went. Does it matter? He went where he 

was sure of being alone. If he was hiding under a dead leaf or a stone 

it's all right with me. 

Interviewer: What will be Wallace Stegner's next writing project? 

Stegner: No new writing projects, beyond an introduction to the letters 

of Ansel Adams, whom I loved as a friend, respected as a moral force, and 

greatly admired as an artist. 
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The following letters were obtained from the Department of Special 

Collections and University Archives at Stanford University and are 

published here by permission of Wallace Stegner. 

Stegner, of course, edited and compiled The Papers of Bernard 

DeVoto: ~ Description and ~ Checklist of His Work in 1960, published 

Robert Frost and Bernard DeVoto in 1974, the same year he also published 

The Uneasy Chair A Biography of Bernard DeVoto. A year later, he 

published The letters of Bernard DeVoto, which he had obviously been 

compiling and editing for quite some time. 

In his edition of DeVoto's letters, Stegner includes only the three 

letters to him reprinted here. The prefatory note that precedes them 

reads as follows: 

In the winter of 1951-52 I was working on Betond the Hundredth 
~eridian, a biography of John Wesley Powell, andecause-I was at least 
us untrained in historical research as DeVoto himself, I was feeling my 
limitations. As he leaned on Commager, Mattingly, Merk, and others, I 
leaned on him. I include the following three letters to illustrate the 
detailed concreteness--and the wide open generosity of his assistance, 
his total willingness to put aside his own work, however pressing, to 
help steer a friend past a hard place. 

It might help readers to recall that Stegner is DeVoto's junior by twelve 

years. He is forty-two years old when the following letters begin; 

DeVoto is fifty-four. Some references to people and events will no doubt 

be obscure. DeVoto's reference to "Mabel Souvaine" in his first letter, 

for instance, refers to the editor of Woman's Day, the woman Stegner 

calls "DeVoto's meal ticket--and mine" in his editorial note. The "last 

three chapters" DeVoto urges Stegner to read in the same letter refer to 

~- - - -------~. 
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DeVoto's The Course of Empire. For the most part, however, the letters 

require no editorial comment whatsoever. 
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TO BERNARD DEVOTO 

Dec. 31, 1951 

Dear Benny, 

This is my last chance to write you in 1951; if J waited, lid be so 
burdened down with resolves and Christian resolution that lid put on my 
exhorting robes and convert you to something. Now I donlt want to 
convert you to anything. I just want to ask a couple of questions that 
will take you most of 1952 to answer. 

Thus: In the course of Powell I have to make some sort of appraisal 
of his job of organizing and extending the official mapping of the 
continental U.S., which he undertook after 1881 when the USGS was 
construed as having jurisdiction over the whole nation instead of just 
over the public domain. To make any appraisal like that I have to have 
some sort of notion of the chaos that preceded him, and the imperfect 
order that has continued to the present day. This latter is not too 
hard; the various map-making agencies and information offices can supply 
that dope. But the pre-dawn chaos is a hell of an area for a non-scholar 
historian to cover, and involves the reading of a thousand western 
travelers and couriers de bois and missionaries and mountain men and 
lieutenants in the Corps of Engineers and surveyors for the Pacific 
Railroads and every other goddam character who ever ventured west from 
Malden. Some of these, naturally, I have read, and others I have 
skimmed, working backward, more or less, from the Pacific Railroad 
surveys toward Schoolcraft by devious and unscientific ways. But before 
I go any further with what (for my purposes) will net me only about six 
pages of final copy, can I ask the old master what to read? Just this: 
what, from Lewis and Clark to Ives and Macomb and the others just 
pre-civil war, do you think the most important expeditions into the West, 
especially for mapping purposes? Who contributed most to the gradually 
forming shape of the continent and its internal arrangements, and who 
contributed most to darkness and obfuscation? Did any of these birds 
have any cartographical importance apart from their explorations--did 
they contribute anything to the art or conventions of map making, or the 
modifications of these to a new topography and physiography? If you can 
give me a few tips you can save me a hell of a lot of time and anguish, I 
suspect, and earn my enormous gratitude, for what itls worth. 

While 11m asking questions, here is another. Another chapter of 
this Powell as I conceive it now should deal with the group of 
"recorders" associated with him--especially photographers such as 
Hillers, painters such as Moran and Holmes, lithographers such as Julius 
Bien, makers of relief maps such as E. E. Howell. The part Powell and 
his associates played in the actual recording of the West from 1868 on 
involves the same sort of backward look for perspective that the 
cartographical section does. Especially, the two subject-matters of 
landscape and Indians are important, since Moran and Holmes and Hillers 
all recorded landscape in ways that their contemporaries admired, and 
Hillers took several series of Indian portraits that are ethnologically 
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indispensable. The Smithsonian has 440 of his negatives of Indians, most 
of them in something close to their aboriginal state, and his photographs 
of the Grand Canyon were among the first, except for the curtailed series 
by Beaman, who left the 2nd expedition at Leels Ferry. What I need to 
know is what recorders are most significant in the West up to the Civil 
War, what painters of Indians and landscape, what pioneer photographers. 
I know Catlin and Miller and Bierstadt and W. H. Jackson, and Egloffstein 
and the other guy who did the incredible illustrations in Ives l report, 
but I have to look at a lot more pictures and learn a lot more names. In 
particular 11m curious to look at a few of the popular illustrators who 
drew pictures for magazines or books. Who, for instance, drew the 
pictures in Jim Beckwourth's memoirs, or illustrated Greeley and the 
other cross-the continent boys, or even as late as 1882 did drawings for 
things like Brockett's Our Western Empire. Most of the illustrators are 
nameless, and I hate to set myself the job of tracking down a dozen or so 
of them just to get the cross-section I need for a very brief background 
sketch. But the popular illustrators had a hell of a lot to do, I 
suspect, with the formation of myths about the West, and even Moran, who 
should have known a great deal better, was guilty of some real stinkers 
in his illustrations for Scribners ' of Powell IS Grand Canyon articles. 
These illustrators are important to me only as they indicate the changing 
attitudes toward the West, geographically and ethnographically, and the 
gradual shift from romantic extravagance and the inability to see 
straight to something like a sober realistic view. Powell himself is a 
transitional figure, in this way; his writing is as romantic as Mungo 
Park or as Bierstandt's paintings, but he also had the knack for closely 
observed detail that Moran, for instance, had, and still another side of 
him was as orderly as an egg crate. If I must, as I think I must, say 
something about how fantasy is overtaken by knowledge in this period in 
the West, then I need to look at a lot of pictures. Any suggestions of 
specific sources? 

That ought to run out the clock of 1951 in a way to demoralize the 
home rooters. 

Dick has probably written you about the April arrangements. If he 
hasn't, he will very shortly. Welre all polishing the fatted calf. But 
your visit to Elizabeth Wecter is going to have to be skipped, I guess. 
We heard a couple of weeks ago that she is married again and on her way 
abroad. I shall look around for a suitable substitute, though god knows 
she's a hard gal to find a substitute for. Edith, I am delighted to 
report, looks better than for a good many months. The rest of us slouch 
toward .lerusalem to be born. 

Happy New Year, 
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TO WALLACE STEGNER 

January 13, 1952 

Dear Wally: 
I carried off to New York an uneasy feeling that I'd counted the 

Pacific Railroad Reports volumes wrong for you. If you can count above 
ten, as I apparently can't, that will be all right, however. 

Taft will take care of your illustrators problem and very handily. 
he oozes bibliography at the pores and you can go as far beyond his text 
as you may want to, which I suspect won't be very far. He has the 
comforting quality that you can depend on him completely. When he says 
something it stays said. Me, I think Stanley was the best damn artist of 
the lot. Most of his surviving stuff is at the University of Michigan, 
whose library has published a handsome little book. There's a list of 
his paintings in the Smithsonian before the fire that destroyed them in 
some damn annual report I'm too lazy to look up for you. You'll run into 
it soon enough, and it's probably in Across the \-1M anyway. Yes, by God, 
it is, I'm not too lazy to go to the bookcase. P. 451, Smithsonian 
Publications, No. 53. Probably also in Smithsonian Annual Report for 
1885, the Catlin catalogue. 

Mrs. Dean Acheson ;s Stanley's granddaughter. She's something of a 
painter and back during the war sometime she had an exhibition in 
Washington, her pictures, some of grandpa's, and some by somebody in the 
intervening generation, either ma or pa, I forget which. I thought I had 
a catalogue of it but find I haven't. Your library probably has. 

Stanley illustrated Emory's report, among other things. 
Most of your map problem will be easy too. The rest will be so God 

damned hard you'll wish you'd stuck to fiction, or to Mabel Souvaine, who 
recently asked me why the hell you aren't writing pieces for her. (I 
said, come west with me and ask him in person.) What makes it easy is 
that the Pacific RR Reports are studded with historical and analytical 
essays on the existing and the early situation, and with lovely, lovely 
reproductions of maps it would take you forever to find by yout"self. You 
simply sit on your can, make notes and thank God for a time when West 
Point was an educational institution. 

But beyond that and to fill in the chinks and to render the 
authoritative Stegner judgment, well, son, those are tears of pity you 
see on my cheeks. You're going to wish you'd paid your tithes. You are 
going to live for a long time in the best collection of maps you can 
handily reach. The Bancroft, I'd guess. Nobody has done this work for 
you, you've got to do it map by map, hypothesis by hypothesis, correction 
by correction. Then after you're sure you've got it all worked out and 
know far more than anybody before you, you're going to wake up some dawn 
and say, oh, God, and traipse off to the War Department to look at their 
maps. After many days of frustration, you will inadvertently discover 
that their maps were transferred to the Library of Congress long ago. 
You go to the L of C to clean up in a few hours and find that they have 
had no funds to catalogue the Map Division since about 1890. They don't 
know what they've got but they're cout'teous people and quite willing to 
help you go through their stuff map by map. You do that for a year, 
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during the course of which you run into a couple of dozen inserted but 
loose sheets saying that this map is somewhere else, they don't know 
where. Laying these end to end, you find that the maps they don't know 
are where are just precisely the ones you1ve got to find out about if 
you1re to say anything to the point. You start looking for them and you 
keep on looking for them but never find them, not a damn one of them. So 
you go back home and finesse the whole play with one of those historians ' 
sentences that hint you know this so well that you must assume the reader 
does too. 

While you1re in Washington you also wear yourself out at the 
Geological Survey and there you do get an occasional minute bit of dope. 
Won't help much but you feel so nice about it. 

Well, so far as geographical knowledge is concerned, and maps, the 
L&C expedition is the beginning of knowledge. It did lay down the dope 
from Bismark to the sea, a narrow zone but a long one, and the first 
knowledge. You read my last three chapters and look at the maps 
reproduced in a pocket in the fourth volume of Coues and the four or five 
big ones that count in the Atlas volume of Journals and the one which the 
Yale Library published last year. Then you go back to your map 
collection and go through the geographies and atlases from 1806 to the 
Pacific RR surveys and sweat it out. • .• By this time you have 
learned that the maps are no damn index to knowledge--though, pitying my 
agonies, you realize they're a damn sight closer to being one in this 
period than back in the ages I had--but they are an index to mapping, 
which is what you want. 

Pike unimportant, Long unimportant, so far as maps go but 
frightfully important for geographical misconceptions. No maps worth a 
damn came out of the fur trade period but your geographies and atlases 
show you what notions, right and wrong, spread out from the he-men to the 
thinkers. Nothing worth bothering about till the 1840s and you already 
know what counts from then on. Abert, Emory, Fremont, Stansbury, and I 
suddenly realize that that's all except the stuff you1ve already 
mentioned to me. 

r don't know what you want on theory of mapping and U.S. practice 
east of the West. You probably have to know about Joseph Nicollet but 
that's easy. There certainly must be plenty of critical analysis in 
Powell himself and there's quite a bit in the Reports. I don't know 

a damn thing about conventions, etc., that you inquire so wistfully 
about. It wasn't my stuff and I never paid any attention to it when I 
was working on maps, and besides the maps I worked on were practically 
all pre-L&C. Itls easy enough to pick up as you go, however. 

Donlt permit yourself to go chasing off in misconceptions beyond the 
thing immediately at hand. They fascinated me, I lost months on them, 
and they distort my book. Stick to your job and just say, Hell, most of 
what they thought they knew was screwy. 

Itls easy, my boy, it's just looking at maps for ten years. 
Oh, and being wrong about them. 
It's a fine, virgin field that nobody can help you with and you1re 

privileged to do it all by yourself, decade by decade. 1111 have lots to 
say when I see you and none of it will be worth listening to ..•. 
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Yeah, I know, I haven't said a useful word. But it's easy, you just 
look at maps, particularly the ones you can't locate. 

Yrs, 



TO BERNARD DEVOTO 

Dear Benny: 

Box 860K, Route 2 
Los Altos, Calif. 
May 17, 1952 
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I hope that by now youlre home safe, with three Easy Chairs in your 
pocket and a definitive piece on the Donner Pass. Your echoes persist 
behind you, not alone among your cousins, and I trust that the counsel 
you gave to the brethren will result in a new righteousness and a new 
trust in the Lord. Thanks a hell of a lot for coming. Welve been hoping 
you would for years. 

The mornings of the last week, my god, I have done nothing but write 
the footnotes I should have written when I did the first couple sections 
of this god damn book. Next section I shall know better, and nail it 
down as I go. 11m looking forward to seeing the galleys of yours, before 
I venture forth in this tentative amateur chapter on the boys who made 
the maps. The illustrators I do not have dead to rights yet, but I am 
approaching that condition of boredom that you specify as the turning 
point. As for the Indians, I have barely begun, god help me. When I get 
a readable manuscript together, 1111 send a copy on, if I may. I really 
am scared to death to let anybody see this, for some reason. Maybe I 
know the thing stinks. Maybe 11m scared of falling between two stools, 
not quite sure whether 11m writing for the twelve experts on Colorado 
River explorations, or for the great unwashed, or for the academic 
historians, or for you and Dale Morgan. Ah well. 

The Scowcrofts bear up. Anne is now down in Beverley Hills visiting 
Corinne Griffith, while Dick, the old charmer, was not invited. Either 
his charm is slipping or this is a very subtle way of buttering him up, 
sneaking under his open tent flaps. On second look, that appears to be a 
hell of a dubious figure of speech. 

Edith, as you know, is in New Mexico. I am in my counting house, 
counting out my money, but Sunday night I have to go down to Pasadena 
again for one of those two hour talks, and then straight back home. In 
June we shall buy a trailer and go to the mountains, with typewriter, for 
a couple of weeks. So it goes. If I werenlt a family man, householder, 
schoolteacher, etc., I might get a lot of work done. 

Hoping you are the same, and with thanks again, 

Best, 

----- ------
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TO WALLACE STEGNER 

July 7, 1952 

Dear Wally: 

You must be going through some previously undramatized part of your 
adolescence. I don't know that I ever saw a worse attack of literary 
megrims. Why, you God-damned idiot, this is a distinguished book, a 
fascinating book, and a very much needed book. For Christ's sweet sake! 
Stop beating your breast and eat'n some writer's cramp •.•• 

You have not only got to have the first two chapters, they could 
well be longer. I advise you to make the utmost possible use of Henry 
Adams. The contrast with Powell is a marvelous device: get the utmost 
out of it. Futhermore, everything you say about the background of 
deprivation here will earn you from ten to a thousand later on, so you 
can well afford to sal some more if you feel like it. [Marginal Note: 
Esp. the Arid Region.J 

How long is a book? As long as necessary. Furthermore, you are 
writing for the reader of the book, not the buyer thereof. The buyer 
rests with God, he's outside your control. The difference in take 
between those who will buy the book if you write it the way you think is 
called for and those who will buy it if you write it with obeisance to 
what you consider their sales requirements is about four dollars, less 
taxes, and it's probably in your favor at that. Never be afraid of 
length, only of superfluity. Write at whatever length seems called for. 
Furthermore, trust your earliest, instinctive conception of this; the one 
that comes just after it is the one to suspect •... 

From where I sit, I can see no arrangement of the second section 
anywhere near as effective as a topical one. You have now hooked your 
reader anyway, and he will keep going no matter what, or almost so. But, 
for God's sake, much of what you write in these chapters will be 
narrative anyway. Don't you tell those privileged to listen to you in 
class that there are various forms of narrative and that narrative 
effects are secured by various means? Profiles, character sketches, 
incidents, moments of emotion--you can't help using them all the time. 

Write things the natural and logical way, for God's sake. You've 
already taken on the big dare; you can't do much to an interested reader 
that he hasn't already contracted to endure. You are by God going to 
tell him what you think he has to know--that's your end of the bargain. 
If it's a million words, or if it runs to analyzing the spectrum of 
Antares, who gives a damn? You can't and he won't. 

From my point of view, you are just now getting around to the guts 
of the book. We want every damned inch of them. And I charge you by the 
maidenhead of the sainted Brigham's seventeenth wife to give us the 
Report on the Lands of the Arid Region in full. The expression I have 
just used is, in full. 

Look, son, you are Nri ti ng the book about the cu1 ture of the ~Iest 
and the basis of life and society in the West. What the hell do some 
expositions matter, or a few hundred thousand words. 

And me, I don't know what the service of American culture may be, if 
writing this book isn't it. 
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Without permission from you I have made marks here and there on the 
typescript. None of my damned business to tell you how to write or what 
to do, but I had the ms. in my hand, didn't I? 

One principle: when you've got a climax, make it a climax. No 
point in putting a silencer on the gun when you shoot a sheriff. 

A much more useful principle. You know this stuff, we don't. It's 
your job to help out the reader by locating him in space and on the map 
wherever you can, which is oftener than you do by a good deal; and to 
constantly locate him in time, by heaving dates at him every couple of 
minutes; and to give him something to tie to in your allusions to other 
people, places, and events. You've got to keep saying, Now this is 
happening in 1492, in fact on October 12, and what I'm talking about in 
this aside happened in 1641, in a premature snowstorm; and Joe Doakes was 
the guy who pushed a peanut up Pike's Peak, that was in 1702 and he was 
lefthanded and beat his wife. Keep saying, Pissant Pass is due west of 
Concord, Middlesex County, Massachusetts, about six miles, take Highway? 
or the new bypass. Or, right now he's where the Union Pacific crosses 
Highway 30 four miles outside of Paradise Junction, there used to be a 
whorehouse there but now there's only a Socony station. Tell us where 
the Joe Doakes expedition went, and when, and why. A couple of sentences 
shining such lights on the margins, and into the parentheses always pay 
dividends in the reader's comfort. Also, make a cross-reference to your 
own text whenever you get a chance to. 

But Jesus! you're screwy. This is a swell book, there's nothing 
wrong with it, you've handled it marvelously well, you will continue to. 
Get in there and pitch. 

Any questions? 
I'll return the typescript as soon as I can find out how to wrap it. 

(Temperature today 102°, relative humidity, 109.) . 
I sent you my ms by express quite a \'Ihile ago. Did it ever make 

port?, 
Don't be a damn fool, Wally. This is a fine book. Write it without 

qualms. If you want some qualms, go have a baby. 

Yrs, 



TO BERNARD DEVOTO 

Dear Benny, 

Fallen Leaf Lake, Calif. 
July 13, 1952 
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This letter of yours is calculated to warm the lights, and even when 
I don't believe you I love you for it. But I wasn't really whining for 
an encouraging word: I was honestly lost, and wondering if I'd wasted 
two or three years getting a moderate education in Western history, and 
should write it off with that clear gain and forget the book. I couldn't 
see the damned book. But I was clearly doomed to finish it, and I shall 
clearly do so, with a much better feeling now that even a piece of it has 
had your ok. But meantime I have read your book, which I finished just 
before we came up here, and that is calculated to create despair in 
larger quantities than your letter creates encouragement. My God, what a 
book. I learned something on every page. It builds and mounts and 
accumulates and in the end it just fell on me. How the hell do you ever 
learn that much, and how do you ever get it packaged and organized, and 
how do you remember it long enough to get it down? This will be a big 
one for sure, maybe bigger than any of the others even. All I can do is 
cheer. Can I keep the manuscript for a while to refer to and learn some 
more from, or do you want it straight back? 

You're probably right about shortening the first river trip. The 
only reason I did it this way was that I skidded by the second--which was 
after all only a survey, not an exploration--in a few pages, and devoted 
myself in the second section to other varieties of discovery by the 
Powell Survey. I suppose I won't really know whether the first 
exploration is in need of drastic cutting until I get a whole manuscript 
together and see how its parts fit. I agree and turn the other cheek 
about the muffed climaxes and the inadequate map-spotting. But I never 
did this kind of thing before, and I didn't know. I was beginning to get 
ominous premonitions or postmonitions on my own hook, but I'll appreciate 
your marginalia. And if I can, I'll send on some more manuscript as it 
becomes readable. Honest, I'd be grateful as hell. 

We sit on this really very nice lake and swim a little and playa 
little tennis, and after a week I have never once thought of Powell until 
your letter came this afternoon. I have been reading Alfred Kazin, from 
whom I can't learn anything, and Barnaby Conrad, who does a really slick 
job of a boxful of stereotypes, and Whittaker Chambers, from whom I guess 
I can learn a great deal only I don't know whether I can depend on what 
I've learned. Tomorrow I shall go on sedately to Conrad and Ford Madox 
Ford. By God I know the life I was made for: vacation. One day late, 
with proper sedateness and lack of fizz, we have obtained the gospel from 
the Republican convention, and wasn't that something? What it succeeded 
in doing was to make any Republican easier to beat. 

Our best to you and Avis, & thanks, 
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TO WALLACE STEGNER 

March 14, 1953 

Dear Wally: 

I'm having lunch with Paul Brooks on Monday and will take him your 
ms. If he were your psychiatrist instead of your publisher, I would feel 
obligated to mention the symptoms of an unconscious drive to return to 
your vanished virginity. If the Literary Artists of Carmel had held a 
contest to determine Noblest Soul and God-damnedest most annoying way to 
put a ms together, you would have won it without raising a sweat by 
putting x pages in a ring binder with rings 2 millimeters larger than the 
punched holes, and by a refusal to number pages which makes it impossible 
to solve for x or to guess which goes where. It is known to you that I, 
unhappy one, am no Artist; it may well be that I have hashed your 
unnumbered pages beyond restoration, for since it was impossible to turn 
them on the rings I had to take them out of the binder. I trust God 
loves you for Helen Phillips won't when she reads copy, and I am resigned 
to seeing you any moment in Partisan Review •.•• 

A reading of my own symptoms indicates that my unconscious believes 
your book without flaw and wants me to advise keepin~ it as is, without 
change. My detailed notes spilled over to a second (and numbered) page, 
where they extended to seven lines. This one I have, the first one I 
have lost. It makes no difference, they were exceedingly minute and I 
will get them next time through, for I trust you are going to let me see 
the final version or else the galleys--and will at that time supply the 
footnotes. (It is another proof that you love Beauty almost more than 
you can bear that there were no signposts by which I could perceive what 
you were surreptitiously disclosing, and for God's sake, I want to buy 
one of your Powell reports but have no number to order it by. Cite it 
forthwith by postcard, for I am going to Washington and Lowdermilk 
probably has it. Report of the Public Land Commission. Sure, I know I 
could look it up, and still more easily if you had tossed in some dates, 
as I once directed you to. But scholarship, I understand, is to save 
work for others.) I mean to say, none of my notes was more than 
microscopic, and I have read no other ms in the three generations of my 
servitude where I needed to make so few. 

Since I talked to you by phone I have reread Part I, which I hadn't 
done then. It is the stamp of your book. I dislike talking in the idiom 
of the Stanford Idle Hour's star reviewer, but you establish your 
authority on the first page, your attack is truly magn'ificent, and I know 
of no book anywhere that has more sweep and certainty in its opening 
chapters. It makes self-evident its own complete relevance and its 
finality. You must, of course, expect the customary dismay from the 
academic. It has not occurred to any of them that the stuff you work in 
is history, that history is so multiple or is to be found in such diverse 
and unfamiliar places, that these things existed, that light was to be 
had on anything by finding out about them, or that there was any area of 
history not covered by their lecture notes. You may not enjoy it; I do 
but I will also enjoy seeing them on your neck. 
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For that reason and much better ones, you are forthwith to change 
the title of your preface. You may call it a note of explanation, but 
delete apology. Delete too everything that sounds or looks like apology 
in the preface itself. You may be modest to me if you like but you may 
not be defensive to historians. Why should you be? You are setting 
quite a few of them up in business, for they will write books out of 
yours; you are doing them all a service by providing them with material, 
information, and ideas most relevant to their job, and greatly needed; 
for a few, and they the best, you are doing an inestimable service, you 
are showing them how to write about ideas, personalities, and events. 
The hell with apologizing to them. 

The Powell-King-Adams tripod is terrific. For that reason, I want 
you to bring Adams in again at the end. In considerable detail--I mean, 
rather, turn the telescope back over the course of your book and contrast 
Adams and Powell again in terms of generalization about the half-century 
and the nation, the world too if you say so, and in the light of your 
book. I spoke to you about building up more of a climax in the last 
chapter. This may suggest to you how more of a climax can be build--I 
don't know. But to generalize retrospectively by way of Adams would give 
some additional appearance of unity, which the victim of multiplicity 
mi ght enj oy. 

Anyway. and apart from Adams, in that last chapter hit something 
hard. Slip your hands down to the end of the bat and swing. If no other 
way, what is rhetoric for? 

I say again, and 11m not kidding: DATES. I want never to be in 
doubt what year this is. I want that even if 11m reading a sedate 
listing of the books in the Xenia Ohio Library in 1883, by which the 
senior Schlesinger is establishing the cultural index of America. I have 
damn well got to have it in a book which is carrying forward several 
developments at the same time and which is willing to leap back and forth 
in time as if that could be fun. It's simple enough, you simple write 
in: 1883 .••• 

Which brings up your qualms about Part II. God knows I would never 
restrain a man from trying to make something better if he thought he 
could--that is, unless I suspected he had gone literary and entered a 
deep depression, or that his tinkering might mar a fine thing ••.• 
What's wrong with this stuff in your jaundiced, or rheumy, eye? It is 
not the 7th Cavalry riding down the Little Big Horn I grant you, but 
there is no reason why it need be. It has an absorption that will do 
quite as well as excitement, thank you. For that matter, I probably sat 
on the edge of my chair while reading it. Above all, son, it is new and 
it is indispensable. That is how Kitty Bowen would write that sentence 
and I want you to get the idea. You are out walking in the sun by 
yourself here and history being what it is few of us ever get much of a 
chance to do that. Nothing whatever need be done to any of these 
sections. If you insist on doing something, lengthen them out. But if 
you think they are not utterly fascinating and rewarding, you are too 
screwy to be allowed outdoors ..•. 

I think it's worth saying several times more that the General Land 
Office and the whole system of carving up the public domain were 
altogether corrupt. Incidentally, I was already writing the May Easy 
Chair when your ms. came. All my instances but one are from your 
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sources~ not you. I'd forgotten about the miniature house but I decided 
you wouldn't mind if I stole it. The four quarter-sections at a time 
matter was, during my boyhood in Utah, widely attributed to Brigham ••• 
• It's astonishing how completely Progress and Poverty has vanished from 
my mind, though I was still fluent when I lectured at Harvard. I'm going 
to look it up; maybe you're forcing me to steal from you some more [ .... J 

That's all I've got to say at the moment. My lost notes are all 
[ .••• J piddling. You have made several incautious [ •••• J statements 
about Indians. I don't remember what they are but I'll nail them the 
next time through. I hope you realize that after your book ends Morgan 
is not so hellish right about the Iroquois. He looks at the Long House 
and sees the Senate or the Roman Republic, the way the Santa Fe poets see 
the Holy Ghost immanent in Pueblo head lice. There were some 
differences, even juridical and philosophical differences, between Rome 
and the Long House. But, as I say, that all comes out after your book. 

I am not given to transports about books, especially books my 
friends write. But I say in all soberness that this is a book of 
remarkable distinction, originality, and importance, and that you have 
brought it off with tremendous eclat. It is a book that will produce 
dozens of others. Anyone who cares about the American experience, anyone 
who knows or wants to know what it is, anyone who wants to understand us 
will be in your debt from now on. It has stirred and delighted me and 
made me humble and grateful. And glad that I know you. Now go out and 
mourn and shiver. 

Yrs, 



TO BERNARD DE VOTO 

Dear Benny, 

March 26, 1953 
Box 860K, Route 2 
Los Altos, Calif. 
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Sir you are one of nature's noblemen. It is not a pleasant job to 
wade through somebody's manuscript book, especially when he hasn't 
paginated it and has left off the footnotes. I guess I explained about 
the pagination: I was saving some space in there for a brief discussion 
of Jack Hillers ' journal, and the goddam thing has been being-transcribed 
at the Bureau of Ethnology for nine mortal months. I can see it by going 
to Washington or waiting for them to transcribe it. So I wait. But I 
guess I might have put in three or four paged blank sheets and saved your 
fusebox. The footnotes are still in some vague process of compilation. 
Being a sloppy bastard, I keep losing my notes, and then I have to look 
something up allover again. So I am aware of the unlovely package I 
handed you, and 11m terrible grateful both for your encouragement, which 
is more than 3.7 to one, and very intoxicating, and for your suggestions, 
which I shall try to take to heart. 

Problem of a new draft depends on whether HM wants to push the book 
into the fall list. If it does, there may be time for only editings, and 
not for retypings. But if I retype, you shall have a copy, preferable 
the original, complete with footnotes. 

I guess the Public Domain book you wanted the reference on must be 
Thomas Donaldson's The Public Domain, Its History, with Statistics. 
(1884). This, though signed by Donaldson, lncorporated the flndings of 
the whole Public Lands Commission. It is the first comprehensive report 
on the Public Domain, and though it is full of errors it is basic. You 
surely must know it. There is also a Report of the Public Lands 
Commission, Created by the Act of March 3, 1879, Relating to Public Lands 
in the Western Portion of the United States and to the Operation of the 
Existing Land Laws. (1880). This is really a preliminary version of the 
later Donaldson report; both are the logical follow-ups of Powell IS 
Arid Regions. 

The problem of the last chapter I shall take to heart: probably it 
does need some amplifying, and your suggestion of the restatement of the 
King-Adams-Powell tripos is undoubtedly the right one. ~'y reason for 
laying off a big development of later conservation practice and policy 
was that I didn't want the book to go too far away from the old man 
himself. The King-Adams-Powell gimmick will tie it up better. 

I hear from Colston Leigh that youlre touring the Lyceum circuit 
next year, and that you may be appearing in San Francisco. This 
titillates us extremely; the hell of it is we lose our lecturer-grant 
from ACLS this year and weill be poorer. The university itself still 
limps along paying lecturers seventy five dollars, which I take to be one 
third the union scale. But maybe we can combine with the university 
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and build up a fee that would make it worth your while. Or maybe you 
could run down and give an informal afternoon talk to the writing people. 
Do I see you or Colston Leigh about these matters? 

Meantime, many thanks again. Thou restorest my soul. Love to Avis. 

Yrs, 
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TO BERNARD DEVOTO 

May 3, 1953 

Dear Benny, 

Ah me, the toils of authors. More especially, the toils of authors' 
friends. 11m sorry to have involved you in more conferences, huddles, 
and letters, and in more soothing words to my ruffled psyche. I have 
just written in answer to Craig's somewhat stiff letter of explanation, 
and I hope welre all friends again. Apparently he did not then, or at 
least does not now, contemplate any such rigorous rewritings as his first 
two letters seemed to propose, and I have sent for my stepladder and 
climbed down off my high horse. Though actually I think his 
chronological suggestions and his biographical-details suggestions 
especially were pretty thick-headed. That was why, I all smarting with 
my wounds being cold, to be so pestered with a poppinjay, out of my grief 
and my impatience answered neglectingly, I know not what. 

My principal cause for fretfulness, apart from the anguish of 
thinking about writing whole new chapters in and reorganizing others, was 
the feeling that if Houghton Mifflin was as dubious about the book as 
Craig's corrections seemed to imply, they shouldn't, for their own sake 
as well as mine, undertake to publish it. lid rather let the Smithsonian 
publish it, for nothing but with enthusiasm, than have it get the minimum 
treatment at HM or any other publisher. 

My historical fears, at least, are reasonably allayed, first by you 
and since by Dale Morgan, who is lyrical, and Henry Smith, who is soberly 
enthusiastic. Now I know who I was writing the damn book for: you and 
Henry and Dale. If it passes you I don't give a damn what the 
unknowledgable think. 

1111 try to follow your urgings to the letter. I will brood over a 
couple of good pages. I will write in dates and more dates and make 
concrete the allusive. I will wrench chronology as much as seems 
necessary, and I will continue to ignore the home life, bathroom habits 
and other minutiae of Major Powell. And I will be thinking like hell to 
find a good title. If you have any suggestions, don't forget me. 

Will you be in Cambridge this summer? Welre comin9 east (oh hell, 
youlre going to be in Montana or somewhere, aren't you?) Anyway maybe 
weill run into you here. or there, or somewhere. Meantime, and 
continually, thanks. 
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A Note on My Sources 

In September of 1981 I called Stegner to discuss four book proposals 

I hoped to later formalize to him in a letter. First, I proposed that he 

permit me to publish fifteen of his uncollected essays. He replied that 

he was already under contract to Doubleday and in the process of 

publishing the very essays I named. Second, I proposed that we extend 

the interview we had begun in 1977 to book length and publish it. At 

this suggestion Stegner chuckled. "I'm afraid Etulain beat you to the 

punch on that one," he said. Next I proposed to collect the best 

articles written about his work and publish that. He replied that 

Anthony Arthur was already at \'JOrk on such a volume, and then he laughed. 

"You don't seem to be having much luck," he said. "What else did you 

have in mind?" 

"A bibliography," I said. I told him I had tried without success to 

obtain a copy of Jill Lucas Willey's work. I wanted to know if anyone 

else was working on a descriptive bibliography. He said that he doubted 

that anyone was but that he would have to check and let me know. I 

received the following letter a few days later: 

Dear Jim: 

WALLACE STEGNER 
13456 South Fork Lane 

Los Altos Hills, California 94022 

Sept. 19, 1981 

Little do you know what a basket of snakes you're getting into. 
have written reams of grocery-buying junk during my life, and the 
bibliography shows it. The best list is that in Robinson and Robinson's 
Twayne Books monograph. The Jill Lucas Willey descriptive (and 
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selective) bibliography exists, and so does San Jose State, but you won't 
find anything in it that isn't in Robinson. Nobody else that I know of 
is working on a bibliography, though somebody from Michigan State, 
several years ago, indicated that he was going to. He never did, I 
think. Tony Arthur at California State University, Northridge, is doing 
some sort of little book on Stegner and His Critics, and Richard Etulain 
of the history department in Albuquerque is preparing a volume of 
interviews for the University of Utah Press. You might want to 
communicate with both of those people. I'll cooperate as I can, though I 
seem to get busier by the week, and may shoot myself before 
Christmas .••• 

Yours, 
Wallace Stegner 

I had, of course, already jumped into the "basket of snakes" Stegner 

refers to before I talked to him on the phone with the result that I had 

been severely bitten, and I have been jumping in and out of the basket 

ever since. As it happened, however, somebody else then unknown to 

Stegner and to me was already preparing to jump into the basket as well. 

She and her husband had already begun collecting Stegner's work. Her 

name is Nancy Colberg, and although we have exchanged information and 

correspondence, my bibliography of Stegner's work is now heavily indebted 

to hers. Indeed, the draft of her bibliography currently in my 

possession lists over 600 items, includes 37 black and white photographs, 

and runs 254 pages, excluding frontmatter. I have been sufficiently 

impressed with it to accept it for publication in the American Authors 

Series that I edit for Confluence Press. 

As Stegner observes in his letter, the Robinsons' bibliography in 

Wallace Stegner can be very useful. In places, however, it might also be 

misleading. For example, the Robinsons list Stegner as "Editor" of the 

1960 Dell edition of The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, the 1961 New 

American Library edition of The Outcasts of Poker Flat, the 1965 Houghton 
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Mifflin edition of The Big ~, and the 1967 Heritage Press edition of 

The Twice Told Tales. In fact, as Colberg observes, Stegner wrote 

intv-(jJuctions to each of these volumes, but with the possible exception 

of the Hawthorne volume, Stegner actually performed no editing chores on 

the other three volumes, a fact with which he concurred during a 

telephone conversation on 14 November 1988. Stegner has, of course, 

frequently served as a volume editor, but my own list below, like the 

Robinsons', makes no attempt to sort out all those books Stegner "edited" 

from those on the Robinson's list for which Stegner merely contributed an 

introduction. What's more, whereas the Robinsons occasionally and 

perhaps inadvertently omit crucial items from their bibliography 

(Stegner's article, "Fiction: A Lense on Life," would be an example), 

Colberg has been absolutely scrupulous. She not only documents all first 

appearances of Stegner's work in books and periodicals but fastidiously 

cross-references them in her text. Since her descriptive bibliography 

will soon be in print, I question the value of duplicating her work here. 

Consequently, I have made no attempt to list Stegner's "First-Appearance" 

contributions to books and periodicals. 

------_.--._---- ----
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